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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1502211789
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1.320 javax-inject 2.2.0-b21 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 slf4j 1.7.26 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 jsqlparser 2.1 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 snmp-4j 1.11 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 json-simple 1.1.1 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 logback-core 1.2.9 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 aspect-j 1.8.13 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 kryo 2.17 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 jetty-http-spi 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 flink-shaded-netty 4.1.42.Final-10.0 
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     1.329.1 Available under license 

1.330 junixsocket-common 2.0.4 

1.331 hazelcast-client 3.8.9 

1.332 flink-shaded-asm-6 6.2.1-6.0 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 javax-activation 1.2.0 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 postgre-sql 42.2.5.jre7 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 c3p0 0.9.1.1 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 grpc-core 1.9.0 

1.337 websocket-api 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.338 swagger-annotations 1.5.22 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 jaxb-api 2.3.0 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 protobuf-java 3.3.0 

1.341 netty-transport 4.1.49.Final 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 reactor-core 3.3.5.RELEASE 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 grpc-context 1.9.0 

1.344 golang 1.19.1 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 jwt-go 4.0.0-preview1 

     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 grpc-stub 1.9.0 

1.347 swagger-jaxrs 1.5.22 

1.348 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 pierrec-lz4 2.0.4-0.20180826165652-dbe9298ce099+incompatible 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 protobuf-java 3.6.0 

1.351 golang-genproto 0.0.0-20200526211855-cb27e3aa2013 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 sarama 1.22.1 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 manifold-rt 2021.1.19 
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     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 jersey-bean-validation 2.5.1 

1.355 spring-messaging 4.3.20.RELEASE 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 jersey-common 2.5.1 

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 junixsocket-native-common 2.0.4 

1.358 manifold-util 2021.1.19 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 netty-resolver 4.1.49.Final 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 gopkg.in-mgo 2.0.0-20160801213824-01084657862d 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 slf4j 1.5.8-PATCHED 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 javax-xml-soap-api 1.4.0 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 netty-codec-socks 4.1.34.Final 

1.364 isorelax 20090621 

     1.364.1 Available under license 

1.365 jackson-datatype-joda 2.10.4 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.5 

     1.366.1 Available under license 

1.367 typetools 0.3.1 

1.368 netty-tcnative-boringssl-static 2.0.22.Final 

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 log4j-api 2.17.1 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 pycparser 2.18 

     1.370.1 Available under license 

1.371 commons-dbcp 2.0.1 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.7.9 

     1.372.1 Available under license 

1.373 httpclient 3.10.0 

     1.373.1 Available under license 

1.374 paramiko 2.0.1 

     1.374.1 Available under license 
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1.375 resourcelocator 1.0.1 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 httpcore-nio 4.4.1 

     1.376.1 Available under license 

1.377 jackson 2.9.10 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 httpcomponents-core 4.4.13 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 websocket-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 streadway-amqp 1.0.0 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 golang-snappy 0.0.1 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 grpc-okhttp 1.9.0 

     1.382.1 Available under license 

1.383 commons-beanutils 1.9.2 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 istack-commons 2.21 

     1.384.1 Available under license 

1.385 x-term 0.0.0-20220526004731-065cf7ba2467 

     1.385.1 Available under license 

1.386 jackson 2.10.4 

     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 httpcomponents-mime 4.3.6 

     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 javatuples 1.2 

     1.388.1 Available under license 

1.389 bcpg-jdk15on 1.50 

     1.389.1 Available under license 

1.390 commons-io 2.5 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 curator-framework 2.12.0 

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 jetty 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 rsocket-core 1.0.0-RC7 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 jersey 2.25.1 
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     1.394.1 Available under license 

1.395 javassist 3.21.0-GA 

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 gopkg.in-mgo 2.0.0-20190816093944-a6b53ec6cb22 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 shiro-crypto-core 1.6.0 

     1.397.1 Available under license 

1.398 guava 11.0.2 

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 hk2-locator 2.5.0-b32 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 jsr305 3.0.2 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 go-restful 3.5.1 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 spring-oxm 4.3.19.RELEASE 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 jetty-security 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.403.1 Available under license 

1.404 netty-codec 4.1.34.Final 

1.405 gson 2.6.2 

     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 postgresql-jdbc 42.2.5.jre7 

     1.406.1 Available under license 

1.407 prettytable 0.7.2 

     1.407.1 Available under license 

1.408 jackson-databind 2.9.10.8 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 x-time-rate 0.0.0-20220609170525-579cf78fd858 

     1.409.1 Available under license 

1.410 apache-log4j 1.2.15 

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 netty-codec 4.1.17.Final 

     1.411.1 Available under license 

1.412 woodstox-core-asl 4.1.4 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 janino 2.6.1 

1.414 error_prone_annotations 2.3.2 

     1.414.1 Available under license 
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1.415 javax-inject 1 

     1.415.1 Available under license 

1.416 annotations 3.0.1 

1.417 commons-logging 1.1.1 

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 netty-resolver 4.1.17.Final 

     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 websocket-api 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 python-requests 2.18.4 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.10.4 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 hibernate-validator 5.0.0.Final 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 commons-jexl3 3.1 

     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 jackson-annotations 2.10.4 

     1.424.1 Available under license 

1.425 pyyaml 5.4.1 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 cassandra-driver-core 3.2.0 

1.427 swagger-core 1.5.23 

     1.427.1 Available under license 

1.428 jackson-jaxrs 2.9.10 

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 shiro-crypto-hash 1.6.0 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.5.1 

     1.430.1 Available under license 

1.431 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.9.0 

1.432 grpc-netty 1.9.0 

1.433 x-crypto 0.0.0-20201124201722-c8d3bf9c5392 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 cffi 1.14.5 

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 cglib 2.2.0-b21 

     1.435.1 Available under license 

1.436 google-http-client 1.15.0-rc 
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     1.436.1 Available under license 

1.437 chardet 3.0.4 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 protobuf-java-util 3.7.1 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 paranamer 2.5.6 

1.440 google-http-client 1.20.0 

1.441 guava 25.0-jre 

     1.441.1 Available under license 

1.442 commons-lang3 3.8.1 

     1.442.1 Available under license 

1.443 slf4j 1.7.21 

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.34.Final 

1.445 hk2-api 2.5.0-b32 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 easymock 3.1 

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 snake-yaml 1.24 

     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 commons-net 3.6 

     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 okio 1.13.0 

     1.449.1 Available under license 

1.450 python-setuptools 28.8.0 

     1.450.1 Available under license 

1.451 commons-digester 1.8.1 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 rcrowley-go-metrics 0.0.0-20201227073835-cf1acfcdf475 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 json4s-ext 3.2.5 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 joda-time 2.2 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 six 1.11.0 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 websocket-server 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.456.1 Available under license 

1.457 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.8 
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     1.457.1 Available under license 

1.458 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.21 

     1.458.1 Available under license 

1.459 jetty-webapp 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-conflict-with-guava 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 protobuf-java-util 3.5.1 

1.462 websocket-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.463 castor-core 1.3.1 

     1.463.1 Available under license 

1.464 cas-client-core 3.2.1 

1.465 spring-tx 4.3.20.RELEASE 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 json4s-jackson 3.2.5 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 opentracing-spring-web-autoconfigure 0.3.2 

     1.467.1 Available under license 

1.468 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.25.1 

     1.468.1 Available under license 

1.469 aspect-j 1.9.2 

1.470 netty-codec-socks 4.1.17.Final 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 spring-framework 4.3.18.RELEASE 

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 jedis 2.10.2 

1.473 netty-codec-socks 4.1.49.Final 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 pyasn1 0.4.2 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 bcel 2.7.2 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 xstream 1.2.2 

1.477 swagger-annotations 1.5.23 

     1.477.1 Available under license 

1.478 javassist 3.17.1-GA 

     1.478.1 Available under license 

1.479 mongodb-driver-core 3.12.4 

     1.479.1 Available under license 
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1.480 objenesis 2.2 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 flink-hadoop-fs 1.8.3-cisco 

     1.481.1 Available under license 

1.482 hamcrest 1.1 

     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 yang-model-util 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 

     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 jaxb-core 2.2.11 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 google-http-client 1.27.0 

1.486 json4s-ast 3.2.5 

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 json-java 20180130 

     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 opencensus-contrib-grpc-metrics 0.10.0 

1.489 opentracing-web-servlet-filter 0.1.0 

     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 swagger 0.8.8 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

1.491 swagger-annotations 1.5.0 

     1.491.1 Available under license 

1.492 apache-log4j 2.17.1 

     1.492.1 Available under license 

1.493 websocket-common 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.494 opentracing-api 0.31.0 

     1.494.1 Available under license 

1.495 mongodb-driver 3.9.0 

     1.495.1 Available under license 

1.496 scala-reflect 2.10.4 

     1.496.1 Available under license 

1.497 netty 4.1.34.Final 

     1.497.1 Available under license 

1.498 jackson-databind 2.10.1 

     1.498.1 Available under license 

1.499 snake-yaml 1.12 

     1.499.1 Available under license 

1.500 flink-annotations 1.8.3-cisco 

     1.500.1 Available under license 
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1.501 kafka-clients 1.1.0 

     1.501.1 Available under license 

1.502 aspectj-tools 1.8.13 

1.503 commons-pool 2.4.3 

     1.503.1 Available under license 

1.504 jetty-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.505 jersey-entity-filtering 2.28 

     1.505.1 Available under license 

1.506 native-lib-loader 2.0.2 

     1.506.1 Available under license 

1.507 stax-api 1.0 2

     1.507.1 Available under license 

1.508 jackson-dataformat-csv 2.10.1 

     1.508.1 Available under license 

1.509 go-restful 3.3.1 

     1.509.1 Available under license 

1.510 websocket-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.511 j2objc-annotations 1.1 

     1.511.1 Available under license 

1.512 spf13-pflag 1.0.5 

     1.512.1 Available under license 

1.513 shiro-config-ogdl 1.6.0 

     1.513.1 Available under license 

1.514 jersey-media-multipart 2.25.1 

     1.514.1 Available under license 

1.515 jetty 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.515.1 Available under license 

1.516 byte-buddy 1.9.3 

     1.516.1 Available under license 

1.517 java-jwt 3.8.3 

     1.517.1 Available under license 

1.518 netty 3.10.5.Final 

     1.518.1 Available under license 

1.519 bson 3.9.0 

     1.519.1 Available under license 

1.520 scala 2.11.12 

     1.520.1 Available under license 

1.521 gopacket 1.1.14 

     1.521.1 Available under license 
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1.522 velocity 1.7 

     1.522.1 Available under license 

1.523 mongo-java-driver 3.9.0 

     1.523.1 Available under license 

1.524 mime-pull 1.9.6 

     1.524.1 Available under license 

1.525 avro-guava-dependencies 1.8.2 

     1.525.1 Available under license 

1.526 config 1.3.0 

     1.526.1 Available under license 

1.527 jersey 2.5.1 

     1.527.1 Available under license 

1.528 classmate 0.8.0 

     1.528.1 Available under license 

1.529 icu4j 63.1 

     1.529.1 Available under license 

1.530 commons-collections 4.1 

     1.530.1 Available under license 

1.531 rsocket-transport-netty 1.0.0-RC7 

     1.531.1 Available under license 

1.532 influxdb 4.1.1 

     1.532.1 Available under license 

1.533 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 

1.534 netty-handler 4.1.17.Final 

     1.534.1 Available under license 

1.535 jetty-http 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.535.1 Available under license 

1.536 xz-java 1.8 

     1.536.1 Available under license 

1.537 ecj 22 

     1.537.1 Available under license 

1.538 freemarker 2.3.23 

     1.538.1 Available under license 

1.539 dom 1.0 

     1.539.1 Available under license 

1.540 logrus 1.0.4 

     1.540.1 Available under license 

1.541 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.34.Final 

     1.541.1 Available under license 
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1.542 jzlib 1.1.3 

     1.542.1 Available under license 

1.543 flink-java 1.8.3-cisco 

     1.543.1 Available under license 

1.544 httpcomponents-core 4.0.1 

     1.544.1 Available under license 

1.545 txw2 2.3.1 

     1.545.1 Available under license 

1.546 swagger-annotations 1.3.12 

1.547 commons-pool 1.5.3 

     1.547.1 Available under license 

1.548 jzlib 1.0.7 

     1.548.1 Available under license 

1.549 x-net 0.0.0-20211015210444-4f30a5c0130f 

     1.549.1 Available under license 

1.550 reflections 0.9.11 

     1.550.1 Available under license 

1.551 squiggly-filter-jackson 1.3.11 

     1.551.1 Available under license 

1.552 jersey-common 2.25.1 

     1.552.1 Available under license 

1.553 gson 2.2.3 

1.554 httpcomponents-client 4.5.3 

     1.554.1 Available under license 

1.555 stax-ex 1.8 

1.556 asm 5.0.4 

     1.556.1 Available under license 

1.557 python3-asn1crypto 0.24.0 

     1.557.1 Available under license 

1.558 httpcomponents-core 4.4.6 

     1.558.1 Available under license 

1.559 opentracing-util 0.31.0 

     1.559.1 Available under license 

1.560 hibernate-commons-annotations 3.2.0.Final 

     1.560.1 Available under license 

1.561 jackson-databind 2.10.5.1 

     1.561.1 Available under license 

1.562 jctools-core 3.0.0 

     1.562.1 Available under license 
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1.563 paranamer 2.7 

1.564 hk2-locator 2.2.0-b21 

     1.564.1 Available under license 

1.565 jetty-xml 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.565.1 Available under license 

1.566 commons-codec 1.9 

     1.566.1 Available under license 

1.567 bson 3.12.4 

     1.567.1 Available under license 

1.568 protobuf-java 3.7.1 

     1.568.1 Available under license 

1.569 snake-yaml 1.21 

     1.569.1 Available under license 

1.570 metrics-jvm 4.1.0 

1.571 asm 2.2.0-b21 

     1.571.1 Available under license 

1.572 commons-fileupload 1.4 

     1.572.1 Available under license 

1.573 mongodb-driver-core 3.9.0 

     1.573.1 Available under license 

1.574 hazelcast-client-protocol 1.4.1 

     1.574.1 Available under license 

1.575 goprotobuf 1.4.2 

     1.575.1 Available under license 

1.576 x-text 0.3.6 

     1.576.1 Available under license 

1.577 joda-time 2.9.1 

     1.577.1 Available under license 

1.578 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.49.Final 

     1.578.1 Available under license 

1.579 commons-cli 1.2 

     1.579.1 Available under license 

1.580 spew 1.1.1 

     1.580.1 Available under license 

1.581 netty-codec 4.0.44.Final 

     1.581.1 Available under license 

1.582 commons-configuration 1.10 

     1.582.1 Available under license 

1.583 swagger-springmvc 0.8.8 
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1.584 jetty-http-spi 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.585 servlet-api 3.1.0 

     1.585.1 Available under license 

1.586 commons-validator 1.6 

     1.586.1 Available under license 

1.587 cglib 3.1 

     1.587.1 Available under license 

1.588 jackson-xc 2.9.8 

     1.588.1 Available under license 

1.589 diffutils 1.2.1 

     1.589.1 Available under license 

1.590 nimbus-jose-jwt 7.9 

     1.590.1 Available under license 

1.591 spring-security-taglibs 3.2.4.RELEASE 

     1.591.1 Available under license 

1.592 commons-net 3.3b 

     1.592.1 Available under license 

1.593 error_prone_annotations 2.7.1 

     1.593.1 Available under license 

1.594 amqp-client 4.8.0 

     1.594.1 Available under license 

1.595 jackson 2.10.5 

     1.595.1 Available under license 

1.596 objenesis 2.5.1 

     1.596.1 Available under license 

1.597 commons-validator 1.4.1 

     1.597.1 Available under license 

1.598 go-cache 2.1.0+incompatible 

     1.598.1 Available under license 

1.599 netty-handler 4.0.44.Final 

     1.599.1 Available under license 

1.600 commons-logging 1.2 

     1.600.1 Available under license 

1.601 commons-jexl3 3.0 

     1.601.1 Available under license 

1.602 jackson-annotations 2.10.1 

     1.602.1 Available under license 

1.603 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.34.Final 

     1.603.1 Available under license 
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1.604 zstd 1e382f59b41eebd6f592c5db4fd1958ec38a0eba 

     1.604.1 Available under license 

1.605 queue 1.1.1-0.20180227141424-093482f3f8ce 

     1.605.1 Available under license 

1.606 objenesis 1.2 

     1.606.1 Available under license 

1.607 hazelcast 3.8.9 

     1.607.1 Available under license 

1.608 castor-xml 1.3.1 

     1.608.1 Available under license 

1.609 jwt-go 3.2.0+incompatible 

     1.609.1 Available under license 

1.610 slf4j 1.7.28 

     1.610.1 Available under license 

1.611 activation-api 1.2.1 

     1.611.1 Available under license 

1.612 commons-io 2.6 

     1.612.1 Available under license 

1.613 netty 4.1.42.Final 

     1.613.1 Available under license 

1.614 spring-orm 4.3.20.RELEASE 

     1.614.1 Available under license 

1.615 commons-lang3 2.6 

     1.615.1 Available under license 

1.616 spring-context-support 4.3.19.RELEASE 

     1.616.1 Available under license 

1.617 jersey-media-jaxb 2.25.1 

     1.617.1 Available under license 

1.618 antlr-runtime 4.5.1 

1.619 jetty-http 9.3.27.v20190418 

     1.619.1 Available under license 

1.620 commons-beanutils 1.9.4 

     1.620.1 Available under license 

1.621 jackson-jaxrs-xml-provider 2.10.4 

     1.621.1 Available under license 

1.622 joda-time 2.7 

     1.622.1 Available under license 

1.623 swagger-core 1.3.5 

     1.623.1 Available under license 
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1.624 commons-math 3.5 

     1.624.1 Available under license 

1.625 yang-parser-impl 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 

     1.625.1 Available under license 

1.626 goburrow-cache 0.1.4 

     1.626.1 Available under license 

1.627 commons-lang3 2.4 

     1.627.1 Available under license 

1.628 antlr 4.7.1 

     1.628.1 Available under license 

1.629 asm 5.0.3 

     1.629.1 Available under license 

1.630 x-term 0.0.0-20201126162022-7de9c90e9dd1 

     1.630.1 Available under license 

1.631 metrics-servlets 4.1.0 

     1.631.1 Available under license 

1.632 golang-genproto 0.0.0-20190819201941-24fa4b261c55 

     1.632.1 Available under license 

1.633 httpcomponents-client 4.4.1 

     1.633.1 Available under license 

1.634 commons-dbcp 1.4 

     1.634.1 Available under license 

1.635 xpp 1.1.4c 

     1.635.1 Notifications 

     1.635.2 Available under license 

1.636 jaxen 1.1.6 

     1.636.1 Available under license 

1.637 scala 2.10.4 

     1.637.1 Available under license 

1.638 amqp-client 3.6.2 

     1.638.1 Available under license 

1.639 chill 0.7.6 

     1.639.1 Available under license 

1.640 shiro-event 1.6.0 

     1.640.1 Available under license 

1.641 netty-codec-http 4.1.49.Final 

     1.641.1 Available under license 

1.642 spring-binding 2.5.1.RELEASE 

     1.642.1 Available under license 
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1.643 asm 6.2.1 

     1.643.1 Available under license 

1.644 manifold 2021.1.19 

     1.644.1 Available under license 

1.645 commons-lang3 3.4 

     1.645.1 Available under license 

1.646 jaxb-runtime 2.3.1 

1.647 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.7.9 

     1.647.1 Available under license 

1.648 jaeger-thrift 0.28.0 

     1.648.1 Available under license 

1.649 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.10 

     1.649.1 Available under license 

1.650 groovy-json 3.0.8 

     1.650.1 Available under license 

1.651 commons-lang3 3.6 

     1.651.1 Available under license 

1.652 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.1.0 

     1.652.1 Available under license 

1.653 minio 4.0.0 

1.654 bson4jackson 2.7.0 

     1.654.1 Available under license 

1.655 spring-security-acl 3.2.4.RELEASE 

     1.655.1 Available under license 

1.656 protobuf-java 3.5.1 

1.657 profiler 1.0.2 

1.658 failureaccess 1.0.1 

     1.658.1 Available under license 

1.659 hk2-api 2.2.0-b21 

     1.659.1 Available under license 

1.660 commons-lang3 3.9 

     1.660.1 Available under license 

1.661 open-csv 4.1 

     1.661.1 Available under license 

1.662 antlr 2.7.6 

     1.662.1 Available under license 

1.663 go-resiliency 1.1.0 

     1.663.1 Available under license 

1.664 spring-retry 1.0.3.RELEASE 
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     1.664.1 Available under license 

1.665 cmd2 0.8.0 

     1.665.1 Available under license 

1.666 okhttp 3.12.1 

1.667 apscheduler 3.5.1 

     1.667.1 Available under license 

1.668 junixsocket-native 2.0.4 

     1.668.1 Available under license 

1.669 akka 2.4.20 

     1.669.1 Available under license 

1.670 javassist 3.18.2-GA 

     1.670.1 Available under license 

1.671 servlet-api 3.0.1 

     1.671.1 Available under license 

1.672 instrumentation-api 0.4.3 

1.673 kryo 2.24.0 

1.674 commons-io 2.4 

     1.674.1 Available under license 

1.675 netty 4.1.61.Final 

     1.675.1 Available under license 

1.676 scala-parser-combinators 1.0.4 

     1.676.1 Available under license 

1.677 jackson 1.9.13 

     1.677.1 Available under license 

1.678 javax-annotation-api 1.2 

     1.678.1 Available under license 

1.679 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.13 

     1.679.1 Available under license 

1.680 commons-pool 1.6 

     1.680.1 Available under license 

1.681 beam-vendor-guava-26_0-jre 0.1 

     1.681.1 Available under license 

1.682 junit 4.10 

     1.682.1 Available under license 

1.683 commons-beanutils 1.8.3 

     1.683.1 Available under license 

1.684 protobuf 1.28.1 

     1.684.1 Available under license 

1.685 cglib 2.2 
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     1.685.1 Available under license 

1.686 jackson-jaxrs 2.10.4 

     1.686.1 Available under license 

1.687 hk2-utils 2.5.0-b32 

     1.687.1 Available under license 

1.688 hibernate-entitymanager 3.6.7.Final 

     1.688.1 Available under license 

1.689 chill-java 0.7.6 

     1.689.1 Available under license 

1.690 jersey-media-multipart 2.5.1 

     1.690.1 Available under license 

1.691 go-toml 1.8.1 

     1.691.1 Available under license 

1.692 jersey-client 2.25.1 

     1.692.1 Available under license 

1.693 jtoml 1.0.0 

     1.693.1 Available under license 

1.694 jetty-util 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.695 commons-cli 1.3.1 

     1.695.1 Available under license 

1.696 streadway-amqp 0.0.0-20200108173154-1c71cc93ed71 

     1.696.1 Available under license 

1.697 gson 2.7 

     1.697.1 Available under license 

1.698 jetty-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

1.699 jaeger-core 1.5.0 

     1.699.1 Available under license 

1.700 jersey-guava 2.25.1 

     1.700.1 Available under license 

1.701 jackson-annotations 2.9.10 

     1.701.1 Available under license 

1.702 jaeger-core 0.28.0 

     1.702.1 Available under license 

1.703 x-sys 0.0.0-20220715151400-c0bba94af5f8 

     1.703.1 Available under license 

1.704 swagger-models 0.8.8 

1.705 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.49.Final 

     1.705.1 Available under license 

1.706 hk2-utils 2.2.0-b21 
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     1.706.1 Available under license 

1.707 easymock 3.4 

     1.707.1 Available under license 

1.708 opentracing-spring-web 0.3.2 

     1.708.1 Available under license 

1.709 jackson-xc 2.9.10 

     1.709.1 Available under license 

1.710 reflectasm 1.09 

 

1.1 yang-model-api 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.2 swagger-jaxrs 1.5.23 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100317528_1602719724.7/0/swagger-jaxrs-1-5-23-sources-jar/io/swagger/jaxrs/Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100317528_1602719724.7/0/swagger-jaxrs-1-5-23-sources-

jar/io/swagger/jaxrs/config/ReaderListener.java

 

1.3 rabbitmq-java-client 3.6.2 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means
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   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"
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   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's
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   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.
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3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.
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4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *
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*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous
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----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
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If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2020 VMware, Inc. or its affiliates.

This package, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under

the Mozilla Public License 2.0 ("MPL"), the GNU General Public License

version 2 ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the MPL,

please see LICENSE-MPL-RabbitMQ. For the GPL, please see LICENSE-GPL2.

For the ASL, please see LICENSE-APACHE2.

 

This means that you may choose one of these licenses when including or

using this software in your own.

 

The RabbitMQ Java client library includes third-party software under the

ASL. For this license, please see LICENSE-APACHE2. For attribution of

copyright and other details of provenance, please refer to the source code.

 

If you have any questions regarding licensing, please contact us at

info@rabbitmq.com.

 

1.4 x-sys 0.0.0-20210615035016-

665e8c7367d1 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.5 apr 1.6.5 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Apache Portable Runtime

Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

 

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security

Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

 

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)

Caldera International Inc.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions

of the following licenses.
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From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c,

file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994

*      The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

 

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

From dso/aix/dso.c:

 

*  Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is

*  Copyright (c) 1992,1993,1995,1996,1997,1988

*  Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.

*

*  Not derived from licensed software.

*

*  Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute

*  this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable

*  for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked

*  as such, and this notice is not modified.

 

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

 

 strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.

 Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

 

 *

 * cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.

 *       Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

 *

 

 Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.  2001-2002.  All rights reserved.
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 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

 must display the following acknowledgement:

 

    This product includes software developed or owned by  Caldera

    International, Inc.

 

 Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA

 INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.6 error_prone_annotations 2.1.3 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112636230_1607122994.91/0/error-prone-annotations-2-1-3-sources-6-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

 

1.7 joda-time 2.10.1 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 equinox 1.8.13 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.9 jcip-annotation 1.0 1
1.9.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Stephen Connolly.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013822089_1591370825.53/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-1-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013822089_1591370825.53/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-1-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013822089_1591370825.53/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-1-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013822089_1591370825.53/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-1-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/Immutable.java

 

1.10 object-cache-api 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'
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1.11 shiro-crypto-cipher 1.6.0 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.12 netty-handler 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.13 javax-json 1.1.4 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  
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           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  
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           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
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available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  
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   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.14 scalap 2.10.0 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

 <head>

 

   <title>Scala License | The Scala Programming Language</title>

  

   <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/>

 

   <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/resources/favicon.ico">

   <link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/png" href="/resources/favicon.ico">

 

   <!-- prettify CSS (corresponding js at footer)-->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/prettify.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <!-- Bootstrap CSS -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/bootstrap.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,600,700,900,400italic,700italic'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 

   <!-- Custom stylesheet -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/main.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <!-- Typekit (should stay at top of page, do not move to footer)-->

   <script type="text/javascript" src="//use.typekit.net/abh3wgk.js"></script>

   <script type="text/javascript">try{Typekit.load();}catch(e){}</script>

 

   <!-- Atom feeds -->

   <link rel="alternate" type="application/atom+xml" title="News Feed" href="/feed/index.xml" />

   <link rel="alternate" type="application/atom+xml" title="Blog Feed" href="/feed/blog.xml" />

 

 

 </head>

 <body>

 

 

<div class="darkstrip"></div>
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<div class="darkbluetopbar">

 <div class="container" style="height: 100%">

   <div class="navbar-wrap">

     <div class="container" style="position: relative; height: 100%;">

       <div class="scala-logo">

         <a href="/index.html"><img src="/resources/img/scala-logo-white-sm.png" alt="white Scala logo" /></a>

       </div>

       <ul class="nav">

 <li><a href="/documentation/">Documentation</a></li>

 <li><a href="/download/">Download</a></li>

 <li><a href="/community/">Community</a></li>

 <li><a href="/contribute/">Contribute</a></li>

 <li id="source-code" >

   <a href="http://github.com/scala/scala"><img src="/resources/img/github-logo.png" alt="GitHub Logo" /></a>

   <div class="toptip">Source Code</div>

 </li>

 <li id="scala-lang-twitter">

   <a href="http://twitter.com/scala_lang"><img src="/resources/img/twitter-logo-white.png" alt="Twitter Logo"

/></a>

   <div class="toptip">Scala on Twitter</div>

 </li>

</ul>

 

     </div>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

 

<div class="midbluebar">

 <div class="container">

   <h1 id="page-title">Scala License</h1>

 </div>

</div>

 

<div class="page-container">

 <div class="container" style="min-height: 540px;">

   <div class="main-page-column">

 

 <p>Scala is licensed under the <a href="http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause">BSD 3-Clause

License</a>.</p>

 

<h2 id="scala-license">Scala License</h2>

 

<p>Copyright (c) 2002-<span class="current-year"> </span> EPFL<br />

Copyright (c) 2011-<span class="current-year"> </span> Lightbend, Inc.</p>

 

<p>All rights reserved.</p>
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<p>Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>

 

<ul>

 <li>Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>

 <li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>

 <li>Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.</li>

</ul>

 

<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>

 

</div>

<div class="sidebar">

 <div class="sidebar-inner">

   <div class="contents">Contents</div>

   <div id="toc"></div>

   <br/>

   <div class="alert-info">

     <a href="/contribute/documentation.html#updating-scala-langorg"><p><strong>Problem with this

page?</strong>

     Please help us fix it!</p></a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div style="clear:both"></div>

 

 </div>

</div>

 

 

 <div class="footer">

 <div class="container">

   <ul>
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     <li><h5>Documentation</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/documentation/getting-started.html">Getting Started</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://www.scala-lang.org/api/current/index.html#package">API</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://docs.scala-lang.org/overviews/">Overviews/Guides</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://docs.scala-lang.org/tutorials/">Tutorials</a></li>

     <li><a href="/files/archive/spec/2.12/">Language Specification</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Download</h5></li>

       <li><a href="/download/">Current Version</a></li>

	<li><a href="/download/all.html">All Versions</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Community</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/community/">Community</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#mailing-lists">Mailing Lists</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#chat-rooms">Chat Rooms & More</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#community-libraries-and-tools">Libraries and Tools</a></li>

     <li><a href="https://scala.epfl.ch/">The Scala Center</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Contribute</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/contribute">How to Help</a></li>

     <li><a href="/contribute/bug-reporting-guide.html">Report an Issue</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Scala</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/blog">Blog</a></li>

     <li><a href="/news">Archive</a></li>

     <li><a href="/conduct.html">Code of Conduct</a></li>

     <li><a href="/license.html">License</a></li>

   </ul>

   </div>

   <div class="container">

     <div class="copyright">

       <a style="float: left; margin-right: 8px;" href="http://www.epfl.ch"><img src="/resources/img/epfl-logo.png"

alt="EPFL logo" /></a>

       <p style="float: left;"><br/>Copyright &copy; 2002-<span class="current-year"></span> École Polytechnique

Fédérale de Lausanne

       (EPFL)<br/> Lausanne, Switzerland</p>

     </div>

     <div class="scala-logo-footer">

       <img src="/resources/img/scala-logo-red-footer.png" alt="Scala footer logo" />

     </div>

   </div> <!-- container -->

   </div> <!-- footer -->

 

   <!-- prettify  js -->
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   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/prettify/prettify.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/prettify/lang-scala.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

 

   <!-- jquery js -->

   <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8.3/jquery.min.js" integrity="sha384-

lifoBlbdwizTl3Yoe612uhI3AcOam/QtWkozF7SuiACaf5UJl5reOYu4MigVxrCH"

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- modernizr js -->

   <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/modernizr/2.6.2/modernizr.min.js" integrity="sha256-

zyXsGPIj9MUc4RKKQuZEzcIkTYj4nRpRRA2dvlH07+g=" crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- retina js -->

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/retina.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

 

   <!-- backstretch js -->

   <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-backstretch/2.0.4/jquery.backstretch.min.js"

integrity="sha256-V52dl3OFjoY+fYAkifhLJ7f1V7mZAKPGCQoWzoQxrEU="

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- Bootstrap JS -->

   <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/twitter-bootstrap/2.2.1/js/bootstrap.min.js" integrity="sha384-

qJ8AGIuPqPo4I2zhyRYO6vQaJrGBbTpIiXGihDsGpfMCHJD0IKH0gkPQToGD5ek3"

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

  

   <!-- table of contents JS -->

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/toc.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

   <script type="text/javascript">

     $(document).ready(function(){

       $('#toc').toc({exclude: 'h1, h5, h6', context: '', autoId: true, numerate: false});

       function moveScroller() {

         if ($(".sidebar").length == 0)

           return;

         var a = function() {

           var topOfScroll = $(window).scrollTop();

           var topOfSidebar = $(".sidebar").offset().top;

           var sidebarInner = $(".sidebar-inner");

           var bottomOfSidebarInner = $(".sidebar-inner").offset().top + $(".sidebar-inner").outerHeight();

           var topOfFooter = $(".footer").offset().top - 10;

           var footerHeight = $(".footer").outerHeight();

           if (topOfScroll > topOfSidebar) {

             if (bottomOfSidebarInner > topOfFooter) {

               sidebarInner.css({position:"fixed",bottom:footerHeight,top:""});

             } else {

               sidebarInner.css({position:"fixed",top:"10px",bottom:""});

             }

           } else {
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             sidebarInner.css({position:"relative",top:""});

           }

         };

         $(window).scroll(a);a()

       }

       moveScroller();

     })

   </script>

  

 

   <!-- Custom javascript -->

   <script src="/resources/js/main.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

 </body>

</html>

 

 

1.15 curator-client 2.12.0 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

 

Curator Client

Copyright 2011-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.16 commons-math 3.6.1 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

Apache Commons Math includes the following code provided to the ASF under the

Apache License 2.0:

 

- The inverse error function implementation in the Erf class is based on CUDA

  code developed by Mike Giles, Oxford-Man Institute of Quantitative Finance,

  and published in GPU Computing Gems, volume 2, 2010 (grant received on

  March 23th 2013)

- The LinearConstraint, LinearObjectiveFunction, LinearOptimizer,

  RelationShip, SimplexSolver and SimplexTableau classes in package

  org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.linear include software developed by

  Benjamin McCann (http://www.benmccann.com) and distributed with

  the following copyright: Copyright 2009 Google Inc. (grant received on

  March 16th 2009)

- The class "org.apache.commons.math3.exception.util.LocalizedFormatsTest" which

  is an adapted version of "OrekitMessagesTest" test class for the Orekit library

- The "org.apache.commons.math3.analysis.interpolation.HermiteInterpolator"

  has been imported from the Orekit space flight dynamics library.

 

===============================================================================

 

 

 

APACHE COMMONS MATH DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

The Apache commons-math library includes a number of subcomponents

whose implementation is derived from original sources written

in C or Fortran.  License terms of the original sources

are reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

For the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routine from minpack and translated in

the LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer class in package

org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.general

Original source copyright and license statement:

 

Minpack Copyright Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the

redistribution, if any, must include the following

acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by the

  University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

  Laboratory.

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

normally appear.

 

4. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. THE SOFTWARE IS SUPPLIED "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER, THE

UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND

THEIR EMPLOYEES: (1) DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE

OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, (2) DO NOT ASSUME ANY LEGAL LIABILITY

OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR

USEFULNESS OF THE SOFTWARE, (3) DO NOT REPRESENT THAT USE OF

THE SOFTWARE WOULD NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED RIGHTS, (4)

DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL FUNCTION

UNINTERRUPTED, THAT IT IS ERROR-FREE OR THAT ANY ERRORS WILL

BE CORRECTED.

 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER, THE UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY, OR THEIR EMPLOYEES: BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF

ANY KIND OR NATURE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

PROFITS OR LOSS OF DATA, FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER, WHETHER

SUCH LIABILITY IS ASSERTED ON THE BASIS OF CONTRACT, TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE,

EVEN IF ANY OF SAID PARTIES HAS BEEN WARNED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the odex Fortran routine developed by

E. Hairer and G. Wanner and translated in GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class

in package org.apache.commons.math3.ode.nonstiff:
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Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the original Mersenne twister C

routines translated in MersenneTwister class in package

org.apache.commons.math3.random:

 

  Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

  All rights reserved.                         

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

       products derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.
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  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

===============================================================================

 

The initial code for shuffling an array (originally in class

"org.apache.commons.math3.random.RandomDataGenerator", now replaced by

a method in class "org.apache.commons.math3.util.MathArrays") was

inspired from the algorithm description provided in

"Algorithms", by Ian Craw and John Pulham (University of Aberdeen 1999).

The textbook (containing a proof that the shuffle is uniformly random) is

available here:

 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download;?doi=10.1.1.173.1898&rep=rep1&type=pdf

 

===============================================================================

License statement for the direction numbers in the resource files for Sobol sequences.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Licence pertaining to sobol.cc and the accompanying sets of direction numbers

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2008, Frances Y. Kuo and Stephen Joe

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of the

     University of New South Wales and the University of Waikato

     and its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

The initial commit of package "org.apache.commons.math3.ml.neuralnet" is

an adapted version of code developed in the context of the Data Processing

and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) of the "Gaia" project of the European Space

Agency (ESA).

===============================================================================

 

The initial commit of the class "org.apache.commons.math3.special.BesselJ" is

an adapted version of code translated from the netlib Fortran program, rjbesl

http://www.netlib.org/specfun/rjbesl by R.J. Cody at Argonne National

Laboratory (USA).  There is no license or copyright statement included with the

original Fortran sources.

===============================================================================

 

 

The BracketFinder (package org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.univariate)

and PowellOptimizer (package org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.general)

classes are based on the Python code in module "optimize.py" (version 0.5)

developed by Travis E. Oliphant for the SciPy library (http://www.scipy.org/)

Copyright  2003-2009 SciPy Developers.

 

SciPy license

Copyright  2001, 2002 Enthought, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright  2003-2013 SciPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Enthought nor the names of the SciPy Developers may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Apache Commons Math

Copyright 2001-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed for Orekit by

CS Systmes d'Information (http://www.c-s.fr/)

Copyright 2010-2012 CS Systmes d'Information

 

1.17 swagger-core 1.5.0 
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1.18 flink-shaded-asm 5.0.4-6.0 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink-shaded

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink-shaded

Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

flink-shaded-asm

Copyright 2014-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the BSD license.

See bundled license files for details.

 

- org.ow2.asm:asm-all:5.0.4

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.19 spring-security-web 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/FastHttpDateFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedRequestAwareWrapper.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/SecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DefaultWebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterChainProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/DefaultSavedRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/SecurityContextLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/AuthenticationSwitchUserEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionDestroyedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/LoginUrlAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/ConcurrentSessionFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/InsecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/NonceExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/Enumerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionEventPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapper.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolverImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/NullRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapperImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/WebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpsEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/TokenBasedRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/RememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/ExceptionTranslationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/AuthenticationEntryPoint.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/DefaultFilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 2009 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestHeaderRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterInvocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriterFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/JdbcTokenRepositoryImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/support/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HstsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/DelegatingRequestMatcherHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AnyRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/support/csrf/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/AbstractSecurityWebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/InvalidCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XContentTypeOptionsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/ChangeSessionIdAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XXssProtectionHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/CacheControlHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/XFrameOptionsHeaderWriter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/DefaultCsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/AbstractSessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/MediaTypeRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/HttpSessionCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/MissingCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/NegatedRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/OrRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AndRequestMatcher.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/JaasApiIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ELRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/RequestMatcherEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcherEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AntPathRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/RegexRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/AntPathRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServlet3RequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RegexRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/SecurityContextCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServlet25RequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManagerIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServletRequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SaveContextOnUpdateOrErrorResponseWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcherContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ELRequestMatcherContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

R * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069088266_1594481093.18/0/spring-security-web-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/CompositeSessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

 

1.20 errors 0.9.1 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.21 go-uuid 1.2.0 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2013-2018 by Maxim Bublis <b@codemonkey.ru>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.22 httpasyncclient 4.1 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpAsyncClient

Copyright 2010-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.23 commons-digester 1.8 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterRuleParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRuleParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: BeanPropertySetterRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/BeanPropertySetterRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FactoryCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/FactoryCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginInvalidInputException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginInvalidInputException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromClass.java 472842 2006-11-09 10:19:56Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNestedPropertiesRule.java 472836 2006-11-09 10:06:56Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNestedPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: RegexRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesBase.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RulesBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

06 08:09:25Z skitching $
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Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-jar/overview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/digester-rules.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNextRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNextRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromStream.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractRulesImpl.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractRulesImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterRulesSource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRulesSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RegexMatcher.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-
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jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallMethodRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallMethodRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginAssertionFailure.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginAssertionFailure.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: NodeCreateRule.java 472835 2006-11-09 09:59:53Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/NodeCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: StackAction.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/StackAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderSetProperties.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

17 20:00:50Z rahul $

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetTopRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetTopRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FromXmlRuleSet.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/FromXmlRuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginDeclarationRule.java 472837 2006-11-09 10:07:51Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginDeclarationRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderSetProperties.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Rules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginContext.java 476312 2006-11-17 20:59:09Z rahul $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleLoader.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSet.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreationFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginConfigurationException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginConfigurationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: GenericParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/GenericParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSetBase.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSetBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromFile.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginManager.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LogUtils.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-
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jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/LogUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertyRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertyRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: MultiVariableExpander.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/MultiVariableExpander.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableAttributes.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableAttributes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleFinder.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: FinderFromDfltMethod.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CircularIncludeException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/CircularIncludeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltResource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromResource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XercesParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/XercesParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetRootRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetRootRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SimpleRegexMatcher.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SimpleRegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableExpander.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableExpander.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RulesFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: InitializableRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/InitializableRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XmlLoadException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/XmlLoadException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromClass.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoadingException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoadingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltClass.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ExtendedBaseRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ExtendedBaseRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Rule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertiesRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromMethod.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-
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jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Declaration.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/Declaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Substitutor.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Substitutor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Digester.java 480169 2006-11-28 19:37:36Z rahul $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PathCallParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/PathCallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: PluginException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableSubstitutor.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableSubstitutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoader.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000749902_1651084404.0/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoader.java

 

1.24 beam-vendor-grpc-1_21_0 0.1 
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1.24.1 Available under license : 
BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
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     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on
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infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
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originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
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EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

1.25 proto-google-common-protos 1.0.0 

 

1.26 snake-yaml 1.23 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.27 xsdlib 2013.6.1 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*   - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*
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*   - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/LongType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/BuiltinAtomicType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/XSDatatypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ListType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-jar/com/sun/xml/util/XmlChars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Base64BinaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/GYearMonthType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IntegerDerivedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MinLengthFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/TypeIncubator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DurationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/TokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MaxLengthFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/PreciseCalendarFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/TimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NormalizedStringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/HexBinaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnsignedLongType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IntegerValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/FinalComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MaxExclusiveFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MinExclusiveFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/EnumerationFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/PreciseCalendarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/BooleanType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MaxInclusiveFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NegativeIntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/IDateTimeValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/DateTimeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/AbstractCalendarFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/BigDateTimeValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NumberType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/WhiteSpaceProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/MinInclusiveFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DoubleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/XmlNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ByteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/WhiteSpaceFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DataTypeWithLexicalConstraintFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DatatypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/ITimeDurationValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/QnameValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NcnameType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/StringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/DatabindableDatatype.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/EntityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/SimpleURType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/regex/RegExp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/FloatType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NmtokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnsignedIntType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DateTimeBaseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/BinaryValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/LengthFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/CalendarFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/TimeZone.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/ErrorDatatypeLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ListValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/FractionDigitsFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ngimpl/DatatypeBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnicodeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/XSDatatype.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/LanguageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/RangeFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/AbstractCalendarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/GMonthType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ngimpl/DataTypeLibraryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ShortType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/GMonthDayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NonPositiveIntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DateTimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/regex/JDKImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/PatternFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/FloatingNumberType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/SerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/AnyURIType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IntType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/TotalDigitsFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnsignedShortType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DataTypeWithFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/PositiveIntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Discrete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/regex/XercesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/regex/RegExpFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/ConcreteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Comparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/GYearType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NameType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/DataTypeWithValueConstraintFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/UnsignedByteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/BigTimeDurationValueType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/NonNegativeIntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/datetime/CalendarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/GDayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IntegerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IDType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/QnameType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/BinaryBaseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/IDREFType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/RegexParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/RangeToken.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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# Copyright (c) 2001-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# - Redistributions  of  source code  must  retain  the above  copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   notice, this list of conditions  and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/message.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/message_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/message_fr.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

* - Redistributions  of  source code  must  retain  the above  copyright

*   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* - Redistribution  in binary  form must  reproduct the  above copyright

*   notice, this list of conditions  and the following disclaimer in the

*   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* Neither  the  name   of  Sun  Microsystems,  Inc.  or   the  names  of

* contributors may be  used to endorse or promote  products derived from

* this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL

* EXPRESS  OR   IMPLIED  CONDITIONS,  REPRESENTATIONS   AND  WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING  ANY  IMPLIED WARRANTY  OF  MERCHANTABILITY,  FITNESS FOR  A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE  OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY  EXCLUDED. SUN AND

* ITS  LICENSORS SHALL  NOT BE  LIABLE  FOR ANY  DAMAGES OR  LIABILITIES

* SUFFERED BY LICENSEE  AS A RESULT OF OR  RELATING TO USE, MODIFICATION

* OR DISTRIBUTION OF  THE SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES.  IN NO EVENT WILL

* SUN OR ITS  LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST  REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,

* OR  FOR  DIRECT,   INDIRECT,  SPECIAL,  CONSEQUENTIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR

* PUNITIVE  DAMAGES, HOWEVER  CAUSED  AND REGARDLESS  OF  THE THEORY  OF

* LIABILITY, ARISING  OUT OF  THE USE OF  OR INABILITY TO  USE SOFTWARE,
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* EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/InternalImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/BMPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/RegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/REUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/regexp/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 2001-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

# are met:

#   - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#   - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

#     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-
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jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257217844_1642790354.82/0/xsdlib-2013-6-1-sources-

jar/com/sun/msv/datatype/xsd/Messages_ja.properties

 

1.28 mitchellh-mapstructure 1.3.3 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Mitchell Hashimoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.29 cast 1.3.1 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Steve Francia

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.30 jersey-container-servlet 2.5.1 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.31 jakarta-ws-rs-api 2.1.5 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.
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   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
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     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all
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        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,
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   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
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   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A
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     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
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   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries
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   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAX-RS

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAX-RS

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxrs

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Project for JAX-RS is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

javaee-api (7.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C

 

JUnit (4.11)

 

* License: Common Public License 1.0

 

Mockito (2.16.0)

 

* Project: http://site.mockito.org

* Source: https://github.com/mockito/mockito/releases/tag/v2.16.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.
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1.32 jackson-datatype-joda 2.4.2 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.33 sizeof-agent 1.0.1 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".
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 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.
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 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)
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 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.34 concepts 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public
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License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.35 pyperclip 1.6.0 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

BSD License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1155097006_1618934124.27/0/pyperclip-1-6-0-tar-gz/pyperclip-1.6.0/pyperclip/__init__.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

'License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License',

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1155097006_1618934124.27/0/pyperclip-1-6-0-tar-gz/pyperclip-1.6.0/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: pyperclip

Version: 1.6.0

Summary: A cross-platform clipboard module for Python. (only handles plain text for now)

Home-page: https://github.com/asweigart/pyperclip

Author: Al Sweigart

Author-email: al@inventwithpython.com

License: BSD

Description: UNKNOWN

Keywords: clipboard copy paste clip xsel xclip

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: Environment :: Win32 (MS Windows)

Classifier: Environment :: X11 Applications

Classifier: Environment :: MacOS X

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.1

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.2
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Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1155097006_1618934124.27/0/pyperclip-1-6-0-tar-gz/pyperclip-1.6.0/pyperclip.egg-info/PKG-

INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1155097006_1618934124.27/0/pyperclip-1-6-0-tar-gz/pyperclip-1.6.0/PKG-INFO

 

1.36 jaxb-core 2.3.1 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  
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           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  
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               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  
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           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  
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           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  
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   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
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C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.37 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.21 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

1.38 reflections 0.9.10 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

            DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long
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as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

 

1.39 httpcomponents-core 4.4.9 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.40 jackson-xc 2.10.4 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.41 grpc-go 1.34.2 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.42 netty-transport 4.1.17.Final 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*
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*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Channel} ch = e.getChannel();

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ch.write(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};
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*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         {@link Channel} ch = ctx.channel();

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ch.write(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>
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* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470221_1607093049.81/0/netty-transport-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

 

1.43 metrics-json 3.1.0 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

1.44 jetty-io 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0    

   

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.    

   

1. DEFINITIONS    

   

"Contribution" means:    

   

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and    

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:    

   

i) changes to the Program, and    

   

ii) additions to the Program;    

   

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.    

   

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.    

   

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or
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sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.    

   

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.    

   

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.    

   

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS    

   

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.    

   

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.    

   

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.    

   

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.    

   

3. REQUIREMENTS    

   

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:    

   

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and    

   

b) its license agreement:    

   

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;    

   

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;    

   

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any
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other party; and    

   

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.    

   

When the Program is made available in source code form:    

   

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and    

   

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.    

   

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.    

   

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.    

   

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION    

   

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.    

   

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.    

   

5. NO WARRANTY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and
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unavailability or interruption of operations.    

   

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.    

   

7. GENERAL    

   

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.    

   

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.    

   

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.    

   

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.    

   

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
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1.45 xpp3-min 1.1.4c 

 

1.46 httpcomponents-client 4.5.5 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
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   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).
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2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and
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(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered
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Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *
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*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License
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---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------
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 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.47 j2objc-annotations 1.3 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ReflectionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/RetainedLocalRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/LoopTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/J2ObjCIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/ObjectiveCName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/Weak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/AutoreleasePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000890861_1651084689.86/0/j2objc-annotations-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/j2objc/annotations/WeakOuter.java

 

1.48 commons-compiler 2.6.1 

 

1.49 jetty-continuation 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/Servlet3Continuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/Continuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/FauxContinuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447697_1613767081.95/0/jetty-continuation-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-jar/about.html

 

1.50 ssl-config-core 0.2.1 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* A very fast and memory efficient class to encode and decode to and from BASE64 in full accordance

* with RFC 2045.<br><br>

* On Windows XP sp1 with 1.4.2_04 and later ;), this encoder and decoder is about 10 times faster

* on small arrays (10 - 1000 bytes) and 2-3 times as fast on larger arrays (10000 - 1000000 bytes)

* compared to <code>sun.misc.Encoder()/Decoder()</code>.<br><br>

*

* On byte arrays the encoder is about 20% faster than Jakarta Commons Base64 Codec for encode and

* about 50% faster for decoding large arrays. This implementation is about twice as fast on very small

* arrays (&lt 30 bytes). If source/destination is a <code>String</code> this

* version is about three times as fast due to the fact that the Commons Codec result has to be recoded

* to a <code>String</code> from <code>byte[]</code>, which is very expensive.<br><br>

*

* This encode/decode algorithm doesn't create any temporary arrays as many other codecs do, it only

* allocates the resulting array. This produces less garbage and it is possible to handle arrays twice

* as large as algorithms that create a temporary array. (E.g. Jakarta Commons Codec). It is unknown

* whether Sun's <code>sun.misc.Encoder()/Decoder()</code> produce temporary arrays but since performance

* is quite low it probably does.<br><br>

*

* The encoder produces the same output as the Sun one except that the Sun's encoder appends

* a trailing line separator if the last character isn't a pad. Unclear why but it only adds to the

* length and is probably a side effect. Both are in conformance with RFC 2045 though.<br>

* Commons codec seem to always att a trailing line separator.<br><br>

*

* <b>Note!</b>
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* The encode/decode method pairs (types) come in three versions with the <b>exact</b> same algorithm and

* thus a lot of code redundancy. This is to not create any temporary arrays for transcoding to/from different

* format types. The methods not used can simply be commented out.<br><br>

*

* There is also a "fast" version of all decode methods that works the same way as the normal ones, but

* har a few demands on the decoded input. Normally though, these fast verions should be used if the source if

* the input is known and it hasn't bee tampered with.<br><br>

*

* If you find the code useful or you find a bug, please send me a note at base64 @ miginfocom . com.

*

* Licence (BSD):

* ==============

*

* Copyright (c) 2004, Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB. (base64 @ miginfocom . com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

* of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

* list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

* materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the MiG InfoCom AB nor the names of its contributors may be

* used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

* prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA,

* OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

* OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* @version 2.2

* @author Mikael Grev

*         Date: 2004-aug-02

*         Time: 11:31:11

*
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* Adapted in 2009 by Mathias Doenitz.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110919213_1606872254.29/0/ssl-config-core-2-11-0-2-1-sources-

jar/com/typesafe/sslconfig/Base64.java

 

1.51 quartz 1.6.0 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
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or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.52 woodstox-core 6.2.0 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.53 shiro 1.6.0 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.54 java-concurrent-hash-trie-map 0.2.23 

 

1.55 json-smart 2.3 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONNavi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStreamAwareEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/FakeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONAwareEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JStylerObj.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/BeansMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStreamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapperOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/ArraysMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/CollectionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/CompessorMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapperCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/JsonReaderI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-
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jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-jar/net/minidev/json/JSONAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/parser/JSONParserByteArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011-2014 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177952445_1625583906.57/0/json-smart-2-3-sources-4-

jar/net/minidev/json/writer/DefaultMapper.java

 

1.56 python-dateutil 2.6.1-1.ph1 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

dateutil - Extensions to the standard Python datetime module.

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2011 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 - Tomi Pievilinen <tomi.pievilainen@iki.fi>

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 - Yaron de Leeuw <me@jarondl.net>

Copyright (c) 2015-     - Paul Ganssle <paul@ganssle.io>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its
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     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.57 spring-boot-autoconfigure

1.5.12.RELEASE 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/jpa/JpaRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityPrerequisite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/JobExecutionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/JobExecutionExitCodeGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnNotWebApplication.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ServerPropertiesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/AbstractErrorController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/EnableOAuth2SsoCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CouchbaseCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/SearchStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/BasicErrorController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/FlywayAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/BeanTypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/SessionCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/context/MessageSourceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/SessionAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ServerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/RedisSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisXAConnectionFactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ResourceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnPropertyCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/OAuth2RestOperationsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnBeanCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/cassandra/CassandraDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebMvcAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQConnectionFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/BatchAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/redis/RedisAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/EmbeddedDatabaseConnection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/DefaultJmsListenerContainerFactoryConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jackson/JacksonProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/CouchbaseRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mongo/MongoAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceBeanCreationFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/integration/IntegrationAutoConfigurationScanRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/redis/RedisProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AbstractDatabaseInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/CouchbaseDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cassandra/ClusterBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnResourceCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/CouchbaseDataProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/SessionStoreMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/RedisCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/JdbcTemplateAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/logging/ConditionEvaluationReportMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/ThymeleafAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/couchbase/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/IgnoredRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/AbstractViewResolverProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/JmsAnnotationDrivenConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/NoOpSessionConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/web/MustacheViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnMissingClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/HashMapSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hateoas/HypermediaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/couchbase/OnBootstrapHostsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/JobLauncherCommandLineRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/WebSocketAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AbstractDependsOnBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnJavaCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/EmbeddedDataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/kafka/KafkaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/LinkedInAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/DeviceDelegatingViewResolverAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/JtaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/elasticsearch/jest/HttpClientConfigBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/HibernateVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/GuavaCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisConnectionFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/SimpleCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/JdbcSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/kafka/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/PrincipalExtractor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnWebApplicationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnWebApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/OAuth2SsoDefaultConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cassandra/CassandraAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/elasticsearch/jest/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/solr/SolrRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnExpressionCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cassandra/CassandraProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/FixedPrincipalExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnCloudPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/jpa/JpaRepositoriesAutoConfigureRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/CouchbaseConfigurerAdapterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/FixedAuthoritiesExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/domain/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jackson/JacksonAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/Neo4jRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/Neo4jRepositoriesAutoConfigureRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisEmbeddedServerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/DeviceResolverAutoConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ErrorMvcAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/SocialProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/amqp/RabbitAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnJndiCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/DispatcherServletAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/elasticsearch/jest/JestAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/FallbackWebSecurityAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/MultipartAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheManagerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/rest/RepositoryRestMvcAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/HazelcastJpaDependencyAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/h2/H2ConsoleAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/HttpMessageConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/JndiConnectionFactoryAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/TemplateAvailabilityProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/domain/EntityScanPackages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CaffeineCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionEvaluationReport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/JmsAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mail/MailSenderValidatorAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/GenericCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/domain/EntityScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/kafka/KafkaProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/SsoSecurityConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/BatchDatabaseInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebMvcRegistrationsAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/HazelcastAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/HttpMessageConvertersAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/JtaProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/liquibase/LiquibaseDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/logging/AutoConfigurationReportLoggingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/WebSocketContainerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ErrorViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/HazelcastConfigResourceCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/FacebookAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ResourceCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/SharedMetadataReaderFactoryContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/HazelcastSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/HttpEncodingAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/JmsProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebClientAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/BackgroundPreinitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ConditionalOnEnabledResourceChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/CommonsDbcpDataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/OAuth2SsoCustomConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/kafka/ConcurrentKafkaListenerContainerFactoryConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/freemarker/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/SpringBootCouchbaseConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/HikariDriverConfigurationFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mail/JndiSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/JndiJtaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/CouchbaseRepositoriesRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityFilterAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/JdbcSessionDatabaseInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/mongo/MongoRepositoriesAutoConfigureRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/AbstractDataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/cassandra/CassandraRepositoriesAutoConfigureRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/StoreType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebMvcRegistrations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/couchbase/CouchbaseProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/SpringSocialTokenServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/ElasticsearchAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/XADataSourceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/aop/AopAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/HttpEncodingProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnCloudPlatformCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/diagnostics/analyzer/NoSuchBeanDefinitionFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jackson/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/MongoSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/domain/EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/HazelcastCacheConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/info/ProjectInfoAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/solr/SolrAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jersey/JerseyAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/WebSocketMessagingAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/kafka/KafkaAnnotationDrivenConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheConfigurations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/AbstractNestedCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mail/MailSenderAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/webservices/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/redis/RedisRepositoriesAutoConfigureRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/JspTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/PlatformTransactionManagerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/InfinispanCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/AbstractThymeleafViewResolverConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/sendgrid/SendGridAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/UserInfoRestTemplateCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/sendgrid/SendGridProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisEmbeddedConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/AbstractTemplateResolverConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/SocialAutoConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jersey/ResourceConfigCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/DefaultErrorViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/TwitterAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/redis/RedisRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/OAuth2AutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/HazelcastInstanceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/EhCacheCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/DeviceDelegatingViewResolverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/webservices/WebServicesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/AuthenticationManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/SitePreferenceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/integration/IntegrationAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/DataSourcePoolMetadataProvidersConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/AtomikosJtaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/groovy/template/GroovyTemplateAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/couchbase/SpringBootCouchbaseDataConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mongo/embedded/EmbeddedMongoProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/DefaultUserInfoRestTemplateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/validation/ValidationAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/SpringBootCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ldap/LdapProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/ldap/LdapRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/JpaBaseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mongo/embedded/EmbeddedMongoAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/JwtAccessTokenConverterRestTemplateCusto

mizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/admin/SpringApplicationAdminJmxAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/ThymeleafProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/elasticsearch/jest/JestProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/OnEnabledResourceChainCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/Neo4jProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/SpringBootApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/LinkedInProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebMvcValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/ResourceServerTokenServicesConfiguration.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/amqp/SimpleRabbitListenerContainerFactoryConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/TransactionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/UserInfoTokenServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/OAuth2ResourceServerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/mongo/MongoDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/info/ProjectInfoProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/BasicBatchConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/HazelcastProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationMetadataLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/ldap/LdapRepositoriesRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/mongo/MongoRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/amqp/RabbitAnnotationDrivenConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/rest/RepositoryRestProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/validation/PrimaryDefaultValidatorPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/liquibase/LiquibaseProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/freemarker/FreeMarkerTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ImportAutoConfigurationImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/MultipartProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/Http401AuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/DatabaseLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQXAConnectionFactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/NoneNestedConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/BatchProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/session/SessionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/TwitterProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationPackages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mongo/MongoProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/JndiDataSourceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnSingleCandidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/method/OAuth2MethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/Neo4jDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/FacebookProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheManagerCustomizers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/ElasticsearchDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/EmbeddedServletContainerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/CacheProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/webservices/WebServicesProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ldap/embedded/EmbeddedLdapAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/context/PropertyPlaceholderAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/DeviceDelegatingViewResolverProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationImportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/JooqExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ldap/embedded/EmbeddedLdapProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/ldap/LdapDataAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/h2/H2ConsoleProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/authserver/OAuth2AuthorizationServerConfiguration.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hateoas/HypermediaHttpMessageConverterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/EnableAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/EnableAutoConfigurationImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/TransactionAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/ResourceServerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceTransactionManagerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/FlywayProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationImportEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionEvaluationReportAutoConfigurationImportListener

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/OAuth2SsoProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/dao/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/authserver/AuthorizationServerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationImportFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/DataSourceInitializedPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQConnectionFactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ldap/LdapAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/ImportAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/BitronixJtaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/MessageSourceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/PathBasedTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/NarayanaJtaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/UserInfoRestTemplateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/AllNestedConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/amqp/RabbitProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/WebMvcProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/PropertyPlaceholderAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/HazelcastJCacheCustomizationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheCompilerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SpringBootWebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/JCachePropertiesCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/liquibase/LiquibaseAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jersey/JerseyProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/OAuth2ProtectedResourceDetailsConfiguration.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/SocialWebAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/OAuth2ClientProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/groovy/template/GroovyTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/JCacheCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/couchbase/CouchbaseAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/HibernateJpaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQConnectionFactoryCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/freemarker/FreeMarkerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnMissingBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/OnClassCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/rest/SpringBootRepositoryRestConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/JooqAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/AnyNestedCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/JpaProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/TransactionManagerCustomizers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceInitializerPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/TemplateLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/solr/SolrProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/TomcatWebSocketContainerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/UndertowWebSocketContainerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/gson/GsonAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/HikariDataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/DataSourceInitializedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/ElasticsearchRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/JettyWebSocketContainerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/ElasticsearchRepositoriesRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/solr/SolrRepositoriesRegistrar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/NoOpCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisNoOpBindingRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cassandra/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/freemarker/FreeMarkerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/jpa/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jmx/JmxAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/TemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigureOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/web/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigurationPackage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/AbstractTemplateViewResolverProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigureAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/template/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/groovy/template/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/HazelcastInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/solr/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/jta/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/aop/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/JCacheManagerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/web/MustacheView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/reactor/ReactorAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/AutoConfigureBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mongo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ErrorController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/groovy/template/GroovyTemplateProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/JwtAccessTokenConverterConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnJava.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/client/EnableOAuth2Sso.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/ElasticsearchProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/websocket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityDataConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/amqp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/redis/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cloud/CloudAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheEnvironmentCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/batch/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/liquibase/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hateoas/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/mongo/MongoClientDependsOnBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/GsonHttpMessageConvertersConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/FlywayMigrationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/BootGlobalAuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/jpa/EntityManagerFactoryDependsOnPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/rest/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/JooqProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/SecurityAuthorizeMode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/reactor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/solr/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/AbstractRepositoryConfigurationSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/social/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/admin/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/SpringTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/DefaultErrorAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/web/SpringDataWebAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/FlywayMigrationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/gson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ErrorProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/CommonsDbcp2DataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hateoas/HateoasProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/thymeleaf/ThymeleafTemplateAvailabilityProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jackson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/dao/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/MustacheResourceTemplateLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/integration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mobile/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jmx/ParentAwareNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/context/ConfigurationPropertiesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/cassandra/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/DataSourcePoolMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/TomcatDataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mail/MailProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisConnectionFactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/cassandra/CassandraRepositoriesAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mail/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/cloud/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisConfigurationCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/mongo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jooq/SpringTransactionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/mustache/web/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/ErrorAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/transaction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/hazelcast/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/DataSourcePoolMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jersey/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/NonRecursivePropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/web/JacksonHttpMessageConvertersConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/artemis/ArtemisAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/flyway/FlywayDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/condition/ConditionalOnJndi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/data/elasticsearch/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jdbc/metadata/DataSourcePoolMetadataProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/security/oauth2/resource/AuthoritiesExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699010_1613864295.42/0/spring-boot-autoconfigure-1-5-12-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/jms/activemq/ActiveMQAutoConfiguration.java

 

1.58 x-net 0.0.0-20210614182718-

04defd469f4e 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.59 httpcomponents-client 4.0.1 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents Client - ${project.name}

Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

 

1.60 json4s-core 3.2.5 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2010 WorldWide Conferencing, LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112016236_1607033403.5/0/json4s-core-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/Formats.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112016236_1607033403.5/0/json4s-core-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/package.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112016236_1607033403.5/0/json4s-core-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/Xml.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112016236_1607033403.5/0/json4s-core-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/Extraction.scala
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1.61 spring-security-config 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAda

pter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702572_1613864437.08/0/spring-security-config-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

 

1.62 aopalliance-repackaged 1.3.1.34-6.ph2 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from
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     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright
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     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to
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     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes
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   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted
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   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
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   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is
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   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.
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   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that
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   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.
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* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,
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please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.63 spring-aop 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/JamonPerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*<

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPoolTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100099_1636695851.56/0/spring-aop-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

 

1.64 x-text 0.3.7 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.65 fast-infoset 1.2.15 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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1.66 curator-recipes 2.12.0 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

 

Curator Recipes

Copyright 2011-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.67 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.14 

 

1.68 config 1.0.2 

 

1.69 guava 31.0-jre 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *
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  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either
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* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ParametricNullness.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/ParametricNullness.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ParametricNullness.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/NullnessCasts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296026277_1648531094.55/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

 

1.70 jetty-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/FilterMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/DefaultServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/listener/IntrospectorCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ServletContextHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ServletHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/JspPropertyGroupServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/ServletMappingMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ErrorPageErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/FilterMappingMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/NoJspServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ServletMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/FilterHolder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/BaseHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/ServletHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/Invoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/Holder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/HolderMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/StatisticsServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/listener/ELContextCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/listener/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367960_1643062062.0/0/jetty-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.71 mime-pull 1.9.3 

 

1.72 javassist 3.19.0-GA 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902017_1613627678.46/0/javassist-3-19-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

 

1.73 unirest-java 1.4.5 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '//This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses

//BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php //MIT, MIT License,

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD / MIT.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '//This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms

//EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php //MIT, MIT License,

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD / MIT.'

 

1.74 antlr 4.5.1 
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1.75 spring-jms 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JcaListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/SmartMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/UncategorizedJmsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MappingJackson2MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessagingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/JmsDestinationAccessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachedMessageProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/JmsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsActivationSpecConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/MessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SimpleMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsBootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/LocallyExposedJmsResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SubscriptionNameProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/support/JmsGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidSelectorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/ResourceAllocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/UserCredentialsConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidDestinationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/TransactionRolledBackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/ListenerExecutionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DestinationResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerServiceExporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SessionProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/JmsSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/TransactionInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageEOFException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SynchedLocalTransactionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidClientIDException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/JmsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/IllegalStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/JndiDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/ChainedExceptionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SessionAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageNotWriteableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SmartConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/MessageCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachedMessageConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DynamicDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/DefaultJcaListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListenerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/ReplyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MarshallingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsMessageOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AnnotationDrivenJmsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/DefaultJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/DefaultJmsActivationSpecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/SimpleJmsHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/SimpleMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsMessageHeaderAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractJmsListeningContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/DefaultMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/EnableJms.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/MethodJmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListenerAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsActivationSpecFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/MessagePostProcessor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/CachingDestinationResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/BeanFactoryDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsMessagingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/StandardJmsActivationSpecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/SessionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/ProducerCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/AbstractAdaptableMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractPollingMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/BrowserCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161812_1659474148.0090091/0/spring-jms-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistrar.java

 

1.76 netty-resolver 4.1.34.Final 
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1.77 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.4.2 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.78 ant 1.7.1 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

=========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Ant

  Copyright 1999-2008 The Apache Software Foundation
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  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

  Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

  Foundation.

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

/* 

*                                 Apache License 

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004 

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 

* 

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 

* 

*   1. Definitions. 

* 

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. 

* 

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License. 

* 

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all 

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common 

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, 

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the 

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or 

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the 

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 

* 

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity 

*      exercising permissions granted by this License. 

* 

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, 

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation 

*      source, and configuration files. 

* 

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical 
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*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but 

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, 

*      and conversions to other media types. 

* 

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or 

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a 

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work 

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below). 

* 

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object 

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the 

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications 

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes 

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain 

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, 

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof. 

* 

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including 

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions 

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally 

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner 

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of 

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" 

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent 

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to 

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, 

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the 

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but 

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise 

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." 

* 

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity 

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and 

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work. 

* 

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, 

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the 

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 

* 

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, 

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, 

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable 
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*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their 

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) 

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You 

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a 

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work 

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct 

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses 

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate 

*      as of the date such litigation is filed. 

* 

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the 

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without 

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You 

*      meet the following conditions: 

* 

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or 

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

* 

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices 

*          stating that You changed the files; and 

* 

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works 

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and 

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, 

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of 

*          the Derivative Works; and 

* 

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its 

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must 

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained 

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not 

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one 

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed 

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or 

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, 

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and 

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents 

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and 

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution 

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside 

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided 

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed 

*          as modifying the License. 

* 

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and 

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions 

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or 

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, 
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*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with 

*      the conditions stated in this License. 

* 

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, 

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work 

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of 

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions. 

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify 

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed 

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 

* 

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade 

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, 

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the 

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 

* 

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or 

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each 

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions 

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A 

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the 

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any 

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 

* 

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, 

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, 

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly 

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be 

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, 

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a 

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the 

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, 

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all 

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor 

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

* 

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing 

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, 

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only 

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. 
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* 

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

* 

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work. 

* 

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 

*      identification within third-party archives. 

* 

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] 

* 

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at 

* 

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

* 

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 

*   limitations under the License. 

*/

 

1.79 commons-compress 1.19 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.80 classmate 1.0.0 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.81 jetty-security 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.82 redis 2.10.6 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Andy McCurdy

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.83 snake-yaml 1.6 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.84 golang 1.18.8 
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1.84.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and
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# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaron Beitch <aaronb@arista.com>

Aaron Bieber <deftly@gmail.com>

Aaron Cannon <cannona@fireantproductions.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Jensen <jensen.aaro@gmail.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Patterson <tenderlove@ruby-lang.org>

Aaron Sheah <aaronsheah@gmail.com>

Aaron Stein <aaronstein12@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>

Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Aarti Parikh <aarti.parikh@gmail.com>

Abdullah Al Maruf <mymail.maruf@gmail.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Azarchs <adam.azarchs@10xgenomics.com>

Adam Bender <abender@google.com>

Adam Eijdenberg <adam@continusec.com>

Adam Harvey <aharvey@php.net>

Adam Kisala <adam.kisala@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>

Adam Medzinski <adam.medzinski@gmail.com>

Adam Mitha <adam.mitha@gmail.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

Adam Shelton <aashelt90@gmail.com>

Adam Sindelar <adamsh@google.com>

Adam Thomason <athomason@gmail.com>

Adam Williams <pwnfactory@gmail.com>

Adam Woodbeck <adam@woodbeck.net>

Adarsh Ravichandran <adarshravichandran91@gmail.com>

Adel Rodrguez <adel.rodriguez@leftfieldlabs.com>

Adin Scannell <ascannell@google.com>

Aditya Harindar <aditya.harindar@gmail.com>

Aditya Mukerjee <dev@chimeracoder.net>

Adrian Hesketh <adrianhesketh@hushmail.com>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Adrien Delorme <adrien.delorme@icloud.com>

Adrien Petel <peteladrien@gmail.com>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>
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Aeneas Rekkas (arekkas) <aeneas@ory.am>

Afanasev Stanislav <phpprogger@gmail.com>

Agis Anastasopoulos <agis.anast@gmail.com>

Agniva De Sarker <agnivade@yahoo.co.in>

Ahmed W. Mones <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmet Aktrk <aakturk000@gmail.com>

Ahmet Alp Balkan <ahmetb@google.com>

Ahmet Soormally <ahmet@mangomm.co.uk>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Ahsun Ahmed <ahmed.ahsun@gmail.com>

Aidan Coyle <packrat386@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>

Aishraj Dahal <aishraj@users.noreply.github.com>

Ajanthan Balachandran <balaajanthan@gmail.com>

Akhil Indurti <aindurti@gmail.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Al Cutter <al@google.com>

Alan Braithwaite <alan@ipaddr.org>

Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Teoh <albert.teoh@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Alec Benzer <alec.benzer@gmail.com>

Alejandro Garca Montoro <alejandro.garciamontoro@gmail.com>

Aleksa Sarai <cyphar@cyphar.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>

Aleksandr Lukinykh <a.lukinykh@xsolla.com>

Aleksandr Razumov <ar@cydev.ru>

Alekseev Artem <a.artem060@gmail.com>

Aleksei Tirman <aleksei.tirman@jetbrains.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Buchanan <buchanae@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Gaynor <alex@alloy.us>

Alex Harford <alex.harford@saucelabs.com>

Alex Hays <alex.hays@leftfieldlabs.com>
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Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Kohler <alexjohnkohler@gmail.com>

Alex Myasoedov <msoedov@gmail.com>

Alex Opie <amtopie@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>

Alex Schade <39062967+aschade92@users.noreply.github.com>

Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Tokarev <aleksator@gmail.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alex Zhirov <azhirov@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>

Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander F Rdseth <alexander.rodseth@appeartv.com>

Alexander Greim <alexxx@iltempo.de>

Alexander Guz <kalimatas@gmail.com>

Alexander Kauer <alexander@affine.space>

Alexander Klauer <Alexander.Klauer@googlemail.com>

Alexander Kucherenko <alxkchr@gmail.com>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Lourier <aml@rulezz.ru>

Alexander Melentyev <alexander@melentyev.org>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Nohe <alex.nohe427@gmail.com>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Pantyukhin <apantykhin@gmail.com>

Alexander Polcyn <apolcyn@google.com>

Alexander Rakoczy <alex@golang.org>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Yastrebov <yastrebov.alex@gmail.com>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zillion <alex@alexzillion.com>

Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandr Mayorskiy <a.mayorskiy@corp.mail.ru>

Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Maari <draeron@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandre Parentea <aubonbeurre@gmail.com>

Alexandre Viau <alexandre@alexandreviau.net>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Alexandrov <aalexand@google.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Naidonov <alexey.naidyonov@gmail.com>
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Alexey Neganov <neganovalexey@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexey Semenyuk <alexsemenyuk88@gmail.com>

Alexey Vilenskiy <bynovhack@gmail.com>

Alexis Hildebrandt <surryhill@gmail.com>

Alexis Hunt <lexer@google.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>

Ali Farooq <ali.farooq0@pm.me>

Ali Rizvi-Santiago <arizvisa@gmail.com>

Aliaksandr Valialkin <valyala@gmail.com>

Alice Merrick <amerrick@google.com>

Alif Rachmawadi <subosito@gmail.com>

Allan Guwatudde <guwats10@gmail.com>

Allan Simon <allan.simon@supinfo.com>

Allen Li <ayatane@google.com>

Alok Menghrajani <alok.menghrajani@gmail.com>

Alwin Doss <alwindoss84@gmail.com>

Aman Gupta <aman@tmm1.net>

Amarjeet Anand <amarjeetanandsingh@gmail.com>

Amelia Downs <adowns@vmware.com>

Amir Mohammad Saied <amir@gluegadget.com>

Amit Kumar <mittalmailbox@gmail.com>

Amr Mohammed <merodiro@gmail.com>

Amrut Joshi <amrut.joshi@gmail.com>

An Long <aisk1988@gmail.com>

An Xiao <hac@zju.edu.cn>

Anand K. Mistry <anand@mistry.ninja>

Ananya Saxena <ananyasaxena1@gmail.com>

Anatol Pomozov <anatol.pomozov@gmail.com>

Anders Pearson <anders@columbia.edu>

Anderson Queiroz <contato@andersonq.eti.br>

Andr Carvalho <asantostc@gmail.com>

Andre Marianiello <andremarianiello@users.noreply.github.com>

Andr Martins <aanm90@gmail.com>

Andre Nathan <andrenth@gmail.com>

Andrea Nodari <andrea.nodari91@gmail.com>

Andrea Simonini <andrea.simonini@gmail.com>

Andrea Spadaccini <spadaccio@google.com>

Andreas Auernhammer <aead@mail.de>

Andreas Jellinghaus <andreas@ionisiert.de> <anj@google.com>

Andreas Litt <andreas.litt@gmail.com>

Andrei Enshin <b1os@bk.ru>

Andrei Gherzan <andrei@resin.io>

Andrei Korzhevskii <a.korzhevskiy@gmail.com>

Andrei Matei <andrei@cockroachlabs.com>

Andrei Tudor Clin <mail@acln.ro>

Andrei Vagin <avagin@google.com>

Andrei Vieru <euvieru@gmail.com>
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Andres Erbsen <andreser@google.com>

Andres Lowrie <andres.lowrie@gmail.com>

Andrew Austin <andrewaclt@gmail.com>

Andrew Balholm <andybalholm@gmail.com>

Andrew Benton <andrewmbenton@gmail.com>

Andrew Bonventre <andybons@chromium.org>

Andrew Braunstein <awbraunstein@gmail.com>

Andrew Bursavich <abursavich@gmail.com>

Andrew Ekstedt <andrew.ekstedt@gmail.com>

Andrew Etter <andrew.etter@gmail.com>

Andrew G. Morgan <agm@google.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Andrew Harding <andrew@spacemonkey.com>

Andrew Jackura <ajackura@google.com>

Andrew Kemm <andrewkemm@gmail.com>

Andrew LeFevre <capnspacehook@gmail.com>

Andrew Louis <alouis@digitalocean.com>

Andrew Lutomirski <andy@luto.us>

Andrew Medvedev <andrew.y.medvedev@gmail.com>

Andrew Pilloud <andrewpilloud@igneoussystems.com>

Andrew Pogrebnoy <absourd.noise@gmail.com>

Andrew Poydence <apoydence@pivotal.io>

Andrew Pritchard <awpritchard@gmail.com>

Andrew Radev <andrey.radev@gmail.com>

Andrew Skiba <skibaa@gmail.com>

Andrew Stormont <astormont@racktopsystems.com>

Andrew Stribblehill <ads@wompom.org>

Andrew Szeto <andrew@jabagawee.com>

Andrew Todd <andrew.todd@wework.com>

Andrew Wansink <wansink@uber.com>

Andrew Werner <andrew@upthere.com> <awerner32@gmail.com>

Andrew Wilkins <axwalk@gmail.com>

Andrew Williams <williams.andrew@gmail.com>

Andrew Z Allen <me@andrewzallen.com>

Andrey Bokhanko <andreybokhanko@gmail.com>

Andrey Mirtchovski <mirtchovski@gmail.com>

Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

Andrii Soldatenko <andrii.soldatenko@gmail.com>

Andrii Soluk <isoluchok@gmail.com>

Andriy Lytvynov <lytvynov.a.v@gmail.com>

Andrzej eel <andrii.zhezhel@gmail.com>

Andy Balholm <andy@balholm.com>

Andy Davis <andy@bigandian.com>

Andy Finkenstadt <afinkenstadt@zynga.com>

Andy Lindeman <andy@lindeman.io>

Andy Maloney <asmaloney@gmail.com>

Andy Pan <panjf2000@gmail.com> <panjf2000@golangcn.org> <i@andypan.me>

Andy Walker <walkeraj@gmail.com>
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Andy Wang <cbeuw.andy@gmail.com>

Andy Williams <andy@andy.xyz>

Andy Zhao <andyzhao@google.com>

Andzej Maciusovic <andzej.maciusovic@gmail.com>

Anfernee Yongkun Gui <anfernee.gui@gmail.com>

Angelo Bulfone <mbulfone@gmail.com>

Anh Hai Trinh <anh.hai.trinh@gmail.com>

Anit Gandhi <anitgandhi@gmail.com>

Ankit Goyal <ankit3goyal@gmail.com>

Anmol Sethi <anmol@aubble.com>

Annirudh Prasad <annirudh@wandb.com>

Anschel Schaffer-Cohen <anschelsc@gmail.com>

Anthony Alves <cvballa3g0@gmail.com>

Anthony Canino <anthony.canino1@gmail.com>

Anthony Eufemio <anthony.eufemio@gmail.com>

Anthony Fok <foka@debian.org>

Anthony Martin <ality@pbrane.org>

Anthony Sottile <asottile@umich.edu>

Anthony Starks <ajstarks@gmail.com>

Anthony Voutas <voutasaurus@gmail.com>

Anthony Woods <awoods@raintank.io>

Antoine GIRARD <sapk@sapk.fr>

Antoine Martin <antoine97.martin@gmail.com>

Anton Gyllenberg <anton@iki.fi>

Anton Kuklin <anton.a.kuklin@gmail.com>

Antonin Amand <antonin.amand@gmail.com>

Antonio Antelo <aantelov87@gmail.com>

Antonio Bibiano <antbbn@gmail.com>

Antonio Garcia <garcia.olais@gmail.com>

Antonio Huete Jimenez <tuxillo@quantumachine.net>

Antonio Murdaca <runcom@redhat.com>

Antonio Ojea <antonio.ojea.garcia@gmail.com>

Antonio Troina <thoeni@gmail.com>

Anze Kolar <me@akolar.com>

Aofei Sheng <aofei@aofeisheng.com>

Apisak Darakananda <pongad@gmail.com>

Aram Hvrneanu <aram@mgk.ro>

Araragi Hokuto <kanseihonbucho@protonmail.com>

Arash Bina <arash@arash.io>

Archana Ravindar <aravind5@in.ibm.com>

Arda Gl <ardaguclu@gmail.com>

Areski Belaid <areski@gmail.com>

Ariel Mashraki <ariel@mashraki.co.il>

Arkadi Pyuro <arkadi@google.com>

Arlo Breault <arlolra@gmail.com>

Arnaud Ysmal <arnaud.ysmal@gmail.com>

Arne Hormann <arnehormann@gmail.com>

Arnout Engelen <arnout@bzzt.net>
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Aron Nopanen <aron.nopanen@gmail.com>

Arran Walker <arran.walker@fiveturns.org>

Artem Alekseev <artem.alekseev@intel.com>

Artem Khvastunov <artem.khvastunov@jetbrains.com>

Artem Kolin <artemkaxboy@gmail.com>

Arthur Fabre <arthur@arthurfabre.com>

Arthur Khashaev <arthur@khashaev.ru>

Artur M. Wolff <artur.m.wolff@gmail.com>

Artyom Pervukhin <artyom.pervukhin@gmail.com>

Arvindh Rajesh Tamilmani <art@a-30.net>

Ashish Bhate <ab.listsubs@gmail.com>

Ashish Gandhi <ag@ashishgandhi.org>

Asim Shankar <asimshankar@gmail.com>

Assel Meher <asselmeher@gmail.com>

Atin Malaviya <amalaviy@akamai.com>

Ato Araki <ato.araki@gmail.com>

Atsushi Toyama <atsushi.tohyama.160.333@gmail.com>

Audrey Lim <audreylh@gmail.com>

Audrius Butkevicius <audrius.butkevicius@gmail.com>

Augusto Roman <aroman@gmail.com>

Aulus Egnatius Varialus <varialus@gmail.com>

Aurlien Rainone <aurelien.rainone@gmail.com>

Aurlio A. Heckert <aurium@gmail.com>

Austin Clements <austin@google.com> <aclements@csail.mit.edu>

Avi Flax <avi@timehop.com>

Aviv Klasquin Komissar <avivklas@gmail.com>

awaw fumin <awawfumin@gmail.com>

Awn Umar <awn@cryptolosophy.io>

Axel Wagner <axel.wagner.hh@googlemail.com>

Ayan George <ayan@ayan.net>

Ayanamist Yang <ayanamist@gmail.com>

Ayke van Laethem <aykevanlaethem@gmail.com>

Aymerick Jhanne <aymerick@jehanne.org>

Ayzat Sadykov <ayzat.ziko.93@gmail.com>

Azat Kaumov <kaumov.a.r@gmail.com>

Baiju Muthukadan <baiju.m.mail@gmail.com>

Balaram Makam <bmakam.qdt@qualcommdatacenter.com>

Balazs Lecz <leczb@google.com>

Baokun Lee <nototon@gmail.com> <bk@golangcn.org>

Barnaby Keene <accounts@southcla.ws>

Bartomiej Klimczak <bartlomiej.klimczak88@gmail.com>

Bartosz Grzybowski <melkorm@gmail.com>

Bartosz Oler <brtsz@google.com>

Bassam Ojeil <bojeil@google.com>

Bastian Ike <bastian.ike@gmail.com>

Ben Burkert <ben@benburkert.com>

Ben Cartwright-Cox <Ben@Benjojo.co.uk>

Ben Eitzen <eitzenb@golang.org>
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Ben Fried <ben.fried@gmail.com>

Ben Haines <bhainesva@gmail.com>

Ben Hoyt <benhoyt@gmail.com>

Ben Hutchings <ben.hutchings@essensium.com>

Ben Kraft <benkraft@khanacademy.org>

Ben Laurie <ben@links.org> <benl@google.com>

Ben Lubar <ben.lubar@gmail.com>

Ben Lynn <benlynn@gmail.com>

Ben Olive <sionide21@gmail.com>

Ben Schwartz <bemasc@google.com>

Ben Shi <powerman1st@163.com>

Ben Toews <mastahyeti@gmail.com>

Benjamin Barenblat <bbaren@google.com>

Benjamin Black <b@b3k.us>

Benjamin Cable <cable.benjamin@gmail.com>

Benjamin Hsieh <tanookiben@users.noreply.github.com>

Benjamin Peterson <benjamin@python.org>

Benjamin Prosnitz <bprosnitz@google.com>

Benjamin Wester <bwester@squareup.com>

Benjamin Wuethrich <benjamin.wuethrich@gmail.com>

Benny Siegert <bsiegert@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsunanet@gmail.com>

Berengar Lehr <Berengar.Lehr@gmx.de>

Berkant Ipek <41230766+0xbkt@users.noreply.github.com>

Beth Brown <ecbrown@google.com>

Bharath Kumar Uppala <uppala.bharath@gmail.com>

Bharath Thiruveedula <tbharath91@gmail.com>

Bhavin Gandhi <bhavin7392@gmail.com>

Bill Neubauer <wcn@golang.org> <wcn@google.com> <bill.neubauer@gmail.com>

Bill O'Farrell <billo@ca.ibm.com>

Bill Prin <waprin@google.com>

Bill Thiede <couchmoney@gmail.com>

Bill Zissimopoulos <billziss@navimatics.com>

Billie Harold Cleek <bhcleek@gmail.com>

Billy Lynch <wlynch@google.com>

Billy Zaelani Malik <m.billyzaelani@gmail.com>

Bjrn Erik Pedersen <bjorn.erik.pedersen@gmail.com>

Bjorn Tillenius <bjorn@tillenius.me>

Bjorn Tipling <bjorn.tipling@gmail.com>

Blain Smith <rebelgeek@blainsmith.com>

Blake Gentry <blakesgentry@gmail.com>

Blake Mesdag <blakemesdag@gmail.com>

Blake Mizerany <blake.mizerany@gmail.com>

Blixt <me@blixt.nyc>

Bob Briski <rbriski@gmail.com>
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Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>
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Tiwei Bie <tiwei.btw@antgroup.com>

Tobias Assarsson <tobias.assarsson@gmail.com>

Tobias Columbus <tobias.columbus@gmail.com> <tobias.columbus@googlemail.com>

Tobias Klauser <tklauser@distanz.ch>

Tobias Kohlbau <tobias@kohlbau.de>

Toby Burress <kurin@google.com>

Todd Kulesza <tkulesza@google.com>

Todd Neal <todd@tneal.org>

Todd Wang <toddwang@gmail.com>

Tom Anthony <git@tomanthony.co.uk>

Tom Bergan <tombergan@google.com>

Tom Freudenberg <tom.freudenberg@4commerce.de>

Tom Heng <zhm20070928@gmail.com>

Tom Lanyon <tomlanyon@google.com>

Tom Levy <tomlevy93@gmail.com>

Tom Limoncelli <tal@whatexit.org>

Tom Linford <tomlinford@gmail.com>

Tom Panton <tom@tomandtally.co.uk>

Tom Parkin <tom.parkin@gmail.com>

Tom Payne <twpayne@gmail.com>

Tom Szymanski <tgs@google.com>

Tom Thorogood <me+google@tomthorogood.co.uk>

Tom Wilkie <tom@weave.works>

Tom Zierbock <tomzierbock@gmail.com>

Tomas Dabasinskas <tomas@dabasinskas.net>

Tommy Schaefer <tommy.schaefer@teecom.com>

Tomohiro Kusumoto <zabio1192@gmail.com>

Tomoya Ishizaki <zaq1tomo@gmail.com>

Tonis Tiigi <tonistiigi@gmail.com>

Tony Reix <tony.reix@bull.net>

Tony Walker <walkert.uk@gmail.com>

Tooru Takahashi <tooru.takahashi134@gmail.com>

Tor Andersson <tor.andersson@gmail.com>

Torben Schinke <torben.schinke@neotos.de>

Tormod Erevik Lea <tormodlea@gmail.com>

Toshihiro Shiino <shiino.toshihiro@gmail.com>

Toshiki Shima <hayabusa1419@gmail.com>

Totoro W <tw19881113@gmail.com>

Travis Bischel <travis.bischel@gmail.com>

Travis Cline <travis.cline@gmail.com>

Trevor Dixon <trevordixon@gmail.com>

Trevor Strohman <trevor.strohman@gmail.com>

Trey Lawrence <lawrence.trey@gmail.com>

Trey Roessig <trey.roessig@gmail.com>

Trey Tacon <ttacon@gmail.com>

Tristan Amini <tamini01@ca.ibm.com>

Tristan Colgate <tcolgate@gmail.com>

Tristan Ooohry <ooohry@gmail.com>
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Tristan Rice <rice@fn.lc>

Troels Thomsen <troels@thomsen.io>

Trong Bui <trong.buiquoc@gmail.com>

Trung Nguyen <trung.n.k@gmail.com>

Tsuji Daishiro <dram.dt.shonan@gmail.com>

Tudor Golubenco <tudor.g@gmail.com>

Tugdual Saunier <tugdual.saunier@gmail.com>

Tuo Shan <sturbo89@gmail.com> <shantuo@google.com>

Tyler Bui-Palsulich <tpalsulich@google.com>

Tyler Bunnell <tylerbunnell@gmail.com>

Tyler Treat <ttreat31@gmail.com>

Tyson Andre <tysonandre775@gmail.com>

Tzach Shabtay <tzachshabtay@gmail.com>

Tzu-Chiao Yeh <su3g4284zo6y7@gmail.com>

Tzu-Jung Lee <roylee17@currant.com>

Udalov Max <re.udalov@gmail.com>

Uddeshya Singh <singhuddeshyaofficial@gmail.com>

Ugorji Nwoke <ugorji@gmail.com>

Ulf Holm Nielsen <doktor@dyregod.dk>

Ulrich Kunitz <uli.kunitz@gmail.com>

Umang Parmar <umangjparmar@gmail.com>

Uriel Mangado <uriel@berlinblue.org>

Urvil Patel <patelurvil38@gmail.com>

Utkarsh Dixit <53217283+utkarsh-extc@users.noreply.github.com>

Uttam C Pawar <uttam.c.pawar@intel.com>

Vadim Grek <vadimprog@gmail.com>

Vadim Vygonets <unixdj@gmail.com>

Val Polouchkine <vpolouch@justin.tv>

Valentin Vidic <vvidic@valentin-vidic.from.hr>

Vaughn Iverson <vsivsi@yahoo.com>

Vee Zhang <veezhang@126.com> <vveezhang@gmail.com>

Vega Garcia Luis Alfonso <vegacom@gmail.com>

Venil Noronha <veniln@vmware.com>

Veselkov Konstantin <kostozyb@gmail.com>

Viacheslav Poturaev <vearutop@gmail.com>

Victor Chudnovsky <vchudnov@google.com>

Victor Michel <victor@optimyze.cloud>

Victor Vrantchan <vrancean+github@gmail.com>

Vignesh Ramachandra <vickyramachandra@gmail.com>

Vikas Kedia <vikask@google.com>

Ville Skytt <ville.skytta@iki.fi>

Vincent Ambo <tazjin@googlemail.com>

Vincent Batts <vbatts@hashbangbash.com> <vbatts@gmail.com>

Vincent Vanackere <vincent.vanackere@gmail.com>

Vinu Rajashekhar <vinutheraj@gmail.com>

Vish Subramanian <vish@google.com>

Vishal Dalwadi <dalwadivishal26@gmail.com>

Vishvananda Ishaya <vishvananda@gmail.com>
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Visweswara R <r.visweswara@gmail.com>

Vitaly Zdanevich <zdanevich.vitaly@ya.ru>

Vitor De Mario <vitordemario@gmail.com>

Vivek Sekhar <vsekhar@google.com>

Vivek V <iamvivekv96@gmail.com>

Vivian Liang <vliang88@gmail.com>

Vlad Krasnov <vlad@cloudflare.com>

Vladimir Evgrafov <evgrafov.vladimir@gmail.com>

Vladimir Kovpak <cn007b@gmail.com>

Vladimir Kuzmin <vkuzmin@uber.com>

Vladimir Mihailenco <vladimir.webdev@gmail.com>

Vladimir Nikishenko <vova616@gmail.com>

Vladimir Stefanovic <vladimir.stefanovic@imgtec.com>

Vladimir Varankin <nek.narqo@gmail.com>

Vojtech Bocek <vbocek@gmail.com>

Volker Dobler <dr.volker.dobler@gmail.com>

Volodymyr Paprotski <vpaprots@ca.ibm.com>

Vyacheslav Pachkov <slava.pach@gmail.com>

W. Trevor King <wking@tremily.us>

Wade Simmons <wade@wades.im>

Wagner Riffel <wgrriffel@gmail.com>

Walt Della <walt@javins.net>

Walter Poupore <wpoupore@google.com>

Wander Lairson Costa <wcosta@mozilla.com>

Wang Xuerui <git@xen0n.name>

Warren Fernandes <warren.f.fernandes@gmail.com>

Wayne Ashley Berry <wayneashleyberry@gmail.com>

Wedson Almeida Filho <wedsonaf@google.com>

Weerasak Chongnguluam <singpor@gmail.com>

Wi Cngru <crvv.mail@gmail.com>

Wei Fu <fhfuwei@163.com>

Wei Guangjing <vcc.163@gmail.com>

Wei Xiao <wei.xiao@arm.com>

Wei Xikai <xykwei@gmail.com>

Weichao Tang <tevic.tt@gmail.com>

Weilu Jia <optix2000@gmail.com>

Weixie Cui <cuiweixie@gmail.com> <523516579@qq.com>

Wembley G. Leach, Jr <wembley.gl@gmail.com>

Wenlei (Frank) He <wlhe@google.com>

Wenzel Lowe <lowewenzel@gmail.com>

Wil Selwood <wselwood@gmail.com>

Wilfried Teiken <wteiken@google.com>

Will Beason <willbeason@gmail.com>

Will Chan <willchan@google.com>

Will Faught <will.faught@gmail.com>

Will Morrow <wmorrow.qdt@qualcommdatacenter.com>

Will Norris <willnorris@google.com>

Will Storey <will@summercat.com>
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Willem van der Schyff <willemvds@gmail.com>

William Chan <willchan@chromium.org>

William Chang <mr.williamchang@gmail.com>

William Josephson <wjosephson@gmail.com>

William Langford <wlangfor@gmail.com>

William Orr <will@worrbase.com> <ay1244@gmail.com>

William Poussier <william.poussier@gmail.com>

Wisdom Omuya <deafgoat@gmail.com>

Wu Yunzhou <yunzhouwu@gmail.com>

Xi Ruoyao <xry23333@gmail.com>

Xia Bin <snyh@snyh.org>

Xiangdong Ji <xiangdong.ji@arm.com>

Xiaodong Liu <teaofmoli@gmail.com>

Xing Gao <18340825824@163.com>

Xing Xing <mikespook@gmail.com>

Xingqang Bai <bxq2011hust@qq.com>

Xu Fei <badgangkiller@gmail.com>

Xudong Zhang <felixmelon@gmail.com>

Xudong Zheng <7pkvm5aw@slicealias.com>

Xuyang Kang <xuyangkang@gmail.com>

Yamagishi Kazutoshi <ykzts@desire.sh>

Yan Zou <yzou@google.com>

Yang Hau <vulxj0j8j8@gmail.com>

Yang Tian <linuxty@gmail.com>

Yann Hodique <yhodique@google.com>

Yann Kerherv <yann.kerherve@gmail.com>

Yann Salan <yannsalaun1@gmail.com>

Yannic Bonenberger <contact@yannic-bonenberger.com>

Yao Zhang <lunaria21@gmail.com>

Yaron de Leeuw <jarondl@google.com>

Yaroslav Vorobiov <yar.vorobiov@gmail.com>

Yasha Bubnov <girokompass@gmail.com>

Yasser Abdolmaleki <yasser@yasser.ca>

Yasuharu Goto <matope.ono@gmail.com>

Yasuhiro Matsumoto <mattn.jp@gmail.com>

Yasutaka Shinzaki <shinzaki@yasu26.tech>

Yasuyuki Oka <yasuyk@gmail.com>

Yazen Shunnar <yazen.shunnar@gmail.com>

Yestin Sun <ylh@pdx.edu>

Yesudeep Mangalapilly <yesudeep@google.com>

Yissakhar Z. Beck <yissakhar.beck@gmail.com>

Yo-An Lin <yoanlin93@gmail.com>

Yohei Takeda <yo.tak0812@gmail.com>

Yongjian Xu <i3dmaster@gmail.com>

Yorman Arias <cixtords@gmail.com>

Yoshiyuki Kanno <nekotaroh@gmail.com> <yoshiyuki.kanno@stoic.co.jp>

Yoshiyuki Mineo <yoshiyuki.mineo@gmail.com>

Yosuke Akatsuka <yosuke.akatsuka@gmail.com>
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Youfu Zhang <zhangyoufu@gmail.com>

Yu Heng Zhang <annita.zhang@cn.ibm.com>

Yu Xuan Zhang <zyxsh@cn.ibm.com>

Yu, Li-Yu <afg984@gmail.com>

Yuichi Kishimoto <yk2220s@gmail.com>

Yuichi Nishiwaki <yuichi.nishiwaki@gmail.com>

Yuji Yaginuma <yuuji.yaginuma@gmail.com>

Yuki Ito <mrno110y@gmail.com>

Yuki OKUSHI <huyuumi.dev@gmail.com>

Yuki Osaki <yuki.osaki7@gmail.com>

Yuki Yugui Sonoda <yugui@google.com>

Yukihiro Nishinaka <6elpinal@gmail.com>

YunQiang Su <syq@debian.org>

Yuntao Wang <ytcoode@gmail.com>

Yury Smolsky <yury@smolsky.by>

Yusuke Kagiwada <block.rxckin.beats@gmail.com>

Yuusei Kuwana <kuwana@kumama.org>

Yuval Pavel Zholkover <paulzhol@gmail.com>

Yves Junqueira <yvesj@google.com> <yves.junqueira@gmail.com>

Zac Bergquist <zbergquist99@gmail.com>

Zach Bintliff <zbintliff@gmail.com>

Zach Gershman <zachgersh@gmail.com>

Zach Hoffman <zrhoffman@apache.org>

Zach Jones <zachj1@gmail.com>

Zachary Amsden <zach@thundertoken.com>

Zachary Burkett <zburkett@splitcubestudios.com>

Zachary Gershman <zgershman@pivotal.io>

Zaiyang Li <zaiyangli777@gmail.com>

Zak <zrjknill@gmail.com>

Zakatell Kanda <hi@zkanda.io>

Zellyn Hunter <zellyn@squareup.com> <zellyn@gmail.com>

Zev Goldstein <zev.goldstein@gmail.com>

Zhang Boyang <zhangboyang.id@gmail.com>

Zheng Dayu <davidzheng23@gmail.com>

Zheng Xu <zheng.xu@arm.com>

Zhengyu He <hzy@google.com>

Zhi Zheng <zhi.zheng052@gmail.com>

Zhongpeng Lin <zplin@uber.com>

Zhongtao Chen <chenzhongtao@126.com>

Zhongwei Yao <zhongwei.yao@arm.com>

Zhou Guangyuan <zhouguangyuan.xian@gmail.com>

Zhou Peng <p@ctriple.cn>

Ziad Hatahet <hatahet@gmail.com>

Ziheng Liu <lzhfromustc@gmail.com>

Zizhao Zhang <btw515wolf2@gmail.com>

Zorion Arrizabalaga <zorionk@gmail.com>

Zvonimir Pavlinovic <zpavlinovic@google.com>

Zyad A. Ali <zyad.ali.me@gmail.com>
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 <a.maksadbek@gmail.com>

 <max.faceless.frei@gmail.com>

 <hagen1778@gmail.com>

 <tbunyk@gmail.com>

 <faxriddinjon@gmail.com>

<zs349596@gmail.com>

<bronze1man@gmail.com>

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.85 stax 3.1.4 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming API for XML processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2ReaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* StAX2 extension for StAX API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/StringBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/util/StreamWriterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/NumberUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueEncoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 extension for basic Stax API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/XMLStreamReader2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/TypedXMLStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2008- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/AsciiValueEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2EventReaderImpl.java

 

1.86 log4j-slf4j-impl 2.14.0 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J Binding

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.87 python-certifi 2018.1.18 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

This packge contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****
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@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

 

1.88 commons-net 3.0 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.89 jline 2.9 

 

1.90 xml-commons-resolver 1.2.0 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.91 quartz 2.2.1 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
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marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
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any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.92 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * This

method is reserved for future use. Proprietary JAX-RS extensions may leverage the method.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.93 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.2 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAXB project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Project for JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available

at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.94 fst 2.54 

 

1.95 protobuf-java 3.5.1 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765326_1651084665.81/0/protobuf-java-3-5-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

 

1.96 commons-http-client 3.0.1 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* $Header: /home/jerenkrantz/tmp/commons/commons-convert/cvs/home/cvs/jakarta-

commons//httpclient/src/java/org/apache/commons/httpclient/AutoCloseInputStream.java,v 1.9 2004/04/18 23:51:34

jsdever Exp $

* $Revision: 291181 $

* $Date: 2005-09-23 14:13:25 -0400 (Fri, 23 Sep 2005) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

*  Copyright 2002-2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

package org.apache.commons.httpclient;

 

import java.io.FilterInputStream;

import java.io.IOException;

import java.io.InputStream;

 

/**

* Closes an underlying stream as soon as the end of the stream is reached, and

* notifies a client when it has done so.

*

* @author Ortwin Glueck

* @author Eric Johnson

* @author <a href="mailto:mbowler@GargoyleSoftware.com">Mike Bowler</a>

*

* @since 2.0

*/

class AutoCloseInputStream extends FilterInputStream {

 

   /**

    * True if this stream is open.  Assume that the underlying stream

    * is open until we get an EOF indication.

    */

   private boolean streamOpen = true;

 

   /** True if the stream closed itself. */

   private boolean selfClosed = false;

 

   /**

    * The watcher is notified when the contents of the stream have

    * been  exhausted

    */

   private ResponseConsumedWatcher watcher = null;

 

   /**

    * Create a new auto closing stream for the provided connection

    *

    * @param in the input stream to read from

    * @param watcher   To be notified when the contents of the stream have been

    *  consumed.

    */

   public AutoCloseInputStream(

           final InputStream in, final ResponseConsumedWatcher watcher) {

       super(in);

       this.watcher = watcher;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Reads the next byte of data from the input stream.

    *

    * @throws IOException when there is an error reading

    * @return the character read, or -1 for EOF

    */

   public int read() throws IOException {

       int l = -1;

 

       if (isReadAllowed()) {

           // underlying stream not closed, go ahead and read.

           l = super.read();

           checkClose(l);

       }

 

       return l;

   }

 

   /**

    * Reads up to <code>len</code> bytes of data from the stream.

    *

    * @param b a <code>byte</code> array to read data into

    * @param off an offset within the array to store data

    * @param len the maximum number of bytes to read

    * @return the number of bytes read or -1 for EOF

    * @throws IOException if there are errors reading

    */

   public int read(byte[] b, int off, int len) throws IOException {

       int l = -1;

 

       if (isReadAllowed()) {

           l = super.read(b,  off,  len);

           checkClose(l);

       }

 

       return l;

   }

 

   /**

    * Reads some number of bytes from the input stream and stores them into the

    * buffer array b.

    *

    * @param b a <code>byte</code> array to read data into

    * @return the number of bytes read or -1 for EOF

    * @throws IOException if there are errors reading

    */
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   public int read(byte[] b) throws IOException {

       int l = -1;

 

       if (isReadAllowed()) {

           l = super.read(b);

           checkClose(l);

       }

       return l;

   }

 

   /**

    * Close the stream, and also close the underlying stream if it is not

    * already closed.

    * @throws IOException If an IO problem occurs.

    */

   public void close() throws IOException {

       if (!selfClosed) {

           selfClosed = true;

           notifyWatcher();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Close the underlying stream should the end of the stream arrive.

    *

    * @param readResult    The result of the read operation to check.

    * @throws IOException If an IO problem occurs.

    */

   private void checkClose(int readResult) throws IOException {

       if (readResult == -1) {

           notifyWatcher();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * See whether a read of the underlying stream should be allowed, and if

    * not, check to see whether our stream has already been closed!

    *

    * @return <code>true</code> if it is still OK to read from the stream.

    * @throws IOException If an IO problem occurs.

    */

   private boolean isReadAllowed() throws IOException {

       if (!streamOpen && selfClosed) {

           throw new IOException("Attempted read on closed stream.");

       }

       return streamOpen;

   }
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   /**

    * Notify the watcher that the contents have been consumed.

    * @throws IOException If an IO problem occurs.

    */

   private void notifyWatcher() throws IOException {

       if (streamOpen) {

           super.close();

           streamOpen = false;

 

           if (watcher != null) {

               watcher.responseConsumed();

           }

       }

   }

}

 

 

1.97 grpc-protobuf 1.9.0 

 

1.98 datadog-zstd 1.3.6-0.20190409195224-

796139022798 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.99 jetty-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.100 shiro-lang 1.6.0 
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1.100.1 Available under license : 
Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.101 apache-log4j 1.2.17 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.102 jnr-posix 3.0.27 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of Software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of either of the GNU

General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or

later (the "LGPL"), use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your'

 

1.103 dnac-postgresql-patch

42.2.5.jre7.DNAC2 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

PostgreSQL is released under the PostgreSQL License, a liberal Open Source license, similar to the BSD or MIT

licenses.

 

PostgreSQL Database Management System

(formerly known as Postgres, then as Postgres95)

 

Portions Copyright  1996-2021, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group

 

Portions Copyright  1994, The Regents of the University of California

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose, without fee,

and without a written agreement is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph and

the following two paragraphs appear in all copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT,

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOST PROFITS,

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT,

UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

1.104 grpc-1_21_0 0.1 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

Envoy

Copyright 2016-2018 Envoy Project Authors

 

Licensed under Apache License 2.0.  See LICENSE for terms.

Copyright 2014 The gRPC Authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'OkHttp', an open source

HTTP & SPDY client for Android and Java applications, which can be obtained

at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * okhttp/third_party/okhttp/LICENSE (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/square/okhttp

 * LOCATION_IN_GRPC:

   * okhttp/third_party/okhttp

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Envoy', an open source

cloud-native high-performance edge/middle/service proxy, which can be

obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * xds/third_party/envoy/LICENSE (Apache License 2.0)
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 * NOTICE:

   * xds/third_party/envoy/NOTICE

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.envoyproxy.io

 * LOCATION_IN_GRPC:

   * xds/third_party/envoy

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'protoc-gen-validate (PGV)',

an open source protoc plugin to generate polyglot message validators,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * xds/third_party/protoc-gen-validate/LICENSE (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/lyft/protoc-gen-validate

 * LOCATION_IN_GRPC:

   * xds/third_party/protoc-gen-validate

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner].

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright 2015 The gRPC Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.105 jeromq 0.3.2 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the

GNU General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
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Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort

  to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

  license document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that
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  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this

  license document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of

      this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would

  otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6

  of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined

  Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a

  modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the

  Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding

  Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1,

  you must provide the Installation Information in the manner

  specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding

  Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:
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  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

  based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.106 util 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Robert Varga. and others.  All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'
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Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. and

others.  All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of

the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.107 gson 2.8.6 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/PreJava9ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/UnsafeReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

 

1.108 thrift 0.9.2 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

Apache Thrift

Copyright 2006-2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Tue Oct 24 12:28:44 CDT 2006

 

Copyright (c) <2006> <Martin J. Logan, Erlware>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software (OTP Base, fslib, G.A.S)  and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
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so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE

OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

 

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.
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--------------------------------------------------

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 lib/erl/src/Makefile.am

 

Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

 

#   Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>

#

#   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without

#   modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided

#   the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the compiler/cpp/src/thrift/md5.[ch] components:

 

/*

 Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2002 Aladdin Enterprises.  All rights reserved.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 L. Peter Deutsch

 ghost@aladdin.com

 

*/

 

---------------------------------------------------

For the lib/rb/setup.rb: Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Minero Aoki,

lib/ocaml/OCamlMakefile and lib/ocaml/README-OCamlMakefile components:

    Copyright (C) 1999 - 2007  Markus Mottl
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Licensed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1

(see doc/lgpl-2.1.txt for the full terms of this license)

This package was debianized by Thrift Developer's <dev@thrift.apache.org>.

 

 

This package and the Debian packaging is licensed under the Apache License,

see `/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0'.

 

The following informations was copied from Apache Thrift LICENSE file.

 

--------------------------------------------------

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

 

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

--------------------------------------------------

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 lib/erl/src/Makefile.am

 

Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

 

 

--------------------------------------------------

The following files contain some portions of code contributed under

the Thrift Software License (see doc/old-thrift-license.txt), and relicensed

under the Apache 2.0 License:

 

 compiler/cpp/Makefile.am

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_cocoa_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_cpp_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_csharp_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_erl_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_hs_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_java_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_ocaml_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_perl_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_php_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_py_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_rb_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_st_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_xsd_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/main.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_field.h

 compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_program.h
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 compiler/cpp/src/platform.h

 compiler/cpp/src/thriftl.ll

 compiler/cpp/src/thrifty.yy

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TBinaryProtocol.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TField.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TList.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMap.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMessage.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMessageType.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocol.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolFactory.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolUtil.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TSet.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TStruct.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TType.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TSimpleServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TThreadPoolServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/TApplicationException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Thrift.csproj

 lib/csharp/src/Thrift.sln

 lib/csharp/src/TProcessor.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TServerSocket.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TServerTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TSocket.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TStreamTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransportException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransportFactory.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftBuild.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftMSBuildTask.csproj

 lib/rb/lib/thrift.rb

 lib/st/README

 lib/st/thrift.st

 test/OptionalRequiredTest.cpp

 test/OptionalRequiredTest.thrift

 test/ThriftTest.thrift

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

 

#   Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>

#

#   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without

#   modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided

#   the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.
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--------------------------------------------------

For the compiler/cpp/src/md5.[ch] components:

 

/*

 Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2002 Aladdin Enterprises.  All rights reserved.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 L. Peter Deutsch

 ghost@aladdin.com

 

*/

 

---------------------------------------------------

For the lib/rb/setup.rb: Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Minero Aoki,

lib/ocaml/OCamlMakefile and lib/ocaml/README-OCamlMakefile components:

    Copyright (C) 1999 - 2007  Markus Mottl

 

Licensed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1

(see doc/lgpl-2.1.txt for the full terms of this license)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.109 pymongo 3.11.3 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

PyMongo uses third-party libraries or other resources that may

be distributed under licenses different than the PyMongo software.

 

In the event that we accidentally failed to list a required notice,

please bring it to our attention through any of the ways detailed here:

 

          mongodb-dev@googlegroups.com

 

The attached notices are provided for information only.

 

For any licenses that require disclosure of source, sources are available at

https://github.com/mongodb/mongo-python-driver.

 

 

1) License Notice for time64.c

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2010  Michael G Schwern

 

This software originally derived from Paul Sheer's pivotal_gmtime_r.c.

 

The MIT License:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

2) License Notice for bson-stdint-win32.h

-----------------------------------------

 

ISO C9x  compliant stdint.h for Microsoft Visual Studio

Based on ISO/IEC 9899:TC2 Committee draft (May 6, 2005) WG14/N1124

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 Alexander Chemeris

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. Neither the name of the product nor the names of its contributors may

    be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

3) License Notice for encoding_helpers.c

----------------------------------------

 

Portions Copyright 2001 Unicode, Inc.

 

Disclaimer

 

This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any
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kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

applicability of information provided. If this file has been

purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

within 90 days of receipt.

 

Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

 

Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

remains attached.

 

4) License Notice for ssl_match_hostname.py

-------------------------------------------

 

Python License (Python-2.0)

 

Python License, Version 2 (Python-2.0)

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001-2013 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in

Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
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FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

1.110 cglib 3.0 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.
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*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.111 commons-collections 3.2.2 
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1.111.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.112 ip-address 5.3.1 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressResources.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2020 Sean C Foley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*     or at

*     https://github.com/seancfoley/IPAddress/blob/master/LICENSE

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressSection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2018 Sean C Foley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*     or at

*     https://github.com/seancfoley/IPAddress/blob/master/LICENSE

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/HostName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedHost.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/string/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/IPAddressPartStringSubCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddressSegment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressSection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/IPAddressJoinedSegments.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressPositionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/package-info.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/IPAddressRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/string/AddressStringDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/PrefixLenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/AddressDivisionGrouping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/MACAddressStringParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/sql/SQLStringMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/IPAddressPartConfiguredString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressSegment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressItem.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/HostNameParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressStringParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedHostIdentifierStringQualifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/IPAddressBitsDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/large/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/string/IPAddressStringDivisionSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddressSection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressSegment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/sql/IPAddressSQLTranslator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/AddressParseData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-jar/module-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressDivisionSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/IPAddressDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressItemRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-
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jar/inet/ipaddr/format/string/AddressStringDivisionSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressStringParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressDivisionBase.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressComponent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/AddressBitsDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressSection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/string/IPAddressStringDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/Address.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressConversionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedAddressCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/large/IPAddressLargeDivisionGrouping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressDivisionGroupingBase.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4JoinedSegments.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressSegment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressStringParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressSegmentSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressDivisionWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/large/IPAddressLargeDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-jar/inet/ipaddr/package-

info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressStringException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-
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jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/Validator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/IPAddressProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddressNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/MACAddressString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/IPAddressDivisionSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/HostNameException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/IPAddressDivisionGrouping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/SizeMismatchException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressSegment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/HostIdentifierStringValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6Address.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IncompatibleAddressException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/HostIdentifierException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressSegmentSeries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressValueException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressStringParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/AddressCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/InconsistentPrefixException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressSegmentParams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/sql/MySQLTranslator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4Address.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/AddressSection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-
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jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/IPAddressPartStringCollectionBase.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/NetworkMismatchException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressComponentRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/HostIdentifierString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/MACAddressProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/IPAddressPartStringCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/standard/AddressDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressNetwork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/IPAddressStringWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Sean C Foley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*     or at

*     https://github.com/seancfoley/IPAddress/blob/master/LICENSE

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddressTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/MACAddressAssociativeTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressAssociativeTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/Partition.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressTrieSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressTrieOps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/BinaryTreeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/TreeOps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AddressTrieMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressAssociativeTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AssociativeAddressTrie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/AbstractTree.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Sean C Foley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*     or at

*     https://github.com/seancfoley/IPAddress/blob/master/LICENSE

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/IPv6AddressSeqRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/AddressGenericDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-
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jar/inet/ipaddr/IPAddressSeqRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedAddressGrouping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/sql/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedMACAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv6/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/IPAddressGenericDivision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/mac/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/ipv4/IPv4AddressSeqRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077201543_1596778639.63/0/ipaddress-5-3-1-sources-

jar/inet/ipaddr/format/validate/ParsedIPAddress.java

 

1.113 json-java 20160810 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

1.114 javax-annotation-api 1.3.2 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
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  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has
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deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
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requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,
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upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.
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10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you
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legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started
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running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically
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terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
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10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
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implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module
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which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.115 okhttp 3.9.0 

 

1.116 txw2 2.2.11 

 

1.117 netty 4.1.17.Final 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based 

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the
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equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jboss.org/jbossmarshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance
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non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").
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See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*
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* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.118 viper 1.0.0 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Steve Francia
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.119 javax-el-api 2.2.4 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License <bottom> Copyright (c) 1999-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. Use is

subject to license terms. </bottom>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License # Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); # you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. # You may obtain a copy of the License at #     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 # distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You

may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may
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not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License <bottom> Copyright

(c) 1999-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. Use is subject to license terms. </bottom>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

 

1.120 akka-protobuf 2.4.20 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
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// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/BoundedByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/LiteralByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-
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jar/akka/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1502320897_1670531495.1535351/0/akka-protobuf-2-11-2-4-20-sources-1-

jar/akka/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

 

1.121 grpc-go 1.32.0 
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1.121.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.122 spring-instrument 4.3.19.RELEASE 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702476_1613865084.46/0/spring-instrument-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/InstrumentationSavingAgent.java

 

1.123 groovy 3.0.8 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** Java 1.5 Recognizer

*

* Run 'java Main [-showtree] directory-full-of-java-files'

*
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* [The -showtree option pops up a Swing frame that shows

*  the AST constructed from the parser.]

*

* Run 'java Main <directory full of java files>'

*

* Contributing authors:

*      Jeremy Rayner       groovy@ross-rayner.com

*		John Mitchell		johnm@non.net

*		Terence Parr		parrt@magelang.com

*		John Lilley		jlilley@empathy.com

*		Scott Stanchfield	thetick@magelang.com

*		Markus Mohnen		mohnen@informatik.rwth-aachen.de

*		Peter Williams		pete.williams@sun.com

*		Allan Jacobs		Allan.Jacobs@eng.sun.com

*		Steve Messick		messick@redhills.com

*		John Pybus		john@pybus.org

*

* Version 1.00 December 9, 1997 -- initial release

* Version 1.01 December 10, 1997

*		fixed bug in octal def (0..7 not 0..8)

* Version 1.10 August 1998 (parrt)

*		added tree construction

*		fixed definition of WS,comments for mac,pc,unix newlines

*		added unary plus

* Version 1.11 (Nov 20, 1998)

*		Added "shutup" option to turn off last ambig warning.

*		Fixed inner class def to allow named class defs as statements

*		synchronized requires compound not simple statement

*		add [] after builtInType DOT class in primaryExpression

*		"const" is reserved but not valid..removed from modifiers

* Version 1.12 (Feb 2, 1999)

*		Changed LITERAL_xxx to xxx in tree grammar.

*		Updated java.g to use tokens {...} now for 2.6.0 (new feature).

*

* Version 1.13 (Apr 23, 1999)

*		Didn't have (stat)? for else clause in tree parser.

*		Didn't gen ASTs for interface extends.  Updated tree parser too.

*		Updated to 2.6.0.

* Version 1.14 (Jun 20, 1999)

*		Allowed final/abstract on local classes.

*		Removed local interfaces from methods

*		Put instanceof precedence where it belongs...in relationalExpr

*			It also had expr not type as arg; fixed it.

*		Missing ! on SEMI in classBlock

*		fixed: (expr) + "string" was parsed incorrectly (+ as unary plus).

*		fixed: didn't like Object[].class in parser or tree parser

* Version 1.15 (Jun 26, 1999)

*		Screwed up rule with instanceof in it. :(  Fixed.
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*		Tree parser didn't like (expr).something; fixed.

*		Allowed multiple inheritance in tree grammar. oops.

* Version 1.16 (August 22, 1999)

*		Extending an interface built a wacky tree: had extra EXTENDS.

*		Tree grammar didn't allow multiple superinterfaces.

*		Tree grammar didn't allow empty var initializer: {}

* Version 1.17 (October 12, 1999)

*		ESC lexer rule allowed 399 max not 377 max.

*		java.tree.g didn't handle the expression of synchronized

*		statements.

* Version 1.18 (August 12, 2001)

*	  	Terence updated to Java 2 Version 1.3 by

*		observing/combining work of Allan Jacobs and Steve

*		Messick.  Handles 1.3 src.  Summary:

*		o  primary didn't include boolean.class kind of thing

*	  	o  constructor calls parsed explicitly now:

* 		   see explicitConstructorInvocation

*		o  add strictfp modifier

*	  	o  missing objBlock after new expression in tree grammar

*		o  merged local class definition alternatives, moved after declaration

*		o  fixed problem with ClassName.super.field

*	  	o  reordered some alternatives to make things more efficient

*		o  long and double constants were not differentiated from int/float

*		o  whitespace rule was inefficient: matched only one char

*		o  add an examples directory with some nasty 1.3 cases

*		o  made Main.java use buffered IO and a Reader for Unicode support

*		o  supports UNICODE?

*		   Using Unicode charVocabulay makes code file big, but only

*		   in the bitsets at the end. I need to make ANTLR generate

*		   unicode bitsets more efficiently.

* Version 1.19 (April 25, 2002)

*		Terence added in nice fixes by John Pybus concerning floating

*		constants and problems with super() calls.  John did a nice

*		reorg of the primary/postfix expression stuff to read better

*		and makes f.g.super() parse properly (it was METHOD_CALL not

*		a SUPER_CTOR_CALL).  Also:

*

*		o  "finally" clause was a root...made it a child of "try"

*		o  Added stuff for asserts too for Java 1.4, but *commented out*

*		   as it is not backward compatible.

*

* Version 1.20 (October 27, 2002)

*

*	  Terence ended up reorging John Pybus' stuff to

*	  remove some nondeterminisms and some syntactic predicates.

*	  Note that the grammar is stricter now; e.g., this(...) must

*	be the first statement.

*
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*	  Ternary ?: operator wasn't working as array name:

*		  (isBig ? bigDigits : digits)[i];

*

*	  Checked parser/tree parser on source for

*		  Resin-2.0.5, jive-2.1.1, jdk 1.3.1, Lucene, antlr 2.7.2a4,

*		and the 110k-line jGuru server source.

*

* Version 1.21 (October 17, 2003)

*  Fixed lots of problems including:

*  Ray Waldin: add typeDefinition to interfaceBlock in java.tree.g

*  He found a problem/fix with floating point that start with 0

*  Ray also fixed problem that (int.class) was not recognized.

*  Thorsten van Ellen noticed that \n are allowed incorrectly in strings.

*  TJP fixed CHAR_LITERAL analogously.

*

* Version 1.21.2 (March, 2003)

*	  Changes by Matt Quail to support generics (as per JDK1.5/JSR14)

*	  Notes:

*	  o We only allow the "extends" keyword and not the "implements"

*		keyword, since that's what JSR14 seems to imply.

*	  o Thanks to Monty Zukowski for his help on the antlr-interest

*		mail list.

*	  o Thanks to Alan Eliasen for testing the grammar over his

*		Fink source base

*

* Version 1.22 (July, 2004)

*	  Changes by Michael Studman to support Java 1.5 language extensions

*	  Notes:

*	  o Added support for annotations types

*	  o Finished off Matt Quail's generics enhancements to support bound type arguments

*	  o Added support for new for statement syntax

*	  o Added support for static import syntax

*	  o Added support for enum types

*	  o Tested against JDK 1.5 source base and source base of jdigraph project

*	  o Thanks to Matt Quail for doing the hard part by doing most of the generics work

*

* Version 1.22.1 (July 28, 2004)

*	  Bug/omission fixes for Java 1.5 language support

*	  o Fixed tree structure bug with classOrInterface - thanks to Pieter Vangorpto for

*		spotting this

*	  o Fixed bug where incorrect handling of SR and BSR tokens would cause type

*		parameters to be recognised as type arguments.

*	  o Enabled type parameters on constructors, annotations on enum constants

*		and package definitions

*	  o Fixed problems when parsing if ((char.class.equals(c))) {} - solution by Matt Quail at Cenqua

*

* Version 1.22.2 (July 28, 2004)

*	  Slight refactoring of Java 1.5 language support
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*	  o Refactored for/"foreach" productions so that original literal "for" literal

*	    is still used but the for sub-clauses vary by token type

*	  o Fixed bug where type parameter was not included in generic constructor's branch of AST

*

* Version 1.22.3 (August 26, 2004)

*	  Bug fixes as identified by Michael Stahl; clean up of tabs/spaces

*        and other refactorings

*	  o Fixed typeParameters omission in identPrimary and newStatement

*	  o Replaced GT reconciliation code with simple semantic predicate

*	  o Adapted enum/assert keyword checking support from Michael Stahl's java15 grammar

*	  o Refactored typeDefinition production and field productions to reduce duplication

*

* Version 1.22.4 (October 21, 2004)

*    Small bux fixes

*    o Added typeArguments to explicitConstructorInvocation, e.g. new <String>MyParameterised()

*    o Added typeArguments to postfixExpression productions for anonymous inner class super

*      constructor invocation, e.g. new Outer().<String>super()

*    o Fixed bug in array declarations identified by Geoff Roy

*

* Version 1.22.4.j.1

*	  Changes by Jeremy Rayner to support java2groovy tool

*    o I have taken java.g for Java1.5 from Michael Studman (1.22.4)

*      and have made some changes to enable use by java2groovy tool (Jan 2007)

*

* Based on an original grammar released in the PUBLIC DOMAIN

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/JavaRecognizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/EvictionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/Weighers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/ConcurrentLinkedHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/EntryWeigher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is adapted from the Antlr4 Java grammar which has the following license

*

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Terence Parr, Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*  [The "BSD licence"]

*

*    http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

*

* Subsequent modifications by the Groovy community have been done under the Apache License v2:

*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

*  or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

*  distributed with this work for additional information

*  regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

*  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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*  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

*  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

*  "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

*  KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

*  specific language governing permissions and limitations

*  under the License.

*/

 

/**

* The Groovy grammar is based on the official grammar for Java:

* https://github.com/antlr/grammars-v4/blob/master/java/Java.g4

*/

lexer grammar GroovyLexer;

 

options {

   superClass = AbstractLexer;

}

 

@header {

   import java.util.Deque;

   import java.util.ArrayDeque;

   import java.util.Map;

   import java.util.HashMap;

   import java.util.Set;

   import java.util.HashSet;

   import java.util.Collections;

   import java.util.Arrays;

   import java.util.stream.IntStream;

   import java.util.logging.Logger;

   import java.util.logging.Level;

   import java.util.EmptyStackException;

   import org.apache.groovy.util.Maps;

   import static org.apache.groovy.parser.antlr4.SemanticPredicates.*;

}

 

@members {

   private static final Logger LOGGER = Logger.getLogger(GroovyLexer.class.getName());

   private long tokenIndex     = 0;

   private int  lastTokenType  = 0;

   private int  invalidDigitCount = 0;

 

   /**

    * Record the index and token type of the current token while emitting tokens.
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    */

   @Override

   public void emit(Token token) {

       this.tokenIndex++;

 

       int tokenType = token.getType();

       if (Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL == token.getChannel()) {

           this.lastTokenType = tokenType;

       }

 

       if (RollBackOne == tokenType) {

           this.rollbackOneChar();

       }

 

       super.emit(token);

   }

 

   private static final int[] REGEX_CHECK_ARRAY =

                                   IntStream.of(

                                       Identifier, CapitalizedIdentifier, NullLiteral, BooleanLiteral, THIS, RPAREN, RBRACK,

RBRACE,

                                       IntegerLiteral, FloatingPointLiteral, StringLiteral, GStringEnd, INC, DEC

                                   ).sorted().toArray();

 

   private boolean isRegexAllowed() {

       if (Arrays.binarySearch(REGEX_CHECK_ARRAY, this.lastTokenType) >= 0) {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * just a hook, which will be overrided by GroovyLangLexer

    */

   protected void rollbackOneChar() {}

 

   private static class Paren {

       private String text;

       private int lastTokenType;

       private int line;

       private int column;

 

       public Paren(String text, int lastTokenType, int line, int column) {

           this.text = text;

           this.lastTokenType = lastTokenType;

           this.line = line;

           this.column = column;
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       }

 

       public String getText() {

           return this.text;

       }

 

       public int getLastTokenType() {

           return this.lastTokenType;

       }

 

       public int getLine() {

           return line;

       }

 

       public int getColumn() {

           return column;

       }

 

       @Override

       public int hashCode() {

           return (int) (text.hashCode() * line + column);

       }

 

       @Override

       public boolean equals(Object obj) {

           if (!(obj instanceof Paren)) {

               return false;

           }

 

           Paren other = (Paren) obj;

 

           return this.text.equals(other.text) && (this.line == other.line && this.column == other.column);

       }

   }

 

   protected void enterParenCallback(String text) {}

 

   protected void exitParenCallback(String text) {}

 

   private final Deque<Paren> parenStack = new ArrayDeque<>(32);

 

   private void enterParen() {

       String text = getText();

       enterParenCallback(text);

 

       parenStack.push(new Paren(text, this.lastTokenType, getLine(), getCharPositionInLine()));

   }
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   private void exitParen() {

       String text = getText();

       exitParenCallback(text);

 

       Paren paren = parenStack.peek();

       if (null == paren) return;

       parenStack.pop();

   }

   private boolean isInsideParens() {

       Paren paren = parenStack.peek();

 

       // We just care about "(" and "[", inside which the new lines will be ignored.

       // Notice: the new lines between "{" and "}" can not be ignored.

       if (null == paren) {

           return false;

       }

 

       return ("(".equals(paren.getText()) && TRY != paren.getLastTokenType()) // we don't treat try-paren(i.e. try

(....)) as parenthesis

                   || "[".equals(paren.getText());

   }

   private void ignoreTokenInsideParens() {

       if (!this.isInsideParens()) {

           return;

       }

 

       this.setChannel(Token.HIDDEN_CHANNEL);

   }

   private void ignoreMultiLineCommentConditionally() {

       if (!this.isInsideParens() && isFollowedByWhiteSpaces(_input)) {

           return;

       }

 

       this.setChannel(Token.HIDDEN_CHANNEL);

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getSyntaxErrorSource() {

       return GroovySyntaxError.LEXER;

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getErrorLine() {

       return getLine();

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getErrorColumn() {
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       return getCharPositionInLine() + 1;

   }

 

   @Override

   public int popMode() {

       try {

           return super.popMode();

       } catch (EmptyStackException ignored) { // raised when parens are unmatched: too many ), ], or }

           if (LOGGER.isLoggable(Level.FINEST)) {

               LOGGER.finest(org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.DefaultGroovyMethods.asString(ignored));

           }

       }

 

       return Integer.MIN_VALUE;

   }

 

   private static boolean isJavaIdentifierStartAndNotIdentifierIgnorable(int codePoint) {

       return Character.isJavaIdentifierStart(codePoint) && !Character.isIdentifierIgnorable(codePoint);

   }

 

   private static boolean isJavaIdentifierPartAndNotIdentifierIgnorable(int codePoint) {

       return Character.isJavaIdentifierPart(codePoint) && !Character.isIdentifierIgnorable(codePoint);

   }

}

 

 

// 3.10.5 String Literals

StringLiteral

   :   GStringQuotationMark    DqStringCharacter* GStringQuotationMark

   |   SqStringQuotationMark   SqStringCharacter* SqStringQuotationMark

 

   |   Slash      { this.isRegexAllowed() && _input.LA(1) != '*' }?

                SlashyStringCharacter+       Slash

 

   |   TdqStringQuotationMark  TdqStringCharacter*    TdqStringQuotationMark

   |   TsqStringQuotationMark  TsqStringCharacter*    TsqStringQuotationMark

   |   DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkBegin   DollarSlashyStringCharacter+

DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkEnd

   ;

 

// Groovy gstring

GStringBegin

   :   GStringQuotationMark DqStringCharacter* Dollar -> pushMode(DQ_GSTRING_MODE),

pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

TdqGStringBegin

   :   TdqStringQuotationMark   TdqStringCharacter* Dollar -> type(GStringBegin),

pushMode(TDQ_GSTRING_MODE), pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)
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   ;

SlashyGStringBegin

   :   Slash { this.isRegexAllowed() && _input.LA(1) != '*' }? SlashyStringCharacter* Dollar {

isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }? -> type(GStringBegin), pushMode(SLASHY_GSTRING_MODE),

pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

DollarSlashyGStringBegin

   :   DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkBegin DollarSlashyStringCharacter* Dollar {

isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }? -> type(GStringBegin),

pushMode(DOLLAR_SLASHY_GSTRING_MODE), pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

 

mode DQ_GSTRING_MODE;

GStringEnd

   :   GStringQuotationMark     -> popMode

   ;

GStringPart

   :   Dollar  -> pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

GStringCharacter

   :   DqStringCharacter -> more

   ;

 

mode TDQ_GSTRING_MODE;

TdqGStringEnd

   :   TdqStringQuotationMark    -> type(GStringEnd), popMode

   ;

TdqGStringPart

   :   Dollar   -> type(GStringPart), pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

TdqGStringCharacter

   :   TdqStringCharacter -> more

   ;

 

mode SLASHY_GSTRING_MODE;

SlashyGStringEnd

   :   Dollar? Slash  -> type(GStringEnd), popMode

   ;

SlashyGStringPart

   :   Dollar { isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }?   -> type(GStringPart),

pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

SlashyGStringCharacter

   :   SlashyStringCharacter -> more

   ;

 

mode DOLLAR_SLASHY_GSTRING_MODE;

DollarSlashyGStringEnd
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   :   DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkEnd      -> type(GStringEnd), popMode

   ;

DollarSlashyGStringPart

   :   Dollar { isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }?   -> type(GStringPart),

pushMode(GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE)

   ;

DollarSlashyGStringCharacter

   :   DollarSlashyStringCharacter -> more

   ;

 

mode GSTRING_TYPE_SELECTOR_MODE;

GStringLBrace

   :   '{' { this.enterParen();  } -> type(LBRACE), popMode, pushMode(DEFAULT_MODE)

   ;

GStringIdentifier

   :   IdentifierInGString -> type(Identifier), popMode, pushMode(GSTRING_PATH_MODE)

   ;

 

 

mode GSTRING_PATH_MODE;

GStringPathPart

   :   Dot IdentifierInGString

   ;

RollBackOne

   :   . {

           // a trick to handle GStrings followed by EOF properly

           int readChar = _input.LA(-1);

           if (EOF == _input.LA(1) && ('"' == readChar || '/' == readChar)) {

               setType(GStringEnd);

           } else {

               setChannel(HIDDEN);

           }

         } -> popMode

   ;

 

 

mode DEFAULT_MODE;

// character in the double quotation string. e.g. "a"

fragment

DqStringCharacter

   :   ~["\r\n\\$]

   |   EscapeSequence

   ;

 

// character in the single quotation string. e.g. 'a'

fragment

SqStringCharacter

   :   ~['\r\n\\]
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   |   EscapeSequence

   ;

 

// character in the triple double quotation string. e.g. """a"""

fragment TdqStringCharacter

   :   ~["\\$]

   |   GStringQuotationMark { _input.LA(1) != '"' || _input.LA(2) != '"' || _input.LA(3) == '"' && (_input.LA(4) != '"'

|| _input.LA(5) != '"') }?

   |   EscapeSequence

   ;

 

// character in the triple single quotation string. e.g. '''a'''

fragment TsqStringCharacter

   :   ~['\\]

   |   SqStringQuotationMark { _input.LA(1) != '\'' || _input.LA(2) != '\'' || _input.LA(3) == '\'' && (_input.LA(4) !=

'\'' || _input.LA(5) != '\'') }?

   |   EscapeSequence

   ;

 

// character in the slashy string. e.g. /a/

fragment SlashyStringCharacter

   :   SlashEscape

   |   Dollar { !isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }?

   |   ~[/$\u0000]

   ;

 

// character in the dollar slashy string. e.g. $/a/$

fragment DollarSlashyStringCharacter

   :   DollarSlashEscape | DollarDollarEscape

   |   Slash { _input.LA(1) != '$' }?

   |   Dollar { !isFollowedByJavaLetterInGString(_input) }?

   |   ~[/$\u0000]

   ;

 

// Groovy keywords

AS              : 'as';

DEF             : 'def';

IN              : 'in';

TRAIT           : 'trait';

THREADSAFE      : 'threadsafe'; // reserved keyword

 

// the reserved type name of Java10

VAR             : 'var';

 

// 3.9 Keywords

BuiltInPrimitiveType

   :   BOOLEAN

   |   CHAR
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   |   BYTE

   |   SHORT

   |   INT

   |   LONG

   |   FLOAT

   |   DOUBLE

   ;

 

ABSTRACT      : 'abstract';

ASSERT        : 'assert';

 

fragment

BOOLEAN       : 'boolean';

 

BREAK         : 'break';

 

fragment

BYTE          : 'byte';

 

CASE          : 'case';

CATCH         : 'catch';

 

fragment

CHAR          : 'char';

 

CLASS         : 'class';

CONST         : 'const';

CONTINUE      : 'continue';

DEFAULT       : 'default';

DO            : 'do';

 

fragment

DOUBLE        : 'double';

 

ELSE          : 'else';

ENUM          : 'enum';

EXTENDS       : 'extends';

FINAL         : 'final';

FINALLY       : 'finally';

 

fragment

FLOAT         : 'float';

 

 

FOR           : 'for';

IF            : 'if';

GOTO          : 'goto';

IMPLEMENTS    : 'implements';
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IMPORT        : 'import';

INSTANCEOF    : 'instanceof';

 

fragment

INT           : 'int';

 

INTERFACE     : 'interface';

 

fragment

LONG          : 'long';

 

NATIVE        : 'native';

NEW           : 'new';

PACKAGE       : 'package';

PRIVATE       : 'private';

PROTECTED     : 'protected';

PUBLIC        : 'public';

RETURN        : 'return';

 

fragment

SHORT         : 'short';

 

 

STATIC        : 'static';

STRICTFP      : 'strictfp';

SUPER         : 'super';

SWITCH        : 'switch';

SYNCHRONIZED  : 'synchronized';

THIS          : 'this';

THROW         : 'throw';

THROWS        : 'throws';

TRANSIENT     : 'transient';

TRY           : 'try';

VOID          : 'void';

VOLATILE      : 'volatile';

WHILE         : 'while';

 

 

// 3.10.1 Integer Literals

 

IntegerLiteral

   :   (   DecimalIntegerLiteral

       |   HexIntegerLiteral

       |   OctalIntegerLiteral

       |   BinaryIntegerLiteral

       ) (Underscore { require(false, "Number ending with underscores is invalid", -1, true); })?

 

   // !!! Error Alternative !!!
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   |   Zero ([0-9] { invalidDigitCount++; })+ { require(false, "Invalid octal number", -(invalidDigitCount + 1), true);

} IntegerTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

Zero

   :   '0'

   ;

 

fragment

DecimalIntegerLiteral

   :   DecimalNumeral IntegerTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

HexIntegerLiteral

   :   HexNumeral IntegerTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

OctalIntegerLiteral

   :   OctalNumeral IntegerTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryIntegerLiteral

   :   BinaryNumeral IntegerTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

IntegerTypeSuffix

   :   [lLiIgG]

   ;

 

fragment

DecimalNumeral

   :   Zero

   |   NonZeroDigit (Digits? | Underscores Digits)

   ;

 

fragment

Digits

   :   Digit (DigitOrUnderscore* Digit)?

   ;

 

fragment

Digit

   :   Zero
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   |   NonZeroDigit

   ;

 

fragment

NonZeroDigit

   :   [1-9]

   ;

 

fragment

DigitOrUnderscore

   :   Digit

   |   Underscore

   ;

 

fragment

Underscores

   :   Underscore+

   ;

 

fragment

Underscore

   :   '_'

   ;

 

fragment

HexNumeral

   :   Zero [xX] HexDigits

   ;

 

fragment

HexDigits

   :   HexDigit (HexDigitOrUnderscore* HexDigit)?

   ;

 

fragment

HexDigit

   :   [0-9a-fA-F]

   ;

 

fragment

HexDigitOrUnderscore

   :   HexDigit

   |   Underscore

   ;

 

fragment

OctalNumeral

   :   Zero Underscores? OctalDigits
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   ;

 

fragment

OctalDigits

   :   OctalDigit (OctalDigitOrUnderscore* OctalDigit)?

   ;

 

fragment

OctalDigit

   :   [0-7]

   ;

 

fragment

OctalDigitOrUnderscore

   :   OctalDigit

   |   Underscore

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryNumeral

   :   Zero [bB] BinaryDigits

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryDigits

   :   BinaryDigit (BinaryDigitOrUnderscore* BinaryDigit)?

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryDigit

   :   [01]

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryDigitOrUnderscore

   :   BinaryDigit

   |   Underscore

   ;

 

// 3.10.2 Floating-Point Literals

 

FloatingPointLiteral

   :   (   DecimalFloatingPointLiteral

       |   HexadecimalFloatingPointLiteral

       ) (Underscore { require(false, "Number ending with underscores is invalid", -1, true); })?

   ;

 

fragment
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DecimalFloatingPointLiteral

   :   Digits Dot Digits ExponentPart? FloatTypeSuffix?

   |   Digits ExponentPart FloatTypeSuffix?

   |   Digits FloatTypeSuffix

   ;

 

fragment

ExponentPart

   :   ExponentIndicator SignedInteger

   ;

 

fragment

ExponentIndicator

   :   [eE]

   ;

 

fragment

SignedInteger

   :   Sign? Digits

   ;

 

fragment

Sign

   :   [+\-]

   ;

 

fragment

FloatTypeSuffix

   :   [fFdDgG]

   ;

 

fragment

HexadecimalFloatingPointLiteral

   :   HexSignificand BinaryExponent FloatTypeSuffix?

   ;

 

fragment

HexSignificand

   :   HexNumeral Dot?

   |   Zero [xX] HexDigits? Dot HexDigits

   ;

 

fragment

BinaryExponent

   :   BinaryExponentIndicator SignedInteger

   ;

 

fragment
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BinaryExponentIndicator

   :   [pP]

   ;

 

fragment

Dot :   '.'

   ;

 

// 3.10.3 Boolean Literals

 

BooleanLiteral

   :   'true'

   |   'false'

   ;

 

 

// 3.10.6 Escape Sequences for Character and String Literals

 

fragment

EscapeSequence

   :   Backslash [btnfrs"'\\]

   |   OctalEscape

   |   UnicodeEscape

   |   DollarEscape

   |   LineEscape

   ;

 

 

fragment

OctalEscape

   :   Backslash OctalDigit

   |   Backslash OctalDigit OctalDigit

   |   Backslash ZeroToThree OctalDigit OctalDigit

   ;

 

// Groovy allows 1 or more u's after the backslash

fragment

UnicodeEscape

   :   Backslash 'u' HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit

   ;

 

fragment

ZeroToThree

   :   [0-3]

   ;

 

// Groovy Escape Sequences
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fragment

DollarEscape

   :   Backslash Dollar

   ;

 

fragment

LineEscape

   :   Backslash LineTerminator

   ;

 

fragment

LineTerminator

   :   '\r'? '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

fragment

SlashEscape

   :   Backslash Slash

   ;

 

fragment

Backslash

   :   '\\'

   ;

 

fragment

Slash

   :   '/'

   ;

 

fragment

Dollar

   :   '$'

   ;

 

fragment

GStringQuotationMark

   :   '"'

   ;

 

fragment

SqStringQuotationMark

   :   '\''

   ;

 

fragment

TdqStringQuotationMark

   :   '"""'
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   ;

 

fragment

TsqStringQuotationMark

   :   '\'\'\''

   ;

 

fragment

DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkBegin

   :   '$/'

   ;

 

fragment

DollarSlashyGStringQuotationMarkEnd

   :   '/$'

   ;

 

fragment

DollarSlashEscape

   :   '$/'

   ;

 

fragment

DollarDollarEscape

   :   '$$'

   ;

 

// 3.10.7 The Null Literal

NullLiteral

   :   'null'

   ;

 

// Groovy Operators

 

RANGE_INCLUSIVE     : '..';

RANGE_EXCLUSIVE     : '..<';

SPREAD_DOT          : '*.';

SAFE_DOT            : '?.';

SAFE_CHAIN_DOT      : '??.';

ELVIS               : '?:';

METHOD_POINTER      : '.&';

METHOD_REFERENCE    : '::';

REGEX_FIND          : '=~';

REGEX_MATCH         : '==~';

POWER               : '**';

POWER_ASSIGN        : '**=';

SPACESHIP           : '<=>';

IDENTICAL           : '===';
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NOT_IDENTICAL       : '!==';

ARROW               : '->';

 

// !internalPromise will be parsed as !in ternalPromise, so semantic predicates are necessary

NOT_INSTANCEOF      : '!instanceof' { isFollowedBy(_input, ' ', '\t', '\r', '\n') }?;

NOT_IN              : '!in'         { isFollowedBy(_input, ' ', '\t', '\r', '\n', '[', '(', '{') }?;

 

 

// 3.11 Separators

 

LPAREN          : '('  { this.enterParen();     } -> pushMode(DEFAULT_MODE);

RPAREN          : ')'  { this.exitParen();      } -> popMode;

 

LBRACE          : '{'  { this.enterParen();     } -> pushMode(DEFAULT_MODE);

RBRACE          : '}'  { this.exitParen();      } -> popMode;

 

LBRACK          : '['  { this.enterParen();     } -> pushMode(DEFAULT_MODE);

RBRACK          : ']'  { this.exitParen();      } -> popMode;

 

SEMI            : ';';

COMMA           : ',';

DOT             : Dot;

 

// 3.12 Operators

 

ASSIGN          : '=';

GT              : '>';

LT              : '<';

NOT             : '!';

BITNOT          : '~';

QUESTION        : '?';

COLON           : ':';

EQUAL           : '==';

LE              : '<=';

GE              : '>=';

NOTEQUAL        : '!=';

AND             : '&&';

OR              : '||';

INC             : '++';

DEC             : '--';

ADD             : '+';

SUB             : '-';

MUL             : '*';

DIV             : Slash;

BITAND          : '&';

BITOR           : '|';

XOR             : '^';

MOD             : '%';
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ADD_ASSIGN      : '+=';

SUB_ASSIGN      : '-=';

MUL_ASSIGN      : '*=';

DIV_ASSIGN      : '/=';

AND_ASSIGN      : '&=';

OR_ASSIGN       : '|=';

XOR_ASSIGN      : '^=';

MOD_ASSIGN      : '%=';

LSHIFT_ASSIGN   : '<<=';

RSHIFT_ASSIGN   : '>>=';

URSHIFT_ASSIGN  : '>>>=';

ELVIS_ASSIGN    : '?=';

 

 

// 3.8 Identifiers (must appear after all keywords in the grammar)

CapitalizedIdentifier

   :   JavaLetter {Character.isUpperCase(_input.LA(-1))}? JavaLetterOrDigit*

   ;

 

Identifier

   :   JavaLetter JavaLetterOrDigit*

   ;

 

fragment

IdentifierInGString

   :   JavaLetterInGString JavaLetterOrDigitInGString*

   ;

 

fragment

JavaLetter

   :   [a-zA-Z$_] // these are the "java letters" below 0x7F

   |   // covers all characters above 0x7F which are not a surrogate

       ~[\u0000-\u007F\uD800-\uDBFF]

       { isJavaIdentifierStartAndNotIdentifierIgnorable(_input.LA(-1)) }?

   |   // covers UTF-16 surrogate pairs encodings for U+10000 to U+10FFFF

       [\uD800-\uDBFF] [\uDC00-\uDFFF]

       { Character.isJavaIdentifierStart(Character.toCodePoint((char) _input.LA(-2), (char) _input.LA(-1))) }?

   ;

 

fragment

JavaLetterInGString

   :   JavaLetter { _input.LA(-1) != '$' }?

   ;

 

fragment

JavaLetterOrDigit
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   :   [a-zA-Z0-9$_] // these are the "java letters or digits" below 0x7F

   |   // covers all characters above 0x7F which are not a surrogate

       ~[\u0000-\u007F\uD800-\uDBFF]

       { isJavaIdentifierPartAndNotIdentifierIgnorable(_input.LA(-1)) }?

   |   // covers UTF-16 surrogate pairs encodings for U+10000 to U+10FFFF

       [\uD800-\uDBFF] [\uDC00-\uDFFF]

       { Character.isJavaIdentifierPart(Character.toCodePoint((char) _input.LA(-2), (char) _input.LA(-1))) }?

   ;

 

fragment

JavaLetterOrDigitInGString

   :   JavaLetterOrDigit  { _input.LA(-1) != '$' }?

   ;

 

fragment

ShCommand

   :   ~[\r\n\uFFFF]*

   ;

 

//

// Additional symbols not defined in the lexical specification

//

 

AT : '@';

ELLIPSIS : '...';

 

//

// Whitespace, line escape and comments

//

WS  : ([ \t]+ | LineEscape+) -> skip

   ;

 

// Inside (...) and [...] but not {...}, ignore newlines.

NL  : LineTerminator   { this.ignoreTokenInsideParens(); }

   ;

 

// Multiple-line comments (including groovydoc comments)

ML_COMMENT

   :   '/*' .*? '*/'       { this.ignoreMultiLineCommentConditionally(); } -> type(NL)

   ;

 

// Single-line comments

SL_COMMENT

   :   '//' ~[\r\n\uFFFF]* { this.ignoreTokenInsideParens(); }             -> type(NL)

   ;

 

// Script-header comments.

// The very first characters of the file may be "#!".  If so, ignore the first line.
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SH_COMMENT

   :   '#!' { require(0 == this.tokenIndex, "Shebang comment should appear at the first line", -2, true); } ShCommand

(LineTerminator '#!' ShCommand)* -> skip

   ;

 

// Unexpected characters will be handled by groovy parser later.

UNEXPECTED_CHAR

   :   .

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/GroovyLexer.g4

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

    or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

    distributed with this work for additional information

    regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

    to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

    "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

    with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

    software distributed under the License is distributed on an

    "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

    KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

    specific language governing permissions and limitations

    under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/security/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/xml/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/overviewj.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/inspect/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/overview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/time/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v5/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/grape/defaultGrapeConfig.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

*  or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

*  distributed with this work for additional information

*  regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

*  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

*  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

*  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

*  "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

*  KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

*  specific language governing permissions and limitations

*  under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/Reflector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/ParameterTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/IntegerArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/MetaClassConstructorSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/DgmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/AbstractLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/NodePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/InnerClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/IndyMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/LongArrayIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/StaticCompilationTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/MemberSignatureParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/StaticTypeCheckingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/InvokerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ExternalizeVerifierASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/ThreadInterrupt.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Immutable.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/indy/sc/IndyStaticTypesMultiTypeDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/NumberNumberMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/MethodCaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryExpressionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/DefaultMetaClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/options/Visibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/WarningMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/ConstructorMetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ProcessingUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/CompilerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ProxyGeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/io/EncodingAwareBufferedWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/builder/AstBuilder.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/SemanticPredicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/AnnotationConstantsVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/PackageScopeTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/DoubleArrayIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/plugin/GroovyRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/ReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Writable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/IntegerCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ClassCodeExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/GroovySunClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/xml/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavacJavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/TimedInterrupt.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/indy/IndyBinHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/ui/GroovySocketServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/CacheAccessControlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v9/Java9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryExpressionMultiTypeDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/BytecodeProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ConstructorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/EnumTypeCheckingExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovySystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/ListenerList.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/FloatArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/TraitReceiverTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/BaseScriptASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/VariableExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ASTTransformationsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Newify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/SourceURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ResourceConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/VisibilityOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/TypedOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/ScriptRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/IntArrayIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/InheritConstructors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Script.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/SourceUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/BytecodeInterface8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/GeneratedClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/ParameterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/NullCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/SignatureCodecVersion1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/options/LegacyHashMapPropertyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/TypeCheckingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/GroovySourceAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/LazyConstructorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ThreadManagedMetaBeanProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ClosureExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/SpreadExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/internal/atnmanager/LexerAtnManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ConfigObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ProxyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/StandardPropertiesModuleFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/NumberNumberMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/TypeChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MethodReferenceExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/GroovyClassValuePreJava7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/WithWriteLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/GrapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/genDgmMath.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/options/PropertyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/Unparsed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/AsmReferenceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/MindMapPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/TokenUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MetaMethodIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/CallSiteClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaStubCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/util/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/time/DatumDependentDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/RawJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ArrayIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ComposedClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MapWithDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/ClassCompletionVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/InvokerInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Grab.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ClassExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/IntRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/NamedDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/PackageScopeASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/TraitComposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/FlatNodeListTraversal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/BytecodeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/SyntaxErrorReportable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/SingletonASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ScriptReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/SourceURIASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/CallSiteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesMethodReferenceExpressionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/OptimizingStatementWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/TraversalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/InlinedASTCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/CompilationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/NewifyASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/grape/GrapeIvy.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/LongArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ListBufferedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesStatementWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/AutoCloneStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/EnumCompletionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/grape/Grape.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/ReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/TailRecursiveASTTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/logging/Slf4j.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PojoMetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/util/ReevaluatingReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ArgumentListExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/BooleanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/BooleanArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/ThrowStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/SignatureCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/ExtensionModuleScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/MethodCallExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Closure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/AntlrASTProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/GenericsVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ObjectGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/ASTTransformationCustomizerFactory.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/GroovyObjectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ClosureMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/AntlrParserPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaAwareResolveVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MissingMethodExecutionFailed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/PackageNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ParserPluginFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/ConstructorNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/OptimizerVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/GroovyExceptionInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/LambdaWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/SecureASTCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ObservableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/AssertionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/Janitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/PojoWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/CollectRecursiveCalls.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/CompareIdentityExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DefaultGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/BufferedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/ByteWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ConstructorCallExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/DoubleArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/TraitASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/CSTNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/GroovyCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/StaticTypesTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/CharArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/CachedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/PositionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/CachedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/GroovyCastException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/TernaryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/VariableSlotLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/KnownImmutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/BytecodeInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/MixinNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/ExpressionAsVariableSlot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/ConcurrentSoftCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/VMPluginFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/stc/SimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/CallSiteGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/InterfaceHelperClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/util/FileNameByRegexFinder.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ConcurrentReaderHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/MetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GrabExclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/BlockStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/DecompiledClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/StaticTypeCheckingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/ExtensionMethodCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ImportNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/CatchStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MixedInMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/ClosureExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/LongCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/TupleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Memoized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MixinInstanceMetaProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/antlr/LexerFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/SourceText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ProxyMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/StaticMethodCallExpressionTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/RangeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MethodSelectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/ReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/LazyFieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticPropertyAccessHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/InnerClassCompletionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/ValueConvertable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/AnnotationCollectorMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/AnnotatedNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/plugin/GroovyRunnerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/shell/util/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ClosureStaticMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/ModifierManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/PropertyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/Main.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ImmutableASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/WhileStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/NAryOperationRewriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PerInstancePojoMetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/RangeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/DefaultPropertyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/GStringImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ObservableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ClassNodeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/groovy/util/Arrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/logging/Log4j2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/AccessPermissionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PogoMetaClassGetPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/ConcurrentCommonCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/VariableExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/ShortWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MetaClassRegistryChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/ObjectCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/NamedParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/ForStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/EmptyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/LocatedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MapExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/PostfixExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesTypeChooser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/ExtendedVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/CacheableCallSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/NodeMetaDataHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/AntlrASTProcessSnippets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ArrayExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/IntArrayIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/EnumConstantClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/NumberAwareComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/util/UncheckedThrow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/CompileStatic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/SpreadListEvaluatingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/StringCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/UnparsedField.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/MapConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/ExtensionModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/VerifierCodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/NumberNumberPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/CastExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/PropertyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ObjectRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/DelegatesTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/CacheableCallSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ConstantExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/groovydoc/Groovydoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/BooleanCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MultipleSetterProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaBeanProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/LoaderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/CallSiteWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/PropertiesModuleFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PojoMetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/DeprecationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/TransformingCodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/MetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/GroovyPrintStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/time/BaseDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/NamedParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Sequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryLongExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/CompileDynamicProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Buildable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/TernaryToIfStatementConverter.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/DelegatingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/TailRecursive.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/ClosureParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/NamedVariant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/ClosureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v5/Java5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/AnnotatedNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/SourceCodeTraversal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/LockableObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ReferenceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/BooleanArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PojoMetaClassGetPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/SecondParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/NewStaticMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Mixin.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/SyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/NumberMathModificationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/AbstractFunctionalInterfaceWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MetaClassRegistryChangeEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/options/ImmutablePropertyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ByteArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/NumberNumberDiv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/ImportCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/AdaptingMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MissingMethodExceptionNoStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/BytecodeSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Delegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/XStreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/FloatArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/MethodNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DefaultMethodKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/internal/DescriptiveErrorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/LambdaExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/BinaryExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/CompareToNullExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/ProtectionStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/HasRecursiveCalls.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/VMPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/TypeChooser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MapEntryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/IndyGuardsFiltersAndSignatures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/CompilePhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/lang/annotation/Incubating.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/DefaultTypeTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/TypeCheckingExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/indy/InvokeDynamicWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/LabelVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/Java2GroovyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/CastExpressionOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/ImmutablePropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/Utilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/Antlr4PluginFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/GroovyResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/GroovyObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/genArrayUtil.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/CodeVisitorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavacCompilerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/TemporaryMethodKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/BuilderASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/URLStreams.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/FileSystemCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/shell/util/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/GeneratedMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/AbstractConcurrentMapBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/IfStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/CustomizersFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/Java2GroovyMain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/NewInstanceMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/WideningCategories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/AstToTextHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/MethodInvocationTrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/util/TypeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/SourceAwareCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/ASTTransformationCustomizer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/GStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MissingPropertyExceptionNoStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/TypeTransformers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/GroovyCategorySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/MetaClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/BooleanClosureWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/time/TimeCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/GroovyASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/PlatformLineWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/DelegateASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/TraitTypeCheckingExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/CurriedClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/GroovyRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/BaseScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/GroovyClassValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/DelegatingCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/MethodHandleWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/NewMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ASTTransformationCollectorCodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/LoopingStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/MethodCallTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/builder/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/FileType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/GeneratorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ReleaseInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ListHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/InputStreamReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MutableMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ArrayMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/TokenMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/UnlimitedConcurrentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/NodeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/AbstractCallSite.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ReflectionMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Grapes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/EnumHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DateGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/TokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/ExpandoMetaClassCreationHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/ASTHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/MemJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ManagedConcurrentLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v6/Java6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/ListOfExpressionsExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/AttributeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/FromAbstractTypeMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/builder/InitializerStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/IndyArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/AbstractReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/MultipleCompilationErrorsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/MethodCallerMultiAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/ClosureUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/ClassGeneratorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/TryCatchStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticCompilationMopWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaObjectProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/SourceTextNotAvailableException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/Annotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/NotExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/SpreadMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/MixinInMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ConversionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PogoMetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/InnerClassVisitorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/ListExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ShortArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/TripleKeyHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/IndyInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/IndyGuardsFiltersAndSignatures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ClassCodeVisitorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DefaultGroovyStaticMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticInvocationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/Vetoable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/StaticCompileTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/VariableExpressionReplacer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/options/DefaultPropertyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ElvisOperatorExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/DefaultPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/ReflectionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/ExternalizeVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/IndexedPropertyASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ClosureMetaMethod.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/IFileNameFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/EnumVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/BigIntegerCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaCompilerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/util/LoggableTextifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/CompilationCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/GroovyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/CallSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/GroovyScriptEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/OwnedMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ConvertedClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/Memoize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/LogASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/NullObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/AssertStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/AbstractTypeCheckingExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/LongWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/EncodingGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/NodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/SelfType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/Java7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/AutoExternalize.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/AsmDecompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/CompilerCustomizationBuilder.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AutoImplementASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaStubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v5/JUnit4Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ClosureComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/metaclass/MetaClassConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/IllegalPropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/AbstractComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/NumberMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MetaArrayLengthProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/SecondPassExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/builder/AstBuilderTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesCallSiteWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/RuntimeParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/GeneratedGroovyProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/PropertyNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/RegexSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/StringGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v5/PluginDefaultGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/ClosureSignatureConflictResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/ExtensionModuleRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/GroovyASTTransformationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ObjectArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/URLReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/PermutationGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/SuperCallTraitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaClassRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/AutoClone.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/MetaInfExtensionModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/grape/GrapeEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ReflectionMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/ObjectHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/BenchmarkInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/UnaryMinusExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/stc/FromString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/DelegatingMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesClosureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/SimpleMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ListWithDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Trait.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BytecodeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/DummyCallSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MissingMethodException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/FlushingStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/VariableScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/IntegerArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/Groovifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/cli/internal/OptionAccessor.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/CachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AutoCloneASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ManagedConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/ReturnAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/AbstractConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/LexerFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/LongArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/GetEffectivePojoFieldSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/StaticCompilationMetadataKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/CachedClosureClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/ASTParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ListExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/cli/internal/CliBuilderInternal.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/SourceExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/CompileStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/EmptyRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/ReturnStatementToIterationConverter.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/genArrayAccess.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/metaclass/MetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/builder/AstStringCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/RecursivenessTester.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/Verifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Category.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Canonical.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/NullCheckASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/IndyInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/IntegerMath.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/ClassNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/FieldExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ReadWriteLockASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/MethodRankHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/GenericsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/PostCompletionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/CaseStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/GroovyBugError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MethodCallExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DefaultCachedMethodKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/OptionField.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/builder/AstSpecificationCompiler.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/Expando.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/UnicodeLexerSharedInputState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/util/LoggableClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MissingClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PlainObjectMetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MethodPointerExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/ui/GroovyMain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/StringWriterIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/GroovyStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/AssertionRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/InheritConstructorsASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/ExtensionMethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/ASTRuntimeException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ScriptBytecodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ConditionalInterruptibleASTTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/DoubleCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ManagedConcurrentValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/MapConstructorASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ErrorCollecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/PropertyLookupVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/ClosureSignatureHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/IncorrectClosureArgumentsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/ReturnAdderForClosures.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/StringReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/ExternalizeMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/LazyASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/EmptyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/Receiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/NumberCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/builder/DefaultStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/PropertyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/TimedInterruptibleASTTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/logging/Commons.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/GeneratedLambda.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/WritableFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/ContinueStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/Java8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/ExceptionMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/PluginDefaultGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/LazyInitializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/NullCallSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/TracingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MetaExpandoProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/ClosureInvokingMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/MethodPointerExpressionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/DelegationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/FieldASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/SourceBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/PreJava2GroovyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/SwitchStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/AnnotationCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/OperandStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/SunClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AbstractASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/DefaultTypeCheckingExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/NumberRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyInterceptable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/LineColumnReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/ValueRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/util/PositionConfigureUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/CategoryASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/metaclass/Realm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ObservableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/FloatWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/DummyClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ExpandoMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/NodePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/time/TimeDatumDependentDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/CliBuilderException.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/DefaultGroovyMethodsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/BinaryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaClassImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/CharacterArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ReverseListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/ByteCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/builder/ExternalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/groovy/util/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/CompositeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/AutoFinal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/FastArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/SynchronizedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AbstractInterruptibleASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/ImmutableBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/LRUCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/GroovyTypeCheckingExtensionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/LRUProtectionStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/AstHelper.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/time/TimeDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/DynamicVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/BindableASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/LazyMethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ASTTestTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/BooleanExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/StringHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/StaticVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GrabConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/Phases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/MetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/VetoableASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/ShortCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/MethodHandleWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v8/IndyArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/security/GroovyCodeSourcePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/GetEffectivePogoFieldSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Undefined.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyCodeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ArrayTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/Proxy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ThreadInterruptibleASTTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/BreakStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PogoGetPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Lazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/indy/IndyCallSiteWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/ClassLoaderForClassArtifacts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ComplexKeyHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ResourceGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/FinalVariableAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/BigDecimalCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/CommonCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/ParameterArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/AutoImplement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ExternalizeMethodsASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MissingFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/IOGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BytecodeVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/StringBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/VariableAccessReplacer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/CharsetToolkit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ReferenceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/VariableScopeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/EncodingGroovyMethodsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/PrimitiveHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/GrapeMain.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/ASTTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/MopWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/AsmClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/StaticMetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/GroovyPrintWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/SharedVariableCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/ShortTypeHandling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/GetEffectivePojoPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ASTTransformationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/BooleanArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/groovy/util/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/TransformMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/BuilderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/DoubleWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ParserPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/groovydoc/GroovydocTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/TryWithResourcesASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/internal/util/UnicodeConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/GroovySyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/grape/GrabAnnotationTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/SourcePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/InWhileLoopWrapper.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/FileReaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/android/AndroidSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/StringUtil.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/VariableExpressionTransformer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/GroovySourceToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyShell.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PogoInterceptableSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/InvocationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ShortArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/CompileDynamic.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/CallSiteAwareMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/TupleConstructorASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ConfigSlurper.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/PropertyAccessInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/TypeCheckingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ShortArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ByteArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/CharacterCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/SpreadMapExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/ClassSignatureParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/StaticImportVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/powerassert/PowerAssertionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/ArrayCachedClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/RangeExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/DelegatingScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/NamedVariantASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/GroovyClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/CachedSAMClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/DoubleArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/plugin/GroovyRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/StatementMetaTypeChooser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/ConstructorMetaMethodSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/IntWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/ExpressionStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/CompilationUnitAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/LazyReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryDoubleExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/PickFirstResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/ImmutableOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/cli/Option.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/NullProtectionStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/LongArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/Numbers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/PogoMetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/syntax/Reduction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/FileTreeBuilder.groovy
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/ToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/DefaultPropertyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/AbstractExtensionMethodCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/MethodClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/UnaryPlusExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/MemoizeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/javac/JavaAwareCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/GroovyClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MixinInstanceMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryFloatExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/Eval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/io/StringBuilderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ConvertedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/GroovyCodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/messages/SyntaxErrorMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/ScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/NodeAsHTMLPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/SynchronizedASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/EvictableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/ImportCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/io/NullWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/stdclasses/FloatCachedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/TypeTransformers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/plugin/DefaultRunners.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ManagedReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/DoubleArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/ErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/wrappers/CharWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesWriterController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/ast/TransformTestHelper.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/groovydoc/GroovydocHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesWriterControllerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/EqualsAndHashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/TraitHelpersTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ModuleNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/ConstructorSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryBooleanExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GroovyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/UnionTypeClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/Java2GroovyProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/ConstructorCallTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/memoize/StampedCommonCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/HasCleanup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Groovydoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/NumberNumberMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/IteratorBufferedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ArrayUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/Antlr4ParserPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/GroovyClassValueFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/logging/Log4j.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryObjectExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BinaryIntExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/gse/StringSetMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/NodeCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/UnaryExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/WithReadLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/HandleMetaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/MethodReferenceExpressionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AbstractASTTransformUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/BytecodeDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/Finalizable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/StaticMethodCallExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/io/FileVisitResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/SingleKeyHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/SocketGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/SourceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v9/ClassFindFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ArrayPutAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/GeneralUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/BooleanReturningMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/ToStringASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/genMathModification.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/shell/IO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/ConditionalInterrupt.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/TypeSignatureParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/trait/Traits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/GetEffectivePogoPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/v7/GroovyClassValueJava7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/StatementWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/TupleConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/ast/tools/VisibilityUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/util/FactoryBuilderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/IncorrectTypeHintException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/ManagedLinkedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/PackageScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/ReadOnlyPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/MethodKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ModifierNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/PrefixExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/AnnotationConstantExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesLambdaWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/builder/SourceAwareCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/LineColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/groovy/util/SystemUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MethodHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/GroovyLangParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/DeclarationExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/SingleSignatureClosureHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/InstanceOfVerifier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/shell/util/Preferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/AstBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/StackTraceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/MissingPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/internal/atnmanager/ParserAtnManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/BitwiseNegationExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ByteArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/RootLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/util/AbstractFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/HashCodeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Generated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/PickAnyArgumentHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AnnotationCollectorTransform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/ReflectorLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/customizers/SecureASTCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/UnicodeEscapingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/PreOrderTraversal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/GenericsType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/CharacterArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/ClassStub.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/PropertyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/beans/Bindable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/tailrec/StatementReplacer.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/IteratorClosureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/reflection/CachedField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/StaticCompilationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ErrorCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/stmt/DoWhileStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/internal/atnmanager/AtnManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/NonEmptySequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/treewalker/VisitorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/dgmimpl/arrays/ObjectArrayGetAtMetaMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/GrabResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/TrampolineClosure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/GroovydocManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v9/ClassFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/stc/StaticTypesMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/WriterControllerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/vmplugin/v7/IndyMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/typehandling/FloatingPointMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MetaClassRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/MemoizedASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/MixinASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/ResolveVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/AutoFinalASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/metaclass/MethodMetaProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/inspect/Inspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/Sortable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/time/Duration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/TemporaryVariableExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/EqualsAndHashCodeASTTransformation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/CompileUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/AntlrParserPluginFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/ProcessGroovyMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/builder/SimpleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/control/CompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/parser/antlr4/GroovyLangLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/ClassMetaClassGetPropertySite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Tuple6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/ASTNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/callsite/StaticMetaClassSite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/PropertyNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/SortableASTTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/namespace/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/lang/Singleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/stc/FirstParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/beans/ListenerListASTTransformation.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/runtime/m12n/SimpleExtensionModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/tools/gse/DependencyTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/decompiled/FormalParameterParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/ClosureListExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesUnaryExpressionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/IndexedProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/lang/SpreadMapEvaluatingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/transform/sc/transformers/BooleanExpressionTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/groovy/transform/stc/ThirdParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/util/FloatArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/groovy/transform/stc/MapEntryOrKeyValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/expr/NamedArgumentListExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/ast/tools/ClassNodeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/WriterController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/classgen/asm/sc/StaticTypesBinaryExpressionMultiTypeDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

# contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

# this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

# Format: one extension on each line without the leading "*."

# Listed below are default groovy source file extensions.

 

# NOTE: This implementation of supporting multiple file extensions is experimental and

# the exact implementation details may vary when modularization gets introduced in

# groovy 2.0. However, in terms of the behavior, this support will remain intact.

groovy

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/META-

INF/groovy/org.codehaus.groovy.source.Extensions

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/LinkedDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/groovy/util/concurrent/concurrentlinkedhashmap/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** JSR-241 Groovy Recognizer.

*

* Run 'java Main [-showtree] directory-full-of-groovy-files'

*

* [The -showtree option pops up a Swing frame that shows

*  the AST constructed from the parser.]

*

* Contributing authors:

*              John Mitchell           johnm@non.net

*              Terence Parr            parrt@magelang.com

*              John Lilley             jlilley@empathy.com

*              Scott Stanchfield       thetick@magelang.com

*              Markus Mohnen           mohnen@informatik.rwth-aachen.de

*              Peter Williams          pete.williams@sun.com

*              Allan Jacobs            Allan.Jacobs@eng.sun.com

*              Steve Messick           messick@redhills.com

*              James Strachan          jstrachan@protique.com

*              John Pybus              john@pybus.org

*              John Rose               rose00@mac.com

*              Jeremy Rayner           groovy@ross-rayner.com

*              Alex Popescu            the.mindstorm@gmail.com

*              Martin Kempf            mkempf@hsr.ch

*              Reto Kleeb              rkleeb@hsr.ch

*

* Version 1.00 December 9, 1997 -- initial release

* Version 1.01 December 10, 1997

*              fixed bug in octal def (0..7 not 0..8)

* Version 1.10 August 1998 (parrt)

*              added tree construction

*              fixed definition of WS,comments for mac,pc,unix newlines

*              added unary plus

* Version 1.11 (Nov 20, 1998)

*              Added "shutup" option to turn off last ambig warning.

*              Fixed inner class def to allow named class defs as statements

*              synchronized requires compound not simple statement
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*              add [] after builtInType DOT class in primaryExpression

*              "const" is reserved but not valid..removed from modifiers

* Version 1.12 (Feb 2, 1999)

*              Changed LITERAL_xxx to xxx in tree grammar.

*              Updated java.g to use tokens {...} now for 2.6.0 (new feature).

*

* Version 1.13 (Apr 23, 1999)

*              Didn't have (stat)? for else clause in tree parser.

*              Didn't gen ASTs for interface extends.  Updated tree parser too.

*              Updated to 2.6.0.

* Version 1.14 (Jun 20, 1999)

*              Allowed final/abstract on local classes.

*              Removed local interfaces from methods

*              Put instanceof precedence where it belongs...in relationalExpr

*                      It also had expr not type as arg; fixed it.

*              Missing ! on SEMI in classBlock

*              fixed: (expr) + "string" was parsed incorrectly (+ as unary plus).

*              fixed: didn't like Object[].class in parser or tree parser

* Version 1.15 (Jun 26, 1999)

*              Screwed up rule with instanceof in it. :(  Fixed.

*              Tree parser didn't like (expr).something; fixed.

*              Allowed multiple inheritance in tree grammar. oops.

* Version 1.16 (August 22, 1999)

*              Extending an interface built a wacky tree: had extra EXTENDS.

*              Tree grammar didn't allow multiple superinterfaces.

*              Tree grammar didn't allow empty var initializer: {}

* Version 1.17 (October 12, 1999)

*              ESC lexer rule allowed 399 max not 377 max.

*              java.tree.g didn't handle the expression of synchronized

*              statements.

* Version 1.18 (August 12, 2001)

*              Terence updated to Java 2 Version 1.3 by

*              observing/combining work of Allan Jacobs and Steve

*              Messick.  Handles 1.3 src.  Summary:

*              o  primary didn't include boolean.class kind of thing

*              o  constructor calls parsed explicitly now:

*                 see explicitConstructorInvocation

*              o  add strictfp modifier

*              o  missing objBlock after new expression in tree grammar

*              o  merged local class definition alternatives, moved after declaration

*              o  fixed problem with ClassName.super.field

*              o  reordered some alternatives to make things more efficient

*              o  long and double constants were not differentiated from int/float

*              o  whitespace rule was inefficient: matched only one char

*              o  add an examples directory with some nasty 1.3 cases

*              o  made Main.java use buffered IO and a Reader for Unicode support

*              o  supports UNICODE?

*                 Using Unicode charVocabulary makes code file big, but only
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*                 in the bitsets at the end. I need to make ANTLR generate

*                 unicode bitsets more efficiently.

* Version 1.19 (April 25, 2002)

*              Terence added in nice fixes by John Pybus concerning floating

*              constants and problems with super() calls.  John did a nice

*              reorg of the primary/postfix expression stuff to read better

*              and makes f.g.super() parse properly (it was METHOD_CALL not

*              a SUPER_CTOR_CALL).  Also:

*

*              o  "finally" clause was a root...made it a child of "try"

*              o  Added stuff for asserts too for Java 1.4, but *commented out*

*                 as it is not backward compatible.

*

* Version 1.20 (October 27, 2002)

*

*        Terence ended up reorging John Pybus' stuff to

*        remove some nondeterminisms and some syntactic predicates.

*        Note that the grammar is stricter now; e.g., this(...) must

*      be the first statement.

*

*        Trinary ?: operator wasn't working as array name:

*                (isBig ? bigDigits : digits)[i];

*

*        Checked parser/tree parser on source for

*                Resin-2.0.5, jive-2.1.1, jdk 1.3.1, Lucene, antlr 2.7.2a4,

*              and the 110k-line jGuru server source.

*

* Version 1.21 (October 17, 2003)

*  Fixed lots of problems including:

*  Ray Waldin: add typeDefinition to interfaceBlock in java.tree.g

*  He found a problem/fix with floating point that start with 0

*  Ray also fixed problem that (int.class) was not recognized.

*  Thorsten van Ellen noticed that \n are allowed incorrectly in strings.

*  TJP fixed CHAR_LITERAL analogously.

*

* Version 1.21.2 (March, 2003)

*        Changes by Matt Quail to support generics (as per JDK1.5/JSR14)

*        Notes:

*        o We only allow the "extends" keyword and not the "implements"

*              keyword, since that's what JSR14 seems to imply.

*        o Thanks to Monty Zukowski for his help on the antlr-interest

*              mail list.

*        o Thanks to Alan Eliasen for testing the grammar over his

*              Fink source base

*

* Version 1.22 (July, 2004)

*        Changes by Michael Studman to support Java 1.5 language extensions

*        Notes:
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*        o Added support for annotations types

*        o Finished off Matt Quail's generics enhancements to support bound type arguments

*        o Added support for new for statement syntax

*        o Added support for static import syntax

*        o Added support for enum types

*        o Tested against JDK 1.5 source base and source base of jdigraph project

*        o Thanks to Matt Quail for doing the hard part by doing most of the generics work

*

* Version 1.22.1 (July 28, 2004)

*        Bug/omission fixes for Java 1.5 language support

*        o Fixed tree structure bug with classOrInterface - thanks to Pieter Vangorpto for

*              spotting this

*        o Fixed bug where incorrect handling of SR and BSR tokens would cause type

*              parameters to be recognised as type arguments.

*        o Enabled type parameters on constructors, annotations on enum constants

*              and package definitions

*        o Fixed problems when parsing if ((char.class.equals(c))) {} - solution by Matt Quail at Cenqua

*

* Version 1.22.2 (July 28, 2004)

*        Slight refactoring of Java 1.5 language support

*        o Refactored for/"foreach" productions so that original literal "for" literal

*          is still used but the for sub-clauses vary by token type

*        o Fixed bug where type parameter was not included in generic constructor's branch of AST

*

* Version 1.22.3 (August 26, 2004)

*        Bug fixes as identified by Michael Stahl; clean up of tabs/spaces

*        and other refactorings

*        o Fixed typeParameters omission in identPrimary and newStatement

*        o Replaced GT reconcilliation code with simple semantic predicate

*        o Adapted enum/assert keyword checking support from Michael Stahl's java15 grammar

*        o Refactored typeDefinition production and field productions to reduce duplication

*

* Version 1.22.4 (October 21, 2004)

*    Small bux fixes

*    o Added typeArguments to explicitConstructorInvocation, e.g. new <String>MyParameterised()

*    o Added typeArguments to postfixExpression productions for anonymous inner class super

*      constructor invocation, e.g. new Outer().<String>super()

*    o Fixed bug in array declarations identified by Geoff Roy

*

* Version 1.22.4.g.1

*    o I have taken java.g for Java1.5 from Michael Studman (1.22.4)

*      and have applied the groovy.diff from java.g (1.22) by John Rose

*      back onto the new root (1.22.4) - Jeremy Rayner (Jan 2005)

*

* Version 1.22.4.g.2

*    o mkempf, rkleeb, Dec 2007

*    o fixed various rules so that they call the correct Create Method

*      to make sure that the line information are correct
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*

* Based on an original grammar released in the PUBLIC DOMAIN

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/parser/GroovyRecognizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

# contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

# this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

# global transformation to handle @Grab annotation

groovy.grape.GrabAnnotationTransformation

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/org.codehaus.groovy.transform.ASTTransformation

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is adapted from the Antlr4 Java grammar which has the following license

*

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Terence Parr, Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*  [The "BSD licence"]

*

*    http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

*

* Subsequent modifications by the Groovy community have been done under the Apache License v2:

*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

*  or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

*  distributed with this work for additional information

*  regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

*  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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*  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

*  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

*  "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

*  KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

*  specific language governing permissions and limitations

*  under the License.

*/

 

/**

* The Groovy grammar is based on the official grammar for Java:

* https://github.com/antlr/grammars-v4/blob/master/java/Java.g4

*/

parser grammar GroovyParser;

 

options {

   tokenVocab = GroovyLexer;

   contextSuperClass = GroovyParserRuleContext;

   superClass = AbstractParser;

}

 

@header {

   import java.util.Map;

   import org.codehaus.groovy.ast.NodeMetaDataHandler;

}

 

@members {

 

   public static class GroovyParserRuleContext extends ParserRuleContext implements NodeMetaDataHandler {

       private Map metaDataMap = null;

 

       public GroovyParserRuleContext() {}

 

       public GroovyParserRuleContext(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingStateNumber) {

           super(parent, invokingStateNumber);

       }

 

       @Override

       public Map<?, ?> getMetaDataMap() {

           return this.metaDataMap;

       }

 

       @Override

       public void setMetaDataMap(Map<?, ?> metaDataMap) {
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           this.metaDataMap = metaDataMap;

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getSyntaxErrorSource() {

       return GroovySyntaxError.PARSER;

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getErrorLine() {

       Token token = _input.LT(-1);

 

       if (null == token) {

           return -1;

       }

 

       return token.getLine();

   }

 

   @Override

   public int getErrorColumn() {

       Token token = _input.LT(-1);

 

       if (null == token) {

           return -1;

       }

 

       return token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1 + token.getText().length();

   }

}

 

// starting point for parsing a groovy file

compilationUnit

   :   nls (packageDeclaration sep?)? scriptStatements? EOF

   ;

 

scriptStatements

   :   scriptStatement (sep scriptStatement)* sep?

   ;

 

scriptStatement

   :   importDeclaration // Import statement.  Can be used in any scope.  Has "import x as y" also.

   |   typeDeclaration

   // validate the method in the AstBuilder#visitMethodDeclaration, e.g. method without method body is not allowed

   |   { !SemanticPredicates.isInvalidMethodDeclaration(_input) }?

       methodDeclaration[3, 9]

   |   statement
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   ;

 

packageDeclaration

   :   annotationsOpt PACKAGE qualifiedName

   ;

 

importDeclaration

   :   annotationsOpt IMPORT STATIC? qualifiedName (DOT MUL | AS alias=identifier)?

   ;

 

 

typeDeclaration

   :   classOrInterfaceModifiersOpt classDeclaration

   ;

 

modifier

   :   classOrInterfaceModifier

   |   m=(   NATIVE

         |   SYNCHRONIZED

         |   TRANSIENT

         |   VOLATILE

         |   DEF

         |   VAR

         )

   ;

 

modifiersOpt

   :   (modifiers nls)?

   ;

 

modifiers

   :   modifier (nls modifier)*

   ;

 

classOrInterfaceModifiersOpt

   :   (classOrInterfaceModifiers

           NL* /* Use `NL*` here for better performance, so DON'T replace it with `nls` */

       )?

   ;

 

classOrInterfaceModifiers

   :   classOrInterfaceModifier (nls classOrInterfaceModifier)*

   ;

 

classOrInterfaceModifier

   :   annotation       // class or interface

   |   m=(   PUBLIC     // class or interface

         |   PROTECTED  // class or interface
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         |   PRIVATE    // class or interface

         |   STATIC     // class or interface

         |   ABSTRACT   // class or interface

         |   FINAL      // class only -- does not apply to interfaces

         |   STRICTFP   // class or interface

         |   DEFAULT    // interface only -- does not apply to classes

         )

   ;

 

variableModifier

   :   annotation

   |   m=( FINAL

         | DEF

         | VAR

         // Groovy supports declaring local variables as instance/class fields,

         // e.g. import groovy.transform.*; @Field static List awe = [1, 2, 3]

         // e.g. import groovy.transform.*; def a = { @Field public List awe = [1, 2, 3] }

         // Notice: Groovy 2.4.7 just allows to declare local variables with the following modifiers when using

annotations(e.g. @Field)

         // TODO check whether the following modifiers accompany annotations or not. Because the legacy codes(e.g.

benchmark/bench/heapsort.groovy) allow to declare the special instance/class fields without annotations, we leave it

as it is for the time being

         | PUBLIC

         | PROTECTED

         | PRIVATE

         | STATIC

         | ABSTRACT

         | STRICTFP

         )

   ;

 

variableModifiersOpt

   :   (variableModifiers nls)?

   ;

 

variableModifiers

   :   variableModifier (nls variableModifier)*

   ;

 

typeParameters

   :   LT nls typeParameter (COMMA nls typeParameter)* nls GT

   ;

 

typeParameter

   :   className (EXTENDS nls typeBound)?

   ;

 

typeBound
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   :   type (BITAND nls type)*

   ;

 

typeList

   :   type (COMMA nls type)*

   ;

 

 

/**

*  t   0: class; 1: interface; 2: enum; 3: annotation; 4: trait

*/

classDeclaration

locals[ int t ]

   :   (   CLASS { $t = 0; }

       |   INTERFACE { $t = 1; }

       |   ENUM { $t = 2; }

       |   AT INTERFACE { $t = 3; }

       |   TRAIT { $t = 4; }

       )

       identifier

       (nls typeParameters)?

       (nls EXTENDS nls scs=typeList)?

       (nls IMPLEMENTS nls is=typeList)?

       nls classBody[$t]

   ;

 

// t    see the comment of classDeclaration

classBody[int t]

   :   LBRACE nls

       (

           /* Only enum can have enum constants */

           { 2 == $t }?

           enumConstants (nls COMMA)? sep?

       |

       )

       (classBodyDeclaration[$t] (sep classBodyDeclaration[$t])*)? sep? RBRACE

   ;

 

enumConstants

   :   enumConstant (nls COMMA nls enumConstant)*

   ;

 

enumConstant

   :   annotationsOpt identifier arguments? anonymousInnerClassDeclaration[1]?

   ;

 

classBodyDeclaration[int t]

   :   (STATIC nls)? block
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   |   memberDeclaration[$t]

   ;

 

memberDeclaration[int t]

   :   methodDeclaration[0, $t]

   |   fieldDeclaration

   |   modifiersOpt classDeclaration

   ;

 

/**

*  t   0: *class member* all kinds of method declaration AND constructor declaration,

*      1: normal method declaration, 2: abstract method declaration

*      3: normal method declaration OR abstract method declaration

*  ct  9: script, other see the comment of classDeclaration

*/

methodDeclaration[int t, int ct]

   :   modifiersOpt typeParameters? (returnType[$ct] nls)?

       methodName formalParameters

       (

           DEFAULT nls elementValue

       |

           (nls THROWS nls qualifiedClassNameList)?

           (nls methodBody)?

       )?

   ;

 

methodName

   :   identifier

   |   stringLiteral

   ;

 

returnType[int ct]

   :

       standardType

   |   VOID

   ;

 

fieldDeclaration

   :   variableDeclaration[1]

   ;

 

variableDeclarators

   :   variableDeclarator (COMMA nls variableDeclarator)*

   ;

 

variableDeclarator

   :   variableDeclaratorId (nls ASSIGN nls variableInitializer)?

   ;
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variableDeclaratorId

   :   identifier

   ;

 

variableInitializer

   :   enhancedStatementExpression

   ;

 

variableInitializers

   :   variableInitializer (nls COMMA nls variableInitializer)* nls COMMA?

   ;

 

emptyDims

   :   (annotationsOpt LBRACK RBRACK)+

   ;

 

emptyDimsOpt

   :   emptyDims?

   ;

 

standardType

options { baseContext = type; }

   :   annotationsOpt

       (

           primitiveType

       |

           standardClassOrInterfaceType

       )

       emptyDimsOpt

   ;

 

type

   :   annotationsOpt

       (

           (

               primitiveType

           |

               // !!! Error Alternative !!!

                VOID

           )

       |

               generalClassOrInterfaceType

       )

       emptyDimsOpt

   ;

 

classOrInterfaceType
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   :   (   qualifiedClassName

       |   qualifiedStandardClassName

       ) typeArguments?

   ;

 

generalClassOrInterfaceType

options { baseContext = classOrInterfaceType; }

   :   qualifiedClassName typeArguments?

   ;

 

standardClassOrInterfaceType

options { baseContext = classOrInterfaceType; }

   :   qualifiedStandardClassName typeArguments?

   ;

 

primitiveType

   :   BuiltInPrimitiveType

   ;

 

typeArguments

   :   LT nls typeArgument (COMMA nls typeArgument)* nls GT

   ;

 

typeArgument

   :   type

   |   annotationsOpt QUESTION ((EXTENDS | SUPER) nls type)?

   ;

 

annotatedQualifiedClassName

   :   annotationsOpt qualifiedClassName

   ;

 

qualifiedClassNameList

   :   annotatedQualifiedClassName (COMMA nls annotatedQualifiedClassName)*

   ;

 

formalParameters

   :   LPAREN formalParameterList? rparen

   ;

 

formalParameterList

   :   (formalParameter | thisFormalParameter) (COMMA nls formalParameter)*

   ;

 

thisFormalParameter

   :   type THIS

   ;
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formalParameter

   :   variableModifiersOpt type? ELLIPSIS? variableDeclaratorId (nls ASSIGN nls expression)?

   ;

 

methodBody

   :   block

   ;

 

qualifiedName

   :   qualifiedNameElement (DOT qualifiedNameElement)*

   ;

 

/**

*  Java doesn't have the keywords 'as', 'in', 'def', 'trait' so we make some allowances

*  for them in package names for better integration with existing Java packages

*/

qualifiedNameElement

   :   identifier

   |   DEF

   |   IN

   |   AS

   |   TRAIT

   ;

 

qualifiedNameElements

   :   (qualifiedNameElement DOT)*

   ;

 

qualifiedClassName

   :   qualifiedNameElements identifier

   ;

 

qualifiedStandardClassName

   :   qualifiedNameElements className (DOT className)*

   ;

 

literal

   :   IntegerLiteral                                                                      #integerLiteralAlt

   |   FloatingPointLiteral                                                                #floatingPointLiteralAlt

   |   stringLiteral                                                                       #stringLiteralAlt

   |   BooleanLiteral                                                                      #booleanLiteralAlt

   |   NullLiteral                                                                         #nullLiteralAlt

   ;

 

// GSTRING

 

gstring

   :   GStringBegin gstringValue (GStringPart  gstringValue)* GStringEnd
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   ;

 

gstringValue

   :   gstringPath

   |   closure

   ;

 

gstringPath

   :   identifier GStringPathPart*

   ;

 

 

// LAMBDA EXPRESSION

lambdaExpression

options { baseContext = standardLambdaExpression; }

   :   lambdaParameters nls ARROW nls lambdaBody

   ;

 

// JAVA STANDARD LAMBDA EXPRESSION

standardLambdaExpression

   :   standardLambdaParameters nls ARROW nls lambdaBody

   ;

 

lambdaParameters

options { baseContext = standardLambdaParameters; }

   :   formalParameters

 

   // { a -> a * 2 } can be parsed as a lambda expression in a block, but we expect a closure.

   // So it is better to put parameters in the parentheses and the following single parameter without parentheses is

limited

//    |   variableDeclaratorId

   ;

 

standardLambdaParameters

   :   formalParameters

   |   variableDeclaratorId

   ;

 

lambdaBody

   :   block

   |   statementExpression

   ;

 

// CLOSURE

closure

   :   LBRACE (nls (formalParameterList nls)? ARROW)? sep? blockStatementsOpt RBRACE

   ;
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// GROOVY-8991: Difference in behaviour with closure and lambda

closureOrLambdaExpression

   :   closure

   |   lambdaExpression

   ;

 

blockStatementsOpt

   :   blockStatements?

   ;

 

blockStatements

   :   blockStatement (sep blockStatement)* sep?

   ;

 

// ANNOTATIONS

 

annotationsOpt

   :   (annotation (nls annotation)* nls)?

   ;

 

annotation

   :   AT annotationName (nls LPAREN elementValues? rparen)?

   ;

 

elementValues

   :   elementValuePairs

   |   elementValue

   ;

 

annotationName : qualifiedClassName ;

 

elementValuePairs

   :   elementValuePair (COMMA elementValuePair)*

   ;

 

elementValuePair

   :   elementValuePairName nls ASSIGN nls elementValue

   ;

 

elementValuePairName

   :   identifier

   |   keywords

   ;

 

// TODO verify the potential performance issue because rule expression contains sub-rule

assignments(https://github.com/antlr/grammars-v4/issues/215)

elementValue

   :   elementValueArrayInitializer
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   |   annotation

   |   expression

   ;

 

elementValueArrayInitializer

   :   LBRACK (elementValue (COMMA elementValue)* COMMA?)? RBRACK

   ;

 

// STATEMENTS / BLOCKS

 

block

   :   LBRACE sep? blockStatementsOpt RBRACE

   ;

 

blockStatement

   :   localVariableDeclaration

   |   statement

   ;

 

localVariableDeclaration

   :   { !SemanticPredicates.isInvalidLocalVariableDeclaration(_input) }?

       variableDeclaration[0]

   ;

 

/**

*  t   0: local variable declaration; 1: field declaration

*/

variableDeclaration[int t]

   :   modifiers nls

       (   type? variableDeclarators

       |   typeNamePairs nls ASSIGN nls variableInitializer

       )

   |

       type variableDeclarators

   ;

 

typeNamePairs

   :   LPAREN typeNamePair (COMMA typeNamePair)* rparen

   ;

 

typeNamePair

   :   type? variableDeclaratorId

   ;

 

variableNames

   :   LPAREN variableDeclaratorId (COMMA variableDeclaratorId)+ rparen

   ;
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conditionalStatement

   :   ifElseStatement

   |   switchStatement

   ;

 

ifElseStatement

   :   IF expressionInPar nls tb=statement ((nls | sep) ELSE nls fb=statement)?

   ;

 

switchStatement

   :   SWITCH expressionInPar nls LBRACE nls (switchBlockStatementGroup+ nls)? RBRACE

   ;

 

loopStatement

   :   FOR LPAREN forControl rparen nls statement                                                            #forStmtAlt

   |   WHILE expressionInPar nls statement                                                                   #whileStmtAlt

   |   DO nls statement nls WHILE expressionInPar                                                            #doWhileStmtAlt

   ;

 

continueStatement

   :   CONTINUE

       identifier?

   ;

 

breakStatement

   :   BREAK

       identifier?

   ;

 

tryCatchStatement

   :   TRY resources? nls block

       (nls catchClause)*

       (nls finallyBlock)?

   ;

 

assertStatement

   :   ASSERT ce=expression (nls (COLON | COMMA) nls me=expression)?

   ;

 

statement

   :   block                                                                                               #blockStmtAlt

   |   conditionalStatement                                                                                #conditionalStmtAlt

   |   loopStatement                                                                                       #loopStmtAlt

   |   tryCatchStatement                                                                                   #tryCatchStmtAlt

   |   SYNCHRONIZED expressionInPar nls block                                                              #synchronizedStmtAlt

   |   RETURN expression?                                                                                  #returnStmtAlt

   |   THROW expression                                                                                    #throwStmtAlt

   |   breakStatement                                                                                      #breakStmtAlt
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   |   continueStatement                                                                                   #continueStmtAlt

   |   identifier COLON nls statement                                                                      #labeledStmtAlt

   |   assertStatement                                                                                     #assertStmtAlt

   |   localVariableDeclaration                                                                            #localVariableDeclarationStmtAlt

   |   statementExpression                                                                                 #expressionStmtAlt

   |   SEMI                                                                                                #emptyStmtAlt

   ;

 

catchClause

   :   CATCH LPAREN variableModifiersOpt catchType? identifier rparen nls block

   ;

 

catchType

   :   qualifiedClassName (BITOR qualifiedClassName)*

   ;

 

finallyBlock

   :   FINALLY nls block

   ;

 

resources

   :   LPAREN nls resourceList sep? rparen

   ;

 

resourceList

   :   resource (sep resource)*

   ;

 

resource

   :   localVariableDeclaration

   |   expression

   ;

 

 

/** Matches cases then statements, both of which are mandatory.

*  To handle empty cases at the end, we add switchLabel* to statement.

*/

switchBlockStatementGroup

   :   switchLabel (nls switchLabel)* nls blockStatements

   ;

 

switchLabel

   :   CASE expression COLON

   |   DEFAULT COLON

   ;

 

forControl

   :   enhancedForControl
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   |   classicalForControl

   ;

 

enhancedForControl

   :   variableModifiersOpt type? variableDeclaratorId (COLON | IN) expression

   ;

 

classicalForControl

   :   forInit? SEMI expression? SEMI forUpdate?

   ;

 

forInit

   :   localVariableDeclaration

   |   expressionList[false]

   ;

 

forUpdate

   :   expressionList[false]

   ;

 

 

// EXPRESSIONS

 

castParExpression

   :   LPAREN type rparen

   ;

 

parExpression

   :   expressionInPar

   ;

 

expressionInPar

   :   LPAREN enhancedStatementExpression rparen

   ;

 

expressionList[boolean canSpread]

   :   expressionListElement[$canSpread] (COMMA expressionListElement[$canSpread])*

   ;

 

expressionListElement[boolean canSpread]

   :   MUL? expression

   ;

 

enhancedStatementExpression

   :   statementExpression

   |   standardLambdaExpression

   ;
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statementExpression

   :   commandExpression                   #commandExprAlt

   ;

 

postfixExpression

   :   pathExpression op=(INC | DEC)?

   ;

 

expression

   // must come before postfixExpression to resovle the ambiguities between casting and call on parentheses

expression, e.g. (int)(1 / 2)

   :   castParExpression castOperandExpression                                             #castExprAlt

 

   // qualified names, array expressions, method invocation, post inc/dec

   |   postfixExpression                                                                   #postfixExprAlt

 

   // ~(BNOT)/!(LNOT) (level 1)

   |   (BITNOT | NOT) nls expression                                                       #unaryNotExprAlt

 

   // math power operator (**) (level 2)

   |   left=expression op=POWER nls right=expression                                       #powerExprAlt

 

   // ++(prefix)/--(prefix)/+(unary)/-(unary) (level 3)

   |   op=(INC | DEC | ADD | SUB) expression                                               #unaryAddExprAlt

 

   // multiplication/division/modulo (level 4)

   |   left=expression nls op=(MUL | DIV | MOD) nls right=expression                       #multiplicativeExprAlt

 

   // binary addition/subtraction (level 5)

   |   left=expression op=(ADD | SUB) nls right=expression                                 #additiveExprAlt

 

   // bit shift expressions (level 6)

   |   left=expression nls

           (           (   dlOp=LT LT

                       |   tgOp=GT GT GT

                       |   dgOp=GT GT

                       )

           |   rangeOp=(    RANGE_INCLUSIVE

                       |    RANGE_EXCLUSIVE

                       )

           ) nls

       right=expression                                                                    #shiftExprAlt

 

   // boolean relational expressions (level 7)

   |   left=expression nls op=(AS | INSTANCEOF | NOT_INSTANCEOF) nls type                  #relationalExprAlt

   |   left=expression nls op=(LE | GE | GT | LT | IN | NOT_IN)  nls right=expression      #relationalExprAlt

 

   // equality/inequality (==/!=) (level 8)
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   |   left=expression nls

           op=(    IDENTICAL

              |    NOT_IDENTICAL

              |    EQUAL

              |    NOTEQUAL

              |    SPACESHIP

              ) nls

       right=expression                                                                    #equalityExprAlt

 

   // regex find and match (=~ and ==~) (level 8.5)

   // jez: moved =~ closer to precedence of == etc, as...

   // 'if (foo =~ "a.c")' is very close in intent to 'if (foo == "abc")'

   |   left=expression nls op=(REGEX_FIND | REGEX_MATCH) nls right=expression              #regexExprAlt

 

   // bitwise or non-short-circuiting and (&)  (level 9)

   |   left=expression nls op=BITAND nls right=expression                                  #andExprAlt

 

   // exclusive or (^)  (level 10)

   |   left=expression nls op=XOR nls right=expression                                     #exclusiveOrExprAlt

 

   // bitwise or non-short-circuiting or (|)  (level 11)

   |   left=expression nls op=BITOR nls right=expression                                   #inclusiveOrExprAlt

 

   // logical and (&&)  (level 12)

   |   left=expression nls op=AND nls right=expression                                     #logicalAndExprAlt

 

   // logical or (||)  (level 13)

   |   left=expression nls op=OR nls right=expression                                      #logicalOrExprAlt

 

   // conditional test (level 14)

   |   <assoc=right> con=expression nls

       (   QUESTION nls tb=expression nls COLON nls

       |   ELVIS nls

       )

       fb=expression                                                                       #conditionalExprAlt

 

   // assignment expression (level 15)

   // "(a) = [1]" is a special case of multipleAssignmentExprAlt, it will be handle by assignmentExprAlt

   |   <assoc=right> left=variableNames nls op=ASSIGN nls right=statementExpression

#multipleAssignmentExprAlt

   |   <assoc=right> left=expression nls

                       op=(   ASSIGN

                          |   ADD_ASSIGN

                          |   SUB_ASSIGN

                          |   MUL_ASSIGN

                          |   DIV_ASSIGN

                          |   AND_ASSIGN

                          |   OR_ASSIGN
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                          |   XOR_ASSIGN

                          |   RSHIFT_ASSIGN

                          |   URSHIFT_ASSIGN

                          |   LSHIFT_ASSIGN

                          |   MOD_ASSIGN

                          |   POWER_ASSIGN

                          |   ELVIS_ASSIGN

                          ) nls

                    enhancedStatementExpression                                            #assignmentExprAlt

   ;

 

castOperandExpression

options { baseContext = expression; }

   :   castParExpression castOperandExpression                                             #castExprAlt

 

   |   postfixExpression                                                                   #postfixExprAlt

 

   // ~(BNOT)/!(LNOT)

   |   (BITNOT | NOT) nls castOperandExpression                                            #unaryNotExprAlt

 

   // ++(prefix)/--(prefix)/+(unary)/-(unary)

   |   op=(INC | DEC | ADD | SUB) castOperandExpression                                    #unaryAddExprAlt

   ;

 

commandExpression

   :   expression

       (

           { !SemanticPredicates.isFollowingArgumentsOrClosure($expression.ctx) }?

           argumentList

       |

           /* if pathExpression is a method call, no need to have any more arguments */

       )

 

       commandArgument*

   ;

 

commandArgument

   :   commandPrimary

       // what follows is either a normal argument, parens,

       // an appended block, an index operation, or nothing

       // parens (a b already processed):

       //      a b c() d e -> a(b).c().d(e)

       //      a b c()() d e -> a(b).c().call().d(e)

       // index (a b already processed):

       //      a b c[x] d e -> a(b).c[x].d(e)

       //      a b c[x][y] d e -> a(b).c[x][y].d(e)

       // block (a b already processed):

       //      a b c {x} d e -> a(b).c({x}).d(e)
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       //

       // parens/block completes method call

       // index makes method call to property get with index

       //

       (   pathElement+

       |   argumentList

       )?

   ;

 

/**

*  A "path expression" is a name or other primary, possibly qualified by various

*  forms of dot, and/or followed by various kinds of brackets.

*  It can be used for value or assigned to, or else further qualified, indexed, or called.

*  It is called a "path" because it looks like a linear path through a data structure.

*  Examples:  x.y, x?.y, x*.y, x.@y; x[], x[y], x[y,z]; x(), x(y), x(y,z); x{s}; a.b[n].c(x).d{s}

*  (Compare to a C lvalue, or LeftHandSide in the JLS section 15.26.)

*  General expressions are built up from path expressions, using operators like '+' and '='.

*

*  t   0: primary, 1: namePart, 2: arguments, 3: closureOrLambdaExpression, 4: indexPropertyArgs, 5:

namedPropertyArgs,

*      6: non-static inner class creator

*/

pathExpression returns [int t]

   :   (

           primary

       |

           // if 'static' followed by DOT, we can treat them as identifiers, e.g. static.unused = { -> }

           { _input.LT(2).getType() == DOT }?

           STATIC

       ) (pathElement { $t = $pathElement.t; })*

   ;

 

pathElement returns [int t]

   :   nls

       (

           // AT: foo.@bar selects the field (or attribute), not property

           (

               (   DOT                 // The all-powerful dot.

               |   SPREAD_DOT          // Spread operator:  x*.y  ===  x?.collect{it.y}

               |   SAFE_DOT            // Optional-null operator:  x?.y  === (x==null)?null:x.y

               |   SAFE_CHAIN_DOT      // Optional-null chain operator:  x??.y.z  === x?.y?.z

               ) nls (AT | nonWildcardTypeArguments)?

           |

               METHOD_POINTER nls      // Method pointer operator: foo.&y == foo.metaClass.getMethodPointer(foo,

"y")

           |

               METHOD_REFERENCE nls    // Method reference: System.out::println

           )
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           namePart

           { $t = 1; }

       |

           DOT nls NEW creator[1]

           { $t = 6; }

 

           // Can always append a block, as foo{bar}

       |   closureOrLambdaExpression

           { $t = 3; }

       )

 

   |   arguments

       { $t = 2; }

 

   // Element selection is always an option, too.

   // In Groovy, the stuff between brackets is a general argument list,

   // since the bracket operator is transformed into a method call.

   |   indexPropertyArgs

       { $t = 4; }

 

   |   namedPropertyArgs

       { $t = 5; }

   ;

 

/**

*  This is the grammar for what can follow a dot:  x.a, x.@a, x.&a, x.'a', etc.

*/

namePart

   :

       (   identifier

 

       // foo.'bar' is in all ways same as foo.bar, except that bar can have an arbitrary spelling

       |   stringLiteral

 

       |   dynamicMemberName

 

       /* just a PROPOSAL, which has not been implemented yet!

       // PROPOSAL, DECIDE:  Is this inline form of the 'with' statement useful?

       // Definition:  a.{foo} === {with(a) {foo}}

       // May cover some path expression use-cases previously handled by dynamic scoping (closure delegates).

       |   block

       */

 

       // let's allow common keywords as property names

       |   keywords

       )

   ;
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/**

*  If a dot is followed by a parenthesized or quoted expression, the member is computed dynamically,

*  and the member selection is done only at runtime.  This forces a statically unchecked member access.

*/

dynamicMemberName

   :   parExpression

   |   gstring

   ;

 

/** An expression may be followed by [...].

*  Unlike Java, these brackets may contain a general argument list,

*  which is passed to the array element operator, which can make of it what it wants.

*  The brackets may also be empty, as in T[].  This is how Groovy names array types.

*/

indexPropertyArgs

   :   QUESTION? LBRACK expressionList[true]? RBRACK

   ;

 

namedPropertyArgs

   :   QUESTION? LBRACK (namedPropertyArgList | COLON) RBRACK

   ;

 

primary

   :

       // Append `typeArguments?` to `identifier` to support constructor reference with generics, e.g.

HashMap<String, Integer>::new

       // Though this is not a graceful solution, it is much faster than replacing `builtInType` with `type`

       identifier typeArguments?                                                           #identifierPrmrAlt

   |   literal                                                                             #literalPrmrAlt

   |   gstring                                                                             #gstringPrmrAlt

   |   NEW nls creator[0]                                                                  #newPrmrAlt

   |   THIS                                                                                #thisPrmrAlt

   |   SUPER                                                                               #superPrmrAlt

   |   parExpression                                                                       #parenPrmrAlt

   |   closureOrLambdaExpression                                                           #closureOrLambdaExpressionPrmrAlt

   |   list                                                                                #listPrmrAlt

   |   map                                                                                 #mapPrmrAlt

   |   builtInType                                                                         #builtInTypePrmrAlt

   ;

 

namedPropertyArgPrimary

options { baseContext = primary; }

   :   identifier                                                                          #identifierPrmrAlt

   |   literal                                                                             #literalPrmrAlt

   |   gstring                                                                             #gstringPrmrAlt

   |   parExpression                                                                       #parenPrmrAlt

   ;
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namedArgPrimary

options { baseContext = primary; }

   :   identifier                                                                          #identifierPrmrAlt

   |   literal                                                                             #literalPrmrAlt

   |   gstring                                                                             #gstringPrmrAlt

   ;

 

commandPrimary

options { baseContext = primary; }

   :   identifier                                                                          #identifierPrmrAlt

   |   literal                                                                             #literalPrmrAlt

   |   gstring                                                                             #gstringPrmrAlt

   ;

 

list

   :   LBRACK expressionList[true]? COMMA? RBRACK

   ;

 

map

   :   LBRACK

       (   mapEntryList COMMA?

       |   COLON

       )

       RBRACK

   ;

 

mapEntryList

   :   mapEntry (COMMA mapEntry)*

   ;

 

namedPropertyArgList

options { baseContext = mapEntryList; }

   :   namedPropertyArg (COMMA namedPropertyArg)*

   ;

 

mapEntry

   :   mapEntryLabel COLON nls expression

   |   MUL COLON nls expression

   ;

 

namedPropertyArg

options { baseContext = mapEntry; }

   :   namedPropertyArgLabel COLON nls expression

   |   MUL COLON nls expression

   ;

 

namedArg

options { baseContext = mapEntry; }
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   :   namedArgLabel COLON nls expression

   |   MUL COLON nls expression

   ;

 

mapEntryLabel

   :   keywords

   |   primary

   ;

 

namedPropertyArgLabel

options { baseContext = mapEntryLabel; }

   :   keywords

   |   namedPropertyArgPrimary

   ;

 

namedArgLabel

options { baseContext = mapEntryLabel; }

   :   keywords

   |   namedArgPrimary

   ;

 

/**

*  t 0: general creation; 1: non-static inner class creation

*/

creator[int t]

   :   createdName

       (   nls arguments anonymousInnerClassDeclaration[0]?

       |   dim+ (nls arrayInitializer)?

       )

   ;

 

dim

   :   annotationsOpt LBRACK expression? RBRACK

   ;

 

arrayInitializer

   :   LBRACE nls (variableInitializers nls)? RBRACE

   ;

 

/**

*  t   0: anonymous inner class; 1: anonymous enum

*/

anonymousInnerClassDeclaration[int t]

   :   classBody[0]

   ;

 

createdName

   :   annotationsOpt
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       (   primitiveType

       |   qualifiedClassName typeArgumentsOrDiamond?

       )

   ;

 

nonWildcardTypeArguments

   :   LT nls typeList nls GT

   ;

 

typeArgumentsOrDiamond

   :   LT GT

   |   typeArguments

   ;

 

arguments

   :   LPAREN enhancedArgumentListInPar? COMMA? rparen

   ;

 

argumentList

options { baseContext = enhancedArgumentListInPar; }

   :   firstArgumentListElement

       (   COMMA nls

           argumentListElement

       )*

   ;

 

enhancedArgumentList

options { baseContext = enhancedArgumentListInPar; }

   :   firstEnhancedArgumentListElement

       (   COMMA nls

           enhancedArgumentListElement

       )*

   ;

 

enhancedArgumentListInPar

   :   enhancedArgumentListElement

       (   COMMA nls

           enhancedArgumentListElement

       )*

   ;

 

firstArgumentListElement

options { baseContext = enhancedArgumentListElement; }

   :   expressionListElement[true]

   |   namedArg

   ;

 

argumentListElement
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options { baseContext = enhancedArgumentListElement; }

   :   expressionListElement[true]

   |   namedPropertyArg

   ;

 

firstEnhancedArgumentListElement

options { baseContext = enhancedArgumentListElement; }

   :   expressionListElement[true]

   |   standardLambdaExpression

   |   namedArg

   ;

 

enhancedArgumentListElement

   :   expressionListElement[true]

   |   standardLambdaExpression

   |   namedPropertyArg

   ;

 

stringLiteral

   :   StringLiteral

   ;

 

className

   :   CapitalizedIdentifier

   ;

 

identifier

   :   Identifier

   |   CapitalizedIdentifier

   |   VAR

   |   IN

//  |   DEF

   |   TRAIT

   |   AS

   ;

 

builtInType

   :   BuiltInPrimitiveType

   |   VOID

   ;

 

keywords

   :   ABSTRACT

   |   AS

   |   ASSERT

   |   BREAK

   |   CASE

   |   CATCH
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   |   CLASS

   |   CONST

   |   CONTINUE

   |   DEF

   |   DEFAULT

   |   DO

   |   ELSE

   |   ENUM

   |   EXTENDS

   |   FINAL

   |   FINALLY

   |   FOR

   |   GOTO

   |   IF

   |   IMPLEMENTS

   |   IMPORT

   |   IN

   |   INSTANCEOF

   |   INTERFACE

   |   NATIVE

   |   NEW

   |   PACKAGE

   |   RETURN

   |   STATIC

   |   STRICTFP

   |   SUPER

   |   SWITCH

   |   SYNCHRONIZED

   |   THIS

   |   THROW

   |   THROWS

   |   TRANSIENT

   |   TRAIT

   |   THREADSAFE

   |   TRY

   |   VAR

   |   VOLATILE

   |   WHILE

 

   |   NullLiteral

   |   BooleanLiteral

 

   |   BuiltInPrimitiveType

   |   VOID

 

   |   PUBLIC

   |   PROTECTED

   |   PRIVATE
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   ;

 

rparen

   :   RPAREN

   ;

 

nls

   :   NL*

   ;

 

sep :   (NL | SEMI)+

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/GroovyParser.g4

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

*  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

*  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* Based on an original grammar released in the PUBLIC DOMAIN

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/groovy.g

* /opt/cola/permits/1169675115_1622438715.26/0/groovy-3-0-8-sources-jar/org/codehaus/groovy/antlr/java/java.g

 

1.124 netty 4.1.49.Final 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
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restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * https://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/
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This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:
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   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jboss-remoting/jboss-marshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)
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 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

  

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Cory Benfield. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hyper-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/python-hyper/hpack/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.nghttp2-hpack.txt (MIT License)
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 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

 

This product contains the dnsinfo.h header file, that provides a way to retrieve the system DNS configuration on

MacOS.

This private header is also used by Apple's open source

mDNSResponder (https://opensource.apple.com/tarballs/mDNSResponder/).

 

* LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.dnsinfo.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.opensource.apple.com/source/configd/configd-453.19/dnsinfo/dnsinfo.h

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Cory Benfield

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2006, 2008, 2009, 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_START@

*

* This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code

* as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License

* Version 2.0 (the 'License'). You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this

* file.

*

* The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are

* distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

* Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and

* limitations under the License.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_END@

*/
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Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.125 jersey-container-servlet 2.25.1 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.126 swagger-jersey2-jaxrs 1.5.0 

 

1.127 istack-commons 3.0.7 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to
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the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2018 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

 

1.128 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.5 

 

1.129 swagger 1.5.0 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1433634398680

Build-Jdk: 1.7.0_72

Built-By: tony

Bundle-Description: Sonatype helps open source projects to set up Maven

repositories on https://oss.sonatype.org/

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: swagger-models

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.swagger.models

Bundle-Version: 1.5.0

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: io.swagger.models.parameters;uses:="com.fasterxml.jackso

n.annotation,io.swagger.models,io.swagger.models.properties";version="1

.5.0",io.swagger.models.properties;uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.annotat

ion,io.swagger.models";version="1.5.0",io.swagger.models;uses:="com.fas

terxml.jackson.annotation,io.swagger.models.parameters,io.swagger.model

s.properties,javax.xml.bind.annotation";version="1.5.0"

implementation-version: 1.5.0

Import-Package: com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation;version="[2.4,3)",javax

.xml.bind.annotation,org.slf4j;version="[1.6,2)"

mode: development

package: io.swagger

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.3.0.201405100607

url: https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/swagger-models

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001159702_1607016290.96/0/swagger-models-1-5-0-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF
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1.130 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.1.Final 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.131 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.10.1 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact
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FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.132 not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.11 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The PKCS12 key derivation function was developed by BouncyCastle

(bouncycastle.org).  (Look for the "pkcs12()" method inside PKCS8.java).

 

Some of this software was originally developed by

Credit Union Central of British Columbia (http://www.cucbc.com/).

The CUCBC code was licensed to the Apache Software Foundation on

August 23rd, 2006.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.133 jedis 2.10.2-cisco 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Leibiusky

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.134 jaxb-api 2.3.1 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,
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method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).
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    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or
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alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and
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supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
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General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,
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provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
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interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of
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that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If
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this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.135 commons-jexl 3.1 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons JEXL

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.136 commons-dbcp 1.2.2.osgi 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DelegatingPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/SharedPoolDataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolingConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/jocl/JOCLContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/SequencedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DriverManagerConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/PerUserPoolDataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DataSourceConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DelegatingCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/InstanceKeyDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/PooledConnectionAndInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/cpdsadapter/PooledConnectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/cpdsadapter/DriverAdapterCPDS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/cpdsadapter/PoolablePreparedStatementStub.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-
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sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/BasicDataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolablePreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/UserPassKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DbcpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/AbandonedConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DelegatingConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/SQLNestedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/AbandonedTrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolableConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolingDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/cpdsadapter/ConnectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/PerUserPoolDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/jocl/ConstructorUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/AbandonedObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DelegatingResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/PoolKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/LRUMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DriverConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/BasicDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/DelegatingStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/SharedPoolDataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/PoolableConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/InstanceKeyObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/CPDSConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/KeyedCPDSConnectionFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/overview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/cpdsadapter/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/jocl/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1006521779_1602614316.44/0/com-springsource-org-apache-commons-dbcp-1-2-2-osgi-

sources-jar/org/apache/commons/dbcp/datasources/package.html

 

1.137 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.17.Final 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470233_1607093033.11/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-17-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

 

1.138 scopt_2.11 3.5.0 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

MIT License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110919748_1669800642.3018022/0/scopt-3-5-0-zip/scopt-3.5.0/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

def v: String = "3.5.0"

 

lazy val root = (project in file(".")).

 settings(

   inThisBuild(Seq(

     version := v,

     organization := "com.github.scopt",

     scalaVersion := "2.11.8",

     crossScalaVersions := Seq("2.11.8", "2.10.6", "2.12.0-M4"),

     homepage := Some(url("https://github.com/scopt/scopt")),

     licenses := Seq("MIT License" -> url("http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php"))

   )),

   name := "scopt",

   // site

   // to preview, preview-site

   // to push, ghpages-push-site

   site.settings,

   site.includeScaladoc(s"$v/api"),

   ghpages.settings,

   git.remoteRepo := "git@github.com:scopt/scopt.git",

   description := """a command line options parsing library""",
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   libraryDependencies ++= {

     scalaVersion.value match {

       case x if x startsWith "2.10." => List("org.specs2" %% "specs2" % "2.3.3" % "test")

       case x if x startsWith "2.11." => List("org.specs2" %% "specs2" % "2.3.11" % "test")

       case _ => Nil

     }

   },

   scalacOptions ++= Seq("-language:existentials"),

   resolvers += "sonatype-public" at "https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/public",

   // scaladoc fix

   unmanagedClasspath in Compile += Attributed.blank(new java.io.File("doesnotexist"))

 )

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110919748_1669800642.3018022/0/scopt-3-5-0-zip/scopt-3.5.0/build.sbt

 

1.139 httpcomponents-core 4.4.1 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

 

This project contains annotations in the package org.apache.http.annotation

which are derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Full text: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE
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BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

   "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

   "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.

   "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

   "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

   "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

   "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms

of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise

rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

   to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

 

   For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

       Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

       Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually

or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create

from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of

the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

   Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,
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Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

   You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

   If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.
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6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

   This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

   Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

   No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

   This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net
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1.140 netty-transport 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.141 okhttp 3.7.0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http1/Http1Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http/HttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Address.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/tls/OkHostnameVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/platform/OptionalMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/tls/CertificateChainCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/BridgeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/ConnectInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/RealConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/tls/DistinguishedNameParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/CacheStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/NamedRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/RouteDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Route.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/ErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Hpack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http/StatusLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/RequestLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Handshake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/InternalCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Dns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Settings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/RouteSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/OkHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Ping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Square, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixDatabase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/tls/BasicCertificateChainCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/CallServerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/cache2/Relay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/platform/AndroidPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/WebSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/UnrepeatableRequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache2/FileOperator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/RetryAndFollowUpInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/RealInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/StreamResetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/tls/TrustRootIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/ConnectionShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/platform/Jdk9Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/ws/RealWebSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/platform/JdkWithJettyBootPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/WebSocketListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http/HttpDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/DiskLruCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Http2Stream.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/RouteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/HttpUrl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/FaultHidingSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/io/FileSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/CookieJar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/ConnectionSpecSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/connection/StreamAllocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Twitter, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Huffman.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/platform/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Call.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-
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jar/okhttp3/internal/ws/WebSocketReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/CertificatePinner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/ws/WebSocketWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/CipherSuite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/ws/WebSocketProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/TlsVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http/RealResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/http2/PushObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Challenge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/ConnectionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/RealCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/MultipartBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/internal/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/FormBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-

jar/okhttp3/internal/cache/CacheRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127247345_1611801431.81/0/okhttp-3-7-0-sources-4-jar/okhttp3/Cache.java

 

1.142 jsr305 1.3.9 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.143 jboss-logging 3.1.1.GA 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.144 websocket-server 9.3.27.v20190418 
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1.145 libyaml 0.2.5 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.146 bouncy-castle 1.50 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

 

 

Please note this should be read in the same way as the MIT license.

 

Please also note this licensing model is made possible through funding from donations and the sale of support

contracts.

License

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2020 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (https://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 

 

1.147 xmltooling 1.4.4 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright ©[2011] World Wide Web Consortium

# (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

#  European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics,

#  Keio University). All Rights Reserved. 

# This work is distributed under the W3C® Software License [1] in the

# hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

# the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

# PURPOSE.

# [1] http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/schema/xenc11-schema.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the University Corporation for Advanced Internet Development,

* Inc. (UCAID) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See the

* NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding

* copyright ownership. The UCAID licenses this file to You under the Apache

* License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/ClassIndexedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SignatureTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/ReferenceListSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherReferenceUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/NamedCurveUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ECKeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AgreementMethodMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherDataUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/PGPKeyPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSAnyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/JImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/ChainingEncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DEREncodedKeyValueUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/ExplicitKeyTrustEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DigestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SKIImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedKeyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509CRL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/BasicSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableKeyNameCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractExtensibleXMLObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/validation/AbstractValidatingXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeyReferenceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyValueUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RSAKeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableX509DigestCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSAnyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableKeyAlgorithmCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/AgreementMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/SPKIDataSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/RecipientKeyInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AgreementMethodUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/ValueTypeIndexedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DSAKeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/PGPDataSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/OriginatorKeyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OriginatorKeyInfoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/AbstractSingletonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/CipherData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/QImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBase64BinaryUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Q.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Seed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509SubjectNameCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Decrypter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/AbstractSimpleSingletonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/RetrievalMethodSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/XMLAttributeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/AbstractXMLObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/CipherValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/PGPKeyID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SignatureBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/SchemaBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/MarshallingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ECKeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/AbstractXMLSignatureMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/ECKeyValueSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerSerialMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/CryptoBinarySchemaValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/DSAKeyValueProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/FilesystemCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509Credential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Transforms.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/Credential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/CarriedKeyName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PgenCounterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/KeyInfoType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherReferenceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SubjectNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AbstractXMLEncryptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/SeedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509CRLImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RetrievalMethodMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSStringImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DSAKeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertiesBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RSAKeyValueUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/BasicProviderKeyInfoCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/InlineX509DataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluablePublicKeyCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/KeySizeSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/MgmtData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSDateTimeUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DHKeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/UnmarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/IPAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBooleanUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509CRLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/AbstractCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AgreementMethodBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/ContentReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OAEPparamsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/IdBearing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/YImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionMethodMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AttributeExtensibleXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/UnmarshallingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPKeyIDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509CredentialNameEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoCredentialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RSAKeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractXMLObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SignatureConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/AbstractWrappedSingletonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OAEPparamsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/KANonce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/XMLObjectChildrenList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/BasicPKIXValidationInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/CriteriaFilteringIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/KeyInfoReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/AgreementMethodSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/ChainingTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/SpaceBearing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPDataUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Generator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/NamedKeyInfoGeneratorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/MgmtDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/CipherReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RetrievalMethodBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/ChainingCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/XMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/GBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoResolutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/KeyInfoReferenceSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/GImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/ReferenceList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBase64BinaryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/BaseSignatureTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509KeyInfoGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/Resolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/BasicCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Modulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherReferenceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSQNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SubjectNameBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/NamedCurve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/GeneratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSDateTimeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/ParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Seed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/CredentialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSURIMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/XMLHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableEntityIDCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSDateTimeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/UsageCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSIntegerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509SubjectKeyIdentifierCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/CipherReferenceSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SeedBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DataReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKISexpImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/YBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DHKeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CarriedKeyNameBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/MarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionMethodUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/validator/XSBase64BinarySchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DEREncodedKeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ECKeyValueUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/StaticKeyInfoCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceTypeUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/XMLSignatureCredentialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSAnyUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/validation/ValidatorSuite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableUsageCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/XMLObjectBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSStringUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionMethodBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceListBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceTypeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ECKeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509SubjectName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKIDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/EvaluableCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/XMLSignatureBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DataUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/EncryptedTypeSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/AbstractXMLSignatureUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PgenCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerSerialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/SecurityHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509IssuerName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/QImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/TrustedCredentialTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/CryptoBinaryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/SingletonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/LazyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/LazyList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXValidationInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSAnyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/LocalKeyInfoCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptedKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Q.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableX509SubjectNameCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/MgmtDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoReferenceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/AbstractKeyInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OriginatorKeyInfoUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/DataReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ExplicitKeySignatureTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Transforms.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/TransformsSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/BasicX509CredentialNameEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/XMLObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SPKISexp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/DEREncodedKeyValueProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DHKeyValueUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DigestMethodMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SPKIData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyNameBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ExponentBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/XMLObjectHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/InlineEncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PublicKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/DigestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509DigestCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeySizeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Y.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractValidatingSignableXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/Namespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/PGPData.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PgenCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKIDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBooleanMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/QBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RetrievalMethodUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/RSAKeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/TrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/UsageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/RSAKeyValueSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/validator/XSStringSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/BaseXMLObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoReferenceUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/validation/ValidatingXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/AbstractEncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AgreementMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ChainingSignatureTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertiesUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSBooleanValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ECPointTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedKeyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeyReferenceMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/CryptoBinaryUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPKeyPacketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/BasicParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/KeyNameCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerNameBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/PgenCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/RecipientKeyInfoUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKIDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/StaticPKIXValidationInformationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DHKeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/DocumentInternalIDContentReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/CertPathPKIXTrustEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/DecryptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/ECKeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509IssuerSerialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509SKI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ExponentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/DatatypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DigestMethodUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Encrypter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/AbstractCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DigestImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/AbstractCriteriaFilteringCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractExtensibleXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/KeyLengthCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/StaticKeyInfoGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509Digest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/PeerEntityIDCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/XPathBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/TransformSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedTypeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerSerialUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/P.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509SerialNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DigestMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/LazySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/Criteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/TransformsUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SignatureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/AbstractXMLEncryptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/JBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SignatureUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DataReferenceUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/InternalX500DNHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RetrievalMethodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PublicKeyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/DSAKeyValueSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/G.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/CipherDataSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKIDataUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/KeyStoreX509CredentialAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/X509DigestSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/CryptoBinaryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoTypeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/PublicKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DSAKeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/CollectionCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KANonceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/BasicX509Credential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509IssuerSerial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertiesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoGeneratorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/ReferenceTypeSchemaValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractElementExtensibleXMLObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/OAEPparams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/KeyReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SerialNumberImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXTrustEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/X509SerialNumberSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SerialNumberBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509IssuerSerialImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/PgenCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/XPathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509CertificateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPKeyPacketBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SPKISexpBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/CriteriaFilteringIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/tls/StrictHostnameVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SKIBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/KeyInfoTypeSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/LoggingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSURIUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/RecipientKeyInfoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/KeyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/KeyAlgorithmCriteria.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/IndexedXMLObjectChildrenList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/URIContentReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/NamedCurveMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableX509IssuerSerialCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/SeedBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/BaseBearing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractElementExtensibleXMLObjectMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PublicBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/CertPathPKIXValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/SimpleKeyInfoReferenceEncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OriginatorKeyInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ModulusBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/P.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SignatureMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/XMLConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedTypeUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/CredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/KeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/TransformsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBooleanBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/RSAKeyValueProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/X509IssuerSerialSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/XMLRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/ModulusImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/TransformsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/CryptoBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/BasicKeyInfoGeneratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/DSAKeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/SignableXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/BaseXMLObjectMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PKIXSignatureTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/RSAKeyValueBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeyReferenceUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeySizeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSQNameUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/PublicKeyCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/TransformsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXX509CredentialTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/X509Data.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/TransformsSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PublicImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X509KeyManagerX509CredentialAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DataReferenceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/XMLEncryptionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/DataReferenceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PgenCounterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/OriginatorKeyInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptedData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/QBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedDataUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/SecurityTestHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/ExplicitX509CertificateTrustEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoReferenceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/SeedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableKeyLengthCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSIntegerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPKeyIDBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/ECPointType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/J.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/KeyName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/X500DNHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/RetrievalMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/io/AbstractXMLObjectMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableX509CertSelectorCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSIntegerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBase64BinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/SigningUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DigestMethodBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DEREncodedKeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/KeyValueSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CarriedKeyNameImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSIntegerUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/EncryptionMethodSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/StaticBasicParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/ReferenceListMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/CriteriaSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DigestUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/LangBearing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/GeneratorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSBase64Binary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedKeyUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBooleanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/EncryptionPropertySchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/DHKeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/x509/PKIXValidationInformationResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/AbstractSignableXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyInfoTypeUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableCredentialCriteriaRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/IDIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractExtensibleXMLObjectMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DSAKeyValueUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/CollectionKeyInfoCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/NamedCurveSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/SimpleRetrievalMethodEncryptedKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SerialNumberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformsUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertyUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509SerialNumberUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/KeyInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/ExplicitKeyTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/keyinfo/provider/KeyInfoReferenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/DEREncodedKeyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KANonceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptedDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSURIBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/NamedCurveImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/NamespaceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509DigestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Exponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/DEREncodedKeyValueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/validator/EncryptionPropertiesSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/PGPDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/ApacheXMLSecurityConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/AbstractElementExtensibleXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/KeyEncryptionParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/criteria/EntityIDCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSURIImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/XSString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/CipherDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/DefaultSecurityConfigurationBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/NamedCurveBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/EncryptionProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/StaticCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/KeyStoreCredentialResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/KeySize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSQNameBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/XMLConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/ElementExtensibleXMLObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/SecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/SignatureSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSDateTimeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/criteria/EvaluableX509SubjectKeyIdentifierCredentialCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/trust/ExplicitX509CertificateTrustEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/RecipientKeyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/validator/XSIntegerSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/IndexingObjectStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/validator/X509DataSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/EncryptionPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/RecipientKeyInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/CryptoBinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/KeyValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/credential/CredentialContextSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/validator/XSDateTimeSchemaValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSQNameMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/TransformsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSBase64BinaryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/Public.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/PImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/encryption/impl/KeyReferenceImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/XMLParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/schema/impl/XSStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/parse/ClasspathResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/security/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-

jar/org/opensaml/xml/signature/impl/X509CertificateImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Schema for XML Signatures

   http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#

   $Revision: 1.2 $ on $Date: 2005/06/03 03:09:54 $ by $Author: cantor $

  

   Copyright 2001 The Internet Society and W3C (Massachusetts Institute

   of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

   Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

   http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

  

   This document is governed by the W3C Software License [1] as described

   in the FAQ [2].

  

   [1] http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/schema/xmldsig-core-schema.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the University Corporation for Advanced Internet Development,

* Inc. (UCAID) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See the

* NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding

* copyright ownership. The UCAID licenses this file to You under the Apache

* License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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/**

* Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.

*

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

* <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added some convenience methods

for reading

* and writing to and from files.</li>

* <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems with other encodings (like

* EBCDIC).</li>

* <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the encoded data was a single byte.</li>

* <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options. Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner.

* The code now detects when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it automatically.

* Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to change some method calls that you were making to support

the

* new options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

* <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a byte[] using

* <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>. Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output

Stream

* so you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64 data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an

XML

* file).</li>

* <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself. This helps when using GZIP

* streams. Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

* <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

* <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

* <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream where last buffer being read, if

* not completely full, was not returned.</li>

* <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

* <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will. This software comes with no guarantees or

* warranties but with plenty of well-wishing instead! Please visit <a

* href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a> periodically to check for updates or to contribute

* improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000345062_1646171458.27/0/xmltooling-1-4-4-sources-jar/org/opensaml/xml/util/Base64.java
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1.148 jsr305 3.0.1 

 

1.149 annotations 4.1.1.4 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/SuppressLint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/TargetApi.java

 

1.150 commons-pool 2.2 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The LinkedBlockingDeque implementation is based on an implementation written by

Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released

to the public domain, as explained at

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.151 commons-validator 1.4.0 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.152 jetty-xml 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.153 google-http-client-xml 1.20.0 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
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through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
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otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.154 ant-launcher 1.7.1 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.155 log4j-over-slf4j 1.7.21 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

Apache Software Licenses

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

 

1.156 shiro-config-core 1.6.0 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version
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available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.157 avro 1.9.1 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2010-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.158 ehcache 2.6.5 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2006 Thomas Hawtin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/lang/VicariousThreadLocal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Returns a list of all element keys in the cache, whether or not they are expired.

    * <p/>

    * The returned keys are unique and can almost be considered a set. See {@link net.sf.ehcache.store.CacheKeySet

CacheKeySet} for

    * more details.

    * <p/>

    * The List returned is not live. It is a copy.

    * <p/>

    * The time taken is O(n). On a single CPU 1.8Ghz P4, approximately 8ms is required

    * for each 1000 entries.

    *

    * @return a list of {@link Object} keys

    * @throws IllegalStateException if the cache is not {@link Status#STATUS_ALIVE}

    * @see net.sf.ehcache.store.CacheKeySet

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Cache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/NoOpOnTimeoutStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/CacheUsageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/WriteBehind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/ClusterOperationCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheCollectionRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/compound/ReadWriteCopyStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LegacyStoreWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/ComprehensiveCacheSamplerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/DeleteAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/LargeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/CacheEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/ClusterOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/AtomicLongSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/MemoryEfficientByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonstopExecutorServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/FailSafeTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionIDFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/exceptionhandler/CacheExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/NonStopCacheKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/ConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/annotations/IgnoreSizeOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/CircularLossyQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/NonstopThreadUniqueIdProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ratestatistics/AtomicRateStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/VmUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/CacheDecoratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/local/LocalTransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/api/HibernateStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/CoalesceKeysFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonStopCacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/Results.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LfuPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/KeyBasedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/SoftLockManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/ccs/EhcacheNonstrictReadWriteCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/OperationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledMBeanRegistrationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/MemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/TerracottaStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/SoftLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/EhcacheDecoratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/InvalidLockStateAfterRejoinException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/PropertyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/And.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/DynamicSearchChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Statistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/loader/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/nonstop/NonstopAwareCollectionRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/SimpleNodeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/GenericJndiSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/AbstractEhcacheAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/XAExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/WriteAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/exceptionhandler/ExceptionHandlingDynamicCacheProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/PoolEvictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/NodeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/AlwaysMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/AbstractWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/ManagedCacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ratestatistics/AbstractRateStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/ReflectionAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/cluster/ClusterScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/StripedReadWriteLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/LockOperationTimedOutNonstopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/SoftLockID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/NullHibernateStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/NonStrictReadWriteEhcacheEntityRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/XMLGeneratorVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonstopExecutorServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/ElementValueComparatorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/EqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/CacheTransactionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/AbstractBalancedAccessEvictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/ExplicitLockingClusterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/processor/XAThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/SoftLockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/Store.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/ExpiredXidTransactionIDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/SlewClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Sum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/EventMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/api/EhcacheHibernateMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/ClusteredInstanceFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/AbstractPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/cluster/CacheCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/SetAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionIDNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/CacheRegionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/DiskBackedMemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EntityStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheReplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/DynamicAttributesExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/SingleOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/XidTransactionIDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/TierableStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/AbstractPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/TimeProviderLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/MemoryStoreEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/NullSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/LockedPoolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/BaseCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/TerracottaClusteredInstanceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/AbstractEhcacheRegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/CacheWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/Not.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/XidTransactionIDSerializedForm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/CacheSamplerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/CacheWriterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/cluster/ClusterTopologyListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/TimeStampedCounterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/classloader/InternalClassLoaderAwareCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonstopExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/AtomicPoolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/WriteBehindQueueManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/local/LocalRecoveryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/NotifyingMemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/InternalEhcache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/MemoryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/CacheKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/CopyStrategyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ratestatistics/RateStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/Direction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/FactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/loader/CacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/DiskSizeOfEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/ManagementService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/nonstop/NonstopAwareEntityRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/ods/RegionSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/StripedReadWriteLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/util/CountingThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/Between.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/DiskStoreConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/CacheManagerSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/commands/StoreRemoveCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/ElementEvictionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/CacheLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/TerracottaBootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/commands/Command.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/TerracottaCacheCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LruMemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/TimeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheTransactionalDataRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/SearchManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/CacheWriterManagerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheInitializationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/CacheManagerExecutorServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/DiskStoreConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/api/EhcacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/classloader/ClassLoaderAwareCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/FactorySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/CacheRegionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/nonstop/HibernateNonstopCacheExceptionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/DiskStorageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/MaxDepthExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMIBootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/UpdateChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/TerracottaConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/CacheStatisticsSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/FromLargestCacheOnHeapPoolEvictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/AbstractTransactionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/ConfigurableRMIClientSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheEventListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/DefaultCacheConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/BeanHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/CollectionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/ccs/EhcacheReadWriteCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionIDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonstopActiveDelegateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ClassLoaderUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/RejoinAwareBlockingOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/compound/ReadWriteSerializationCopyStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/CacheManagerSamplerImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RemoteCacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Average.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/PoolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/EhcacheJtaTransactionManagerLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/ConfigurationGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheConfigurationMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/TerracottaBootstrapCacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/ReadWriteLockSync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/XATransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/BlockingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/AbstractDepthFirstVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/UpdatingCacheEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/TransactionIDSerializedForm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/ConfigError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/ReadOnlyEhcacheEntityRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/NotEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/AggregatorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/OperationsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/extension/CacheExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/FactoryConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/ProviderMBeanRegistrationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/AtomikosSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/NotILike.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/ValueObjectAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/NonstopCacheLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/AbstractEhcacheProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/MulticastRMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/MergedEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/PayloadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/AggregateIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/NonstopConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/ElementIdAssigningStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Aggregators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/EhCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RmiEventMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EhcacheHibernateMBeanRegistrationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/SizeOfEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/DiskStoreBootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/AggregateCacheRegionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/SizeOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/AbstractNodeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMISynchronousCacheReplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/AttributeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/LessThanOrEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/NullMBeanRegistrationProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EhcacheHibernate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/AbstractPoolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/BaseResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/ManagementServerLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/TransactionalRMICachePeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/ObjectGraphWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/ClassSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/TransactionalEhcacheCollectionRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/commands/AbstractStoreCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/nonstop/NonstopAccessStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/StrictlyBoundedPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/LegacyEventMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/SerializationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/EhCacheProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/SingletonEhCacheProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/TerracottaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheDataRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/HashEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/NonstopCacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/filter/AnnotationSizeOfFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/ComprehensiveCacheSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/AbstractSoftLockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/CacheConfigurationListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EhcacheHibernateMbeanNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/WeblogicSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/PrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/cluster/ClusterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/NullLiveCacheStatisticsData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/local/JtaLocalTransactionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/JndiSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/SearchAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/CacheConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/GreaterThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/DefaultElementEvictionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/ClusteredInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/commands/StorePutCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/TerracottaClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICachePeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/LocalReadsOnTimeoutStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/CacheWriterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/ods/FileAllocationTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/ThrowTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/Sync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/SingleOperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/compound/ImmutableValueElementCopyStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/LoaderTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Ehcache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/MimeTypeByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/BaseQueryInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/ReflectionSizeOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/filter/SizeOfFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EhcacheStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/BatchOperation.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/ElementSubstituteFilter.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/HibernateStatsImpl.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/TransactionManagerLookup.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/NonstopConfiguration.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheTimestampsRegion.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/UpdatingSelfPopulatingCache.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/CacheOperationUnderExplicitLockCallable.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/ElementValueComparator.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/StripedReadWriteLockSync.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/NonstopThreadPool.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/PreferTCCLObjectInputStream.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatisticsWrapper.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/DynamicSearchListener.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/FrontEndCacheTier.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/compound/SerializationCopyStrategy.java
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/TransactionController.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Aggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/MulticastKeepaliveHeartbeatSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/AbstractCacheConfigurationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/InCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/ElementValueComparatorConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/ComparableValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/ManualRMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/UnsafeSizeOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/UnboundedPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/JavaBeanAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/concurrency/ExplicitLockingContextThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/ReadWriteEhcacheCollectionRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/FeaturesManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/SearchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/AgentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/LargeCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/AggregatorInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/CopyStrategyConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/LibraryInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/Decision.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/attribute/KeyObjectAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/GroupedResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/operations/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/ExceptionOnTimeoutStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/Or.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/CacheWriterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/ElementIdHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatistics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/bootstrap/BootstrapCacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/BoundedPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/NonstopStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/BalancedAccessOnHeapPoolEvictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/PersistenceConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/XidTransactionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/LockTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/extension/CacheExtensionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/CacheWriterConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/NamedThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheGeneralDataRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/EhcacheXAResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/DiskStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/EhcacheHibernateMBeanRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/filter/ResourceSizeOfFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/EhcacheXAResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/filter/AnnotationProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/regions/EhcacheQueryResultsRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/ResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledEhcacheMBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/SimpleNodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/GlassfishSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/FindBugsSuppressWarnings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/TerracottaConfigConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/filter/CombinationSizeOfFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ratestatistics/UnlockedRateStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/XATransactionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/terracotta/TerracottaClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/NodeElementVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/compound/CopyStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/management/impl/BaseEmitterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/ccs/AbstractEhcacheConcurrencyStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/impl/FromLargestCacheOnDiskPoolEvictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/manager/selector/BitronixSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/HibernateUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/NonstopTimeoutBehaviorStoreResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/bootstrap/BootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/SingletonEhCacheRegionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/disk/ods/AATreeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/xa/processor/XARequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListenerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/ObjectExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/TimeoutBehaviorConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/AbstractStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CachePeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/expression/ILike.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMIBootstrapCacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/AbstractCacheWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/InvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writethrough/WriteThroughManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/EhcacheAccessStrategyFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/DelegatingTransactionIDFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/WeakIdentityConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/SearchableConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/PoolableStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/pool/sizeof/JvmInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/aggregator/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/search/impl/AggregateOnlyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/TaskNotSubmittedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/cluster/ClusterSchemeNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/LongSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/transaction/ReadCommittedSoftLockImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/strategy/TransactionalEhcacheEntityRegionAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/MemoryLimitedCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/NotificationScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/StoreListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/nonstop/store/NonstopStoreImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/ManagementServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/generator/model/elements/ManagementRESTServiceConfigurationElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001060448_1607083203.24/0/ehcache-core-2-6-5-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/writer/writebehind/WriteBehindManager.java

 

1.159 commons-lang3 3.12.0 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.160 opentracing-noop 0.31.0 
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1.160.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2018 The OpenTracing Authors

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

   in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

   is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

   or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

   the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.opentracing/opentracing-noop/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2018 The OpenTracing Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopTracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopSpan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopSpanContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopSpanBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopScopeManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000002513_1646171449.18/0/opentracing-noop-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/noop/NoopTracerFactory.java

 

1.161 xz-java 1.4 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

 

Licensing of XZ for Java

========================

 

   All the files in this package have been written by Lasse Collin

   and/or Igor Pavlov. All these files have been put into the

   public domain. You can do whatever you want with these files.

 

   This software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

1.162 netty 3.10.6.Final 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever
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copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.
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                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:
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   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'Webbit', a Java event based

WebSocket and HTTP server:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written
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 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including
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* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.163 swagger-jersey2-jaxrs 1.5.22 

 

1.164 activation-api 1.2.0 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or
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   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original
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   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third
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   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any
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   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or
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   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60
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   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer
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   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.
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 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
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   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.
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#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you
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permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.165 okio 1.15.0 

 

1.166 hcl 1.0.0 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in
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       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.
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1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys
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       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form
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    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation
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  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License
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  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or
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     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.167 swagger-core 1.5.22 

 

1.168 jackson 2.10.1 
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1.168.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
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alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.169 okhttp 2.5.0 

 

1.170 openssl 1.1.1g 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
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* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided
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that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall
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under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.171 asm 5.0.4 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the
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    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-
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writer.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

 

1.172 swagger-jaxrs 1.5.0 

 

1.173 go-xerial-snappy 0.0.0-20180814174437-

776d5712da21 
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1.173.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Evan Huus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.174 jersey-server 2.25.1 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.175 netty-codec-http 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.176 jaxrs-ri 2.25.1 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Expert

Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2007-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2
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only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * On

versions of the WebLogic application server a proprietary format is'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2009-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Expert

Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2009-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Expert

Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * All

proprietary Jersey extension APIs are annotated with the {@code &#064;Contract} annotation.'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. #

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You # may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. *

You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * This

method is reserved for future use. Proprietary JAX-RS extensions may leverage the method.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as
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subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU *

General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License * The contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and

Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use this file except'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * The

contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the

"License").  You may not use this file except'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You
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* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.177 servlet-api 2.5.0 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  
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         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  
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                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  
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           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  
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           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  
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     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and
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supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.178 joda-time 2.9.4 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.179 urllib3 1.22 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

# Contributions to the urllib3 project

 

## Creator & Maintainer

 

* Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

 

 

## Contributors

 

In chronological order:

 

* victor.vde <http://code.google.com/u/victor.vde/>

 * HTTPS patch (which inspired HTTPSConnectionPool)

 

* erikcederstrand <http://code.google.com/u/erikcederstrand/>

 * NTLM-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool

 * Basic-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool (merged into make_headers)

 

* niphlod <niphlod@gmail.com>

 * Client-verified SSL certificates for HTTPSConnectionPool

 * Response gzip and deflate encoding support

 * Better unicode support for filepost using StringIO buffers

 

* btoconnor <brian@btoconnor.net>

 * Non-multipart encoding for POST requests

 

* p.dobrogost <http://code.google.com/u/@WBRSRlBZDhBFXQB6/>

 * Code review, PEP8 compliance, benchmark fix

 

* kennethreitz <me@kennethreitz.com>

 * Bugfixes, suggestions, Requests integration

 

* georgemarshall <http://github.com/georgemarshall>

 * Bugfixes, Improvements and Test coverage

 

* Thomas Kluyver <thomas@kluyver.me.uk>

 * Python 3 support

 

* brandon-rhodes <http://rhodesmill.org/brandon>

 * Design review, bugfixes, test coverage.

 

* studer <theo.studer@gmail.com>

 * IPv6 url support and test coverage
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* Shivaram Lingamneni <slingamn@cs.stanford.edu>

 * Support for explicitly closing pooled connections

 

* hartator <hartator@gmail.com>

 * Corrected multipart behavior for params

 

* Thomas Weischuh <thomas@t-8ch.de>

 * Support for TLS SNI

 * API unification of ssl_version/cert_reqs

 * SSL fingerprint and alternative hostname verification

 * Bugfixes in testsuite

 

* Sune Kirkeby <mig@ibofobi.dk>

 * Optional SNI-support for Python 2 via PyOpenSSL.

 

* Marc Schlaich <marc.schlaich@gmail.com>

 * Various bugfixes and test improvements.

 

* Bryce Boe <bbzbryce@gmail.com>

 * Correct six.moves conflict

 * Fixed pickle support of some exceptions

 

* Boris Figovsky <boris.figovsky@ravellosystems.com>

 * Allowed to skip SSL hostname verification

 

* Cory Benfield <http://lukasa.co.uk/about/>

 * Stream method for Response objects.

 * Return native strings in header values.

 * Generate 'Host' header when using proxies.

 

* Jason Robinson <jaywink@basshero.org>

 * Add missing WrappedSocket.fileno method in PyOpenSSL

 

* Audrius Butkevicius <audrius.butkevicius@elastichosts.com>

 * Fixed a race condition

 

* Stanislav Vitkovskiy <stas.vitkovsky@gmail.com>

 * Added HTTPS (CONNECT) proxy support

 

* Stephen Holsapple <sholsapp@gmail.com>

 * Added abstraction for granular control of request fields

 

* Martin von Gagern <Martin.vGagern@gmx.net>

 * Support for non-ASCII header parameters

 

* Kevin Burke <kev@inburke.com> and Pavel Kirichenko <juanych@yandex-team.ru>

 * Support for separate connect and request timeouts
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* Peter Waller <p@pwaller.net>

 * HTTPResponse.tell() for determining amount received over the wire

 

* Nipunn Koorapati <nipunn1313@gmail.com>

 * Ignore default ports when comparing hosts for equality

 

* Danilo @dbrgn <http://dbrgn.ch/>

 * Disabled TLS compression by default on Python 3.2+

 * Disabled TLS compression in pyopenssl contrib module

 * Configurable cipher suites in pyopenssl contrib module

 

* Roman Bogorodskiy <roman.bogorodskiy@ericsson.com>

 * Account retries on proxy errors

 

* Nicolas Delaby <nicolas.delaby@ezeep.com>

 * Use the platform-specific CA certificate locations

 

* Josh Schneier <https://github.com/jschneier>

 * HTTPHeaderDict and associated tests and docs

 * Bugfixes, docs, test coverage

 

* Tahia Khan <http://tahia.tk/>

 * Added Timeout examples in docs

 

* Arthur Grunseid <http://grunseid.com>

 * source_address support and tests (with https://github.com/bui)

 

* Ian Cordasco <graffatcolmingov@gmail.com>

 * PEP8 Compliance and Linting

 * Add ability to pass socket options to an HTTP Connection

 

* Erik Tollerud <erik.tollerud@gmail.com>

 * Support for standard library io module.

 

* Krishna Prasad <kprasad.iitd@gmail.com>

 * Google App Engine documentation

 

* Aaron Meurer <asmeurer@gmail.com>

 * Added Url.url, which unparses a Url

 

* Evgeny Kapun <abacabadabacaba@gmail.com>

 * Bugfixes

 

* Benjamen Meyer <bm_witness@yahoo.com>

 * Security Warning Documentation update for proper capture

 

* Shivan Sornarajah <github@sornars.com>
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 * Support for using ConnectionPool and PoolManager as context managers.

 

* Alex Gaynor <alex.gaynor@gmail.com>

 * Updates to the default SSL configuration

 

* Tomas Tomecek <ttomecek@redhat.com>

 * Implemented generator for getting chunks from chunked responses.

 

* tlynn <https://github.com/tlynn>

 * Respect the warning preferences at import.

 

* David D. Riddle <ddriddle@illinois.edu>

 * IPv6 bugfixes in testsuite

 

* Jon Wayne Parrott <jonwayne@google.com>

 * App Engine environment tests.

 

* John Krauss <https://github.com/talos>

 * Clues to debugging problems with `cryptography` dependency in docs

 

* Disassem <https://github.com/Disassem>

 * Fix pool-default headers not applying for url-encoded requests like GET.

 

* James Atherfold <jlatherfold@hotmail.com>

 * Bugfixes relating to cleanup of connections during errors.

 

* Christian Pedersen <https://github.com/chripede>

 * IPv6 HTTPS proxy bugfix

 

* Jordan Moldow <https://github.com/jmoldow>

 * Fix low-level exceptions leaking from ``HTTPResponse.stream()``.

 * Bugfix for ``ConnectionPool.urlopen(release_conn=False)``.

 * Creation of ``HTTPConnectionPool.ResponseCls``.

 

* Predrag Gruevski <https://github.com/obi1kenobi>

 * Made cert digest comparison use a constant-time algorithm.

 

* Adam Talsma <https://github.com/a-tal>

 * Bugfix to ca_cert file paths.

 

* Evan Meagher <https://evanmeagher.net>

 * Bugfix related to `memoryview` usage in PyOpenSSL adapter

 

* John Vandenberg <jayvdb@gmail.com>

 * Python 2.6 fixes; pyflakes and pep8 compliance

 

* Andy Caldwell <andy.m.caldwell@googlemail.com>

 * Bugfix related to reusing connections in indeterminate states.
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* Ville Skytt <ville.skytta@iki.fi>

 * Logging efficiency improvements, spelling fixes, Travis config.

 

* Shige Takeda <smtakeda@gmail.com>

 * Started Recipes documentation and added a recipe about handling concatenated gzip data in HTTP response

 

* Jesse Shapiro <jesse@jesseshapiro.net>

 * Various character-encoding fixes/tweaks

 * Disabling IPv6 DNS when IPv6 connections not supported

 

* David Foster <http://dafoster.net/>

 * Ensure order of request and response headers are preserved.

 

* Jeremy Cline <jeremy@jcline.org>

 * Added connection pool keys by scheme

 

* Aviv Palivoda <palaviv@gmail.com>

 * History list to Retry object.

 * HTTPResponse contains the last Retry object.

 

* Nate Prewitt <nate.prewitt@gmail.com>

 * Ensure timeouts are not booleans and greater than zero.

 * Fixed infinite loop in ``stream`` when amt=None.

 * Added length_remaining to determine remaining data to be read.

 * Added enforce_content_length to raise exception when incorrect content-length received.

 

* Seth Michael Larson <sethmichaellarson@protonmail.com>

 * Created selectors backport that supports PEP 475.

 

* Alexandre Dias <alex.dias@smarkets.com>

 * Don't retry on timeout if method not in whitelist

 

* Moinuddin Quadri <moin18@gmail.com>

 * Lazily load idna package

 

* Tom White <s6yg1ez3@mail2tor.com>

 * Made SOCKS handler differentiate socks5h from socks5 and socks4a from socks4.

 

* Tim Burke <tim.burke@gmail.com>

 * Stop buffering entire deflate-encoded responses.

 

* Tuukka Mustonen <tuukka.mustonen@gmail.com>

 * Add counter for status_forcelist retries.

 

* Erik Rose <erik@mozilla.com>

 * Bugfix to pyopenssl vendoring
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* [Your name or handle] <[email or website]>

 * [Brief summary of your changes]

This is the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright 2008-2016 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this

software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.180 gson 2.8.3 

 

1.181 flink-core 1.8.3-cisco 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-core

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.182 junit 4.12 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and
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     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
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to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the
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Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

1.183 tiger-types 1.4 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en" dir="ltr">

<head profile="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml/vocab">

 <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1" />

<link rel="shortcut icon" href="https://opensource.org/files/osi_favicon.png" type="image/png" />

<meta name="HandheldFriendly" content="true" />
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<link rel="shortlink" href="/node/47" />

<meta name="Generator" content="Drupal 7 (http://drupal.org)" />

<link rel="canonical" href="/licenses/CDDL-1.0" />

<meta name="MobileOptimized" content="width" />

 <title>Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL-1.0) | Open Source Initiative</title>

 <link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="https://opensource.org/files/css/css_xE-rWrJf-

fncB6ztZfd2huxqgxu4WO-qwma6Xer30m4.css" media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"

href="https://opensource.org/files/css/css_4p37TiWeuzRfdymI_lPgCuu6wEwSDhUquxUkHLI7QnU.css"

media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"

href="https://opensource.org/files/css/css_MnXiytJtb186Ydycnpwpw34cuUsHaKc80ey5LiQXhSY.css"

media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.2.0/css/bootstrap.min.css"

media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="https://opensource.org/files/css/css_KGZcOm3i1wmtbgZsjo-

3V9FM4wZ-5UDcpJ7Vfzmt45E.css" media="all" />

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"

href="https://opensource.org/files/css/css_G9cu63kkDQ56GYuF3QrqJxma5HT-bUVZckUWKUzFCF4.css"

media="all" />

 

<!--[if (lt IE 9)]>

<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="https://opensource.org/sites/all/themes/bootstrap-

business/css/ie8.css?ol0qr1" media="all" />

<![endif]-->

 

  

 <!-- HTML5 element support for IE6-8 -->

 <!--[if lt IE 9]>

   <script src="//html5shiv.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/html5.js"></script>

 <![endif]-->

 <script type="text/javascript" src="//code.jquery.com/jquery-1.10.2.min.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[//><!--

window.jQuery || document.write("<script

src='/sites/all/modules/jquery_update/replace/jquery/1.10/jquery.min.js'>\x3C/script>")

//--><!]]>

</script>

<script type="text/javascript"

src="https://opensource.org/files/js/js_aczm2rRgH_slWBPnvD3KMrK7rwa1i99HOq8IUAb99Co.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript" src="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.2.0/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[//><!--

jQuery(document).ready(function($) {

		$(window).scroll(function() {

			if($(this).scrollTop() != 0) {

				$("#toTop").fadeIn();	

			} else {
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				$("#toTop").fadeOut();

			}

		});

		

		$("#toTop").click(function() {

			$("body,html").animate({scrollTop:0},800);

		});	

		

		});

//--><!]]>

</script>

<script type="text/javascript"

src="https://opensource.org/files/js/js_ruOYJN6FkJU2O5L1dAKVnDloSn5R6LjnLW88zFxS1Uw.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript" src="https://opensource.org/files/js/js_JQHTvV_SkyFlN3f2BnQwnusF-

eI6tkX8wrKAk2siiZU.js"></script>

<script type="text/javascript">

<!--//--><![CDATA[//><!--

jQuery.extend(Drupal.settings,

{"basePath":"\/","pathPrefix":"","ajaxPageState":{"theme":"bootstrap_business","theme_token":"Qt73Xdx7obPk_s

4eeCH7buQWxzLFf5Um2HpId-Siv9s","js":{"\/\/code.jquery.com\/jquery-

1.10.2.min.js":1,"0":1,"misc\/jquery.once.js":1,"misc\/drupal.js":1,"\/\/maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com\/bootstrap\/3.2.0\/js

\/bootstrap.min.js":1,"1":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/jquery.hoverIntent.minified.js":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/supe

rfish\/sftouchscreen.js":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/sfsmallscreen.js":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/suppositi

on.js":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/superfish.js":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/supersubs.js":1,"sites\/all\/mod

ules\/superfish\/superfish.js":1,"sites\/all\/themes\/bootstrap-

business\/js\/jquery.browser.min.js":1},"css":{"modules\/system\/system.base.css":1,"modules\/system\/system.men

us.css":1,"modules\/system\/system.messages.css":1,"modules\/system\/system.theme.css":1,"modules\/aggregator\/

aggregator.css":1,"modules\/comment\/comment.css":1,"modules\/field\/theme\/field.css":1,"sites\/all\/modules\/mol

lom\/mollom.css":1,"modules\/node\/node.css":1,"modules\/search\/search.css":1,"modules\/user\/user.css":1,"sites\/

all\/modules\/views\/css\/views.css":1,"sites\/all\/modules\/ctools\/css\/ctools.css":1,"\/\/maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com\/

bootstrap\/3.2.0\/css\/bootstrap.min.css":1,"sites\/all\/libraries\/superfish\/css\/superfish.css":1,"sites\/all\/themes\/bo

otstrap-business\/css\/style.css":1,"sites\/all\/themes\/bootstrap-

business\/color\/colors.css":1,"sites\/all\/themes\/bootstrap-business\/css\/local.css":1,"sites\/all\/themes\/bootstrap-

business\/css\/ie8.css":1}},"urlIsAjaxTrusted":{"\/licenses\/cddl1.php":true},"superfish":{"1":{"id":"1","sf":{"anima

tion":{"opacity":"show","height":"show"},"speed":"\u0027fast\u0027","autoArrows":false,"dropShadows":true,"dis

ableHI":false},"plugins":{"touchscreen":{"mode":"window_width"},"smallscreen":{"mode":"window_width","add

Selected":false,"menuClasses":false,"hyperlinkClasses":false,"title":"Navigation"},"supposition":true,"bgiframe":fal

se,"supersubs":{"minWidth":"12","maxWidth":"27","extraWidth":1}}}}});

//--><!]]>

</script>

</head>

<body class="html not-front not-logged-in no-sidebars page-node page-node- page-node-47 node-type-page" >

 <div id="skip-link">

   <a href="#main-content" class="element-invisible element-focusable">Skip to main content</a>

 </div>

   <div id="toTop"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-chevron-up"></span></div>
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<!-- #header-top -->

<div id="header-top" class="clearfix">

   <div class="container">

 

       <!-- #header-top-inside -->

       <div id="header-top-inside" class="clearfix">

           <div class="row">

          

                       <div class="col-md-8">

               <!-- #header-top-left -->

               <div id="header-top-left" class="clearfix">

                     <div class="region region-header-top-left">

   <div id="block-menu-secondary-menu" class="block block-menu clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <ul class="menu"><li class="first leaf"><a href="/" title="">Home</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/blog" title="">From the Board</a></li>

<li class="leaf"><a href="/contact" title="">Contact</a></li>

<li class="last leaf"><a href="/civicrm/contribute/transact?reset=1&id=2" title="">Donate</a></li>

</ul>  </div>

</div>

 </div>

               </div>

               <!-- EOF:#header-top-left -->

           </div>

                      

                       <div class="col-md-4">

               <!-- #header-top-right -->

               <div id="header-top-right" class="clearfix">

                     <div class="region region-header-top-right">

   <div id="block-search-form" class="block block-search clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <form action="/licenses/cddl1.php" method="post" id="search-block-form" accept-charset="UTF-8"><div><div

class="container-inline">

     <h2 class="element-invisible">Search form</h2>

   <div class="form-item form-type-textfield form-item-search-block-form">

<input onblur="if (this.value == &#039;&#039;) {this.value = &#039;Search this website...&#039;;}" onfocus="if

(this.value == &#039;Search this website...&#039;) {this.value = &#039;&#039;;}" type="text" id="edit-search-

block-form--2" name="search_block_form" value="Search this website..." size="15" maxlength="128"

class="form-text" />

</div>

<div class="form-actions form-wrapper" id="edit-actions"><input value="" type="submit" id="edit-submit"

name="op" class="form-submit" /></div><input type="hidden" name="form_build_id" value="form-

bHQObyvdpYpP9q-Fw-RUMqMbJ_-M2JMQxkrV017VnrI" />
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<input type="hidden" name="form_id" value="search_block_form" />

</div>

</div></form>  </div>

</div>

 </div>

               </div>

               <!-- EOF:#header-top-right -->

           </div>

                      

           </div>

       </div>

       <!-- EOF: #header-top-inside -->

 

   </div>

</div>

<!-- EOF: #header-top -->   

 

<!-- header -->

<header id="header" role="banner" class="clearfix">

   <div class="container">

 

       <!-- #header-inside -->

       <div id="header-inside" class="clearfix">

           <div class="row">

               <div class="col-md-8">

 

                               <div id="logo">

               <a href="/" title="Home" rel="home"> <img

src="https://opensource.org/files/osi_keyhole_300X300_90ppi_0.png" alt="Home" /> </a>

               </div>

              

                               <div id="site-name">

               <a href="/" title="Home">Open Source Initiative</a>

               </div>

                              

                              

               </div>

              

               <div class="col-md-4">

              

              

               </div>

           </div>

       </div>

       <!-- EOF: #header-inside -->

 

   </div>

</header>
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<!-- EOF: #header -->

 

<!-- #main-navigation -->

<div id="main-navigation" class="clearfix">

   <div class="container">

 

       <!-- #main-navigation-inside -->

       <div id="main-navigation-inside" class="clearfix">

           <div class="row">

               <div class="col-md-12">

                   <nav role="navigation">

                                                 <div class="region region-navigation">

   <div id="block-superfish-1" class="block block-superfish clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <ul id="superfish-1" class="menu sf-menu sf-navigation sf-horizontal sf-style-none sf-total-items-6 sf-parent-

items-6 sf-single-items-0"><li id="menu-37-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-1 sf-total-children-4 sf-parent-

children-2 sf-single-children-2 menuparent"><a href="/about" title="About the Open Source Initiative" class="sf-

depth-1 menuparent">About</a><ul><li id="menu-75-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a

href="/history" title="History of the OSI" class="sf-depth-2">History</a></li><li id="menu-82-1" class="middle

even sf-item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-total-children-7 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-7 menuparent"><a

href="/board" title="Board of Directors" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Board</a><ul><li id="menu-83-1"

class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/docs/board-annotated" title="OSI Board -- With

Annotations" class="sf-depth-3">Board - Annotated</a></li><li id="menu-96-1" class="middle even sf-item-2 sf-

depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/minutes" title="Public Minutes of Board Meetings" class="sf-depth-

3">Minutes</a></li><li id="menu-185-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a

href="/organization" title="These portfolios represent the activities of the current OSI board." class="sf-depth-

3">Organization & Operations</a></li><li id="menu-95-1" class="middle even sf-item-4 sf-depth-3 sf-no-

children"><a href="/articles-of-incorporation" title="OSI incorporation record" class="sf-depth-3">Articles of

Incorporation</a></li><li id="menu-1475-1" class="middle odd sf-item-5 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a

href="/elections" class="sf-depth-3">Board Elections</a></li><li id="menu-84-1" class="middle even sf-item-6 sf-

depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/bylaws" title="Bylaws of the Open Source Initiative" class="sf-depth-

3">Bylaws</a></li><li id="menu-1317-1" class="last odd sf-item-7 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a

href="/conflict_of_interest_policy" title="" class="sf-depth-3">Conflict of Interest</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-

1843-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-2 sf-total-children-2 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-2

menuparent"><a href="/trademark" title="" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Trademark & Logo</a><ul><li

id="menu-184-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/trademark-guidelines"

title="OSI&#039;s Trademark Policy" class="sf-depth-3">Trademark Guidelines</a></li><li id="menu-183-1"

class="last even sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/logo-usage-guidelines" title="Guidelines for

appearance and usage of OSI Logo" class="sf-depth-3">Logo Guidelines</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-126-1"

class="last even sf-item-4 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/ToS" title="Rules for posting content on this site"

class="sf-depth-2">Terms of Service</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-65-1" class="middle even sf-item-2 sf-depth-

1 sf-total-children-5 sf-parent-children-3 sf-single-children-2 menuparent"><a href="/licenses" class="sf-depth-1

menuparent">Licenses</a><ul><li id="menu-61-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-2 sf-total-children-1 sf-

parent-children-0 sf-single-children-1 menuparent"><a href="/osd" title="The actual OSD defining what constitutes

an Open Source licence" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Open Source Definition</a><ul><li id="menu-62-1"

class="firstandlast odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/osd-annotated" title="The OSD with
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explationations and rationale interspersed." class="sf-depth-3">OSD - Annotated</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-

77-1" class="middle even sf-item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/licenses/category" title="Licenses by

Category" class="sf-depth-2">Licenses by Category</a></li><li id="menu-72-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-

depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/licenses/alphabetical" title="Licenses that are approved by the OSI as conforming

to the OSD" class="sf-depth-2">Licenses by Name</a></li><li id="menu-66-1" class="middle even sf-item-4 sf-

depth-2 sf-total-children-2 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-2 menuparent"><a href="/approval"

title="Certifying licences as OSD-compliant" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">License Review Process</a><ul><li

id="menu-67-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/proliferation" title="Supporting

choice while maintaining sanity" class="sf-depth-3">Licence Proliferation</a></li><li id="menu-69-1" class="last

even sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/proliferation-report" title="License Proliferation

Committee&#039;s report to the OSI Board" class="sf-depth-3">LP report to the Board</a></li></ul></li><li

id="menu-99-1" class="last odd sf-item-5 sf-depth-2 sf-total-children-4 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-4

menuparent"><a href="/osr-intro" title="Open Standards Requirement for Software" class="sf-depth-2

menuparent">Open Standards</a><ul><li id="menu-101-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-

children"><a href="/osr" title="An "open standard" must not prohibit conforming implementations in open source

software." class="sf-depth-3">The Open Standards Requirement</a></li><li id="menu-102-1" class="middle even

sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/osr-compliance" class="sf-depth-3">Open Standards Requirement

Compliance</a></li><li id="menu-100-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/osr-

rationale" class="sf-depth-3">Open Standards Requirement Rationale</a></li><li id="menu-103-1" class="last

even sf-item-4 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/osr-faq" title="Frequently asked questions about the Open

Standards Requirement" class="sf-depth-3">OSR Frequently Asked Questions</a></li></ul></li></ul></li><li

id="menu-1842-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-1 sf-total-children-3 sf-parent-children-2 sf-single-

children-1 menuparent"><a href="/membership" title="Page for our various membership programs" class="sf-

depth-1 menuparent">Membership</a><ul><li id="menu-914-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-2 sf-total-

children-1 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-1 menuparent"><a href="/members" class="sf-depth-2

menuparent">Individuals</a><ul><li id="menu-897-1" class="firstandlast odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-

children"><a href="/civicrm/contribute/transact?reset=1&id=1" title="" class="sf-depth-

3">Join</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-675-1" class="middle even sf-item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-total-children-3 sf-

parent-children-0 sf-single-children-3 menuparent"><a href="/affiliates" title="Home page for OSI&#039;s

membership scheme for non-profits and not-for-profits" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Affiliates</a><ul><li

id="menu-676-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/affiliates/about" title="" class="sf-

depth-3">Become an Affiliate</a></li><li id="menu-677-1" class="middle even sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-

children"><a href="/affiliates/list" title="Full list of non-profits and not-for-profits affiliated to OSI" class="sf-

depth-3">List of Affiliates</a></li><li id="menu-2071-1" class="last odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a

href="/AffiliateRequirements" class="sf-depth-3">Affiliate  Criteria</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-1436-1"

class="last odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/sponsors" class="sf-depth-2">Sponsors &

Support</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-1841-1" class="middle even sf-item-4 sf-depth-1 sf-total-children-4 sf-

parent-children-1 sf-single-children-3 menuparent"><a href="/community" title="Page for our various community

members." class="sf-depth-1 menuparent">Community</a><ul><li id="menu-63-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-

depth-2 sf-total-children-4 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-4 menuparent"><a href="/lists" title="The virtual

committees where the OSI&#039;s work gets done" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Mailing lists</a><ul><li

id="menu-78-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/codeofconduct" title="Guidelines

for OSI Mailing Lists" class="sf-depth-3">General Code of Conduct</a></li><li id="menu-1072-1" class="middle

even sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/codeofconduct/licensing" class="sf-depth-3">Licensing Code

of Conduct</a></li><li id="menu-2111-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a

href="/public_forums_disclaimer" class="sf-depth-3">Disclaimer for OSI Public Forums</a></li><li id="menu-

2110-1" class="last even sf-item-4 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/public_archives_policy" class="sf-depth-

3">Policy on Public Communications and Archives</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-2032-1" class="middle even
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sf-item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/volunteers" class="sf-depth-2">Volunteers</a></li><li id="menu-

1846-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="http://wiki.opensource.org" title=""

class="sf-depth-2">Wiki</a></li><li id="menu-1524-1" class="last even sf-item-4 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a

href="/store" class="sf-depth-2">OSI Store</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-1840-1" class="middle odd sf-item-5

sf-depth-1 sf-total-children-5 sf-parent-children-1 sf-single-children-4 menuparent"><a href="/resources"

title="Page offering resources to OSI personas" class="sf-depth-1 menuparent">Resources</a><ul><li id="menu-

342-1" class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/faq" title="Frequently Asked Questions

about open source and about the OSI." class="sf-depth-2">FAQ</a></li><li id="menu-38-1" class="middle even sf-

item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/blog" title="A group blog / aggregation point for OSI Board Member

blogs" class="sf-depth-2">OSI Board Blog</a></li><li id="menu-45-1" class="middle odd sf-item-3 sf-depth-2 sf-

total-children-2 sf-parent-children-0 sf-single-children-2 menuparent"><a href="/help" title="Resources for

questions and further exploration" class="sf-depth-2 menuparent">Getting Help</a><ul><li id="menu-76-1"

class="first odd sf-item-1 sf-depth-3 sf-no-children"><a href="/links" title="Links and References to Open Source"

class="sf-depth-3">Bibliography</a></li><li id="menu-125-1" class="last even sf-item-2 sf-depth-3 sf-no-

children"><a href="/advocacy/case_for_business.php" title="How to advocate Open Source to businesses"

class="sf-depth-3">Open Source Case for Business</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-1514-1" class="middle even

sf-item-4 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/working_groups" class="sf-depth-2">Working Groups</a></li><li

id="menu-12-1" class="last odd sf-item-5 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/osi-open-source-education"

title="OSI&#039;s Open Source Education Initiative and Activities" class="sf-depth-2">Open Source

Education</a></li></ul></li><li id="menu-1844-1" class="last even sf-item-6 sf-depth-1 sf-total-children-2 sf-

parent-children-0 sf-single-children-2 menuparent"><a href="/news" title="Page dedicated to the latest news and

events." class="sf-depth-1 menuparent">News & Events</a><ul><li id="menu-1845-1" class="first odd sf-item-1

sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a href="/newsletters" title="Index of newsletters" class="sf-depth-

2">Newsletters</a></li><li id="menu-1999-1" class="last even sf-item-2 sf-depth-2 sf-no-children"><a

href="/events" class="sf-depth-2">Events</a></li></ul></li></ul>  </div>

</div>

 </div>

                                           </nav>

               </div>

           </div>

       </div>

       <!-- EOF: #main-navigation-inside -->

 

   </div>

</div>

<!-- EOF: #main-navigation -->

 

 

<!-- #page -->

<div id="page" class="clearfix">

  

  

   <!-- #main-content -->

   <div id="main-content">

       <div class="container">

      

           <!-- #messages-console -->

                       <!-- EOF: #messages-console -->
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           <div class="row">

 

              

 

               <section class="col-md-12">

 

                   <!-- #main -->

                   <div id="main" class="clearfix">

                  

                      

                      

                       <!-- EOF:#content-wrapper -->

                       <div id="content-wrapper">

 

                                                                                   <h1 class="page-title">Common Development and Distribution

License (CDDL-1.0)</h1>

                                                      

                                                

                           <!-- #tabs -->

                                                           <div class="tabs">

                                                               </div>

                                                       <!-- EOF: #tabs -->

 

                           <!-- #action links -->

                                                       <!-- EOF: #action links -->

 

                             <div class="region region-content">

   <div id="block-system-main" class="block block-system clearfix">

 

  

 <div class="content">

   <article id="node-47" class="node node-page clearfix">

 

 

 <div class="content">

   <div class="field field-name-body field-type-text-with-summary field-label-hidden"><div class="field-

items"><div class="field-item even"><div align="right">

<button onclick="myFunction()">Further resources on <b>CDDL-1.0</b></button>

 

<p id="demo"></p>

 

<script>

<!--//--><![CDATA[// ><!--

 

function myFunction() {

   var x;

   if (confirm("Disclaimer: While the OSI acknowledges these as potentially helpful resources for the community, it
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does not endorse any content, contributors or license interpretations from these websites. Any links to these

resources across opensource.org are solely for navigational purposes. The OSI does not promote or exclusively favor

any of the mentioned resources, but instead provides them as separate third-party resource to help inform your

opinion. Any content from or links to these resources are separate from the OSI, exist for purely informational

purposes and creates no attorney-client relationship between you, the OSI or the resources. If you have questions

about how licenses apply to you or your organization, you should seek legal advice. ") == true) {

       x = "<br><p>The following are other community resources that may be helpful:<br><br><a

href=https://tldrlegal.com/license/common-development-and-distribution-license-%28cddl-1.0%29-explained

style='font-weight: bold;'>Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL-1.0) on TLDRLegal<br><a

href=http://www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.en.html>GNU License List<br><a

href=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_free_and_open-source_software_licenses>Wikipedia License

List<br><a href=http://oss-watch.ac.uk/apps/licdiff/>OSSWatch License Diff<br><a

href=choosealicense.com>Choosealicense";

   } else {

       x = " ";

   }

   document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = x;

}

 

//--><!]]>

</script></div>

 

<b>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

	Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0)</b>

(<a href="cddl1.txt">text</a>)

   <ul><li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

	<ul><li><p> <b>1.1. Contributor</b> means each

	  individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

	  Modifications.</p>

 

	   

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.2. Contributor Version</b> means

	  the combination of the Original Software, prior

	  Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

	  Modifications made by that particular Contributor.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.3. Covered Software</b> means (a)

	  the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

	  combination of files containing Original Software with files

	  containing Modifications, in each case including portions

	  thereof.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.4. Executable</b> means the

	  Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.5. Initial Developer</b> means

	  the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

	  available under this License.</p>
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	  </li><li><p> <b>1.6. Larger Work</b> means a work

	  which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

	  code not governed by the terms of this License.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.7. License</b> means this

	  document.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.8. Licensable</b> means having

	  the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

	  at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

	  any and all of the rights conveyed herein.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.9. Modifications</b> means the

	  Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:</p>

	    <ul><li><p><b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

	      to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

	      file containing Original Software or previous

	      Modifications;</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

	      the Original Software or previous Modification; or</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

	      otherwise made available under the terms of this

	      License.</p>

 

	    </li></ul></li><li><p> <b>1.10. Original Software</b> means

	  the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

	  code that is originally released under this License.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.11. Patent Claims</b> means any

	  patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

	  without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

	  in any patent Licensable by grantor.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.12. Source Code</b> means (a) the

	  common form of computer software code in which modifications

	  are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

	  with such code.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>1.13. You (or

	  Your)</b> means an individual or a legal

	  entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

	  the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

	  You includes any entity which controls, is

	  controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

	  purposes of this definition, control means
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	  (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

	  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

	  or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

	  percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

	  ownership of such entity.</p>

	</li></ul></li><li><p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

	<ul><li><p> <b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

 

	    <p> Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

	    below and subject to third party intellectual property

	    claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

	    world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:</p>

 

	    <ul><li><p><b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

	      (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

	      Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

	      sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

	      portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

	      as part of a Larger Work; and</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

	      making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

	      have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

	      and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

	      portions thereof).</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in

	      Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date

	      Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes

	      the Original Software available to a third party under

	      the terms of this License.</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b)

	      above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code

	      that You delete from the Original Software, or

	      (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

	      modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

	      combination of the Original Software with other software

	      or devices.</p>

	    </li></ul></li><li><p>

		<b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

 

	    <p>Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

	    and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

	    each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

	    royalty-free, non-exclusive license:</p>

 

	    <ul><li><p><b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights
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	      (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

	      Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

	      sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

	      such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

	      unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

	      Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

	      making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

	      Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

	      Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

	      to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

	      otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by

	      that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the

	      combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

	      with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

	      combination).</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in

	      Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the

	      date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes

	      the Modifications available to a third party.</p>

 

	      </li><li><p><b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b)

	      above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any

	      code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

	      Version; (2) for infringements caused by:

	      (i) third party modifications of Contributor

	      Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications

	      made by that Contributor with other software (except as

	      part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

	      (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

	      Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

	      Contributor.</p>

 

	    </li></ul></li></ul></li><li><p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>

	<ul><li><p> <b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

 

	    <p>Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

	    make available in Executable form must also be made

	    available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

	    must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

	    You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

	    the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

	    distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

	    recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

	    as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source

	    Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium
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	    customarily used for software exchange.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

 

	    <p>The Modifications that You create or to which You

	    contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

	    represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

	    original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

	    grant the rights conveyed by this License.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

 

	    <p>You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

	    that identifies You as the Contributor of the

	    Modification.  You may not remove or alter any copyright,

	    patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

	    Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive

	    text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

	    Developer.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

 

	    <p>You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

	    Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

	    applicable version of this License or the

	    recipients rights hereunder.  You may choose to

	    offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

	    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

	    recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so

	    only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

	    Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

	    clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

	    liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

	    hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

	    Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

	    Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

	    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

 

	    <p>You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

	    Software under the terms of this License or under the

	    terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

	    different from this License, provided that You are in

	    compliance with the terms of this License and that the

	    license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

	    or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code

	    form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You
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	    distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

	    different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

	    any terms which differ from this License are offered by

	    You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

	    You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

	    every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

	    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

	    such terms You offer.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p> <b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

 

	    <p>You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

	    Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

	    License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

	    product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

	    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

	    Software.</p>

	</li></ul></li><li><p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

	<ul><li><p>

	      <b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

 

	    <p>Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

	    and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

	    License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

	    distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

	    Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

	    right to modify this License.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p>

	      <b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>

 

	    <p>You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

	    make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

	    version of the License under which You originally received

	    the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

	    notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

	    distributed or otherwise made available under any

	    subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

	    make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

	    version of the License under which You originally received

	    the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

	    use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

	    available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

	    License published by the license steward.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p>

	    <b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>
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	    <p>When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

	    create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

	    create and use a modified version of this License if You:

	    (a) rename the license and remove any references to

	    the name of the license steward (except to note that the

	    license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

	    make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

	    from this License.</p>

	</li></ul></li><li><p>

 

	<b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

 

	<p>COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

	AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

	EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

	WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

	MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

	THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

	COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

	PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

	OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

	SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

	CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

	COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

	DISCLAIMER.</p>

 

     </li><li><p>

	<b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

 

	<ul><li><p><b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

	  hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

	  with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

	  days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by

	  their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

	  of this License shall survive.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p><b>6.2.</b>

If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is

referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software

(meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial

Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and

all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant,

the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and
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automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or

pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.</p>

 

	  </li><li><p><b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

	  Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

	  that have been

	  validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to

	  termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

	  distributor) shall survive termination.</p>

 

	</li></ul></li><li><p>

	<b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

 

	<p>UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

	TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

	YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

	DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

	SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

	SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

	INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

	WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

	OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL

	HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

	LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

	OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

	NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

	LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

	LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

	EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.</p>

 

     </li><li><p>

	<b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>

 

	<p>The Covered Software is a commercial item, as

	that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995),

	consisting of commercial computer software (as

	that term is defined at 48

	C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

	computer software documentation as such terms are used

	in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

	48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

	(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

	Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This

	U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

	any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

	addresses Government rights in computer software under this
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	License.</p>

 

     </li><li><p>

	<b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

 

	<p>This License represents the complete agreement concerning

	subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

	held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed

	only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

	License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

	specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

	(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

	otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions

	conflict-of-law provisions.  Any

	litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

	jurisdiction of the courts located in the

	jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within

	the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for

	costs, including, without limitation, court costs and

	reasonable attorneys fees and expenses.  The

	application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

	the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

	law or regulation which provides that the language of a

	contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

	apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

	responsible for compliance with the United States export

	administration regulations (and the export control laws and

	regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

	otherwise make available any Covered Software.</p>

 

	</li><li><p>

	  <b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

 

	<p>As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

	party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

	or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

	License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

	Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

	basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

	constitute any admission of liability.</p>

 

   </li></ul></div></div></div>  </div>

  

   

 

 

</article>  </div>

</div>
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 <div class="content">
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<p style="margin: 0pt auto; display: table-cell; text-align: center; vertical-align: middle;">

<a href="https://twitter.com/OpenSourceOrg" style="margin: 0pt auto; display: table-cell; text-align: center;
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<a href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/" style="margin: 0pt auto; display: table-cell; text-align:
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//--><!]]>
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<br /><div class="license" style="vertical-align: middle; display: inline-block;">

<p>

Opensource.org site content is licensed under a <a rel="license"

href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/">Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License</a>.

</p>

<p>

<a href="../ToS">Terms of Service</a>

</p>
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 </div>
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1.184 castor 1.3.1 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 1999-2004 (C) Intalio Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without prior written permission of
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  Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

  nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are

  trademarks of Intalio Inc.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.185 lz4-java 1.2.0 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.186 hibernate 3.6.9.Final 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser
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General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA * version.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. ~ This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA * related tasks users must utilize a proprietary API known as'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. ~ This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY ~ or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ for more details. ~

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat, Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All ~ third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. ~ This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

~ Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA *

Support for the oracle proprietary join syntax...'

 

1.187 jackson-datatype-hibernate 2.5.0 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.188 swagger 1.5.22 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License.

 

1.189 jackson-dataformat-xml 2.7.9 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.190 stax 4.2 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Stax2 API is licensed under the

Simplified BSD License (also known as "2-clause BSD", or "FreeBSD License")

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
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with details of:

 

<COPYRIGHT HOLDER> = FasterXML.com

<YEAR> = 2010-

 

1.191 netty-codec-http 4.1.17.Final 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110856971_1606860291.0/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

 

1.192 jackson-jaxrs-xml-provider 2.7.9 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.193 jetty-servlets 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.194 aop-alliance 1.0 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain

 

1.195 jwalterweatherman 1.1.0 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Steve Francia

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.196 x-crypto 0.0.0-20210921155107-

089bfa567519 
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1.196.1 Available under license : 
# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.197 xml-apis 1.4.01 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C
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including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

    

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older

version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

  

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

  

The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-19981001/level-one-html.html

 

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:

   http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

 

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:

   http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/

   http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:

   http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/

   (both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!
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All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax

     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html

	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,
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with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
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REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and
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documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.198 asm 3.1 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MemberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierFieldVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/EmptyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Traceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASM XML Adapter

 Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891771_1613626596.19/0/asm-all-3-1-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

 

1.199 tsenart-tb 0.0.0-20181025101425-

0d2499c8b6e9 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Token Bucket (tb) [![Build Status](https://secure.travis-ci.org/tsenart/tb.png)](http://travis-ci.org/tsenart/tb)

[![GoDoc](https://godoc.org/github.com/tsenart/tb?status.png)](https://godoc.org/github.com/tsenart/tb)

 

This package provides a generic lock-free implementation of the "Token bucket"

algorithm where handling of non-conformity is left to the user.

 

 

> The token bucket is an algorithm used in packet switched computer networks and telecommunications networks. It

can be used to check that data transmissions, in the form of packets, conform to defined limits on bandwidth and

burstiness (a measure of the unevenness or variations in the traffic flow)

-- <cite>[Wikipedia](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Token_bucket)</cite>

 

This implementation of the token bucket generalises its applications beyond packet rate conformance. Hence, the

word *generic*. You can use it to throttle any flow over time as long as it can be expressed as a number (bytes/s,

requests/s, messages/s, packets/s, potatoes/s, heartbeats/s, etc...).

 

The *lock-free* part of the description refers to the lock-free programming techniques (CAS loop) used in the core

`Bucket` methods (`Take` and `Put`). [Here is](http://preshing.com/20120612/an-introduction-to-lock-free-

programming/) a good overview of lock-free programming you can refer to.
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All utility pacakges such as [http](http/) and [io](io/) are just wrappers around the core package.

This ought to be your one stop shop for all things **throttling** in Go so feel free to propose missing common

functionality.

 

 

 

## Install

```shell

$ go get github.com/tsenart/tb

```

 

## Usage

Read up the [docs](https://godoc.org/github.com/tsenart/tb) and have a look at some [examples](examples/).

 

## Licence

```

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Toms Senart

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1217549803_1636346581.25/0/tsenart-tb-zip/tb-master/README.md

 

1.200 scala-compiler 2.10.0 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

 <head>
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   <title>Scala License | The Scala Programming Language</title>

  

   <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/>

 

   <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/resources/favicon.ico">

   <link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/png" href="/resources/favicon.ico">

 

   <!-- prettify CSS (corresponding js at footer)-->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/prettify.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <!-- Bootstrap CSS -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/bootstrap.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,600,700,900,400italic,700italic'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 

   <!-- Custom stylesheet -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" href="/resources/css/main.css" type="text/css" />

 

   <!-- Typekit (should stay at top of page, do not move to footer)-->

   <script type="text/javascript" src="//use.typekit.net/abh3wgk.js"></script>

   <script type="text/javascript">try{Typekit.load();}catch(e){}</script>

 

   <!-- Atom feeds -->

   <link rel="alternate" type="application/atom+xml" title="News Feed" href="/feed/index.xml" />

   <link rel="alternate" type="application/atom+xml" title="Blog Feed" href="/feed/blog.xml" />

 

 

 </head>

 <body>

 

 

<div class="darkstrip"></div>

 

<div class="darkbluetopbar">

 <div class="container" style="height: 100%">

   <div class="navbar-wrap">

     <div class="container" style="position: relative; height: 100%;">

       <div class="scala-logo">

         <a href="/index.html"><img src="/resources/img/scala-logo-white-sm.png" alt="white Scala logo" /></a>

       </div>

       <ul class="nav">

 <li><a href="/documentation/">Documentation</a></li>

 <li><a href="/download/">Download</a></li>

 <li><a href="/community/">Community</a></li>

 <li><a href="/contribute/">Contribute</a></li>

 <li id="source-code" >
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   <a href="http://github.com/scala/scala"><img src="/resources/img/github-logo.png" alt="GitHub Logo" /></a>

   <div class="toptip">Source Code</div>

 </li>

 <li id="scala-lang-twitter">

   <a href="http://twitter.com/scala_lang"><img src="/resources/img/twitter-logo-white.png" alt="Twitter Logo"

/></a>

   <div class="toptip">Scala on Twitter</div>

 </li>

</ul>

 

     </div>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

 

<div class="midbluebar">

 <div class="container">

   <h1 id="page-title">Scala License</h1>

 </div>

</div>

 

<div class="page-container">

 <div class="container" style="min-height: 540px;">

   <div class="main-page-column">

 

 <p>Scala is licensed under the <a href="http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause">BSD 3-Clause

License</a>.</p>

 

<h2 id="scala-license">Scala License</h2>

 

<p>Copyright (c) 2002-<span class="current-year"> </span> EPFL<br />

Copyright (c) 2011-<span class="current-year"> </span> Lightbend, Inc.</p>

 

<p>All rights reserved.</p>

 

<p>Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>

 

<ul>

 <li>Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>

 <li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>

 <li>Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.</li>

</ul>
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<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>

 

</div>

<div class="sidebar">

 <div class="sidebar-inner">

   <div class="contents">Contents</div>

   <div id="toc"></div>

   <br/>

   <div class="alert-info">

     <a href="/contribute/documentation.html#updating-scala-langorg"><p><strong>Problem with this

page?</strong>

     Please help us fix it!</p></a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div style="clear:both"></div>

 

 </div>

</div>

 

 

 <div class="footer">

 <div class="container">

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Documentation</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/documentation/getting-started.html">Getting Started</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://www.scala-lang.org/api/current/index.html#package">API</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://docs.scala-lang.org/overviews/">Overviews/Guides</a></li>

     <li><a href="http://docs.scala-lang.org/tutorials/">Tutorials</a></li>

     <li><a href="/files/archive/spec/2.12/">Language Specification</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Download</h5></li>

       <li><a href="/download/">Current Version</a></li>

	<li><a href="/download/all.html">All Versions</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>
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     <li><h5>Community</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/community/">Community</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#mailing-lists">Mailing Lists</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#chat-rooms">Chat Rooms & More</a></li>

     <li><a href="/community/index.html#community-libraries-and-tools">Libraries and Tools</a></li>

     <li><a href="https://scala.epfl.ch/">The Scala Center</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Contribute</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/contribute">How to Help</a></li>

     <li><a href="/contribute/bug-reporting-guide.html">Report an Issue</a></li>

   </ul>

   <ul>

     <li><h5>Scala</h5></li>

     <li><a href="/blog">Blog</a></li>

     <li><a href="/news">Archive</a></li>

     <li><a href="/conduct.html">Code of Conduct</a></li>

     <li><a href="/license.html">License</a></li>

   </ul>

   </div>

   <div class="container">

     <div class="copyright">

       <a style="float: left; margin-right: 8px;" href="http://www.epfl.ch"><img src="/resources/img/epfl-logo.png"

alt="EPFL logo" /></a>

       <p style="float: left;"><br/>Copyright &copy; 2002-<span class="current-year"></span> École Polytechnique

Fédérale de Lausanne

       (EPFL)<br/> Lausanne, Switzerland</p>

     </div>

     <div class="scala-logo-footer">

       <img src="/resources/img/scala-logo-red-footer.png" alt="Scala footer logo" />

     </div>

   </div> <!-- container -->

   </div> <!-- footer -->

 

   <!-- prettify  js -->

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/prettify/prettify.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/prettify/lang-scala.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

 

   <!-- jquery js -->

   <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8.3/jquery.min.js" integrity="sha384-

lifoBlbdwizTl3Yoe612uhI3AcOam/QtWkozF7SuiACaf5UJl5reOYu4MigVxrCH"

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- modernizr js -->

   <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/modernizr/2.6.2/modernizr.min.js" integrity="sha256-

zyXsGPIj9MUc4RKKQuZEzcIkTYj4nRpRRA2dvlH07+g=" crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- retina js -->
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   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/retina.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

 

   <!-- backstretch js -->

   <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-backstretch/2.0.4/jquery.backstretch.min.js"

integrity="sha256-V52dl3OFjoY+fYAkifhLJ7f1V7mZAKPGCQoWzoQxrEU="

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

   <!-- Bootstrap JS -->

   <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/twitter-bootstrap/2.2.1/js/bootstrap.min.js" integrity="sha384-

qJ8AGIuPqPo4I2zhyRYO6vQaJrGBbTpIiXGihDsGpfMCHJD0IKH0gkPQToGD5ek3"

crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

 

  

   <!-- table of contents JS -->

   <script src="/resources/js/vendor/toc.js" type="text/javascript" ></script>

   <script type="text/javascript">

     $(document).ready(function(){

       $('#toc').toc({exclude: 'h1, h5, h6', context: '', autoId: true, numerate: false});

       function moveScroller() {

         if ($(".sidebar").length == 0)

           return;

         var a = function() {

           var topOfScroll = $(window).scrollTop();

           var topOfSidebar = $(".sidebar").offset().top;

           var sidebarInner = $(".sidebar-inner");

           var bottomOfSidebarInner = $(".sidebar-inner").offset().top + $(".sidebar-inner").outerHeight();

           var topOfFooter = $(".footer").offset().top - 10;

           var footerHeight = $(".footer").outerHeight();

           if (topOfScroll > topOfSidebar) {

             if (bottomOfSidebarInner > topOfFooter) {

               sidebarInner.css({position:"fixed",bottom:footerHeight,top:""});

             } else {

               sidebarInner.css({position:"fixed",top:"10px",bottom:""});

             }

           } else {

             sidebarInner.css({position:"relative",top:""});

           }

         };

         $(window).scroll(a);a()

       }

       moveScroller();

     })

   </script>

  

 

   <!-- Custom javascript -->

   <script src="/resources/js/main.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

 </body>
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</html>

 

 

1.201 minimal-json 0.9.4 

 

1.202 swagger-jersey2-jaxrs 1.5.23 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.203 properties 1.8.4 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020, Frank Schroeder

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.204 opentracing-tracerresolver 0.1.4 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2018 The OpenTracing Authors

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

          http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701506_1613864873.43/0/opentracing-tracerresolver-0-1-4-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.opentracing.contrib/opentracing-tracerresolver/pom.xml

 

1.205 apache-commons-text 1.6 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Text

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.206 cglib-nodep 3.1 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Common Public License - v 1.0</TITLE>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

</HEAD>

 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" VLINK="#800000">

 

 

<P ALIGN="CENTER"><B>Common Public License - v 1.0</B>

<P><B></B><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED

UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT").  ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE

OF THIS AGREEMENT.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>1.  DEFINITIONS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contribution" means:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed

under this Agreement, and<BR CLEAR="LEFT">

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	 	changes to the Program, and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii)		additions to the Program;</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by

that particular Contributor.  </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was

added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:  (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of

the Program.  </FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily
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infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all

Contributors.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>2.  GRANT OF RIGHTS</B></FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">a)	</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"> </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code

form.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">b) 	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#008000"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form.  This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents.  The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution.  No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.   </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its

Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.  Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient

for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.  As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility

to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.  For example, if a third party patent license is required

to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

the Program.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its
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Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement. </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>3.  REQUIREMENTS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	its license agreement:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	effectively disclaims</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> on behalf of all Contributors all

warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii) 	effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including

direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iii)</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">	states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs

licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2">When the Program is made available in source code form:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

</FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Contributors

may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2">Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a

manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>4.  COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end

users, business partners and the like.  While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does

not create potential liability for other Contributors.   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses")

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to

the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

Program in a commercial product offering.  The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.  In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor

must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations.  The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering,

Product X.  That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.  If that Commercial Contributor then makes

performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.  Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those

damages.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>5.  NO

WARRANTY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">the Program</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> and assumes all risks associated

with its exercise of rights under this Agreement</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">, including but not limited to the risks

and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>6.  DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),</FONT><FONT

SIZE="2"> HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>7.  GENERAL</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable

under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this

Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent

applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that

Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.  In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed. </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of

the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after

becoming aware of such noncompliance.  If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees

to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.  However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted  and may only be modified in the

following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward.   IBM may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number.  The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">version.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">by

implication, estoppel or otherwise</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">  All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual

property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this

Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.  Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any

resulting litigation.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

 

</BODY>

 

</HTML>
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.
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*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*
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*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.207 guava 26.0-jre 

 

1.208 antlr-runtime 4.7 

 

1.209 json4s-native 3.2.5 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2010 WorldWide Conferencing, LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015934_1607033280.0/0/json4s-native-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-

jar/org/json4s/native/Serialization.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015934_1607033280.0/0/json4s-native-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-

jar/org/json4s/native/JsonParser.scala

 

1.210 idna 2.6 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

License

-------

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017, Kim Davies. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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#. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

#. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

  the distribution.

 

#. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of the

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

#. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

Portions of the codec implementation and unit tests are derived from the

Python standard library, which carries the `Python Software Foundation

License <https://docs.python.org/2/license.html>`_:

 

  Copyright (c) 2001-2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved

 

Portions of the unit tests are derived from the Unicode standard, which

is subject to the Unicode, Inc. License Agreement:

 

  Copyright (c) 1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

  Distributed under the Terms of Use in

  <http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

  a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

  (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

  (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

  without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

  copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

  the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

  or Software are furnished to do so, provided that
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  (a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

  of the Data Files or Software,

 

  (b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

  documentation, and

 

  (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software

  as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

  Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

  THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

  ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

  NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

  DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

  TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

  PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

  Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

  shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

  use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

  written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.211 tzlocal 1.5.1 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2017 Lennart Regebro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

1.212 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.17 

 

1.213 opencensus-api 0.10.0 

 

1.214 gopkg.in-yaml 2.3.0 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go

   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go
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Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.215 websocket-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/UpgradeHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/WebSocketServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/WebSocketServletFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/ServletUpgradeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/WebSocketCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365068_1643062183.41/0/websocket-servlet-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/ServletUpgradeRequest.java

 

1.216 activation 1.2.0 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum
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   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
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   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the
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   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree
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   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered
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   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the
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   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other
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   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.
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 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
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   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not
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responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library
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General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.
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As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.217 spring-rabbit 1.2.0.RELEASE 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/AbstractConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/FederatedExchangeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/AbstractExchangeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/CachingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/RabbitResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/BindingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/QueueParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/SimpleConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/NamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/RabbitAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/DirectExchangeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/adapter/MessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/FanoutExchangeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/RabbitAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/SimpleMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/RabbitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/DefaultMessagePropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/BlockingQueueConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/RabbitTemplate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/AdminParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/FatalListenerExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/FatalListenerStartupException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/ConnectionFactoryParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/TemplateParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/support/RabbitGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/PublisherCallbackChannelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/retry/RejectAndDontRequeueRecoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/QueueArgumentsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/RabbitNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/CorrelationData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/ConsumerCancelledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/PendingConfirm.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/retry/NewMessageIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/retry/MessageRecoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/ActiveObjectCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/StatelessRetryOperationsInterceptorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/AbstractRetryOperationsInterceptorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/retry/MessageKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/transaction/RabbitTransactionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2013 by the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/log4j/AmqpAppender.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ConsumerChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/retry/MissingMessageIdAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/HeadersExchangeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/PublisherCallbackChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/ChannelCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/RabbitExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/TopicExchangeParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/RabbitOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/CompositeChannelListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ChannelListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/CompositeConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/core/ChannelAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ChannelProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/connection/ConnectionProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/ListenerContainerParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/StatefulRetryOperationsInterceptorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/AbstractMessageListenerContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/support/MessagePropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/config/RabbitNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701630_1613864607.22/0/spring-rabbit-1-2-0-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/rabbit/listener/ListenerExecutionFailedException.java

 

1.218 asm-all-repackaged 2.2.0-b21 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASM XML Adapter

 Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can
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   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-jar/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/EmptyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MemberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Traceable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447751_1613767073.0/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-3-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

 

1.219 javax-el 2.2.4 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  
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         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or
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portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  
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         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made
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available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any
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distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.220 xmlsec-java 1.5.7 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache XML Security for Java

Copyright 2000-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.221 pytz 2018.3 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2017 Stuart Bishop <stuart@stuartbishop.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.222 jcip-annotation 1.0 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<html>

<body>

<p>

 Class, field, and method level annotations for describing thread-safety policies.

</p>

 

<p>

 Three class-level annotations describe the <em>intended</em> thread-safety promises of a class:

 <code>@Immutable</code>, <code>@ThreadSafe</code>, and <code>@NotThreadSafe</code>.

 <code>@Immutable</code> means that the class is immutable,

 and implies <code>@ThreadSafe</code>.

 <code>@NotThreadSafe</code> is optional;

 if a class is not annotated as thread-safe, it should be presumed not to be

 thread-safe, but if you want to make it extra clear, use

 <code>@NotThreadSafe</code>.

</p>

 

<p>

 These annotations are relatively unintrusive and are beneficial to

 both users and maintainers.  Users can see immediately whether a class

 is thread-safe, and maintainers can see immediately whether

 thread-safety guarantees must be preserved.  Annotations are also

 useful to a third constituency: tools.  Static code-analysis tools may

 be able to verify that the code complies with the contract indicated

 by the annotation, such as verifying that a class annotated with

 <code>@Immutable</code> actually is immutable.

</p>

 

<h2>Field and method annotations</h2>

 

<p>

 The class-level annotations above are part of the public documentation

 for the class.  Other aspects of a class's thread-safety strategy are

 entirely for maintainers and are not part of its public documentation.

</p>

 

<p>

 Classes that use locking should document which state variables are
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 guarded with which locks, and which locks are used to guard those

 variables.  A common source of inadvertent non-thread-safety is when a

 thread-safe class consistently uses locking to guard its state, but is

 later modified to add either new state variables that are not

 adequately guarded by locking, or new methods that do not use locking

 properly to guard the existing state variables.  Documenting which

 variables are guarded by which locks can help prevent both types of

 omissions.

</p>

 

<p>

 The <code>@GuardedBy(lock)</code> annotation documents that a field or method should

 be accessed only with a specific lock held.

</p>

 

 

<h2>Copyright and license</h2>

<p>

This software is copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

and is released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5).  The official home

for this software is http://www.jcip.net.

Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

must include the copyright and license notice.

</p>

 

</body>

</html>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135913176_1613629761.33/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-2-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135913176_1613629761.33/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-2-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135913176_1613629761.33/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-2-
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jar/net/jcip/annotations/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135913176_1613629761.33/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-2-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135913176_1613629761.33/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-2-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

 

1.223 packaging 16.7 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.224 reactive-streams 1.0.0 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Statement for Contributions to the Reactive Streams Project

=====================================================================

 

I hereby represent that all present, past and future contributions I make to

the Reactive Streams project (which includes all repositories owned by the

reactive-streams github organization) are governed by the Creative Commons

Zero 1.0 Universal copyright statement, placing my contributions in the public

domain. This entails that to the extent possible under law I waive all

copyright and related or neighboring rights to the code or documents I

contribute. I also represent that I have the authority to perform the above

waiver with respect to the entirety of my contributions.

 

The text of the copyright statement is included in the COPYING file at the root

of the reactive-streams repository at

https://github.com/reactive-streams/reactive-streams-jvm/blob/master/COPYING.

 

Underwriting parties:

 

github name    | Real Name, Email Address used for git commits, Company

---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------

rkuhn          | Roland Kuhn, rk@rkuhn.info, Typesafe Inc.

benjchristensen| Ben Christensen, benjchristensen@gmail.com, Netflix Inc.
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viktorklang    | Viktor Klang, viktor.klang@gmail.com, Typesafe Inc.

smaldini       | Stephane Maldini, stephane.maldini@gmail.com, Pivotal Software Inc.

savulchik      | Stanislav Savulchik, s.savulchik@gmail.com

ktoso          | Konrad Malawski, konrad.malawski@project13.pl, Typesafe Inc.

ouertani       | Slim Ouertani, ouertani@gmail.com

2m             | Martynas Mickeviius, mmartynas@gmail.com, Typesafe Inc.

ldaley         | Luke Daley, luke.daley@gradleware.com, Gradleware Inc.

colinrgodsey   | Colin Godsey, crgodsey@gmail.com, MediaMath Inc.

davidmoten     | Dave Moten, davidmoten@gmail.com

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.
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1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the
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maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)

 

To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with

this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring

rights to this code.

 

You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this

work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

 

1.225 commons-compress 1.18 
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1.225.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.226 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.9 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.227 xalan 2.7.2 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

SUN PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code,
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    prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made

    by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof and corresponding documentation released

    with the source code.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as

    the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

 

    A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing

    Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

    previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and

    apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for
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    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated documentation, interface definition files, scripts used

    to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source

    code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or

    another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

    choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

    provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is

    widely available for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

    cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

    or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

    outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

2.1 The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

 

    (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

    trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify,

    display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or

    portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

    Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

    Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for

    sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions

    thereof).

 

    (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective

    on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under

    the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

    granted: 1)     for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

    separate from the       Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by:

    i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the

    Original Code with other software or devices.
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2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

    trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,  modify,

    display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created

    by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified

    basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a

    Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of 

    Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

    combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

    combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

    otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

    portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by

    that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

    combination).

 

    (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

    on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered

    Code.

 

    (d)  notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

    granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

    Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for

    infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor

    Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

    Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

    Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by

    Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Application of License.

 

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in
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    Section 3.5.

 

3.2. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

3.3. Description of Modifications.

 

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters.

 

    (a) Third Party Claims.

 

    If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

    intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

    granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor

    must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled

 

    "LEGAL'' which describes the claim and the party making the claim in

    sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If

    Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made

    available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly

    modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available

    thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate

    mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who

    received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

    (b) Contributor APIs.

 

    If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming
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    interface ("API") and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses

    which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

    also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

    (c) Representations.

 

    Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section

    3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications

    are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has

    sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.5. Required Notices.

 

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this
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    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

3.7. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

6.1. New Versions.

 

    Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") may publish revised and/or new versions

    of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a

    distinguishing version number.

 

6.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Sun. No one

    other than Sun has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered
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    Code created under this License.

 

6.3. Derivative Works.

 

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must: (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Sun," "Sun Public License," or "SPL" or any confusingly

    similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your

    license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear

    that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the

    Sun Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer,

    Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A

    shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this

    License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,
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    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) 

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,  all

    end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
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10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

    C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software"

    and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are

    used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.

    12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

    U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights

    set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    ?Multiple-Licensed?. ?Multiple-Licensed? means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the

    Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.
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Exhibit A -Sun Public License Notice.

 

    The contents of this file are subject to the Sun Public License

    Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. A copy of the License is available at

    http://www.sun.com/

 

    The Original Code is _________________. The Initial Developer of the

    Original Code is ___________. Portions created by ______ are Copyright

    (C)_________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  ?[___] License?), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable  instead of those above. 

    If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the

    terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your

    version of this file under the SPL, indicate your decision by deleting 

    the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and other

    provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the

    provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

    either the SPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt,v 1.2

2005/06/03 22:49:13 mrglavas Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the
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following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for
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common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache OpenEJB

Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache OpenEJB development community

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt,v 1.2 2005/06/03

22:49:13 mrglavas Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:
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 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor)
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  Copyright 1999-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  =========================================================================

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

     

  =========================================================================

  The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of

  this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

     

    - Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

        - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================

  The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build

  Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

        - Ant - see LICENSE.txt

        - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt   

     

    - Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

        - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================      

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation
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  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar

  were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.   

 

  =========================================================================  

  Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

 

  Apache XML Commons

  Copyright 2001-2003,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

The license above applies to this Apache Xalan release of:

 Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor

 Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer

 

The license above also applies to the jar files

xalan.jar and xsltc.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor from

Source: http://xalan.apache.org/

 

The license above also applies to the jar file

serializer.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer

Source:  http://xalan.apache.org/

Used by: Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces-Java 2

 

The license above also applies to the jar file

xercesImpl.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.

Source:	  http://xerces.apache.org/

Used by:  Xalan-Java 2

 

The license above also applies to the jar file

xml-apis.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.

Source:   http://xerces.apache.org/

Used by:  Xalan-Java 2 and release copy of Xerces-Java 2
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The following license applies to the included files:

 tools/ant.jar

 tools/antRun

 tools/antRun.bat

Source:	 http://ant.apache.org/

Used By: Xalan's build process: java/build.xml and test/build.xml

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

*    developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1,

applies to the included BCEL.jar from Apache Jakarta

(Byte Code Engineering Library).

Source:  http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel

Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

 

The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1,

also applies to the included regexp.jar,

jakarta-regexp-1.2.jar from Apache Jakarta.

Source:  http://jakarta.apache.org/regexp

Used By: BCEL.jar which is used by XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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The following license applies to the DOM documentation

for the org.w3c.dom.* packages:

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders

under the following license. By using and/or copying this document,

or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following

terms and conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the

W3C document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any

purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include

the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

  doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation

   is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document] World Wide Web

   Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research

   Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights

   Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided.

We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents,

or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the

contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant

to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ)

are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted

by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS

OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE;

THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS,

COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE
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PERFORMANCE

OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license

can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information

on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version

of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

 

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license applies to the DOM software,

for the org.w3c.dom.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs,

or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders

under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this

work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will

comply with the following terms and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
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documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and

without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include

the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or

portions thereof, including modifications:

 

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices,

  or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice

  should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within

  the body of any redistributed or derivative code.

3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the

  date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location

  from which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE

ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior

permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation

will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version

of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this

version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve

the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's

certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ

for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific

terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other

questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

 

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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The following license applies to the SAX software,

for the org.xml.sax.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

This module, both source code and documentation, is in the Public Domain,

and comes with NO WARRANTY. See http://www.saxproject.org for further information.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license applies to the jar file

java_cup.jar - LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).

Source:  http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP

Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

 

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors

or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable

for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action

of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or

in connection with the use or performance of this software.
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license applies to the jar file runtime.jar - Component

of JavaCup: LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).

Source:  http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP

Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

(runtime.jar component)

 

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors

or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable

for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action

of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or

in connection with the use or performance of this software.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license applies to the JLEX jar file

JLex.jar - A Lexical Analyzer Generator for Java(TM).

Source:  http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/JLex

Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java
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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

 

Copyright 1996-2000 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and

warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the

name of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard

to this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting

from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract,

negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection

with the use or performance of this software.

 

Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. References to the Java

programming language in relation to JLex are not meant to imply that

Sun endorses this product.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following license applies to the jar file

stylebook-1.0-b3_xalan-2.jar - Tool for generating Xalan documentation.

Integrated with Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces 2.

Source:  http://svn.apache.org/viewvc/xml/stylebook/

Used by: Xalan-Java 2, Xalan-C++

 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xalan", "Xerces", and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:26:48 curcuru Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0)

(text)

 

   1. Definitions.

 

       1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

       1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

       1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

       1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

       1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

       1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.
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       1.7. License means this document.

 

       1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

       1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

           A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

           B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

           C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

       1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

       1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

       1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

       1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

   2. License Grants.

 

       2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the
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combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

       2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

   3. Distribution Obligations.

 

       3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

       Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

       3.2. Modifications.

 

       The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

       3.3. Required Notices.

 

       You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
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Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

       3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

       You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

       3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

       You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

       3.6. Larger Works.

 

       You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

   4. Versions of the License.

 

       4.1. New Versions.

 

       Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

       4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

       You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms

of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.
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       4.3. Modified Versions.

 

       When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

   5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

   6. TERMINATION.

 

       6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

       6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

       6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

   7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH
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PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

   8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

   9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

   10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.228 redline 1.2.6 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

	 * <b>Required Field</b>. Lists the license under which this software is distributed. This field may be
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	 * displayed by RPM tools.

	 *

	 * @param license the chosen distribution license.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703261_1613864549.79/0/redline-1-2-6-sources-1-jar/org/redline_rpm/Builder.java

 

1.229 annotations 2.0.1 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

Licenses

========

 

Good news! You may use Kdyby Framework under the terms of either

the New BSD License or the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2 or 3.

 

The BSD License is recommended for most projects. It is easy to understand and it

places almost no restrictions on what you can do with the framework. If the GPL

fits better to your project, you can use the framework under this license.

 

You don't have to notify anyone which license you are using. You can freely

use Kdyby Framework in commercial projects as long as the copyright header

remains intact.

 

 

 

New BSD License

---------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Filip Prochzka (http://filip-prochazka.com)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

	* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

	and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	* Neither the name of "Kdyby Framework" nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.
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This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors "as is" and

any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for

any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages

(including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services;

loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on

any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort

(including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this

software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

 

 

GNU General Public License

--------------------------

 

GPL licenses are very very long, so instead of including them here we offer

you URLs with full text:

 

- [GPL version 2](http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html)

- [GPL version 3](http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html)

 

1.230 reactive-streams 1.0.3 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************************

* Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)                                    *

*                                                                       *

* To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with  *

* this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring         *

* rights to this code.                                                  *

*                                                                       *

* You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this  *

* work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.*

************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Publisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/FlowAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscription.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscriber.java

 

1.231 nimbus-jose-jwt 8.9 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

Nimbus JOSE + JWT

 

Copyright 2012 - 2020, Connect2id Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.232 spring-expression 4.3.18.RELEASE 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700930_1613864810.47/0/spring-expression-4-3-18-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

 

1.233 mongodb-driver 3.12.4 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoChangeStreamCursorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplicaSetStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Crypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/GroupCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AcknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CollectionInfoRetriever.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSInputFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Crypts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/KeyRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CryptConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionDistinctOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoBatchCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollectionObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/SimpleMongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/KeyManagementService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/DB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReflectionDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Mongo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CommandResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindAndModifyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSDBFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkUpdateRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/ClientEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/AbstractObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoMappingCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CommandMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/RemoveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionRemoveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientEncryptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CryptBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoChangeStreamCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ParallelScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UnacknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/CLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/ClientEncryptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCollationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ClassMapBasedObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryOperators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/SimpleMongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CompoundDBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCursor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FallbackMongoIterableFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ForEachHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/TransactionBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447742_1613767064.98/0/mongodb-driver-3-12-4-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionImpl.java

 

1.234 okio 1.12.0 

 

1.235 jetty-webapp 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.236 cassandra-driver-core 2.1.0 

 

1.237 manifold-preprocessor 2021.1.19 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/OrExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/definitions/Definitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/ExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/ExpressionTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/IssueStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/ParenthesizedExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/TerminalExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/AndExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/EmptyExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/EqualityExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/ExpressionTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/DefineStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/EmptyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/JavaPreprocessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/IfStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/RelationalExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/TokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/ParseError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/PreprocessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/FileStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/definitions/EnvironmentDefinitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/UndefStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/expression/NotExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/definitions/SystemInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218313185_1634929177.6/0/manifold-preprocessor-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/preprocessor/statement/SourceStatement.java

 

1.238 metrics-jetty 4.1.0 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.239 jackson-annotations 2.10.5 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.240 spring-security-cas 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/userdetails/GrantedAuthorityFromAssertionAttributesUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/NullStatelessTicketCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/CasAssertionAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/EhCacheBasedTicketCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/CasAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/web/CasAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/CasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/SamlServiceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/web/CasAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/userdetails/AbstractCasAssertionUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/ServiceProperties.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/StatelessTicketCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/authentication/SpringCacheBasedTicketCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/web/authentication/ServiceAuthenticationDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/web/authentication/DefaultServiceAuthenticationDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700019_1613864898.24/0/spring-security-cas-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/cas/web/authentication/ServiceAuthenticationDetailsSource.java

 

1.241 goprotobuf 1.5.2 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Anton Povarov <anton.povarov@gmail.com>

Brian Goff <cpuguy83@gmail.com>

Clayton Coleman <ccoleman@redhat.com>

Denis Smirnov <denis.smirnov.91@gmail.com>

DongYun Kang <ceram1000@gmail.com>

Dwayne Schultz <dschultz@pivotal.io>

Georg Apitz <gapitz@pivotal.io>

Gustav Paul <gustav.paul@gmail.com>

Johan Brandhorst <johan.brandhorst@gmail.com>

John Shahid <jvshahid@gmail.com>

John Tuley <john@tuley.org>

Laurent <laurent@adyoulike.com>

Patrick Lee <patrick@dropbox.com>

Peter Edge <peter.edge@gmail.com>

Roger Johansson <rogeralsing@gmail.com>

Sam Nguyen <sam.nguyen@sendgrid.com>

Sergio Arbeo <serabe@gmail.com>

Stephen J Day <stephen.day@docker.com>

Tamir Duberstein <tamird@gmail.com>

Todd Eisenberger <teisenberger@dropbox.com>

Tormod Erevik Lea <tormodlea@gmail.com>

Vyacheslav Kim <kane@sendgrid.com>

Walter Schulze <awalterschulze@gmail.com>

 

1.242 websocket-common 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/ByteAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/AbstractMethodAnnotationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/ParamList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/EventDriverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/DataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/CallableMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyListenerEventDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyAnnotatedEventDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/CloseInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/ContinuationFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/TextFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/PerMessageDeflateExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/SimpleTextMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/Generator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/payload/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyAnnotatedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/identity/IdentityExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/payload/PayloadProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/EventMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/FramePipes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/XWebkitDeflateFrameExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/InvalidSignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/PingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/scopes/WebSocketContainerScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/IOState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/fragment/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/SimpleBinaryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/AbstractEventDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/DeflateFrameExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/WebSocketSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyAnnotatedScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/Utf8CharBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/AbstractExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/ConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/AbstractWebSocketConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/BinaryFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/FrameCaptureExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/scopes/SimpleContainerScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/PongFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/OptionalSessionCallableMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/RemoteEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/LogicalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyAnnotatedMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/util/TextUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/ReadOnlyDelegatedFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/http/HttpResponseHeaderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/payload/DeMaskProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/ControlFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/util/Utf8PartialBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/identity/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/util/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/ExtensionStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/FrameFlusher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/EventMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/http/HttpResponseHeaderParseListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/fragment/FragmentExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/CompressExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/JettyListenerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/AcceptHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/SessionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/CloseFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/WebSocketSessionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/FutureWriteCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/WebSocketRemoteEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/EventDriverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/EventDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/BlockingWriteCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367841_1643062055.47/0/websocket-common-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/scopes/WebSocketSessionScope.java

 

1.243 jetty-util 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/LoginConfigurationLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/AbstractTrie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/ResourceCollators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/SharedBlockingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/BadResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/PathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/ManagedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/Password.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiPartOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Utf8StringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/ResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/SslContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/CertificateValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/GCThreadLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ShutdownThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/FileNoticeLifeCycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/StdErrLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MemoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/PathWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/HostPort.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/LeakDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/LifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Trie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ScheduledExecutorScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/Credential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ConcurrentHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Utf8LineParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ExecutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/B64Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/strategy/ProduceExecuteConsume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/FileResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/DeprecationWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ClassLoadingObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ReadLineInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/RolloverFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/DumpableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/strategy/ExecuteProduceConsume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/Scheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/Slf4jLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/SocketAddressResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/LoggerLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayTernaryTrie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/DriverManagerLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IntrospectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Fields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Promise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/Name.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/RegexSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Decorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/QuotedStringTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ByteArrayISO8859Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IncludeExclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IncludeExcludeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/Locker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/DOMLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/Java2DLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/AbstractLifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/strategy/ExecutingExecutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/Container.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/FileDestroyable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/TreeTrie.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/CountingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/HostMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/EmptyResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/InetAddressSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/statistic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/PatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IteratingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/JarResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/AppContextLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/AbstractLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/BlockingArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiPartInputStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/X509.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/LDAPLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/AWTLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/TypeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/strategy/ProduceConsume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Utf8StringBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/DecoratedObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/JettyLogHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ThreadClassLoaderScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/StopLifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/DateCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayTrie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ByteArrayOutputStream2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/BlockingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/CertificateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Jetty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/SniX509ExtendedKeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/Graceful.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/statistic/CounterStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/Dumpable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/LazyList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/SslSelectionDump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/URIUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/URLResource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/UrlEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/StacklessLogging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/AttributesMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/QueuedThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ConstantThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IPAddressMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/TimerScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/SecurityProviderLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/FuturePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/ExecutorThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/Sweeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/JettyAwareLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/BufferUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/ContainerLifeCycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/statistic/SampleStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Uptime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiPartWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiReleaseJarFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/CompletableCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/Destroyable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/AbstractLeakPreventer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/AliasedX509ExtendedKeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/JavaUtilLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ConcurrentArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/JarFileResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/ResourceCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/IteratingNestedCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/HttpCookieStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

/**

* Utf8 Appendable abstract base class

*

* This abstract class wraps a standard {@link java.lang.Appendable} and provides methods to append UTF-8

encoded bytes, that are converted into characters.

*

* This class is stateful and up to 4 calls to {@link #append(byte)} may be needed before state a character is

appended to the string buffer.

*

* The UTF-8 decoding is done by this class and no additional buffers or Readers are used. The UTF-8 code was

inspired by

* http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* License information for Bjoern Hoehrmann's code:

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann &lt;bjoern@hoehrmann.de&gt;

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

**/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Utf8Appendable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* @(#)UnixCrypt.java	0.9 96/11/25

*

* Copyright (c) 1996 Aki Yoshida. All rights reserved.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software

* for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

* hereby granted provided that this copyright notice appears in

* all copies.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/UnixCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

/**

    * @param c Data constrain indicator: 0=DC+NONE, 1=DC_INTEGRAL &amp;

    *                2=DC_CONFIDENTIAL

    */

/**

    * @return Data constrain indicator: 0=DC+NONE, 1=DC_INTEGRAL &amp;

    *         2=DC_CONFIDENTIAL

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641868_1643189318.19/0/jetty-util-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/Constraint.java

 

1.244 commons-codec 1.12 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.245 snappy-java 1.1.7.1 

 

1.246 xerces-j 2.9.1 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.247 reactor-netty 0.9.7.RELEASE 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware, Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/WebsocketClientSpecImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ConnectionObserver.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSendMany.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/AbortedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/WebsocketServerSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/FutureMono.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerDoOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientDoOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientUnsecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientUnproxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientForm.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientFinalizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerTcpConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerSecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientSecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/DefaultHttpServerRoutes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientMetricsHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientRunOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/AccessLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/FluxReceive.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/PooledConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/SimpleCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/websocket/WebsocketSpecImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientRunOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopEpoll.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ReactorNetty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerBind.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Connection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/WebsocketClientOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientConnect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/ConnectionInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/websocket/WebsocketSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerOperator.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/Metrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerBind.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpResponseDecoderSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerDoOnConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientDoOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerUnsecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpResources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpInbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpRequestDecoderSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/AccessLogHandlerH2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/WebsocketFinalizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/AccessLogHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/ProxyProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/NewConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerDoOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientConnect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientOnConnectMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperationsHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopKQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpDecoderSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/websocket/WebsocketInbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyInbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpInfos.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientHeadersWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/UriEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerMetricsHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MonoSend.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpClientProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpResources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/InetSocketAddressUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/UriEndpoint.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/ColocatedEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientCookieWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/BootstrapHandlers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HAProxyMessageReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ChannelBindException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/RedirectClientException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/NettyOutbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/WebsocketServerSpecImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerRunOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/HttpOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientDoOnError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerRoutes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/MicrometerHttpServerMetricsRecorder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientTcpConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/ByteBufMono.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/Http2StreamBridgeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/websocket/WebsocketOutbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/SslProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/WebsocketClientSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopNativeDetector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MicrometerChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientDoOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/PooledConnectionProviderMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerBind.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/MicrometerHttpMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/WebsocketServerOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpClientConnect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpResources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerRunOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerSecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/DisposableServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpOutbound.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpServerObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerOperator.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/MeterKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerObserve.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/LoopResources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/ProxyProtocolSupportType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/AddressResolverGroupMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ChannelMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientInfos.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/PrematureCloseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/udp/UdpServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/channel/ByteBufAllocatorMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/MicrometerHttpClientMetricsRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientSecure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpTrafficHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/client/HttpClientFormEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HttpServerResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/resources/DefaultLoopResources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/server/HAProxyMessageDetector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/tcp/TcpUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1070965854_1594813870.89/0/reactor-netty-0-9-7-release-sources-

jar/reactor/netty/http/Cookies.java
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1.248 hamcrest-all 1.3 

 

1.249 velocity 1.7c 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.250 jctools-core 2.1.1 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-jar/org/jctools/queues/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>2.1.1</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>
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			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.19.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5.4</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalparam>-Xdoclint:none</additionalparam>

				</configuration>

				<executions>
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					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/Kay</url>
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		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.3.9</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

       	<java.version>1.6</java.version>

	        <java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

       	<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

	        <maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

       	<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

	        <maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

       	<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

	        <junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

       	<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257262349_1642793356.2/0/jctools-core-2-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

 

1.251 commons-compress 1.20 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

---

 

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

 

---

 

The test file lbzip2_32767.bz2 has been copied from libbzip2's source
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repository:

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.252 javax-inject 2.5.0-b32 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Singleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Inject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1142539714_1615393722.4/0/javax-inject-2-5-0-b32-sources-5-jar/javax/inject/Qualifier.java

 

1.253 spring-instrument 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1379161967_1659474140.7158833/0/spring-instrument-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/InstrumentationSavingAgent.java

 

1.254 spring-context 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MethodBasedEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormatterPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansView.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere {@link javax.management.MBeanServer}

* reference through WebSphere's proprietary {@code AdminServiceFactory} API,

* available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.

*

* <p>Exposes the {@code MBeanServer} for bean references.

* This FactoryBean is a direct alternative to {@link MBeanServerFactoryBean},

* which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's MBeanServer.

*

* <p>See the javadocs for WebSphere's

* <a href="http://bit.ly/UzccDt">{@code AdminServiceFactory}</a>

* and <a href="http://bit.ly/TRlX2r">{@code MBeanFactory}</a>.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Rob Harrop

* @since 2.0.3

* @see javax.management.MBeanServer

* @see MBeanServerFactoryBean

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaDateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/SimpleHttpServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/DefaultKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/MonetaryAmountFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/YearMonthFormatter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvalException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/Jsr354NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/PayloadApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

* <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional},

* all of the {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} annotations, and

* {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan} annotations associated with that

* class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of {@code @Conditional} annotations

* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden

* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,

* {@code @Conditional} itself is not declared as

* {@link java.lang.annotation.Inherited @Inherited}; furthermore, any

* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with

* {@code @Conditional} must not be declared as {@code @Inherited}.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @author Sam Brannen

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/interceptor/SpringBeanAutowiringInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateTimeParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadableInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptorUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadablePartialPrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalTimeParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MillisecondInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*
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* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any

* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.

* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

* @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteProxyFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/UrlBasedRemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/EjbAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiBasedExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextBeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/CodebaseAwareObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextSingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/soap/SoapFaultException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextJndiBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteInvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemotingSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/DefaultLocatorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansViewMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationListenerDetector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossModulesAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassPreDefinePlugin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/AnnotatedElementKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassPreProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCTranslatorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/DefaultEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073028723_1595254109.1/0/spring-context-4-3-20-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java
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1.255 flink-shaded-guava 25.0-jre-6.0 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-shaded-guava-25

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.256 apache-commons-text 1.10.0 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Text

Copyright 2014-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.257 yang-common 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. and

others.  All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of

the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.258 google-auth-library-credentials 0.13.0 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

*    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

* this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258809740_1643113388.51/0/google-auth-library-credentials-0-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/auth/RequestMetadataCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258809740_1643113388.51/0/google-auth-library-credentials-0-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/auth/Credentials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

* in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

*    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

* this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258809740_1643113388.51/0/google-auth-library-credentials-0-13-0-sources-
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jar/com/google/auth/ServiceAccountSigner.java

 

1.259 jetty-io 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/SslHandshakeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ChannelEndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ByteArrayEndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ByteBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ArrayByteBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/EndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/AbstractConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/FillInterest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/ALPNProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NetworkTrafficListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/SslConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/AbstractEndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ConnectionStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/RuntimeIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/SslClientConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/SelectChannelEndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NegotiatingClientConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/WriteFlusher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ManagedSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ClientConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/EofException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/SelectorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NetworkTrafficSelectChannelEndPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/MappedByteBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/LeakTrackingByteBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NegotiatingClientConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/IdleTimeout.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260642874_1643189355.87/0/jetty-io-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html
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1.260 netty-tcnative 2.0.9.Final 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateRequestedCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SniHostNameMatcher.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*
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*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSL.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Buffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068790237_1594430319.78/0/netty-tcnative-2-0-9-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Library.java

 

1.261 swagger 1.5.23 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.262 metrics-json 4.1.0 
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1.262.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.263 jersey-client 2.5.1 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

 

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

 

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:
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                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,
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                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version
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                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or
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           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF
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     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
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     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.
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     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.264 lz4-java 1.4 

 

1.265 hamcrest 1.3 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.266 jnr-constants 0.9.0 

 

1.267 metrics-health-checks 4.1.0 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.268 flink-shaded-jackson 2.10.1-9.0 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink-shaded

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink-shaded

Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

flink-shaded-jackson

Copyright 2014-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This project includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the Apache Software License 2.0

(http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-annotations:2.10.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-core:2.10.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-databind:2.10.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat:jackson-dataformat-csv:2.10.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat:jackson-dataformat-yaml:2.10.1

- org.yaml:snakeyaml:1.24

 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.269 log4j-slf4j-impl 2.17.1 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J Binding

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.270 fsnotify 1.5.4 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012-2019 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.271 jackson-dataformat-xml 2.10.4 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.272 jersey-server 2.5.1 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1  

 

1. Definitions.  

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.  

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.  
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   1.7. "License" means this document.  

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;  

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

 

2. License Grants.  

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the
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combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and  

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).  

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.  

 

3. Distribution Obligations.  

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

 

   3.2. Modifications.  

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

 

   3.3. Required Notices.  

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
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Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.  

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

 

   3.6. Larger Works.  

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

 

4. Versions of the License.  

 

   4.1. New Versions.  

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.  

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.  
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   4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

 

6. TERMINATION.  

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.  

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. " 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.  

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.  

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)  

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the
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Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.  

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991  

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.  

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA  

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies  

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.  

 

Preamble  

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.  

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.  

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.  

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.  

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.  

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.  

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.  

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.  
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION  

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".  

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.  

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.  

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.  

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:  

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.  

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.  

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)  

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.  

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,
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the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.  

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.  

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:  

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,  

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,  

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)  

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.  

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.  

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.  

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.  

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.  
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.  

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.  

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.  

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.  

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.  

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.  

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.  

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.  

 

NO WARRANTY  

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs  

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.  

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.  

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.  

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>  

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.  

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.  

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA  

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.  

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:  

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type 'show c' for details.  

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.  

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:  

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.  

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989  

   Ty Coon, President of Vice  

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to
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* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.273 metrics 3.1.0 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

   contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

   this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

   The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

   (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

   the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.apache.camel/camel-metrics/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/messagehistory/MetricsMessageHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/routepolicy/MetricsRoutePolicyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MetricsType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/CounterProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/routepolicy/MetricsRoutePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/messagehistory/MetricsMessageHistoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/routepolicy/MetricsRegistryMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MetricsTimerAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MetricsComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/routepolicy/MetricsRegistryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MetricsEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MeterProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/MetricsConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/messagehistory/MetricsMessageHistoryMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/spi/InstrumentedThreadPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/HistogramProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/AbstractMetricsProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/GaugeProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/TimerProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218287_1642790433.21/0/camel-metrics-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/camel/component/metrics/messagehistory/MetricsMessageHistoryService.java

 

1.274 ptable 0.9.2 
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1.274.1 Available under license : 
# Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Luke Maurits <luke@maurits.id.au>

# All rights reserved.

# With contributions from:

#  * Chris Clark

#  * Klein Stephane

#  * John Filleau

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

# * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

# * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

#   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

# * The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

#   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

# AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

# ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

# INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

# CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

# POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.275 bean-validation-api 1.1.0.Final 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-
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jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

 

1.276 guava 25.0-jre 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

 

1.277 spring-boot 1.5.12.RELEASE 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/YamlJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatConnectorCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/WebApplicationContextServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/java/SimpleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/WhitespaceThrowableProxyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/DelegatingApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/ExtendedWhitespaceThrowableProxyConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/ConfigurationPropertiesBindingPostProcessorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/SpringApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/DefaultPropertyNamePatternsMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/LogbackConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationEnvironmentPreparedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationPreparedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/EnumerableCompositePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosDependsOnBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/BitronixXAConnectionFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JettyEmbeddedWebAppContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/env/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertyNamePatternsMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/StartupInfoLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/yaml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/liquibase/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JettyServerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/UndertowBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/BitronixDependentBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosXAConnectionFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/java/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/JsonSimpleJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/StringToCharArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PatternPropertyNamePatternsMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/liquibase/SpringPackageScanClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/BitronixXADataSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/builder/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosXADataSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/Banner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/UndertowDeploymentInfoCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainerInitializedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/BeanDefinitionLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/RegistrationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/FileEncodingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/EnableConfigurationPropertiesImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/hibernate/SpringImplicitNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplicationRunListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggingSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/GsonJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/ValidationExceptionFailureAnalyzer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/hibernate/SpringJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ErrorPageRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/system/SystemProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertySourcesBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiColors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/ConnectorStartFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/LoggingFailureAnalysisReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplicationRunListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/OrderedHiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/OrderedRequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/Compression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletComponentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/DefaultLogbackConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/hibernate/SpringPhysicalNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/PoolingDataSourceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletComponentScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TldSkipPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JasperInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/SpringBootConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/Ssl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertySourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/FailureAnalysisReporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/PropertiesPropertySourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaXAConnectionFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/LazySessionIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/LevelRemappingAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/ClasspathLoggingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/LocalServerPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/DelegatingFilterProxyRegistrationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/FailureAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/ConfigurableEmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/admin/SpringApplicationAdminMXBeanRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/FailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/RelaxedPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/WebServletHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaXADataSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/JspServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/YamlPropertySourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/SpringPropertyAction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ExitCodeExceptionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/RandomValuePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jackson/JsonComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/OrderedCharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/AbstractFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/EntityManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/OrderedHttpPutFormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ImageBanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/ServerPortInfoApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/AbstractInjectionFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/PoolingConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggingSystemProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/InitParameterConfiguringServletContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/ServletContextInitializerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatErrorPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/ContextIdApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/SslStoreProviderUrlStreamHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/client/RootUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/java/JavaLoggingSystem.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/client/RestTemplateCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringBootConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/system/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ResourceBanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaConfigurationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/hibernate/SpringNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/AbstractConfigurableEmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/lang/UsesUnsafeJava.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplicationBannerPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jackson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/DefaultApplicationArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/Slf4JLoggingSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/WebListenerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/FileSessionPersistence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ExitCodeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ErrorPageRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaDataSourceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/info/InfoProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/DataSourceXAResourceRecoveryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletRegistrationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/WebFilterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/PortInUseFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/EnvironmentPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletListenerRegistrationBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationStartingEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/AbstractFilterRegistrationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ExitCodeGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ApplicationHome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/YamlJavaBeanPropertyConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/FilterRegistrationBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/ConnectorStartFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/type/classreading/ConcurrentReferenceCachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ClearCachesApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringBootExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatEmbeddedContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/SslStoreProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/PortInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jackson/JsonObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/MimeMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LogFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/RelaxedDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/info/BuildProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertiesConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JettyEmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/AnsiOutputApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletComponentScanRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/support/ErrorPageFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jackson/JsonObjectDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/ConfigurationPropertiesBindingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/MultipartConfigFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/RelaxedNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatEmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/BasicJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/RelaxedConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/AbstractEmbeddedServletContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/liquibase/LiquibaseServiceLocatorApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/client/RestTemplateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JettyEmbeddedServletContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/system/EmbeddedServerPortFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertySourcesPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/system/ApplicationPidFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatEmbeddedServletContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/UndertowEmbeddedServletContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jdbc/DatabaseDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/PropertySourcesLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/filter/ApplicationContextHeaderFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/cloud/CloudPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/ConfigurationBeanFactoryMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/CommandLineRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/SpringBootJoranConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/JsonParserFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/EnableConfigurationProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/liquibase/CommonsLoggingLiquibaseLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/ConfigurationPropertiesBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosDataSourceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/DeferredLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/PropertySourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ApplicationRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/builder/ParentContextCloserApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/bitronix/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/admin/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/JsonJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/XAConnectionFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/DeprecatedConfigurationProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/WhitespaceThrowablePatternConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringBootBanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/XADataSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggingInitializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ApplicationTemp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringBootVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/SpringProfileAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainerCustomizer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/RelaxedBindingNotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiBackground.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/AnnotationConfigEmbeddedWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationReadyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/ExtendedWhitespaceThrowablePatternConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/InetAddressEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/cloud/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/env/SpringApplicationJsonEnvironmentPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiColor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/orm/jpa/hibernate/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/OriginCapablePropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ApplicationPid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/XmlEmbeddedWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/ApplicationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/PropertyOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ApplicationArguments.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/DelegatingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/ConfigurationProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/SkipPatternJarScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ansi/AnsiPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/cloud/CloudFoundryVcapEnvironmentPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jackson/JsonComponentModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/builder/SpringApplicationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/TypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/builder/ParentContextApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/Log4J2LoggingSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/ConfigurationWarningsApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggerConfigurationComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/support/ErrorPageFilterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/BindFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/EmbeddedServletContainerCustomizerBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/config/ConfigFileApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/support/SpringBootServletInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletComponentRegisteringPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/context/annotation/DeterminableImports.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/log4j2/ColorConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/event/EventPublishingRunListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ErrorPageRegistrarBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/admin/SpringApplicationAdminMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/jetty/JettyEmbeddedErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/json/JacksonJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/info/GitProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/validation/MessageInterpolatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/properties/NestedConfigurationProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/tomcat/TomcatEmbeddedWebappClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/bind/YamlConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/FailureAnalyzers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/LogbackLoggingSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/JarResourceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/diagnostics/analyzer/BeanCurrentlyInCreationFailureAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/LoggerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ServletContextInitializerBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/support/ServletContextApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/logback/ColorConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/CompositeResourceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/web/servlet/ErrorPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/atomikos/AtomikosProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/EnvironmentConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/context/embedded/undertow/UndertowEmbeddedServletContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/logging/AbstractLoggingSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/yaml/SpringProfileDocumentMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/ExitCodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700415_1613865204.29/0/spring-boot-1-5-12-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/boot/jta/narayana/NarayanaRecoveryManagerBean.java

 

1.278 json-java 20090211 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

==  JSON License                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

http://www.json.org/license.html

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Apache Geronimo Bundles: json-20090211

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.279 spring-expression 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144946376_1663952725.7391849/0/spring-expression-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

 

1.280 spring-jdbc 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseMetaDataCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/UserCredentialsDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/AbstractDriverBasedDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/CompositeDatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/DatabasePopulatorConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/StatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/DisposableSqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/MappingSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2MainframeSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/ParsedSql.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2SequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowMapperResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/UncategorizedSQLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/DataSourceLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/AbstractSqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractDataFieldMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/JdbcNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/SingleDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/BadSqlGrammarException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/JdbcUpdateAffectedIncorrectNumberOfRowsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/SpringLobCreatorSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/BeanFactoryDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractInterruptibleBatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLExceptionTranslatorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/OracleJdbc4NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/SortedResourcesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/PassThroughClob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/SimpleDriverDataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DelegatingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/DataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/IsolationLevelDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/OutputStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/UpdatableSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/JndiDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/JBossNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SmartDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractSqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/NativeJdbcExtractorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlReturnType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/MapDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/IncorrectResultSetColumnCountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlFeatureNotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/LobRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/JtaLobCreatorSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/MetaDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlObjectMappingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobStreamingResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/PassThroughBlob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SqlValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobCreatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/Jdbc4NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/AbstractDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/SQLWarningException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/SqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/InterruptibleBatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericStoredProcedure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SimpleConnectionHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLExceptionTranslatorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/MappingSqlQueryWithParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/JdbcDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/C3P0NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/AbstractRoutingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DataFieldMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/SqlServerCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/SybaseCallMetaDataProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/AbstractEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlRowSetResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/Jdbc4SqlXmlHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SingleColumnRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/SimpleNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcCallOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/CommonsDbcpNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptStatementFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/EmbeddedDatabaseBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DriverManagerDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/NativeJdbcExtractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/EmptySqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/WebSphereNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobCreatingPreparedStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/AbstractLobHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/WebLogicNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/CannotGetJdbcConnectionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/IsolationLevelDataSourceRouter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/GeneratedKeyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodeSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ColumnMapRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/PostgreSQLSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/DerbyEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/StatementCreatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SybaseMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ResultSetSupportingSqlParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/Db2LuwMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/SqlRowSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/HanaSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableParameterMetaData.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlReturnUpdateCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/AbstractJdbcInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/KeyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/OracleSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/Db2MainframeMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/JdbcUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/GenericCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/PostgresSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/DerbyCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/GenericTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/TemporaryLobCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/AbstractFallbackSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/BatchSqlUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/AbstractJdbcCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/LazyConnectionDataSourceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ArgumentTypePreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/HsqlEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/Db2CallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/HanaCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ArgumentPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/DerbyTableMetaDataProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodesFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/HsqlSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/WebSphereDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SybaseAnywhereMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/JdbcAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/H2EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlInOutParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/HsqlTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/PostgresTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlReturnResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallParameterMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/BeanPropertySqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/H2SequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/RdbmsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DataSourceInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/TransactionAwareDataSourceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlParameterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowCountCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BeanPropertyRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BatchUpdateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterBatchUpdateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SingleConnectionDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SimpleDriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlOutParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/SqlLobValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseStartupValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterDisposer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcInsertOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/MySQLMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/PostgresCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/JdbcTransactionObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ResourceDatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/SqlParameterSourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/JdbcBeanDefinitionReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Close this LobCreator session and free its temporarily created BLOBs and CLOBs.
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	 * Will not need to do anything if using PreparedStatement's standard methods,

	 * but might be necessary to free database resources if using proprietary means.

	 * <p><b>NOTE</b>: Needs to be invoked after the involved PreparedStatements have

	 * been executed or the affected O/R mapping sessions have been flushed.

	 * Otherwise, the database resources for the temporary BLOBs might stay allocated.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstraction for handling large binary fields and large text fields in

* specific databases, no matter if represented as simple types or Large OBjects.

* Its main purpose is to isolate Oracle 9i's peculiar handling of LOBs in

* {@link OracleLobHandler}; most other databases should be able to work

* with the provided {@link DefaultLobHandler}.

*

* <p>Provides accessor methods for BLOBs and CLOBs, and acts as factory for

* LobCreator instances, to be used as sessions for creating BLOBs or CLOBs.

* LobCreators are typically instantiated for each statement execution or for

* each transaction; they are not thread-safe because they might track

* allocated database resources in order to free them after execution.

*

* <p>Most databases/drivers should be able to work with {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* which by default delegates to JDBC's direct accessor methods, avoiding the

* {@code java.sql.Blob} and {@code java.sql.Clob} API completely.

* {@link DefaultLobHandler} can also be configured to access LOBs using

* {@code PreparedStatement.setBlob/setClob} (e.g. for PostgreSQL), through

* setting the {@link DefaultLobHandler#setWrapAsLob "wrapAsLob"} property.

*

* <p>Unfortunately, Oracle 9i just accepts Blob/Clob instances created via its own
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* proprietary BLOB/CLOB API, and additionally doesn't accept large streams for

* PreparedStatement's corresponding setter methods. Therefore, you need to use

* {@link OracleLobHandler} there, which uses Oracle's BLOB/CLOB API for both types

* of access. The Oracle 10g+ JDBC driver will work with {@link DefaultLobHandler}

* as well, with some limitations in terms of LOB sizes depending on DBMS setup;

* as of Oracle 11g (or actually, using the 11g driver even against older databases),

* there should be no need to use {@link OracleLobHandler} at all anymore.

*

* <p>Of course, you need to declare different field types for each database.

* In Oracle, any binary content needs to go into a BLOB, and all character content

* beyond 4000 bytes needs to go into a CLOB. In MySQL, there is no notion of a

* CLOB type but rather a LONGTEXT type that behaves like a VARCHAR. For complete

* portability, use a LobHandler for fields that might typically require LOBs on

* some database because of the field size (take Oracle's numbers as a guideline).

*

* <p><b>Summarizing the recommended options (for actual LOB fields):</b>

* <ul>

* <li><b>JDBC 4.0 driver (including Oracle 11g driver):</b> Use {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* potentially with {@code streamAsLob=true} if your database driver requires that

* hint when populating a LOB field. Fall back to {@code createTemporaryLob=true}

* if you happen to run into LOB size limitations with your (Oracle) database setup.

* <li><b>Oracle 10g driver:</b> Use {@link DefaultLobHandler} with standard setup.

* On Oracle 10.1, set the "SetBigStringTryClob" connection property; as of Oracle 10.2,

* DefaultLobHandler should work with standard setup out of the box. Alternatively,

* consider using the proprietary {@link OracleLobHandler} (see below).

* <li><b>Oracle 9i driver:</b> Use {@link OracleLobHandler} with a connection-pool-specific

* {@link OracleLobHandler#setNativeJdbcExtractor NativeJdbcExtractor}.

* <li><b>PostgreSQL:</b> Configure {@link DefaultLobHandler} with {@code wrapAsLob=true},

* and use that LobHandler to access OID columns (but not BYTEA) in your database tables.

* <li>For all other database drivers (and for non-LOB fields that might potentially

* turn into LOBs on some databases): Simply use a plain {@link DefaultLobHandler}.

* </ul>

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 23.12.2003

* @see DefaultLobHandler

* @see OracleLobHandler

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBlob

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getClob

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBytes

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBinaryStream

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getString

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getAsciiStream

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getCharacterStream

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Implement this interface when parameters need to be customized based

* on the connection. We might need to do this to make use of proprietary

* features, available only with a specific Connection type.

*

* @author Rod Johnson

* @author Thomas Risberg

* @see CallableStatementCreatorFactory#newCallableStatementCreator(ParameterMapper)

* @see org.springframework.jdbc.object.StoredProcedure#execute(ParameterMapper)

*/

/**

	 * Create a Map of input parameters, keyed by name.

	 * @param con JDBC connection. This is useful (and the purpose of this interface)

	 * if we need to do something RDBMS-specific with a proprietary Connection

	 * implementation class. This class conceals such proprietary details. However,

	 * it is best to avoid using such proprietary RDBMS features if possible.

	 * @throws SQLException if a SQLException is encountered setting

	 * parameter values (that is, there's no need to catch SQLException)

	 * @return Map of input parameters, keyed by name (never {@code null})

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLExceptionSubclassTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/CannotReadScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/ResultSetWrappingSqlRowSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractIdentityColumnMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterizedPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLStateSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLErrorCodesTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/DataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/ResultSetWrappingSqlRowSetMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/UncategorizedScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DerbyMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/DefaultLobHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/SqlRowSetMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/StoredProcedure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SqlServerMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/ConnectionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/MapSqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/HsqlMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractColumnMaxValueIncrementer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link LobHandler} implementation for Oracle databases. Uses proprietary API

* to create {@code oracle.sql.BLOB} and {@code oracle.sql.CLOB}

* instances, as necessary when working with Oracle's JDBC driver.

* Note that this LobHandler requires Oracle JDBC driver 9i or higher!

*

* <p>While most databases are able to work with {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* Oracle 9i (or more specifically, the Oracle 9i JDBC driver) just accepts

* Blob/Clob instances created via its own proprietary BLOB/CLOB API,

* and additionally doesn't accept large streams for PreparedStatement's

* corresponding setter methods. Therefore, you need to use a strategy like

* this LobHandler implementation, or upgrade to the Oracle 10g/11g driver

* (which still supports access to Oracle 9i databases).

*

* <p><b>NOTE: As of Oracle 10.2, {@link DefaultLobHandler} should work equally

* well out of the box. On Oracle 11g, JDBC 4.0 based options such as

* {@link DefaultLobHandler#setStreamAsLob} and {@link DefaultLobHandler#setCreateTemporaryLob}

* are available as well, rendering this proprietary OracleLobHandler obsolete.</b>

* Also, consider upgrading to a new driver even when accessing an older database.

* See the {@link LobHandler} interface javadoc for a summary of recommendations.
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*

* <p>Needs to work on a native JDBC Connection, to be able to cast it to

* {@code oracle.jdbc.OracleConnection}. If you pass in Connections from a

* connection pool (the usual case in a Java EE environment), you need to set an

* appropriate {@link org.springframework.jdbc.support.nativejdbc.NativeJdbcExtractor}

* to allow for automatic retrieval of the underlying native JDBC Connection.

* LobHandler and NativeJdbcExtractor are separate concerns, therefore they

* are represented by separate strategy interfaces.

*

* <p>Coded via reflection to avoid dependencies on Oracle classes.

* Even reads in Oracle constants via reflection because of different Oracle

* drivers (classes12, ojdbc14, ojdbc5, ojdbc6) having different constant values!

* As this LobHandler initializes Oracle classes on instantiation, do not define

* this as eager-initializing singleton if you do not want to depend on the Oracle

* JAR being in the class path: use "lazy-init=true" to avoid this issue.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Thomas Risberg

* @since 04.12.2003

* @see DefaultLobHandler

* @see #setNativeJdbcExtractor

* @deprecated in favor of {@link DefaultLobHandler} for the Oracle 10g driver and

* higher. Consider using the 10g/11g driver even against an Oracle 9i database!

* {@link DefaultLobHandler#setCreateTemporaryLob} is the direct equivalent of this

* OracleLobHandler's implementation strategy, just using standard JDBC 4.0 API.

* That said, in most cases, regular DefaultLobHandler setup will work fine as well.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/OracleLobHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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/**

* Strategy interface for translating between {@link SQLException SQLExceptions}

* and Spring's data access strategy-agnostic {@link DataAccessException}

* hierarchy.

*

* <p>Implementations can be generic (for example, using

* {@link java.sql.SQLException#getSQLState() SQLState} codes for JDBC) or wholly

* proprietary (for example, using Oracle error codes) for greater precision.

*

* @author Rod Johnson

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @see org.springframework.dao.DataAccessException

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLExceptionTranslator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* The classes in this package make JDBC easier to use and

* reduce the likelihood of common errors. In particular, they:

* <ul>

* <li>Simplify error handling, avoiding the need for try/catch/finally

* blocks in application code.

* <li>Present exceptions to application code in a generic hierarchy of

* unchecked exceptions, enabling applications to catch data access

* exceptions without being dependent on JDBC, and to ignore fatal

* exceptions there is no value in catching.

* <li>Allow the implementation of error handling to be modified

* to target different RDBMSes without introducing proprietary

* dependencies into application code.

* </ul>

*

* <p>This package and related packages are discussed in Chapter 9 of

* <a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0764543857/">Expert One-On-One J2EE Design and

Development</a>

* by Rod Johnson (Wrox, 2002).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1291847824_1647886162.44/0/spring-jdbc-4-3-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/InitializeDatabaseBeanDefinitionParser.java

 

1.281 metrics-jvm 3.1.0 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 2.0

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

1.282 jax-ws-api 2.3.0 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2009-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2007-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.283 classgraph 4.8.141 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2020 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessArrayReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/FileSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/PathSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/SequentialReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/ArraySlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/ClassfileReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessFileChannelReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessByteBufferReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/reader/RandomAccessReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fileslice/Slice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2021 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/ReflectionDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/StandardReflectionDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/JVMDriverReflectionDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/CloseableByteBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/CxfContainerClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/NarcissusReflectionDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: R. Kempees

*

* With contributions from @cpierceworld (#414)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 R. Kempees (contributed to the ClassGraph project)

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
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* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereLibertyClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @jacobg on GitHub

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 @jacobg, Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/AntClassLoaderHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison, with significant contributions from Davy De Durpel

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JBossClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --
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*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/URLClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResultObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeArgument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodParameterInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FastPathResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationClassRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/RecycleOnClose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/LogicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/GraphvizDotfileGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ReferenceTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/UnoOneJarClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/LogNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/PlexusClassWorldsClassRealmClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MappableInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/scanspec/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/Id.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefOrTypeVariableSignature.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/VersionFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxContextFinderClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/WorkQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ParentLastDelegationOrderTestClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/FieldTypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassGraphClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Classfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HasName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/TypeResolutions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ModuleFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FallbackClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementFileDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModulePathInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/PhysicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HierarchicalTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/NestedJarHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationEnumValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/URLPathEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ReferenceEqualityKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PotentiallyUnmodifiableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/CallStackReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/TomcatWebappClassLoaderBaseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/scanspec/AcceptReject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Scanner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WeblogicClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/SystemJarFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/JarUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/reflection/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Resettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/BaseTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JPMSClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/OSGiDefaultClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/InfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/FastZipEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SingletonMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementPathDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFieldCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FileUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/ProxyingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ParameterizedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleReaderProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/InterruptionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ObjectTypedValueWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Harith Elrufaie

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Harith Elrufaie

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FelixClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The MIT License (MIT)</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.classgraph/classgraph/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Sergey Bespalov

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Sergey Bespalov

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereTraditionalClassLoaderHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Johno Crawford (johno@sulake.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Johno Crawford

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SimpleThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison (luke.hutch@gmail.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph
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*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ResourceList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @mcollovati

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 @mcollovati, contributed to the ClassGraph project

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/QuarkusClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Michael J. Simons

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
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* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1307658056_1649949311.05/0/classgraph-4-8-141-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/SpringBootRestartClassLoaderHandler.java

 

1.284 spring-amqp 1.2.0.RELEASE 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

* either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/JavaTypeMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AnonymousQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/DirectExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/TopicExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/UncategorizedAmqpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpUnsupportedEncodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpIllegalStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/UniquelyNamedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/MessagePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/HeadersExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/FanoutExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/MessageDeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/MessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/MessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/remoting/client/AmqpProxyFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/ExchangeTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/MarshallingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpRejectAndDontRequeueException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/utils/SerializationUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/MessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/AmqpConnectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AmqpTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/SerializerMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/CustomExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AcknowledgeMode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/DefaultClassMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Special exception for listener implementations that want to signal that the current batch of messages should be

* acknowledged immediately (i.e. as soon as possible) without rollback, and without consuming any more messages.

*

* @author Dave Syer

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/ImmediateAcknowledgeAmqpException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AbstractExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/SimpleMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AbstractDeclarable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/FederatedExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Declarable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/ClassMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

* either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the

* License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/AbstractJsonMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

* either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/DefaultJackson2JavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/AbstractJavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/DefaultJavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/Jackson2JavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/JsonMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/Jackson2JsonMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/MessageProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Exchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/remoting/service/AmqpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/Queue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/support/converter/AbstractMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/remoting/client/AmqpClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/BindingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701233_1613864378.81/0/spring-amqp-1-2-0-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/amqp/core/AmqpAdmin.java

 

1.285 qdox 1.12 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.286 error_prone_annotations 2.1.3 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.287 namespace 1.4.01 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the
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    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org
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xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
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2000-05-05

 

1.288 cryptography 2.9.2 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of PyCA Cryptography nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and

  the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python

  2.7.12 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

  grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

  analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

  distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative

  version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of

  copyright, i.e., "Copyright  2001-2016 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

  Reserved" are retained in Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative version

  prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

  incorporates Python 2.7.12 or any part thereof, and wants to make the
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  derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby

  agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python

  2.7.12.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.7.12 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis.

  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF

  EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR

  WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

  USE OF PYTHON 2.7.12 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.7.12

  FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF

  MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.7.12, OR ANY DERIVATIVE

  THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of

  its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship

  of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee.  This License

  Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a

  trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

  third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.7.12, Licensee agrees

  to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

The code used in the OpenSSL locking callback and OS random engine is derived

from CPython, and is licensed under the terms of the PSF License Agreement.

 

1.289 jetty-servlets 9.3.27.v20190418 
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1.289.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/EventSourceServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/QoSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/DataRateLimitedServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/CloseableDoSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/PutFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/AsyncGzipFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/PushCacheFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/DoSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/EventSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/CrossOriginFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/PushSessionCacheFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/MultiPartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/IncludableGzipFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/GzipFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/ConcatServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/CGI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/WelcomeFilter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260641499_1643189078.45/0/jetty-servlets-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.290 yang-parser-api 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.291 pyparsing 2.2.0 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.292 joda-convert 1.2 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.293 asm 4.0 

 

1.294 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.49.Final 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.
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    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket. See <a

href="http://linux.die.net/man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497208_1594393159.94/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

 

1.295 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.10.4 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.296 reflectasm 1.07 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2008, Nathan Sweet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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1.297 cassandra-driver-mapping 2.1.0 

 

1.298 httpcomponents-mime 4.2.3 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents HttpMime

Copyright 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.299 mongo-java-driver 3.12.4 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FallbackMongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/TransactionBody.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ForEachHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ClientSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionClock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/ByteBufferBsonInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/ClientEncryption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DB.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonInt32.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonSymbol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncAggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/RemoveRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModelBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/MaxKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/FieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IntegerCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateUserOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonInt64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWaitQueueFullException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/management/jmx/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncOperationExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/CodeWithScope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/async/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/ProvidersCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/DataKeyOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollectionObjectFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/KeyRetriever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentWrapperCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CompoundDBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellInt64Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoBatchCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Conventions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonUndefinedCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionUseGettersAsSettersImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/UuidHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/Decimal128.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CollectionPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/MapPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplicaSetStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionDistinctOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonMinKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FieldTrackingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/SimpleMongoClients.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationUuidCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CollectionInfoRetriever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/CodecRegistryHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/Base64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/EncryptOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjects.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Mongo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AcknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonTimestamp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDBPointerCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Crypt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDbPointer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/Code.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonObjectId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoChangeStreamCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkUpdateRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientURI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoChangeStreamCursorImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/RawBsonArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateUserOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaximumSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/DiscriminatorLookup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceCommand.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonJavaScriptConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/MapOfCodecsProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/StringCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonReaderMark.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionCountOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Encoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/types/Binary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonScanner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/StringUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ParallelCollectionScanOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DecoderContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScript.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONSerializers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/ChildCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeCodecMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/Bits.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReflectionDBObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/RawBsonValueHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/conversions/Bson.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/EncoderContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/ComputingMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonNull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryOperators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSDBFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CreatorExecutable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CharacterCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/DateTimeFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/KeyManagementService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Cursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/WriteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/BasicOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelSerializationImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CommandResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoURI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TlsChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/Document.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadByNameOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AutoEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DoubleCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/FloatCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BinaryCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/util/ClassMapBasedObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSInputFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBoolean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropUserOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/GroupCommand.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/PatternCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/AbstractObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonNullConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonNullCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionRemoveOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/JULLogger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyPojoCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/json/ShellDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertySerialization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueExitedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonContextType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDecimal128Codec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaxKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonSymbolCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/capi/MongoCryptHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDateTime.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/EnumPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/UuidRepresentation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonDiscriminator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Bytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserOperationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Crypts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CryptConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonStringCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/CLI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/ByteBufNIO.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ShortCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeParameterMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessageReceivedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoMappingCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDecimal128.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonRegularExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserExistsOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonSerializationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeClassMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/CycleDetectingCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/ParallelScanOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Convention.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecConfigurationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonIgnore.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicLongCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/LongCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/MinKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinarySubType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCollationHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/Optional.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Java8SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ParallelCollectionScanOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CryptBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MergeOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/SimpleMongoClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Server.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyMissingCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScriptWithScope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DateCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/AutomaticPojoCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonUndefined.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFS.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt32Codec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonNumber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/ClassAncestry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/CodecCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/CommandMarker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDouble.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/JULLogger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CurrentOpOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/Util.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonInputMark.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Logger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/UnacknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSON.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessagesSentEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/FallbackPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FsyncUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousChannelStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/vault/ClientEncryptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/GroupOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictJsonWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZstdCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonProperty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessorImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/SymbolCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriterSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BooleanCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCursor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CollectibleCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonSymbolConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplaceRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RawBsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/ObjectId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/conversions/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteArrayCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateExplainOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/RawBsonDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonRegularExpressionCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/Transformer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonArrayCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Loggers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistries.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt64Codec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueEnteredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/types/Symbol.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionSetPrivateFieldImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionDefaultsImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDoubleCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/ClassMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/NumberCodecHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BigDecimalCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterDecorator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientEncryptionImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindAndModifyOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/DateTimeBasedCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decimal128Codec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/LazyCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/assertions/Assertions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdPropertyModelHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionObjectIdGeneratorsImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/AggregationLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2018 Cezary Bartosiak

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/InstantCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/Jsr310CodecProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalTimeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/WouldBlockException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/Util.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/BufferHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelFlowControlException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TrackingAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsChannelImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/TlsChannelCallbackException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ClientTlsChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsReadException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsWriteException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsTaskException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.
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* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/org/bson/internal/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

/**

    * Writes a sequence of bytesProduced to this channel from a subsequence of the

    * given buffers.

    *

    * <p>

    * See {@link GatheringByteChannel#write(ByteBuffer[], int, int)} for more

    * details of the meaning of this signature.

    *

    * <p>

    * This method behaves slightly different than the interface specification,

    * with respect to non-blocking responses, see {@link #write(ByteBuffer)}

    * for more details.

    *

    * @param srcs   The buffers from which bytesProduced are to be retrieved

    * @param offset The offset within the buffer array of the first buffer from

    *               which bytesProduced are to be retrieved; must be non-negative and no

    *               larger than <tt>srcs.length</tt>

    * @param length The maximum number of buffers to be accessed; must be

    *               non-negative and no larger than <tt>srcs.length</tt>

    *               &nbsp;-&nbsp;<tt>offset</tt>

    * @return The number of bytesProduced written, contrary to the behavior specified

    * in {@link ByteChannel}, this method never returns 0, but throws

    * {@link WouldBlockException}

    * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException If the preconditions on the <tt>offset</tt> and

    *                                   <tt>length</tt> parameters do not hold

    * @throws WouldBlockException       if the channel is in non-blocking mode and the IO operation

    *                                   cannot be completed immediately

    * @throws NeedsTaskException        if the channel is not configured to run tasks automatically

    *                                   and a task needs to be executed to complete the operation

    * @throws SSLException              if the {@link SSLEngine} throws a SSLException

    * @throws IOException               if the underlying channel throws an IOException

    */

/**
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    * Reads a sequence of bytesProduced from this channel into a subsequence of the

    * given buffers.

    *

    * <p>

    * See {@link ScatteringByteChannel#read(ByteBuffer[], int, int)} for more

    * details of the meaning of this signature.

    *

    * <p>

    * This method behaves slightly different than the interface specification,

    * with respect to non-blocking responses, see {@link #read(ByteBuffer)} for

    * more details.

    *

    * @param dsts   The buffers into which bytesProduced are to be transferred

    * @param offset The offset within the buffer array of the first buffer into

    *               which bytesProduced are to be transferred; must be non-negative and no

    *               larger than <tt>dsts.length</tt>

    * @param length The maximum number of buffers to be accessed; must be

    *               non-negative and no larger than <tt>dsts.length</tt>

    *               &nbsp;-&nbsp;<tt>offset</tt>

    * @return The number of bytesProduced read, or <tt>-1</tt> if the channel has

    * reached end-of-stream; contrary to the behavior specified in

    * {@link ByteChannel}, this method never returns 0, but throws

    * {@link WouldBlockException}

    * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException If the preconditions on the <tt>offset</tt> and

    *                                   <tt>length</tt> parameters do not hold

    * @throws WouldBlockException       if the channel is in non-blocking mode and the IO operation

    *                                   cannot be completed immediately

    * @throws NeedsTaskException        if the channel is not configured to run tasks automatically

    *                                   and a task needs to be executed to complete the operation

    * @throws SSLException              if the {@link SSLEngine} throws a SSLException

    * @throws IOException               if the underlying channel throws an IOException

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1065171190_1593486559.87/0/mongo-java-driver-3-12-4-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannel.java

 

1.300 spring-aspects 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJJCacheConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AbstractTransactionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnnotationCacheAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/GenericInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AbstractAsyncExecutionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AnnotationAsyncExecutionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/mock/staticmock/MockStaticEntityMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AspectJTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/mock/staticmock/AbstractMethodMockingControl.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/aspectj/JpaExceptionTranslatorAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AbstractCacheAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/JCacheCacheAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AnnotationBeanConfigurerAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AspectJAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/mock/staticmock/AnnotationDrivenStaticEntityMockingControl.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/EnableSpringConfigured.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/ConfigurableObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AnnotationTransactionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnyThrow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/JtaAnnotationTransactionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100165_1636695874.45/0/spring-aspects-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/SpringConfiguredConfiguration.java

 

1.301 aop-alliance 1.3.1.34-6.ph2 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.
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   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.
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     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
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        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.
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   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the
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   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular
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     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of
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   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the
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   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.
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       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms
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of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.302 jersey-media-json-jackson 2.28 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.
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## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 1.1.0.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

CDI API Version 1.1
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* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.seamframework.org/Weld

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors by the @authors tag.

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.22.0-CR2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.8.10

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 5.0.4

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.
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org.osgi.core version 4.2.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Notice for Jersey Json Jackson module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers version 2.8.10
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* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,
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   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
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     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in
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     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY
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   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.
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   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335
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   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must
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   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the
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       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.
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   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.303 metrics 4.1.0 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015 MongoDB Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.304 javassist 3.12.0.GA 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, + " All Rights Reserved.");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved. * The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the terms of

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the License is distributed

on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2009 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used
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under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2010 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba, and others. All

Rights Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be

used under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under

the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

 

1.305 fsnotify 1.4.9 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012-2019 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.306 guava 31.0-jre 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *
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  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/html/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-

info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/math/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/cache/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**
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* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *
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  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/base/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParametricNullness.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ParametricNullness.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/hash/package-
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info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullnessCasts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/graph/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208984113_1632979646.22/0/guava-31-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

 

1.307 zip4j 2.3.2 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 Srikanth Reddy Lingala

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/PRF.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/AESEncrpyter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/exception/ZipException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/AESDecrypter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/headers/HeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/AESExtraDataRecord.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/io/outputstream/CipherOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/engine/ZipCryptoEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/EndOfCentralDirectoryRecord.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/io/inputstream/ZipInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/MacBasedPRF.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/Decrypter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/PBKDF2Parameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/ZipFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/Zip64EndOfCentralDirectoryLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/FileHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/engine/AESEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/ExtraDataRecord.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/ZipModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/Encrypter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/util/RawIO.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/LocalFileHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/DataDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/io/outputstream/DeflaterOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/Zip64EndOfCentralDirectoryRecord.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/util/InternalZipConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/DigitalSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/PBKDF2Engine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/headers/HeaderReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/util/Zip4jUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/Zip64ExtendedInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/io/outputstream/SplitOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/StandardDecrypter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/util/CrcUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/StandardEncrypter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/PBKDF2HexFormatter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/ArchiveExtraDataRecord.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/ZipParameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/model/CentralDirectory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/progress/ProgressMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1076235074_1596469488.29/0/zip4j-2-3-2-sources-1-

jar/net/lingala/zip4j/crypto/PBKDF2/BinTools.java

 

1.308 grizzled-slf4j 1.3.2 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 This software is released under a BSD license, adapted from

 http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

 Copyright (c) 2010, Brian M. Clapper

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  * Neither the names "clapper.org", "AVSL", nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

 IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1092915204_1670437429.753832/0/grizzled-slf4j-2-11-1-3-2-sources-2-

jar/grizzled/slf4j/slf4j.scala

 

1.309 spring-security-core 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Implementation of the MD4 message digest derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc, MD4 Message-Digest

Algorithm.

*

* @author Alan Stewart

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/Md4.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/Md4PasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

    *

    * @param authentication represents the user in question. Should not be null.

    * @param targetDomainObject the domain object for which permissions should be checked. May be null

    *          in which case implementations should return false, as the null condition can be checked explicitly

    *          in the expression.

    * @param permission a representation of the permission object as supplied by the expression system. Not null.

    * @return true if the permission is granted, false otherwise

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain implementation (version 2.3.7).

* See <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a> for more information.

* <p>

* For internal use only.

*

* @author Luke Taylor

* @since 3.0

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/AnnotationParameterNameDiscoverer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/UserDetailsServiceWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/UserDetailsWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/CycleInRoleHierarchyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InternalAuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextRunnable.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/AbstractDelegatingSecurityContextSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/scheduling/DelegatingSecurityContextSchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextTaskExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Reviews the <code>Object</code> returned from a secure object invocation,

* being able to modify the <code>Object</code> or throw an {@link

* AccessDeniedException}.

* <p>

* Typically used to ensure the principal is permitted to access the domain

* object instance returned by a service layer bean. Can also be used to

* mutate the domain object instance so the principal is only able to access

* authorised bean properties or <code>Collection</code> elements.

* <p>

* Special consideration should be given to using an

* <code>AfterInvocationManager</code> on bean methods that modify a database.

* Typically an <code>AfterInvocationManager</code> is used with read-only

* methods, such as <code>public DomainObject getById(id)</code>. If used with

* methods that modify a database, a transaction manager should be used to

* ensure any <code>AccessDeniedException</code> will cause a rollback of the

* changes made by the transaction.

* </p>

*

* @author Ben Alex

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationManager.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/DefaultSecurityParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedAnnotationAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/P.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2006-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/ShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/BadCredentialsException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsUserToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/NullUserCache.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/ReflectionSaltSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAclVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/JdbcDaoImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/LoginExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/MethodInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/GlobalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DisabledException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationProviderManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AuthorizationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/ConfigAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/UnanimousBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/InMemoryDaoImpl.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasPasswordCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureLockedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/AspectJCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AbstractAuthorizationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProxyUntrustedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/GrantedAuthorityImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/AbstractMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/BaseDigestPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/PlaintextPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolverImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/SystemWideSaltSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/SimpleMethodInvocation.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/User.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/SecuredAnnotationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AffirmativeBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/InheritableThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/RoleVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/GrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/InterceptorStatusToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UsernameNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/LockedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MapBasedMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/InMemoryResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionManager.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/MethodInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/ConsensusBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/PublicInvocationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/EhCacheBasedUserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/FieldUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/SecurityContextLoginModule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/DaoAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureCredentialsExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/SaltSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/ConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureServiceExceptionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionIdentifierAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionInformation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AbstractSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationToken.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Secured.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsImplAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureBadCredentialsEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasNameCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProviderNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AfterInvocationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InsufficientAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/Md5PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/InteractiveAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAccessDecisionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/encoding/BasePasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AuthenticatedVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/CredentialsExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureDisabledEvent.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/AbstractUserDetailsAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserMapEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AuthorityGranter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultLoginExceptionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

    * Determines if the {@link #getAuthentication()} has permission to access the target given the permission

    * @param target the target domain object to check permission on

    * @param permission the permission to check on the domain object (i.e. "read", "write", etc).

    * @return true if permission is granted to the {@link #getAuthentication()}, else false

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/AesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/KeyGenerators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/util/EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/StandardPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SharedKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/NoOpPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/HexEncodingTextEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/CipherUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/TextEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Digester.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AbstractJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/InMemoryConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* A token issued by {@link TokenService}.

*

* <p>

* It is important that the keys assigned to tokens are sufficiently randomised and secured that

* they can serve as identifying a unique user session. Implementations of {@link TokenService}

* are free to use encryption or encoding strategies of their choice. It is strongly recommended that

* keys are of sufficient length to balance safety against persistence cost. In relation to persistence

* cost, it is strongly recommended that returned keys are small enough for encoding in a cookie.

* </p>

*

* @author Ben Alex

* @since 2.0.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069086323_1594482988.32/0/spring-security-core-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Token.java
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1.310 accessors-smart 1.2 
1.310.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/BeansAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/DynamicClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/Accessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/ASMUtil.java

 

1.311 afero 1.4.1 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.312 minlog 1.2 
1.312.1 Available under license : 

The BSD 3-Clause License

The following is a BSD 3-Clause ("BSD New" or "BSD Simplified") license template. To generate your own

license, change the values of OWNER, ORGANIZATION and YEAR from their original values as given here, and

substitute your own.

 

Note: You may omit clause 3 and still be OSD-conformant. Despite its colloquial name "BSD New", this is not the

newest version of the BSD license; it was followed by the even newer BSD-2-Clause version, sometimes known as

the "Simplified BSD License". On January 9th, 2008 the OSI Board approved BSD-2-Clause, which is used by

FreeBSD and others. It omits the final "no-endorsement" clause and is thus roughly equivalent to the MIT License.

 

Historical Background: The original license used on BSD Unix had four clauses. The advertising clause (the third of

four clauses) required you to acknowledge use of U.C. Berkeley code in your advertising of any product using that

code. It was officially rescinded by the Director of the Office of Technology Licensing of the University of

California on July 22nd, 1999. He states that clause 3 is "hereby deleted in its entirety." The four clause license has

not been approved by OSI. The license below does not contain the advertising clause.

 

This prelude is not part of the license.

 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley

<YEAR> = 1998

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".
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Here is the license template:

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.313 protobuf 1.23.0 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

 

1.314 dom4j 1.6.1 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

File: ConcurrentReaderHashMap

 

Written by Doug Lea. Adapted and released, under explicit

permission, from JDK1.2 HashMap.java and Hashtable.java which

carries the following copyright:

 

* Copyright 1997 by Sun Microsystems, Inc.,

* 901 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, California, 94303, U.S.A.

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is the confidential and proprietary information

* of Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Confidential Information").  You

* shall not disclose such Confidential Information and shall use

* it only in accordance with the terms of the license agreement

* you entered into with Sun.

 

History:

Date       Who                What

28oct1999  dl               Created

14dec1999  dl               jmm snapshot

19apr2000  dl               use barrierLock

12jan2001  dl               public release

17nov2001  dl               Minor tunings

20may2002  dl               BarrierLock can now be serialized.

09dec2002  dl               Fix interference checks.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ConcurrentReaderHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*

* This software is open source.

* See the bottom of this file for the licence.

*/

/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

* following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and

* notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

* from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For

* written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may

* "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff,

* Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/InvalidXPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/ProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/swing/LeafTreeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/IndexedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Branch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableColumnDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/AttributeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/NodeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/SingleIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/XPPReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/NullAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/STAXEventWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractBranch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXEventRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/NonLazyElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/NamespaceStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/BaseElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/pattern/NodeTypePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/xpp/ProxyXmlStartTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMEntityReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMNodeHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Namespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/IllegalAddException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMCDATA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dtd/AttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/ElementHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/JAXPHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/PerThreadSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/QNameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/VisitorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Entity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/NodeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/CharacterData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/PruningDispatchHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocumentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/DocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/ElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/xpath/DefaultXPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/STAXEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/BackedList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/DocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Comment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/ExternalEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/InvalidSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/BranchTreeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dtd/ElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/HTMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/DocumentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyElementHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/RuleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/ElementModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementNameIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/NonLazyDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMAttributeNodeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/IndexedDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeElementFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultDocumentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/InternalEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultProcessingInstruction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/PruningElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/NamespaceCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/SchemaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocumentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/DocumentTreeModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/SingletonStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/XPP3Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementQNameIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/util/SimpleSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/RuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBObjectModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultCDATA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/DispatchHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ContentListFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/Document.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-
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jar/org/dom4j/rule/pattern/DefaultPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/ElementPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBObjectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/NamedTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/xpath/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/xpath/XPathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/CDATA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractCharacterData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Mode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightCDATA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/util/ProxyDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanAttributeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractCDATA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150916825_1617719489.56/0/dom4j-1-6-1-sources-4-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifier.java

 

1.315 guava 2.25.1 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS-IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GenericMapMaker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureFallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
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* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SerializingExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/GwtWorkarounds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComputingConcurrentHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP

  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash

  * method in OpenJDK 7's java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/InputSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AnnotatedSubscriberFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/OutputSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SynchronizedEventSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Constraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/EventSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberFindingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy

* of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

  * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes,

  * Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncSettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BinaryTreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1132255413_1667977202.9796696/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

 

1.316 avro 1.8.2 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.317 shiro-cache 1.6.0 
1.317.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.318 flink-metrics-core 1.8.3-cisco 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink
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Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-metrics-core

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.319 commons-logging 1.1.1 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Logging

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3

 - Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12

 - Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1
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1.320 javax-inject 2.2.0-b21 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Inject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Qualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Singleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/javax/inject/Scope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:
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   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147775816_1617245798.43/0/javax-inject-2-2-0-b21-sources-4-jar/pom.xml

 

1.321 slf4j 1.7.26 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

 "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

 

 <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

   <head>

     <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />

     <title>SLF4J License</title>

     <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen" href="css/site.css" />

   </head>

   <body>

     <script type="text/javascript">prefix='';</script>

    

     <script src="templates/header.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

     <div id="left">

       <script src="templates/left.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

     </div>

     <div id="right">

       <script src="templates/right.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

     </div>
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     <div id="content">

 

 

 <h1>Licensing terms for SLF4J</h1>

 

 <p>SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the

 MIT license.

 </p>

 

 <div class="source">

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 </div>

 

 <p>These terms are <em>identical</em> to those of the <a

 href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License">MIT License</a>,

 also called the X License or the X11 License, which is a simple,

 permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed

 compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or

 otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared

 it compatible with <a

 href="http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/license-list.html#GPLCompatibleLicenses">

 GNU GPL</a>. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software

 Foundation as compatible with <a

 href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">Apache Software License</a>.

 </p>

 

 

 <script src="templates/footer.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
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</div>

</body>

</html>

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.322 jsqlparser 2.1 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

/*-

* #%L

* JSQLParser library

* %%

* Copyright (C) 2004 - 2019 JSQLParser

* %%

* Dual licensed under GNU LGPL 2.1 or Apache License 2.0

* #L%
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*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

�

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

�

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

�

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.323 snmp-4j 1.11 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TimerFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TimerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivDES.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivDES.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageException.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/MessageException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultThreadFactory.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/DefaultThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Null.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Null.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MPv1.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/MPv1.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportMapping.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/TransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ThreadFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/ThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PduHandle.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/PduHandle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmSecurityStateReference.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmSecurityStateReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - LogProxy.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/log/LogProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UnsupportedAddressClassException.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/UnsupportedAddressClassException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UdpTransportMapping.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 
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 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/UdpTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmUserListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/UsmUserListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageProcessingModel.java

 _##
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 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/MessageProcessingModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TaskScheduler.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TaskScheduler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AuthenticationFailureListener.java
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 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/AuthenticationFailureListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AbstractTarget.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/AbstractTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - AuthSHA.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/AuthSHA.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UserTarget.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/UserTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - ConnectionOrientedTransportMapping.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/ConnectionOrientedTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - VariableTextFormat.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/VariableTextFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CommandResponderEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/CommandResponderEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportStateEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/TransportStateEvent.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - LogFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/log/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AuthGeneric.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/snmp4j/security/AuthGeneric.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - GenericAddress.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/GenericAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MultiThreadedMessageDispatcher.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/MultiThreadedMessageDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultCounterListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/DefaultCounterListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Log4jLogFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 
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 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/Log4jLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - WorkerPool.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/WorkerPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SNMP4JSettings.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.
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 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/SNMP4JSettings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultTimerFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/DefaultTimerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageLength.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/MessageLength.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivAES192.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivAES192.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - LogAdapter.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/log/LogAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AssignableFromByteArray.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AssignableFromByteArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PDUv1.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/PDUv1.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ReadonlyVariableCallback.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/ReadonlyVariableCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmUserEntry.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 
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 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmUserEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmUserEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/UsmUserEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CommonTimer.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/CommonTimer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ResponseEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/ResponseEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Priv3DES.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/Priv3DES.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportIpAddress.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/TransportIpAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE
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2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/event/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/asn1/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/transport/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultTcpTransportMapping.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/DefaultTcpTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityLevel.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TimeoutModel.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/TimeoutModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Snmp.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/Snmp.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivAES.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivAES.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - BitString.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/BitString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Target.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/Target.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ThreadPool.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/ThreadPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Address.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Address.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TcpTransportMapping.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/TcpTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - StatusInformation.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/StatusInformation.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Integer32.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Integer32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityModels.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityModels.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MPv3.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/MPv3.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PDU.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/PDU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - VariantVariableCallback.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/VariantVariableCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MutableStateReference.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/MutableStateReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - USM.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/USM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Gauge32.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Gauge32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmTimeTable.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmTimeTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportStateListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 
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 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/TransportStateListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PduHandleCallback.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/PduHandleCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivacyProtocol.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivacyProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UnsignedInteger32.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/UnsignedInteger32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityParameters.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AssignableFromInteger.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AssignableFromInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - VersionInfo.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##
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 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/version/VersionInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - BERSerializable.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/asn1/BERSerializable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityModel.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AssignableFromLong.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AssignableFromLong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SimpleVariableTextFormat.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/SimpleVariableTextFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - RetrievalEvent.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/RetrievalEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmTimeEntry.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmTimeEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivAES256.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivAES256.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecureTarget.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)
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 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/SecureTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmSecurityParameters.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmSecurityParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Log4jLogAdapter.java 

 _##
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 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/Log4jLogAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SMIAddress.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/SMIAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TreeEvent.java 
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 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TreeEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SnmpConstants.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/SnmpConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - SMIConstants.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/SMIConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - IpAddress.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/IpAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - ResponseListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/ResponseListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - BER.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/asn1/BER.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SnmpEngineEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/SnmpEngineEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SimpleOIDTextFormat.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/SimpleOIDTextFormat.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - OID.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/OID.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AuthMD5.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/AuthMD5.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - EnumerationIterator.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/EnumerationIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SnmpRequest.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/tools/console/SnmpRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Variable.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Variable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CommandResponder.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/CommandResponder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportMappings.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/TransportMappings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityProtocol.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 
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 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PDUFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/PDUFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AbstractVariable.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.
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 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AbstractVariable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - VariantVariable.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/VariantVariable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TcpAddress.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/TcpAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - LogLevel.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/log/LogLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultTimeoutModel.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/DefaultTimeoutModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - BERInputStream.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/asn1/BERInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ScopedPDU.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/ScopedPDU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityStateReference.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityStateReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Counter32.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 
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 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Counter32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TreeListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TreeListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CounterSupport.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 
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 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/mp/CounterSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TreeUtils.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TreeUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - VariableBinding.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/VariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Counter64.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Counter64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UdpAddress.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/UdpAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TimeTicks.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/TimeTicks.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TableUtils.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TableUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MPv2c.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/MPv2c.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ConsoleLogAdapter.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/ConsoleLogAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AbstractSnmpUtility.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/AbstractSnmpUtility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - NoLogger.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/log/NoLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultPDUFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/DefaultPDUFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - OctetString.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/OctetString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmUserTable.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmUserTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DefaultUdpTransportMapping.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##
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 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/DefaultUdpTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - BEROutputStream.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/asn1/BEROutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageLengthDecoder.java 

 _##
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 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/MessageLengthDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - UsmUser.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/UsmUser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - LogControl.java
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 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/tools/console/LogControl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CommunityTarget.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/CommunityTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##
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 _##  SNMP4J - Opaque.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/smi/Opaque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MultiThreadedTrapReceiver.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/test/MultiThreadedTrapReceiver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################
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 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - OIDTextFormat.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/OIDTextFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ByteArrayWindow.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/ByteArrayWindow.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AuthenticationProtocol.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/AuthenticationProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - PrivAES128.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/PrivAES128.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TransportListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/TransportListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CounterListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/CounterListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SnmpConfigurator.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/SnmpConfigurator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SecurityProtocols.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.
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 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/SecurityProtocols.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - WorkerTask.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/WorkerTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TableListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TableListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - StateReference.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/mp/StateReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - JavaLogFactory.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/JavaLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - JavaLogAdapter.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/JavaLogAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageDispatcherImpl.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/MessageDispatcherImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - CounterEvent.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/CounterEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ConsoleLogFactory.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 
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 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/log/ConsoleLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SnmpEngineListener.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/SnmpEngineListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AssignableFromIntArray.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##
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 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AssignableFromIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - ArgumentParser.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/util/ArgumentParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Session.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/Session.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MutablePDU.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/MutablePDU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AssignableFromString.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/smi/AssignableFromString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AuthenticationFailureEvent.java

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _##

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _##

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _##

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _##

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/event/AuthenticationFailureEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - AbstractTransportMapping.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 
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 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/transport/AbstractTransportMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - MessageDispatcher.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/MessageDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - TableEvent.java 

 _##
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 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/TableEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - DecryptParams.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/org/snmp4j/security/DecryptParams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - SchedulerTask.java 
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 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/util/SchedulerTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - Salt.java 

 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/security/Salt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*_############################################################################

 _##

 _##  SNMP4J - User.java 
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 _##

 _##  Copyright (C) 2003-2009  Frank Fock and Jochen Katz (SNMP4J.org)

 _## 

 _##  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 _##  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 _##  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 _## 

 _##      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 _## 

 _##  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 _##  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 _##  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 _##  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 _##  limitations under the License.

 _## 

 _##########################################################################*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001073649_1610467014.22/0/snmp4j-1-11-3-sources-2-jar/org/snmp4j/User.java

 

1.324 json-simple 1.1.1 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.325 logback-core 1.2.9 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'
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1.326 aspect-j 1.8.13 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

package org.aspectj.internal.lang.annotation;

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:
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a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
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EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

1.327 kryo 2.17 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright 2011 See AUTHORS file.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138102365_1614220758.26/0/kryo-2-17-sources-1-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138102365_1614220758.26/0/kryo-2-17-sources-1-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IdentityMap.java

 

1.328 jetty-http-spi 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpsExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpExchangeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/DelegatingThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/HttpSpiContextHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/spi/JettyHttpServerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368247_1643062322.83/0/jetty-http-spi-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.329 flink-shaded-netty 4.1.42.Final-10.0 
1.329.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-shaded-netty-4

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.330 junixsocket-common 2.0.4 

 

1.331 hazelcast-client 3.8.9 

 

1.332 flink-shaded-asm-6 6.2.1-6.0 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink-shaded
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// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink-shaded

Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

flink-shaded-asm6

Copyright 2014-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the BSD license.

See bundled license files for details.

 

- org.ow2.asm:asm:6.2.1

- org.ow2.asm:asm-analysis:6.2.1

- org.ow2.asm:asm-tree:6.2.1

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.333 javax-activation 1.2.0 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.
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   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
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   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
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   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.
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   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify
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   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.
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   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
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8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.
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You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may
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add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
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   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.
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Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

<html>

<head>

<title>Specification License</title>

</head>

<body>

Specification: JSR-925 JavaBeans Activation Framework ("Specification")

<br/>

Version: 1.2

<br/>

Status: Maintenance Release

<br/>

Specification Lead: Oracle America, Inc. ("Specification Lead")

<br/>

Release: July 2017

<br/>

 

<br/>

Copyright &#169; 2017 Oracle America, Inc.  All rights reserved.

<br/>

<p>

LIMITED LICENSE GRANTS

<br/>

1. License for Evaluation Purposes. Specification Lead hereby grants

you a fully-paid, non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide, limited

license (without the right to sublicense), under Specification Lead's
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applicable intellectual property rights to view, download, use and

reproduce the Specification only for the purpose of internal

evaluation.  This includes (i) developing applications intended to run

on an implementation of the Specification, provided that such

applications do not themselves implement any portion(s) of the

Specification, and (ii) discussing the Specification with any third

party; and (iii) excerpting brief portions of the Specification in oral

or written communications which discuss the Specification provided that

such excerpts do not in the aggregate constitute a significant portion

of the Specification.

</p>

<p>

2. License for the Distribution of Compliant Implementations.

Specification Lead  also grants you a perpetual, non-exclusive,

non-transferable, worldwide, fully paid-up, royalty free, limited

license (without the right to sublicense) under any applicable

copyrights or, subject to the provisions of subsection 4 below, patent

rights it may have covering the Specification to create and/or

distribute an Independent Implementation of the Specification that: (a)

fully implements the Specification including all its required

interfaces and functionality; (b) does not modify, subset, superset or

otherwise extend the Licensor Name Space, or include any public or

protected packages, classes, Java interfaces, fields or methods within

the Licensor Name Space other than those required/authorized by the

Specification or Specifications being implemented; and (c) passes the

Technology Compatibility Kit (including satisfying the requirements of

the applicable TCK Users Guide) for such Specification ("Compliant

Implementation").  In addition, the foregoing license is expressly

conditioned on your not acting outside its scope.  No license is

granted hereunder for any other purpose (including, for example,

modifying the Specification, other than to the extent of your fair use

rights, or distributing the Specification to third parties).  Also, no

right, title, or interest in or to any trademarks, service marks, or

trade names of Specification Lead or Specification Lead's licensors is

granted hereunder.  Java, and Java-related logos, marks and names are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Oracle America, Inc. in the U.S.

and other countries.

</p>

<p>

3. Pass-through Conditions. You need not include limitations (a)-(c)

from the previous paragraph or any other particular "pass through"

requirements in any license You grant concerning the use of your

Independent Implementation or products derived from it.  However,

except with respect to Independent Implementations (and products

derived from them) that satisfy limitations (a)-(c) from the previous

paragraph, You may neither:  (a) grant or otherwise pass through to

your licensees any licenses under Specification Lead's  applicable

intellectual property rights; nor (b) authorize your licensees to make
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any claims concerning their implementation's compliance with the

Specification in question.

</p>

<p>

4. Reciprocity Concerning Patent Licenses. 

<br/>

a.  With respect to any patent claims covered by the license granted

under subparagraph 2 above that would be infringed by all technically

feasible implementations of the Specification, such license is

conditioned upon your offering on fair, reasonable and

non-discriminatory terms, to any party seeking it from You, a

perpetual, non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide license under

Your patent rights which are or would be infringed by all technically

feasible implementations of the Specification to develop, distribute

and use a Compliant Implementation.

<br/>

b.  With respect to any patent claims owned by Specification Lead and

covered by the license granted under subparagraph 2, whether or not

their infringement can be avoided in a technically feasible manner when

implementing the Specification, such license shall terminate with

respect to such claims if You initiate a claim against Specification

Lead that it has, in the course of performing its responsibilities as

the Specification Lead, induced any other entity to infringe Your

patent rights.

<br/>

c.  Also with respect to any patent claims owned by Specification Lead

and covered by the license granted under subparagraph 2 above, where

the infringement of such claims can be avoided in a technically

feasible manner when implementing the Specification such license, with

respect to such claims, shall terminate if You initiate a claim against

Specification Lead  that its making, having made, using, offering to

sell, selling or importing a Compliant Implementation infringes Your

patent rights.

</p>

<p>

5. Definitions. For the purposes of this Agreement:  "Independent

Implementation" shall mean an implementation of the Specification that

neither derives from any of Specification Lead's  source code or binary

code materials nor, except with an appropriate and separate license

from Specification Lead, includes any of Specification Lead's  source

code or binary code materials; "Licensor Name Space" shall mean the

public class or interface declarations whose names begin with "java",

"javax", "com.oracle", "com.sun" or their equivalents in any subsequent

naming convention adopted by Oracle America, Inc. through the Java

Community Process, or any recognized successors or replacements

thereof; and "Technology Compatibility Kit" or "TCK" shall mean the

test suite and accompanying TCK User's Guide provided by Specification

Lead  which corresponds to the Specification and that was available
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either (i) from Specification Lead 120 days before the first release of

Your Independent Implementation that allows its use for commercial

purposes, or (ii) more recently than 120 days from such release but

against which You elect to test Your implementation of the

Specification.

</p>

<p>

This Agreement will terminate immediately without notice from

Specification Lead if you breach the Agreement or act outside the scope

of the licenses granted above.

</p>

<p>

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

<br/>

THE SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS". SPECIFICATION LEAD MAKES NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT (INCLUDING AS A CONSEQUENCE OF ANY PRACTICE

OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPECIFICATION), OR THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE

SPECIFICATION ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE.  This document does not

represent any commitment to release or implement any portion of the

Specification in any product. In addition, the Specification could

include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.

</p>

<p>

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

<br/>

TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL SPECIFICATION

LEAD OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT

LIMITATION, LOST REVENUE, PROFITS OR DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND

REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED IN ANY

WAY TO YOUR HAVING, IMPLEMENTING OR OTHERWISE USING THE SPECIFICATION,

EVEN IF SPECIFICATION LEAD AND/OR ITS LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  You will indemnify, hold harmless,

and defend Specification Lead and its licensors from any claims arising

or resulting from: (i) your use of the Specification; (ii) the use or

distribution of your Java application, applet and/or implementation;

and/or (iii) any claims that later versions or releases of any

Specification furnished to you are incompatible with the Specification

provided to you under this license.

</p>

<p>

RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND

<br/>

U.S. Government: If this Specification is being acquired by or on

behalf of the U.S. Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor

or subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government's rights in the
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Software and accompanying documentation shall be only as set forth in

this license; this is in accordance with 48 C.F.R. 227.7201 through

227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense (DoD) acquisitions) and with 48

C.F.R. 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DoD acquisitions).

</p>

<p>

REPORT

<br/>

If you provide Specification Lead with any comments or suggestions

concerning the Specification ("Feedback"), you hereby: (i) agree that

such Feedback is provided on a non-proprietary and non-confidential

basis, and (ii) grant Specification Lead a perpetual, non-exclusive,

worldwide, fully paid-up, irrevocable license, with the right to

sublicense through multiple levels of sublicensees, to incorporate,

disclose, and use without limitation the Feedback for any purpose.

</p>

<p>

GENERAL TERMS

<br/>

Any action related to this Agreement will be governed by California law

and controlling U.S. federal law. The U.N. Convention for the

International Sale of Goods and the choice of law rules of any

jurisdiction will not apply.

</p>

<p>

The Specification is subject to U.S. export control laws and may be

subject to export or import regulations in other countries. Licensee

agrees to comply strictly with all such laws and regulations and

acknowledges that it has the responsibility to obtain such licenses to

export, re-export or import as may be required after delivery to

Licensee.

</p>

<p>

This Agreement is the parties' entire agreement relating to its subject

matter. It supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written

communications, proposals, conditions, representations and warranties

and prevails over any conflicting or additional terms of any quote,

order,  acknowledgment, or other communication between the parties

relating to its subject matter during the term of this Agreement. No

modification to this Agreement will be binding, unless in writing and

signed by an authorized representative of each party.

</p>

</body>

</html>
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1.334 postgre-sql 42.2.5.jre7 
1.334.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.335 c3p0 0.9.1.1 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

		       Version 2.1, February 1999      

     

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.      

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies      

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.      

     

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts      

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence      

the version number 2.1.]      

     

			    Preamble      

     

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your      

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public      
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change      

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.      

     

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some      

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the      

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You      

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether      

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better      

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.      

     

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,      

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that      

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge      

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get      

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of      

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do      

these things.      

     

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid      

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these      

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for      

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.      

     

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis      

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave      

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source      

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide      

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them      

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling      

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.      

     

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the      

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal      

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.      

     

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that      

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is      

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know      

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original      

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be      

introduced by others.      

     

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of      

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot      

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a      

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that      

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be      

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.      
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the      

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser      

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and      

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use      

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those      

libraries into non-free programs.      

     

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using      

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a      

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary      

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the      

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General      

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with      

the library.      

     

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it      

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General      

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less      

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages      

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many      

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain      

special circumstances.      

     

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to      

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes      

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be      

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free      

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this      

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free      

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.      

     

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free      

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of      

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in      

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU      

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating      

system.      

     

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the      

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is      

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run      

that program using a modified version of the Library.      

     

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and      

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a      

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The      

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must      
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be combined with the library in order to run.      

     

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION      

     

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other      

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or      

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of      

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").      

Each licensee is addressed as "you".      

     

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data      

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs      

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.      

     

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work      

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the      

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under      

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a      

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated      

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is      

included without limitation in the term "modification".)      

     

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for      

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means      

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated      

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation      

and installation of the library.      

     

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not      

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of      

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from      

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based      

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for      

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does      

and what the program that uses the Library does.      

       

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's      

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that      

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an      

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact      

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any      

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the      

Library.      

     

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,      

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a      

fee.      
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion      

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and      

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1      

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:      

     

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.      

     

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices      

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.      

     

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no      

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.      

     

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a      

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses      

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility      

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,      

   in the event an application does not supply such function or      

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of      

   its purpose remains meaningful.      

     

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has      

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the      

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any      

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must      

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square      

   root function must still compute square roots.)      

     

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If      

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,      

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in      

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those      

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you      

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based      

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of      

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the      

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote      

it.      

     

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest      

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to      

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or      

collective works based on the Library.      

     

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library      

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of      

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under      
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the scope of this License.      

     

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public      

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do      

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so      

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,      

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the      

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify      

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in      

these notices.      

     

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for      

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all      

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.      

     

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of      

the Library into a program that is not a library.      

     

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or      

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form      

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany      

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which      

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a      

medium customarily used for software interchange.      

     

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy      

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the      

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to      

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not      

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.      

     

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the      

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or      

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a      

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and      

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.      

     

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library      

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it      

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the      

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.      

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.      

     

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file      

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a      

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.      

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be      

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The      
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.      

     

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data      

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline      

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object      

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative      

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the      

Library will still fall under Section 6.)      

     

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may      

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.      

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,      

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.      

     

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or      

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a      

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work      

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit      

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse      

engineering for debugging such modifications.      

     

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the      

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by      

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work      

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the      

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference      

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one      

of these things:      

     

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding      

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever      

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under      

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked      

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that      

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the      

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified      

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood      

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the      

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application      

   to use the modified definitions.)      

     

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the      

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a      

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,      

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)      

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if      

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is      

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.      
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at      

   least three years, to give the same user the materials      

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more      

   than the cost of performing this distribution.      

     

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy      

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above      

   specified materials from the same place.      

     

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these      

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.      

     

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the      

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for      

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,      

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is      

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major      

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on      

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies      

the executable.      

     

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license      

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally      

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot      

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you      

distribute.      

     

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the      

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library      

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined      

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on      

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise      

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:      

     

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work      

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library      

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the      

   Sections above.      

     

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact      

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining      

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.      

     

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute      

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any      

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or      

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your      
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,      

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses      

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.      

     

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not      

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or      

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are      

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by      

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and      

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying      

the Library or works based on it.      

     

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the      

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library      

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further      

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.      

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with      

this License.      

     

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent      

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),      

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or      

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not      

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot      

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this      

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you      

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent      

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by      

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then      

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to      

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.      

     

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any      

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,      

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.      

     

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any      

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any      

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the      

integrity of the free software distribution system which is      

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made      

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed      

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that      

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing      

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot      

impose that choice.      
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to      

be a consequence of the rest of this License.      

     

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in      

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the      

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add      

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,      

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus      

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if      

written in the body of this License.      

     

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new      

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.      

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,      

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.      

     

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library      

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and      

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and      

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by      

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a      

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by      

the Free Software Foundation.      

     

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free      

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,      

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is      

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free      

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our      

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status      

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing      

and reuse of software generally.      

     

			    NO WARRANTY      

     

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO      

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.      

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR      

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY      

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE      

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR      

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE      

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME      

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.      

     

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN      

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY      
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU      

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR      

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE      

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING      

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A      

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF      

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH      

DAMAGES.      

     

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS      

     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries      

     

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest      

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that      

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting      

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the      

ordinary General Public License).      

     

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is      

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively      

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the      

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.      

     

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>      

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>      

     

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or      

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either      

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.      

     

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,      

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of      

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU      

   Lesser General Public License for more details.      

     

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software      

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

     

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.      

     

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your      

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if      

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:      

     

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the      
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 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.      

     

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990      

 Ty Coon, President of Vice      

     

That's all there is to it!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.336 grpc-core 1.9.0 

 

1.337 websocket-api 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.338 swagger-annotations 1.5.22 
1.338.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
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choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

/**

* Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package io.swagger.annotations;

 

import java.lang.annotation.ElementType;

import java.lang.annotation.Retention;

import java.lang.annotation.RetentionPolicy;

import java.lang.annotation.Target;

 

/**

* License metadata available within the info section of a Swagger definition, see

* https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification/blob/master/versions/2.0.md#licenseObject

*

* @since 1.5.0

*/

 

@Target(ElementType.ANNOTATION_TYPE)

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME)

public @interface License {

 

   /**

    * The name of the license.

    *

    * @return the name of the license

    */

   String name();
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   /**

    * An optional URL for the license.

    *

    * @return an optional URL for the license.

    */

   String url() default "";

}

 

1.339 jaxb-api 2.3.0 
1.339.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.
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    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or
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portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the
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terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
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C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more
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than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software
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distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.340 protobuf-java 3.3.0 

 

1.341 netty-transport 4.1.49.Final 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*
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* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {
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*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {
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*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232313_1594323914.29/0/netty-transport-4-1-49-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/transport/native-image.properties

 

1.342 reactor-core 3.3.5.RELEASE 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/CoreContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/RingBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present VMware Inc. or its affiliates, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/ImmutableRetrySignal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/Retry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/RetrySpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/retry/RetryBackoffSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRetryWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRetryWhen.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/Metrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFluxHide.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ReactorThreadFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoUsingWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableLift.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeOrdered.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxUsingWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMetricsFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoOnEachFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMergeOrdered.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Traces.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedLiftFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedLift.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/QueueDrainSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoOnEach.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoOnEachFuseable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCreate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCollect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCreate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Flux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/BoundedElasticScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublish.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSink.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OperatorDisposables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSingleMono.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OnNextFailureStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingOptionalMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLimitRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIndex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context5.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIndexFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoExpand.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDelaySequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDeferWithContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDeferWithContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelDoOnEach.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalFluxOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/OptimizableOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalConnectableFluxOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ReactorBlockHoundIntegration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ContextTrackingFunctionWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoErrorSupplied.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxErrorSupplied.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SourceProducer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLiftFuseable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerProducer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOnValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoToCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureLatest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDematerialize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGenerate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BufferOverflowStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLift.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxNameFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPublishMulticast.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context0.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHandleFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPublishOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeUntilOther.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalPeek.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeekFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Disposables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGroupBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/GroupedFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxContextStart.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublishMulticast.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Disposable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCancelOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeSequential.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinct.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDetach.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCollectList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ImmediateScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWithLatestFrom.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoOnEach.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingFirstSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxGroupJoin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLogFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCurrentContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscriberContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDefaultIfEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SingleWorkerScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelay.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DelegateProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSampleTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxScanSeed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFinally.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingSingleSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SynchronousSink.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelLift.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkip.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ElasticScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/ContextN.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlatMapMany.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRetryPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNameFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTakeUntilOther.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxAutoConnect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRefCount.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOnCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/adapter/JdkFlowAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSingle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/WorkerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPeekFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFinally.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelThen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinctUntilChanged.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeek.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFromMonoOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSample.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDelaySubscription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/Logger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Hooks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SchedulerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSink.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/Schedulers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnorePublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBufferStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/PeriodicSchedulerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeWhile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDematerialize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/CoreSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoReduce.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoReduceSeed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple7.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxNever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeUntil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRetry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/DelegateServiceScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHasElements.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DrainUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMerge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFirstEmitting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFinallyFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTake.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/PeriodicWorkerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMapSignal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCallableOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilterFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelArraySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple5.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ParallelScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCount.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingLastSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRetry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Scannable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMergeSequential.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLift.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFromFluxOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxJust.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ExecutorServiceWorker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRefCountGrace.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuples.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSupplier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSequenceEqual.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMapFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelPeek.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/UnicastProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFluxOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelaySubscription.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHide.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFromPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMaterialize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipUntil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDefer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOnCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeatPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SerializedSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoAny.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/Queues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceMonoFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMapFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelRunOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFlatMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRetryPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BlockingIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxZip.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDistinctFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/SpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelConcatMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPublishOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxInterval.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilterWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Signal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ConnectableFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipWhile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoElapsed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/DirectProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOnErrorResume.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFlux.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxZipIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoJust.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/scheduler/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SingleScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoElementAt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxPeek.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/LambdaMonoSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoAll.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InternalMonoOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/LambdaSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDetach.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMaterialize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureDrop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoStreamCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxAutoConnectFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeatPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxErrorOnRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxUsing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxJoin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFlatMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeSort.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxElapsed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnErrorResume.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/util/function/TupleExtensions.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreElements.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxHide.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/SignalLogger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple6.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipLast.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilterWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxScan.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelReduceSeed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/ExecutorScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerConsumer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSkipUntilOther.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelMergeReduce.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/context/Context1.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCancelOn.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/adapter/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoNever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoUsing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxTakeLast.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/StrictSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRepeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSampleFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Exceptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHasElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDefer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/InnerOperator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoRepeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSourceFluxFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelayUntil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFlatMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoIgnoreThen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxExpand.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFinallyFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ImmutableSignal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoLogFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDelayElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoSubscribeOnValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowBoundary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/Loggers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/Fuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoHandleFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSourceMono.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/function/Tuple2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCallableOnAssembly.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelCollect.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/Scheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/BaseSubscriber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ParallelFluxHide.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDefaultIfEmpty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoError.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 2019-Present Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

reactor.core.scheduler.ReactorBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2018 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxSwitchOnFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoBridges.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilterFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxExtensions.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCacheTime.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/InstantPeriodicWorkerTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoExtensions.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoPeekTerminal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxOnBackpressureBufferTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/NonBlocking.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxReplay.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoFunctions.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxConcatMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBufferBoundary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/EmitterProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoZip.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxWindowPredicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Operators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoWhen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/scheduler/SchedulerMetricDecorator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoMetricsFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxCombineLatest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoCompletionStage.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/ReplayProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/Mono.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/FluxDoFirstFuseable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFirst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/MonoDoFirstFuseable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Pivotal Software Inc, All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/EventLoopProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/WorkQueueProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/concurrent/WaitStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/CorePublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/core/publisher/TopicProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/NonNull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232327_1594323982.19/0/reactor-core-3-3-5-release-sources-1-

jar/reactor/util/annotation/Nullable.java

 

1.343 grpc-context 1.9.0 
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1.344 golang 1.19.1 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

The Go source code and supporting files in this directory

are covered by the usual Go license (see ../../../../LICENSE).

 

When building with GOEXPERIMENT=boringcrypto, the following applies.

 

The goboringcrypto_linux_amd64.syso object file is built

from BoringSSL source code by build/build.sh and is covered

by the BoringSSL license reproduced below and also at

https://boringssl.googlesource.com/boringssl/+/fips-20190808/LICENSE.

 

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Some files from Intel are under yet another license, which is also included

underneath.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------
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/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

Some files from Intel carry the following license:

 

# Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

#

# All rights reserved.

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# met:

#

# *  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

# *  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#    documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#    distribution.

#

# *  Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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#    this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION ""AS IS"" AND ANY

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

# PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

# CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

# EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

# PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

# PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#
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# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the
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authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.345 jwt-go 4.0.0-preview1 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Dave Grijalva

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.346 grpc-stub 1.9.0 

 

1.347 swagger-jaxrs 1.5.22 

 

1.348 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA 
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1.348.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018977165_1591906383.79/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-jar/META-

INF/maven/javax.validation/validation-api/pom.xml

 

1.349 pierrec-lz4 2.0.4-0.20180826165652-

dbe9298ce099+incompatible 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Pierre Curto

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of xxHash nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.350 protobuf-java 3.6.0 
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1.351 golang-genproto 0.0.0-20200526211855-

cb27e3aa2013 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.352 sarama 1.22.1 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Shopify

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.353 manifold-rt 2021.1.19 
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1.353.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/FragmentValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ReservedWordMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/ScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManObjectUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/TypeReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/StreamUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/rt/api/Bindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/RegExpMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManEscapeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/SourcePosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/NoBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/Bootstraps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/rt/api/Array.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/rt/api/util/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/rt/api/util/Stack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManStringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/Precompiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/Precompile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/ActualName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManIdentifierUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ServiceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/PathUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/DisableStringLiteralTemplates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/IncrementalCompile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManClassUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2021 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/rt/api/anno/any.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*  

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/util/ManDateTimeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218315640_1634924254.84/0/manifold-rt-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/rt/api/IBootstrap.java

 

1.354 jersey-bean-validation 2.5.1 

 

1.355 spring-messaging 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.355.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/HandlerMethodSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractAsyncReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageReceivingOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserSessionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/ByteArrayMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/SmartMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/ListenableFutureReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/SubscribeMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompSessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompSessionHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/MessagingAdviceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageSendingOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompFrameHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/AnnotationExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageRequestReplyOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpSubscriptionMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/ConnectionHandlingStompSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageTypeMessageCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/AbstractMessageCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/StringMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessageHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DestinationUserNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/MessageCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageSendingOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DefaultUserSessionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpConnectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/PassThroughPromiseToListenableFutureAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/ValueConstants.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/Reactor2StompCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/AbstractPromiseToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/SendToUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/Reactor2TcpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserSessionRegistryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/SendTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/DestinationVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/NativeMessageHeaderAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/GenericMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/BufferingStompDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpUserRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/AbstractBrokerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/DefaultMessageHandlerMethodFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/PayloadArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/ConnectionLostException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/MessageMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/MultiServerUserRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/GenericMessagingTemplate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/DestinationResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/DestinationResolvingMessageSendingOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessageDeliveryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/DestinationVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/FixedIntervalReconnectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/BeanFactoryMessageChannelDestinationResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/MissingSessionUserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/DestinationResolvingMessageRequestReplyOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/PrincipalMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/PollableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/BrokerAvailabilityEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ChannelInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/SubscribableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessagePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/DestinationResolvingMessageReceivingOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessagingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/AbstractMethodArgumentResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/MethodArgumentResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/IdTimestampMessageHeaderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/Reactor2TcpStompClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/SubscriptionMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageHeaderAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/MethodArgumentTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/DefaultStompSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserDestinationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/AbstractMessageBrokerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserRegistryMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompHeaderAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/MethodArgumentNotValidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/MessageMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpAttributesContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessagingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/AbstractNamedValueMethodArgumentResolver.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/HandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompClientSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/CompletableFutureReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/DestinationPatternsMessageCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageHeaderAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompSession.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ExecutorSubscribableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MarshallingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/SendToMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/AbstractMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/MessageBrokerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/AbstractSubscriptionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/AbstractMessageSendingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/ContentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpSessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/ReconnectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompBrokerRelayMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/AbstractBrokerMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/Reactor2TcpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractMethodMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/SimpleBrokerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DefaultUserDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MappingJackson2MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/SimpleBrokerMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/StompBrokerRelayRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/InvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserDestinationMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/SubscriptionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/HeadersMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/SimpAnnotationMethodMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/DefaultSubscriptionRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Set the max pool size of the ThreadPoolExecutor.

	 * <p><strong>NOTE:</strong> When an unbounded

	 * {@link #queueCapacity(int) queueCapacity} is configured (the default), the
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	 * max pool size is effectively ignored. See the "Unbounded queues" strategy

	 * in {@link java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor ThreadPoolExecutor} for

	 * more details.

	 * <p>By default this is set to {@code Integer.MAX_VALUE}.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/TaskExecutorRegistration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

 

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/MessageExceptionHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original  author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/CompositeMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/InterceptableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/AbstractMessageReceivingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ErrorMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/HeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ChannelInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageMappingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandlerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/AbstractDestinationResolvingMessagingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageHeaderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/AbstractMessagingTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/MessageHandlerMethodFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractSubscribableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/HeaderMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ExecutorChannelInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/DefaultContentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ImmutableMessageChannelInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessageHandlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/GenericMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/SimpleMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/DestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/CachingDestinationResolverProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.7

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1379161629_1659474144.067803/0/spring-messaging-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/ChannelRegistration.java
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1.356 jersey-common 2.5.1 
1.356.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. "License" means this document.

 

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
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1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,
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or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
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3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their
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nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. " 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
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General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
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disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,
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c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other
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system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

""CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.357 junixsocket-native-common 2.0.4 

 

1.358 manifold-util 2021.1.19 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/ConcurrentWeakHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/LockingLazyVar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/util/JreUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/LocklessLazyVar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/ConcurrentWeakValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/NecessaryEvilUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/ConcurrentHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/util/ILogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/ManExceptionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/concurrent/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/ReflectUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/ReflectionHack_12.java12

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2021 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/TypeAncestry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/MethodScorer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/PrimitiveUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2021 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*  

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218297853_1634927269.69/0/manifold-util-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/util/MethodScore.java

 

1.359 netty-resolver 4.1.49.Final 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068232293_1594320747.73/0/netty-resolver-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

 

1.360 gopkg.in-mgo 2.0.0-20160801213824-

01084657862d 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

mgo - MongoDB driver for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2013 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSON library for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
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  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.361 slf4j 1.5.8-PATCHED 
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1.361.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.362 javax-xml-soap-api 1.4.0 
1.362.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing
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Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,
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reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE
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OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
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protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2
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Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.363 netty-codec-socks 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.364 isorelax 20090621 
1.364.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.365 jackson-datatype-joda 2.10.4 
1.365.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.366 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.5 
1.366.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLocationAwareLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701826_1613864720.95/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

 

1.367 typetools 0.3.1 

 

1.368 netty-tcnative-boringssl-static

2.0.22.Final 
1.368.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallbackTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SniHostNameMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Library.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSL.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateRequestedCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SessionTicketKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

BoringSSL-Revision: 0f5ecd3a854546d943104e1f7421e489b7f4d5aa

Bundle-Description: A Mavenized fork of Tomcat Native which incorporat

es various patches. This artifact is statically linked    to BoringSS

L and Apache APR.

Apr-Version: 1.6.5

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.tcnative.boringssl

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.tcnative-boringssl-static

Archiver-Version: Plexus Archiver

Built-By: Norman Maurer

Bnd-LastModified: 1551466213343

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-DocURL: http://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=opti

onal,sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="

[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Tool: Bnd-2.1.0.20130426-122213

Export-Package: io.netty.internal.tcnative;version="2.0.22.Final"

Bundle-Name: Netty/TomcatNative [BoringSSL - Static]

Bundle-Version: 2.0.22.Final

BoringSSL-Branch: chromium-stable

Bundle-NativeCode: META-INF/native/netty_tcnative.dll;osname=win32;pro

cessor=x86_64

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_74

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084502_1643153845.55/0/netty-tcnative-boringssl-static-2-0-22-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallback.java

 

1.369 log4j-api 2.17.1 
1.369.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j 1.x Compatibility API

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.370 pycparser 2.18 
1.370.1 Available under license : 

pycparser -- A C parser in Python

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Eli Bendersky

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of Eli Bendersky nor the names of its contributors may

 be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.371 commons-dbcp 2.0.1 
1.371.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons DBCP

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.372 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.7.9 
1.372.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.373 httpclient 3.10.0 
1.373.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/QueryParameters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/VhostLimits.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/OkHttpClientBuilderConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpComponentsRestTemplateConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/ClientParameters.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/SimpleRestTemplateConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/ClientCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpConnectionConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/OkHttpRestTemplateConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/JsonUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/DeleteQueueParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/RestTemplateConfigurator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/GetAckMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/RuntimeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/GetEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/AckMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UpstreamSetInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UpstreamDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/OutboundMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-
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jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UpstreamInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UpstreamSetDetails.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/ReactorNettyClientOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/MessageStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ExchangeMessageStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-
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jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ShovelDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/VhostInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ShovelDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ErlangApp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/PluginContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/NetworkListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/QueueInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ShovelInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UserPermissions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/UserInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ObjectTotals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/OverviewResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/QueueTotals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ExchangeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/RateDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/QueueDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ExchangeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/NodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ShovelStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/HttpClientBuilderConfigurator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/CurrentUserDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/AlivenessTestResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ConsumerDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ClientProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ConnectionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/Definitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/AuthMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ConnectionDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-
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jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ChannelInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/ChannelDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/domain/BindingInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/ReactorNettyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1179015090_1625843889.81/0/http-client-3-10-0-sources-

jar/com/rabbitmq/http/client/Utils.java

 

1.374 paramiko 2.0.1 
1.374.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
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   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.375 resourcelocator 1.0.1 
1.375.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
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the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
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protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the
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executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.
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9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
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This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.
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1.376 httpcore-nio 4.4.1 
1.376.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.377 jackson 2.9.10 
1.377.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.378 httpcomponents-core 4.4.13 
1.378.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.379 websocket-client 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.379.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/UpgradeConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/WebSocketClientConnection.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/WebSocketClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/Masker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/WebSocketClientSelectorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/ConnectPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/FixedMasker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/ClientUpgradeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/RandomMasker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/UpgradeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/ZeroMasker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/ClientUpgradeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/ConnectionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368233_1643062193.51/0/websocket-client-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.380 streadway-amqp 1.0.0 
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1.380.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2012-2019, Sean Treadway, SoundCloud Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.381 golang-snappy 0.0.1 
1.381.1 Available under license : 

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Snappy-Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,
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# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Damian Gryski <dgryski@gmail.com>

Jan Mercl <0xjnml@gmail.com>

Kai Backman <kaib@golang.org>

Marc-Antoine Ruel <maruel@chromium.org>

Nigel Tao <nigeltao@golang.org>

Rob Pike <r@golang.org>

Rodolfo Carvalho <rhcarvalho@gmail.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@golang.org>

Sebastien Binet <seb.binet@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.382 grpc-okhttp 1.9.0 
1.382.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.383 commons-beanutils 1.9.2 
1.383.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.384 istack-commons 2.21 
1.384.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.385 x-term 0.0.0-20220526004731-

065cf7ba2467 
1.385.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017-2019, The xterm.js authors (https://github.com/xtermjs/xterm.js)

Copyright (c) 2014-2016, SourceLair Private Company (https://www.sourcelair.com)

Copyright (c) 2012-2013, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2019, The xterm.js authors (https://github.com/xtermjs/xterm.js)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2018, The xterm.js authors (https://github.com/xtermjs/xterm.js)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017, The xterm.js authors (https://github.com/xtermjs/xterm.js)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.386 jackson 2.10.4 
1.386.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.387 httpcomponents-mime 4.3.6 
1.387.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Mime

Copyright 1999-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.388 javatuples 1.2 
1.388.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Copyright (c) 2010, The JAVATUPLES team (http://www.javatuples.org)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.389 bcpg-jdk15on 1.50 
1.389.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699984_1613864913.63/0/bcpg-jdk15on-1-50-sources-1-

jar/org/bouncycastle/apache/bzip2/CRC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699984_1613864913.63/0/bcpg-jdk15on-1-50-sources-1-

jar/org/bouncycastle/apache/bzip2/BZip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699984_1613864913.63/0/bcpg-jdk15on-1-50-sources-1-

jar/org/bouncycastle/apache/bzip2/CBZip2OutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699984_1613864913.63/0/bcpg-jdk15on-1-50-sources-1-

jar/org/bouncycastle/apache/bzip2/CBZip2InputStream.java

 

1.390 commons-io 2.5 
1.390.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.391 curator-framework 2.12.0 
1.391.1 Available under license : 

 

Curator Framework

Copyright 2011-2017 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.392 jetty 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.392.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0    

   

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.    

   

1. DEFINITIONS    

   

"Contribution" means:    

   

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and    

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:    

   

i) changes to the Program, and    

   

ii) additions to the Program;    

   

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.    

   

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.    

   

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.    

   

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.    
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.    

   

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS    

   

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.    

   

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.    

   

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.    

   

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.    

   

3. REQUIREMENTS    

   

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:    

   

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and    

   

b) its license agreement:    

   

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;    

   

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;    

   

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and    

   

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.    
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When the Program is made available in source code form:    

   

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and    

   

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.    

   

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.    

   

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.    

   

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION    

   

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.    

   

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.    

   

5. NO WARRANTY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.    

   

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY    
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EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.    

   

7. GENERAL    

   

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.    

   

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.    

   

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.    

   

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.    

   

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

1.393 rsocket-core 1.0.0-RC7 
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1.393.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/LinkedArrayQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/CircularArrayOffsetCalculator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/queues/QueueProgressIndicators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/RejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/lease/MissingLeaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/RejectedSetupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/ApplicationErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/CustomRSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/InvalidSetupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/ReconnectMono.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/ServerSetup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/plugins/InterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/CanceledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/SetupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/Exceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/RejectedResumeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/core/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-
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jar/io/rsocket/fragmentation/FrameFragmenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ClientRSocketSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/InvalidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/ConnectionCloseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/fragmentation/ReassemblyDuplexConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/plugins/InitializingInterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/UnsupportedSetupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/DefaultConnectionSetupPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/RSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/fragmentation/FrameReassembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/ConnectionErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/RSocketErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/fragmentation/FragmentationDuplexConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/fragmentation/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/SynchronizedIntObjectHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/plugins/SocketAcceptorInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/RSocketServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/RSocketConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/RSocketFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/ConnectionSetupPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/core/Resume.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/lease/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/ClientTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/Transport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/EmptyPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/metadata/CompositeMetadataFlyweight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/DisposableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/internal/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/Closeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/AbstractRSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/metadata/WellKnownMimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/transport/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/StreamIdSupplier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/SocketAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/LimitableRequestPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/RecyclerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/plugins/DuplexConnectionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/RSocketRequester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/RSocketProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/DuplexConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/plugins/RSocketInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/util/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/ByteBufPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/resume/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/metadata/security/WellKnownAuthType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/ClientServerInputMultiplexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/RSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/Retryable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/DefaultPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/metadata/CompositeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/ServerTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/frame/VersionFlyweight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/Availability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/UnboundedProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/SwitchTransformFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/core/RSocketResponder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/TransportHeaderAware.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/frame/FrameType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/exceptions/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/frame/ResumeFrameFlyweight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/lease/RequesterLeaseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumableDuplexConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/InMemoryResumableFramesStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/UnicastMonoProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/lease/LeaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ExponentialBackoffResumeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/util/Function3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/keepalive/KeepAliveSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/SessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumableFramesStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumeStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/DuplexConnectionProxy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/RSocketSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/lease/Lease.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/lease/ResponderLeaseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-jar/io/rsocket/lease/Leases.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/OnceConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/lease/LeaseStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/RequestListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ClientResume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ServerRSocketSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/PeriodicResumeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/util/MultiSubscriberRSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumeFramesSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/UpstreamFramesSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/resume/ResumeStateException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Real Logic Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/BitUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-
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jar/io/rsocket/internal/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1103764636_1604518270.78/0/rsocket-core-1-0-0-rc7-sources-

jar/io/rsocket/internal/CollectionUtil.java

 

1.394 jersey 2.25.1 
1.394.1 Available under license : 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/
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COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of
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this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a
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Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
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jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:
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  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or
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binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.
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9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.
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  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."
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Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison
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Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
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those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
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brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL

(LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code  for use, you do not need

license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.395 javassist 3.21.0-GA 
1.395.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135902035_1613627706.92/0/javassist-3-21-0-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

 

1.396 gopkg.in-mgo 2.0.0-20190816093944-

a6b53ec6cb22 
1.396.1 Available under license : 

mgo - MongoDB driver for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2013 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSON library for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2012 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.397 shiro-crypto-core 1.6.0 
1.397.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.398 guava 11.0.2 
1.398.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

vendor:  https://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/

license: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

source:  https://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/source/browse/?name=v11.0.2

 

1.399 hk2-locator 2.5.0-b32 
1.399.1 Available under license : 

CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception

https://glassfish.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

A business-friendly OSS license
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1.400 jsr305 3.0.2 
1.400.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/ThreadSafe.java

 

1.401 go-restful 3.5.1 
1.401.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012,2013 Ernest Micklei

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.402 spring-oxm 4.3.19.RELEASE 
1.402.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/castor/CastorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/CastorMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/castor/CastorMappingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/OxmNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xstream/XStreamMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/XmlBeansMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/JibxMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

 *

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/Jaxb2MarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xmlbeans/XmlBeansMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xmlbeans/XmlOptionsFactoryBean.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/AbstractMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xstream/CatchAllConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/Unmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/MarshallingFailureException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/ValidationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/MarshallingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/MarshallingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/UnmarshallingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/UncategorizedMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/GenericUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/SaxResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/XmlMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/GenericMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jaxb/ClassPathJaxb2TypeScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jibx/JibxMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700442_1613864893.82/0/spring-oxm-4-3-19-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jaxb/Jaxb2Marshaller.java
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1.403 jetty-security 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.403.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/RunAsToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/LoginCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/ClientCertAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/IdentityService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/HashLoginService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/DefaultAuthenticatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/RoleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/DigestAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/DeferredAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/ServerAuthException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/DefaultIdentityService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/UserAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/BasicAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/PropertyUserStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/SecurityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/SpnegoUserPrincipal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/SessionAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/FormAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/AbstractUserAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/JDBCLoginService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/SpnegoAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/LoginService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/SpnegoUserIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/MappedLoginService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/UserDataConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/ConstraintAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/RoleRunAsToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/LoginAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/DefaultUserIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/ConstraintMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/LoginCallbackImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/SpnegoLoginService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

//Equivalent to //<user-data-constraint><transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee></user-data-

constraint>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258368310_1643062593.25/0/jetty-security-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/ConstraintSecurityHandler.java

 

1.404 netty-codec 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.405 gson 2.6.2 
1.405.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/TreeTypeAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001015223_1608021262.66/0/gson-2-6-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

 

1.406 postgresql-jdbc 42.2.5.jre7 
1.406.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.407 prettytable 0.7.2 
1.407.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright (c) 2009-2013 Luke Maurits <luke@maurits.id.au>

# All rights reserved.

# With contributions from:

#  * Chris Clark

#  * Christoph Robbert

#  * Klein Stephane

#  * "maartendb"

#
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# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

# * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

# * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

#   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

# * The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

#   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

# AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

# ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

# INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

# CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

# POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.408 jackson-databind 2.9.10.8 
1.408.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact
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FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.409 x-time-rate 0.0.0-20220609170525-

579cf78fd858 
1.409.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.410 apache-log4j 1.2.15 
1.410.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.411 netty-codec 4.1.17.Final 
1.411.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**
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* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*
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* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>
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* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*
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* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3
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* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>
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*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470191_1607093044.21/0/netty-codec-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

 

1.412 woodstox-core-asl 4.1.4 
1.412.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
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*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF32Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/ent/EntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/PrefixedNameSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/DefaultEventAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BaseNsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxLazyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/PrefixedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/BaseStartElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/AsciiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxEventFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/EBCDICCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
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*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleOutputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BijectiveNsMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/OutputElementBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, softwar

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/RepairingNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WrappedSaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/ContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/StructValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*
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* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/NsDefaultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/FullDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/BasicStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BufferingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ReaderBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/AttributeCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/StreamScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/TypedStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/InputElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/ISOLatin1XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/EncodingXmlWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/AsciiXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubsetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDTypingNonValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriterWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/MinimalDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ISOLatinReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/TypedStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/NonNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/GenericMsvValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/WstxEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/ValidatingStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/BaseSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/ElementIdMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DefaultAttrValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxInputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703947_1613864568.23/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-1-4-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/AttributeProxy.java

 

1.413 janino 2.6.1 

 

1.414 error_prone_annotations 2.3.2 
1.414.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258803950_1643112888.66/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-2-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

 

1.415 javax-inject 1 
1.415.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.416 annotations 3.0.1 

 

1.417 commons-logging 1.1.1 
1.417.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Logging

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3

 - Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12

 - Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1
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1.418 netty-resolver 4.1.17.Final 
1.418.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-jar/io/netty/resolver/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470210_1607093040.86/0/netty-resolver-4-1-17-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

 

1.419 websocket-api 9.3.27.v20190418 
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1.419.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/UpgradeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/BatchMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/UpgradeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/RemoteEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketPartialListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/BadPayloadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/SuspendToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/ExtensionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/util/QuoteUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/CloseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketFrameListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WriteCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/MessageTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/util/WSURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/InvalidWebSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketClose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/IncomingFrames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/Session.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/CloseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/UpgradeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/ProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/StatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/PolicyViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/OutgoingFrames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/extensions/ExtensionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketPingPongListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/WebSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367610_1643062405.75/0/websocket-api-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.420 python-requests 2.18.4 
1.420.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017 Kenneth Reitz

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.421 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.10.4 
1.421.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#  Copyright 2012 FasterXML.com

#

#  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

#  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

#  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#
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#  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

#  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

#  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

#  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

#  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

#  limitations under the License.

 

com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.smile.SmileFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1047707365_1590557525.62/0/jackson-dataformat-smile-2-10-4-sources-

jar/META-INF/services/com.fasterxml.jackson.core.JsonFactory

 

1.422 hibernate-validator 5.0.0.Final 
1.422.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

 

1.423 commons-jexl3 3.1 
1.423.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons JEXL

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.424 jackson-annotations 2.10.4 
1.424.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.425 pyyaml 5.4.1 
1.425.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2021 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.426 cassandra-driver-core 3.2.0 

 

1.427 swagger-core 1.5.23 
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1.427.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.428 jackson-jaxrs 2.9.10 
1.428.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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1.429 shiro-crypto-hash 1.6.0 
1.429.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.430 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.5.1 
1.430.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
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   1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

   1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. License means this document.

 

   1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

   1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,
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practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You
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represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of
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the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly
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granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
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deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

cat jersey-container-servlet-core-2.5.1-sources/org/glassfish/jersey/servlet/internal/ThreadLocalInvoker.java

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code
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* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited
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to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

 

 

1.431 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.9.0 

 

1.432 grpc-netty 1.9.0 

 

1.433 x-crypto 0.0.0-20201124201722-

c8d3bf9c5392 
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1.433.1 Available under license : 
# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.434 cffi 1.14.5 
1.434.1 Available under license : 

 

Except when otherwise stated (look for LICENSE files in directories or

information at the beginning of each file) all software and

documentation is licensed as follows:

 

   The MIT License

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
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   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

   THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

   DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.435 cglib 2.2.0-b21 
1.435.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/LocalVariablesSorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractTransformTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/FieldVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AnnotationVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-
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jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701410_1613864270.85/0/cglib-2-2-0-b21-sources-2-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

 

1.436 google-http-client 1.15.0-rc 
1.436.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/LoggingInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/StreamingContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ByteCountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/javanet/MockHttpURLConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/FixedClock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/EmptyContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonObjectParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/webtoken/JsonWebSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/json/MockJsonFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpEncoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/LoggingByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/webtoken/JsonWebToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/LogRecordingHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/json/MockJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/LoggingOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ByteArrayStreamingContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/json/MockJsonParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ObjectParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/SslUtils.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Base64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpMediaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Clock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/javanet/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/GZipEncoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpEncodingStreamingContent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/apache/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/TestableByteArrayInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpBackOffIOExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/apache/MockHttpClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Sets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/MockBackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Joiner.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/TestableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Maps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Beta.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Collections2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpBackOffUnsuccessfulResponseHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Strings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/json/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/json/MockJsonParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/SecurityTestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/SecurityUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/SSLSocketFactoryExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/json/MockJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/util/MockSleeper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Lists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/MultipartContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Sleeper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/BackOffUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/json/MockJsonFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Objects.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Charsets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpIOExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/webtoken/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Preconditions.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/NanoClock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/PemReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/MockHttpUnsuccessfulResponseHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/AbstractHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/BackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Types.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ArrayValueMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/json/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/BasicAuthentication.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/NullValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpStatusCodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Value.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/ExponentialBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpRequestInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/atom/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/ByteArrayContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/HttpTesting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/atom/AtomContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/AbstractInputStreamContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Data.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/BackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/FileContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpRequestFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Google Inc.J

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/rpc2/JsonRpcRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/LoggingStreamingContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/GenericData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/atom/Atom.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/UrlEncodedContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpExecuteInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/DateTime.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/DataMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/Xml.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpResponseInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/MockLowLevelHttpResponse.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/ApacheHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpResponseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/MockLowLevelHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/CharEscapers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/GenericJson.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/Key.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/Json.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/MockHttpTransport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/XmlObjectParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/rpc2/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/XmlHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/json/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/javanet/NetHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/XmlNamespaceDictionary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/LowLevelHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/InputStreamContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpTransport.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/javanet/NetHttpTransport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/CustomizeJsonParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/javanet/NetHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpUnsuccessfulResponseHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/GenericUrl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/atom/AtomFeedParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/UrlEncodedParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/AbstractXmlHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/util/ArrayMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/javanet/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/atom/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/ContentEntity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/atom/AbstractAtomFeedParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/testing/http/MockHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/json/JsonGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/xml/GenericXml.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/LowLevelHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/ApacheHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/json/JsonHttpContent.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/ApacheHttpTransport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/apache/HttpExtensionMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1071204643_1594893854.39/0/google-http-client-1-15-0-rc-sources-1-

jar/com/google/api/client/http/HttpMethods.java

 

1.437 chardet 3.0.4 
1.437.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.438 protobuf-java-util 3.7.1 
1.438.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Durations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/FieldMaskUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/TimeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/JsonFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Timestamps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1261645760_1643309979.54/0/protobuf-java-util-3-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/FieldMaskTree.java

 

1.439 paranamer 2.5.6 

 

1.440 google-http-client 1.20.0 
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1.441 guava 25.0-jre 
1.441.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 

                          Version 2.0, January 2004 

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

  1. Definitions. 

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. 

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 

     the copyright owner that is granting the License. 

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all 

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common 

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, 

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the 

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or 

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the 

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity 

     exercising permissions granted by this License. 

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, 

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation 

     source, and configuration files. 

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical 

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but 

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, 

     and conversions to other media types. 

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or 

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a 

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work 

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below). 

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object 

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the 

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications 
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes 

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain 

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, 

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof. 

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including 

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions 

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally 

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner 

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of 

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" 

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent 

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to 

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, 

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the 

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but 

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise 

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." 

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity 

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and 

     subsequently incorporated within the Work. 

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, 

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the 

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, 

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, 

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable 

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their 

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) 

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You 

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a 

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work 

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct 

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses 

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate 

     as of the date such litigation is filed. 

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the 

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without 
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You 

     meet the following conditions: 

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or 

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices 

         stating that You changed the files; and 

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works 

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and 

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, 

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of 

         the Derivative Works; and 

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its 

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must 

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained 

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not 

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one 

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed 

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or 

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, 

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and 

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents 

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and 

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution 

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside 

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided 

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed 

         as modifying the License. 

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and 

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions 

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or 

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, 

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with 

     the conditions stated in this License. 

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, 

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work 

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of 

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions. 

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify 

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed 

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade 
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, 

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the 

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or 

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each 

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions 

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A 

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the 

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any 

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, 

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, 

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly 

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be 

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, 

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a 

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the 

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, 

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all 

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor 

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing 

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, 

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only 

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. 

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work. 

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
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     identification within third-party archives. 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] 

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 

  You may obtain a copy of the License at 

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 

  limitations under the License.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication* (based on United States law)

or Public Domain Certification

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

Creative Commons has retired this legal tool and does not recommend that it be applied to works.

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any

copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and

successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and

future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such

relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP

  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash

  * method in OpenJDK 7's java.util.HashMap class.

  */
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.442 commons-lang3 3.8.1 
1.442.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
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must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
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brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.443 slf4j 1.7.21 
1.443.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2014 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,
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distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.444 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.34.Final 

 

1.445 hk2-api 2.5.0-b32 
1.445.1 Available under license : 

CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception

https://glassfish.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

A business-friendly OSS license

 

1.446 easymock 3.1 
1.446.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for EasyMock

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

EasyMock

Copyright 2001-2011 OFFIS, Tammo Freese, Henri Tremblay

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Code Generation Library (http://cglib.sourceforge.net/)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita'

 - Objenesis (http://objenesis.googlecode.com/svn/docs/index.html)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.447 snake-yaml 1.24 
1.447.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.448 commons-net 3.6 
1.448.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.449 okio 1.13.0 
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1.449.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Utf8.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Pipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/HashingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/HashingSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Segment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/ForwardingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/RealBufferedSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Timeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Sink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/SegmentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/GzipSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/DeflaterSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Okio.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/AsyncTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/BufferedSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/InflaterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/BufferedSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/RealBufferedSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/ForwardingSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/GzipSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Square Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/ByteString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/ForwardingTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/SegmentedByteString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000590_1646171445.35/0/okio-1-13-0-sources-2-jar/okio/Base64.java
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1.450 python-setuptools 28.8.0 
1.450.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.451 commons-digester 1.8.1 
1.451.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.452 rcrowley-go-metrics 0.0.0-

20201227073835-cf1acfcdf475 
1.452.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012 Richard Crowley. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

       with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY RICHARD CROWLEY ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL RICHARD CROWLEY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation

are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing

official policies, either expressed or implied, of Richard Crowley.

 

1.453 json4s-ext 3.2.5 
1.453.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2010 WorldWide Conferencing, LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015975_1607033487.84/0/json4s-ext-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-

jar/org/json4s/ext/JodaTimeSerializers.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015975_1607033487.84/0/json4s-ext-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-

jar/org/json4s/ext/EnumSerializer.scala

 

1.454 joda-time 2.2 
1.454.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.455 six 1.11.0 
1.455.1 Available under license : 

The primary author and maintainer of six is Benjamin Peterson. He would like to

acknowledge the following people who submitted bug reports, pull requests, and

otherwise worked to improve six:

 

Marc Abramowitz

Alexander Artemenko

Aymeric Augustin

Ned Batchelder
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Wouter Bolsterlee

Brett Cannon

Jason R. Coombs

Julien Danjou

Ben Darnell

Ben Davis

Tim Graham

Thomas Grainger

Max Grender-Jones

Joshua Harlow

Anselm Kruis

Alexander Lukanin

James Mills

Berker Peksag

Sridhar Ratnakumar

Erik Rose

Mirko Rossini

Peter Ruibal

Miroslav Shubernetskiy

Anthony Sottile

Lucas Wiman

Jordan Moldow

 

If you think you belong on this list, please let me know! --Benjamin

Copyright (c) 2010-2017 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.456 websocket-server 9.3.27.v20190418 
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1.456.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketUpgradeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/HandshakeRFC6455.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/ServletWebSocketResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/MappedWebSocketCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketUpgradeHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/ServletPathSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/NativeWebSocketServletContainerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/ServletWebSocketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/NativeWebSocketConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketHandshake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/PathSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258367876_1643062736.5/0/websocket-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/RegexPathSpec.java

 

1.457 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.8 
1.457.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.458 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.21 
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1.458.1 Available under license : 
MIT License

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

1.459 jetty-webapp 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.459.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/IterativeDescriptorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/DiscoveredAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebAppClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/CachingWebAppClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/MetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebXmlConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebAppContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/DescriptorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/FragmentDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/StandardDescriptorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/DefaultsDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/AbstractConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/OverrideDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/Origin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/MetaDataComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/MetaInfConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebInfConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/CloneConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/ClasspathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/FragmentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/JettyWebXmlConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258364949_1643062483.18/0/jetty-webapp-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/JarScanner.java

 

1.460 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-

conflict-with-guava 
1.460.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.461 protobuf-java-util 3.5.1 

 

1.462 websocket-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.463 castor-core 1.3.1 
1.463.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 1999-2004 (C) Intalio Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without prior written permission of

  Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.
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4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

  nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are

  trademarks of Intalio Inc.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.464 cas-client-core 3.2.1 

 

1.465 spring-tx 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.465.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/glassfish/GlassFishWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/JtaTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/ProxyTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionalProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AbstractTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/ApplicationListenerMethodTransactionalAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/EnableTransactionManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100301_1636696008.36/0/spring-tx-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

 

1.466 json4s-jackson 3.2.5 
1.466.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.467 opentracing-spring-web-autoconfigure

0.3.2 
1.467.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.468 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.25.1 
1.468.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html
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1.469 aspect-j 1.9.2 

 

1.470 netty-codec-socks 4.1.17.Final 
1.470.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470227_1607093047.17/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

 

1.471 spring-framework 4.3.18.RELEASE 
1.471.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.472 jedis 2.10.2 
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1.473 netty-codec-socks 4.1.49.Final 
1.473.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497245_1594417766.44/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java

 

1.474 pyasn1 0.4.2 
1.474.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASN.1 library for Python

------------------------

[![PyPI](https://img.shields.io/pypi/v/pyasn1.svg?maxAge=2592000)](https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyasn1)

[![Python Versions](https://img.shields.io/pypi/pyversions/pyasn1.svg)](https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyasn1/)

[![Build status](https://travis-ci.org/etingof/pyasn1.svg?branch=master)](https://secure.travis-ci.org/etingof/pyasn1)

[![Coverage

Status](https://img.shields.io/codecov/c/github/etingof/pyasn1.svg)](https://codecov.io/github/etingof/pyasn1)

[![GitHub license](https://img.shields.io/badge/license-BSD-

blue.svg)](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/etingof/pyasn1/master/LICENSE.txt)

 

This is a free and open source implementation of ASN.1 types and codecs

as a Python package. It has been first written to support particular

protocol (SNMP) but then generalized to be suitable for a wide range

of protocols based on

[ASN.1 specification](https://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.208-198811-W!!PDF-

E&type=items).

 

Features

--------

 

* Generic implementation of ASN.1 types (X.208)

* Standards compliant BER/CER/DER codecs

* Dumps/loads ASN.1 structures from Python types
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* 100% Python, works with Python 2.4 up to Python 3.6

* MT-safe

* Contributed ASN.1 compiler [Asn1ate](https://github.com/kimgr/asn1ate)

 

Why using pyasn1

----------------

 

ASN.1 solves the data serialisation problem. This solution was

designed long ago by the wise Ancients. Back then, they did not

have the luxury of wasting bits. That is why ASN.1 is designed

to serialise data structures of unbounded complexity into

something compact and efficient when it comes to processing

the data.

 

That probably explains why many network protocols and file formats

still rely on the 30+ years old technology. Including a number of

high-profile Internet protocols and file formats.

 

Quite a number of books cover the topic of ASN.1.

[Communication between heterogeneous systems](http://www.oss.com/asn1/dubuisson.html)

by Olivier Dubuisson is one of those high quality books freely

available on the Internet.

 

The pyasn1 package is designed to help Python programmers tackling

network protocols and file formats at the comfort of their Python

prompt. The tool struggles to capture all aspects of a rather

complicated ASN.1 system and to represent it on the Python terms.

 

How to use pyasn1

-----------------

 

With pyasn1 you can build Python objects from ASN.1 data structures.

For example, the following ASN.1 data structure:

 

```bash

Record ::= SEQUENCE {

 id        INTEGER,

 room  [0] INTEGER OPTIONAL,

 house [1] INTEGER DEFAULT 0

}

```

 

Could be expressed in pyasn1 like this:

 

```python

class Record(Sequence):

   componentType = NamedTypes(

       NamedType('id', Integer()),
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       OptionalNamedType(

           'room', Integer().subtype(

               implicitTag=Tag(tagClassContext, tagFormatSimple, 0)

           )

       ),

       DefaultedNamedType(

           'house', Integer(0).subtype(

               implicitTag=Tag(tagClassContext, tagFormatSimple, 1)

           )

       )

   )

```

 

It is in the spirit of ASN.1 to take abstract data description

and turn it into a programming language specific form.

Once you have your ASN.1 data structure expressed in Python, you

can use it along the lines of similar Python type (e.g. ASN.1

`SET` is similar to Python `dict`, `SET OF` to `list`):

 

```python

>>> record = Record()

>>> record['id'] = 123

>>> record['room'] = 321

>>> str(record)

Record:

id=123

room=321

>>>

```

 

Part of the power of ASN.1 comes from its serialisation features. You

can serialise your data structure and send it over the network.

 

```python

>>> from pyasn1.codec.der.encoder import encode

>>> substrate = encode(record)

>>> hexdump(substrate)

00000: 30 07 02 01 7B 80 02 01 41

```

 

Conversely, you can turn serialised ASN.1 content, as received from

network or read from a file, into a Python object which you can

introspect, modify, encode and send back.

 

```python

>>> from pyasn1.codec.der.decoder import decode

>>> received_record, rest_of_substrate = decode(substrate, asn1Spec=Record())

>>>
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>>> for field in received_record:

>>>    print('{} is {}'.format(field, received_record[field]))

id is 123

room is 321

house is 0

>>>

>>> record == received_record

True

>>> received_record.update(room=123)

>>> substrate = encode(received_record)

>>> hexdump(substrate)

00000: 30 06 02 01 7B 80 01 7B

```

 

The pyasn1 classes struggle to emulate their Python prototypes (e.g. int,

list, dict etc.). But ASN.1 types exhibit more complicated behaviour.

To make life easier for a Pythonista, they can turn their pyasn1

classes into Python built-ins:

 

```python

>>> from pyasn1.codec.native.encoder import encode

>>> encode(record)

{'id': 123, 'room': 321, 'house': 0}

```

 

Or vice-versa -- you can initialize an ASN.1 structure from a tree of

Python objects:

 

```python

>>> from pyasn1.codec.native.decoder import decode

>>> record = decode({'id': 123, 'room': 321, 'house': 0}, asn1Spec=Record())

>>> str(record)

Record:

id=123

room=321

>>>

```

 

With ASN.1 design, serialisation codecs are decoupled from data objects,

so you could turn every single ASN.1 object into many different

serialised forms. As of this moment, pyasn1 supports BER, DER, CER and

Python built-ins codecs. The extremely compact PER encoding is expected

to be introduced in the upcoming pyasn1 release.

 

More information on pyasn1 APIs can be found in the

[documentation](http://snmplabs.com/pyasn1/),

compiled ASN.1 modules for different protocols and file formats

could be found in the pyasn1-modules
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[repo](https://github.com/etingof/pyasn1-modules).

 

How to get pyasn1

-----------------

 

The pyasn1 package is distributed under terms and conditions of 2-clause

BSD [license](http://snmplabs.com/pyasn1/license.html). Source code is freely

available as a GitHub [repo](https://github.com/etingof/pyasn1).

 

You could `pip install pyasn1` or download it from [PyPI](https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyasn1).

 

If something does not work as expected,

[open an issue](https://github.com/etingof/pyasn1/issues) at GitHub or

post your question [on Stack Overflow](http://stackoverflow.com/questions/ask)

or try browsing pyasn1

[mailing list archives](https://sourceforge.net/p/pyasn1/mailman/pyasn1-users/).

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2017, [Ilya Etingof](mailto:etingof@gmail.com).

All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.. _license:

 

License

=======

 

.. include:: ../../LICENSE.rst

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/docs/source/license.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASN.1 library for Python

========================

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 1

 

Abstract Syntax Notation One (`ASN.1

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_Syntax_Notation_1x>`_) is a

technology for exchanging structured data in a universally understood,

hardware agnostic way. Many industrial, security and telephony

applications heavily rely on ASN.1.
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The `pyasn1 <https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyasn1/>`_ library implements

ASN.1 support in pure-Python.

 

What is ASN.1

-------------

 

ASN.1 is a large, arguably over-engineered and extremely old data modelling and

serialisation tool. It is probably among the first serialisation protocols in

the history of computer science and technology.

 

ASN.1 started its life over 30 years ago as a serialisation mechanism for the first

electronic mail (known as X.400). Later on if was split off the e-mail application

and become a stand-alone tech still being actively supported by its designers

and widely used in industry and technology.

 

Since then ASN.1 is sort of haunted by its relations with the OSI model -- the

first, unsuccessful, version of the Internet. You can read many interesting

`discussions <https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=8871453>`_ on that topic.

 

In the following years, generations of software engineers tackled the serialisation

problem many times. We can see that in Google's `ProtoBuffers <https://developers.google.com/protocol-

buffers/>`_

or `FlatBuffers <https://google.github.io/flatbuffers/>`_, for example.

Interestingly, many new takes on binary protocol design do not depart

far from ASN.1 from technical perspective. It's more of a matter of striking

a balance between processing overhead, wire format overhead and human

readability.

 

Looking at what ASN.1 has to offer, it has three loosely coupled parts:

 

* Data types: the standard introduces a collection of basic data types

 (integers, bits, strings, arrays and records) that can be used for describing

 arbitrarily complex, nested data structures.

 

* Serialisation protocols: the above data structures could be converted into a

 series of octets for storage or transmission over the wire as well as

 recovered back into their structured form. The system is fully agnostic

 to hardware architectures differences.

 

* Schema language: ASN.1 data structures could be described in terms

 of a schema language for ASN.1 compiler to turn it into platform-specific

 implementation.

 

ASN.1 applications

------------------

 

Being an old and generally successful standard, ASN.1 is widely
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adopted for many uses. To give you an example, these technologies

use ASN.1 for their data exchange needs:

 

* Signaling standards for the public switched telephone network (SS7 family)

* Network management standards (SNMP, CMIP)

* Directory standards (X.500 family, LDAP)

* Public Key Infrastructure standards (X.509, etc.)

* PBX control (CSTA)

* IP-based Videoconferencing (H.323 family)

* Biometrics (BIP, CBEFF, ACBio)

* Intelligent transportation (SAE J2735)

* Cellular telephony (GSM, GPRS/EDGE, UMTS, LTE)

 

ASN.1 gotchas

-------------

 

Apparently, ASN.1 is hard to implement properly. Quality open-source

ASN.1 tools are rare, but ad-hoc implementations are numerous. Judging from the

`statistics <http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=ASN.1>`_ on discovered

security vulnerabilities, many people have implemented ASN.1 parsers

and oftentimes fell victim to its edge cases.

 

On the bright side, ASN.1 has been around for a long time, it is well understood

and security reviewed.

 

Documentation

-------------

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 2

 

  /pyasn1/contents

 

Use case

--------

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 2

 

  /example-use-case

 

Download & Install

------------------

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 2

 

  /download
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Changes

-------

 

All changes and release history is maintained in changelog.  There you

could also download the latest unreleased pyasn1 tarball containing

the latest fixes and improvements.

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 1

 

  /changelog

 

License

-------

 

The PyASN1 software is distributed under 2-clause BSD License.

 

.. toctree::

  :maxdepth: 2

 

  /license

 

Getting help

------------

 

Please, file your `issues <https://github.com/etingof/pyasn1/issues>`_

and `PRs <https://github.com/etingof/pyasn1/pulls>`_ at GitHub.

Alternatively, you could ask for help at

`Stack Overflow <http://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/pyasn1>`_

or search

`pyasn1-users <https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/pyasn1-users>`_

mailing list archive.

 

Books on ASN.1

--------------

 

The pyasn1 implementation is largely based on reading up the following awesome

books:

 

* `ASN.1 - Communication between heterogeneous systems <http://www.oss.com/asn1/dubuisson.html>`_ by

Olivier Dubuisson

* `ASN.1 Complete <http://www.oss.com/asn1/resources/books-whitepapers-pubs/larmouth-asn1-book.pdf>`_ by

Prof John Larmouth

 

Here you can get the official standards which is hard to read:

 

* `ITU standards <http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/languages/X.680-X.693-0207w.zip>`_
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On the other end of the readability spectrum, here is a quick and sweet write up:

 

* `A Layman's Guide to a Subset of ASN.1, BER, and DER <ftp://ftp.rsasecurity.com/pub/pkcs/ascii/layman.asc>`_

by Burton S. Kaliski

 

If you are working with ASN.1, we'd highly recommend reading a proper

book on the subject.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/docs/source/contents.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# License: http://snmplabs.com/pyasn1/license.html

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/ber/test_encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/der/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/dateandtime.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/useful.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_opentype.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/string.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/char.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_namedval.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/tagmap.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/native/decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_constraint.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/calling.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/cer/decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/ber/eoo.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-
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df3a2b7/tests/codec/cer/test_encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/debug.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/cer/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/error.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/constraint.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/der/test_decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/der/decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/namedtype.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/setup.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/error.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_namedtype.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/native/encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/native/test_encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_univ.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/ber/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/compat/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/namedval.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/ber/decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/cer/test_decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/compat/test_octets.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/ber/test_decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_tag.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/integer.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/base.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-
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df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/ber/encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_useful.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/der/test_encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/base.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/univ.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/compat/test_integer.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/der/encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/codec/cer/encoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/native/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/tag.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/__main__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/compat/test_binary.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/type/test_char.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/codec/native/test_decoder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/octets.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/type/opentype.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/tests/test_debug.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/pyasn1/compat/binary.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2017, Ilya Etingof <etingof@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114240522_1607457079.84/0/etingof-pyasn1-v0-4-2-0-gdf3a2b7-tar-gz/etingof-pyasn1-

df3a2b7/LICENSE.rst

 

1.475 bcel 2.7.2 
1.475.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Attribution to: "Voytenko, Dimitry" <DVoytenko@SECTORBASE.COM>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToHTMLStream.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* This is a special exception that is used to stop parsing when

* search for an element.  For instance, when searching for xml:stylesheet

* PIs, it is used to stop the parse once the document element is found.

* @see StylesheetPIHandler

* @xsl.usage internal

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StopParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/HTMLEntities.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_text.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Encodings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_xml.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_unknown.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/XMLEntities.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Makefile.inc

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_html.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Number.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/SerializerSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/HasPositionalPredChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/AxesWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ExtendedContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/NotEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ObjectArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NamespaceUriCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemLiteralResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPartXPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/FilterGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ChildTestIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/ContextMatchStepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ElementAvailableCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NSInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ConcatCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CurrentNodeListFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncGenerateId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemWithParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_hy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XMLStringFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/StringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTElementProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/SourceTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/RealType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/RtMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Equals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/WriterToASCI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CallTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StartsWithCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/IntArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NumberCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultiDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/PredicatedNodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Lexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/DocumentCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ExtendedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ProcessingInstructionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ConnectionPoolManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCopy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/UnionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMDOMException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/UnionPathIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/MatchPatternIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/dom2dtm/DOM2DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/GetOpt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToTextStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/FoundIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/CharInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CachedNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/OutputProperties.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncStringLength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IdKeyPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathVisitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/NamespaceMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/PathComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/BasicTestIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/StringStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Mode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NumeratorFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AbsoluteIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/WhiteSpaceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function3Args.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IntExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XUnresolvedVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTElementDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/StringToIntTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstringBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/DOM2SAX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RealExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/When.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeCounterGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LastCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilteredAbsoluteLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToStringTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/WriterToUTF8Buffered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XSLProcessorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathEvaluatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ValueOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_it.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/XPathDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TemplatesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ExtendedLexicalHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/TransletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/XSLOutputAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkingIteratorSorted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemAttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/BoolStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprIteratorSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_A.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/StringArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCallTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TestSeq.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XBooleanStatic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/NodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_I.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathNSResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStylesheetDoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BooleanExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMErrorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParentLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToIntTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorAttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DupFilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Neg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TracerEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemFallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLocalPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemForEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/WrappedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/AttributeSetMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AlternativePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Fallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMAxisTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnaryOpExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelativePathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ApplyTemplates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJavaPackage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/NodeSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ListingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/MissingOptArgException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/WriterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/And.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocalNameCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/dom2dtm/DOM2DTMdefaultNamespaceDeclarationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XRTreeFrag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/GenerateIdCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/XSLTCSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_el.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/VarNameCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExsltFuncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NodeVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SimpleAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TemplatesHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BooleanCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtFunctionAvailable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/PooledConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/PrefixResolverDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/StripFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/TransletOutputHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/StylesheetComposed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeSortRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2DTM2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCeiling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MatchingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToXMLSAXHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/DTMXRTreeFrag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/FilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorInclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/AttributeIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNodeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/PrintTraceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ElemDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StringLengthCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/WhitespaceInfoPaths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSortRecordGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelationalExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Div.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJavaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToTextSAXHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOMEnhancedForDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/UnionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMAxisIteratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtElementAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/WrongParserException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StylesheetPIHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLQueryParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/WrongNumberArgsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FunctionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/SubContextList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncRound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/OutputSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncQname.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/XSLTCDTMManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/TemplateSubPatternAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOM2Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NamespaceSupport2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/UnaryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/StylesheetHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorUnknown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingletonIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/AttributesImplSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOMCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XStringForFSB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/DOM2TO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BinOpExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/KeyDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/String.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnionPathExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UseAttributeSets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/VoidType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DocumentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringFactoryDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerIdentityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_no.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AbsPathChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CollatorFactoryBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/BoolStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Gte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/EqualityExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/CompareGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/DOM2Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ExtendedSAX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathNamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeIteratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/MessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function2Args.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/Hashtree2Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltSets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/AttList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Or.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBaseIterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/AbstractTranslet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Mod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_pl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/CollatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TrAXFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ElemContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Quo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/TemplateList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerGeneral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CurrentNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCurrent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToXMLStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Operators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/IllegalArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/StringValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpMapVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParameterRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Mult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/OutlineableChunkStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/Translet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncUnparsedEntityURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLang.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/MsgKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/FastStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeListBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformSnapshotImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorLRE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/LocaleUtility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilterExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/NodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOM3SerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/EndSelectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RoundCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPExtensionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Output.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NodeSortKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/NodeTestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SimpleResultTreeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SortingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/PsuedoNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/LongArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncFloor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ContextNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/LocPathIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOM3TreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelativeLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Template.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorNamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorExsltFuncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ChunkedIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemIf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMAxisIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SystemIDResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemVariablePsuedo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource_Xerces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ForEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CoroutineParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCopyOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/WithParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionDef1Arg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AbsolutePathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/OutputPropertiesFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XalanTransformState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/ExpressionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XRTreeFragSelectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Comment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CoroutineManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionsTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/Process.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLCharacterRecognizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Number.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ExpandedNameTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/LSSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/DecimalToRoman.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/WhitespaceStrippingElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NameBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToUnknownStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMWSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Key.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ElemDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnparsedEntityUriCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/RTFIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/LoadDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SuballocatedByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NthIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/EncodingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/StepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathProcessorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_HI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocationPathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultipleNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FlowList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyRefIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/IteratorPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MatchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/RawCharacterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/StackGuard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/SelfIteratorNoPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XUnresolvedVariableSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XslElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Choose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ThreadControllerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TreeWalker2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemValueOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CastCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Bool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/OneStepIteratorForward.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializerTraceWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SAXImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/EmptyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/KeyIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/EmptySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Sort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParentPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CustomStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/IntVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XPathFunctionResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/SerializerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/CachedXPathAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/AttributeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/UnionChildIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/Axis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_HA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/DTMDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ForwardPositionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/StripWhitespaceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorTemplateElem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XslAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPartSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/GenerateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorGlobalParamDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionMultiArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/VariableSafeAbsRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemOtherwise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TransletOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/IntType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBaseTraversers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/Compile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SerializableLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/JNDIConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNodeSetForDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncStartsWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/DescendantIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/NodeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemApplyImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTAttributeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/util/JavaCupRedirect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/TreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AdaptiveResultTreeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStripSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ContainsCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMSafeStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPPrefixResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/XConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMTreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_hu.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/MutableAttrListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSortRecordFactGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToStringTableVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/StepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SyntaxTreeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ResultTreeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltStrings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/If.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/OneStepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/PrefixResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XPathFunctionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_he.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FunctionAvailableCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMManagerDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/OutlineableChunkEnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XSLTVisitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/QueuedEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeSortRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/TransformStateSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorDecimalFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/CharArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Otherwise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FormatNumberCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/StringOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_cy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XalanProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SortSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespacesManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/VariableStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ChildIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_it.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LogicalExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstringAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CurrentCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/SourceTreeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMWSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LangCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/NamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/BitArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Redirect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XSLTC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MultiHashtable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Step.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/PositionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TopLevelElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SuballocatedIntVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/DOM3Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/NodeSetDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/NodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/ExtensionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNormalizeSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Plus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Lte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CompilerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPVariableStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ClonedNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultiValuedNodeHeapIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/BasisLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NameCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/DecimalFormatting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/XPathParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltDatetime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Lt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CopyOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NamedMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Closure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ApplyImports.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/TreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/WrappedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_no.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/client/XSLTProcessorApplet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/MsgMgr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToSAXHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/OutputPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Copy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NodeConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Gt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SystemIDResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLReaderManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemApplyTemplates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XSLTVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/util/IntegerArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLErrorDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/TypeCheckError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorOutputElem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformSnapshot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ArrayNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/SlotAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/TestGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ArgumentList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringComparable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/SelectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XMLNSDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/WriterOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FloorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2RTFDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_zh_TW.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/DecimalFormatProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AncestorPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTextLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemUnknown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/BooleanType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/InternalError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Hashtable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnresolvedRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespaceSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CeilingCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StringCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AnyNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/ClonerToResultTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IdPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Whitespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ReverseAxesWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableRefBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncFormatNumb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/Arg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Minus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/StylesheetRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMsg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResourceBundleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/ProcessorVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/NodeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/ResultNameSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/ExtensionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/CountersTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/FilteredStepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/FunctionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AbsoluteLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStylesheetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJava.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMAxisIterNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorCharacters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionOneArg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMChildIterNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MarkerInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingleNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XSLInfiniteLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NameSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/InternalRuntimeError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncContains.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemChoose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/ExpressionOwner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/EmptyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IllegalCharException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XStringForChars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/EnvironmentCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/AttList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilterParentPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/PipeDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnsupportedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorGlobalVariableDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TrAXFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/GetOptsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SAX2DOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/SerializerTrace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NodeSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/UnImplNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNamedNodeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToHTMLSAXHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource_Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeValueTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorPreserveSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SAXSourceLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/RedundentExprEliminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SmartTransformerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncTranslate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExpressionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Include.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XPathLexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* $Id: XSLProcessorVersion.src 468640 2006-10-28 06:53:53Z minchau $

*/

package org.apache.xalan.processor;

 

/**

* Administrative class to keep track of the version number of

* the Xalan release.

* <P>See also: org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties</P>
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* @deprecated To be replaced by org.apache.xalan.Version.getVersion()

* @xsl.usage general

*/

public class XSLProcessorVersion

{

 

 /**

  * Print the processor version to the command line.

  *

  * @param argv command line arguments, unused.

  */

 public static void main(String argv[])

 {

   System.out.println(S_VERSION);

 }

 

 /**

  * Constant name of product.

  */

 public static final String PRODUCT = "Xalan";

 

 /**

  * Implementation Language.

  */

 public static final String LANGUAGE = "Java";

 

 /**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 public static final int VERSION = @version.VERSION@;

 

 /**

  * Release Number.

  * Release number. This changes when:

  *            -  a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,

  *               implementation of a new W3C specification.

  *            -  API or behaviour change.

  *            -  its designated as a reference release.

  */

 public static final int RELEASE = @version.RELEASE@;
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 /**

  * Maintenance Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance

  *          drop applied to a specific release and contains

  *          fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility

  *          with the release and contains no API changes.

  *          When missing, it designates the final and complete

  *          development drop for a release.

  */

 public static final int MAINTENANCE = @version.MINOR@;

 

 /**

  * Development Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier designates development drop of

  *          a specific release. D01 is the first development drop

  *          of a new release.

  *

  *          Development drops are works in progress towards a

  *          compeleted, final release. A specific development drop

  *          may not completely implement all aspects of a new

  *          feature, which may take several development drops to

  *          complete. At the point of the final drop for the

  *          release, the D suffix will be omitted.

  *

  *          Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as

  *          well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as

  *          the final releases.

  */

 public static final int DEVELOPMENT = 0;

 

 /**

  * Version String like <CODE>"<B>Xalan</B> <B>Language</B>

  * v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn]"</CODE>.

  * <P>Semantics of the version string are identical to the Xerces project.</P>

  */

 public static final String S_VERSION = PRODUCT+" "+LANGUAGE+" "

                                  +VERSION+"."+RELEASE+"."

                                  +(DEVELOPMENT > 0 ? ("D"+DEVELOPMENT)

                                    : (""+MAINTENANCE));

 

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Proprietary, built in functions

/** current function string (Proprietary). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Keywords.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

/*

* $Id: xpath.cup 1225752 2011-12-30 04:12:46Z mrglavas $

*/

 

/*

* @author Jacek Ambroziak

* @author Santiago Pericas-Geertsen

* @author Morten Jorgensen

* @author G. Todd Miller

*/

 

package org.apache.xalan.xsltc.compiler;

 

import java.util.Stack;

import java.util.Vector;

import java.io.StringReader;

import java_cup.runtime.*;
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import org.apache.xml.dtm.DTM;

import org.apache.xalan.xsltc.DOM;

import org.apache.xml.dtm.Axis;

import org.apache.xalan.xsltc.runtime.Operators;

import org.apache.xalan.xsltc.compiler.util.ErrorMsg;

 

parser code {:

   /**

    * Used by function calls with no args.

    */

   static public final Vector EmptyArgs = new Vector(0);

 

   /**

    * Reference to non-existing variable.

    */

   static public final VariableRef DummyVarRef = null;

 

   /**

    * Reference to the Parser class.

    */

   private Parser _parser;

   private XSLTC  _xsltc;

 

   /**

    * String representation of the expression being parsed.

    */

   private String _expression;

 

   /**

    * Line number where this expression/pattern was declared.

    */

   private int _lineNumber = 0;

 

   /**

    * Reference to the symbol table.

    */

   public SymbolTable _symbolTable;

 

   public XPathParser(Parser parser) {

       _parser = parser;

	_xsltc = parser.getXSLTC();

       _symbolTable = parser.getSymbolTable();

   }

 

   public int getLineNumber() {

       return _lineNumber;

   }
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   public QName getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(String name) {

         return _parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(name);

   }   

 

   public QName getQName(String namespace, String prefix, String localname) {

       return _parser.getQName(namespace, prefix, localname);

   }       

 

   public void setMultiDocument(boolean flag) {

         _xsltc.setMultiDocument(flag);

   }

 

   public void setCallsNodeset(boolean flag) {

         _xsltc.setCallsNodeset(flag);

   }

 

   public void setHasIdCall(boolean flag) {

         _xsltc.setHasIdCall(flag);

   }

  

 

   /**

    * This method is similar to findNodeType(int, Object) except that it

    * creates a StepPattern instead of just returning a node type. It also

    * differs in the way it handles "{uri}:*" and "{uri}:@*". The last two

    * patterns are expanded as "*[namespace-uri() = 'uri']" and

    * "@*[namespace-uri() = 'uri']", respectively. This expansion considerably

    * simplifies the grouping of patterns in the Mode class. For this

    * expansion to be correct, the priority of the pattern/template must be

    * set to -0.25 (when no other predicates are present).

    */

   public StepPattern createStepPattern(int axis, Object test, Vector predicates) {

	int nodeType;

 

	if (test == null) {  // "*"

	    nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE :

		(axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) ? -1 : NodeTest.ELEMENT;

 

	    return new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);

       }

       else if (test instanceof Integer) {

	    nodeType = ((Integer) test).intValue();

 

	    return new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);

       }

       else {

	    QName name = (QName)test;

	    boolean setPriority = false;
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	    if (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) {

		nodeType = (name.toString().equals("*")) ? -1

				: _xsltc.registerNamespacePrefix(name);;

           }

	    else {

		final String uri = name.getNamespace();

		final String local = name.getLocalPart();

		final QName namespace_uri =

		    _parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri");

 

		// Expand {uri}:* to *[namespace-uri() = 'uri'] - same for @*

		if (uri != null && (local.equals("*") || local.equals("@*"))) {

		    if (predicates == null) {

			predicates = new Vector(2);

		    }

 

		    // Priority is set by hand if no other predicates exist

		    setPriority = (predicates.size() == 0);

 

		    predicates.add(

			new Predicate(

			    new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ,

				new NamespaceUriCall(namespace_uri),

				new LiteralExpr(uri))));

		}

 

		if (local.equals("*")) {

		    nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE

			: NodeTest.ELEMENT;

		}

		else if (local.equals("@*")) {

		    nodeType = NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE;

		}

		else {

		    nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? _xsltc.registerAttribute(name)

			: _xsltc.registerElement(name);

		}

	    }

 

	    final StepPattern result = new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);

 

	    // Set priority for case prefix:* and prefix:@* (no predicates)

	    if (setPriority) {

		result.setPriority(-0.25);

	    }

 

	    return result;
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	}

   }

 

   public int findNodeType(int axis, Object test) {

	if (test == null) {  // *

	    return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ?

		NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE :

		(axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) ? -1 : NodeTest.ELEMENT;

       }

       else if (test instanceof Integer) {

           return ((Integer)test).intValue();

       }

       else {

	    QName name = (QName)test;

 

	    if (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) {

		return (name.toString().equals("*")) ? -1

		    : _xsltc.registerNamespacePrefix(name);

           }

 

	    if (name.getNamespace() == null) {

		final String local = name.getLocalPart();

 

		if (local.equals("*")) {

		    return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE

			: NodeTest.ELEMENT;

		}

		else if (local.equals("@*")) {

		    return NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE;

		}

	    }

 

	    return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? _xsltc.registerAttribute(name)

		: _xsltc.registerElement(name);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Parse the expression passed to the current scanner. If this

    * expression contains references to local variables and it will be

    * compiled in an external module (not in the main class) request

    * the current template to create a new variable stack frame.

    *

    * @param lineNumber Line where the current expression is defined.

    * @param external   Set to <tt>true</tt> if this expression is

    *                   compiled in a separate module.

    *

    */
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   public Symbol parse(String expression, int lineNumber) throws Exception {

       try {

	    _expression = expression;

	    _lineNumber = lineNumber;

	    return super.parse();

       }

       catch (IllegalCharException e) {

           ErrorMsg err = new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.ILLEGAL_CHAR_ERR,

                                       lineNumber, e.getMessage());

           _parser.reportError(Constants.FATAL, err);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Lookup a variable or parameter in the symbol table given its name.

    *

    * @param name Name of the symbol being looked up.

    */

   final SyntaxTreeNode lookupName(QName name) {

       // Is it a local var or param ?

       final SyntaxTreeNode result = _parser.lookupVariable(name);

	if (result != null)

           return(result);

       else

	    return(_symbolTable.lookupName(name));

   }

 

   public final void addError(ErrorMsg error) {

	_parser.reportError(Constants.ERROR, error);

   }

         

   public void report_error(String message, Object info) {

	final ErrorMsg err = new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.SYNTAX_ERR, _lineNumber,

	    _expression);

	_parser.reportError(Constants.FATAL, err);

   }

 

   public void report_fatal_error(String message, Object info) {

       // empty

   }

  

   public RelativeLocationPath insertStep(Step step, RelativeLocationPath rlp) {

	if (rlp instanceof Step) {

	    return new ParentLocationPath(step, (Step) rlp);

	}

	else if (rlp instanceof ParentLocationPath) {

	    final ParentLocationPath plp = (ParentLocationPath) rlp;
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	    final RelativeLocationPath newrlp = insertStep(step, plp.getPath());

	    return new ParentLocationPath(newrlp, plp.getStep());

	}

	else {

	    addError(new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.INTERNAL_ERR, "XPathParser.insertStep"));

	    return rlp;

	}

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the axis applies to elements only. The axes

    * child, attribute, namespace, descendant result in non-empty

    * nodesets only if the context node is of type element.

    */

   public boolean isElementAxis(int axis) {

	return (axis == Axis.CHILD || axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE ||

		axis == Axis.NAMESPACE || axis == Axis.DESCENDANT);

   }

:}

 

terminal SLASH, DOT, LBRACK, RBRACK, VBAR, LPAREN, RPAREN, STAR, COMMA;

terminal DOLLAR, ATSIGN;

terminal DDOT, DCOLON, DSLASH;

terminal EQ, NE;

terminal LT, GT, LE, GE;

terminal PLUS, MINUS, DIV, MOD, MULT;

terminal String Literal;

terminal String QNAME;

terminal ID, KEY, TEXT, NODE, OR, AND, COMMENT, PI, PIPARAM, PRECEDINGSIBLING;

terminal SELF, PARENT, CHILD, ATTRIBUTE, ANCESTOR, ANCESTORORSELF, DESCENDANT;

terminal DESCENDANTORSELF, FOLLOWING, FOLLOWINGSIBLING, NAMESPACE, PRECEDING;

terminal Double REAL;

terminal Long INT;

terminal PATTERN, EXPRESSION;

 

non terminal SyntaxTreeNode TopLevel;

  

non terminal Expression Expr, Argument, LocationPath;

non terminal Expression Predicate, FilterExpr, Step;

non terminal Expression OrExpr, AndExpr, EqualityExpr;

non terminal Expression RelationalExpr, AdditiveExpr;

non terminal Expression MultiplicativeExpr, UnaryExpr;

non terminal Expression VariableReference, FunctionCall;

non terminal Expression PrimaryExpr, UnionExpr, PathExpr, AbbreviatedStep;

non terminal Expression RelativeLocationPath, AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath;

non terminal Expression AbsoluteLocationPath, AbbreviatedAbsoluteLocationPath;

 

non terminal Object NodeTest, NameTest;
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non terminal IdKeyPattern IdKeyPattern;

non terminal Pattern Pattern;

non terminal Pattern LocationPathPattern;

non terminal StepPattern ProcessingInstructionPattern;

non terminal RelativePathPattern RelativePathPattern;

non terminal StepPattern StepPattern;

non terminal Object NodeTestPattern, NameTestPattern;

 

non terminal Vector Predicates, NonemptyArgumentList;

non terminal QName QName, FunctionName, VariableName;

non terminal Integer AxisName, AxisSpecifier;

non terminal Integer ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier;

 

precedence left VBAR;

precedence left OR;

precedence left AND;

precedence nonassoc EQ, NE;

precedence left LT, GT, LE, GE;

  

precedence left PLUS, MINUS;

precedence left DIV, MOD, MULT;

precedence left DOLLAR;

precedence left ATSIGN;

precedence right DCOLON;

 

start with TopLevel;

 

TopLevel ::= PATTERN Pattern:pattern

           {: RESULT = pattern; :}

 

           | EXPRESSION Expr:expr

           {: RESULT = expr; :};

 

/* --------------------------- Patterns ----------------------------------- */

 

Pattern ::= LocationPathPattern:lpp

           {: RESULT = lpp; :}

 

           | LocationPathPattern:lpp VBAR Pattern:p

           {: RESULT = new AlternativePattern(lpp, p);  :};

 

LocationPathPattern ::= SLASH

           {: RESULT = new AbsolutePathPattern(null); :}

 

           | SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new AbsolutePathPattern(rpp); :}
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           | IdKeyPattern:ikp

           {: RESULT = ikp; :}

 

           | IdKeyPattern:ikp SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new ParentPattern(ikp, rpp); :}

 

           | IdKeyPattern:ikp DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(ikp, rpp); :}

 

           | DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(rpp); :}

 

           | RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = rpp; :};

 

IdKeyPattern ::= ID LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN

           {: RESULT = new IdPattern(l);

              parser.setHasIdCall(true);

           :}

 

           | KEY LPAREN Literal:l1 COMMA Literal:l2 RPAREN

           {: RESULT = new KeyPattern(l1, l2); :};

 

ProcessingInstructionPattern ::= PIPARAM LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN

           {: RESULT = new ProcessingInstructionPattern(l); :};

 

RelativePathPattern ::= StepPattern:sp

           {: RESULT = sp; :}

 

           | StepPattern:sp SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new ParentPattern(sp, rpp); :}

 

           | StepPattern:sp DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp

           {: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(sp, rpp); :};

 

StepPattern ::= NodeTestPattern:nt

           {:

		RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(Axis.CHILD, nt, null);

           :}

 

           | NodeTestPattern:nt Predicates:pp

           {:

		RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(Axis.CHILD, nt, pp);

           :}

 

           | ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip

           {: RESULT = pip; :}
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	    | ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip Predicates:pp

           {: RESULT = (ProcessingInstructionPattern)pip.setPredicates(pp); :}

 

           | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis NodeTestPattern:nt

           {:

	       RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(axis.intValue(), nt, null);

           :}

 

	    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis

		  NodeTestPattern:nt Predicates:pp

           {:

	       RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(axis.intValue(), nt, pp);

           :}

 

           | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip

           {:

	       RESULT = pip; 	// TODO: report error if axis is attribute

	    :}

 

	    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip

		Predicates:pp

           {:

	       // TODO: report error if axis is attribute	

	       RESULT = (ProcessingInstructionPattern)pip.setPredicates(pp);

	    :};

 

NodeTestPattern ::= NameTestPattern:nt

           {: RESULT = nt; :}

 

           | NODE

           {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.ANODE); :}

 

           | TEXT

           {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.TEXT); :}

 

           | COMMENT

           {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.COMMENT); :}

 

           | PI

           {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.PI); :};

 

NameTestPattern ::= STAR

           {: RESULT = null; :}

 

           | QName:qn

           {: RESULT = qn; :};

 

ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier ::= ATSIGN
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           {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); :}

 

           | CHILD DCOLON

           {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.CHILD); :}

 

           | ATTRIBUTE DCOLON

           {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); :};

 

Predicates ::= Predicate:p

           {:

		Vector temp = new Vector();

		temp.addElement(p);

		RESULT = temp;    

           :}

 

           | Predicate:p Predicates:pp

           {: pp.insertElementAt(p, 0); RESULT = pp; :};

 

Predicate ::=  LBRACK Expr:e RBRACK

	    {:

		RESULT = new Predicate(e);

	    :};

 

/* --------------------------- Expressions --------------------------------- */

 

Expr ::= OrExpr:ex

       {: RESULT = ex; :};

 

OrExpr ::= AndExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = ae; :}

 

       | OrExpr:oe OR AndExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = new LogicalExpr(LogicalExpr.OR, oe, ae); :};

 

AndExpr ::= EqualityExpr:e

       {: RESULT = e; :}

 

       | AndExpr:ae AND EqualityExpr:ee

       {: RESULT = new LogicalExpr(LogicalExpr.AND, ae, ee); :};

  

EqualityExpr ::= RelationalExpr:re

       {: RESULT = re; :}

 

       | EqualityExpr:ee EQ RelationalExpr:re

       {: RESULT = new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ, ee, re); :}

 

       | EqualityExpr:ee NE RelationalExpr:re

       {: RESULT = new EqualityExpr(Operators.NE, ee, re); :};
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RelationalExpr ::= AdditiveExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = ae; :}

 

       | RelationalExpr:re LT AdditiveExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.LT, re, ae); :}

 

       | RelationalExpr:re GT AdditiveExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.GT, re, ae); :}

 

       | RelationalExpr:re LE AdditiveExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.LE, re, ae); :}

 

       | RelationalExpr:re GE AdditiveExpr:ae

       {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.GE, re, ae); :};

 

AdditiveExpr ::= MultiplicativeExpr:me

       {: RESULT = me; :}

 

       | AdditiveExpr:ae PLUS  MultiplicativeExpr:me

       {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.PLUS, ae, me); :}

 

       | AdditiveExpr:ae MINUS MultiplicativeExpr:me

       {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.MINUS, ae, me); :};

 

MultiplicativeExpr ::= UnaryExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = ue; :}

 

       | MultiplicativeExpr:me MULT UnaryExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.TIMES, me, ue); :}

 

       | MultiplicativeExpr:me DIV UnaryExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.DIV, me, ue); :}

 

       | MultiplicativeExpr:me MOD UnaryExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.MOD, me, ue); :};

 

UnaryExpr ::= UnionExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = ue; :}

 

       | MINUS UnaryExpr:ue

       {: RESULT = new UnaryOpExpr(ue); :};

 

UnionExpr ::= PathExpr:pe

       {: RESULT = pe; :}

 

       | PathExpr:pe VBAR UnionExpr:rest

       {: RESULT = new UnionPathExpr(pe, rest); :};
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PathExpr ::= LocationPath:lp

       {: RESULT = lp; :}

 

       | FilterExpr:fexp

       {: RESULT = fexp; :}

 

       | FilterExpr:fexp SLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp

       {: RESULT = new FilterParentPath(fexp, rlp); :}

 

       | FilterExpr:fexp DSLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp

       {:

          //

	   // Expand '//' into '/descendant-or-self::node()/' or

	   // into /descendant-or-self::*/

	   //

	   int nodeType = DOM.NO_TYPE;

	   if (rlp instanceof Step &&

	       parser.isElementAxis(((Step) rlp).getAxis()))

	   {

	       nodeType = DTM.ELEMENT_NODE;

	   }

          final Step step = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF, nodeType, null);

          FilterParentPath fpp = new FilterParentPath(fexp, step);

          fpp = new FilterParentPath(fpp, rlp);

          if (fexp instanceof KeyCall == false) {

              fpp.setDescendantAxis();

	   }

          RESULT = fpp;

       :};

 

LocationPath ::= RelativeLocationPath:rlp

       {: RESULT = rlp; :}

 

       | AbsoluteLocationPath:alp

       {: RESULT = alp; :};

 

RelativeLocationPath ::= Step:step

       {: RESULT = step; :}

 

       | RelativeLocationPath:rlp SLASH Step:step

       {:    

       if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step) rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {

             RESULT = step;       // Remove './' from the middle

       }

       else if (((Step) step).isAbbreviatedDot()) {

             RESULT = rlp;        // Remove '/.' from the end

       }
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       else {

            RESULT =

               new ParentLocationPath((RelativeLocationPath) rlp, step);

          }

       :}

 

       | AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath:arlp

       {: RESULT = arlp; :};

 

AbsoluteLocationPath ::= SLASH

       {: RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(); :}

 

       | SLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp

       {: RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(rlp); :}

 

       | AbbreviatedAbsoluteLocationPath:aalp

       {: RESULT = aalp; :};

 

AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath ::= RelativeLocationPath:rlp DSLASH Step:step

       {:

	   final Step right  = (Step)step;

          final int  axis   = right.getAxis();

          final int  type   = right.getNodeType();

          final Vector predicates = right.getPredicates();

 

          if ((axis == Axis.CHILD) && (type != NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE)) {

              // Compress './/child:E' into 'descendant::E' - if possible

              if (predicates == null) {

                  right.setAxis(Axis.DESCENDANT);

                  if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step)rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {

	               RESULT = right;

                  }

                  else {

                      // Expand 'rlp//child::E' into 'rlp/descendant::E'

                      RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;

	               RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, right);

                  }

              }

              else {

                  // Expand './/step' -> 'descendant-or-self::*/step'

                  if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step)rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {

                      Step left = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,

			    DTM.ELEMENT_NODE, null);

                      RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, right);

                  }

                  else {

                      // Expand 'rlp//step' -> 'rlp/descendant-or-self::*/step'

                      RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;
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                      Step mid = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,

			    DTM.ELEMENT_NODE, null);

                      ParentLocationPath ppl = new ParentLocationPath(mid, right);

                      RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, ppl);

                  }

              }

          }

          else if ((axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) || (type == NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE)) {

              // Expand 'rlp//step' -> 'rlp/descendant-or-self::*/step'

              RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;

              Step middle = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,

		    DTM.ELEMENT_NODE, null);

              ParentLocationPath ppl = new ParentLocationPath(middle, right);

              RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, ppl);

	   }

	   else {

	       // Expand 'rlp//step' -> 'rlp/descendant-or-self::node()/step'

              RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;

	       Step middle = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,

		    DOM.NO_TYPE, null);

              ParentLocationPath ppl = new ParentLocationPath(middle, right);

	       RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, ppl);

	   }

       :};

 

 

AbbreviatedAbsoluteLocationPath ::= DSLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp

       {:

          //

	   // Expand '//' into '/descendant-or-self::node()/' or

	   // into /descendant-or-self::*/

	   //

	   int nodeType = DOM.NO_TYPE;

	   if (rlp instanceof Step &&

	       parser.isElementAxis(((Step) rlp).getAxis()))

	   {

	       nodeType = DTM.ELEMENT_NODE;

	   }

	   final Step step = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF, nodeType, null);

	   RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(parser.insertStep(step,

				(RelativeLocationPath) rlp));

	:};

 

Step ::= NodeTest:ntest

       {:

           if (ntest instanceof Step) {

               RESULT = (Step)ntest;

           }
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           else {

		RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD,

                            parser.findNodeType(Axis.CHILD, ntest),

                            null);

           }

       :}

 

       | NodeTest:ntest Predicates:pp

       {:

           if (ntest instanceof Step) {

               Step step = (Step)ntest;

               step.addPredicates(pp);

               RESULT = (Step)ntest;

           }

           else {

               RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD,

                            parser.findNodeType(Axis.CHILD, ntest), pp);

           }

       :}

 

       | AxisSpecifier:axis NodeTest:ntest Predicates:pp

       {: RESULT = new Step(axis.intValue(),

                            parser.findNodeType(axis.intValue(), ntest),

                            pp);

       :}

 

       | AxisSpecifier:axis NodeTest:ntest

       {: RESULT = new Step(axis.intValue(),

                            parser.findNodeType(axis.intValue(), ntest),

                            null);

       :}

 

       | AbbreviatedStep:abbrev

       {: RESULT = abbrev; :};

 

AxisSpecifier ::= AxisName:an DCOLON

       {: RESULT = an; :}

 

       | ATSIGN

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); :};

 

AxisName ::=    ANCESTOR

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ANCESTOR); :}

 

       | ANCESTORORSELF

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ANCESTORORSELF); :}

 

       | ATTRIBUTE
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       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); :}

 

       | CHILD

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.CHILD); :}

 

       | DESCENDANT

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.DESCENDANT); :}

 

       | DESCENDANTORSELF

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF); :}

 

       | FOLLOWING

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.FOLLOWING); :}

 

       | FOLLOWINGSIBLING

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.FOLLOWINGSIBLING); :}

 

       | NAMESPACE

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.NAMESPACE); :}

 

       | PARENT

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PARENT); :}

 

       | PRECEDING

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PRECEDING); :}

 

       | PRECEDINGSIBLING

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PRECEDINGSIBLING); :}

 

       | SELF

       {: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.SELF); :};

 

AbbreviatedStep ::= DOT

       {: RESULT = new Step(Axis.SELF, NodeTest.ANODE, null); :}

 

       | DDOT

       {: RESULT = new Step(Axis.PARENT, NodeTest.ANODE, null); :};

 

FilterExpr ::=  PrimaryExpr:primary

       {: RESULT = primary; :}

 

       | PrimaryExpr:primary Predicates:pp

       {: RESULT = new FilterExpr(primary, pp); :};

 

PrimaryExpr ::= VariableReference:vr

       {: RESULT = vr; :}

 

       | LPAREN Expr:ex RPAREN
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       {: RESULT = ex; :}

 

	| Literal:string

	{:

	/*

	* If the string appears to have the syntax of a QName, store

	* namespace info in the literal expression. This is used for

	* element-available and function-available functions, among

	* others. Also, the default namespace must be ignored.

	*/

	String namespace = null;

	final int index = string.lastIndexOf(':');

 

	if (index > 0) {

	    final String prefix = string.substring(0, index);

	    namespace = parser._symbolTable.lookupNamespace(prefix);

	}

	RESULT = (namespace == null) ? new LiteralExpr(string)

		     : new LiteralExpr(string, namespace);

	:}

 

       | INT:num

       {:

	   long value = num.longValue();

	   if (value < Integer.MIN_VALUE || value > Integer.MAX_VALUE) {

		RESULT = new RealExpr(value);

	   }

	   else {

              if (num.doubleValue() == -0)

                  RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue());

              else if (num.intValue() == 0)

                  RESULT = new IntExpr(num.intValue());

              else if (num.doubleValue() == 0.0)

                  RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue());

              else

                  RESULT = new IntExpr(num.intValue());

	   }

       :}

 

       | REAL:num

       {: RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue()); :}

 

       | FunctionCall:fc

       {: RESULT = fc; :};

 

VariableReference ::= DOLLAR VariableName:varName

       {:

           // An empty qname prefix for a variable or parameter reference
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           // should map to the null namespace and not the default URI.

           SyntaxTreeNode node = parser.lookupName(varName);

 

           if (node != null) {

               if (node instanceof Variable) {

                   RESULT = new VariableRef((Variable)node);

               }

               else if (node instanceof Param) {

                   RESULT = new ParameterRef((Param)node);

               }

               else {

                   RESULT = new UnresolvedRef(varName);

               }

           }

 

           if (node == null) {

               RESULT = new UnresolvedRef(varName);

           }

       :};

 

FunctionCall ::= FunctionName:fname LPAREN RPAREN

       {:

 

         if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("current").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new CurrentCall(fname);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("number").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NumberCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new StringCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("concat").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new ConcatCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("true").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new BooleanExpr(true);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("false").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new BooleanExpr(false);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NameCall(fname);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("generate-id").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new GenerateIdCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string-length").equals(fname)) {
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           RESULT = new StringLengthCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("position").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new PositionCall(fname);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("last").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new LastCall(fname);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("local-name").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new LocalNameCall(fname);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NamespaceUriCall(fname);

	  }

         else {

           RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);

	  }

       :}

 

       | FunctionName:fname LPAREN NonemptyArgumentList:argl RPAREN

       {:

         if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("concat").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new ConcatCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("number").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NumberCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("document").equals(fname)) {

	    parser.setMultiDocument(true);

           RESULT = new DocumentCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new StringCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("boolean").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new BooleanCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NameCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("generate-id").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new GenerateIdCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("not").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NotCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("format-number").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new FormatNumberCall(fname, argl);
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	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("unparsed-entity-uri").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new UnparsedEntityUriCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("key").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new KeyCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("id").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new KeyCall(fname, argl);

           parser.setHasIdCall(true);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("ceiling").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new CeilingCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("round").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new RoundCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("floor").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new FloorCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("contains").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new ContainsCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string-length").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new StringLengthCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("starts-with").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new StartsWithCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("function-available").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new FunctionAvailableCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("element-available").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new ElementAvailableCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("local-name").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new LocalNameCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("lang").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new LangCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new NamespaceUriCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else if (parser.getQName(Constants.TRANSLET_URI, "xsltc", "cast").equals(fname)) {

           RESULT = new CastCall(fname, argl);

	  }

	  // Special case for extension function nodeset()
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         else if (fname.getLocalPart().equals("nodeset") || fname.getLocalPart().equals("node-set")) {

	    parser.setCallsNodeset(true);  // implies MultiDOM

           RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, argl);

	  }

         else {

           RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, argl);

	  }

   :};

 

NonemptyArgumentList ::= Argument:arg

       {:

           Vector temp = new Vector();

           temp.addElement(arg);

           RESULT = temp;

       :}

 

       | Argument:arg COMMA NonemptyArgumentList:argl

       {: argl.insertElementAt(arg, 0); RESULT = argl; :};

 

FunctionName ::= QName:fname

       {:

	    RESULT = fname;

	:};

 

VariableName ::= QName:vname

       {:

	    RESULT = vname;

	:};

 

Argument ::= Expr:ex

       {: RESULT = ex; :};

 

NodeTest ::= NameTest:nt

       {: RESULT = nt; :}

 

       | NODE

       {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.ANODE); :}

 

       | TEXT

       {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.TEXT); :}

 

       | COMMENT

       {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.COMMENT); :}

 

       | PIPARAM LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN

       {:

          QName name = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name");

          Expression exp = new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ,
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                                            new NameCall(name),

                                            new LiteralExpr(l));

          Vector predicates = new Vector();

          predicates.addElement(new Predicate(exp));

          RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD, NodeTest.PI, predicates);

       :}

 

       | PI

       {: RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.PI); :};

 

NameTest ::= STAR

            {: RESULT = null; :}

 

            | QName:qn

            {: RESULT = qn; :};

 

QName ::= QNAME:qname

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(qname); :}

 

	| DIV

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("div"); :}

 

       | MOD

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("mod"); :}

 

       | KEY

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("key"); :}

 

       | ANCESTOR

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("child"); :}

 

       | ANCESTORORSELF

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("ancestor-or-self"); :}

 

       | ATTRIBUTE

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("attribute"); :}

 

       | CHILD

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("child"); :}

 

       | DESCENDANT

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("decendant"); :}

 

       | DESCENDANTORSELF

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("decendant-or-self"); :}

 

       | FOLLOWING

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("following"); :}
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       | FOLLOWINGSIBLING

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("following-sibling"); :}

 

       | NAMESPACE

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace"); :}

 

       | PARENT

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("parent"); :}

 

       | PRECEDING

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("preceding"); :}

 

       | PRECEDINGSIBLING

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("preceding-sibling"); :}

 

       | SELF

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("self"); :}

 

       | ID

       {: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("id"); :};

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/xpath.cup

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Execute the proprietary document-location() function, which returns

* a node set of documents.

* @xsl.usage advanced
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncDoclocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* $Id: Version.src 468654 2006-10-28 07:09:23Z minchau $

*/

package org.apache.xml.serializer;

 

/**

* Administrative class to keep track of the version number of

* the Serializer release.

* <P>This class implements the upcoming standard of having

* org.apache.project-name.Version.getVersion() be a standard way

* to get version information.</P>

* @xsl.usage general

*/

public final class Version

{

 

 /**

  * Get the basic version string for the current Serializer.

  * Version String formatted like

  * <CODE>"<B>Serializer</B> <B>Java</B> v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn]"</CODE>.

  *

  * Futurework: have this read version info from jar manifest.

  *

  * @return String denoting our current version
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  */

 public static String getVersion()

 {

    return getProduct()+" "+getImplementationLanguage()+" "

          +getMajorVersionNum()+"."+getReleaseVersionNum()+"."

          +( (getDevelopmentVersionNum() > 0) ?

              ("D"+getDevelopmentVersionNum()) : (""+getMaintenanceVersionNum())); 

 }

 

 /**

  * Print the processor version to the command line.

  *

  * @param argv command line arguments, unused.

  */

 public static void main(String argv[])

 {

   System.out.println(getVersion());

 }

 

 /**

  * Name of product: Serializer.

  */

 public static String getProduct()

 {

   return "Serializer";

 }

 

 /**

  * Implementation Language: Java.

  */

 public static String getImplementationLanguage()

 {

   return "Java";

 }

 

 

 /**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 public static int getMajorVersionNum()
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 {

   return @version.VERSION@;

  

 } 

 

 /**

  * Release Number.

  * Release number. This changes when:

  *            -  a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,

  *               implementation of a new W3C specification.

  *            -  API or behaviour change.

  *            -  its designated as a reference release.

  */

 public static int getReleaseVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.RELEASE@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Maintenance Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance

  *          drop applied to a specific release and contains

  *          fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility

  *          with the release and contains no API changes.

  *          When missing, it designates the final and complete

  *          development drop for a release.

  */

 public static int getMaintenanceVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.MINOR@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Development Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier designates development drop of

  *          a specific release. D01 is the first development drop

  *          of a new release.

  *

  *          Development drops are works in progress towards a

  *          compeleted, final release. A specific development drop

  *          may not completely implement all aspects of a new

  *          feature, which may take several development drops to

  *          complete. At the point of the final drop for the

  *          release, the D suffix will be omitted.

  *

  *          Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as

  *          well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as

  *          the final releases.
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  */

 public static int getDevelopmentVersionNum()

 {

   try {  

       if ((new String("@version.DEVELOPER@")).length() == 0)

         return 0;

       else 

         return Integer.parseInt("@version.DEVELOPER@");

   } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {

          return 0;

   }   

 }     

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Version.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* $Id: Version.src 1225426 2011-12-29 04:13:08Z mrglavas $

*/

package org.apache.xalan;

 

/**

* Administrative class to keep track of the version number of

* the Xalan release.

* <P>This class implements the upcoming standard of having

* org.apache.project-name.Version.getVersion() be a standard way

* to get version information.  This class will replace the older

* org.apache.xalan.processor.Version class.</P>

* <P>See also: org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties for
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* information about the version of the XSLT spec we support.</P>

* @xsl.usage general

*/

public class Version

{

 

 /**

  * Get the basic version string for the current Xalan release.

  * Version String formatted like

  * <CODE>"<B>Xalan</B> <B>Java</B> v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn]"</CODE>.

  *

  * Futurework: have this read version info from jar manifest.

  *

  * @return String denoting our current version

  */

 public static String getVersion()

 {

    return getProduct()+" "+getImplementationLanguage()+" "

          +getMajorVersionNum()+"."+getReleaseVersionNum()+"."

          +( (getDevelopmentVersionNum() > 0) ?

              ("D"+getDevelopmentVersionNum()) : (""+getMaintenanceVersionNum())); 

 }

 

 /**

  * Print the processor version to the command line.

  *

  * @param argv command line arguments, unused.

  */

 public static void main(String argv[])

 {

   System.out.println(getVersion());

 }

 

 /**

  * Name of product: Xalan.

  */

 public static String getProduct()

 {

   return "Xalan";

 }

 

 /**

  * Implementation Language: Java.

  */

 public static String getImplementationLanguage()

 {

   return "Java";

 }
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 /**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 public static int getMajorVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.VERSION@;

  

 } 

 

 /**

  * Release Number.

  * Release number. This changes when:

  *            -  a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,

  *               implementation of a new W3C specification.

  *            -  API or behaviour change.

  *            -  its designated as a reference release.

  */

 public static int getReleaseVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.RELEASE@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Maintenance Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance

  *          drop applied to a specific release and contains

  *          fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility

  *          with the release and contains no API changes.

  *          When missing, it designates the final and complete

  *          development drop for a release.

  */

 public static int getMaintenanceVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.MINOR@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Development Drop Number.
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  * Optional identifier designates development drop of

  *          a specific release. D01 is the first development drop

  *          of a new release.

  *

  *          Development drops are works in progress towards a

  *          compeleted, final release. A specific development drop

  *          may not completely implement all aspects of a new

  *          feature, which may take several development drops to

  *          complete. At the point of the final drop for the

  *          release, the D suffix will be omitted.

  *

  *          Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as

  *          well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as

  *          the final releases.

  */

 public static int getDevelopmentVersionNum()

 {

   try {  

       if ((new String("@version.DEVELOPER@")).length() == 0)

         return 0;

       else 

         return Integer.parseInt("@version.DEVELOPER@");

   } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {

          return 0;

   }   

 }     

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathStylesheetDOM3Exception.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* $Id: xpath.lex 1225752 2011-12-30 04:12:46Z mrglavas $

*/

 

/*

* @author Jacek Ambroziak

* @author Santiago Pericas-Geertsen

* @author Morten Jorgensen

*

*/

 

package org.apache.xalan.xsltc.compiler;

 

import java_cup.runtime.Symbol;

%%

%cup

%unicode

%class XPathLexer

%yyeof

 

%{

       int last;

 

       void initialize() {

           last = -1;

       }

 

       static boolean isWhitespace(int c) {

           return (c == ' ' || c == '\t' || c == '\r' || c == '\n'  || c == '\f');

       }
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       /**

        * If symbol is not followed by '::' or '(', then treat it as a

        * name instead of an axis or function (Jira-1912).

        */

       Symbol disambiguateAxisOrFunction(int ss) throws Exception {

           // Peek in the input buffer without changing the internal state

           int index = yy_buffer_index;

 

           // Skip whitespace

           while (index < yy_buffer_read && isWhitespace(yy_buffer[index])) {

               index++;

           }

 

           // If end of buffer, can't disambiguate :(

           if (index >= yy_buffer_read) {

               // Can't disambiguate, so return as symbol

               return new Symbol(ss);

           }

 

           // Return symbol if next token is '::' or '('

           return (yy_buffer[index] == ':' && yy_buffer[index+1] == ':' ||

                   yy_buffer[index] == '(') ?

                   newSymbol(ss) : newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext());

       }

 

       /**

        * If symbol is first token or if it follows any of the operators

        * listed in http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath#exprlex then treat as a

        * name instead of a keyword (Jira-1912).

        */

       Symbol disambiguateOperator(int ss) throws Exception {

           switch (last) {

           case -1:    // first token

           case sym.ATSIGN:

           case sym.DCOLON:

           case sym.LPAREN:

           case sym.LBRACK:

           case sym.COMMA:

           case sym.AND:

           case sym.OR:

           case sym.MOD:

           case sym.DIV:

           case sym.MULT:

           case sym.SLASH:

           case sym.DSLASH:

           case sym.VBAR:

           case sym.PLUS:
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           case sym.MINUS:

           case sym.EQ:

           case sym.NE:

           case sym.LT:

           case sym.LE:

           case sym.GT:

           case sym.GE:

               return newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext());

           }

           return newSymbol(ss);

       }

 

       /**

        * If symbol is first token or if it follows any of the operators

        * listed in http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath#exprlex then treat as a

        * wildcard instead of a multiplication operator

        */

       Symbol disambiguateStar() throws Exception {

           switch (last) {

           case -1:    // first token

           case sym.ATSIGN:

           case sym.DCOLON:

           case sym.LPAREN:

           case sym.LBRACK:

           case sym.COMMA:

           case sym.AND:

           case sym.OR:

           case sym.MOD:

           case sym.DIV:

           case sym.MULT:

           case sym.SLASH:

           case sym.DSLASH:

           case sym.VBAR:

           case sym.PLUS:

           case sym.MINUS:

           case sym.EQ:

           case sym.NE:

           case sym.LT:

           case sym.LE:

           case sym.GT:

           case sym.GE:

               return newSymbol(sym.STAR);

           }

           return newSymbol(sym.MULT);

       }

 

       Symbol newSymbol(int ss) {

           last = ss;
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           return new Symbol(ss);

       }

 

       Symbol newSymbol(int ss, String value) {

           last = ss;

           return new Symbol(ss, value);

       }

 

       Symbol newSymbol(int ss, Long value) {

           last = ss;

           return new Symbol(ss, value);

       }

 

       Symbol newSymbol(int ss, Double value) {

           last = ss;

           return new Symbol(ss, value);

       }

%}

 

%eofval{

return newSymbol(sym.EOF);

%eofval}

 

%yylexthrow{

Exception

%yylexthrow}

 

Letter={BaseChar}|{Ideographic}

 

BaseChar=[\u0041-\u005A\u0061-\u007A\u00C0-\u00D6\u00D8-\u00F6\u00F8-\u00FF\u0100-\u0131\u0134-

\u013E\u0141-\u0148\u014A-\u017E\u0180-\u01C3\u01CD-\u01F0\u01F4-\u01F5\u01FA-\u0217\u0250-

\u02A8\u02BB-\u02C1\u0386\u0388-\u038A\u038C\u038E-\u03A1\u03A3-\u03CE\u03D0-

\u03D6\u03DA\u03DC\u03DE\u03E0\u03E2-\u03F3\u0401-\u040C\u040E-\u044F\u0451-\u045C\u045E-

\u0481\u0490-\u04C4\u04C7-\u04C8\u04CB-\u04CC\u04D0-\u04EB\u04EE-\u04F5\u04F8-\u04F9\u0531-

\u0556\u0559\u0561-\u0586\u05D0-\u05EA\u05F0-\u05F2\u0621-\u063A\u0641-\u064A\u0671-\u06B7\u06BA-

\u06BE\u06C0-\u06CE\u06D0-\u06D3\u06D5\u06E5-\u06E6\u0905-\u0939\u093D\u0958-\u0961\u0985-

\u098C\u098F-\u0990\u0993-\u09A8\u09AA-\u09B0\u09B2\u09B6-\u09B9\u09DC-\u09DD\u09DF-

\u09E1\u09F0-\u09F1\u0A05-\u0A0A\u0A0F-\u0A10\u0A13-\u0A28\u0A2A-\u0A30\u0A32-\u0A33\u0A35-

\u0A36\u0A38-\u0A39\u0A59-\u0A5C\u0A5E\u0A72-\u0A74\u0A85-\u0A8B\u0A8D\u0A8F-\u0A91\u0A93-

\u0AA8\u0AAA-\u0AB0\u0AB2-\u0AB3\u0AB5-\u0AB9\u0ABD\u0AE0\u0B05-\u0B0C\u0B0F-\u0B10\u0B13-

\u0B28\u0B2A-\u0B30\u0B32-\u0B33\u0B36-\u0B39\u0B3D\u0B5C-\u0B5D\u0B5F-\u0B61\u0B85-

\u0B8A\u0B8E-\u0B90\u0B92-\u0B95\u0B99-\u0B9A\u0B9C\u0B9E-\u0B9F\u0BA3-\u0BA4\u0BA8-

\u0BAA\u0BAE-\u0BB5\u0BB7-\u0BB9\u0C05-\u0C0C\u0C0E-\u0C10\u0C12-\u0C28\u0C2A-\u0C33\u0C35-

\u0C39\u0C60-\u0C61\u0C85-\u0C8C\u0C8E-\u0C90\u0C92-\u0CA8\u0CAA-\u0CB3\u0CB5-

\u0CB9\u0CDE\u0CE0-\u0CE1\u0D05-\u0D0C\u0D0E-\u0D10\u0D12-\u0D28\u0D2A-\u0D39\u0D60-

\u0D61\u0E01-\u0E2E\u0E30\u0E32-\u0E33\u0E40-\u0E45\u0E81-\u0E82\u0E84\u0E87-

\u0E88\u0E8A\u0E8D\u0E94-\u0E97\u0E99-\u0E9F\u0EA1-\u0EA3\u0EA5\u0EA7\u0EAA-\u0EAB\u0EAD-

\u0EAE\u0EB0\u0EB2-\u0EB3\u0EBD\u0EC0-\u0EC4\u0F40-\u0F47\u0F49-\u0F69\u10A0-\u10C5\u10D0-
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\u10F6\u1100\u1102-\u1103\u1105-\u1107\u1109\u110B-\u110C\u110E-

\u1112\u113C\u113E\u1140\u114C\u114E\u1150\u1154-\u1155\u1159\u115F-

\u1161\u1163\u1165\u1167\u1169\u116D-\u116E\u1172-\u1173\u1175\u119E\u11A8\u11AB\u11AE-

\u11AF\u11B7-\u11B8\u11BA\u11BC-\u11C2\u11EB\u11F0\u11F9\u1E00-\u1E9B\u1EA0-\u1EF9\u1F00-

\u1F15\u1F18-\u1F1D\u1F20-\u1F45\u1F48-\u1F4D\u1F50-\u1F57\u1F59\u1F5B\u1F5D\u1F5F-\u1F7D\u1F80-

\u1FB4\u1FB6-\u1FBC\u1FBE\u1FC2-\u1FC4\u1FC6-\u1FCC\u1FD0-\u1FD3\u1FD6-\u1FDB\u1FE0-

\u1FEC\u1FF2-\u1FF4\u1FF6-\u1FFC\u2126\u212A-\u212B\u212E\u2180-\u2182\u3041-\u3094\u30A1-

\u30FA\u3105-\u312C\uAC00-\uD7A3]

 

Ideographic=[\u4E00-\u9FA5\u3007\u3021-\u3029]

 

CombiningChar=[\u0300-\u0345\u0360-\u0361\u0483-\u0486\u0591-\u05A1\u05A3-\u05B9\u05BB-

\u05BD\u05BF\u05C1-\u05C2\u05C4\u064B-\u0652\u0670\u06D6-\u06DC\u06DD-\u06DF\u06E0-\u06E4\u06E7-

\u06E8\u06EA-\u06ED\u0901-\u0903\u093C\u093E-\u094C\u094D\u0951-\u0954\u0962-\u0963\u0981-

\u0983\u09BC\u09BE\u09BF\u09C0-\u09C4\u09C7-\u09C8\u09CB-\u09CD\u09D7\u09E2-

\u09E3\u0A02\u0A3C\u0A3E\u0A3F\u0A40-\u0A42\u0A47-\u0A48\u0A4B-\u0A4D\u0A70-\u0A71\u0A81-

\u0A83\u0ABC\u0ABE-\u0AC5\u0AC7-\u0AC9\u0ACB-\u0ACD\u0B01-\u0B03\u0B3C\u0B3E-\u0B43\u0B47-

\u0B48\u0B4B-\u0B4D\u0B56-\u0B57\u0B82-\u0B83\u0BBE-\u0BC2\u0BC6-\u0BC8\u0BCA-

\u0BCD\u0BD7\u0C01-\u0C03\u0C3E-\u0C44\u0C46-\u0C48\u0C4A-\u0C4D\u0C55-\u0C56\u0C82-

\u0C83\u0CBE-\u0CC4\u0CC6-\u0CC8\u0CCA-\u0CCD\u0CD5-\u0CD6\u0D02-\u0D03\u0D3E-\u0D43\u0D46-

\u0D48\u0D4A-\u0D4D\u0D57\u0E31\u0E34-\u0E3A\u0E47-\u0E4E\u0EB1\u0EB4-\u0EB9\u0EBB-

\u0EBC\u0EC8-\u0ECD\u0F18-\u0F19\u0F35\u0F37\u0F39\u0F3E\u0F3F\u0F71-\u0F84\u0F86-\u0F8B\u0F90-

\u0F95\u0F97\u0F99-\u0FAD\u0FB1-\u0FB7\u0FB9\u20D0-\u20DC\u20E1\u302A-\u302F\u3099\u309A]

 

Digit=[\u0030-\u0039\u0660-\u0669\u06F0-\u06F9\u0966-\u096F\u09E6-\u09EF\u0A66-\u0A6F\u0AE6-

\u0AEF\u0B66-\u0B6F\u0BE7-\u0BEF\u0C66-\u0C6F\u0CE6-\u0CEF\u0D66-\u0D6F\u0E50-\u0E59\u0ED0-

\u0ED9\u0F20-\u0F29]

 

Extender=[\u00B7\u02D0\u02D1\u0387\u0640\u0E46\u0EC6\u3005\u3031-\u3035\u309D-\u309E\u30FC-\u30FE]

 

NCName=({Letter}|"_"|{NCNameStartChar})({NCNameChar})*

 

NCNameChar={Letter}|{Digit}|"."|"-"|"_"|{CombiningChar}|{Extender}|{NCNameStartChar}| \u00B7 | [\u0300-

\u036F] | [\u203F-\u2040] | [\u0130-\u0136]

 

NCNameStartChar=[\u0041-\u005A\u0061-\u007A\u00C0-\u00D6\u00D8-\u00F6\u00F8-\u02FF\u0370-

\u037D\u037F-\u1FFF\u200C-\u200D\u2070-\u218F\u2C00-\u2FEF\u3001-\uD7FF\uF900-\uFDCF\uFDF0-

\uFFFD] | \u005F |({HighSurrogate}{LowSurrogate})

 

HighSurrogate=[\uD800-\uDBFF]

 

LowSurrogate=[\uDC00-\uDFFF]

 

%%

 

"*"                      { return disambiguateStar(); }

"/"                      { return newSymbol(sym.SLASH); }

"+"                      { return newSymbol(sym.PLUS); }
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"-"                      { return newSymbol(sym.MINUS); }

"div"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.DIV); }

"mod"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.MOD); }

"::"                     { return newSymbol(sym.DCOLON); }

","                      { return newSymbol(sym.COMMA); }

"@"                      { return newSymbol(sym.ATSIGN); }

".."                     { return newSymbol(sym.DDOT); }

"|"                      { return newSymbol(sym.VBAR); }

"$"                      { return newSymbol(sym.DOLLAR); }

"//"                     { return newSymbol(sym.DSLASH); }

"="                      { return newSymbol(sym.EQ); }

"!="                     { return newSymbol(sym.NE); }

"<"                      { return newSymbol(sym.LT); }

">"                      { return newSymbol(sym.GT); }

"<="                     { return newSymbol(sym.LE); }

">="                     { return newSymbol(sym.GE); }

"id"                     { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ID); }

"key"                    { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.KEY); }

"text()"                 { return newSymbol(sym.TEXT); }

"text"+[ \t\r\n\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.TEXT); }

"node()"                 { return newSymbol(sym.NODE); }

"node"+[ \t\r\n\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.NODE); }

"comment()"                 { return newSymbol(sym.COMMENT); }

"comment"+[ \t\r\n\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.COMMENT); }

"processing-instruction" { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.PIPARAM); }

"processing-instruction()"                { return newSymbol(sym.PI); }

"processing-instruction"+[ \t\r\n\f]+"()" { return newSymbol(sym.PI); }

"or"                     { return disambiguateOperator(sym.OR); }

"and"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.AND); }

"child"                  { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.CHILD); }

"attribute"              { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ATTRIBUTE); }

"ancestor"               { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ANCESTOR); }

"ancestor-or-self"       { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ANCESTORORSELF); }

"descendant"             { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.DESCENDANT); }

"descendant-or-self"     { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.DESCENDANTORSELF); }

"following"              { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.FOLLOWING); }

"following-sibling"      { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.FOLLOWINGSIBLING); }

"namespace"              { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.NAMESPACE); }

"parent"                 { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.PARENT); }

"preceding"              { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.PRECEDING); }

"preceding-sibling"      { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.PRECEDINGSIBLING); }

"self"                   { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.SELF); }

"["                      { return newSymbol(sym.LBRACK); }

"]"                      { return newSymbol(sym.RBRACK); }

"("                      { return newSymbol(sym.LPAREN); }

")"                      { return newSymbol(sym.RPAREN); }

"<PATTERN>"              { initialize(); return new Symbol(sym.PATTERN); }

"<EXPRESSION>"           { initialize(); return new Symbol(sym.EXPRESSION); }
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\"[^\"]*\"               { return newSymbol(sym.Literal,

			      yytext().substring(1, yytext().length() - 1)); }

\'[^\']*\'               { return newSymbol(sym.Literal,

			      yytext().substring(1, yytext().length() - 1)); }

{Digit}+               	 { return newSymbol(sym.INT, new Long(yytext())); }

{Digit}+("."{Digit}*)? 	 { return newSymbol(sym.REAL, new Double(yytext())); }

"."{Digit}+            	 { return newSymbol(sym.REAL, new Double(yytext())); }

"."                      { return newSymbol(sym.DOT); }

({NCName}":")?{NCName}   { return newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext()); }

({NCName}":")?"*"        { return newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext()); }

({NCName}":")?"@*"       { return newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext()); }

[ \t\r\n\f]              { /* ignore white space. */ }

.                        { throw new Exception(yytext()); }

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/xpath.lex

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Proprietary

/** The 'document-location()' id (Proprietary). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/FunctionTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information
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* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// is found, then throw a special exception in order to terminate

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/TransformerFactoryImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/res/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/client/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/res/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/package.html

 

1.476 xstream 1.2.2 

 

1.477 swagger-annotations 1.5.23 
1.477.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.478 javassist 3.17.1-GA 
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1.478.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136513715_1613775969.54/0/javassist-3-17-1-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

 

1.479 mongodb-driver-core 3.12.4 
1.479.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultDnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/ClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ParallelCollectionScanOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/AutoEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncOperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MergeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ParallelCollectionScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FieldTrackingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserExistsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/management/jmx/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueEnteredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/capi/MongoCryptHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CurrentOpOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWaitQueueFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueExitedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientEncryptionSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/EncryptOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/DataKeyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractMultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZstdCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Java8SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessageReceivedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessagesSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/GroupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FsyncUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/TlsChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadByNameOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncAggregateResponseBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/binding/AsyncClusterAwareReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateExplainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DnsSrvRecordMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleServerBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TrackingAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/TlsChannelCallbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/WouldBlockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannelFlowControlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsTaskException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/TlsChannelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/BufferHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/NeedsWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExtendedAsynchronousByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/impl/ByteBufferUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/async/AsynchronousTlsChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/ClientTlsChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/util/Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License
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*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/AggregationLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original Work: MIT License, Copyright (c) [2015-2018] all contributors

* https://github.com/marianobarrios/tls-channel

*/

/**

    * Writes a sequence of bytesProduced to this channel from a subsequence of the

    * given buffers.

    *

    * <p>

    * See {@link GatheringByteChannel#write(ByteBuffer[], int, int)} for more

    * details of the meaning of this signature.

    *
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    * <p>

    * This method behaves slightly different than the interface specification,

    * with respect to non-blocking responses, see {@link #write(ByteBuffer)}

    * for more details.

    *

    * @param srcs   The buffers from which bytesProduced are to be retrieved

    * @param offset The offset within the buffer array of the first buffer from

    *               which bytesProduced are to be retrieved; must be non-negative and no

    *               larger than <tt>srcs.length</tt>

    * @param length The maximum number of buffers to be accessed; must be

    *               non-negative and no larger than <tt>srcs.length</tt>

    *               &nbsp;-&nbsp;<tt>offset</tt>

    * @return The number of bytesProduced written, contrary to the behavior specified

    * in {@link ByteChannel}, this method never returns 0, but throws

    * {@link WouldBlockException}

    * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException If the preconditions on the <tt>offset</tt> and

    *                                   <tt>length</tt> parameters do not hold

    * @throws WouldBlockException       if the channel is in non-blocking mode and the IO operation

    *                                   cannot be completed immediately

    * @throws NeedsTaskException        if the channel is not configured to run tasks automatically

    *                                   and a task needs to be executed to complete the operation

    * @throws SSLException              if the {@link SSLEngine} throws a SSLException

    * @throws IOException               if the underlying channel throws an IOException

    */

/**

    * Reads a sequence of bytesProduced from this channel into a subsequence of the

    * given buffers.

    *

    * <p>

    * See {@link ScatteringByteChannel#read(ByteBuffer[], int, int)} for more

    * details of the meaning of this signature.

    *

    * <p>

    * This method behaves slightly different than the interface specification,

    * with respect to non-blocking responses, see {@link #read(ByteBuffer)} for

    * more details.

    *

    * @param dsts   The buffers into which bytesProduced are to be transferred

    * @param offset The offset within the buffer array of the first buffer into

    *               which bytesProduced are to be transferred; must be non-negative and no

    *               larger than <tt>dsts.length</tt>

    * @param length The maximum number of buffers to be accessed; must be

    *               non-negative and no larger than <tt>dsts.length</tt>

    *               &nbsp;-&nbsp;<tt>offset</tt>

    * @return The number of bytesProduced read, or <tt>-1</tt> if the channel has

    * reached end-of-stream; contrary to the behavior specified in

    * {@link ByteChannel}, this method never returns 0, but throws

    * {@link WouldBlockException}
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    * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException If the preconditions on the <tt>offset</tt> and

    *                                   <tt>length</tt> parameters do not hold

    * @throws WouldBlockException       if the channel is in non-blocking mode and the IO operation

    *                                   cannot be completed immediately

    * @throws NeedsTaskException        if the channel is not configured to run tasks automatically

    *                                   and a task needs to be executed to complete the operation

    * @throws SSLException              if the {@link SSLEngine} throws a SSLException

    * @throws IOException               if the underlying channel throws an IOException

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1317461549_1651101718.02/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/tlschannel/TlsChannel.java

 

1.480 objenesis 2.2 
1.480.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2015 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.481 flink-hadoop-fs 1.8.3-cisco 
1.481.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-hadoop-fs

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.482 hamcrest 1.1 
1.482.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright 2002-2006 Joe Walnes and QDox Project Team

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.483 yang-model-util 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.483.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Pantheon Technologies s.r.o. and others.  All

rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse

Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.484 jaxb-core 2.2.11 
1.484.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. #

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You # may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2
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only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 1997-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

 

1.485 google-http-client 1.27.0 

 

1.486 json4s-ast 3.2.5 
1.486.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2010 WorldWide Conferencing, LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015951_1607033975.99/0/json4s-ast-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/Diff.scala
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112015951_1607033975.99/0/json4s-ast-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/Merge.scala

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2011 WorldWide Conferencing, LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015951_1607033975.99/0/json4s-ast-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/JsonAST.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015951_1607033975.99/0/json4s-ast-2-10-3-2-5-sources-1-jar/org/json4s/JsonDSL.scala

 

1.487 json-java 20180130 
1.487.1 Available under license : 

============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.488 opencensus-contrib-grpc-metrics 0.10.0

 

1.489 opentracing-web-servlet-filter 0.1.0 
1.489.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.490 swagger 0.8.8 
1.490.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.491 swagger-annotations 1.5.0 
1.491.1 Available under license : 

/**

* Copyright 2015 SmartBear Software

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p/>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p/>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package io.swagger.annotations;

 

import java.lang.annotation.ElementType;

import java.lang.annotation.Retention;

import java.lang.annotation.RetentionPolicy;

import java.lang.annotation.Target;

 

/**

* License metadata available within the info section of a Swagger definition, see

* https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-spec/blob/master/versions/2.0.md#licenseObject

*
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* @since 1.5.0

*/

 

@Target(ElementType.ANNOTATION_TYPE)

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME)

public @interface License {

 

   /**

    * The name of the license.

    *

    * @return the name of the license

    */

   String name();

 

   /**

    * An optional URL for the license.

    *

    * @return an optional URL for the license.

    */

   String url() default "";

}

 

1.492 apache-log4j 2.17.1 
1.492.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.493 websocket-common 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.494 opentracing-api 0.31.0 
1.494.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
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communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.495 mongodb-driver 3.9.0 
1.495.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionRemoveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AcknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UnacknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Mongo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ClassMapBasedObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CommandResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CompoundDBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryOperators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSDBFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/DB.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkUpdateRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoMappingCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ParallelScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSInputFile.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollectionObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplicaSetStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoBatchCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/util/AbstractObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindAndModifyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/CLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionDistinctOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReflectionDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCollationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/GroupCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/RemoveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListIndexesIterableImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ForEachHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FallbackMongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703647_1613864812.29/0/mongodb-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MongoIterableFactory.java

 

1.496 scala-reflect 2.10.4 
1.496.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2014 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Typesafe, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS &#147;AS

IS&#148; AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.497 netty 4.1.34.Final 
1.497.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
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conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the
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Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort
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This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/
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This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jboss.org/jbossmarshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/
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This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,
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* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This
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support library is itself covered by the above license.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.498 jackson-databind 2.10.1 
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1.498.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.499 snake-yaml 1.12 
1.499.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.'
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1.500 flink-annotations 1.8.3-cisco 
1.500.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-annotations

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.501 kafka-clients 1.1.0 
1.501.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)
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1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You
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distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the
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license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections
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2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2018 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

 

1.502 aspectj-tools 1.8.13 

 

1.503 commons-pool 2.4.3 
1.503.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

APACHE COMMONS POOL DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

  The LinkedBlockingDeque implementation is based on an implementation written by

  Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released

  to the public domain, as explained at

  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.504 jetty-servlet 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.505 jersey-entity-filtering 2.28 
1.505.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1
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* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 1.1.0.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

CDI API Version 1.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.seamframework.org/Weld

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors by the @authors tag.

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.22.0-CR2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.8.10

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com
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JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 5.0.4

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 4.2.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution
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     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,
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     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily
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     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
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   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended
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   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
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   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program
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   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to
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   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.506 native-lib-loader 2.0.2 
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1.506.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Native library loader for extracting and loading native libraries from Java.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 - 2014, Board of Regents of the University of

Wisconsin-Madison and Glencoe Software, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are

those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official

policies, either expressed or implied, of any organization.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/MxSysInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/BaseJniExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/NativeLibraryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/NativeLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/JniExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/WebappJniExtractor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136132045_1613687322.17/0/native-lib-loader-2-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/scijava/nativelib/DefaultJniExtractor.java

 

1.507 stax-api 1.0 2
1.507.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-

strict.dtd">

<html>

               

<body>

 <h3>THIS SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE UNDER A DUAL LICENSE MODEL: CDDL 1.0 and GPL v2</h3>

 

 <h3>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h3>

 

 <ul>

  <li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.1. &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo;</b> means each individual or

      entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

      Modifications.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.2. &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo;</b> means

      the combination of the Original Software, prior

      Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

      Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.3. &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo;</b> means (a)

      the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

      combination of files containing Original Software with files

      containing Modifications, in each case including portions

      thereof.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>
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      <b>1.4. &ldquo;Executable&rdquo;</b> means the

      Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.5. &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo;</b> means

      the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

      available under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.6. &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo;</b> means a work

      which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

      code not governed by the terms of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.7. &ldquo;License&rdquo;</b> means this document.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.8. &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo;</b> means having

      the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

      at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

      any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.9. &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo;</b> means the

      Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

        to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

        file containing Original Software or previous

        Modifications;
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       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

        the Original Software or previous Modification; or

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

        otherwise made available under the terms of this

        License.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.10. &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo;</b> means

      the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

      code that is originally released under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.11. &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo;</b> means any

      patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

      without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

      in any patent Licensable by grantor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.12. &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo;</b> means (a) the

      common form of computer software code in which modifications

      are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

      with such code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.13. &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or

      &ldquo;Your&rdquo;)</b> means an individual or a legal
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      entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

      the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

      &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes any entity which controls, is

      controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

      purposes of this definition, &ldquo;control&rdquo; means

      (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

      or otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty

      percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

      ownership of such entity.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

      below and subject to third party intellectual property

      claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

      world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

        Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

        portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

        as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

        have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

        and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

        portions thereof).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>
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        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a)

        and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

        available to a third party under the terms of this License.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for code

        that You delete from the Original Software, or

        (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the

        modification of the Original Software, or (ii)&nbsp;the

        combination of the Original Software with other software

        or devices.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

      and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

      each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

      royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

        Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

        such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

        unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

        Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

        Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

        Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

        to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

        otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by

        that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the
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        combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

        with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

        combination).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a)

        and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available

        to a third party.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for any

        code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

        Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by:

        (i)&nbsp;third party modifications of Contributor

        Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

        made by that Contributor with other software (except as

        part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

        (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

        Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

        Contributor.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

     <p>

      Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

      make available in Executable form must also be made

      available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

      must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

      You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

      the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

      distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

      recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

      as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source
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      Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

      customarily used for software exchange.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

     <p>

      The Modifications that You create or to which You

      contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

      represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

      original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

      grant the rights conveyed by this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

     <p>

      You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

      that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

      You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

      trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

      or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

      attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

      Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

      applicable version of this License or the

      recipients&rsquo; rights hereunder.  You may choose to

      offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

      indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

      recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so

      only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

      Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

      clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

      liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

      hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

      Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

      Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

      support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

     <p>
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      You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

      Software under the terms of this License or under the

      terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

      different from this License, provided that You are in

      compliance with the terms of this License and that the

      license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

      or alter the recipient&rsquo;s rights in the Source Code

      form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You

      distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

      different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

      any terms which differ from this License are offered by

      You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

      You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

      every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

      Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

      such terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

      Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

      License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

      product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

      requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

      Software.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

      and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

      License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

      distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

      Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

      right to modify this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>
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     <p>

      You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

      notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

      distributed or otherwise made available under any

      subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

      use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

      available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

      License published by the license steward.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

      create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

      create and use a modified version of this License if You:

      (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any references to

      the name of the license steward (except to note that the

      license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise

      make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

      from this License.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

   <p>

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

    &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

    MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

    PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

    OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

    CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

    DISCLAIMER.
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   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

      hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

      with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

      days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by

      their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

      of this License shall survive.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.2.</b> If You assert a patent infringement claim

      (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

      or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

      You assert such claim is referred to as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;)

      alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor

      Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software

      where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

      infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

      indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

      Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

      Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

      from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

      expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

      period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

      against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

      agreement with Participant.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

      Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

      that have been validly granted by You or any distributor

      hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

      to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>
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  <li>

   <p><b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

   <p>

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

    TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

    YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

    DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

    SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

    INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

    OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL

    HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

    LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

    OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY&rsquo;S

    NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

    LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

    LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

    EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>

   <p>

    The Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as

    that term is defined in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995),

    consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer software&rdquo; (as

    that term is defined at 48

    C.F.R. &sect;&nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial

    computer software documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used

    in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

    48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

    (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

    Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This

    U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

    addresses Government rights in computer software under this

    License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

   <p>

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning

    subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

    held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed
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    only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

    License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

    (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

    otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction&rsquo;s

    conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

    License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

    located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

    contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

    responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

    costs and reasonable attorneys&rsquo; fees and expenses.  The

    application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

    the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a

    contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

    apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

    responsible for compliance with the United States export

    administration regulations (and the export control laws and

    regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

   <p>

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

    party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

    or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

    License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

    Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

    basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

    constitute any admission of liability.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT

     AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

    </b>

   </p>

   <p>

    The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws

    of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

    Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

    jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of
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    California and the state courts of the State of California, with

    venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

   </p>

  </li>

 </ul>

 

 <h3>The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</h3>

 

 <p>

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 </p>

 <p>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>Preamble</b></p>

 <p>

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

  freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

  License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

  free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

  Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit

  to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered

  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it

  to your programs, too.

 </p>

 <p>

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

  price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

  you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and

  charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

  or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or

  use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can

  do these things.

 </p>

 <p>

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

  anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the

  rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

  for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 </p>

 <p>

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

  gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights

  that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get
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  the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

  their rights.

 </p>

 <p>

  We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

  and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

  copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 </p>

 <p>

  Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

  that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,

  we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

  so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

  original authors' reputations.

 </p>

 <p>

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

  proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent

  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 </p>

 <p>

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

  modification follow.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION</b></p>

 <ul style="margin-left:0; padding-left:0; border-left:0">

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>0.</b> This License applies to any program or other work which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

    distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The

    "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

    based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative

    work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

    Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

    and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

    is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each

    licensee is addressed as "you".

   </p>

   <p>

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

    running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

    is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program
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    (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

    is true depends on what the Program does.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>1.</b> You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

    source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

    conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

    copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

    that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give

    any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with

    the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

    may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>2.</b> You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

    such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

    that you also meet all of these conditions:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

      that you changed the files and the date of any change.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

      or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

      to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

      of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

      you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

      most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

      else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute
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      the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

      copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

      but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

      Program is not required to print an announcement.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

    sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

    considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

    and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

    separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

    which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must

    be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

    of who wrote it.

   </p>

   <p>

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

    your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

    exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective

    works based on the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

    with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

    a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

    the scope of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>3.</b> You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

    on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under

    the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one

    of the following:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>
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     <p>

      b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

      to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

      physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable

      copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the

      terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

      software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

      distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

      only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

      program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

      accord with Subsection b above.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

    code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that

    is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

    major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

    on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

    the executable.

   </p>

   <p>

    If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

    to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to

    copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the

    source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the

    source along with the object code.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>4.</b> You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the

    Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

    otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,

    and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However,

    parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License

    will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain
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    in full compliance.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>5.</b> You are not required to accept this License, since you have

    not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

    distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited

    by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

    distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate

    your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions

    for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>6.</b> Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

    Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

    licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

    and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

    exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

    compliance by third parties to this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>7.</b> If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise)

    that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

    the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

    simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

    For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

    of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

    you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be

    to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

    particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

    the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

   </p>

   <p>

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents
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    or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

    this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

    software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

    Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

    distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

    distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

    choice.

   </p>

   <p>

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

    consequence of the rest of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>8.</b> If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

    original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

    add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

    countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

    not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation

    as if written in the body of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>9.</b> The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions

    will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail

    to address new problems or concerns.

   </p>

   <p>

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

    specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

    version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either

    of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

    Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

    you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>10.</b> If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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    to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

    Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

    for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

    free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>NO WARRANTY</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>11.</b> BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

    EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

    OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>12.</b> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

    REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

    INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

    OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

    LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

    THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

    EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</b></p>

   <p>

    If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible
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    use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

    which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

   </p>

   <p>

    To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

    them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

    of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

    pointer to where the full notice is found.

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

      under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

      Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

      WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

      or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License

      for more details.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

      with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

   </p>

   <p>
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    If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

    when it starts in an interactive mode:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author<br />

      Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

      `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

      it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

    parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

    be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

    mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

    school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

    necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

      `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

     </p>

     <p>

      signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

      Ty Coon, President of Vice

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

    proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

    consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

    the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

    Public License instead of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li style="background-color:yellow;">

   <p><b>"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</b></p>

   <p>
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    Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to

    the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but

    only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's

    header the words<br />

    "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

    exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

   </p>

   <p>

    Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

    a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

    GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

   </p>

   <p>

    As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

    permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

    executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

    and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

    choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

    the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

    module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If

    you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

    the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do

    so, delete this exception statement from your version.

   </p>

  </li>

 

 </ul>

 

</body>

</html>

 

1.508 jackson-dataformat-csv 2.10.1 
1.508.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.509 go-restful 3.3.1 
1.509.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012,2013 Ernest Micklei

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.510 websocket-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.511 j2objc-annotations 1.1 
1.511.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2014, Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

JSR-330

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

APACHE HARMONY SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Harmony includes a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code

for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions

of the following licenses.

 

 

 

License Notice for ICU4C version 3.4

====================================

 

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later
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COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for ICU4J version 4.2.1

======================================

 

ICU4J license - ICU4J 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
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Copyright (c) 1995-2009 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for FDLIBM version 5.2

=====================================

 

Copyright (C) 2004 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is freely
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granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for ZLIB version 1.2.3

=====================================

 

(C) 1995-2004 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

Visual C++ Runtime Files

========================

 

The file msvcr71.dll is the Microsoft(R) C Runtime Library.

The file msvcp71.dll is the Microsoft Multithreaded Standard C++ Library.

 

These files are redistributed from Microsoft(R) Visual Studio 7.1 as described in

the file "redist.txt" available with that product.
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================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for Bouncy Castle version 1.45

=============================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2009 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for MX4J 3.0.2.

==============================

 

The MX4J License, Version 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

   if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

      "This product includes software developed by the

       MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

   Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

   if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without prior written

   permission.

   For written permission, please contact

   biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

   nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

   permission of Simone Bordet.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

====================================================================

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

MX4J, please see the MX4J website (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net/).

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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Notice for The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

=====================================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group for which the following notice applies:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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Notice for Little CMS

=====================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on Little cms

for which the following notice applies:

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2007 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for libpng

=================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on libpng

v1.2.38 for which the following notice applies:

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.38, July 16, 2009, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2009 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Cosmin Truta
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libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5, October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond

  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat
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  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for Unicode Character Database

=====================================

 

Copyright (c) 1991-2005 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies

of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or
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Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files

or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each

modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation

associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been

modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for IETF RFCs prior to 2005

==================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the following IETF RFCs.  Portions of the IETF RFC specifications may be

included in source code comments for reference, and in accordance with

the licensing terms, the licenses are reproduced here:

 

RFC 1779 -  A String Representation of Distinguished Names

 

RFC 2045 - Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of

          Internet Message Bodies

 

RFC 2251 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3)

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2253 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3): UTF-8 String

          Representation of Distinguished Names
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          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2313 - PKCS #1: RSA Encryption

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1998).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2315 - PKCS #7: Cryptographic Message Syntax

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1998).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2459 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and CRL Profile

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2616 - Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP/1.1

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999). All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2781 - UTF-16, an encoding of ISO 10646

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2891 - LDAP Control Extension for Server Side Sorting of Search Results

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2985 - PKCS #9: Selected Object Classes and Attribute Types

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 3161 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2001).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 3280 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure, Certificate and

          Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

 

INTERNET-DRAFT - Persistent Search: A Simple LDAP Change Notification Mechanism

          <draft-ietf-ldapext-psearch-03.txt>

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997-2000). All Rights Reserved.

 

The following statement applies to each RFC:

 

  This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

  others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

  or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

  and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

  kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

  included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

  document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

  the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

  Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

  developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

  copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

  followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
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  English.

 

  The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

  revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

  This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

  "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

  TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

  BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

  HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

Notice for IETF RFCs from 2005 onwards

======================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the following IETF RFCs.  Portions of the IETF RFC specifications may be

included in source code comments for reference, and in accordance with

the licensing terms, the licenses are reproduced here:

 

RFC 4122 - A Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) URN Namespace

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

 

 

The following statement applies to this RFC:

    

     Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

 

     This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions

     contained in BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors

     retain all their rights.

 

     This document and the information contained herein are provided

     on an "AS IS" basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE

     REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND

     THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES,

     EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT

     THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR

     ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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Notice for RSA Public-Key Cryptography Standards

================================================

 

Portions of Apache Harmony reference RSA Public-Key Cryptography Standards:

PKCS#7, PKCS#8 and PKSC#10. Portions of these standards are included

in Harmony Javadoc for reference, and in accordance with the licensing terms

for PKCS#7, PKCS#8 and PKSC#10, the full copyright statement is here:

 

Copyright  1991-1993 RSA Laboratories, a division of RSA Data Security, Inc.

License to copy this document is granted provided that it is identified as

"RSA Data Security, Inc. Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS)" in all

material mentioning or referencing this document.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for Apache Yoko

======================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on Apache Yoko

for which the following notice applies:

 

Apache Yoko is an effort undergoing incubation at the Apache Software

Foundation (ASF). Incubation is required of all newly accepted projects until

a further review indicates that the infrastructure, communications, and decision

making process have stabilized in a manner consistent with other successful

ASF projects. While incubation status is not necessarily a reflection of the

completeness or stability of the code, it does indicate that the project has

yet to be fully endorsed by the ASF.

 

http://incubator.apache.org/yoko/

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler

==============================================

 

The license terms for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler are available at
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	http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

 

Source code for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler can be found at:

	http://download.eclipse.org/eclipse/downloads/

 

Navigate to the version of ECJ used in this distribution, and the source is

provided in a ZIP file in the section titled "JDT Core Batch Compiler".

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for the DejaVu fonts package

==============================================

 

Fonts are (c) Bitstream (see below). DejaVu changes are in public domain.

Glyphs imported from Arev fonts are (c) Tavmjung Bah (see below)

 

Bitstream Vera Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream Vera is

a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated

documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute the

Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular

the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be modified and

additional glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts

are renamed to names not containing either the words "Bitstream" or the word

"Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font

Software that has been modified and is distributed under the "Bitstream

Vera" names.
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The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no

copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME

FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING

ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome

Foundation, and Bitstream Inc., shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software

without prior written authorization from the Gnome Foundation or Bitstream

Inc., respectively. For further information, contact: fonts at gnome dot

org.

 

Arev Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006 by Tavmjong Bah. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and

associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce

and distribute the modifications to the Bitstream Vera Font Software,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software

typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be

modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the

Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed to names not containing either

the words "Tavmjong Bah" or the word "Arev".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts

or Font Software that has been modified and is distributed under the

"Tavmjong Bah Arev" names.
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The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but

no copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by

itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

TAVMJONG BAH BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Tavmjong Bah shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Font Software without prior written authorization

from Tavmjong Bah. For further information, contact: tavmjong @ free

. fr.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for ASM

=======================

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for Junit

========================

 

This distribution may contain a jar file based on Junit 4.2.1 for

which the following notice applies:

 

Copyright 2001-2009 Kent Beck <kent@threeriversinstitute.org>

Copyright 2000-2009 Erich Gamma <erich_gamma@acm.org>

Copyright 2006-2009 David Saff <david@saff.net>

 

                        Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

   documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

   i) changes to the Program, and

 

   ii) additions to the Program;

 

   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

   distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'
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   from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

   itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

   include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

   software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

   license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

   Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

   reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

   distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

   such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

   Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

   Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

   transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

   object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

   Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by

   the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination

   to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply

   to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per

   se is licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

   to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

   Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

   intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

   disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity

   based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a

   condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each

   Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other

   intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

   patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it

   is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing
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   the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

   copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

   license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

   b) its license agreement:

 

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

   conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of

   title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

   merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

   damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

   damages, such as lost profits;

 

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

   offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

   Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner

   on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
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respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY
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WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

The Apache Harmony DRLVM uses the Apache Portable Runtime which

includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and

license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

 

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c,

file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994

*      The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

 

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

From dso/aix/dso.c:

 

*  Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is

*  Copyright (c) 1992,1993,1995,1996,1997,1988

*  Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.

*

*  Not derived from licensed software.

*

*  Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute

*  this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable

*  for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked

*  as such, and this notice is not modified.

 

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

 

 strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.

 Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:
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 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

 

 *

 * cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.

 *       Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

 *

 

 Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.  2001-2002.  All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

 must display the following acknowledgement:

 

    This product includes software developed or owned by  Caldera

    International, Inc.

 

 Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA

 INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for Hamcrest

===========================

 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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===============================================================================

===============================================================================

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, JSR305 expert group

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the JSR305 expert group nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

package java.security;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Legacy security code; do not use.

*/

public abstract class Permission implements Guard, Serializable {

   public Permission(String name) { }

 

   public final String getName() { return null; }

 

   public void checkGuard(Object obj) throws SecurityException { }

 

   public PermissionCollection newPermissionCollection() {

       return new AllPermissionCollection();

   }

 

   public abstract String getActions();

 

   public abstract boolean implies(Permission permission);

}

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor)
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  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  =========================================================================

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

     

  =========================================================================

  The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of

  this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

     

    - Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

        - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================

  The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build

  Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

        - Ant - see LICENSE.txt

        - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt   

     

    - Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

        - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================      

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation
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  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar

  were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.   

 

  =========================================================================  

  Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

 

  Apache XML Commons

  Copyright 2001-2003,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

APPLE PUBLIC SOURCE LICENSE Version 2.0 -  August 6, 2003

 

Please read this License carefully before downloading this software.  By

downloading or using this software, you are agreeing to be bound by the terms of

this License.  If you do not or cannot agree to the terms of this License,

please do not download or use the software.

 

Apple Note:  In January 2007, Apple changed its corporate name from "Apple

Computer, Inc." to "Apple Inc."  This change has been reflected below and

copyright years updated, but no other changes have been made to the APSL 2.0.

 

1.	General; Definitions.  This License applies to any program or other work

which Apple Inc. ("Apple") makes publicly available and which contains a notice

placed by Apple identifying such program or work as "Original Code" and stating

that it is subject to the terms of this Apple Public Source License version 2.0

("License").  As used in this License:

 

1.1	 "Applicable Patent Rights" mean:  (a) in the case where Apple is the

grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter acquired,

owned by or assigned to Apple and (ii) that cover subject matter contained in

the Original Code, but only to the extent necessary to use, reproduce and/or

distribute the Original Code without infringement; and (b) in the case where You

are the grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter
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acquired, owned by or assigned to You and (ii) that cover subject matter in Your

Modifications, taken alone or in combination with Original Code.

 

1.2	"Contributor" means any person or entity that creates or contributes to the

creation of Modifications.

 

1.3	 "Covered Code" means the Original Code, Modifications, the combination of

Original Code and any Modifications, and/or any respective portions thereof.

 

1.4	"Externally Deploy" means: (a) to sublicense, distribute or otherwise make

Covered Code available, directly or indirectly, to anyone other than You; and/or

(b) to use Covered Code, alone or as part of a Larger Work, in any way to

provide a service, including but not limited to delivery of content, through

electronic communication with a client other than You.

 

1.5	"Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof

with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

1.6	"Modifications" mean any addition to, deletion from, and/or change to, the

substance and/or structure of the Original Code, any previous Modifications, the

combination of Original Code and any previous Modifications, and/or any

respective portions thereof.  When code is released as a series of files, a

Modification is:  (a) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

containing Covered Code; and/or (b) any new file or other representation of

computer program statements that contains any part of Covered Code.

 

1.7	"Original Code" means (a) the Source Code of a program or other work as

originally made available by Apple under this License, including the Source Code

of any updates or upgrades to such programs or works made available by Apple

under this License, and that has been expressly identified by Apple as such in

the header file(s) of such work; and (b) the object code compiled from such

Source Code and originally made available by Apple under this License

 

1.8	"Source Code" means the human readable form of a program or other work that

is suitable for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains,

plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

compilation and installation of an executable (object code).

 

1.9	"You" or "Your" means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under this License.  For legal entities, "You" or "Your" includes any entity

which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, You, where

"control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or

management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.

 

2.	Permitted Uses; Conditions & Restrictions.   Subject to the terms and

conditions of this License, Apple hereby grants You, effective on the date You
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accept this License and download the Original Code, a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license, to the extent of Apple's Applicable Patent Rights and

copyrights covering the Original Code, to do the following:

 

2.1	Unmodified Code.  You may use, reproduce, display, perform, internally

distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy verbatim, unmodified

copies of the Original Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes, provided

that in each instance:

 

(a)	You must retain and reproduce in all copies of Original Code the copyright

and other proprietary notices and disclaimers of Apple as they appear in the

Original Code, and keep intact all notices in the Original Code that refer to

this License; and

 

(b) 	You must include a copy of this License with every copy of Source Code of

Covered Code and documentation You distribute or Externally Deploy, and You may

not offer or impose any terms on such Source Code that alter or restrict this

License or the recipients' rights hereunder, except as permitted under Section

6.

 

2.2	Modified Code.  You may modify Covered Code and use, reproduce, display,

perform, internally distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy

Your Modifications and Covered Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes,

provided that in each instance You also meet all of these conditions:

 

(a)	You must satisfy all the conditions of Section 2.1 with respect to the

Source Code of the Covered Code;

 

(b)	You must duplicate, to the extent it does not already exist, the notice in

Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code of all Your Modifications, and cause

the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files

and the date of any change; and

 

(c)	If You Externally Deploy Your Modifications, You must make Source Code of

all Your Externally Deployed Modifications either available to those to whom You

have Externally Deployed Your Modifications, or publicly available.  Source Code

of Your Externally Deployed Modifications must be released under the terms set

forth in this License, including the license grants set forth in Section 3

below, for as long as you Externally Deploy the Covered Code or twelve (12)

months from the date of initial External Deployment, whichever is longer. You

should preferably distribute the Source Code of Your Externally Deployed

Modifications electronically (e.g. download from a web site).

 

2.3	Distribution of Executable Versions.  In addition, if You Externally Deploy

Covered Code (Original Code and/or Modifications) in object code, executable

form only, You must include a prominent notice, in the code itself as well as in

related documentation, stating that Source Code of the Covered Code is available

under the terms of this License with information on how and where to obtain such
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Source Code.

 

2.4	Third Party Rights.  You expressly acknowledge and agree that although

Apple and each Contributor grants the licenses to their respective portions of

the Covered Code set forth herein, no assurances are provided by Apple or any

Contributor that the Covered Code does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Apple and each Contributor

disclaim any liability to You for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow You to

distribute the Covered Code, it is Your responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Covered Code.

 

3.	Your Grants.  In consideration of, and as a condition to, the licenses

granted to You under this License, You hereby grant to any person or entity

receiving or distributing Covered Code under this License a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable license, under Your Applicable Patent

Rights and other intellectual property rights (other than patent) owned or

controlled by You, to use, reproduce, display, perform, modify, sublicense,

distribute and Externally Deploy Your Modifications of the same scope and extent

as Apple's licenses under Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above.

 

4.	Larger Works.  You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with

other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

Work as a single product.  In each such instance, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code or any portion

thereof.

 

5.	Limitations on Patent License.   Except as expressly stated in Section 2, no

other patent rights, express or implied, are granted by Apple herein.

Modifications and/or Larger Works may require additional patent licenses from

Apple which Apple may grant in its sole discretion.

 

6.	Additional Terms.  You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,

warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations and/or other rights

consistent with the scope of the license granted herein ("Additional Terms") to

one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own

behalf and as Your sole responsibility, and not on behalf of Apple or any

Contributor. You must obtain the recipient's agreement that any such Additional

Terms are offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and

hold Apple and every Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by or

claims asserted against Apple or such Contributor by reason of any such

Additional Terms.

 

7.	Versions of the License.  Apple may publish revised and/or new versions of

this License from time to time.  Each version will be given a distinguishing
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version number.  Once Original Code has been published under a particular

version of this License, You may continue to use it under the terms of that

version. You may also choose to use such Original Code under the terms of any

subsequent version of this License published by Apple.  No one other than Apple

has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this

License.

 

8.	NO WARRANTY OR SUPPORT.  The Covered Code may contain in whole or in part

pre-release, untested, or not fully tested works.  The Covered Code may contain

errors that could cause failures or loss of data, and may be incomplete or

contain inaccuracies.  You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the

Covered Code, or any portion thereof, is at Your sole and entire risk.  THE

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY, UPGRADES OR SUPPORT OF

ANY KIND AND APPLE AND APPLE'S LICENSOR(S) (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS "APPLE"

FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTIONS 8 AND 9) AND ALL CONTRIBUTORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM

ALL WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY

QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT,

AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  APPLE AND EACH CONTRIBUTOR DOES NOT

WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE COVERED CODE, THAT THE

FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE COVERED CODE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE

OPERATION OF THE COVERED CODE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, OR THAT

DEFECTS IN THE COVERED CODE WILL BE CORRECTED.  NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION

OR ADVICE GIVEN BY APPLE, AN APPLE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR ANY CONTRIBUTOR

SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY.  You acknowledge that the Covered Code is not intended

for use in the operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation,

communication systems, or air traffic control machines in which case the failure

of the Covered Code could lead to death, personal injury, or severe physical or

environmental damage.

 

9.	LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT

SHALL APPLE OR ANY CONTRIBUTOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LICENSE OR YOUR USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE COVERED CODE, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, WHETHER UNDER A

THEORY OF CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), PRODUCTS LIABILITY OR

OTHERWISE, EVEN IF APPLE OR SUCH CONTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY

REMEDY. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. In

no event shall Apple's total liability to You for all damages (other than as may

be required by applicable law) under this License exceed the amount of fifty

dollars ($50.00).

 

10.	Trademarks.  This License does not grant any rights to use the trademarks

or trade names  "Apple", "Mac", "Mac OS", "QuickTime", "QuickTime Streaming

Server" or any other trademarks, service marks, logos or trade names belonging

to Apple (collectively "Apple Marks") or to any trademark, service mark, logo or

trade name belonging to any Contributor.  You agree not to use any Apple Marks
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in or as part of the name of products derived from the Original Code or to

endorse or promote products derived from the Original Code other than as

expressly permitted by and in strict compliance at all times with Apple's third

party trademark usage guidelines which are posted at

http://www.apple.com/legal/guidelinesfor3rdparties.html.

 

11.	Ownership. Subject to the licenses granted under this License, each

Contributor retains all rights, title and interest in and to any Modifications

made by such Contributor.  Apple retains all rights, title and interest in and

to the Original Code and any Modifications made by or on behalf of Apple ("Apple

Modifications"), and such Apple Modifications will not be automatically subject

to this License.  Apple may, at its sole discretion, choose to license such

Apple Modifications under this License, or on different terms from those

contained in this License or may choose not to license them at all.

 

12.	Termination.

 

12.1	Termination.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate:

 

(a)	automatically without notice from Apple if You fail to comply with any

term(s) of this License and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming

aware of such breach; (b)	immediately in the event of the circumstances

described in Section 13.5(b); or (c)	automatically without notice from Apple if

You, at any time during the term of this License, commence an action for patent

infringement against Apple; provided that Apple did not first commence an action

for patent infringement against You in that instance.

 

12.2	Effect of Termination.  Upon termination, You agree to immediately stop

any further use, reproduction, modification, sublicensing and distribution of

the Covered Code.  All sublicenses to the Covered Code which have been properly

granted prior to termination shall survive any termination of this License.

Provisions which, by their nature, should remain in effect beyond the

termination of this License shall survive, including but not limited to Sections

3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.2 and 13.  No party will be liable to any other for

compensation, indemnity or damages of any sort solely as a result of terminating

this License in accordance with its terms, and termination of this License will

be without prejudice to any other right or remedy of any party.

 

13. 	Miscellaneous.

 

13.1	Government End Users.   The Covered Code is a "commercial item" as defined

in FAR 2.101.  Government software and technical data rights in the Covered Code

include only those rights customarily provided to the public as defined in this

License. This customary commercial license in technical data and software is

provided in accordance with FAR 12.211 (Technical Data) and 12.212 (Computer

Software) and, for Department of Defense purchases, DFAR 252.227-7015 (Technical

Data -- Commercial Items) and 227.7202-3 (Rights in Commercial Computer Software
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or Computer Software Documentation).  Accordingly, all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

 

13.2	Relationship of Parties.  This License will not be construed as creating

an agency, partnership, joint venture or any other form of legal association

between or among You, Apple or any Contributor, and You will not represent to

the contrary, whether expressly, by implication, appearance or otherwise.

 

13.3	Independent Development.   Nothing in this License will impair Apple's

right to acquire, license, develop, have others develop for it, market and/or

distribute technology or products that perform the same or similar functions as,

or otherwise compete with, Modifications, Larger Works, technology or products

that You may develop, produce, market or distribute.

 

13.4	Waiver; Construction.  Failure by Apple or any Contributor to enforce any

provision of this License will not be deemed a waiver of future enforcement of

that or any other provision.  Any law or regulation which provides that the

language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter will not apply to

this License.

 

13.5	Severability.  (a) If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction

finds any provision of this License, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable,

that provision of the License will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible

so as to effect the economic benefits and intent of the parties, and the

remainder of this License will continue in full force and effect.  (b)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if applicable law prohibits or restricts You from

fully and/or specifically complying with Sections 2 and/or 3 or prevents the

enforceability of either of those Sections, this License will immediately

terminate and You must immediately discontinue any use of the Covered Code and

destroy all copies of it that are in your possession or control.

 

13.6	Dispute Resolution.  Any litigation or other dispute resolution between

You and Apple relating to this License shall take place in the Northern District

of California, and You and Apple hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of,

and venue in, the state and federal courts within that District with respect to

this License. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

 

13.7	Entire Agreement; Governing Law.  This License constitutes the entire

agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.  This

License shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State of

California, except that body of California law concerning conflicts of law.

 

Where You are located in the province of Quebec, Canada, the following clause

applies:  The parties hereby confirm that they have requested that this License

and all related documents be drafted in English.  Les parties ont exig que le

prsent contrat et tous les documents connexes soient rdigs en anglais.
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EXHIBIT A.

 

"Portions Copyright (c) 1999-2007 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code as

defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License Version 2.0

(the 'License').  You may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.  Please obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this file.

 

The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are distributed

on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET

ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.  Please see the License for the specific language

governing rights and limitations under the License."

Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Apache Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement" and for which the following copyright notices

apply

        (C) Copyright 2005 Intel Corporation

        (C) Copyright 2005-2006 Intel Corporation

        (C) Copyright 2006 Intel Corporation

 

Portions of Apache Harmony's Class Library TEXT module contain JavaDoc

derived from the ICU project.

Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

 

The Apache Harmony Development Kit (HDK) contains a jar file from the

Apache Derby Project for which the following notice applies:

 

Apache Derby

Copyright 2004-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Derby were originally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the
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"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

The following copyright notice(s) were affixed to portions of the code

with which this file is now or was at one time distributed

and are placed here unaltered.

 

(C) Copyright 1997,2004 International Business Machines Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2003.

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

 

 

 

Portions of the Apache Portable Runtime used by DRLVM were

developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

 

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security

Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

 

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)

Caldera International Inc.

ICU

 

There are two licenses here:

- ICU license

- Unicode Terms of Use

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

From http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

X License (old version). For license pedigree see the

ICU FAQ at http://icu-project.org/userguide/icufaq.html

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unicode Terms of Use, from http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

 

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode

Privacy Policy. For trademark usage, see the Unicode Consortium Name and

Trademark Usage Policy.

 

Notice to End User: Terms of Use

Carefully read the following legal agreement ("Agreement"). Use or copying of

the software and/or codes provided with this agreement (The "Software")

constitutes your acceptance of these terms. If you have any questions about

these terms of use, please contact the Unicode Consortium.

 

A. Unicode Copyright.

 1. Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 2. Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating

    that "Modification is permitted." Any person is hereby authorized, without

    fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works

    conforming to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions

    herein.

 3. Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and

    distribute all documents and files solely for informational purposes in

    the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the

    Terms and Conditions herein.
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 4. Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of

    the particular set of data files known as the "Unicode Character Database"

    can be found in Exhibit 1.

 5. Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights

    and restrictions of use. For the book editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier),

    these are found on the back of the title page. The online code charts

    carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online

    documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

    covered under these general Terms of Use.

 6. No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is

    charged for access to the "mirror" site.

 7. Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of

    this document must be verbatim.

B. Restricted Rights Legend. Any technical data or software which is licensed

  to the United States of America, its agencies and/or instrumentalities under

  this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

  developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS

  252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For technical data, use,

  duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as

  set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov

  1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or

  DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

  Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

 1. This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

    errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are periodically added to the

    information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of

    the publication and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or

    changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication

    and/or website at any time.

 2. If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode,

    Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for any claim will be exchange of the

    defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

 3. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS

    PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR

    STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

    UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

    IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

    REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

D. Waiver of Damages. In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for

  any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or

  any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the

  possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting

  from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

  use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

E. Trademarks & Logos.

 1. The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.
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    The Unicode Consortium and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode,

    Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

    your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the

    Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

 2. The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark

    Policy) are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by

    the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

    time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

 3. All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their

    respective owners.

F. Miscellaneous.

 1. Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the

    State of California, United States of America. Unicode makes no

    representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other

    locations. If you access this server from other locations, you are

    responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of

    this site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are

    governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to

    any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

    user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved solely

    in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees

    said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

    transfer the dispute to any other forum.

 2. Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this

    Agreement at any time by posting it to this site. The user may not assign

    any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

 3. Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this

    website or use of the information herein, except for those based on

    Unicodes net income.

 4. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or

    unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in

    effect.

 5. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

    the parties.

 

EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA
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FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software,

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and

(c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software

as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code

published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories
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http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES

OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data

File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

For org.w3c.dom code.

 

See <http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/>.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==
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  ==  in this case for the Android-specific code.                        ==

  =========================================================================

 

Android Code

Copyright 2005-2008 The Android Open Source Project

 

This product includes software developed as part of

The Android Open Source Project (http://source.android.com).

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Harmony distribution.                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement", informally known as the "Intel Harmony CLA".

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the ICU License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT
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OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the KXML License.                                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002,2003, Stefan Haustein, Oberhausen, Rhld., Germany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the W3C License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en
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Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This program is

distributed under the W3C's Software Intellectual Property License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the fdlibm License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 ******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003, International Business Machines Corporation and   *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                               *

******************************************************************************

 

Created on May 2, 2003

 

To change the template for this generated file go to

Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation>Code and Comments

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2005 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *
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US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

*   file name:  UBiDiProps.java

*   encoding:   US-ASCII

*   tab size:   8 (not used)

*   indentation:4

*

*   created on: 2005jan16

*   created by: Markus W. Scherer

*

*   Low-level Unicode bidi/shaping properties access.

*   Java port of ubidi_props.h/.c.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009-2010, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2003 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

#******************************************************************************

 

This locale data is based on the ICU's Vietnamese locale data (rev. 1.38)

found at:

 

http://oss.software.ibm.com/cvs/icu/icu/source/data/locales/vi.txt?rev=1.38

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999-2003 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by IBM. These materials are provided

under terms of a License Agreement between IBM and Sun.

This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not be removed.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - 1997, All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998, All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary

of IBM. These materials are provided under terms of a License

Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology is protected

by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 2002 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted
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and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996,1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 -  All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1996-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

* others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Oracle designates certain files in this repository as subject to the "Classpath" exception.

The designated files include the following notices. In the following notices, the

LICENSE file referred to is:

 

**********************************

START LICENSE file

**********************************

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the
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Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under
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Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems
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or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion
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of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

**********************************

END LICENSE file

**********************************

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>Replaceable</code> is an interface representing a

string of characters that supports the replacement of a range of

itself with a new string of characters.  It is used by APIs that

change a piece of text while retaining metadata.  Metadata is data

other than the Unicode characters returned by char32At().  One

example of metadata is style attributes; another is an edit

history, marking each character with an author and revision number.

 

<p>An implicit aspect of the <code>Replaceable</code> API is that

during a replace operation, new characters take on the metadata of
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the old characters.  For example, if the string "the <b>bold</b>

font" has range (4, 8) replaced with "strong", then it becomes "the

<b>strong</b> font".

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> specifies ranges using a start

offset and a limit offset.  The range of characters thus specified

includes the characters at offset start..limit-1.  That is, the

start offset is inclusive, and the limit offset is exclusive.

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> also includes API to access characters

in the string: <code>length()</code>, <code>charAt()</code>,

<code>char32At()</code>, and <code>extractBetween()</code>.

 

<p>For a subclass to support metadata, typical behavior of

<code>replace()</code> is the following:

<ul>

 <li>Set the metadata of the new text to the metadata of the first

 character replaced</li>

 <li>If no characters are replaced, use the metadata of the

 previous character</li>

 <li>If there is no previous character (i.e. start == 0), use the

 following character</li>

 <li>If there is no following character (i.e. the replaceable was

 empty), use default metadata<br>

 <li>If the code point U+FFFF is seen, it should be interpreted as

 a special marker having no metadata<li>

 </li>

</ul>

If this is not the behavior, the subclass should document any differences.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>ReplaceableString</code> is an adapter class that implements the

<code>Replaceable</code> API around an ordinary <code>StringBuffer</code>.

 

<p><em>Note:</em> This class does not support attributes and is not

intended for general use.  Most clients will need to implement

{@link Replaceable} in their text representation class.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@see Replaceable

@author Alan Liu
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@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and

to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do

so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or

in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS

INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written

authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

Generated automatically from the Common Locale Data Repository. DO NOT EDIT!

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without
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restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data

Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)

there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as

well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1995, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1996, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2001, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003,2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms
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of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009,  Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2009 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2015 Google Inc.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Google designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Google in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed Materials - Property of IBM

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999 All Rights Reserved.

(C) IBM Corp. 1997-1998.  All Rights Reserved.

 

The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

IBM will not be liable for any damages suffered by you as a result

of using the Program. In no event will IBM be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or lost profits even if

IBM has been advised of the possibility of their occurrence. IBM

will not be liable for any third party claims against you.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

is licensed under the same terms.  The copyright and license information

for java/net/Inet4AddressImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainDatagramSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileDispatcherImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/InheritedChannel.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/ServerSocketChannelImpl.java follows.
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

same terms. The copyright and license information for sun/nio/ch/Net.java

follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/FileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Long.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/IOStatus.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/UnixFileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Integer.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/NetworkInterface.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/SocketOptions.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/util/zip/ZipFile.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software
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distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes
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   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do
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   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

JUnit

 

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and
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     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
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Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
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reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.512 spf13-pflag 1.0.5 
1.512.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.513 shiro-config-ogdl 1.6.0 
1.513.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.514 jersey-media-multipart 2.25.1 
1.514.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.515 jetty 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.515.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/CookieCutter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextState.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/RequestLogHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Iso88591HttpWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ResourceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServerConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/StatisticsHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/AbstractConnectorMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Request.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/RequestLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AsyncDelayHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/gzip/GzipFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DefaultHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/JDBCSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DebugHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashedSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/DebugListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Slf4jRequestLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/PushBuilderImpl.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/ServerMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ScopedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IPAccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkTrafficServerConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/InclusiveByteRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SessionIdManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Authentication.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/gzip/GzipHttpOutputInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpTransport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/AbstractHandlerMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/SessionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Response.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/PushBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ForwardedRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/MovedContextHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandlerContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/gzip/GzipRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/jmx/AbstractSessionManagerMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/EncodingHttpWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpInputOverHTTP.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashSessionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServletRequestHttpWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/BufferedResponseHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SessionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/LowResourceMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NegotiatingServerConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Connector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannelState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ContextHandlerCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ContextHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ClassLoaderDump.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/nio/NetworkTrafficSelectChannelConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannelOverHttp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/QuietServletException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/UserIdentity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ManagedAttributeListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IdleTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Server.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServletResponseHttpWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractNCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AllowSymLinkAliasChecker.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SocketCustomizationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/LocalConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ResourceContentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractNetworkConnector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/MemSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ShutdownHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HotSwapHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ThreadLimitHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HostHeaderCustomizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SecureRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ProxyConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ConnectorStatistics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Utf8HttpWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ResponseWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SslConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpInput.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ResourceCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/RequestLogCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServerConnectionStatistics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/gzip/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HomeBaseWarning.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/JDBCSessionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NegotiatingServerConnection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSessionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncNCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/gzip/GzipHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/SecuredRedirectHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HandlerContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/InetAccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ShutdownMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/ContextHandlerMBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/MultiPartCleanerListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
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/** Set the TCP/IP port used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.

    * @param securePort the secure port to redirect to.

    */

/** Set the  URI scheme used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.

    * @param secureScheme A scheme string like "https"

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941318_1591371062.93/0/jetty-server-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConfiguration.java

 

1.516 byte-buddy 1.9.3 
1.516.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 - 2018 Rafael Winterhalter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/FieldDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RebaseDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/TypeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/NamedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/InliningImplementationMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveUnboxingDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/SetAccessibleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/ByteCodeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/PrimitiveTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/TypeResolutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/IsNamedMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ArrayTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/MethodDelegationBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/RuntimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParametersMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/ArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/MemberSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/StackSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/TypeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/MetadataAwareClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/StackAwareMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/EqualsMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Origin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassInjector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/build/Plugin.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/FieldLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/SyntheticState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/SubclassImplementationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RebaseImplementationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/SerializedConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/SuperCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/DefaultMethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/TypeCasting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/ParameterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/DynamicType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/FieldValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Throw.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/ConstructorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/AsmVisitorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/InstrumentedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/FloatConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/ParameterLengthResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/FieldRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/LoadedTypeInitializer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveWideningDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/pool/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassReloadingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ClassLoadingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/InjectionClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/enumeration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/This.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringAnnotationMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/BindingPriority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/AbstractInliningDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/SynchronizationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/AnnotationTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/MultipleParentClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/MethodCallProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/StackManipulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/InvocationHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/TypeAttributeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodOverrideMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/TypeCreation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/Visibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/build/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/LongConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/FieldManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/privilege/GetSystemPropertyAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/DefaultCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NameMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/subclass/SubclassDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/DefaultMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/FieldProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodSortMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionItemMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/Nexus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/TypeConstantAdjustment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/ToStringPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/EqualityMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodDelegation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/CachedReturnPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/IgnoreForBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ClassLoaderHierarchyMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/MethodAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/enumeration/EnumerationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeVariableToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/NexusAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/MethodStrictness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/AllArguments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/DoubleConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/ClassWriterStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/InvokeDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/StringMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Multiplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringFieldMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/MethodConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/CompoundList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/StubMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/InstanceCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/ByteArrayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/FieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/ParameterList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/reference/ReferenceTypeAwareAssigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/StreamDrainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveTypeAwareAssigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/NullConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodVariableAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ElementMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Pipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ModifierContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/JavaConstantValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ModifierMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/InstanceTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/ClassFileVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FailSafeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/TypeReferenceAdjustment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/JavaModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/AgentBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CachingMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/ClassFileLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/ModifierAdjustment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Morph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/MethodNameEqualityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/IntegerConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/ArrayFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/reference/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/FieldPersistence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/EnumerationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/PrimitiveBoxingDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ProvisioningState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DefinedShapeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/LatentMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NullMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Addition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/HashCodeMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParameterTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Duplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/Ownership.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/ClassConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DeclaringTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/MethodRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationValueFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/DefaultValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/BuildLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/collection/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/TextConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Super.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/InheritedAnnotationMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/ToStringMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/AuxiliaryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionErasureMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/TypeVariableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/SuperMethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/MethodNameTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodReturnTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/ModifierReviewable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/PrivilegedMemberLookupAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FieldTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/HashCodeAndEqualsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/NoOpClassFileTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/ExceptionTableSensitiveMethodVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/MethodRebaseResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/RedefinitionDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/annotation/AnnotationList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SubTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SignatureTokenMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/ByteCodeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/FieldAttributeAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/build/EntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/pool/TypePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/FilterableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/MethodGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/AccessibilityMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/BooleanMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/Assigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/HandleInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/ParameterManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/ArgumentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionSizeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/LambdaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodExceptionTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ClassLoaderParentMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/LineNumberPrependingMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/PackageDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/StubValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/field/FieldList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/NamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/Implementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/AnnotationAppender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/assign/primitive/VoidAwareAssigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/modifier/TypeManifestation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/SuperTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/SuperMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/type/TypeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/MethodList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/TypeSortMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/DeclaringTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/VisibilityMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/Removal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/visitor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/asm/MemberRemoval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/CollectionOneToOneMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/constant/FieldConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Argument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/DeclaredByType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/RandomString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/agent/builder/ResettableClassFileTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/NegatingMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/HasSuperTypeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/ByteBuddy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bytecode/member/MethodReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/ErasureMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/DescriptorMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/loading/PackageDefinitionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/auxiliary/TrivialType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/matcher/MethodParameterTypesMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/inline/DecoratingDynamicTypeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/Empty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/bind/annotation/TargetMethodAnnotationDrivenBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/utility/OpenedClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/ExceptionMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/description/method/MethodDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/scaffold/TypeValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/implementation/attribute/MethodAttributeAppender.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/dynamic/TargetType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ModuleVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-

jar/net/bytebuddy/jar/asm/FieldWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: Byte Buddy is a Java library for creating Java cla

sses at run time.        This artifact is a build of Byte Buddy with

all ASM dependencies repackaged into its own name space.

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-SymbolicName: net.bytebuddy.byte-buddy

Built-By: rafael

Bnd-LastModified: 1540749633545

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Tool: Bnd-3.5.0.201709291849

Main-Class: net.bytebuddy.build.Plugin$Engine$Default

Export-Package: net.bytebuddy;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.agent.buil

der;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.asm;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.b

uild;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.description;version="1.9.3",net.by

tebuddy.description.annotation;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.descript

ion.enumeration;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.description.field;versi

on="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.description.method;version="1.9.3",net.byteb

uddy.description.modifier;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.description.t

ype;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.dynamic;version="1.9.3",net.bytebud

dy.dynamic.loading;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold;ver

sion="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold.inline;version="1.9.3",ne

t.bytebuddy.dynamic.scaffold.subclass;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.i

mplementation;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.attribute;

version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.auxiliary;version="1.9.3

",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bind;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.imp

lementation.bind.annotation;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementat

ion.bytecode;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.as

sign;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.assign.pri

mitive;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.assign.r

eference;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.collec
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tion;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.constant;v

ersion="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.implementation.bytecode.member;version="

1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.matcher;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.pool;versi

on="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.utility;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.utilit

y.privilege;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.utility.visitor;version="1.

9.3",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm.sign

ature;version="1.9.3",net.bytebuddy.jar.asm.commons;version="1.9.3"

Bundle-Name: Byte Buddy (without dependencies)

Bundle-Version: 1.9.3

Multi-Release: true

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_181

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258286336_1643052509.41/0/byte-buddy-1-9-3-sources-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.517 java-jwt 3.8.3 
1.517.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

1.518 netty 3.10.5.Final 
1.518.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
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operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever
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copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================
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Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/
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This product contains a modified version of 'Webbit', a Java event based

WebSocket and HTTP server:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/
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This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This
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support library is itself covered by the above license.

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.519 bson 3.9.0 
1.519.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/internal/UnsignedLongs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/FieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDBPointerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertySerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/ClassAncestry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistries.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/conversions/Bson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/StrictJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/RawBsonValueHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonSymbolConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDecimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionSetPrivateFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScriptWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BigDecimalCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/EnumPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/RawBsonArray.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonIgnore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/internal/UuidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonContextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/ProvidersCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/conversions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/CollectibleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/ChildCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaximumSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/CharacterCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/DateTimeBasedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonMaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/StringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonSymbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/MaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonNullConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonInt64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/ShortCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonNullCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CollectionPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/Binary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonJavaScriptConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/MaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonRegularExpressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/ShellInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/ComputingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/MapPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/LongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/FallbackPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/IntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/MinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/BsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonUndefinedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/DiscriminatorLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/json/ShellRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/internal/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/ByteBufferBsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/RawBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionDefaultsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/DateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/BasicOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CreatorExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/ByteBufNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/UuidRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/DoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonInt32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonReaderMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonUndefined.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/LazyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelSerializationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RawBsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/DecoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/EncoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInputMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/MinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/FloatCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDecimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonRegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeParameterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/SymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/DateTimeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDbPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/AutomaticPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionUseGettersAsSettersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonSymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonMinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/MapOfCodecsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Convention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/Document.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeCodecMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentWrapperCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonObjectIdConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/NumberCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/Decimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonBinarySubType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/codecs/PatternCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/assertions/Assertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2018 Cezary Bartosiak

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/Jsr310CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700583_1613864535.51/0/bson-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/InstantCodec.java

 

1.520 scala 2.11.12 
1.520.1 Available under license : 

Scala includes the Sizzle library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Scala is licensed under the [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

## Scala License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2017 EPFL

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Lightbend, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

# Other Licenses

 

This software includes projects with the following licenses,

which are also included in the `licenses/` directory:

 

### [Apache License](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jansi

 

### [BSD License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jline

 

### [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * asm

 

### [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jquery

 * jquery-ui

 * jquery-layout

 * sizzle

 * tools tooltip
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### Public Domain

The following libraries are freely available in the public domain:

 

 * forkjoin

Scala includes the JLine library:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Paul Bakaus, http://jqueryui.com/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals (AUTHORS.txt, http://jqueryui.com/about) For exact

contribution history, see the revision history and logs, available

at http://jquery-ui.googlecode.com/svn/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Fabrizio Balliano, Kevin Dalman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Scala includes the ASM library.

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:2: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (a, b) => ... }

 val x: ((Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, b)) => a)

                                ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:3: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, param2) => ... }

 val y: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, !!)) => a)

                                     ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:4: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple3,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, ..., param3) => ... }

 val z: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, NotAPatternVariableName, c)) => a)

                                     ^

three errors found

Scala includes the Tools Tooltip library:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Tero Piirainen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(c) 2012-2014 GitHub

 

When using the GitHub logos, be sure to follow the GitHub logo guidelines (https://github.com/logos)

 

Font License: SIL OFL 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

Applies to all font files

 

Code License: MIT (http://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/)

Applies to all other files

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Scala includes the JLine library, which includes the Jansi library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Scala includes the jQuery library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 John Resig

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) 2013 Greg Allen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.521 gopacket 1.1.14 
1.521.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Google, Inc. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2009-2011 Andreas Krennmair. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Andreas Krennmair, Google, nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.522 velocity 1.7 
1.522.1 Available under license : 

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.523 mongo-java-driver 3.9.0 
1.523.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net
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*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2018 Cezary Bartosiak

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/Jsr310CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/InstantCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateTimeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/internal/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/internal/UuidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonContextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonSymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/Document.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoMappingCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CompoundDBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CreatorExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/FieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonRegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ShortCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSDBFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindAndModifyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReflectionDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/MapPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteCommandResultHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/ChildCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDecimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelSerializationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/Decimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/RawBsonValueHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserExistsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/EnumPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AcknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RawBsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionRemoveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/Binary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaximumSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonMinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/management/jmx/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentWrapperCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/conversions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/ByteBufNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/CLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonIgnore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWaitQueueFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScriptWithScope.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Mongo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/NumberCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionDefaultsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UnacknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonSymbolConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonNullConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/LongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBooleanConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDbPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/FloatCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonInputMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/BasicOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplicaSetStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonNullCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/json/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CurrentOpOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/MaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BigDecimalCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonSymbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ParallelCollectionScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateExplainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinarySubType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/ComputingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/RawBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/GroupCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/PatternCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeCodecMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/ByteBufferBsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/RawBsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonJavaScriptConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/MapOfCodecsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkUpdateRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollectionObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/StringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/UuidRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/DiscriminatorLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCollationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/DateTimeBasedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonUndefined.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/MinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ParallelScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadByNameOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Java8SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/LazyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DecoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/ProvidersCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/FallbackPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaxKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessageReceivedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonInt64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSInputFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt64Codec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/RemoveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FsyncUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/conversions/Bson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/EncoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonInt32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueExitedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeParameterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonReaderMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CommandResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessagesSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionDistinctOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionSetPrivateFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/internal/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CollectibleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CollectionPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDBPointerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncOperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoBatchCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertySerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonUndefinedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Convention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/DB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/types/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/SymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueEnteredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CharacterCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ClassMapBasedObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/AutomaticPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionUseGettersAsSettersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ParallelCollectionScanOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/bson/json/JsonMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/GroupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/json/DateTimeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/CodeWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonRegularExpressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/ClassAncestry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/io/BsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BsonDecimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/AbstractObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryOperators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.
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    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/ClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8DistinctIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/FallbackMongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MongoIterableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/Java8ForEachHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/internal/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/assertions/Assertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136699342_1613864923.32/0/mongo-java-driver-3-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

 

1.524 mime-pull 1.9.6 
1.524.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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1.525 avro-guava-dependencies 1.8.2 
1.525.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Avro Guava Dependencies

Copyright 2009-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

License for Guava classes included in this binary artifact:

 

Copyright: 2006-2015 The Guava Authors

License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 (see above)

 

1.526 config 1.3.0 
1.526.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.527 jersey 2.5.1 
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1.527.1 Available under license : 
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty
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percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this
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License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as
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"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-
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law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you
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also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special
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exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this
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License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.
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  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."
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Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright
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* holder.

*/

 

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
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or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
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OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL

(LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code  for use, you do not need

license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not
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modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.528 classmate 0.8.0 
1.528.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.529 icu4j 63.1 
1.529.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS
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NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use
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or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The
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# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,
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#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.
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#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,
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#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: http://code.google.com/p/lao-dictionary/

# Dictionary: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt

# License: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt

#              (copied below)

#

#  This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight

#  modifications.

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification,

#  are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in

#  binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

#  conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

#  other materials provided with the distribution.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
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#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.530 commons-collections 4.1 
1.530.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.531 rsocket-transport-netty 1.0.0-RC7 
1.531.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/WebsocketDuplexConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/TcpDuplexConnection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/server/WebsocketRouteTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/server/TcpServerTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/RSocketLengthCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/server/CloseableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/client/TcpClientTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/server/WebsocketServerTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136131864_1613687356.59/0/rsocket-transport-netty-1-0-0-rc7-sources-1-

jar/io/rsocket/transport/netty/client/WebsocketClientTransport.java
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1.532 influxdb 4.1.1 
1.532.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 InfluxDB

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.533 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 

 

1.534 netty-handler 4.1.17.Final 
1.534.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslJavaxX509Certificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java9SslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java9SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslExtendedKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112470239_1607093029.74/0/netty-handler-4-1-17-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

 

1.535 jetty-http 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.535.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/MappedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/PreEncodedHttpField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HostPortHttpField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/BadMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/QuotedQualityCSV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpFieldPreEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathMappings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/Http1FieldPreEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/QuotedCSV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/DateParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathSpecGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpCompliance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpTokens.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/GzipHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/MetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/PathMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/RegexPathSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpHeaderValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathSpecSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/ResourceHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/MimeTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/DateGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/ServletPathSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/UriTemplatePathSpec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260643638_1643189446.8/0/jetty-http-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.536 xz-java 1.8 
1.536.1 Available under license : 

Licensing of XZ for Java

========================

 

   All the files in this package have been written by Lasse Collin

   and/or Igor Pavlov. All these files have been put into the

   public domain. You can do whatever you want with these files.

 

   This software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

1.537 ecj 22 
1.537.1 Available under license : 

Most of ECJ is licensed under the Academic Free License, version 3.0,

except for the MersenneTwister and MersenneTwisterFast files, which

are licensed under the BSD license and carry that license within their
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source code.  The Academic Free License is specified below.

 

 

Academic Free License ("AFL") v. 3.0

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work

of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has

placed the following licensing notice adjacent to the copyright notice

for the Original Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 3.0

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, sublicensable license, for the duration of

the copyright, to do the following:

 

	a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies, either alone or as

	   part of a collective work;

 

	b) to translate, adapt, alter, transform, modify, or arrange the

	   Original Work, thereby creating derivative works ("Derivative

	   Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

	c) to distribute or communicate copies of the Original Work and

	   Derivative Works to the public, UNDER ANY LICENSE OF YOUR

	   CHOICE THAT DOES NOT CONTRADICT THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS,

	   INCLUDING LICENSOR'S RESERVED RIGHTS AND REMEDIES, IN THIS

	   ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE;

 

	d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

	e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, sublicensable license, under patent claims

owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, for the duration of the patents, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and import the Original Work

and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work.

Licensor agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of

the Original Work along with each copy of the Original Work that

Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this

obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an

information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and
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convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute

the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the

names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this Original Work without express prior permission of the

Licensor. Except as expressly stated herein, nothing in this License

grants any license to Licensor's trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade

secrets or any other intellectual property. No patent license is granted

to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, or import embodiments of

any patent claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2.

No license is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if such marks

are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be

interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under terms different

from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a

right to license.

 

5) External Deployment. The term "External Deployment" means the use,

distribution, or communication of the Original Work or Derivative Works

in any way such that the Original Work or Derivative Works may be used

by anyone other than You, whether those works are distributed or

communicated to those persons or made available as an application

intended for use over a network. As an express condition for the grants

of license hereunder, You must treat any External Deployment by You of

the Original Work or a Derivative Work as a distribution under section

1(c).

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent, or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative

Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably

calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original

Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants

that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights

granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed

to You under the terms of this License with the permission of the

contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately preceding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a

particular purpose. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential
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part of this License. No license to the Original Work is granted by this

License except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

shall the Licensor be liable to anyone for any indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

result of this License or the use of the Original Work including,

without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages

or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to the extent

applicable law prohibits such limitation.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If, at any time, You expressly assented

to this License, that assent indicates your clear and irrevocable

acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions. If You

distribute or communicate copies of the Original Work or a Derivative

Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to

obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License.

This License conditions your rights to undertake the activities listed

in Section 1, including your right to create Derivative Works based upon

the Original Work, and doing so without honoring these terms and

conditions is prohibited by copyright law and international treaty.

Nothing in this License is intended to affect copyright exceptions and

limitations (including "fair use" or "fair dealing"). This License shall

terminate immediately and You may no longer exercise any of the rights

granted to You by this License upon your failure to honor the conditions

in Section 1(c).

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including

a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging

that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination provision

shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by

combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of this License

or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and

penalties of copyright or patent law in the appropriate jurisdiction.

This section shall survive the termination of this License.
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12) Attorneys' Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection

with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License,

whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity

exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses

by You.

 

16) Modification of This License. This License is Copyright (c) 2005

Lawrence Rosen. Permission is granted to copy, distribute, or

communicate this License without modification. Nothing in this License

permits You to modify this License as applied to the Original Work or to

Derivative Works. However, You may modify the text of this License and

copy, distribute or communicate your modified version (the "Modified

License") and apply it to other original works of authorship subject to

the following conditions: (i) You may not indicate in any way that your

Modified License is the "Academic Free License" or "AFL" and you may not

use those names in the name of your Modified License; (ii) You must

replace the notice specified in the first paragraph above with the

notice "Licensed under <insert your license name here>" or with a notice

of your own that is not confusingly similar to the notice in this

License; and (iii) You may not claim that your original works are open

source software unless your Modified License has been approved by Open

Source Initiative (OSI) and You comply with its license review and

certification process.

 

1.538 freemarker 2.3.23 
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1.538.1 Available under license : 
This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

See the LICENSE.txt for more details.

Copyright 2014 Attila Szegedi, Daniel Dekany, Jonathan Revusky

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

==============================================================================

END LICENSE

 

 

FreeMarker subcomponents with different copyright owners

--------------------------------------------------------

 

FreeMarker, both in its source code and binary form (freemarker.jar)

includes a number of files that are licensed by the Apache Software

Foundation under the Apache License, Version 2.0. This is the same

license as the license of FreeMaker, but the copyright owner is the

Apache Software Foundation. These files are:

 

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

 

 

Historical notes

----------------

 

FreeMarker 1.x was released under the LGPL license. Later, by

community consensus, we have switched over to a BSD-style license. As

of FreeMarker 2.2pre1, the original author, Benjamin Geer, has

relinquished the copyright in behalf of Visigoth Software Society.

 

With FreeMarker 2.3.21 the license has changed to Apache License,

Version 2.0, and the owner has changed from Visigoth Software Society
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to three of the FreeMarker 2.x developers, Attila Szegedi, Daniel

Dekany, and Jonathan Revusky.

Copyright 2014 Attila Szegedi, Daniel Dekany, Jonathan Revusky

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

==============================================================================

END LICENSE

 

 

FreeMarker subcomponents with different copyright owners

--------------------------------------------------------

 

FreeMarker, both in its source code and binary form (freemarker.jar)

includes a number of files that are licensed by the Apache Software

Foundation under the Apache License, Version 2.0. This is the same

license as the license of FreeMaker, but the copyright owner is the

Apache Software Foundation. These files are:

 

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

   freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

 

The "icomoon" font files (icomoon.eot, icomoon.svg, icomoon.ttf, and

icomoon.woff) under the "documentation" directory of the Freemarker

distribution contains a selection from the fonts listed below. Note that

the fonts are only used as part of the included documentation, and

aren't used for the operation of Freemarker, nor are they included in

the binary, freemarker.jar. The fonts are:

 

* Entypo pictograms, version 2.0, by Daniel Bruce (www.entypo.com).

 Each included pictogram is either licensed under Creative

 Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 (CC BY-SA 3.0)

 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode), or

 under SIL Open Font License 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL).

 

* Font Awesome by Dave Gandy (http://fontawesome.io), licensed under
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 SIL Open Font License 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL).

 

* Material Design icons by Google

 (http://google.github.io/material-design-icons/), licensed under

 Creative Common Attribution 4.0 International License (CC-BY 4.0)

 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

 

  

 

Historical notes

----------------

 

FreeMarker 1.x was released under the LGPL license. Later, by

community consensus, we have switched over to a BSD-style license. As

of FreeMarker 2.2pre1, the original author, Benjamin Geer, has

relinquished the copyright in behalf of Visigoth Software Society.

 

With FreeMarker 2.3.21 the license has changed to Apache License,

Version 2.0, and the owner has changed from Visigoth Software Society

to three of the FreeMarker 2.x developers, Attila Szegedi, Daniel

Dekany, and Jonathan Revusky.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The included documentation contains selected icons from the following

fonts:

 

* Entypo pictograms, version 2.0, by Daniel Bruce

 (http://www.entypo.com/, http://www.danielbruce.se/)

 

* Font Awesome by Dave Gandy (http://fontawesome.io)

 

* Material Design Icons by Google

 (https://github.com/google/material-design-icons)

 

See the LICENSE.txt for more details.

 

1.539 dom 1.0 
1.539.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software
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* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ElementEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMImplementationAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASEntityDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/NodeEditAS.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more

* details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLDOMImplementation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Checks if this content model has had its min/maxOccurs values reduced for

    * purposes of speeding up UPA.  If so, this content model should not be used

    * for any purpose other than checking unique particle attribution

    *

    * @return a boolean that says whether this content has been compacted for UPA

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.

    * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may

    * then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>

    * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>

    *  method.

    * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either

    *   <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if

    *   <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous

    *   mode, if it's <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous

    *   mode.
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    * @param schemaType  An absolute URI representing the type of the schema

    *   language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the

    *   newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking

    *   is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a

    *   <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the

    *   LSParser will be free to use any schema found), use the value

    *   <code>null</code>.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    For W3C XML Schema [<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-

20010502/'>XML Schema Part 1</a>]

    *   , applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a

href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006'>XML 1.0</a>],

    *   applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml"</code>. Other Schema languages

    *   are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an

    *   absolute URI in order to use this method.

    * @return  The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This

    *   <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous

    *   depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code>

    *    does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of

    *   the "<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Core-20030609/core.html#parameter-error-

handler'>

    *   error-handler</a>" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations

    *   may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case,

    *   the initial value of the <code>"error-handler"</code> configuration

    *   parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a

    *   reference to the default error handler.

    * @exception DOMException

    *    NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is

    *   not supported.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type

    * (should be each model group):

    * Unique Particle Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),

    * Element Declrations Consistent.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSConstraints.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDElementTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLEntityDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ShadowedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLImgElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptgroupElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLImgElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractIDConstraintTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTimerElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLWmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnySimpleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTimerElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/CaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultXMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAnchorElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHtmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaParsingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMInputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLCatalogResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/TeeXMLDocumentFilterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableSectionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMStateSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DraconianErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLabelElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFieldSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLCardElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLMetaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/ElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/UIEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBodyElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ElementSchemePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTdElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SecurityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/FieldActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XIntPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCellElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF16Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLImageElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXEventResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLHeadElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/PSVIErrorList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/KeyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/Latin1Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/LCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BooleanDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MouseEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidatorFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DefaultValidationErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptgroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SchemaValidatorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPostfieldElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/StAXSchemaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ReadOnlyGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLAttributesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDComplexTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLNoopElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLInputElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/SchemaContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SoftReferenceSymbolTableConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ShortHandPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/BasicParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLPreElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractXMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLdtd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/NamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLUElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTextAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLGoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSLoaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMenuElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentFragmentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPrevElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMXSImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/MixedContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/UniqueOrKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StreamValidatorHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXLocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseSchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/IdentityConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSetvarElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NotationDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SoftReferenceSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLEmElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredTextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FloatDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLScriptElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ObjectFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/DTDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentFragmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/StringDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDREFDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/ByteListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLStrongElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/CachingParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDocument.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMapElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDContentModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLEmElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/ElementPSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTemplateElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParagraphElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLUListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CharacterDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLGrammarPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLStrongElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAppletElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SchemaDVFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeFacetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractParticleTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXStreamResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/XMLGregorianCalendarImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DoubleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/ASCIIReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLFieldsetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/FilePathToURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPrevElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/HexBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedXMLGregorianCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDeclHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/PrimeNumberSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOneventElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/ImmutableLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/UnionDV.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XNIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSWildcardDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableColElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ConfigurableValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ElementState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/DFAContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/StringDatatypeValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMRepeatingLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAccessElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/TextSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeListCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMEntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/AttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/LocatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLObjectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/WeakReferenceXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeIteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/BMPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SimpleXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLegendElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDWildcardTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadingElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSFacets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLRefreshElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDirectoryElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/MalformedByteSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/UnparsedEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAccessElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSetvarElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLinkElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/EventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DTDDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/XMLEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XS10TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDivElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarPreparser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeExceptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLStyleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolver2Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/ContentModelValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/AttributePSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSelectElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableRowElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLPullParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecureProcessingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLGoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLRefreshElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIsIndexElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/SimpleContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/EmptyLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/HTTPInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CharactersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/XMLEventFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/JAXPNamespaceContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/LSInputListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDeclarationPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ExtendedSchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/EntityDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyURIDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSEmptyCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptGroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DVFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDNotationTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/StandardParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSAllCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLFieldsetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMASBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeAwareParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/RevalidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AbstractDateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDKeyrefTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelGroupImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DOMMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XPointerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DatatypeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/SAXMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XIncludeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSerializerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/JAXPValidationMessages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
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* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Unique Particle Attribution

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSDFACM.java

 

1.540 logrus 1.0.4 
1.540.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.541 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.34.Final 
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1.541.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project
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 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084524_1643153841.92/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

 

1.542 jzlib 1.1.3 
1.542.1 Available under license : 

BSD

http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/LICENSE.txt

 

1.543 flink-java 1.8.3-cisco 
1.543.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Flink

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Flink

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

flink-java

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.544 httpcomponents-core 4.0.1 
1.544.1 Available under license : 

 

HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2009 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.545 txw2 2.3.1 
1.545.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2018 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")
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(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This

class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO

WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.546 swagger-annotations 1.3.12 

 

1.547 commons-pool 1.5.3 
1.547.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.548 jzlib 1.0.7 
1.548.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.549 x-net 0.0.0-20211015210444-

4f30a5c0130f 
1.549.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.550 reflections 0.9.11 
1.550.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The New BSD License</name>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000000666_1646171445.29/0/reflections-0-9-11-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.reflections/reflections/pom.xml

 

1.551 squiggly-filter-jackson 1.3.11 
1.551.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>BSD License</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048941325_1591471086.53/0/squiggly-filter-jackson-1-3-11-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.bohnman/squiggly-filter-jackson/pom.xml

 

1.552 jersey-common 2.25.1 
1.552.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.553 gson 2.2.3 

 

1.554 httpcomponents-client 4.5.3 
1.554.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached
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   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"
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   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a
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Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under
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the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any
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such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal
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place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
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-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.555 stax-ex 1.8 

 

1.556 asm 5.0.4 
1.556.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the
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    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the
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    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

 

1.557 python3-asn1crypto 0.24.0 
1.557.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Will Bond <will@wbond.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.558 httpcomponents-core 4.4.6 
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1.558.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache HttpCore Benchmarking Tool

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.559 opentracing-util 0.31.0 
1.559.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2018 The OpenTracing Authors

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

   in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

   is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

   or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

   the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.opentracing/opentracing-util/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2016-2018 The OpenTracing Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/util/AutoFinishScopeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/util/ThreadLocalScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/util/ThreadLocalScopeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/util/GlobalTracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000099241_1646171463.16/0/opentracing-util-0-31-0-sources-

jar/io/opentracing/util/AutoFinishScope.java

 

1.560 hibernate-commons-annotations

3.2.0.Final 
1.560.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.561 jackson-databind 2.10.5.1 
1.561.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the
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specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.562 jctools-core 3.0.0 
1.562.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.0.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>
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			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>
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						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>
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		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/queues/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257637630_1642977964.98/0/jctools-core-3-0-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

 

1.563 paranamer 2.7 

 

1.564 hk2-locator 2.2.0-b21 
1.564.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.565 jetty-xml 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.565.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/XmlParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/ConfigurationProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/XmlAppendable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/ConfigurationProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/XmlConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258365489_1643062250.56/0/jetty-xml-9-3-27-v20190418-sources-jar/about.html

 

1.566 commons-codec 1.9 
1.566.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.567 bson 3.12.4 
1.567.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2018 Cezary Bartosiak

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/InstantCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/Jsr310CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/LocalDateTimeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdPropertyModelHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/IdGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionObjectIdGeneratorsImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/UnsignedLongs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonMinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonDiscriminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/MaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonInt64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDbPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/DateTimeBasedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/jsr310/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelSerializationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/internal/ProvidersCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/org/bson/internal/CycleDetectingCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/OverridableUuidRepresentationUuidCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/RawBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/ShortCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/AutomaticPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonUndefinedConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/FloatCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptWithScopeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonUndefinedCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/UuidRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMaxKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDateTimeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/FallbackPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/ComputingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/LongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/Decimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonReaderMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/MinKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/ClassAncestry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/EnumPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/DecoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/CodeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonContextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonNullCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellTimestampConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CreatorExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/conversions/Bson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/MaxKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/DateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDocumentWrapperCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonRegularExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonInt32Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/DoubleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/MapCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/IntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonBinaryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/StringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Convention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyPojoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/MapPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDecimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/org/bson/json/ShellInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/BasicOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonObjectIdCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonSymbolConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/StrictJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/Binary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonNullConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/diagnostics/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/DiscriminatorLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDecimal128Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/Document.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/CollectibleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/MapOfCodecsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionSetPrivateFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/BsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMinKeyCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScriptWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/LazyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/internal/ChildCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDocumentWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionDefaultsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeCodecMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellDecimal128Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/RawBsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonJavaScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/BsonMaximumSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonJavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicBooleanCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellObjectIdConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/FieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BigDecimalCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/Optional.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyCodecRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/DocumentCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/AbstractBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/RawBsonDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/BsonInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonTypeClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertySerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/Decimal128.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/BsonSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/RelaxedExtendedJsonDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/diagnostics/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/conversions/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/InstanceCreatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/RawBsonValueHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecRegistries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/CharacterCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/internal/CodecRegistryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/MinKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-
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jar/org/bson/internal/OverridableUuidRepresentationCodecRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/PatternCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeParameterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonInt32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/CollectionPropertyCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/AtomicLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/IterableCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonUndefined.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/CodecCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/EncoderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/ByteBufNIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/CodeWithScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/DateTimeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonInt32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/LegacyExtendedJsonRegularExpressionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonRegularExpressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ObjectIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/ConventionUseGettersAsSettersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyAccessorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonIgnore.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PojoCodecImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonMaxKeyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonDoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/NumberCodecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ExtendedJsonInt64Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryWriterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonSymbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/ShellMinKeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/SymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyModelBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/ByteArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/PropertyReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonBinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/annotations/BsonCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonDBPointerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/JsonJavaScriptConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/types/ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/json/JsonScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/ByteBufferBsonInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/ValueCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonMaxKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/pojo/LazyMissingCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/BsonSymbolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/io/BsonInputMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/codecs/configuration/CodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/internal/UuidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/json/StrictCharacterStreamJsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/BsonBinarySubType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/codecs/UuidCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136447680_1613767071.02/0/bson-3-12-4-sources-2-jar/org/bson/assertions/Assertions.java

 

1.568 protobuf-java 3.7.1 
1.568.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Android.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1444434339_1666014834.0527022/0/protobuf-java-3-7-1-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java
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1.569 snake-yaml 1.21 
1.569.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.570 metrics-jvm 4.1.0 

 

1.571 asm 2.2.0-b21 
1.571.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields
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   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Traceable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASM XML Adapter

 Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierFieldVisitor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/EmptyVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MemberNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1048949653_1591433284.08/0/asm-all-repackaged-2-2-0-b21-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

 

1.572 commons-fileupload 1.4 
1.572.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2018 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.573 mongodb-driver-core 3.9.0 
1.573.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

* Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommitTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/ServerVersionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernAwareNoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AbortTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNullApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/TransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/lang/NonNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerAddressHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateExplainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FsyncUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/management/jmx/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessageReceivedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/EstimatedDocumentCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/UnixServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ParallelCollectionScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/SyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueEnteredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Java8SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ParallelCollectionScanOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UnixSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/GroupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessagesSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/AsyncOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadByNameOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoWriteConcernWithResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/LoggingCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DecimalFormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ScramShaAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompressedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/BaseClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/client/model/CountOptionsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueExitedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpCommandEventSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CurrentOpOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWaitQueueFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserExistsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncOperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/WriteCommandResultHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/DeleteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/MongoCredentialWithCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2017 Tom Bentley

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/SaslPrep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-present MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166
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* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1318124849_1651170832.36/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-9-0-sources-2-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

 

1.574 hazelcast-client-protocol 1.4.1 
1.574.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnLockAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/PartitionContainer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OperationServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/Long2LongMapHsa.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/AddAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/IConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/OrPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/KeyValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/ExecutionServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TopicProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/IsNullOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ClassDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/ShutdownRequestOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceIsShutdownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/ReleaseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/DiscoveryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AtomicReferenceReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/LongSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/impl/MultiAttributeProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/FutureUtilExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/GlobalMemoryAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/NonStopPublisherAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/Slf4jFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/KeyLoadStatusOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRollbackBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanAcknowledgeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SimpleCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/IndexStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractInternalCacheProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/Invalidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/MapConfigDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/sort/MemArrayQuickSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextProtocolsDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ReliableTopicConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/BasicAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/AbstractMapServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/OperationServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/set/SetService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AbstractMultipleEntryBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/SyncBackupStateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/BatchPublisherAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/TruePredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/AbstractReplicatedMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapRemoveEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/InternalCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/SizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/ThreadDumpOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/ExecutionCallbackAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/wan/MapReplicationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueProxyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPutAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/DefaultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/Quorum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemovePartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/OperationResponseHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/set/SetProxyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/NetworkingPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/sort/QuickSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueueConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ClearExpiredOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/entry/DelayedEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/DenyAllPermissionCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueCompareAndRetainAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ITopic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryEventFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/LockMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnOfferOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongDecrementAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/MemberReadHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorInfoSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheLoadAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/AbstractTextCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/ConfigMismatchOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/WanReplicationConfigDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalMapCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EntryRemovingProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WanReplicationEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/TrackableJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionReserveAddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EvictAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockEvictionProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/ReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemoveIfSameMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientEndpointManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/PropertyExtractor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/GetResultOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/Records.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ContainsValueOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/RemoteService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/SimpleEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/DefaultSocketChannelWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/DiscardableMetricsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferTailSequenceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/MapClearedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/AtomicReferenceCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/WanSyncStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutFromLoadAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheStatisticsMXBeanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/condition/ConditionSignalAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/Registry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/BetweenVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/DeleteCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/BaseIndexStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/StoreLatencyPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/ProxyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/HigherHitsMapMergePolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AlterAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/SortedIndexStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/MetaDataFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ItemListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/SplitBrainHandlerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/NearCacheObjectRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/MigrationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvocationConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/CardinalityEstimatorDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/CyclicWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerAvgAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/RecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/MultiMapMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/NamedThreadPoolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapValuesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/MonitoredThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/ScheduleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/TopicPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionGetAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalMemoryStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/ReplicatedMapSplitBrainHandlerService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/client/MapPortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/CardinalityEstimatorPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/HotRestartConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/FetchMembersViewOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/RequestPartitionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AuthenticationCustomCredentialsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/LegacyCacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutAllPartitionAwareOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/CommitClusterStateOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/ScheduledEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/PartitionServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/DistinctValuesAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionReplicaVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/strategy/DefaultPartitioningStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MemberSelectingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/RetryableHazelcastException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/SimplePropertyDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheEntryView.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ClusterPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreTryAcquireMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/HyperLogLogImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/TimedMemberStateFactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/PortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/TargetDisconnectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/CountDownLatchMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/RingbufferStoreConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/RemoveAllListenersMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetGetAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/AbstractGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/client/SecureRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/XATransactionalCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/AbstractWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/SerializationServiceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortablePathCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/PromotionCommitOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/ReplicateAllowedDuringPassiveStateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/UnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/TriggerMemberListPublishOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFlushOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/SetBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/AbstractDistributedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/DefaultArgumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/strategy/StringPartitioningStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/TransactionalQueuePeekMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvokeOnPartitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LoggerFactorySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnPollBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/HotRestartService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/ConsoleApp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WanReplicationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ArgumentParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PartitioningStrategyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/countdownlatch/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MemberSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongGetAndSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/annotation/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheContainsKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/HeapData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PostJoinMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/PartitionOperationThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ICollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MergeClustersOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionTableView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/FieldProbe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/MapCombineTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/Expirable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/KeyPredicateSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/counters/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/MetaDataGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/DataStructureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/JoinMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledTaskStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/TaskLifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/TransactionCommitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/AtomicLongPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/EntryTaskSchedulerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/CanCancelOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/SemaphoreService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/NonBlockingSocketReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/ReadAndResetAccumulatorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/ObjectMultiMapProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MulticastService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/XIDCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionEventManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapPartitionLostListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/MethodProbe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/ListenerRegistrationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/DurableExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictableEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/AbstractMapReduceTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/StatsCommandProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetContainsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractInvocationMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/JVMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/NodeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/RequestMapDataOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/AbstractReplicatedMapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SetCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ThreadDumpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalWanStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/LazyCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/EvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/filter/AndFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalListCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/InternalCachePartitionLostListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/ConcurrentConveyorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/IOUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/SetKeyValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetAllScheduledOnPartitionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapValueCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/LockPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/AbstractLocalOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/RingbufferConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/filter/ClassWhitelistFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapSubmitToKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/EvictionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/MapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/HotRestartPersistenceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/RemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/CountDownLatchPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/LongGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/NearCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/SerializableByConvention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/constants/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryWithPredicateOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/NodeEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/UserCodeDeploymentSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/NearCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionTxnAddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/AuthorizationOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MemberAttributeChangedOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/TouchCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/NonBlockingSocketWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/OperationQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/AbstractRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanConsumerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalQueueStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferReadManyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/EntryBackupProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalMinAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ManagementCenterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/ByteArrayAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/IteratorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/WrongTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/EventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/PutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/WildcardConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/EventCountBasicMigrationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheProxyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/Ringbuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/ListenerAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/Diagnostics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/DefaultCyclicBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionRuntimeState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/set/SetContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionAddBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/QueryCacheScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/CacheWanEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/IntegerAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetContainsAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/JetBuildInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/MemberMinimalPartitionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/ReducerTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/packetdispatcher/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/GetAndAlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalOperationStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/CachedQueryEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorSubmitToPartitionMessageTask.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/CardinalityEstimatorBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/strategy/sampling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ScheduledExecutorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/HyperLogLogEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/JavaDefaultSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapRemoveIfSameMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/RemoteServiceDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/EventServiceSegment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/InMemoryXmlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/ProbeInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/IntegerMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/SocketWriterInitializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapReplaceIfSameMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/SpinningInputThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/Sequenced.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/HazelcastInternalOSGiService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MulticastConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheListenerRegistrationMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ReplicatedMapMBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigXmlGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/DiagnosticsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/BufferPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskIsDoneFromAddressMessage

Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/ErrorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/merge/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/PortableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/ClientReAuthOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/impl/WanDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapValueCountMessageTask.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/strategy/sampling/SamplingEvictionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/EntrySetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnOfferBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/ExecutorDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/CountdownLatchCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/invalidation/MemberMapMetaDataFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/comparator/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/ObjectRecordWithStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/ClientProtocolErrorCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/QueryCacheEventDataBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/MethodNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ClassLoaderUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ExecutorServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/StoreListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/topic/TopicPublishMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/IsPartitionLoadedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/EventLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/FilteringStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/HashMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/BackpressureRegulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryCountResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/MetricsRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ConsoleCommandHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/VisitorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapPutIfAbsentMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/AcquireBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapStatisticsAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/RequestPartitionProcessed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueContainsAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/TxCollectionItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ByteArrayInputOutputFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/TransactionLogRecordKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/LifecycleServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpGetCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionClearBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/LazySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/WhoisMasterOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/KeyPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/QueryCacheRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/BasicCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/PollOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ReplicatedMapPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListSubMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ReplicatedMapConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/Ringbuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ExecutionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionTxnAddBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/NamedTaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/ListKeyValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpGetCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/SortingUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/InternalProxyService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/HashUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/DeleteCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/iterator/MapEntriesWithCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/eviction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/SampleableNearCacheRecordMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnUnlockBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/AbstractJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LegacyAsyncMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchTrySetCountMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/operation/ClassDataFinderOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/MemberAttributeOperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/PutRemoteTransactionBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/merge/LatestAccessCacheMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/DefaultSubscriberSequencerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/SemaphoreCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetAddListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LocalMapStatsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/PredicateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/SharedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/GenericOperationThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ValueCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongGetAndAddMessageTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SocketInterceptorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LatencyTrackingMapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ChangeClusterStateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheClearOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/eviction/EvictorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreDetachMemberBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueRemainingCapacityMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapStoreManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/MapSubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/MapListenerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/OwnedEntryCostEstimatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PermissionPolicyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongCompareAndSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/RemoveIfSameOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/properties/HazelcastProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapReduceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MembershipListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CachePutAllMessageTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapPartitionLostListenerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/LegacyWildcardConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ReplicatedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/PartitionReplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NearCacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/PromoteLiteMemberOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/entry/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/ProbeLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionServiceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/sort/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/NotPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/Aggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskDisposeFromAddressMessag

eTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractCacheProxyBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/version/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/LinkedListStreamSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/ErrorCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheManagementConfigMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/PartitionServiceBeanDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/JobProcessInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/eviction/LRUEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ConnectionListenable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/JobPartitionStateCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/LongSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/LongLongCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFetchKeysOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/OperationTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/DistributedObjectUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalOperationStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ClassDefinitionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/RestValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListCompareAndRemoveAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddEntryListenerToKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/client/RingbufferPortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/AvailableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/LockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortablePartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/ThreadLocalRandomProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/TaskRingBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/comparator/LRUEvictionPolicyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/MapListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ClearOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceGetAndSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MultipleEntryBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortablePositionNavigator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/BiConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/AbstractLockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/AsyncInboundResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapFlushMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/invalidation/UuidFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/SourceMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/ReadResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/SingleMemberGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/SplitBrainMulticastListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/NotEqualPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/FileSystemXmlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/PagingPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/ContainsEntryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapExecuteOnKeysMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/IOService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/UnsafeBasedMemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/FlatteningVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/DiscoveryNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MultipleEntryOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/GetCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/AllowedDuringPassiveStateTransactionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferStoreWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/ShutdownOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/EventEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/DoubleSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AbstractAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorShutdownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferRemainingCapacityMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/AttributeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/BeforePromotionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/BaseQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/InitializingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/OperationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/ProxyServiceDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/DefaultOutOfMemoryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotArray16byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/QueryCacheListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TransactionalQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/PutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberAccumulatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueEvictionProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/NoopInternalHotRestartService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapReduceDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapReduceSimpleEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapReplicationStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/MemoryStatsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/MemberAssigningJobProcessInformationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/DisposeResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/RemainingCapacityOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/TransactionalQueueSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/EventServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/SpinningOutputThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/QuickMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/LockCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/PartitionScanRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/version/MajorMinorVersionComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultRow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/DefaultNearCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/ScriptExecutorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ReplaceIfSameOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/instance/NodeState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/JobTaskConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/QueryCacheListenerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/CompareAndRemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapTryLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/PublishOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalTopicStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writethrough/WriteThroughManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/NodeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/HyperLogLogEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/SocketReaderInitializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/UnmodifiableLazyList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/NodeQueryCacheContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/SafeBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/CardinalityEstimatorContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/RemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/MigrationAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/DuplicateDetectingMultiResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/XAResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/SizeOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchCountDownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/DataRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/EndiannessUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/proxy/MapProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/NodeExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/CollectionTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryUpdatedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/AbstractSerializationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/RecordStoreLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ClientMessageTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CachePutAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/QueryCacheConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapEvictMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/RetrieveAndDisposeResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/LongAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListIndexOfOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapReduceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/TaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/WaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAddNearCacheInvalidationListenerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/core/InitialMembershipListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/MXBeansDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/GetAndAlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ListCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/idgen/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/DataStructureAdapterMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/AbstractCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/EntrySetResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MigrationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreInitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/OperationServiceDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/wan/MapReplicationRemove.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/DurableExecutorContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/DistributedObjectInfoCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/SplitBrainHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partitiongroup/PartitionGroupStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListRemoveListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/AddAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/ConnectionManagerDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/maxsize/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapForceUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapLoadAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/EventServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/AbstractXmlConfigHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorMemberOwnedContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/LatestUpdateMapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/GroupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchAwaitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SymmetricEncryptionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/ClientExceptionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/HazelcastOSGiInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/MutableInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionalObjectKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LockAwareLazyMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnRollbackBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SemaphoreConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/AcquireOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CachePutAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/DefaultMapOperationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TypeAwareCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/ClearRemoteTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/InitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/CoalescingDelayedTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/MinimalPartitionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/TypedStreamDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/BufferPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/LatchKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalExecutorStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/InstancePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/RemoveAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/ReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/ShutdownNodeOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/FutureUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryMergedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/OperationFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/AbstractManagementOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketChannelWrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAssignAndGetUuidsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/TransactionalQueueProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/MemberPartitionStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheOperationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/AggregationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapReplaceIfSameMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/SampleableConcurrentHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/GetLockCountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/UrlXmlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/StaleSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/DoubleSumAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TemplateConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/SubscriberSequencerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/ComparableMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/LazyEntryViewFromRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/EmptyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NativeMemoryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/MemberInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/SpinningSocketReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/reliable/ReliableTopicService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/EmptyObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFetchEntriesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AtomicReferenceBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapPutAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/CallIdSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceCompareAndSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/idgen/IdGeneratorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemoveInvalidationListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MemberGroupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/IOBalancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryProcessorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionalObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/ApplyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/BufferBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/ReplicatedMapEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/DoubleMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheSyncListenerCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/DisposeResultBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/ByteArraySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ManagedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/CombinerResultList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/UnsortedIndexStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapLoadAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/PortableReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/MemberConfigRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/NodeExtensionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/DefaultMemoryStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/serialization/SerializationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MembersViewMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorDisposeResultMessageTask.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalSumAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/JoinMessageTrustChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnRollbackBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/memberselector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TransactionalMapProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/JoinConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapStoreContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/VersionCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ServiceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/MemoryInfoAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IMapEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/TrackableJobFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/AbstractRingBufferOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/NoLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/TransactionalQueueProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MultiMapConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterStateChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferExpirationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partition/IPartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/CompletedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalCacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/DistributedObjectEventPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/operations/DistributedObjectDestroyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/DefaultQueryCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/NearCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CachePutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/CommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskCancelFromAddressMessage

Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/ProbeFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceAlterAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/DefaultQueryCacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/slowoperationdetector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapFetchKeysMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/ErrorCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/MigrationCycleOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/ReplicatedMapEvictionProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/properties/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/OperationRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskCancelFromPartitionMessage

Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/UUIDCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/CallableTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetAllScheduledOnMemberOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/DisposeTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/AbstractIMapEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/MutableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/BackupSafeMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/ListContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/TopicMBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceForMultiMapMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/counters/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/ExecutorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/AbstractWriteBehindProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/ReducingFinishedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/eviction/RandomEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/StoreConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MultipleEntryWithPredicateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapKeySetWithPredicateMessageTask.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/FieldGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/concurrent/BackoffIdleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partitiongroup/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/IOThreadingModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/WaitersInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddEntryListenerWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/CallerNotMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/KeyValueJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AddBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/PostJoinAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanReplicationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PredicateConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ClientEngineMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/DrainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/DisposeBackupTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapOperationProviderDelegator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/TouchCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/GetAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TransactionalList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/constants/ResponseMessageConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/ThreadMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueTakeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/PartitionInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/DataAwareMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ICompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapForceUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/packetdispatcher/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/AbstractTransactionalCollectionProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/Evictable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/NumberAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/idgen/IdGeneratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QuorumConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ConfigCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/MergePolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MemberMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SemaphoreConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/TouchCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheSimpleEntryListenerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ExecutorConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapListenerAdaptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/MemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MigrationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ConfigMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/HeartbeatComplaintOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/OfferBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/UndefinedErrorCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastInstanceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MembershipManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/SpinningSocketWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/MemberPartitionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/ClassDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/CompositeEvictionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/BinaryOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PartitionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapStoreConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/LegacyCacheEvictionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/ShutdownOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/AbstractBaseReplicatedRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/MigrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PacketHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/JCacheDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/SetPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/ClearWanQueuesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionCompareAndRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/ResultProcessorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/ResultProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceAlterMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/SerializationServiceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/Data.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/PartitionAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/MemberCallableTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/TriggerLoadIfNeededOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/CancellationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/LocalLockCleanupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetResultFromPartitionMess

ageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/PartitionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/IntegerAvgAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/NotifyMapFlushOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NullQueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/ClusterStateListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/MulticastDiscoveryStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/IndexAwarePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnPeekOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AcceptAllSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/HsaHeapMemoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PostProcessingMapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ChangeWanStateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorShutdownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/iterator/AbstractMapPartitionIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryViews.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/DurableExecutorServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/AtomicLongService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/AbstractTextCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableMapPartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/config/ConfigValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheEntryProcessorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/AwsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/FinalizeJoinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapStoreWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/ReplicatedMapValueCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/NopPartitionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/policy/CacheMergePolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/BeforeJoinCheckFailureOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PartitionGroupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/NoOpCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheRemoveAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheEventListenerAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/SelectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/RemoteServiceDescriptorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/LockBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/InternalListMultiMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/ToHeapDataConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XAClearRemoteTransactionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/StartProcessingJobOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddInterceptorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionallist/TransactionalListSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ManagedContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceApplyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionContainsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/DenseHyperLogLogConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferHeadSequenceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/ConditionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionRollbackBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/ClientMessageReadHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeQueryCacheEventService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SerializationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ArrayDataSerializableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledTaskDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ObjectReplicatedRecordStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/PartitionAccumulatorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListContainsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/eviction/MapEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/comparator/LFUEvictionPolicyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/ScheduleTaskOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapFetchNearCacheInvalidationMetadataTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/EventPublisherHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/BufferPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ssl/BasicSSLContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPutTransientMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/TypeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceGetAndAlterMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/MinAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/ExplicitSuspicionOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/DelegateAndSkipOnConcurrentExecutionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpPostCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeSubscriberContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/preloader/NearCachePreloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapEntriesWithPagingPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/NearCacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/TriggerExplicitSuspicionOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ContainsKeyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListGetAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/HazelcastMBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/ClusterHotRestartStatusDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/InternalEventService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/MatchingPointConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/HeapNearCacheRecordMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/DefaultObjectNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/DistributedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/AuthenticationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/HazelcastInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/DurableExecutorWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/CollectionTxnOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceContextEventListenerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/ExpirationChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/MembershipServiceEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TopicCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/JobTrackerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionStateManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/SignalBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/evaluator/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/AllPermissions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerSumAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceCancelOnPartitionMessageTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/Consumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/OperationDescriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnPrepareBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/FetchPartitionStateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/BufferObjectDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/SimpleExecutionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/DefaultNodeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/AndPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketReaderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/CompareAndSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/AbstractEntryProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/ReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MemberAttributeConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapPartitionLostEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/HazelcastManagedThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/AddressCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/PublisherContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionReserveRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/JobSupervisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/merge/HigherHitsCacheMergePolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionStrategyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/SerializationServiceV1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractCacheProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/ExpirationTimeSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListListIteratorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/MigrationCommitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/LockClusterStateOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NetworkConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EntryViews.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/JobTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/EntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/DataSerializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ServicesConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceContextInterceptorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/DestroyQueryCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortablePosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/FinalizePromotionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortableSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/DefaultOperationQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheDestroyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/UserCodeDeploymentClassLoader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorContainerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/VersionResponsePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/ClientProtocolBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/TopologyChangedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/FinalizeRemoteTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapKeyBasedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/DataRecordWithStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/StackTraceElementCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/SPIAwareMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/PutRemoteTransactionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ByteArrayObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionAddAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/LongMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnPrepareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheSimpleConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalAvgAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/impl/ProjectionDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/ListService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/Echo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/entry/AddedDelayedEntry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/ObjectRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/XATransactionDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/CancelTaskBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/LatestUpdateMapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ContinuousQueryCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/ConcurrentMemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/EntryProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockIsLockedByCurrentThreadMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LatencyTrackingMapLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalCacheStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/BinaryMapEntryCostEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/ResultReadyNotifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/BatchIMapEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/EvictionConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractCallableMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/MultiMapTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/strategy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueAddAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterServiceImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/HazelcastInstanceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceIsNullMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/BackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapGetInvalidationMetaDataOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/FixedSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnPollOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/CoalescedWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/DiscoveryConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapAddEntryListenerToKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionalTaskContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PartitionAwareKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/TcpIpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/PredicateSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LogListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/TransactionalMapDataStructureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/OrResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/SingleExecutorThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractHazelcastCacheManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceForCustomMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionIsEmptyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnPutBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/TransactionCreateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ICondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventListenerAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ListPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ReplicateUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/SemaphoreMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapStoreManagers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/MethodNotAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/BatchInvalidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotCursor12byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/QueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/ClusterVersionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/merge/PutIfAbsentCacheMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionStateGeneratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/GetDistributedObjectsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/FinalizeMigrationOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IAtomicReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/AbstractJoinOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapEventsDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/RemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvocationFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/PingMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/idgen/IdGeneratorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/DataReplicatedRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/impl/PredefinedDiscoveryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionPortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/sequence/DefaultPartitionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EvictAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/DefaultPortableReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/ScheduledEntryProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/operations/RegistrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/TransactionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/CustomByteAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongGetAndIncrementMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/PutIfAbsentMapMergePolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/NullEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionCommitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ScriptEngineManagerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/constants/EventMessageConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/preloader/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ReplicatedMapEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapRemoveEntryMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ClearBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAssignAndGetUuidsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/PollBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorIsShutdownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/EntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ExecutionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/UnsafeBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ContainsKeyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/SystemLogPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/GetMapEntryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/CheckReplicaVersionTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/JsonSerializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnset/TransactionalSetProxy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/IsCanceledOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/DefaultOperationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ReplicatedRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/HazelcastServerCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAssignAndGetUuidsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/IsEmptyOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MulticastJoiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueueStoreConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractMultiTargetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListCompareAndRetainAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ReadonlyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/CollectRemoteTransactionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/GetAndSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Packet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionReplicaChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheEvictionPolicyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/SetMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpDeleteCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/CheckReplicaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/BufferPool.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/TransactionalService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/InstanceOfPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/AbstractIndexAwarePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapTryRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAssignAndGetUuidsOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/OutOfMemoryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/ClientDisconnectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotArray8byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastInstanceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/AbstractClusterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalset/TransactionalSetRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPublisherCreateWithValueMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutFromLoadAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheSizeOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/TransactionLogRecordKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapEvictAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/MapPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapMigrationAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArray16byteKeyNoValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OutboundOperationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockStoreContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/QueueStoreFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetDelayFromAddressMessa

geTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/StreamSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/DurableExecutorPartitionContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XATransactionRollbackMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledTaskHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/ValuesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ExecuteScriptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongAlterMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/IntegerSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/GarbageCollectorStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/PutAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheClearResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapExecuteWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ArrayListStreamSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/ICache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/RandomPicker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/BackupAwareEntryProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalset/TransactionalSetAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/SemaphoreProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionRemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/BroadcastTxRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TransactionalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/EmptyOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/DefaultEntryEventFilteringStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/ReachedMaxSizeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/ReadOneOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheEntryProcessorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionSizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/AtomicLongDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheSimpleConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/EventPublishingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/SemaphoreDetachMemberOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/maxsize/EntryCountNearCacheEvictionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/ClientReadHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SetCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CachePutIfAbsentMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalMultiMapCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/CardinalityEstimatorCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MasterConfirmationOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LazyMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/MemoryStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/IMapDataStructureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvocationMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapIsLockedMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XATransactionCreateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CachePutIfAbsentOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapIsLockedMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/utils/QueryCacheUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OperationRunnerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueIteratorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/SizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterStateTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/SecondsBasedEntryTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/InternalMapListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/DestroyProxyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/RemoveInterceptorOperationSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheNearCacheStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheGetAndRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/StateMachine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/JoinOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MutatingKeyBasedMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorSubmitToPartitionMessageTas

k.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/AbstractEvictableRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/QueryCacheEventDataCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/MulticastProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/ReducerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/ICacheInternal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/AbstractQueryCacheEndToEndConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemovePartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/HazelcastInstanceNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListIndexOfMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SSLConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapReplicationSupportingService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/SimpleDiscoveryNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/DoubleGauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/GeneratedBuildProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/EntryEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/integration/DiscoveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CachePartitionEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/HazelcastCachingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/MapEvictedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/BaseMultiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/RecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheClearBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ObjectDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/ValueCollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/ICacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CachePartitionSegment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryWithPredicateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OperationRunnerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ISemaphore.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/DefaultQueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/ClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/DefaultMapProjectMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/AbstractSerializableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/IPermissionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/RemovePartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/RequestMemberIdAssignment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/SingleIMapEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/AtomicLongMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/record/AbstractNearCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/AbstractTxOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/SplitBrainJoinMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/Extractable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/NoOpHotRestartService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapProjectionWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InboundResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheDeserializedValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/entry/DelayedEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/client/PortableReadResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/HazelcastExpiryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapMigrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapReplaceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SecurityInterceptorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/FastMultiResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OutboundResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetCompareAndRemoveAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/RollbackTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/SerializationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SetConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskIsDoneFromPartitionMessag

eTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/PostJoinClientOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PartitionAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongApplyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/LegacyMatchingPointConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/UnsafeObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/DelegatingTaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/ZoneAwareMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalMultiMapStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TopicService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TopicDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/KeyValueSourceFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventContextUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapAllPartitionsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/EventServiceDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/AssignPartitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ThreadDumpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapKeySetWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/GetAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/AbstractMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/AddInterceptorOperationSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/PartitionAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/CompareAndSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/RollbackClusterStateOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/TopicOverloadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapKeySetWithPagingPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SerializerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/DoubleAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnGenerateRecordIdOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WanSyncStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/SafeStateCheckOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListAddAllWithIndexMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceSetAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArrayBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetInvalidationMetaDataOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/counters/MwCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorRetrieveAndDisposeResultMes

sageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MemberLeftException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/OSGiScriptEngineFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/DrainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/PortableGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/PutResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/LocalStatsDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnPutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/strategy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/ClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/TaskDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/LoginModuleConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/PartitionScanExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/LifecycleMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/MemcacheCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/ReducerChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapGetAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/BasicRecordStoreLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/MappingJob.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/BackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/operations/AbstractCallableTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/GCStatsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/ClusterWideIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ConditionCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/CancelJobSupervisorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writethrough/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/ShutdownResponseOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/CountDownOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ContextMutexFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapPartitionDestroyTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/ExtractorGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/MessageTaskFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/JoinMastershipClaimOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/TransactionalQueuePollMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/ClassLoadingMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/PagingPredicateAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorSubmitToAddressMessageTask.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IBiFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/DefaultMapAggregateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/IScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/DoubleMinAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/AbstractCacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/RingbufferStoreFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/GetCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalReplicatedMapStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableDistributedObjectEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemoveAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/BackupAwareCountDownLatchOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WANReplicationQueueFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueuePollMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IAtomicLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AbstractAtomicReferenceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutTransientOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/SerializableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/AbstractDiscoveryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/MapTxnOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledTaskStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/IncrementCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/BaseHeapNearCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/MemorySize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/TimeoutRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/KeySetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/ShutdownOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/Registration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/GenericOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/ClusterService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/CachePartitionLostListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/UnsafeObjectDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnLockAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/VersionedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapContainsValueMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/CompletableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/IncrementCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutIfAbsentOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemoveInterceptorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreReducePermitsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ReplicatedEntryEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/CyclicBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ObjectNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cardinality/CardinalityEstimatorEstimateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MembershipEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/EntryConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/Accumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ClasspathXmlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/VersionAwareConstructorFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/AbstractScheduledExecutorContainerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/RuntimeMemoryInfoAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/MapCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledRunnableAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheCreateConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/IntegerMinAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/MemoryManagerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapPartitionContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/InternalPartitionServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongAlterAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheGetAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/RecordReplicationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/MapQueryEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapRecordKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/SelectorMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/GetMemberSystemPropertiesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ClassSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/BaseMigrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryWithPredicateBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ConsoleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ReplicatedRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalGCStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/EvictableGetterCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/NodeStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/SupplierConsumingMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/PublisherCreateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partition/IPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WanReplicationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/LoggingScheduledExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/InternalExecutionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/AbstractBackupAwareSchedulerOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ListenerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/MethodGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/JobCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerMaxAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/RecordInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ReplicationSupportingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/HealthMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/DiagnosticsLogFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/XmlConfigLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/CreateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/HazelcastOverloadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/DoubleAvgAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/MemcacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/AbstractJoiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/NodeIOService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListAddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/GetterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationparker/impl/OperationParkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/OperationControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextCommandService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/StatsCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/InvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/StripedExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpDeleteCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/MemberStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/DefaultValueCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/CompletableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/AbstractMultiValueGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextCommandServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ProxyServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/eviction/Evictor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MultiExecutionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/HeartbeatOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/eviction/ExpirationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/DataAwareEntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/DistributedObjectFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ListMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/properties/GroupProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/ProcessStatsUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/CollectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/impl/MulticastDiscoverySender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/operations/SendEventOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapClientAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapDeleteMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/AbstractConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/KeySetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/ICredentialsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/AggregateBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/BetweenPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionCommitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ISet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/Long2LongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/operations/Backup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/InternalReplicatedMapStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceCancelMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/CoalescingPublisherAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheReplaceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/AbstractCountDownLatchOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/ValueValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/AccumulationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/MapNearCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/DefaultLineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpGetCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/NoDataMemberInClusterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/DefaultAccumulatorInfoSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterStateManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/CountAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/LoadTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/set/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ValuesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpDeleteCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/AwaitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/AlignmentUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/operations/PartitionIteratingOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/BaseRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/TrueEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalWanPublisherStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalQueueStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapSetReadCursorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationparker/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArray8byteKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/TopologyChangedStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/CachePartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/LocalEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/SetCountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/version/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/Extractors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QuorumListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapOperationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/XmlConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/GetClusterStateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/SecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/CancellableDelegatingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/KeysAssignmentOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/UnlockIfLeaseExpiredOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/QueueTransactionRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/PortableContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalMapStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/Aggregators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/MapUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/MemcacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/IdentifiedDataSerializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/TryPutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionReplicaManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/AbstractBackupCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/core/ItemEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/FireNotificationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/DuplicateTaskException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/AbstractCacheAllPartitionsTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/BulkGetCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/StaleReadDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapPartitionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MergeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AbstractAggregationReducerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/CombinerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableCachePartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/ArrayRingbuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapStoreConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/KeyLoadStatusOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/LastChunkNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partition/IPartitionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceContainsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EntryCostEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastManagedContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/TargetNotMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/PendingInvocationsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/spi/MembershipAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/filter/ClassNameFilterParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/NormalResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/DistributedExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/CapacityUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractAllPartitionsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ThreadLocalClassCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/AsyncAtomicLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/DelegatingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MembersView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/JobPartitionStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/JsonUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheContainsKeyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheObjectRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapReducePortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/MemberWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/JobPartitionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/CallerRunsAccumulationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/preloader/NearCachePreloaderLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ConsoleCommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheListenerRegistrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/EventService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionPolicyEvaluatorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/RecordMigrationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractCacheService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/MapReducePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnPrepareBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/ICacheDataStructureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalset/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalQueueCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/RemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskIsCancelledFromAddressMes

sageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EventLostListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapIndexConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/eviction/LFUEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/PostJoinCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/ChangeWanStateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapDataStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ClearNearCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/ByteAccessStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MultiMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeQueryCacheEndToEndConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/DataRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapValuesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapAddEntryListenerToKeyWithPredicateMe

ssageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapContainerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/integration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ValuesIteratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnPrepareBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheFetchNearCacheInvalidationMetadataTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/operations/PartitionAwareFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/AbstractSchedulerOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/IndexImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/EstimateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/TriggerPartialStartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/OutboundFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ReplicatedMapCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/NonStopInvalidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionPrepareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/GetCountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/RingBufferPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/AbstractQueryCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractAddressMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvocationBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/OutOfMemoryErrorDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalTopicStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/NodeShutdownHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/ClientMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/AbstractLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/HazelcastSerializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/operations/PartitionAwareOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ExecutorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAddPartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writethrough/WriteThroughStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/Invalidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EntryListenerAdaptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/CompositeMessageTaskFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/LongGaugeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/DelegatingCallableTaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/ReadHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ClientAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/RemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/topic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/CachedDataRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/OutOfMemoryHandlerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/DoubleGaugeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/RollbackAllowedDuringPassiveStateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/Transaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AddInterceptorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/DistributedObjectDestroyedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MemberAttributeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/VersionedClusterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/BeforeAwaitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/DelegatingScheduledFutureStripper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/MessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/StreamSerializerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/PartitionStateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/ReplicatedMapService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/MessageFlyweight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/GarbageCollectionMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/ReplicaSyncInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/InternalSerializationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapOperationProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TargetAwareTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/BitSetUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetDelayOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/LockGuard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ReAuthenticationOperationSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/OperatingSystemMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ConfigurableService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/reliable/ReliableTopicProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/NamedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalMemoryStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapLoaderLifecycleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/SemaphoreContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/ManagedExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/ReplicationEventObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/maxsize/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/MapTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/HasOngoingMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TopicEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/NodeInvokerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/PartitionMigratingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/UnsafeInputOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ManagementService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/GlobalMemoryAccessorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/InvocationPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/condition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAssignAndGetUuidsOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/KeyValueSourceMappingPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/packetdispatcher/impl/PacketDispatcherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PartitionWideEntryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AvgTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/ConcurrentHeapMemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/DurableExecutorCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/OSGiScriptEngineManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AbstractAlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/ReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TotalOrderedTopicProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/InternalQueryCacheListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/QuorumAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MultipleEntryWithPredicateBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/NearCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/TcpIpConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/DoubleProbeFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/LoadAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/EventPublisherAccumulatorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/BigDecimalAverageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/BaseSignalOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/VersionedObjectDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/HazelcastOSGiServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/renderers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PermissionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionPrepareBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/ReplicatedMapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionallist/TransactionalListRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ScheduledExecutorCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/entry/NullValueDelayedEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/MapInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/Aggregations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheSplitBrainHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/GetRemainingLeaseTimeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortableNavigatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TransactionalMultiMapProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/LazyEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/MapPartitionEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/MutatingOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/AwaitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/ListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindProcessors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ICountDownLatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/CheckAndEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/NearCacheDataRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ssl/SSLContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextCommandConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/Notifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/WanSyncState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NearCachePreloaderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/NodeEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ItemCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/AbstractCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/DataQueryCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/TimedMemberStateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/IsPartitionLoadedOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/ProbeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/TransactionalQueueOfferMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ObjectDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/CardinalityEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/GetMapConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/DefaultMapServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapClientNearCacheInvalidationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/ServiceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/TopicConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/LiveOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Hazelcast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterClockImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/RegexPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Job.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/ResponseAlreadySentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MultipleEntryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/ILikePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/MultiMapResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/ContainsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/MapEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/OperationExecutorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListAddWithIndexMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/OperationAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/ComparisonType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/EntryListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/MemoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/AbstractEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/LongFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/AddressPicker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/TerminatedLifecycleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EvictBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/RingbufferStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapSplitBrainHandlerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/ReplicateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotCursor16byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterJoinManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnCommitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/SilentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferCapacityMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/InvalidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/ClusterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/PartitioningStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapCantBeCreatedOnLiteMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/comparator/RandomEvictionPolicyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/MigrationRequestOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/MemberSocketInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationparker/OperationParker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheEvictionConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/QueryEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ThreadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnReservePollOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongGetAndAlterMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionPolicyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/CompletableFutureEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheKeyIteratorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/AwaitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketChannelWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ExecutorServiceCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/TransactionalDistributedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPublisherCreateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/SlowOperationDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/SplitBrainMergeValidationOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/BaseTxnQueueOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/CountDownLatchReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/AtomicLongCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/EventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/HeapMemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/KeyValueJobOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LoggingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/PartitionWideCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/InflatableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/NearCacheStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/integration/DiscoveryServiceSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeQueryCacheScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/AddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/ProxyEventProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/merge/PassThroughCacheMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/PutIfAbsentMapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArray12byteKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/suppliers/LocalQueueStatsSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/XATransactionContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/MapConfigRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/QueryConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ILock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/NonBlockingIOThreadingModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationparker/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/BinaryInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/PublisherAccumulatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EvictAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapExecuteOnKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/LockAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/impl/WanReplicationServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TransactionalMultiMapProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/client/DistributedObjectInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/UnlockBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddEntryListenerToKeyWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/InitConnectionTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/MulticastDiscoveryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/RemoteEventProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueueConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/ReplicatedMapProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ManagementCenterIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/Getter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/QueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AddMembershipListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/InternalMigrationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueDrainMaxSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/EntrySetIteratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/LiveOperationsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/DistinctValuesAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/HazelcastServerCachingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/ReduceBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/eviction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryIterationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/DefaultNearCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/PartitionLostListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/projection/impl/SingleAttributeProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapAttributeConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/SuffixModifierUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/ManagedExecutorDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/MonkeyMigrationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapEntrySimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapPostJoinAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/AbstractPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientHeartbeatMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AlterAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/UsernamePasswordCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/AbstractDurableExecutorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/PartitionMigrationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheSizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/CompoundPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ItemEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/ResponseTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/ExtractorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/ReplicatedMapKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnCommitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TransactionalMultiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/DuplicateInstanceNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/RuleBasedQueryOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceShutdownMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/ConcurrentConveyorSingleQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EntryEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/memberselector/AndMemberSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreReleaseMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapTransactionalService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/MultiResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ListenerWrapperEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/TcpIpConnectionMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/impl/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/LocalCacheWideEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanPublisherConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/reliable/ReliableMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapKeyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/IntegerSumAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/ReducerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/BoundedWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/ExecutorServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/TransactionRollbackMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/DataSerializableSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/MetricsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionAddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/CountDownLatchBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/version/MemberVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EntryOffloadableLockMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ReadonlyKeyBasedMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/operations/PostJoinRegistrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/GetCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalset/TransactionalSetSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/FilteringClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/SetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/LifecycleMapperAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapRemoveEntryMessageTas

k.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/MemberImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/SparseHyperLogLogEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreAvailablePermitsMessageTasks.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/StatisticsAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ScheduledExecutorPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ReplicatedMapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/EntryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/TopicOverloadPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/LoadMapOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/MXBeanUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/NoSuchMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapMadePublishableMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockIsLockedMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/LongSetHsa.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchGetCountMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreDrainPermitsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/TopicConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/AbstractFilteringStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/record/NearCacheDataRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/GetOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheIterateEntriesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partitiongroup/PartitionGroupMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/DrainBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NearCacheConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Mapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemoveAllKeysMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractRemoveListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/ReducingJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/ParallelAccumulationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheDestroyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/RemoveFromLoadAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/RuntimeMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ForceStartNodeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/InMemoryFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotCursor8byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/OrToInVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/IdentityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueRemoveListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/impl/DefaultDiscoveryService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/OperationBackupHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/DurableExecutorServicePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/SemaphorePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/impl/QuorumImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/nearcache/invalidation/InvalidationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferReadOneMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/NodeJobTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/annotation/PrivateApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/UpdateMapConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/HazelcastOSGiInstanceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AbstractAtomicLongOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/CountAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/RemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/QueueBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/OSGiScriptEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnPrepareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/SerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/BatchNearCacheInvalidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/StripedRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListSetBackupOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/InternalPartitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LogEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/CollectRemoteTransactionsOperationSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnReserveOfferOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/ClientEndPointDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/spinning/SpinningIOThreadingModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/CacheEventDataCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/InterfacesConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapSizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemoveEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/BlockingOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/ProxyRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/EntryListenerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/topic/TopicRemoveMessageListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledFutureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/ClearRemoteTransactionBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRemoveAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XATransactionPrepareMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/CancelTaskOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/EntryViewCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/RepairingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/OperationHostileThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/slowoperationdetector/SlowOperationLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/GreaterLessPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRemoveAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/UuidUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/IsLockedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/LifecycleEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastInstanceCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/ICacheEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapEntrySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheSimpleEntryListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/impl/DefaultDiscoveryServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/TcpIpConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ConsoleRequestConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/BufferObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/GlobalSerializerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/memberselector/MemberSelectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CachePartitionLostListenerConfigReadOnly.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/SetBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/WriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/AsyncAtomicReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ICacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/InternalQueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ListConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/AbstractMutatingCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/UserCodeDeploymentConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionallist/TransactionalListAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalWanStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/IsKeyLoadFinishedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterMergeTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnCommitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/ParameterUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/UpdateManagementCenterUrlOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/NoOpCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/properties/HazelcastProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/SocketAcceptorThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/DefaultAddressPicker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapContainsValueMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapNearCacheStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ManagedAnnotation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultSizeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapStoreContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/AndResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/CompareAndRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/PostJoinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/suppliers/LocalMultiMapStatsSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/MapReduceNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueOfferMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TransactionRecordKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeQueryCacheConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/InternalOperationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/RemoteMapReduceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/client/ClientPrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/ICacheService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/NodeState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheEndToEndConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetAllScheduledOnPartitionOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ContainsValueOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ReplicationOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/BufferingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/AggregationResultProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockGetLockCountMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/GroupMismatchOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/HostAwareMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/CreateAllowedDuringPassiveStateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/MapPartitionLostEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ActionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionStateVersionMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/MemberImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/LatencyTrackingRingbufferStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/ReducingSubmittableJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/PutAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheDataRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CachePartitionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListAddAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/PutResultBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/suppliers/StatsSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheLoadAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/InternalMapPartitionLostListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/Config.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/PassThroughMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/condition/ConditionSignalMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/proxy/MapProxyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/LikePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EntryOffloadableSetUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/BackupAckResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ValueReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceForMapMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/GetCacheEntryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/condition/ConditionAwaitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/SerializerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationparker/impl/ParkedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/filter/MemberProviderFilterParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryPartitionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/AbstractQueryCacheConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/TransactionPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/entry/DeletedDelayedEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/impl/TcpIpJoiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/integration/DiscoveryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/VersionedPortable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapAttributeConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/ReplicatedMapEventPublishingService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/MorphingPortableReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/ErrorCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/AbstractCacheClientNearCacheInvalidationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/LockAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ProxyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/SerializerHookLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/QueryCacheEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/InstanceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/AbstractCompletableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetAndRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/PurgeAllowedDuringPassiveStateTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/StorageSCHM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/DataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/RetryableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListLastIndexOfMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/AbstractPromotionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryAddedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/operations/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnReservePollBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/SlowOperationInvocationDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockStoreInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/LongLongConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/CardinalityEstimatorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/SerializableXID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/StaleReadDetectorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ascii/TextReadHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/RetryableIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/MetaDataContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/InternalPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListSubOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/MutableLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/LatencyTrackingQueueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/Log4jFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapAddEntryListenerToKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/IScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/MPSCQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ConcurrencyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/RemoveDistributedObjectListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/EventRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/PhoneHome.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/IOOutOfMemoryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ascii/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/EntryTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/IterationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/operations/PostJoinProxyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockForceUnlockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cluster/memberselector/OrMemberSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/ObjectRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionTxnRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/ClearBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AbstractMapOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/SimpleEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/filter/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MultiMapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AddIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/impl/Versioned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationPlanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/RuntimeInterruptedException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapClearNearCacheMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/AbstractInvocationFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/JobTrackerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/SocketInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/SetAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/matcher/RegexConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetResultFromAddressMess

ageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionLostListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/XaReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/TransactionManagerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/BuildInfoPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/UnsafeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapAddNearCacheListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/DistributedDurableExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/filter/AlwaysApplyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFlushWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/Pre38CacheAddInvalidationListenerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetStatisticsFromPartitionM

essageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/MapEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cardinality/CardinalityEstimatorAddMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/CardinalityEstimatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/QueryCacheNaturalFilteringStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/AsyncConsoleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/LifecycleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/JobProcessInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/NonBlockingIOThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/MapQueryEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/NullGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapEntriesWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/DefaultSerializationServiceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/InPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MulticastListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/DenseHyperLogLogEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongIncrementAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/IOBalancerThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/operations/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MaxSizeConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AddAndGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CollectionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ClusterPermissionCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ValueCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnReserveOfferBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractMultiPartitionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapGetForUpdateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryEvictedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/MapReduceCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/MembershipManagerCompat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/entry/LazyCacheEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/QueueCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheAssignAndGetUuidsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MaxSizeConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/LocalEntryEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/ObjectQueryCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/MapDataStores.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/VersionAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/LongMinAggregation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddIndexMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/RetrieveResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/AccumulatorSweeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/VersionMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/ClearBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/GetResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ClassloadingMutexProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XAFinalizeTransactionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheRemoveAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/HigherHitsMapMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/operations/DeregistrationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAggregateWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/BulkGetCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/MigratableHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/NodeMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/DefaultQueryCacheEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/operations/InitializeDistributedObjectOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/MD5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalWanPublisherStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ListConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/NodeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/EntryEventType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapEventsPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/record/NearCacheObjectRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/QueryCacheContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PartitionSpecificRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/iterator/MapPartitionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PartitioningStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapPutIfAbsentMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ClientType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/console/SimulateLoadTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapKeySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapValuesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/DurableExecutorServiceFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/CheckReplicaVersionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/WANAwareOperationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Protocols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/DeleteCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/TopicProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/GetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheGetConfigMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/BasePutOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/entry/DefaultCacheEntryView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/RunnableAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/SingleLineDiagnosticsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/GetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AbstractMultipleEntryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/ScheduleTaskBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/ReplicaErrorLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/GetPartitionsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddNearCacheInvalidationListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/ComposedKeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/collection/LongCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/RemoveInterceptorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/PartitionContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/operations/TxnCommitBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ByteArrayObjectDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/counters/SwCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheKeyIterationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/reliable/ReliableMessageListenerRunner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/PoolExecutorThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/bufferpool/BufferPoolThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/BeforeAwaitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/PrefixedDistributedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/ReduceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/InternalPartitionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/EntryEventDataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/TransactionManagerServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ClusterPropsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongAddAndGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Combiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/AtomicLongProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortablePositionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MasterResponseOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/UUIDConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/LatencyTrackingCacheWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/InvocationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/ParallelPartitionScanExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/DrainBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigPatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapPartitionAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CredentialsFactoryConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapRemoteService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationutil/Operations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/ILogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/PartitionIdAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/concurrent/BusySpinIdleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/TextCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AccumulatorConsumerOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/KeysAssignmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/maxsize/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListAddAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/QueryCacheEventService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueuePutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapEntrySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/impl/MulticastMemberInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/DefaultMemberGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/SlowOperationPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberAccumulatorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/AtomicReferenceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableItemEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheRequests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/NegatablePredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CachePutBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/StaleTaskException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/QueryOptimizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/DurableExecutorDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/ValueReadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/EntryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/NotifiableEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/CachePartitionLostEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanReplicationRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortableContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/ConfigMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MemberAttributeConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/FalsePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XATransactionCommitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/MemberAttributeServiceEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ObjectDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryResultProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ByteArraySerializerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapRemoveEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/CreateProxyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/DataSerializableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorScannerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/AllowedDuringPassiveState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/FieldType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/maxsize/impl/EntryCountCacheEvictionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ManagedExecutorServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/multicast/impl/MulticastDiscoveryReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/ReleaseBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/HazelcastCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/HotRestartStateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/FloatingPointSumAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/QueueOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/DurableExecutorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ManagementDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/AbstractReplicatedRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockGetRemainingLeaseTimeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/RingbufferCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/StorageImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ClearWanQueuesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheNotExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/MultiMapCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/IsDoneOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/SerializationConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Offloadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/condition/ConditionBeforeAwaitMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/QueryResultSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFlushOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/EventListenerFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/GetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/NodeSubscriberContextSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/WanPublisherConfigDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/BaseMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapContainsKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/PublisherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Reducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockStoreProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/semaphore/SemaphoreAcquireMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/operations/PurgeTxBackupLogOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/adapter/ReplicatedMapDataStructureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/wan/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/MadePublishableOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/exception/MaxMessageSizeExceeded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/AddressUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/IPredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MemberRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/Probe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheMXBeanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/packetdispatcher/PacketDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/MetricsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/IsEmptyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/DiscoveryStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/SyncReplicatedMapDataOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/codec/MemberCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/InvokeOnMembers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/operations/AbstractCardinalityEstimatorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheManagementConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/MultiLineDiagnosticsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/AtomicReferencePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/extractor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapListenerFlagOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArray16byteKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/DiscoveryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/DefaultGarbageCollectorStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/InternalLockNamespace.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/EvictionOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/IterableUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/PartitionEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapContainsKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceJobProcessInformationMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapContainsKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceForSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionPolicyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/ComparableMinAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/operations/ListGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/MapEventPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/VersionedObjectDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/FactoryIdHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/PostPonePartitionProcessing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/CacheCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/sort/IntMemArrayQuickSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/MemoryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MembershipAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/ReplicatedMapPortableEntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/ConcurrentConveyor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ConnectionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/impl/LockStripe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/ConditionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/UserCodeDeploymentService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheRemoveAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/SizeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/DistributedObjectEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionallist/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheRecordHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/merge/PassThroughMergePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/record/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/ProxyServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceCancelOnAddressMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/StandardLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/TargetInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/RequestPartitionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/StoreEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/client/ReplicatedMapPortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/MembersUpdateOp.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PartitionReplicaStateChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/MapPartitionLostListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/responses/CallTimeoutResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/InternalHotRestartService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AuthenticationBaseMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/AbstractXAOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AuthenticationMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/server/StartServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/UrgentSystemOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/impl/QuorumServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/AbstractAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/LockStoreImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/Collator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/IncrementCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/SyncStateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/DateHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/BuildInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/MemberState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/FieldDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AddPartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/TypedDataSerializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ClearOperationFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/strategy/StringAndPartitionAwarePartitioningStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalGCStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/MemberHazelcastInstanceInfoPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/HealthMonitorLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapDeleteMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/slowoperationdetector/SlowOperationDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalMultiMapStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/OperationRunnerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionTransactionRollbackOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ClientService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/TransactionalSetCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ReplicatedQueryEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/MultiMapPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MapKeyValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/merge/MergePolicyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/memory/NativeOutOfMemoryError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/DefaultMessageTaskFactoryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueCompareAndRemoveAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/LoggingServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/ascii/TextWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapEntrySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/PartitionLostEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/DistributedScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/PartitionStateGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/WanReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapGetEntryViewMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ConstructorFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/StaleTaskIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/SplitBrainAwareCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AddIndexOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ClockProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/exception/ServiceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/countdownlatch/CountDownLatchDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheRecordMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListAddListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/DataQueryCacheRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/OfferOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/PropertyTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/AtomicReferenceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/SubscriberContextSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/WanReplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/GetConnectedClientsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/BuiltInCacheMergePolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/accumulator/AccumulatorProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEntryProcessorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/SynchronizedWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/NotifyRemoteExceptionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/scheduler/CompositeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/ManagementCenterService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/DefaultPortableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictableStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheCreateConfigMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalMapStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/ClientWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/atomiclong/AtomicLongSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/LockReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/iobalancer/LoadImbalance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/PortableHookLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/ReadManyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/SetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapDestroyCacheMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/JoinRequestOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryRemovedListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/HazelcastXAResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/AbstractCollectionProxyImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/MergeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/AddAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/InputOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/PredicateDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EntryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/QueueMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/AbstractMultiMapAddEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/QueueTransactionLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/EntryObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/HotRestartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/ResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/SingleResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemoveEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/TransactionalSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/metricsets/FileMetricSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueryCacheConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/merge/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PredicateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/AtomicLongContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/ScheduledExecutorMemberBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/DiagnosticsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/InternalEntryListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapRemoveMessageTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/QueueReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheLoadAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueDrainMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnlist/TransactionalListProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/EqualPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapIsEmptyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/DefaultWriteBehindProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationexecutor/impl/OperationThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ItemListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueryCacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapGetAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/ClusterHeartbeatManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/util/ClientMessageSplitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/SocketWriterInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/ClientListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/MadePublishableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/filter/ClassBlacklistFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/function/IntFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/AbstractSubscriberContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/GlobalMemoryAccessorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/AbstractCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalExecutorStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/PutAllOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/SpiPortableHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/InvocationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/properties/PropertyDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/ReplicaSyncResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/DefaultNodeExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/event/AbstractICacheEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/ShutdownClusterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalqueue/TransactionalQueueTakeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CachePartitionLostListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/suppliers/LocalMapStatsSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AggregationsDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/QueryCacheRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheRecordHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/ReliableMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/AbstractPartitionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/StorageTypeAwareCacheMergePolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/SelectorOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/GetAndSetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/AbstractMapDataStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/SpiDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapKeySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindQueues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/XmlElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partition/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/StandardMemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/eviction/EvictionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AbstractAggregationCombinerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/BackupTaskStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetDelayFromPartitionMess

ageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/XATransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WanReplicationRefReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/record/ObjectQueryCacheRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/MemberGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheEntryIteratorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/Storage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/RemoveAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/operations/AuthenticationFailureOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/SetConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/AggType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/MaxAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/CacheRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/AbstractInternalQueryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/RingbufferWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetCompareAndRetainAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapValueCountMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ClassData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/iterator/MapKeysWithCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/ClientEndpointImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/proxy/NearCachedMapProxyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/BatchEventData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/MetricsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/ApplyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/DefaultPublisherContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/LatencyTrackingCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/OperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapKeyLoaderUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/ReadResultSetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/ExceptionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/durable/DurableExecutorRetrieveResultMessageTask.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRollbackOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/MapMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/discovery/integration/DiscoveryServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/GetEntryViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskIsCancelledFromPartitionMe

ssageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ManagedDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/MBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/OverloadedConnectionsPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAggregateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/QueryableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/renderers/ProbeRenderer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledTaskHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/utils/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheEndToEndProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractHazelcastCachingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/MapPublisherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/MultiMapKeyValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/MemberAwareMapReduceNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/ProcessingOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/MigrationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/AbstractRecordWithStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/TypedByteArrayDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/PeekOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/durableexecutor/impl/operations/TaskBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskDisposeFromPartitionMessag

eTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/DefaultMapQueryMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/MemoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/ConstantSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/DiscoveryStrategyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionCandidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheIterateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpPostCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/QueuePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/MigrationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/lock/operations/SignalOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueStoreWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/WriteBehindStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/LongSumAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/NamedTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListIsEmptyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapValuesWithPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/TryRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/dto/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapSizeMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/OperationResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/AbstractMapQueryMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/filter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CacheEvictionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/networking/nonblocking/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/proxyservice/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetRemoveListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/executionservice/impl/DelegatingTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/EmptyMapDataStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapProjectionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/MapEventPublishingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapRemoveMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalInstanceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/XAService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/event/QueryCacheEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapStoreFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapContainsKeyMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/ExecutorServicePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/lock/LockTryLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/suppliers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/topic/impl/reliable/ReliableTopicMessage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/GlobalMutex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/MessageTaskFactoryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/concurrent/NoOpIdleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/QueryEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapKeySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AtomicLongReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/PartitionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/ConfigPropertiesPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/servicemanager/impl/ServiceManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/QueryCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/diagnostics/SystemPropertiesPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/Pre38MapAddNearCacheEntryListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/MapIndexConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/partition/MigrationEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/recordstore/DefaultRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/impl/operations/AddBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/SqlPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/HazelcastException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/QueueStoreConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListRemoveWithIndexMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/operation/RequestPartitionReducing.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/LockConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/CachedExecutorServiceDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/operations/PutBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapAddPartitionLostListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/SetCodecTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/impl/PublishPartitionRuntimeStateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/AwaitMapFlushOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueContainsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/txn/TxnRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/CoreService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/filter/MemberAttributeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/BuildInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/list/ListProxyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/AbstractRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/EvictionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ItemListenerConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/metrics/LongProbeFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/notification/IntermediateChunkNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/TCKMBeanServerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/LifecycleListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/hotrestart/BackupTaskState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/SetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/evaluator/EvictionPolicyEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/CachePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/operations/AbstractClientOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapValuesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/MemoryAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/AbstractGetAllScheduledOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/Partition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/NodeMulticastListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapContainsValueMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheGetAllOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/HazelcastOSGiService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/ClientEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/TransferableJobProcessInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SetCommandParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/impl/operations/GetStatisticsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/WriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/writebehind/StoreWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/ReplicaSyncRetryResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/eviction/impl/strategy/sampling/SampleableEvictableStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/publisher/PublisherAccumulatorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/request/RunGcRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/MapNameAndKeyPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/InterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/LocalReplicatedMapStatsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/OperatingSystemMXBeanSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/PartitionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapTryPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/SingleMemberGroupFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheRemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/set/operations/SetReplicationOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/record/KeySetIteratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/AbstractJobTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/ClassDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/AtomicLongBackupAwareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/AbstractBaseNearCacheInvalidationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/store/AbstractNearCacheRecordStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/AbstractCacheMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TxnPrepareOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/getters/ThisGetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/multimap/impl/MultiMapDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/partition/membergroup/MemberGroupFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ReplicatedMapDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueuePeekMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorTaskGetStatisticsFromAddressMe

ssageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/LocalRecordStoreStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/QueueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/BigIntegerMinAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/CollectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapPutMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/VisitablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/ContainsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/eventservice/impl/EventProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/common/DataAwareItemEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/tcp/DefaultSocketChannelWrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheMergeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/QueueWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/SemaphoreWaitNotifyKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/wan/impl/WanReplicationPublisherDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractPartitionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/InternalSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/core/DistributedObjectListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapLoadGivenKeysMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/scheduledexecutor/ScheduledExecutorGetAllScheduledMessageTask.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/listener/EntryExpiredListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheBackupEntryProcessorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/ContainsValueOperationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/scheduledexecutor/StatefulTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapClearMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmultimap/TransactionalMultiMapRemoveMessageTask.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/HashSlotArray12byteKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ClassDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/query/CallerRunsPartitionScanExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/PartitioningStrategyConfigReadOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheRemoveAllBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/QueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/mapstore/BasicMapStoreContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/serialization/impl/FieldDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/executor/AbstractExecutorThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationutil/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/HotRestartClusterDataRecoveryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AbstractTransactionalMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/osgi/impl/ScriptEngineActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/CacheEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/ringbuffer/RingbufferAddAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/tx/TransactionalMapProxySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/impl/task/MappingPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapFetchEntriesMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/sort/LongMemArrayQuickSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapValuesWithPagingPredicateMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/SingleNearCacheInvalidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/NearCacheRecordMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/instance/HazelcastThreadGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/operations/InitOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/SetAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/mapreduce/MapReduceForListMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/nearcache/impl/invalidation/RepairingTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/CardinalityEstimatorConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/ringbuffer/OverflowPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/record/CachedDataRecordWithStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/monitor/TimedMemberState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceSubmitToAddressMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/operationservice/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/WANQueueFullBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/jmx/ConnectionManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/nio/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txnqueue/TxQueueItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/quorum/QuorumException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/queue/operations/AddAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cardinality/impl/hyperloglog/HyperLogLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/record/SampleableCacheRecordMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheGetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/AbstractExecutorServiceCancelMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/replicatedmap/ReplicatedMapAddEntryListenerWithPredicateMessageT

ask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/cache/CacheGetAndReplaceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListIteratorMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/operation/ReplicaSyncRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/BindMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/txncollection/operations/CollectionTxnRemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapContainsEntryMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapExecuteOnAllKeysMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/executorservice/ExecutorServiceSubmitToPartitionMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapQuorumAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/topic/TopicAddMessageListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/impl/VersionedDataSerializableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/RemoveBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapValuesWithPredicateMessageTask.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/MapManagedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/CountingMigrationAwareService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/template/EventResponseTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/Aggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SimpleCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/transaction/impl/xa/operations/FinalizeRemoteTransactionBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/EntryBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/CacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/SimpleCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/ConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/concurrent/IdleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/hashslot/impl/HashSlotArray8byteKeyNoValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/map/MapSetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/NearCacheConfigAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/QueueAddListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/CallsPerMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomicreference/operations/AbstractAlterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/ReplicateUpdateToCallerOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/list/ListContainsAllMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/permission/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/mapreduce/aggregation/impl/LongAvgAggregation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/semaphore/SemaphoreDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/CollectionTxnUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/operation/MapFlushBackupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/executor/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/JoinRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transaction/XACollectTransactionsMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/PortableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/AbstractNamedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/AddDistributedObjectListenerMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/IsEmptyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/rest/HttpPostCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/MultiResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/subscriber/operation/SetReadCursorOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/queue/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/AbstractClusterWideIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/partition/InternalPartitionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/config/EvictionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/transactionalmap/TransactionalMapReplaceMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/InitialMembershipEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/query/impl/predicates/QueryOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/concurrent/atomiclong/operations/GetAndAddOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/ascii/memcache/VersionCommandProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/replicatedmap/impl/operation/EntrySetOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/spi/impl/PortableEntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/aggregation/impl/AggregatorDataSerializerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapKeySetMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/config/ListenerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/core/MapStoreAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/collection/impl/collection/operations/CollectionAddAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/nio/serialization/Portable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/cache/impl/operation/CacheClearOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/map/impl/querycache/InvokerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/multimap/MultiMapTryLockMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/security/SecureCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/management/operation/AddWanConfigOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/usercodedeployment/impl/ClassLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/cluster/impl/DiscoveryJoiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/client/impl/protocol/task/set/SetAddAllMessageTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Portions Copyright 2016 Real Logic Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Original work Copyright 2015 Real Logic Ltd.

* Modified work Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/ManyToOneConcurrentArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/AbstractConcurrentArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-
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jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/OneToOneConcurrentArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/Pipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/util/concurrent/QueuedPipe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* <p>

* Aligned {@link MemoryAccessor} which checks for and handles unaligned memory access

* by splitting a larger-size memory operation into several smaller-size ones

* (which have finer-grained alignment requirements).

* </p><p>

* A few notes on this implementation:

* <ul>

*      <li>

*        There is no atomicity guarantee for unaligned memory accesses.

*        In fact, even on platforms which support unaligned memory accesses,

*        there is no guarantee for atomicity when there is unaligned memory accesses.

*        On later Intel processors, unaligned access within the cache line is atomic,

*        but access that straddles cache lines is not.

*        See http://psy-lob-saw.blogspot.com.tr/2013/07/atomicity-of-unaligned-memory-access-in.html

*        for more details.

*      </li>

*      <li>Unaligned memory access is not supported for CAS operations. </li>

*      <li>Unaligned memory access is not supported for ordered writes. </li>

* </ul>

* </p>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/internal/memory/impl/AlignmentAwareMemoryAccessor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014, Appear Networks. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/logging/Log4j2Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2017, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * This method changes the given async cause, and it adds the also given local stacktrace separated by the

    * supplied exception message.<br/>

    * If the remoteCause is an {@link java.util.concurrent.ExecutionException} and it has a non-null inner

    * cause, this inner cause is unwrapped and the local stacktrace and exception message are added to the

    * that instead of the given remoteCause itself.

    *

    * @param asyncCause            the async exception

    * @param localSideStackTrace   the local stacktrace to add to the exceptions stacktrace

    * @param localExceptionMessage a special exception message which is added to the stacktrace
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/ExceptionUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Original work Copyright 2015 Real Logic Ltd.

* Modified work Copyright (c) 2015, Hazelcast, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/MapDelegatingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/LongIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/Long2ObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/IntHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/IntIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/BiInt2ObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/Long2LongHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/Int2ObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258360960_1643061803.97/0/hazelcast-client-protocol-1-4-1-sources-

jar/com/hazelcast/util/collection/LongHashSet.java
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1.575 goprotobuf 1.4.2 
1.575.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

 

1.576 x-text 0.3.6 
1.576.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.577 joda-time 2.9.1 
1.577.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.578 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.49.Final 
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1.578.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497266_1594417706.27/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

 

1.579 commons-cli 1.2 
1.579.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.580 spew 1.1.1 
1.580.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.581 netty-codec 4.0.44.Final 
1.581.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the
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* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field
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*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>
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* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2
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* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653556_1607543507.45/0/netty-codec-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

 

1.582 commons-configuration 1.10 
1.582.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.583 swagger-springmvc 0.8.8 

 

1.584 jetty-http-spi 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.585 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.585.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You
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distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of
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the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
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NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)
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  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and
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every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.
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You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
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STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.586 commons-validator 1.6 
1.586.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.587 cglib 3.1 
1.587.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Common Public License - v 1.0</TITLE>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

</HEAD>

 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" VLINK="#800000">

 

 

<P ALIGN="CENTER"><B>Common Public License - v 1.0</B>

<P><B></B><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED

UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT").  ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE

OF THIS AGREEMENT.</FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>1.  DEFINITIONS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contribution" means:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed

under this Agreement, and<BR CLEAR="LEFT">

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	 	changes to the Program, and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii)		additions to the Program;</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by

that particular Contributor.  </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was

added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:  (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of

the Program.  </FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily

infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all

Contributors.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>2.  GRANT OF RIGHTS</B></FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">a)	</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"> </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code

form.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">b) 	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor
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hereby grants </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#008000"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form.  This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents.  The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution.  No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.   </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its

Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.  Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient

for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.  As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility

to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.  For example, if a third party patent license is required

to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

the Program.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its

Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement. </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>3.  REQUIREMENTS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	its license agreement:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	effectively disclaims</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> on behalf of all Contributors all

warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii) 	effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including

direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; </FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iii)</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">	states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs

licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2">When the Program is made available in source code form:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

</FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Contributors

may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a

manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>4.  COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end

users, business partners and the like.  While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does

not create potential liability for other Contributors.   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses")

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to

the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

Program in a commercial product offering.  The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.  In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor

must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations.  The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering,

Product X.  That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.  If that Commercial Contributor then makes

performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.  Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to
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defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those

damages.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>5.  NO

WARRANTY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">the Program</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> and assumes all risks associated

with its exercise of rights under this Agreement</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">, including but not limited to the risks

and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>6.  DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),</FONT><FONT

SIZE="2"> HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>7.  GENERAL</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable

under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this

Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent

applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that

Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.  In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed. </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of

the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after

becoming aware of such noncompliance.  If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees

to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.  However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted  and may only be modified in the

following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward.   IBM may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number.  The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">version.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">by

implication, estoppel or otherwise</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">  All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual

property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this

Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.  Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any

resulting litigation.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

 

</BODY>
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ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*
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*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.588 jackson-xc 2.9.8 
1.588.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.589 diffutils 1.2.1 
1.589.1 Available under license : 

Apache License, Version 2.0

 

   Foundation

   Projects

   People

   Get Involved

   Download

   Support Apache

 

Home » Licenses

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,
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prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

  Copyright 2010 Dmitry Naumenko (dm.naumenko@gmail.com)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowledgement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 Copyright 2009 Dmitry Naumenko (dm.naumenko@gmail.com)

  

   This file is part of Java Diff Utills Library.

 

   Java Diff Utills Library is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   Java Diff Utills Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with Java Diff Utills Library.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

 

1.590 nimbus-jose-jwt 7.9 
1.590.1 Available under license : 

Nimbus JOSE + JWT

 

Copyright 2012 - 2018, Connect2id Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.591 spring-security-taglibs 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.591.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/authz/AbstractAuthorizeTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/authz/AccessControlListTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/velocity/AuthzImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/velocity/Authz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/authz/AuthenticationTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/csrf/AbstractCsrfTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/csrf/CsrfInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/TagLibConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136702943_1613865295.82/0/spring-security-taglibs-3-2-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/taglibs/csrf/CsrfMetaTagsTag.java
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1.592 commons-net 3.3b 
1.592.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.593 error_prone_annotations 2.7.1 
1.593.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/InlineMe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/InlineMeValidationDisabled.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1201423115_1631149789.85/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

 

1.594 amqp-client 4.8.0 
1.594.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see Copyright (c) 2007-2016 Pivotal Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, * Based on org.stringtree.json.JSONWriter, licensed under APL and'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see Copyright (c) 2007-2016 Pivotal Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, * Based on org.stringtree.json.JSONReader, licensed under APL and'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2018 Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights reserved. //

This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1 ("MPL"),

the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the MPL,

please see'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1
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("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2018-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see * more details.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see final static String LICENSE="Licensed under the MPL. See http://www.rabbitmq.com/";'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2007-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '// Copyright (c) 2017-Present Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights

reserved. // This software, the RabbitMQ Java client library, is triple-licensed under the // Mozilla Public License 1.1

("MPL"), the GNU General Public License version 2 // ("GPL") and the Apache License version 2 ("ASL"). For the

MPL, please see'

 

1.595 jackson 2.10.5 
1.595.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.596 objenesis 2.5.1 
1.596.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.597 commons-validator 1.4.1 
1.597.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.598 go-cache 2.1.0+incompatible 
1.598.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2017 Patrick Mylund Nielsen and the go-cache contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

This is a list of people who have contributed code to go-cache. They, or their

employers, are the copyright holders of the contributed code. Contributed code

is subject to the license restrictions listed in LICENSE (as they were when the

code was contributed.)

 

Dustin Sallings <dustin@spy.net>

Jason Mooberry <jasonmoo@me.com>

Sergey Shepelev <temotor@gmail.com>

Alex Edwards <ajmedwards@gmail.com>

 

1.599 netty-handler 4.0.44.Final 
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1.599.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslExtendedKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslParametersUtils.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114653508_1607543496.75/0/netty-handler-4-0-44-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

 

1.600 commons-logging 1.2 
1.600.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.601 commons-jexl3 3.0 
1.601.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons JEXL

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.602 jackson-annotations 2.10.1 
1.602.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.603 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.34.Final 
1.603.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket. See <a

href="http://linux.die.net/man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project
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 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260084531_1643157883.85/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-34-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

 

1.604 zstd

1e382f59b41eebd6f592c5db4fd1958ec38a0eb

a 
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1.604.1 Available under license : 
BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.605 queue 1.1.1-0.20180227141424-

093482f3f8ce 
1.605.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Huus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.606 objenesis 1.2 
1.606.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------
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Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2009 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.607 hazelcast 3.8.9 
1.607.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Viktor Gamov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013, 2014 EclipseSource

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

**

**  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 (d) of the Apache License,

**  Version 2.0, in this case for the Hazelcast distribution.

**

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Hazelcast

 Project (http://www.hazelcast.com)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The name "Hazelcast" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. For

written permission, please contact talip@hazelcast.com or fuad@hazelcast.com

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2016 Hazelcast Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.608 castor-xml 1.3.1 
1.608.1 Available under license : 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 1999-2003 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without prior written permission of

  Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

  nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are

  trademarks of Intalio Inc.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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1.609 jwt-go 3.2.0+incompatible 
1.609.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Dave Grijalva

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.610 slf4j 1.7.28 
1.610.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LoggerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/IMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMarkerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LocationAwareLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/FormattingTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticLoggerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MarkerIgnoringBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/MarkerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMDCBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/spi/MDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/MarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/Marker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/MDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/ILoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/211276241_1646171445.23/0/slf4j-api-1-7-28-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NamedLoggerBase.java
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1.611 activation-api 1.2.1 
1.611.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAF

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAF project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.612 commons-io 2.6 
1.612.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.613 netty 4.1.42.Final 
1.613.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadExecutorMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/UnsafeRefArrayAccessSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependent0Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/CleanerJava6Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReferenceCountUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependentSubstitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultFutureListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PendingWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/AppendableCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NoOpTypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/CompleteFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Promise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericFutureListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/RecyclableArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConcurrentSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadPerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReadOnlyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/TypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCountUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/common/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadLocalRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ResourcesUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessorUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/OutOfDirectMemoryError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MacAddressUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetectorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PromiseNotificationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConstantTimeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnorderedThreadPoolEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnstableApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/IntSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/OrderedEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/NonStickyEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThrowableUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/BooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnaryPromiseNotifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalThread.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MathUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReflectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/SuppressForbidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/NettyRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/UncheckedBooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/LocationAwareSlf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongAdderCounter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/FormattingTuple.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/InternalThreadLocalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnpaddedInternalThreadLocalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/IntegerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ThreadDeathWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AsciiString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakHint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AttributeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GlobalEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-jar/io/netty/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FailedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/MultithreadEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SingleThreadEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/HashedWheelTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/util/CharsetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Timeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SystemPropertyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/TimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-jar/io/netty/util/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/BlockingOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Signal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/IllegalReferenceCountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/AbstractInternalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SucceededFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/DefaultAttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLoggerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/Cleaner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SuppressJava6Requirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/AsyncMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/DefaultPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/HashingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueueNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1144317994_1615901294.97/0/netty-common-4-1-42-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectHashMap.java

 

1.614 spring-orm 4.3.20.RELEASE 
1.614.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/MutablePersistenceUnitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/support/OpenSessionInViewFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/OpenSessionInViewFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SpringSessionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/AsyncRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/SpringHibernateJpaPersistenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/support/OpenPersistenceManagerInViewFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/support/AsyncRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/support/AsyncRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/support/OpenEntityManagerInViewInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/support/OpenEntityManagerInViewFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaVendorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/EntityManagerFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/HibernateJpaSessionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/support/OpenSessionInViewInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/HibernateJpaDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/support/SharedEntityManagerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/ObjectRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/LocalContainerEntityManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/ObjectOptimisticLockingFailureException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/PersistenceManagerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/EntityManagerHolder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/DefaultPersistenceUnitManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/AbstractEntityManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/AbstractJpaVendorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/ExtendedEntityManagerCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/EclipseLinkJpaVendorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/HibernateJpaVendorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either exprShess or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/support/StandardPersistenceManagerProxyBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/LocalSessionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/OpenJpaDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/support/HibernateDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/EclipseLinkJpaDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/LocalSessionFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/EntityManagerFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/SpringHibernateEjbPersistenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SpringFlushSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/SmartPersistenceUnitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/HibernateDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/OpenSessionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/LocalEntityManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/DefaultJpaDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SessionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/annotation/AnnotationSessionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/OpenJpaVendorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/support/OpenSessionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/OpenSessionInViewInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/ConfigurableJtaPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/LocalSessionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SpringSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/SessionFactoryUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Create a transactional EntityManager proxy for the given EntityManagerFactory.

	 * @param emf the EntityManagerFactory to obtain EntityManagers from as needed

	 * @param properties the properties to be passed into the

	 * {@code createEntityManager} call (may be {@code null})

	 * @param entityManagerInterfaces the interfaces to be implemented by the

	 * EntityManager. Allows the addition or specification of proprietary interfaces.

	 * @return a shareable transactional EntityManager proxy

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/SharedEntityManagerCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/LocalPersistenceManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/TransactionAwarePersistenceManagerFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoDialect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/SpringPersistenceUnitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateOptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/DefaultJdoDialect.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/support/SpringPersistenceManagerProxyBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/FilterDefinitionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/support/OpenPersistenceManagerInViewInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/LocalRegionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateOptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/PersistenceManagerFactoryUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateJdbcException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/AbstractSessionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/PersistenceUnitPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/SpringSessionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaObjectRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/PersistenceUnitManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/SpringTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaOptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/SpringSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/ClobStringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/EntityManagerFactoryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateObjectRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SpringJtaSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/BlobByteArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/EntityManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/AbstractLobType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateJdbcException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/BlobStringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/TransactionAwareDataSourceConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/TypeDefinitionBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/IdTransferringMergeEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/BlobSerializableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoOptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/SessionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/support/ScopedBeanInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/SessionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoObjectRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/LocalTransactionManagerLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/LocalJtaDataSourceConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/LocalDataSourceConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateObjectRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/vendor/Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jdo/JdoUsageException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate4/HibernateCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/hibernate3/HibernateCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/PersistenceUnitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/persistenceunit/ClassFileTransformerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/support/PersistenceAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1227100237_1636695921.94/0/spring-orm-4-3-20-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/JpaSystemException.java

 

1.615 commons-lang3 2.6 
1.615.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.616 spring-context-support

4.3.19.RELEASE 
1.616.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

################################################################################

# Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

################################################################################

 

################################################################################
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#

# Defaults for the Java Activation Framework (revised).

# Modified extensions registered in this file:

# text/plain			java c c++ cpp pl cc h

# image/png				png

#

################################################################################

 

text/html				html htm HTML HTM

text/plain				txt text TXT TEXT java c c++ cpp pl cc h

image/gif				gif GIF

image/ief				ief

image/jpeg				jpeg jpg jpe JPG

image/tiff				tiff tif

image/x-xwindowdump			xwd

application/postscript			ai eps ps

application/rtf				rtf

application/x-tex			tex

application/x-texinfo			texinfo texi

application/x-troff			t tr roff

audio/basic				au

audio/midi				midi mid

audio/x-aifc				aifc

audio/x-aiff				aif aiff

audio/x-mpeg				mpeg mpg

audio/x-wav				wav

video/mpeg				mpeg mpg mpe

video/quicktime				qt mov

video/x-msvideo				avi

 

################################################################################

#

# Additional file types adapted from

# http://www.utoronto.ca/webdocs/HTMLdocs/Book/Book-3ed/appb/mimetype.html

# kindly re-licensed to Apache Software License 2.0 by Ian Graham.

#

################################################################################

 

# TEXT TYPES

 

text/x-speech				talk

text/css				css

text/csv				csv

 

# IMAGE TYPES

 

# X-Windows bitmap (b/w)

image/x-xbitmap				xbm
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# X-Windows pixelmap (8-bit color)

image/x-xpixmap				xpm

# Portable Network Graphics

image/png				png

# Image Exchange Format (RFC 1314)

image/ief				ief

# RGB

image/rgb				rgb

# Group III Fax (RFC 1494)

image/g3fax				g3f

# X Windowdump format

image/x-xwindowdump			xwd

# Macintosh PICT format

image/x-pict				pict

# PPM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-pixmap			ppm

# PGM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-graymap		pgm

# PBM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-bitmap			pbm

# PNM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-anymap			pnm

# Microsoft Windows bitmap

image/x-ms-bmp				bmp

# CMU raster

image/x-cmu-raster			ras

# Kodak Photo-CD

image/x-photo-cd			pcd

# Computer Graphics Metafile

image/cgm				cgm

# CALS Type 1 or 2

image/x-cals				mil cal

# Fractal Image Format (Iterated Systems)

image/fif				fif

# QuickSilver active image (Micrografx)

image/x-mgx-dsf				dsf

# CMX vector image (Corel)

image/x-cmx				cmx

# Wavelet-compressed (Summus)

image/wavelet				wi

# AutoCad Drawing (SoftSource)

image/vnd.dwg				dwg

# AutoCad DXF file (SoftSource)

image/vnd.dxf				dxf

# Simple Vector Format (SoftSource)

image/vnd.svf				svf

 

# AUDIO/VOICE/MUSIC RELATED TYPES
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# """basic""audio - 8-bit u-law PCM"

audio/basic				au snd

# Macintosh audio format (AIpple)

audio/x-aiff				aif aiff aifc

# Microsoft audio

audio/x-wav				wav

# MPEG audio

audio/x-mpeg				mpa abs mpega

# MPEG-2 audio

audio/x-mpeg-2				mp2a mpa2

# compressed speech (Echo Speech Corp.)

audio/echospeech			es

# Toolvox speech audio (Voxware)

audio/voxware				vox

# RapidTransit compressed audio (Fast Man)

application/fastman			lcc

# Realaudio (Progressive Networks)

application/x-pn-realaudio		ra ram

# MIDI music data

x-music/x-midi				mmid

# Koan music data (SSeyo)

application/vnd.koan			skp

# Speech synthesis data (MVP Solutions)

text/x-speech				talk

 

# VIDEO TYPES

 

# MPEG video

video/mpeg				mpeg mpg mpe

# MPEG-2 video

video/mpeg-2				mpv2 mp2v

# Macintosh Quicktime

video/quicktime				qt mov

# Microsoft video

video/x-msvideo				avi

# SGI Movie format

video/x-sgi-movie			movie

# VDOlive streaming video (VDOnet)

video/vdo				vdo

# Vivo streaming video (Vivo software)

video/vnd.vivo				viv

 

# SPECIAL HTTP/WEB APPLICATION TYPES

 

# Proxy autoconfiguration (Netscape browsers)

application/x-ns-proxy-autoconfig	pac

# Netscape Cooltalk chat data (Netscape)
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x-conference/x-cooltalk			ice

 

# TEXT-RELATED

 

# PostScript

application/postscript			ai eps ps

# Microsoft Rich Text Format

application/rtf				rtf

# Adobe Acrobat PDF

application/pdf				pdf

# Maker Interchange Format (FrameMaker)

application/vnd.mif			mif

# Troff document

application/x-troff			t tr roff

# Troff document with MAN macros

application/x-troff-man			man

# Troff document with ME macros

application/x-troff-me			me

# Troff document with MS macros

application/x-troff-ms			ms

# LaTeX document

application/x-latex			latex

# Tex/LateX document

application/x-tex			tex

# GNU TexInfo document

application/x-texinfo			texinfo texi

# TeX dvi format

application/x-dvi			dvi

# MS word document

application/msword			doc DOC

# Office Document Architecture

application/oda				oda

# Envoy Document

application/envoy			evy

 

# ARCHIVE/COMPRESSED ARCHIVES

 

# Gnu tar format

application/x-gtar			gtar

# 4.3BSD tar format

application/x-tar			tar

# POSIX tar format

application/x-ustar			ustar

# Old CPIO format

application/x-bcpio			bcpio

# POSIX CPIO format

application/x-cpio			cpio

# UNIX sh shell archive
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application/x-shar			shar

# DOS/PC - Pkzipped archive

application/zip				zip

# Macintosh Binhexed archive

application/mac-binhex40		hqx

# Macintosh Stuffit Archive

application/x-stuffit			sit sea

# Fractal Image Format

application/fractals			fif

# "Binary UUencoded"

application/octet-stream		bin uu

# PC executable

application/octet-stream		exe

# "WAIS ""sources"""

application/x-wais-source		src wsrc

# NCSA HDF data format

application/hdf				hdf

 

# DOWNLOADABLE PROGRAM/SCRIPTS

 

# Javascript program

text/javascript				js ls mocha

# UNIX bourne shell program

application/x-sh			sh

# UNIX c-shell program

application/x-csh			csh

# Perl program

application/x-perl			pl

# Tcl (Tool Control Language) program

application/x-tcl			tcl

 

# ANIMATION/MULTIMEDIA

 

# FutureSplash vector animation (FutureWave)

application/futuresplash		spl

# mBED multimedia data (mBED)

application/mbedlet			mbd

# PowerMedia multimedia (RadMedia)

application/x-rad-powermedia		rad

 

# PRESENTATION

 

# PowerPoint presentation (Microsoft)

application/mspowerpoint		ppz

# ASAP WordPower (Software Publishing Corp.)

application/x-asap			asp

# Astound Web Player multimedia data (GoldDisk)

application/astound			asn
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# SPECIAL EMBEDDED OBJECT

 

# OLE script e.g. Visual Basic (Ncompass)

application/x-olescript			axs

# OLE Object (Microsoft/NCompass)

application/x-oleobject			ods

# OpenScape OLE/OCX objects (Business@Web)

x-form/x-openscape			opp

# Visual Basic objects (Amara)

application/x-webbasic			wba

# Specialized data entry forms (Alpha Software)

application/x-alpha-form		frm

# client-server objects (Wayfarer Communications)

x-script/x-wfxclient			wfx

 

# GENERAL APPLICATIONS

 

# Undefined binary data (often executable progs)

application/octet-stream		exe com

# Pointcast news data (Pointcast)

application/x-pcn			pcn

# Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-excel		xls

# PowerPoint (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint		ppt

# Microsoft Project (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-project		mpp

# SourceView document (Dataware Electronics)

application/vnd.svd			svd

# Net Install - software install (20/20 Software)

application/x-net-install		ins

# Carbon Copy - remote control/access (Microcom)

application/ccv				ccv

# Spreadsheets (Visual Components)

workbook/formulaone			vts

 

# 2D/3D DATA/VIRTUAL REALITY TYPES

 

# VRML data file

x-world/x-vrml				wrl vrml

# WIRL - VRML data (VREAM)

x-world/x-vream				vrw

# Play3D 3d scene data (Play3D)

application/x-p3d			p3d

# Viscape Interactive 3d world data (Superscape)

x-world/x-svr				svr

# WebActive 3d data (Plastic Thought)
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x-world/x-wvr				wvr

# QuickDraw3D scene data (Apple)

x-world/x-3dmf				3dmf

 

# SCIENTIFIC/MATH/CAD TYPES

 

# Mathematica notebook

application/mathematica			ma

# Computational meshes for numerical simulations

x-model/x-mesh				msh

# Vis5D 5-dimensional data

application/vis5d			v5d

# IGES models -- CAD/CAM (CGM) data

application/iges			igs

# Autocad WHIP vector drawings

drawing/x-dwf				dwf

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerTemplateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CachePutInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/AdaptableJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/LocalDataSourceJobStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheRemoveEntryInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/DefaultCacheKeyInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/jasperreports/JasperReportsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheRemoveAllInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/guava/GuavaCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerAccessorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/MethodInvokingJobDetailFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/QuartzJobBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/InternetAddressEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/LocalTaskExecutorThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/SpringTemplateLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/JCacheManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/JCacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheRemoveAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/config/JCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AbstractJCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AbstractKeyCacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AbstractJCacheKeyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheResultOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMailMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/BeanFactoryJCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheRemoveOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/DefaultCacheMethodDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/JavaMailSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/JCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/SimpleExceptionCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/JobDetailFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/JCacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/transaction/TransactionAwareCacheManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/config/JCacheConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/ConfigurableMimeFileTypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/DefaultCacheInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/ScheduledTimerListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/JCacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheResultInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/JCacheCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/transaction/TransactionAwareCacheDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerContextAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/JavaMailSenderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/JCacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/guava/GuavaCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/config/AbstractJCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/DefaultJCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AnnotationJCacheOperationSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SimpleThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMessageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailSendException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurationFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/SmartMimeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/SpringResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/JobMethodInvocationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailPreparationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/transaction/AbstractTransactionSupportingCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMessagePreparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/DelegatingTimerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/DelegatingJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerFactoryBean.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/config/ProxyJCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/SimpleMailMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/CacheResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/KeyGeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/JCacheCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/caffeine/CaffeineCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SpringBeanJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SimpleTriggerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/jcache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackJCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/CronTriggerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/caffeine/CaffeineCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701224_1613864238.3/0/spring-context-support-4-3-19-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/ResourceLoaderClassLoadHelper.java

 

1.617 jersey-media-jaxb 2.25.1 
1.617.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.618 antlr-runtime 4.5.1 

 

1.619 jetty-http 9.3.27.v20190418 
1.619.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0    

   

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.    
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1. DEFINITIONS    

   

"Contribution" means:    

   

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and    

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:    

   

i) changes to the Program, and    

   

ii) additions to the Program;    

   

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.    

   

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.    

   

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.    

   

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.    

   

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.    

   

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS    

   

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.    

   

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.    

   

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.    
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d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.    

   

3. REQUIREMENTS    

   

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:    

   

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and    

   

b) its license agreement:    

   

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;    

   

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;    

   

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and    

   

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.    

   

When the Program is made available in source code form:    

   

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and    

   

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.    

   

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.    

   

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.    

   

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION    

   

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)
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promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.    

   

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.    

   

5. NO WARRANTY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.    

   

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.    

   

7. GENERAL    

   

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.    

   

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.    

   

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.    
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.    

   

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.620 commons-beanutils 1.9.4 
1.620.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.621 jackson-jaxrs-xml-provider 2.10.4 
1.621.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.622 joda-time 2.7 
1.622.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.623 swagger-core 1.3.5 
1.623.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Copyright 2013 Wordnik, Inc.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/util/JsonSerializer.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/filter/SpecFilter.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/model/AuthorizationModels.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/util/ReaderUtil.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/util/ModelUtil.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/util/TypeUtil.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/core/util/JsonUtil.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1112015812_1607033965.08/0/swagger-core-2-10-1-3-5-sources-1-

jar/com/wordnik/swagger/model/SwaggerModels.scala
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1.624 commons-math 3.5 
1.624.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

Apache Commons Math includes the following code provided to the ASF under the

Apache License 2.0:

 

- The inverse error function implementation in the Erf class is based on CUDA

  code developed by Mike Giles, Oxford-Man Institute of Quantitative Finance,

  and published in GPU Computing Gems, volume 2, 2010 (grant received on

  March 23th 2013)

- The LinearConstraint, LinearObjectiveFunction, LinearOptimizer,

  RelationShip, SimplexSolver and SimplexTableau classes in package

  org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.linear include software developed by

  Benjamin McCann (http://www.benmccann.com) and distributed with

  the following copyright: Copyright 2009 Google Inc. (grant received on

  March 16th 2009)

- The class "org.apache.commons.math3.exception.util.LocalizedFormatsTest" which

  is an adapted version of "OrekitMessagesTest" test class for the Orekit library

- The "org.apache.commons.math3.analysis.interpolation.HermiteInterpolator"

  has been imported from the Orekit space flight dynamics library.

 

===============================================================================

 

 

 

APACHE COMMONS MATH DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

The Apache commons-math library includes a number of subcomponents

whose implementation is derived from original sources written

in C or Fortran.  License terms of the original sources

are reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

For the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routine from minpack and translated in

the LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer class in package

org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.general
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Original source copyright and license statement:

 

Minpack Copyright Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the

redistribution, if any, must include the following

acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by the

  University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

  Laboratory.

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

normally appear.

 

4. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. THE SOFTWARE IS SUPPLIED "AS IS"

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER, THE

UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND

THEIR EMPLOYEES: (1) DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE

OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, (2) DO NOT ASSUME ANY LEGAL LIABILITY

OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR

USEFULNESS OF THE SOFTWARE, (3) DO NOT REPRESENT THAT USE OF

THE SOFTWARE WOULD NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED RIGHTS, (4)

DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL FUNCTION

UNINTERRUPTED, THAT IT IS ERROR-FREE OR THAT ANY ERRORS WILL

BE CORRECTED.

 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER, THE UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY, OR THEIR EMPLOYEES: BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF

ANY KIND OR NATURE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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PROFITS OR LOSS OF DATA, FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER, WHETHER

SUCH LIABILITY IS ASSERTED ON THE BASIS OF CONTRACT, TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE,

EVEN IF ANY OF SAID PARTIES HAS BEEN WARNED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the odex Fortran routine developed by

E. Hairer and G. Wanner and translated in GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class

in package org.apache.commons.math3.ode.nonstiff:

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the original Mersenne twister C

routines translated in MersenneTwister class in package

org.apache.commons.math3.random:

 

  Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

  All rights reserved.                         

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:
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    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

       products derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

===============================================================================

 

The initial code for shuffling an array (originally in class

"org.apache.commons.math3.random.RandomDataGenerator", now replaced by

a method in class "org.apache.commons.math3.util.MathArrays") was

inspired from the algorithm description provided in

"Algorithms", by Ian Craw and John Pulham (University of Aberdeen 1999).

The textbook (containing a proof that the shuffle is uniformly random) is

available here:

 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download;?doi=10.1.1.173.1898&rep=rep1&type=pdf

 

===============================================================================

License statement for the direction numbers in the resource files for Sobol sequences.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Licence pertaining to sobol.cc and the accompanying sets of direction numbers

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2008, Frances Y. Kuo and Stephen Joe

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of the

     University of New South Wales and the University of Waikato

     and its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

The initial commit of package "org.apache.commons.math3.ml.neuralnet" is

an adapted version of code developed in the context of the Data Processing

and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) of the "Gaia" project of the European Space

Agency (ESA).

===============================================================================

 

The initial commit of the class "org.apache.commons.math3.special.BesselJ" is

an adapted version of code translated from the netlib Fortran program, rjbesl

http://www.netlib.org/specfun/rjbesl by R.J. Cody at Argonne National

Laboratory (USA).  There is no license or copyright statement included with the

original Fortran sources.

===============================================================================

 

 

The BracketFinder (package org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.univariate)

and PowellOptimizer (package org.apache.commons.math3.optimization.general)

classes are based on the Python code in module "optimize.py" (version 0.5)

developed by Travis E. Oliphant for the SciPy library (http://www.scipy.org/)

Copyright  2003-2009 SciPy Developers.

 

SciPy license

Copyright  2001, 2002 Enthought, Inc.

All rights reserved.
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Copyright  2003-2013 SciPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Enthought nor the names of the SciPy Developers may

     be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

Apache Commons Math

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed for Orekit by

CS Systmes d'Information (http://www.c-s.fr/)

Copyright 2010-2012 CS Systmes d'Information

 

1.625 yang-parser-impl 0.8.4-Beryllium-SR4 
1.625.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2016 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014, 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public
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License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Pantheon Technologies s.r.o. and others.  All

rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse

Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013, 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

 

1.626 goburrow-cache 0.1.4 
1.626.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016, Quoc-Viet Nguyen. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.627 commons-lang3 2.4 
1.627.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.628 antlr 4.7.1 
1.628.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar SourceGenTriggers;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.codegen;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.*;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.decl.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

}

 

@members {

	public OutputModelController controller;

   public boolean hasLookaheadBlock;

   public SourceGenTriggers(TreeNodeStream input, OutputModelController controller) {

   	this(input);

   	this.controller = controller;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null, null] ;

 

block[GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(	blk=BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .+))?

			{List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();}

   		( alternative {alts.add($alternative.altCodeBlock);} )+

   	)

   	{

   	if ( alts.size()==1 && ebnfRoot==null) return alts;
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   	if ( ebnfRoot==null ) {

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(controller.getChoiceBlock((BlockAST)$blk, alts, $label));

   	}

   	else {

           Choice choice = controller.getEBNFBlock($ebnfRoot, alts);

           hasLookaheadBlock |= choice instanceof PlusBlock || choice instanceof StarBlock;

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(choice);

   	}

   	}

   ;

 

alternative returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

  	boolean outerMost = inContext("RULE BLOCK");

}

@after {

  	controller.finishAlternative($altCodeBlock, $ops, outerMost);

}

   :	a=alt[outerMost] {$altCodeBlock=$a.altCodeBlock; $ops=$a.ops;}

	;

 

alt[boolean outerMost] returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

	// set alt if outer ALT only (the only ones with alt field set to Alternative object)

	AltAST altAST = (AltAST)retval.start;

	if ( outerMost ) controller.setCurrentOuterMostAlt(altAST.alt);

}

	:	{

		List<SrcOp> elems = new ArrayList<SrcOp>();

		// TODO: shouldn't we pass $start to controller.alternative()?

		$altCodeBlock = controller.alternative(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);

		$altCodeBlock.ops = $ops = elems;

		controller.setCurrentBlock($altCodeBlock);

		}

		^( ALT elementOptions? ( element {if ($element.omos!=null) elems.addAll($element.omos);} )+ )

 

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

       {$altCodeBlock = controller.epsilon(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);}

   ;

 

element returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	labeledElement					{$omos = $labeledElement.omos;}

	|	atom[null,false]			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	subrule							{$omos = $subrule.omos;}

	|   ACTION							{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED							{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}
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	;

 

labeledElement returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false] )			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false])		{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null] )			{$omos = $block.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null])		{$omos = $block.omos;}

	;

 

subrule returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(OPTIONAL b=block[null,$OPTIONAL])

		{

		$omos = $block.omos;

		}

	|	(	^(op=CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		|	^(op=POSITIVE_CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		)

		{

		List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();

		SrcOp blk = $b.omos.get(0);

		CodeBlockForAlt alt = new CodeBlockForAlt(controller.delegate);

		alt.addOp(blk);

		alts.add(alt);

		SrcOp loop = controller.getEBNFBlock($op, alts); // "star it"

       hasLookaheadBlock |= loop instanceof PlusBlock || loop instanceof StarBlock;

  	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(loop);

		}

	| 	block[null, null]					{$omos = $block.omos;}

   ;

 

blockSet[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(SET atom[label,invert]+) {$omos = controller.set($SET, $label, invert);}

   ;

 

/*

setElement

	:	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

	;

*/

 

// TODO: combine ROOT/BANG into one then just make new op ref'ing return value of atom/terminal...

// TODO: same for NOT

atom[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(NOT a=atom[$label, true])		{$omos = $a.omos;}

	|	range[label]							{$omos = $range.omos;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal[$label])
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	|	^(DOT ID ruleref[$label])

   |	^(WILDCARD .)							{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |	WILDCARD								{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |   terminal[label]					{$omos = $terminal.omos;}

   |   ruleref[label]					{$omos = $ruleref.omos;}

	|	blockSet[$label, invert]		{$omos = $blockSet.omos;}

	;

 

ruleref[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)		{$omos = controller.ruleRef($RULE_REF, $label,

$ARG_ACTION);}

   ;

 

range[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, $ARG_ACTION);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption+)

   ;

 

elementOption

   :	ID

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/SourceGenTriggers.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*
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*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

lexer grammar ActionSplitter;

 

options { filter=true; }

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

ActionSplitterListener delegate;

 

public ActionSplitter(CharStream input, ActionSplitterListener delegate) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.delegate = delegate;

}

 

/** force filtering (and return tokens). triggers all above actions. */

public List<Token> getActionTokens() {

   List<Token> chunks = new ArrayList<Token>();

   Token t = nextToken();

   while ( t.getType()!=Token.EOF ) {

       chunks.add(t);
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       t = nextToken();

   }

   return chunks;

}

 

private boolean isIDStartChar(int c) {

	return c == '_' || Character.isLetter(c);

}

}

 

// ignore comments right away

 

COMMENT

   :   '/*' ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* '*/' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

LINE_COMMENT

   : '//' ~('\n'|'\r')* '\r'? '\n' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

SET_NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'

		{

		delegate.setNonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y, $expr);

		}

	;

 

NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID {delegate.nonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;

 

QUALIFIED_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '.' y=ID {input.LA(1)!='('}? {delegate.qualifiedAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;

 

SET_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'

		{

		delegate.setAttr($text, $x, $expr);

		}

	;

 

ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID {delegate.attr($text, $x);}

	;

 

// Anything else is just random text

TEXT
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@init {StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();}

@after {delegate.text(buf.toString());}

	:	(	c=~('\\'| '$') {buf.append((char)$c);}

		|	'\\$' {buf.append('$');}

		|	'\\' c=~('$') {buf.append('\\').append((char)$c);}

		|	{!isIDStartChar(input.LA(2))}? => '$' {buf.append('$');}

		)+

	;

 

fragment

ID  :	('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_') ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'0'..'9'|'_')*

   ;

 

/** Don't allow an = as first char to prevent $x == 3; kind of stuff. */

fragment

ATTR_VALUE_EXPR

	:	~'=' (~';')*

	;

 

fragment

WS	:	(' '|'\t'|'\n'|'\r')+

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitter.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Dan McLaughlin, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Cpp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* [The "BSD license"]

*  All rights reserved.

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

[The "BSD licence"]

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*
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*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/depend.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/LeftRecursiveRules.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/dot/graphs.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/AttributeChecks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionText.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/Decl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SerializedATN.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LabeledOp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelElementPair.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_stop.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTErrorNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeViewer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_int.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseVisitorFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseListenerFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetAttr.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/PostScriptDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRLexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BasicSemanticChecks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTWithOptions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/GoTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ElementListDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/AnalysisPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/Trees.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/UseDefAnalyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RangeAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/TokenVocabParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RetValueRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ToolMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetNonLocalAttr.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DOTGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarRootAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CSharpTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/QRetValueRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ScopeParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ModelElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/unicode/UnicodeDataTemplateController.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleSempredFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarParserInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Choice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Loop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelController.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelWalker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PlusBlockAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Recognizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/DefaultOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/CharSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/DispatchMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursiveRule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/StarBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/Tool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/TailEpsilonRemover.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python2Target.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/AltAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/StructDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/TestSetInline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarTransformPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/QuantifierAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/LexerATNFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/PlusBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursionCyclesMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_ctx.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_pos.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Sync.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AltBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarASTAdaptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PredAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleTransformer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/LexerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_line.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ActionTranslator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Loop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Lexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleRefAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/dbg.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaScriptTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/ActionAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AltLabelStructDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SemPred.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorSeverity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AddToLabelList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenDecl.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LexerFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreePostScriptGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeTextProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSyntaxMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/SwiftTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/OrderedHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolChecks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenListDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/SetAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/ActionSniffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAltInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ListLabelRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Graph.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/BlankOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSemanticsMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/StarBlockAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaTarget.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowEarlyExitException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleActionFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LocalRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BlankActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Grammar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarInterpreterRuleContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRToolListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CppTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/NonLocalAttrRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LabelRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_channel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DefaultToolListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenTypeDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LexerGrammar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1StarBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeLayoutAdaptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/RuleCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/NotAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Alternative.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Wildcard.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/SystemFontMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1AltBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ParserFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleElementAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/JFileChooserConfirmOverwrite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OptionalBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AttributeDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/BlockAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNPrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowNoViableAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ResyncToEndOfRuleBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ExceptionClause.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowRecognitionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_stop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeDict.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ElementFrequenciesVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputModelObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Rule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Utils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextTokenType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SrcOp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LeftRecursiveRuleFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ParserFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Action.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v4ParserException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/FrequencySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursionDetector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextListDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_index.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ArgAction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ArgRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/TerminalAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAnalyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/EscapeSequenceParsing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/CodeBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/OptionalBlockAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Choice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/InvokeRule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v3TreeGrammarException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/MutableInt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ParserATNFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/UnicodeEscapes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/Target.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGeneratorExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarAST.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/BasicFontMetrics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TestRig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SemanticPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/BuildDependencyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchNotSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForAlt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python3Target.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:
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*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Java/Java.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar BlockSetTransformer;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

	output		 = AST;

	filter		 = true;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.IntervalSet;

}

 

@members {

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentAlt;

public Grammar g;

public BlockSetTransformer(TreeNodeStream input, Grammar g) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.g = g;

}

}

 

topdown

   :	^(RULE (id=TOKEN_REF|id=RULE_REF) {currentRuleName=$id.text;} .+)

   |	setAlt

   |	ebnfBlockSet

   |	blockSet

	;

 

setAlt
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	:	{inContext("RULE BLOCK")}?

		ALT {currentAlt = $start;}

	;

 

// (BLOCK (ALT (+ (BLOCK (ALT INT) (ALT ID)))))

ebnfBlockSet

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	^(ebnfSuffix blockSet) -> ^(ebnfSuffix ^(BLOCK<BlockAST> ^(ALT<AltAST> blockSet)))

	;

 

ebnfSuffix

@after {$tree = (GrammarAST)adaptor.dupNode($start);}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE

  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;

 

blockSet

@init {

boolean inLexer = Grammar.isTokenName(currentRuleName);

}

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	{inContext("RULE")}? // top-level: rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(alt=ALT elementOptions? {((AltAST)$alt).altLabel==null}? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT

elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(BLOCK<BlockAST>[$BLOCK.token] ^(ALT<AltAST>[$BLOCK.token,"ALT"] ^(SET[$BLOCK.token,

"SET"] setElement+)))

	|	{!inContext("RULE")}? // if not rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(SET[$BLOCK.token, "SET"] setElement+)

	;

 

setElement[boolean inLexer]

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	(	^(a=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions) {!inLexer ||

CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	  a=STRING_LITERAL {!inLexer || CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	{!inLexer}?=> ^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

		|	{!inLexer}?=>   TOKEN_REF

		|	{inLexer}?=>  ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

			{CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1 &&

			 CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($b.getText())!=-1}?
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		)

	;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID

	|	^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/BlockSetTransformer.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.antlr/antlr4/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/vs2005.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/gnu.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/antlr.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Find left-recursive rules */

tree grammar LeftRecursiveRuleWalker;
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options {

	tokenVocab=ANTLRParser;

   ASTLabelType=GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

 

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

private String ruleName;

private int currentOuterAltNumber; // which outer alt of rule?

public int numAlts;  // how many alts for this rule total?

 

public void setAltAssoc(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void binaryAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void prefixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void suffixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void otherAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void setReturnValues(GrammarAST t) {}

}

 

@rulecatch { }

 

// TODO: can get parser errors for not matching pattern; make them go away

public

rec_rule returns [boolean isLeftRec]

@init

{

	currentOuterAltNumber = 1;

}

	:	^(	r=RULE id=RULE_REF {ruleName=$id.getText();}

			ruleModifier?

//			(ARG_ACTION)? shouldn't allow args, right?

			(^(RETURNS a=ARG_ACTION {setReturnValues($a);}))?

//      		( ^(THROWS .+) )? don't allow

     		( ^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION) )? // TODO: copy these to gen'd code

     		(	^(OPTIONS .*)

		    |   ^(AT ID ACTION) // TODO: copy

		    )*

			ruleBlock {$isLeftRec = $ruleBlock.isLeftRec;}

			exceptionGroup

		)
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	;

 

exceptionGroup

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)

	;

 

finallyClause

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   ;

 

ruleBlock returns [boolean isLeftRec]

@init{boolean lr=false; this.numAlts = $start.getChildCount();}

	:	^(	BLOCK

			(

				o=outerAlternative

				{if ($o.isLeftRec) $isLeftRec = true;}

				{currentOuterAltNumber++;}

			)+

		)

	;

 

/** An alt is either prefix, suffix, binary, or ternary operation or "other" */

outerAlternative returns [boolean isLeftRec]

   :   (binary)=>           binary

                            {binaryAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   (prefix)=>           prefix

                            {prefixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber);}

   |   (suffix)=>           suffix

                            {suffixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   nonLeftRecur         {otherAlt((AltAST)$start,  currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

binary

	:	^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element* recurse epsilonElement* )

       {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

prefix
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	:	^(	ALT elementOptions?

			element+

			recurse epsilonElement*

		 )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

suffix

   :   ^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element+ )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

nonLeftRecur

   :   ^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;

 

recurse

	:	^(ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	recurseNoLabel

	;

 

recurseNoLabel : {((CommonTree)input.LT(1)).getText().equals(ruleName)}? RULE_REF;

 

token returns [GrammarAST t=null]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	b=STRING_LITERAL    					{$t = $b;}

   |	^(b=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)		{$t = $b;}

   |	^(c=TOKEN_REF elementOptions)			{$t = $c;}

	|	c=TOKEN_REF        						{$t = $c;}

	;

 

elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

   ;

 

elementOption

   :	ID

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

element

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT element)
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	|	^(RANGE atom atom)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID element)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)

   |	^(SET setElement+)

   |   RULE_REF

	|	ebnf

	|	epsilonElement

	;

 

epsilonElement

	:	ACTION

	|	SEMPRED

	|	EPSILON

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|	^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;

 

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	;

 

ebnf:   block

   |   ^( OPTIONAL block )

   |   ^( CLOSURE block )

   |   ^( POSITIVE_CLOSURE block )

   ;

 

block

   :	^(BLOCK ACTION? alternative+)

   ;

 

alternative

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;

 

atom

	:	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   |  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	TOKEN_REF

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

	|	WILDCARD

	|	^(DOT ID element)

	;
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/LeftRecursiveRuleWalker.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2016, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Files.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

/**

	 [The "BSD license"]

	 Copyright (c) 2011 Cay Horstmann
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	 All rights reserved.

 

	 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

	 are met:

 

	 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

	 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

	 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

	 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

	 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

	 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

	 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

	 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

	 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

	 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/GraphicsSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar ATNBuilder;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

//	filter 	     = true;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import org.antlr.v4.automata.ATNFactory;

}

 

@members {

   ATNFactory factory;

   public ATNBuilder(TreeNodeStream input, ATNFactory factory) {

   	this(input);

   	this.factory = factory;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null] ; // avoid error about no start rule

 

ruleBlock[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {

   List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();

   int alt = 1;

   factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(alt);

}

   :	^(BLOCK

           (^(OPTIONS .*))?

           (   a=alternative

               {alts.add($a.p); factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(++alt);}

           )+

       )

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;

 

block[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .*))? (a=alternative {alts.add($a.p);})+)

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;

 

alternative returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> els = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION a=alternative lexerCommands)

       {$p = factory.lexerAltCommands($a.p,$lexerCommands.p);}

   |	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)							{$p = factory.epsilon($EPSILON);}

   |   ^(ALT elementOptions? (e=element {els.add($e.p);})+)	{$p = factory.alt(els);}

   ;

 

lexerCommands returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> cmds = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :   (c=lexerCommand {if ($c.cmd != null) cmds.add($c.cmd);})+
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       {

       $p = factory.alt(cmds);

       }

   ;

 

lexerCommand returns [ATNFactory.Handle cmd]

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCallCommand($ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCommand($ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	labeledElement				{$p = $labeledElement.p;}

	|	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	subrule						{$p = $subrule.p;}

	|   ACTION						{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION .)					{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED .)				{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

   |	^(NOT b=blockSet[true])		{$p = $b.p;}

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET				{$p = factory.charSetLiteral($start);}

	;

 

astOperand returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	^(NOT blockSet[true])		{$p = $blockSet.p;}

	;

 

labeledElement returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID element)	    {$p = factory.label($element.p);}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)   {$p = factory.listLabel($element.p);}

	;

 

subrule returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(OPTIONAL block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(CLOSURE block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(POSITIVE_CLOSURE block[$start])	{$p = $block.p;}

	| 	block[null] 						{$p = $block.p;}

   ;

 

blockSet[boolean invert] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<GrammarAST> alts = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();}
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	:	^(SET (setElement {alts.add($setElement.start);})+) {$p = factory.set($start, alts, $invert);}

	;

 

/** Don't combine with atom otherwise it will build spurious ATN nodes */

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL .)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF .)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   |   LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;

 

atom returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	range					{$p = $range.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal)		{$p = $terminal.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)		{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   |	^(WILDCARD .)			{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	WILDCARD				{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	blockSet[false]			{$p = $blockSet.p;}

   |   terminal				{$p = $terminal.p;}

   |   ruleref					{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   ;

 

ruleref returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? ^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS .*))		{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION?)								{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	RULE_REF											{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   ;

 

range returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   : ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL) {$p = factory.range($a,$b);}

   ;

 

terminal returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID
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	|	^(ASSIGN ID ID)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/CSharp/CSharp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]
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*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python3/Python3.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/JavaScript/JavaScript.stg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python2/Python2.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-20012 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

// File      : A3Lexer.g

// Author    : Jim Idle (jimi@temporal-wave.com)

// Copyright : Free BSD - See @header clause below

// Version   : First implemented as part of ANTLR 3.2 this is the self

//             hosting ANTLR 3 Lexer.

//

// Description

// -----------

// This is the definitive lexer grammar for parsing ANTLR V3.x.x grammars. All other

// gramnmars are derived from this grammar via source code control integration (perforce)

// or by the gdiff tool.

//
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// This grammar and its associated grmmmars A3Parser.g and A3Walker.g exhibit the following

// traits, which are recommended for all production quality grammars:

//

// 1) They are separate grammars, not composite grammars;

// 2) They implement all supporting methods in a superclass (at least this is recommended

//    for language targets that support inheritence;

// 3) All errors are pushed as far down the parsing chain as possible, which means

//    that the lexer tries to defer error reporting to the parser, and the parser

//    tries to defer error reporting to a semantic phase consisting of a single

//    walk of the AST. The reason for this is that the error messages produced

//    from later phases of the parse will generally have better context and so

//    be more useful to the end user. Consider the message: "Syntax error at 'options'"

//    vs: "You cannot specify two options{} sections in a single grammar file".

// 4) The lexer is 'programmed' to catch common mistakes such as unterminated literals

//    and report them specifically and not just issue confusing lexer mismatch errors.

//

 

/** Read in an ANTLR grammar and build an AST.  Try not to do

*  any actions, just build the tree.

*

*  The phases are:

*

*		A3Lexer.g (this file)

*              A3Parser.g

*              A3Verify.g (derived from A3Walker.g)

*		assign.types.g

*		define.g

*		buildnfa.g

*		antlr.print.g (optional)

*		codegen.g

*

*  Terence Parr

*  University of San Francisco

*  2005

*  Jim Idle (this v3 grammar)

*  Temporal Wave LLC

*  2009

*/

lexer grammar ANTLRLexer;

 

// ==============================================================================

// Note that while this grammar does not care about order of constructs

// that don't really matter, such as options before @header etc, it must first

// be parsed by the original v2 parser, before it replaces it. That parser does

// care about order of structures. Hence we are constrained by the v2 parser

// for at least the first bootstrap release that causes this parser to replace

// the v2 version.

// ==============================================================================
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// -------

// Options

//

// V3 option directives to tell the tool what we are asking of it for this

// grammar.

//

options {

 

	// Target language is Java, which is the default but being specific

	// here as this grammar is also meant as a good example grammar for

	// for users.

	//

	language      = Java;

 

	// The super class that this lexer should expect to inherit from, and

	// which contains any and all support routines for the lexer. This is

	// commented out in this baseline (definitive or normative grammar)

	// - see the ANTLR tool implementation for hints on how to use the super

	//   class

	//

	//superclass    = AbstractA3Lexer;

}

 

tokens { SEMPRED; TOKEN_REF; RULE_REF; LEXER_CHAR_SET; ARG_ACTION; }

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

//

@lexer::header {

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.Interval;

}

 

 

@members {

	public static final int COMMENTS_CHANNEL = 2;

 

   public CommonTokenStream tokens; // track stream we push to; need for context info

   public boolean isLexerRule = false;

 

	public void grammarError(ErrorType etype, org.antlr.runtime.Token token, Object... args) { }

 

	/** scan backwards from current point in this.tokens list

	 *  looking for the start of the rule or subrule.

	 *  Return token or null if for some reason we can't find the start.

	 */

	public Token getRuleOrSubruleStartToken() {

	    if ( tokens==null ) return null;

		int i = tokens.index();

       int n = tokens.size();

       if ( i>=n ) i = n-1; // seems index == n as we lex

		while ( i>=0 && i<n) {

			int ttype = tokens.get(i).getType();

			if ( ttype == LPAREN || ttype == TOKEN_REF || ttype == RULE_REF ) {

				return tokens.get(i);

			}

			i--;

		}

		return null;

	}

}

 

// --------

// Comments

//

// ANTLR comments can be multi or single line and we don't care

// which particularly. However we also accept Javadoc style comments

// of the form: /** ... */ and we do take care to distinguish those
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// from ordinary multi-line comments

// Note how we guide the lexical PATH because we want to issue a decriptive

// error message in case of a standalone '/' character, which makes no

// sense in ANTLR source code. We alo trap unterminated multi-line comments

//

fragment DOC_COMMENT : ;

COMMENT

@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated comment, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = $line;

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

   : // Eat the first character only, then see if we have a comment

     // or something silly.

     //

     '/'  // Comment introducer

 

     (

         // Single line comment, possibly with embedded src/line directives

         // in a similar style to the C pre-processor, allowing generated

         // code to refer the programmer back to the original source code

         // in case of error.

         //

         '/'

           (

               (' $ANTLR')=> ' $ANTLR' SRC

             | ~(NLCHARS)*

           )

 

        | // Multi-line comment, which may be a documentation comment

          // if it starts /** (note that we protect against accidentaly

          // recognizing a comment /**/ as a documentation comment

          //

          '*' (

          			  { input.LA(2) != '/'}?=> '*' { $type = DOC_COMMENT; }

          			| { true }?=>  // Required to cover all alts with predicates

          	   )

 

              // Should we support embedded multiline comments here?

              //

              (

                  // Pick out end of multiline comment and exit the loop

                  // if we find it.
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                  //

              	   {    !(input.LA(1) == '*' && input.LA(2) == '/') }?

 

             	      // Anything else other than the non-greedy match of

             	      // the comment close sequence

             	      //

             	      .

              )*

           (

                // Look for the comment terminator, but if it is accidentally

                // unterminated, then we will hit EOF, which will trigger the

                // epsilon alt and hence we can issue an error message relative

                // to the start of the unterminated multi-line comment

                //

                '*/'

 

              | // Unterminated comment!

                //

                {

                  // ErrorManager.msg(Msg.UNTERMINATED_DOC_COMMENT, startLine, offset, $pos, startLine,

offset, $pos, (Object)null);

                }

            )

 

        | // There was nothing that made sense following the opening '/' and so

          // we issue an error regarding the malformed comment

          //

          {

          	 // TODO: Insert error message relative to comment start

            //

          }

      )

      {

        // We do not wish to pass the comments in to the parser. If you are

        // writing a formatter then you will want to preserve the comments off

        // channel, but could just skip and save token space if not.

        //

        $channel=COMMENTS_CHANNEL;

      }

   ;

 

ARG_OR_CHARSET

options {k=1;}

   :   {isLexerRule}?=> LEXER_CHAR_SET {$type=LEXER_CHAR_SET;}

   |   {!isLexerRule}?=> ARG_ACTION

       {

       $type=ARG_ACTION;

       // Set the token text to our gathered string minus outer [ ]
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       String t = $text;

       t = t.substring(1,t.length()-1);

       setText(t);

       }

   ;

 

fragment

LEXER_CHAR_SET

	:	'['

		(	'\\' ~('\r'|'\n')

		|	~('\r'|'\n'|'\\'|']')

		)*

		']'

	;

 

// --------------

// Argument specs

//

// Certain argument lists, such as those specifying call parameters

// to a rule invocation, or input parameters to a rule specification

// are contained within square brackets. In the lexer we consume them

// all at once and sort them out later in the grammar analysis.

//

fragment

ARG_ACTION

	: '['

        (

            ARG_ACTION

 

          | ('"')=>ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

 

          | ('\'')=>ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

          | ~('['|']')

	     )*

 

      ']'

	;

 

// -------

// Actions

//

// Other than making sure to distinguish between { and } embedded

// within what we have assumed to be literals in the action code, the

// job of the lexer is merely to gather the code within the action

// (delimited by {}) and pass it to the parser as a single token.

// We know that this token will be asked for its text somewhere

// in the upcoming parse, so setting the text here to exclude
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// the delimiting {} is no additional overhead.

//

ACTION

	:	NESTED_ACTION

		(	'?' {$type = SEMPRED;}

			(	(WSNLCHARS* '=>') => WSNLCHARS* '=>' // v3 gated sempred

				{

				Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_GATED_SEMPRED, t);

				}

			)?

		)?

	;

 

// ----------------

// Action structure

//

// Many language targets use {} as block delimiters and so we

// must recursively match {} delimited blocks to balance the

// braces. Additionally, we must make some assumptions about

// literal string representation in the target language. We assume

// that they are delimited by ' or " and so consume these

// in their own alts so as not to inadvertantly match {}.

// This rule calls itself on matching a {

//

fragment

NESTED_ACTION

@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated block, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = getLine();

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

 

   : // Action and other blocks start with opening {

     //

	  '{'

     (

	    // And now we can match one of a number of embedded

	    // elements within the action until we find a

	    // } that balances the opening {. If we do not find
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	    // the balanced } then we will hit EOF and can issue

	    // an error message about the brace that we belive to

	    // be mismatched. This won't be foolproof but we will

	    // be able to at least report an error against the

	    // opening brace that we feel is in error and this will

	    // guide the user to the correction as best we can.

	    //

 

 

         // An embedded {} block

	      //

	      NESTED_ACTION

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

       | // We have assumed that the target language has C/Java

         // type comments.

         //

         COMMENT

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

 

	    | // What appears to be an escape sequence

	      //

	      ACTION_ESC

 

	    | // Some other single character that is not

	      // handled above

	      //

	      ~('\\'|'"'|'\''|'/'|'{'|'}')

 

     )*

 

	(

	    // Correctly balanced closing brace

	    //

	    '}'

 

	  | // Looks like have an imblanced {} block, report

	    // with respect to the opening brace.

	    //

	    {

	        // TODO: Report imbalanced {}

	        System.out.println("Block starting  at line " + startLine + " offset " + (offset+1) + " contains imbalanced {} or
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is missing a }");

	    }

	)

  ;

 

 

// Keywords

// --------

// keywords used to specify ANTLR v3 grammars. Keywords may not be used as

// labels for rules or in any other context where they would be ambiguous

// with the keyword vs some other identifier

// OPTIONS, TOKENS, and CHANNELS must also consume the opening brace that captures

// their option block, as this is the easiest way to parse it separate

// to an ACTION block, despite it using the same {} delimiters.

//

OPTIONS      : 'options'  WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

TOKENS_SPEC  : 'tokens'   WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

CHANNELS     : 'channels' WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

 

IMPORT       : 'import'               ;

FRAGMENT     : 'fragment'             ;

LEXER        : 'lexer'                ;

PARSER       : 'parser'               ;

GRAMMAR      : 'grammar'              ;

TREE_GRAMMAR : 'tree' WSNLCHARS* 'grammar' ;

PROTECTED    : 'protected'            ;

PUBLIC       : 'public'               ;

PRIVATE      : 'private'              ;

RETURNS      : 'returns'              ;

LOCALS       : 'locals'               ;

THROWS       : 'throws'               ;

CATCH        : 'catch'                ;

FINALLY      : 'finally'              ;

MODE         : 'mode'                 ;

 

// -----------

// Punctuation

//

// Character sequences used as separators, delimters, operators, etc

//

COLON        : ':'

              {

              // scan backwards, looking for a RULE_REF or TOKEN_REF.

              // which would indicate the start of a rule definition.

              // If we see a LPAREN, then it's the start of the subrule.

              // this.tokens is the token string we are pushing into, so

              // just loop backwards looking for a rule definition. Then

              // we set isLexerRule.
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              Token t = getRuleOrSubruleStartToken();

              if ( t!=null ) {

                   if ( t.getType()==RULE_REF ) isLexerRule = false;

                   else if ( t.getType()==TOKEN_REF ) isLexerRule = true;

                   // else must be subrule; don't alter context

              }

              }

            ;

COLONCOLON   : '::'                   ;

COMMA        : ','                    ;

SEMI         : ';'                    ;

LPAREN       : '('                    ;

RPAREN       : ')'                    ;

RARROW       : '->'                   ;

LT           : '<'                    ;

GT           : '>'                    ;

ASSIGN       : '='                    ;

QUESTION     : '?'                    ;

SYNPRED      : '=>'

			   {

			    Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel,

			                              state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_SYNPRED, t);

               $channel=HIDDEN;

				}

            ;

STAR         : '*'                    ;

PLUS         : '+'                    ;

PLUS_ASSIGN  : '+='                   ;

OR           : '|'                    ;

DOLLAR       : '$'                    ;

DOT		     : '.'                    ; // can be WILDCARD or DOT in qid or imported rule ref

RANGE        : '..'                   ;

AT           : '@'                    ;

POUND        : '#'                    ;

NOT          : '~'                    ;

RBRACE       : '}'                    ;

 

/** Allow unicode rule/token names */

ID			:	a=NameStartChar NameChar*

				{

				if ( Grammar.isTokenName($a.text) ) $type = TOKEN_REF;

				else $type = RULE_REF;

				}

			;
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fragment

NameChar    :   NameStartChar

           |   '0'..'9'

           |   '_'

           |   '\u00B7'

           |   '\u0300'..'\u036F'

           |   '\u203F'..'\u2040'

           ;

 

fragment

NameStartChar

           :   'A'..'Z' | 'a'..'z'

           |   '\u00C0'..'\u00D6'

           |   '\u00D8'..'\u00F6'

           |   '\u00F8'..'\u02FF'

           |   '\u0370'..'\u037D'

           |   '\u037F'..'\u1FFF'

           |   '\u200C'..'\u200D'

           |   '\u2070'..'\u218F'

           |   '\u2C00'..'\u2FEF'

           |   '\u3001'..'\uD7FF'

           |   '\uF900'..'\uFDCF'

           |   '\uFDF0'..'\uFEFE'

           |   '\uFF00'..'\uFFFD'

           ; // ignores | ['\u10000-'\uEFFFF] ;

 

// ----------------------------

// Literals embedded in actions

//

// Note that we have made the assumption that the language used within

// actions uses the fairly standard " and ' delimiters for literals and

// that within these literals, characters are escaped using the \ character.

// There are some languages which do not conform to this in all cases, such

// as by using /string/ and so on. We will have to deal with such cases if

// if they come up in targets.

//

 

// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal characters. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically. While this rule is called CHAR it allows for the fact that

// some languages may use/allow ' as the string delimiter.

//

fragment

ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

	:	'\'' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'\'' )* '\''

	;
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// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal strings. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically.

//

fragment

ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

	:	'"' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'"')* '"'

	;

 

// Within literal strings and characters that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we must allow for escaped character sequences so that we do not

// inadvertantly recognize the end of a string or character when the terminating

// delimiter has been esacped.

//

fragment

ACTION_ESC

	: '\\' .

	;

 

// -------

// Integer

//

// Obviously (I hope) match an aribtrary long sequence of digits.

//

INT : ('0'..'9')+

   ;

 

// -----------

// Source spec

//

// A fragment rule for picking up information about an origrinating

// file from which the grammar we are parsing has been generated. This allows

// ANTLR to report errors against the originating file and not the generated

// file.

//

fragment

SRC : 'src' WSCHARS+ file=ACTION_STRING_LITERAL WSCHARS+ line=INT

     {

        // TODO: Add target specific code to change the source file name and current line number

        //

     }

   ;

 

// --------------

// Literal string

//
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// ANTLR makes no disticintion between a single character literal and a

// multi-character string. All literals are single quote delimited and

// may contain unicode escape sequences of the form \uxxxx or \u{xxxxxx},

// where x is a valid hexadecimal number.

STRING_LITERAL

   :  '\'' ( ( ESC_SEQ | ~('\\'|'\''|'\r'|'\n') ) )*

      (    '\''

      |    // Unterminated string literal

           {

           Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

           t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

           t.setText(state.text);

           t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

           grammarError(ErrorType.UNTERMINATED_STRING_LITERAL, t);

           }

      )

   ;

 

// A valid hex digit specification

//

fragment

HEX_DIGIT : ('0'..'9'|'a'..'f'|'A'..'F') ;

 

// Any kind of escaped character that we can embed within ANTLR

// literal strings.

//

fragment

ESC_SEQ

   : '\\'

       (

             // The standard escaped character set such as tab, newline, etc...

   		  'b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|'\''|'\\'

 

   	    | // A Java style Unicode escape sequence

   	      UNICODE_ESC

 

           | // A Swift/Hack style Unicode escape sequence

             UNICODE_EXTENDED_ESC

 

   	    | // An illegal escape seqeunce

   	      ~('b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|'\''|'\\'|'u') // \x for any invalid x (make sure to match char here)

   	      {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, getCharIndex()-2, getCharIndex()-1);

               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-2);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t, input.substring(getCharIndex()-

2,getCharIndex()-1));
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   	      }

       )

   ;

 

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

@init {

 

	// Flag to tell us whether we have a valid number of

	// hex digits in the escape sequence

	//

	int	hCount = 0;

}

   :   'u' // Leadin for unicode escape sequence

 

       // We now require 4 hex digits. Note though

       // that we accept any number of characters

       // and issue an error if we do not get 4. We cannot

       // use an inifinite count such as + because this

       // might consume too many, so we lay out the lexical

       // options and issue an error at the invalid paths.

       //

   	(

   	   (

   	      HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   	        (

   	             HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		         (

   		              HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		              (

   		                  // Four valid hex digits, we are good

   		                  //

   		                  HEX_DIGIT { hCount++; }

 

   		                | // Three valid digits

   		              )

 

   		            | // Two valid digits

   		          )

 

   		        | // One valid digit

   		    )

           )

         | // No valid hex digits at all

   	)

 

   	// Now check the digit count and issue an error if we need to

   	//
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   	{

   		if (hCount < 4) {

				Interval badRange = Interval.of(getCharIndex()-2-hCount, getCharIndex());

				String lastChar = input.substring(badRange.b, badRange.b);

				if ( lastChar.codePointAt(0)=='\'' ) {

					badRange.b--;

				}

				String bad = input.substring(badRange.a, badRange.b);

				Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, badRange.a, badRange.b);

				t.setLine(input.getLine());

				t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-hCount-2);

				grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t, bad);

   		}

   	}

   ;

 

fragment

UNICODE_EXTENDED_ESC

   :   'u{' // Leadin for unicode extended escape sequence

 

       HEX_DIGIT+ // One or more hexadecimal digits

 

       '}' // Leadout for unicode extended escape sequence

 

       // Now check the digit count and issue an error if we need to

       {

           int numDigits = getCharIndex()-state.tokenStartCharIndex-6;

           if (numDigits > 6) {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-

1);

               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-numDigits);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t,

input.substring(state.tokenStartCharIndex,getCharIndex()-1));

			}

       }

   ;

 

// ----------

// Whitespace

//

// Characters and character constructs that are of no import

// to the parser and are used to make the grammar easier to read

// for humans.

//

WS

   : (
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   	  ' '

       | '\t'

       | '\r'

       | '\n'

       | '\f'

     )+

     {$channel=HIDDEN;}

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for use in recognizing end of line in

// rules like COMMENT.

//

fragment

NLCHARS

   : '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing traditional whitespace

// characters within lexer rules.

//

fragment

WSCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing both traditional whitespace and

// end of line markers, when we don't care to distinguish but don't

// want any action code going on.

//

fragment

WSNLCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f' | '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// This rule allows ANTLR 4 to parse grammars using the UTF-8 encoding with a

// byte order mark. Since this Unicode character doesn't appear as a token

// anywhere else in the grammar, we can simply skip all instances of it without

// problem. This rule will not break usage of \uFEFF inside a LEXER_CHAR_SET or

// STRING_LITERAL.

UnicodeBOM

   :   '\uFEFF' {skip();}

   ;

 

// -----------------

// Illegal Character

//

// This is an illegal character trap which is always the last rule in the

// lexer specification. It matches a single character of any value and being
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// the last rule in the file will match when no other rule knows what to do

// about the character. It is reported as an error but is not passed on to the

// parser. This means that the parser to deal with the gramamr file anyway

// but we will not try to analyse or code generate from a file with lexical

// errors.

//

ERRCHAR

   : .

     {

        Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

        t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

        t.setText(state.text);

        t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

        String msg = getTokenErrorDisplay(t) + " came as a complete surprise to me";

        grammarError(ErrorType.SYNTAX_ERROR, t, msg);

        state.syntaxErrors++;

        skip();

     }

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Janyou

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Swift/Swift.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]
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*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** The definitive ANTLR v3 tree grammar to walk/visit ANTLR v4 grammars.

*  Parses trees created by ANTLRParser.g.

*

*  Rather than have multiple tree grammars, one for each visit, I'm

*  creating this generic visitor that knows about context. All of the

*  boilerplate pattern recognition is done here. Then, subclasses can

*  override the methods they care about. This prevents a lot of the same

*  context tracking stuff like "set current alternative for current

*  rule node" that is repeated in lots of tree filters.

*/

tree grammar GrammarTreeVisitor;

options {

	language      = Java;

	tokenVocab    = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType  = GrammarAST;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*
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[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.Tool;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

}

 

@members {

public String grammarName;

public GrammarAST currentRuleAST;

public String currentModeName = LexerGrammar.DEFAULT_MODE_NAME;

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentOuterAltRoot;

public int currentOuterAltNumber = 1; // 1..n

public int rewriteEBNFLevel = 0;

 

public GrammarTreeVisitor() { this(null); }

 

// Should be abstract but can't make gen'd parser abstract;

// subclasses should implement else everything goes to stderr!
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public ErrorManager getErrorManager() { return null; }

 

public void visitGrammar(GrammarAST t) { visit(t, "grammarSpec"); }

public void visit(GrammarAST t, String ruleName) {

	CommonTreeNodeStream nodes = new CommonTreeNodeStream(new GrammarASTAdaptor(), t);

	setTreeNodeStream(nodes);

	try {

		Method m = getClass().getMethod(ruleName);

		m.invoke(this);

	}

	catch (Throwable e) {

		ErrorManager errMgr = getErrorManager();

		if ( e instanceof InvocationTargetException ) {

			e = e.getCause();

		}

		//e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		if ( errMgr==null ) {

			System.err.println("can't find rule "+ruleName+

							   " or tree structure error: "+t.toStringTree()

							   );

			e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		}

		else errMgr.toolError(ErrorType.INTERNAL_ERROR, e);

	}

}

 

public void discoverGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

public void finishPrequels(GrammarAST firstPrequel) { }

public void finishGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void grammarOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void ruleOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void blockOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void defineToken(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void defineChannel(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void globalNamedAction(GrammarAST scope, GrammarAST ID, ActionAST action) { }

public void importGrammar(GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void modeDef(GrammarAST m, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void discoverRules(GrammarAST rules) { }

public void finishRules(GrammarAST rule) { }

public void discoverRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

						 ActionAST arg, ActionAST returns, GrammarAST thrws,

						 GrammarAST options, ActionAST locals,

						 List<GrammarAST> actions,

						 GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }
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public void discoverLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

                             GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }

public void ruleCatch(GrammarAST arg, ActionAST action) { }

public void finallyAction(ActionAST action) { }

public void discoverOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void discoverAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishAlt(AltAST alt) { }

 

public void ruleRef(GrammarAST ref, ActionAST arg) { }

public void tokenRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void elementOption(GrammarASTWithOptions t, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void stringRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void wildcardRef(GrammarAST ref) { }

public void actionInAlt(ActionAST action) { }

public void sempredInAlt(PredAST pred) { }

public void label(GrammarAST op, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST element) { }

public void lexerCallCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST arg) { }

public void lexerCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

protected void enterGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

	@Override

	public void traceIn(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("enter "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

 

	@Override
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	public void traceOut(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("exit "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

}

 

grammarSpec

@init {

	enterGrammarSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitGrammarSpec($start);

}

   :   ^(	GRAMMAR ID {grammarName=$ID.text;}

   		{discoverGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		   	prequelConstructs

   		{finishPrequels($prequelConstructs.firstOne);}

		   	rules mode*

   		{finishGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		 )

	;

 

prequelConstructs returns [GrammarAST firstOne=null]

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);

}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:	{$firstOne=$start;} prequelConstruct+

	|

	;

 

prequelConstruct

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);

}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:   optionsSpec

   |   delegateGrammars

   |   tokensSpec

   |   channelsSpec

   |   action

   ;

 

optionsSpec

@init {
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	enterOptionsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitOptionsSpec($start);

}

	:	^(OPTIONS option*)

   ;

 

option

@init {

	enterOption($start);

	boolean rule = inContext("RULE ...");

	boolean block = inContext("BLOCK ...");

}

@after {

	exitOption($start);

}

   :   ^(a=ASSIGN ID v=optionValue)

   	{

   	if ( block ) blockOption($ID, $v.start); // most specific first

   	else if ( rule ) ruleOption($ID, $v.start);

   	else grammarOption($ID, $v.start);

   	}

   ;

 

optionValue returns [String v]

@init {

	enterOptionValue($start);

	$v = $start.token.getText();

}

@after {

	exitOptionValue($start);

}

   :   ID

   |   STRING_LITERAL

   |   INT

   ;

 

delegateGrammars

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammars($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammars($start);

}

	:   ^(IMPORT delegateGrammar+)

	;
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delegateGrammar

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammar($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammar($start);

}

   :   ^(ASSIGN label=ID id=ID)	{importGrammar($label, $id);}

   |   id=ID						{importGrammar(null, $id);}

   ;

 

tokensSpec

@init {

	enterTokensSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitTokensSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(TOKENS_SPEC tokenSpec+)

	;

 

tokenSpec

@init {

	enterTokenSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitTokenSpec($start);

}

	:	ID					{defineToken($ID);}

	;

 

channelsSpec

@init {

	enterChannelsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelsSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(CHANNELS channelSpec+)

	;

 

channelSpec

@init {

	enterChannelSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelSpec($start);

}
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	:	ID					{defineChannel($ID);}

	;

 

action

@init {

	enterAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT sc=ID? name=ID ACTION) {globalNamedAction($sc, $name, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

rules

@init {

	enterRules($start);

}

@after {

	exitRules($start);

}

   : ^(RULES {discoverRules($RULES);} (rule|lexerRule)* {finishRules($RULES);})

   ;

 

mode

@init {

	enterMode($start);

}

@after {

	exitMode($start);

}

	:	^( MODE ID {currentModeName=$ID.text; modeDef($MODE, $ID);} lexerRule* )

	;

 

lexerRule

@init {

	enterLexerRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitLexerRule($start);

}

	:	^(	RULE TOKEN_REF

			{currentRuleName=$TOKEN_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS m=FRAGMENT {mods.add($m);}))?

     		{discoverLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, mods, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		lexerRuleBlock

     		{
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     		finishLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, $lexerRuleBlock.start);

     		currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;

     		}

     	 )

	;

 

rule

@init {

	enterRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	List<GrammarAST> actions = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>(); // track roots

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitRule($start);

}

	:   ^(	RULE RULE_REF {currentRuleName=$RULE_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS (m=ruleModifier{mods.add($m.start);})+))?

			ARG_ACTION?

     		ret=ruleReturns?

     		thr=throwsSpec?

     		loc=locals?

     		(	opts=optionsSpec

		    |   a=ruleAction {actions.add($a.start);}

		    )*

     		{discoverRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, mods, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION,

     					  $ret.start!=null?(ActionAST)$ret.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  $thr.start, $opts.start,

     					  $loc.start!=null?(ActionAST)$loc.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  actions, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		ruleBlock exceptionGroup

     		{finishRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, $ruleBlock.start); currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;}

     	 )

   ;

 

exceptionGroup

@init {

	enterExceptionGroup($start);

}

@after {

	exitExceptionGroup($start);

}

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

@init {

	enterExceptionHandler($start);
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}

@after {

	exitExceptionHandler($start);

}

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)	{ruleCatch($ARG_ACTION, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

finallyClause

@init {

	enterFinallyClause($start);

}

@after {

	exitFinallyClause($start);

}

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)				{finallyAction((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

locals

@init {

	enterLocals($start);

}

@after {

	exitLocals($start);

}

	:	^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

ruleReturns

@init {

	enterRuleReturns($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleReturns($start);

}

	: ^(RETURNS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

throwsSpec

@init {

	enterThrowsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitThrowsSpec($start);

}

   : ^(THROWS ID+)

   ;

 

ruleAction
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@init {

	enterRuleAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT ID ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

@init {

	enterRuleModifier($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleModifier($start);

}

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   | FRAGMENT

   ;

 

lexerRuleBlock

@init {

	enterLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{

   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			lexerOuterAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

ruleBlock

@init {

	enterRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{
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   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			outerAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

lexerOuterAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	lexerAlternative

	;

 

 

outerAlternative

@init {

	enterOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	alternative

	;

 

lexerAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerAlternative($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerAlternative($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION lexerElements lexerCommand+)

   |   lexerElements

   ;

 

lexerElements

@init {

	enterLexerElements($start);

}
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@after {

	exitLexerElements($start);

}

   :	^(ALT lexerElement+)

   ;

 

lexerElement

@init {

	enterLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerElement($start);

}

	:	labeledLexerElement

	|	lexerAtom

	|	lexerSubrule

	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	EPSILON

	;

 

labeledLexerElement

@init {

	enterLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

   :   ^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID (lexerAtom|block))

	;

 

lexerBlock

@init {

	enterLexerBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerBlock($start);

}

	:	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? lexerAlternative+)

   ;

 

lexerAtom

@init {

	enterLexerAtom($start);

}

@after {
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	exitLexerAtom($start);

}

   :   terminal

   |   ^(NOT blockSet)

   |   blockSet

   |   ^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

   |   WILDCARD

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET

   |   range

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

actionElement

@init {

	enterActionElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitActionElement($start);

}

	:	ACTION

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|   SEMPRED

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;

 

alternative

@init {

	enterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

   ;

 

lexerCommand

@init {

	enterLexerCommand($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommand($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {lexerCallCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID
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       {lexerCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

@init {

	enterLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element

@init {

	enterElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitElement($start);

}

	:	labeledElement

	|	atom

	|	subrule

	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	range

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

astOperand

@init {

	enterAstOperand($start);

}

@after {

	exitAstOperand($start);

}

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

labeledElement

@init {

	enterLabeledElement($start);
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}

@after {

	exitLabeledElement($start);

}

	:	^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID element) {label($start, $ID, $element.start);}

	;

 

subrule

@init {

	enterSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitSubrule($start);

}

	:	^(blockSuffix block)

	| 	block

   ;

 

lexerSubrule

@init {

	enterLexerSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerSubrule($start);

}

	:	^(blockSuffix lexerBlock)

	| 	lexerBlock

   ;

 

blockSuffix

@init {

	enterBlockSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlockSuffix($start);

}

   : ebnfSuffix

   ;

 

ebnfSuffix

@init {

	enterEbnfSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitEbnfSuffix($start);

}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE
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  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;

 

atom

@init {

	enterAtom($start);

}

@after {

	exitAtom($start);

}

	:	^(DOT ID terminal)

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)	{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |	WILDCARD					{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |   terminal

   |	blockSet

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

blockSet

@init {

	enterBlockSet($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlockSet($start);

}

	:	^(SET setElement+)

	;

 

setElement

@init {

	enterSetElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitSetElement($start);

}

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)    {stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions) 		{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	STRING_LITERAL                  	{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	TOKEN_REF		                    {tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

		{

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$a);

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$b);

		}

       |       LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;
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block

@init {

	enterBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlock($start);

}

   :	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? ruleAction* ACTION? alternative+)

   ;

 

ruleref

@init {

	enterRuleref($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleref($start);

}

   :	^(RULE_REF arg=ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   	{

   	ruleRef($RULE_REF, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION);

   	if ( $arg!=null ) actionInAlt((ActionAST)$arg);

   	}

   ;

 

range

@init {

	enterRange($start);

}

@after {

	exitRange($start);

}

   : ^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal

@init {

	enterTerminal($start);

}

@after {

	exitTerminal($start);

}

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

   								{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)	{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   |	TOKEN_REF	    			{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   ;
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elementOptions

@init {

	enterElementOptions($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOptions($start);

}

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption[(GrammarASTWithOptions)$start.getParent()]*)

   ;

 

elementOption[GrammarASTWithOptions t]

@init {

	enterElementOption($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOption($start);

}

   :	ID								{elementOption(t, $ID, null);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)			{elementOption(t, $id, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)	{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)			{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)				{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1014221960_1591897522.14/0/antlr4-4-7-1-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.g

 

1.629 asm 5.0.3 
1.629.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**
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    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:
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 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***
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* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-frames.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-writer.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-resize.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-annotations.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-signatures.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1073269102_1595440672.31/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

 

1.630 x-term 0.0.0-20201126162022-

7de9c90e9dd1 
1.630.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.631 metrics-servlets 4.1.0 
1.631.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.632 golang-genproto 0.0.0-20190819201941-

24fa4b261c55 
1.632.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.633 httpcomponents-client 4.4.1 
1.633.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.634 commons-dbcp 1.4 
1.634.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons DBCP

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.635 xpp 1.1.4c 
1.635.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.635.2 Available under license : 
/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Axis" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

1.636 jaxen 1.1.6 
1.636.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1345 $

* $Date: 2009-10-22 07:25:23 -0400 (Thu, 22 Oct 2009) $
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*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultLocationPath.java 1345 2009-10-22 11:25:23Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultLocationPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1252 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:21:05 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AdditiveExpr.java 1252 2006-11-09 16:21:05Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/AdditiveExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: EvaluateFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ext/EvaluateFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1321 $

* $Date: 2008-04-26 17:30:06 -0700 (Sat, 26 Apr 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally
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* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: BaseXPath.java 1321 2008-04-27 00:30:06Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/BaseXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1366 $

* $Date: 2012-05-05 12:17:35 -0400 (Sat, 05 May 2012) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2004 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultFunctionCallExpr.java 1366 2012-05-05 16:17:35Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultFunctionCallExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: JaxenException.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/JaxenException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1337 $

* $Date: 2008-12-02 17:58:10 -0800 (Tue, 02 Dec 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathFactory.java 1337 2008-12-03 01:58:10Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/XPathFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultXPathHandler.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/helpers/DefaultXPathHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1334 $

* $Date: 2008-11-29 09:58:48 -0800 (Sat, 29 Nov 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathReader.java 1334 2008-11-29 17:58:48Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/base/XPathReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1300 $

* $Date: 2007-05-02 07:27:46 -0700 (Wed, 02 May 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Predicate.java 1300 2007-05-02 14:27:46Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/Predicate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableNamespaceAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableNamespaceAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Function.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/Function.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*
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* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NotFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/NotFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$
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* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultTextNodeStep.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultTextNodeStep.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1157 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:07:37 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Navigator.java 1157 2006-06-03 20:07:37Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/Navigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FloorFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/FloorFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: DocumentNavigator.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/javabean/DocumentNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1332 $

* $Date: 2008-10-18 06:29:28 -0700 (Sat, 18 Oct 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultEqualityExpr.java 1332 2008-10-18 13:29:28Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultEqualityExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FunctionContext.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/FunctionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Dom4jXPath.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/dom4j/Dom4jXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultUnaryExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultUnaryExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultPredicate.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultPredicate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultXPathExpr.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultXPathExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
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* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DescendantOrSelfAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/DescendantOrSelfAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SubstringAfterFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/SubstringAfterFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1268 $

* $Date: 2006-12-10 07:32:14 -0800 (Sun, 10 Dec 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*
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*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Step.java 1268 2006-12-10 15:32:14Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/Step.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1236 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 09:10:02 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NameStep.java 1236 2006-11-08 17:10:02Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/NameStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PositionFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/PositionFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1370 $

* $Date: 2012-05-06 19:52:12 -0400 (Sun, 06 May 2012) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NamespaceNode.java 1370 2012-05-06 23:52:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/dom/NamespaceNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1235 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 09:02:21 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================
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*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LocationPath.java 1235 2006-11-08 17:02:21Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/LocationPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathHandler.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/XPathHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NodeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/NodeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*--

*

* $Id$

*

* Copyright 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

* 

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/base/Verifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: SingleObjectIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/SingleObjectIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1396 $

* $Date: 2013-01-13 07:22:49 -0500 (Sun, 13 Jan 2013) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and
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* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultGreaterThanExpr.java 1396 2013-01-13 12:22:49Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultGreaterThanExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultPathExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultPathExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SAXPathEventSource.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/SAXPathEventSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultRelativeLocationPath.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultRelativeLocationPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Operator.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/Operator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1326 $

* $Date: 2008-04-26 18:56:10 -0700 (Sat, 26 Apr 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FilterExpr.java 1326 2008-04-27 01:56:10Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/FilterExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1335 $

* $Date: 2008-11-30 06:20:38 -0800 (Sun, 30 Nov 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultTruthExpr.java 1335 2008-11-30 14:20:38Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultTruthExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2003 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XOMXPath.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/xom/XOMXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultLogicalExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultLogicalExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1222 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 05:59:38 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathFunctionContext.java 1222 2006-11-08 13:59:38Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/XPathFunctionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*
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* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultAbsoluteLocationPath.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultAbsoluteLocationPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LowerFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ext/LowerFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: DefaultStep.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: XPath.java 1304 2007-05-02 15:00:13Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/XPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultNavigator.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/DefaultNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1367 $

* $Date: 2012-05-05 12:31:33 -0400 (Sat, 05 May 2012) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultVariableReferenceExpr.java 1367 2012-05-05 16:31:33Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultVariableReferenceExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: IterableAncestorAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableAncestorAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id$

 

Copyright 2005 Elliotte Rusty Harold. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/IdentitySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$
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* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SubstringBeforeFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/SubstringBeforeFunction.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1257 $

* $Date: 2006-11-13 14:10:09 -0800 (Mon, 13 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PrecedingAxisIterator.java 1257 2006-11-13 22:10:09Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/PrecedingAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: NamedAccessNavigator.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/NamedAccessNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $
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*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultAdditiveExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultAdditiveExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1251 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:11:38 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultXPathFactory.java 1251 2006-11-09 16:11:38Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultXPathFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1396 $

* $Date: 2013-01-13 07:22:49 -0500 (Sun, 13 Jan 2013) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.
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*

* $Id: DefaultLessThanEqualExpr.java 1396 2013-01-13 12:22:49Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultLessThanEqualExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableFollowingAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableFollowingAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: CeilingFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/CeilingFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1252 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:21:05 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: RelationalExpr.java 1252 2006-11-09 16:21:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/RelationalExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1241 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 10:07:25 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
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* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Predicated.java 1241 2006-11-08 18:07:25Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/Predicated.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision$

* $Date$

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2005 Elliotte Rusty Harold.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
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* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id$

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/NodeComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1302 $

* $Date: 2007-05-02 07:33:29 -0700 (Wed, 02 May 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SelfAxisIterator.java 1302 2007-05-02 14:33:29Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/SelfAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultModExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultModExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IdFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/IdFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1279 $

* $Date: 2007-01-06 04:21:12 -0800 (Sat, 06 Jan 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:
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*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultProcessingInstructionNodeStep.java 1279 2007-01-06 12:21:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultProcessingInstructionNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableSelfAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableSelfAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================
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*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Token.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/base/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$
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* $Revision: 1234 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 08:47:30 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LiteralExpr.java 1234 2006-11-08 16:47:30Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/LiteralExpr.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1306 $

* $Date: 2007-05-02 08:04:46 -0700 (Wed, 02 May 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathExpr.java 1306 2007-05-02 15:04:46Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/XPathExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.
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*

* $Id: PatternHandler.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/PatternHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1159 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:25:34 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally
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* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UnresolvableException.java 1159 2006-06-03 20:25:34Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/UnresolvableException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterablePrecedingAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterablePrecedingAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1159 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:25:34 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SimpleNamespaceContext.java 1159 2006-06-03 20:25:34Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
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* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultAllNodeStep.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultAllNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: IterableChildAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableChildAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1248 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 11:20:29 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: VariableReferenceExpr.java 1248 2006-11-08 19:20:29Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/VariableReferenceExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NameTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/NameTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FollowingSiblingAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/FollowingSiblingAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultArithExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultArithExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*
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*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: RoundFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/RoundFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: TranslateFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/TranslateFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathSyntaxException.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/XPathSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1396 $

* $Date: 2013-01-13 07:22:49 -0500 (Sun, 13 Jan 2013) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultEqualsExpr.java 1396 2013-01-13 12:22:49Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultEqualsExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1193 $

* $Date: 2006-09-15 13:41:38 -0700 (Fri, 15 Sep 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathReaderFactory.java 1193 2006-09-15 20:41:38Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/helpers/XPathReaderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NodeTypeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/NodeTypeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LinkedIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/LinkedIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableDescendantAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableDescendantAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and
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* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: CountFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/CountFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1134 $

* $Date: 2006-04-07 10:11:52 -0700 (Fri, 07 Apr 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Pattern.java 1134 2006-04-07 17:11:52Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/Pattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SumFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/SumFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NamespaceUriFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/NamespaceUriFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultOrExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultOrExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LocaleFunctionSupport.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ext/LocaleFunctionSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*
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*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: StartsWithFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/StartsWithFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1252 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:21:05 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: BinaryExpr.java 1252 2006-11-09 16:21:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/BinaryExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1232 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 08:37:59 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FunctionCallExpr.java 1232 2006-11-08 16:37:59Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/FunctionCallExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathReader.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/XPathReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1257 $

* $Date: 2006-11-13 14:10:09 -0800 (Mon, 13 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*
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* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PrecedingSiblingAxisIterator.java 1257 2006-11-13 22:10:09Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/PrecedingSiblingAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LangFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/LangFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: JavaBeanXPath.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/javabean/JavaBeanXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: TrueFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/TrueFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1156 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:04:05 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2003 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and
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* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DocumentNavigator.java 1156 2006-06-03 20:04:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/xom/DocumentNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultMinusExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultMinusExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: Context.java 1219 2006-10-15 21:08:16Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/Context.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1253 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:39:19 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: SingletonList.java 1253 2006-11-09 16:39:19Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/SingletonList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and
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* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UnionPattern.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/UnionPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableFollowingSiblingAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableFollowingSiblingAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PatternParser.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/PatternParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: ContainsFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ContainsFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UpperFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ext/UpperFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1160 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:26:02 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UnsupportedAxisException.java 1160 2006-06-03 20:26:02Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/UnsupportedAxisException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: EndsWithFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/ext/EndsWithFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultCommentNodeStep.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultCommentNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1159 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:25:34 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SimpleVariableContext.java 1159 2006-06-03 20:25:34Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/SimpleVariableContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1198 $

* $Date: 2006-09-21 04:48:05 -0700 (Thu, 21 Sep 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DocumentNavigator.java 1198 2006-09-21 11:48:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/jdom/DocumentNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $
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*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: JDOMXPath.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/jdom/JDOMXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-
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jar/org/jaxen/function/SubstringFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1252 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:21:05 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: EqualityExpr.java 1252 2006-11-09 16:21:05Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/EqualityExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1171 $

* $Date: 2006-07-03 06:17:30 -0700 (Mon, 03 Jul 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and
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* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DocumentNavigator.java 1171 2006-07-03 13:17:30Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/dom4j/DocumentNavigator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1252 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 08:21:05 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LogicalExpr.java 1252 2006-11-09 16:21:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/LogicalExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LastFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/LastFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableParentAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableParentAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NamespaceTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/NamespaceTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AnyChildNodeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/pattern/AnyChildNodeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1273 $

* $Date: 2007-01-03 12:47:42 -0800 (Wed, 03 Jan 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultLiteralExpr.java 1273 2007-01-03 20:47:42Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultLiteralExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Expr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/Expr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultFilterExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultFilterExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1133 $

* $Date: 2006-03-30 05:56:36 -0800 (Thu, 30 Mar 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: Axis.java 1133 2006-03-30 13:56:36Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/Axis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*
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* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultDivExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultDivExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: DefaultNameStep.java 1290 2007-04-17 01:26:35Z bewins $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultNameStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FalseFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/FalseFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: StringFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/StringFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FollowingAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/FollowingAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NormalizeSpaceFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/NormalizeSpaceFunction.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1396 $

* $Date: 2013-01-13 07:22:49 -0500 (Sun, 13 Jan 2013) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultLessThanExpr.java 1396 2013-01-13 12:22:49Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultLessThanExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultPlusExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultPlusExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1386 $

* $Date: 2012-07-29 09:29:13 -0400 (Sun, 29 Jul 2012) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NumberFunction.java 1386 2012-07-29 13:29:13Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/NumberFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AncestorOrSelfAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/AncestorOrSelfAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SimpleFunctionContext.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/SimpleFunctionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultUnionExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultUnionExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LocalNameFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/LocalNameFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultMultiplyExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultMultiplyExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1258 $

* $Date: 2006-11-13 14:38:17 -0800 (Mon, 13 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PredicateSet.java 1258 2006-11-13 22:38:17Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/PredicateSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: $

* $Revision: $

* $Date: $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/JaxenRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/JaxenConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DocumentFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/xslt/DocumentFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $
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*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultRelationalExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultRelationalExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1324 $

* $Date: 2008-04-26 18:48:59 -0700 (Sat, 26 Apr 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: StringLengthFunction.java 1324 2008-04-27 01:48:59Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/function/StringLengthFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*
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* $Id: StackedIterator.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/StackedIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally
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* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: SAXPathException.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/SAXPathException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NameFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/NameFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1168 $

* $Date: 2006-07-03 04:58:31 -0700 (Mon, 03 Jul 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NamespaceContext.java 1168 2006-07-03 11:58:31Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/NamespaceContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1237 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 09:17:32 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
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* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NumberExpr.java 1237 2006-11-08 17:17:32Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/NumberExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1168 $

* $Date: 2006-07-03 04:58:31 -0700 (Mon, 03 Jul 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
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* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: VariableContext.java 1168 2006-07-03 11:58:31Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/VariableContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1228 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 08:00:22 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UnionExpr.java 1228 2006-11-08 16:00:22Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/UnionExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1154 $

* $Date: 2006-06-01 06:19:30 -0700 (Thu, 01 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: QualifiedName.java 1154 2006-06-01 13:19:30Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/QualifiedName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1225 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 07:42:39 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AllNodeStep.java 1225 2006-11-08 15:42:39Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/AllNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1225 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 07:42:39 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: CommentNodeStep.java 1225 2006-11-08 15:42:39Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/CommentNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DOMXPath.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/dom/DOMXPath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1247 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 11:06:30 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: UnaryExpr.java 1247 2006-11-08 19:06:30Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/UnaryExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1277 $

* $Date: 2007-01-05 10:25:43 -0800 (Fri, 05 Jan 2007) $

*
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* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultBinaryExpr.java 1277 2007-01-05 18:25:43Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultBinaryExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$
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* $Revision: 1364 $

* $Date: 2011-07-30 05:46:45 -0400 (Sat, 30 Jul 2011) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DocumentNavigator.java 1364 2011-07-30 09:46:45Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/dom/DocumentNavigator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1334 $

* $Date: 2008-11-29 09:58:48 -0800 (Sat, 29 Nov 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2004 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: TokenTypes.java 1334 2008-11-29 17:58:48Z elharo $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/base/TokenTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathNamespace.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/jdom/XPathNamespace.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1334 $

* $Date: 2008-11-29 09:58:48 -0800 (Sat, 29 Nov 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathLexer.java 1334 2008-11-29 17:58:48Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/base/XPathLexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultGreaterThanEqualExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultGreaterThanEqualExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1325 $

* $Date: 2008-04-26 18:55:05 -0700 (Sat, 26 Apr 2008) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: MultiplicativeExpr.java 1325 2008-04-27 01:55:05Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/MultiplicativeExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: IterableAxis.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1179 $

* $Date: 2006-07-16 04:07:25 -0700 (Sun, 16 Jul 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: FunctionCallException.java 1179 2006-07-16 11:07:25Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/FunctionCallException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultMultiplicativeExpr.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultMultiplicativeExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1300 $

* $Date: 2007-05-02 07:27:46 -0700 (Wed, 02 May 2007) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: PathExpr.java 1300 2007-05-02 14:27:46Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/PathExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableDescendantOrSelfAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableDescendantOrSelfAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterableAncestorOrSelfAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableAncestorOrSelfAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AncestorAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/util/AncestorAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: BooleanFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/BooleanFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1162 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:52:26 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*
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*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: IterablePrecedingSiblingAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterablePrecedingSiblingAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1396 $

* $Date: 2013-01-13 07:22:49 -0500 (Sun, 13 Jan 2013) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultNotEqualsExpr.java 1396 2013-01-13 12:22:49Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultNotEqualsExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================
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*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultAndExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultAndExpr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $
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* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: AnyNodeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/AnyNodeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: NoNodeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/NoNodeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: ContextSupport.java 1157 2006-06-03 20:07:37Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/ContextSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*
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* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: ConcatFunction.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/function/ConcatFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1245 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 10:52:02 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $
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*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: TextNodeStep.java 1245 2006-11-08 18:52:02Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/TextNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Header$

* $Revision: 1132 $

* $Date: 2006-03-30 05:53:11 -0800 (Thu, 30 Mar 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: JaxenHandler.java 1132 2006-03-30 13:53:11Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/JaxenHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1226 $

* $Date: 2006-11-08 07:44:33 -0800 (Wed, 08 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: ProcessingInstructionNodeStep.java 1226 2006-11-08 15:44:33Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/ProcessingInstructionNodeStep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: TextNodeTest.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/pattern/TextNodeTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

$Id: IterableAttributeAxis.java 1162 2006-06-03 20:52:26Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/expr/iter/IterableAttributeAxis.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1255 $

* $Date: 2006-11-09 10:20:12 -0800 (Thu, 09 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2005 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DescendantAxisIterator.java 1255 2006-11-09 18:20:12Z elharo $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/util/DescendantAxisIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1161 $

* $Date: 2006-06-03 13:36:00 -0700 (Sat, 03 Jun 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the
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* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: XPathSyntaxException.java 1161 2006-06-03 20:36:00Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/saxpath/XPathSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1128 $

* $Date: 2006-02-05 13:49:04 -0800 (Sun, 05 Feb 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: LocationPathPattern.java 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-

jar/org/jaxen/pattern/LocationPathPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision: 1261 $

* $Date: 2006-11-30 10:49:27 -0800 (Thu, 30 Nov 2006) $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* Copyright 2000-2002 bob mcwhirter & James Strachan.

* All rights reserved.

*

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

*   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

*   * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*     from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

* IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

* TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Jaxen Project and was originally

* created by bob mcwhirter <bob@werken.com> and

* James Strachan <jstrachan@apache.org>.  For more information on the

* Jaxen Project, please see <http://www.jaxen.org/>.

*

* $Id: DefaultNumberExpr.java 1261 2006-11-30 18:49:27Z elharo $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966325_1646171545.57/0/jaxen-1-1-6-sources-jar/org/jaxen/expr/DefaultNumberExpr.java

 

1.637 scala 2.10.4 
1.637.1 Available under license : 

Scala includes the Sizzle library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Scala includes the Tools Tooltip library:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Tero Piirainen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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Scala includes the JLine library:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.
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Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Paul Bakaus, http://jqueryui.com/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals (AUTHORS.txt, http://jqueryui.com/about) For exact

contribution history, see the revision history and logs, available

at http://jquery-ui.googlecode.com/svn/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Fabrizio Balliano, Kevin Dalman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Scala includes the JLine library, which includes the Jansi library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala includes the jQuery library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 John Resig

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Scala includes the ASM library.

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Scala is licensed under the [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

## Scala License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2013 EPFL

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Typesafe, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

# Other Licenses

 

This software includes projects with the following licenses,

which are also included in the `licenses/` directory:

 

### [Apache License](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 * jansi

 

### [BSD License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 * jline

 

### [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 * asm

 

### [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 * jquery

 * jquery-ui

 * jquery-layout

 * sizzle

 * tools tooltip

 

### Public Domain

The following libraries are freely available in the public domain:

 * forkjoin

 

1.638 amqp-client 3.6.2 
1.638.1 Available under license : 

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE     

                               Version 1.1     

    

                             ---------------     

    

1. Definitions.     
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    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the     

    Covered Code available to a third party.     

    

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to     

    the creation of Modifications.     

    

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original     

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications     

    made by that particular Contributor.     

    

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the     

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case     

    including portions thereof.     

    

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally     

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic     

    transfer of data.     

    

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source     

    Code.     

    

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified     

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit     

    A.     

    

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or     

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.     

    

    1.8. "License" means this document.     

    

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum     

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or     

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.     

    

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the     

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous     

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a     

    Modification is:     

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file     

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.     

    

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or     

         previous Modifications.     

    

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code     

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as     

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this     
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    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.     

    

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or     

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,     

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.     

    

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for     

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus     

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control     

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code     

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another     

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The     

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the     

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available     

    for no charge.     

    

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity     

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this     

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.     

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is     

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of     

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,     

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by     

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent     

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such     

    entity.     

    

2. Source Code License.     

    

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.     

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,     

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property     

    claims:     

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or     

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,     

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original     

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or     

         as part of a Larger Work; and     

    

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or     

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,     

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the     

         Original Code (or portions thereof).     

    

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are     

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes     

         Original Code under the terms of this License.     
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         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is     

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)     

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused     

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the     

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.     

    

    2.2. Contributor Grant.     

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor     

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license     

    

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or     

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,     

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications     

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an     

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code     

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and     

    

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or     

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone     

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions     

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have     

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that     

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of     

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor     

         Version (or portions of such combination).     

    

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are     

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of     

         the Covered Code.     

    

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is     

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the     

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;     

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of     

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made     

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the     

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims     

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by     

         that Contributor.     

    

3. Distribution Obligations.     

    

    3.1. Application of License.     

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are     

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation     

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be     

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version     

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a     
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    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You     

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code     

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this     

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include     

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in     

    Section 3.5.     

    

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.     

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be     

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License     

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted     

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an     

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic     

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)     

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six     

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification     

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for     

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the     

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.     

    

    3.3. Description of Modifications.     

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a     

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and     

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that     

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original     

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the     

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an     

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the     

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.     

    

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters     

         (a) Third Party Claims.     

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's     

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights     

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,     

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code     

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the     

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will     

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after     

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,     

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies     

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps     

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)     

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered     

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.     

    

         (b) Contributor APIs.     

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming     
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         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which     

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must     

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.     

    

              (c)    Representations.     

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to     

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's     

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or     

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by     

         this License.     

    

    3.5. Required Notices.     

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source     

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source     

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a     

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely     

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)     

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in     

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation     

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership     

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to     

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability     

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You     

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial     

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than     

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is     

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial     

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the     

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,     

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.     

    

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.     

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the     

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,     

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of     

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,     

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the     

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included     

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or     

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the     

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered     

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may     

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in     

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the     

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's     

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this     

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different     

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ     
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    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial     

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the     

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by     

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such     

    terms You offer.     

    

    3.7. Larger Works.     

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code     

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger     

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the     

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.     

    

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.     

    

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this     

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to     

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with     

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)     

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description     

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must     

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the     

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be     

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to     

    understand it.     

    

5. Application of this License.     

    

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has     

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.     

    

6. Versions of the License.     

    

    6.1. New Versions.     

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised     

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version     

    will be given a distinguishing version number.     

    

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.     

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the     

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that     

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms     

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one     

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to     

    Covered Code created under this License.     

    

    6.3. Derivative Works.     

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may     

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code     
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    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that     

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",     

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your     

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)     

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license     

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and     

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial     

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in     

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of     

    this License.)     

    

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.     

    

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,     

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,     

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF     

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.     

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE     

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,     

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE     

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER     

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF     

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.     

    

8. TERMINATION.     

    

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate     

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure     

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All     

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall     

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their     

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License     

    shall survive.     

    

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement     

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer     

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom     

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:     

    

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly     

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such     

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License     

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,     

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)     

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable     

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such     

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to     

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days     
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    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not     

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim     

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under     

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of     

    the 60 day notice period specified above.     

    

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's     

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then     

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)     

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,     

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that     

    Participant.     

    

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant     

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or     

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as     

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent     

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses     

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken     

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or     

    license.     

    

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,     

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)     

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder     

    prior to termination shall survive termination.     

    

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.     

    

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT     

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL     

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,     

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR     

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY     

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,     

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER     

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN     

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF     

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY     

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW     

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE     

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO     

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.     

    

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.     

    

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in     

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer     
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    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such     

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48     

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),     

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those     

    rights set forth herein.     

    

11. MISCELLANEOUS.     

    

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject     

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be     

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent     

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by     

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if     

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.     

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,     

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United     

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be     

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern     

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,     

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including     

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and     

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on     

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.     

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract     

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this     

    License.     

    

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.     

    

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is     

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,     

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to     

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such     

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or     

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.     

    

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.     

    

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as     

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial     

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under     

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified     

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.     

    

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.     

    

    ''The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License     

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in     
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    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at     

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/     

    

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"     

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the     

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations     

    under the License.     

    

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.     

    

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.     

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______     

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.     

    

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.     

    

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms     

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the     

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those     

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only     

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use     

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by     

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and     

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete     

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file     

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."     

    

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of     

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should     

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the     

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

 

 

 

//  The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

//  Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

//  compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License

//  at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

//

//  Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

//  basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See

//  the License for the specific language governing rights and

//  limitations under the License.

//

//  The Original Code is RabbitMQ.

//

//  The Initial Developer of the Original Code is GoPivotal, Inc.

//  Copyright (c) 2007-2016 Pivotal Software, Inc.  All rights reserved.
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//

 

1.639 chill 0.7.6 
1.639.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2012 Twitter, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/EitherSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/CleaningSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/WrappedArraySerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/Traversable.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/SingletonSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/SomeSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ScalaAnyRefMapConfig.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/KryoBase.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ScalaMapConfig.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/BitSetSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ReflectingInstantiatorBuilder.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-
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jar/com/twitter/chill/SortedSetSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/SortedMapSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/KryoSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/RichKryo.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/EnumerationSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ObjectSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ClassManifestSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/package.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ManifestSerializer.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ScalaKryoInstantiator.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/TupleSerializers.scala

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/RegexSerializer.scala

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2012 Twitter, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/MeatLocker.scala

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2010, Regents of the University of California.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*     * Neither the name of the University of California, Berkeley nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior written

*       permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ClosureCleaner.scala

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2013 Twitter, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013582607_1591898851.09/0/chill-2-10-0-7-6-sources-

jar/com/twitter/chill/Externalizer.scala

 

1.640 shiro-event 1.6.0 
1.640.1 Available under license : 

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.641 netty-codec-http 4.1.49.Final 
1.641.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/native-image/io.netty/codec-http/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497222_1594393092.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

 

1.642 spring-binding 2.5.1.RELEASE 
1.642.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/spel/EvaluationContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/spel/StandardEvaluationContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/spel/SimpleEvaluationContextFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/RequiredError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/DefaultMessageResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/DefaultNumberFormatFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/MessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/StateManageableMessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/TargetAccessError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/ELContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/Success.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/DefaultElContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/MessageCriteria.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/DefaultELContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/Severity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/MappingResultsCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/TypeConversionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/SourceAccessError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/beanwrapper/BeanWrapperExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/AbstractNumberFormatFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/CurrencyNumberFormatFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/ExpressionVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/PercentNumberFormatFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/IntegerNumberFormatFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/validation/ValidationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2016 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/AbstractExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/SharedMapDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/MethodKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/StaticExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/ArrayToArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/ReverseConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/MethodSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/InvalidMethodKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/NoOpConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/MapAdaptable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/PropertyEditorConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToBigDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/ArrayToCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToCharacter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/ConversionExecutorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/ConversionExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/StaticConversionExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/ConversionExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/TwoWayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/ObjectToCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/ObjectToArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToLocale.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/impl/DefaultMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/MappingResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/MappingResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/impl/DefaultMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/Mapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/ConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/ParserException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/ExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/InvalidFormatException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/spel/SpringELExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/SimpleParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/impl/DefaultMappingResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/spel/SpringELExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/format/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/SpringBindingConverterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/DefaultMessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/MessageResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/TwoWayCapableConversionExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/beanwrapper/BeanWrapperExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/CollectionAddingExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/StringKeyedMapAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/NullParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/AbstractMappingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/beanwrapper/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/SpringConvertingConverterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/FluentParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/MessageBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/FormattedStringToNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/impl/DefaultMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/MessageContextErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/impl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/DefaultELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/ELExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/mapping/results/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/SharedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/support/AbstractGetValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/ValueCoercionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/PropertyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/service/RuntimeBindingConversionExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/ELExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/collection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/el/MapAdaptableELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/convert/converters/StringToDate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2008 the original author oimport java.io.Serializable;

 

import org.springframework.core.style.ToStringCreator;
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ou may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136703912_1613864669.04/0/spring-binding-2-5-1-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/binding/message/Message.java

 

1.643 asm 6.2.1 
1.643.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003069683_1646171692.7/0/asm-6-2-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

 

1.644 manifold 2021.1.19 
1.644.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Handle the LetExpr, which is normally used after the attribution phase. We use it during parse to transform

  * AssignOp to normal Assign so that other manifold features are easier to implement (operator overloading,

  * properties, etc.)

  */

// Everything after left/right operand attribution (see super.visitBinary())

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManAttr_8.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/util/JavacUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManCheck_11.java11

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ArrayTypeExtender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/StaticCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManJavacParser.java_

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManCheck_8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ParseProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ParentTreePathScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/IFileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-
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jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/InMemoryClassJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/jar/JarEntryResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/TypeNameParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavacPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManPatchLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/SourceSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/runtime/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/IssueReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/WrappedMJFM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/RenameSourceFilesForJava9Build.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/service/BaseService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/url/URLFileImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/runtime/ManModuleReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/SimpleModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/IRuntimeManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/def/JavaFileImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/DelegateDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavaIssue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/BootstrapInserter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/host/IModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcRawStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/cache/PathCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/IDirectoryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/CompiledTypeProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/SrcClassUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ContributorKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/IFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavaDynamicJdk_8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/IFileConnected.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManAttr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/RefreshKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/ITypeSystemListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/JavacManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/IIncrementalCompileDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManifoldJavaFileManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/jar/JarEntryDirectoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcSwitchCase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/TypeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/def/FileSystemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/type/ClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/AdditionalDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/MissFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/SourceJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/Extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavacFileManagerBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/AbstractTypeSystemListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-
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jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/WriterJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/RefreshRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/TypeProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ClassSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/IManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/IJavaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/AbstractSrcMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/runtime/protocols/ManClassesUrlConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ITypeManifold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcSwitchStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManResolve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManLog_8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/AbstractManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManPatchModuleLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcGetProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcAnnotationExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/JavaTypeManifold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ITypeProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ResourceFileTypeManifold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcMethodCallExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcStatementBlock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/jar/JarEntryFileImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/service/IPluginHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/runtime/protocols/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ISourceKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/SingleModuleManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcAnnotated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/host/Dependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcArgument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/IDynamicJdk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/IDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/type/IModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/DefaultSingleModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/StringJavaFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/RuntimeManifoldHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/jar/JarFileDirectoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/AbstractSingleFileModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavaCompileIssuesException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/runtime/UrlClassLoaderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/IIssueContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/GeneratedJavaStubFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavaIssueContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcRawExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-
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jar/manifold/api/type/BasicIncrementalCompileDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/jar/IJarFileDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcSetProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcMemberAccessExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/def/JavaDirectoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/def/JavaResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/service/IService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/ResourcePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ISelfCompiledFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ICompilerComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/IFileSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/UrlTypeManifold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/IIssue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/fs/IResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/host/TypeRefreshListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/fingerprint/Fingerprint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/StringCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/IllegalTypeNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/SrcLinkedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavacBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/FqnCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/SourcePathUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/StringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/IFqnCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/BytecodeOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/IPreprocessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/HostKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/AbstractBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/PerfLogUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/Preprocessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/DebugLogUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/def/FileFragmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/JavacDiagnostic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManTransTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/TypeSystemAwareCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/fs/IFileFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/OverloadOperatorSymbol.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-jar/manifold/api/util/IssueMsg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/WeakFqnCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/FragmentProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/cache/FqnCacheNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this list

  * in proper sequence (from first to last element).

  * <p/>

  * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

  * maintained by this list.  (In other words, this method must allocate

  * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

  * <p/>

  * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

  * APIs.

  *

  * @return an array containing all of the elements in this list in

  * proper sequence

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/util/DynamicArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManJavadocEnter_9.java9

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2021 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManJavadocEnter_8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManTypeCast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/LetExpr_9.java9

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ILetExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/JavacPluginBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/LetExpr_8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ParentMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*  

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/gen/AbstractSrcClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

  * Handle the LetExpr, which is normally used after the attribution phase. We use it during parse to transform

  * AssignOp to normal Assign so that other manifold features are easier to implement (operator overloading,

  * properties, etc.)

  */

// Everything after left/right operand attribution (see super.visitBinary())

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/internal/javac/ManAttr_9.java9

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018 - Manifold Systems LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Signal this type manifold to fully parse the type corresponding with {@code fqn} and attach parse

errors/warnings

  * to the source file, for example using {@link IssueReporter}&lt;{@link JavaFileObject}&gt;.

  * <p/>

  * For instance, the Gosu language manifold has its own bytecode compiler and handles this

  * call by fully parsing {@code fqn}. Note this call is made immediately before the Java

  * compiler's attribution phase, which makes it ok for member definitions and such to fully
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  * resolve.

  *

  * @param fqn The fully qualified name of the type to parse.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218306024_1634927236.9/0/manifold-2021-1-19-sources-

jar/manifold/api/type/ISelfCompiled.java

 

1.645 commons-lang3 3.4 
1.645.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.646 jaxb-runtime 2.3.1 

 

1.647 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.7.9 
1.647.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.648 jaeger-thrift 0.28.0 
1.648.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2018, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101705_1655310249.8010132/0/jaeger-thrift-0-28-0-sources-
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jar/io/jaegertracing/thrift/senders/ThriftSenderBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101705_1655310249.8010132/0/jaeger-thrift-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/thrift/reporters/protocols/ThriftUdpTransport.java

 

1.649 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.10 
1.649.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.650 groovy-json 3.0.8 
1.650.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

#  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

#  or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

#  distributed with this work for additional information

#  regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

#  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

#  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

#  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

#  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

#  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

#  "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

#  KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

#  specific language governing permissions and limitations

#  under the License.

#

org.apache.groovy.json.DefaultFastStringServiceFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/org.apache.groovy.json.FastStringServiceFactory

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

*  or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

*  distributed with this work for additional information

*  regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

*  to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

*  "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

*  with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*  software distributed under the License is distributed on an

*  "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
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*  KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

*  specific language governing permissions and limitations

*  under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ValueMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Sys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/JsonParserLax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Dates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/JsonParserType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/CharSequenceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/JsonParserUsingCharacterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/CharacterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/NumberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Chr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/BaseJsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/FastStringService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/JsonTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/JsonFastParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/CharScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/LazyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/JsonStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/SimpleCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/JsonSlurperClassic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-
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jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ValueContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/MapItemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ByteScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/JsonParserCharArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/CharBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/StringEscapeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/IO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/LazyValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/DefaultFastStringServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonSlurper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/DefaultFastStringService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/DefaultJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/CacheType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/groovy/json/StreamingJsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/FastStringServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/FastStringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/groovy/json/JsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-
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jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/Exceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1218308217_1634929155.36/0/groovy-json-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/groovy/json/internal/ReaderCharacterSource.java

 

1.651 commons-lang3 3.6 
1.651.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,

under the Apache License 2.0 (see: StringUtils.containsWhitespace())

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.652 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.1.0 
1.652.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.653 minio 4.0.0 

 

1.654 bson4jackson 2.7.0 
1.654.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.655 spring-security-acl 3.2.4.RELEASE 
1.655.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/ConsoleAuditLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/EhCacheBasedAclCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/UnloadedSidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AuditLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/Acl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AclAuthorizationStrategyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AuditableAcl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AclCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/Permission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/CumulativePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AclFormattingUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AccessControlEntryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/ArrayFilterer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/AclEntryVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/AbstractAclProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/ChildrenExistException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/jdbc/LookupStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AclService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/AclEntryAfterInvocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/CollectionFilterer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/ObjectIdentityRetrievalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/MutableAcl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AuditableAccessControlEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/MutableAclService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/AclEntryAfterInvocationCollectionFilteringProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/SidRetrievalStrategyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/PrincipalSid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/ObjectIdentityRetrievalStrategyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/afterinvocation/Filterer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/jdbc/BasicLookupStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/GrantedAuthoritySid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/ObjectIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/IdentityUnavailableException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/BasePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/ObjectIdentityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/jdbc/JdbcMutableAclService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/jdbc/JdbcAclService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/Sid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/OwnershipAcl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AclImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/SidRetrievalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/model/AccessControlEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/AclAuthorizationStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136700460_1613865406.23/0/spring-security-acl-3-2-4-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/security/acls/domain/SpringCacheBasedAclCache.java

 

1.656 protobuf-java 3.5.1 
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1.657 profiler 1.0.2 

 

1.658 failureaccess 1.0.1 
1.658.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1349013147_1655879756.6643403/0/failureaccess-1-0-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/internal/InternalFutures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1349013147_1655879756.6643403/0/failureaccess-1-0-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/internal/InternalFutureFailureAccess.java

 

1.659 hk2-api 2.2.0-b21 
1.659.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
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containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
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without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.
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   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.
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   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections
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2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. section 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

cat hk2-api-2.2.0-b21-sources/META-INF/inhabitants/default

#

# DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

#

# Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

#

# The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

# General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

# and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

# obtain a copy of the License at

# https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

# or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

# language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

#

# When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

# file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

#

# GPL Classpath Exception:

# Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

# exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

# file that accompanied this code.

#

# Modifications:

# If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

# enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

# "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

#

# Contributor(s):

# If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

# only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

# elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

# Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

# recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

# either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

# its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code
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# and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

# only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

# holder.

#

 

# handcoded

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from

or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend

this exception to your version of the library, but you are not

obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this

exception statement from your version.

 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.660 commons-lang3 3.9 
1.660.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.661 open-csv 4.1 
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1.661.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Mark Rogers.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvToBeanFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A very simple CSV reader released under a commercial-friendly license.

*

* @author Glen Smith

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/CSVReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/IterableCSVToBeanBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 arjones.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/IterableCSVToBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/ResultSetHelperService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/CSVParserBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/ResultSetHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/CSVReaderBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Andrew Rucker Jones.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/customconverter/ConvertGermanToBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/customconverter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/stream/reader/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvToBeanBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvDataTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvRequiredFieldEmptyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/BeanFieldPrimitiveTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/StatefulBeanToCsvBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvBadConverterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/customconverter/ConvertSplitOnWhitespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvBeanIntrospectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/AbstractBeanField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvCustomBindByPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/bean/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvCustomBindByName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/enums/package-

info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/bean/opencsvUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/exceptions/CsvException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/BeanFieldDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvBindByPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvBindByName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/StatefulBeanToCsv.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2007 Kyle Miller.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/bean/CsvToBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/MappingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 Andrew Rucker Jones.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/ProcessCsvBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/OrderedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/AccumulateCsvResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/ProcessCsvLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/concurrent/IntolerantThreadPoolExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2015 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A very simple CSV writer released under a commercial-friendly license.

*

* @author Glen Smith

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/CSVWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* A very simple CSV parser for Java released under a commercial-friendly license.

*

* @see <a href="http://opencsv.sourceforge.net/">opencsv.sourceforge.net</a>

*/

/*

* Copyright 2016 Andrew Rucker Jones.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.opencsv/opencsv/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Kyle Miller.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/HeaderColumnNameMappingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/convertGermanToBoolean.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/convertSplitOnWhitespace_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/convertSplitOnWhitespace.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/convertGermanToBoolean_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/opencsv_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/opencsv.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Scott Conway

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/ResultSetColumnNameHelperService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007,2010 Kyle Miller.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-

jar/com/opencsv/bean/HeaderColumnNameTranslateMappingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A very simple CSV parser released under a commercial-friendly license.

* This just implements splitting a single line into fields.

*

* The purpose of the CSVParser is to take a single string and parse it into

* its elements based on the delimiter, quote and escape characters.

*

* The CSVParser has grown organically based on user requests and does not truely match

* any current requirements (though it can be configured to match or come close).  There

* is no plans to change this as it will break existing requirements.  Consider using

* the RFC4180Parser for less configurablility but closer match to the RFC4180 requirements.

*

* @author Glen Smith

* @author Rainer Pruy

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136061488_1613670282.32/0/opencsv-4-1-sources-1-jar/com/opencsv/CSVParser.java

 

1.662 antlr 2.7.6 
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1.662.1 Available under license : 
[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2002-2005 Kunle Odutola

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code MUST RETAIN the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form MUST REPRODUCE the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior WRITTEN permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2005 Developed by Terence Parr

Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the
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headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org

 

1.663 go-resiliency 1.1.0 
1.663.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Huus

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.664 spring-retry 1.0.3.RELEASE 
1.664.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/pom.xml
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialRandomBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetryTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/StatefulRetryIntegrationTests.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/BinaryExceptionClassifierTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/BinaryExceptionClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/SimpleRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/SubclassClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/RetryOperationsInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/util/SimpleMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodInvokerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/util/AnnotationMethodResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/FixedBackOffPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySimulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ObjectWaitSleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/CompositeRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-
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ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialBackOffPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySimulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/TimeoutRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/AlwaysRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/TerminatedRetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySynchronizationManagerTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/SoftReferenceMapRetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/MockRetryPolicySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/TerminatedRetryExceptionTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/MethodArgumentsKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ObjectWaitSleeperTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/context/RetryContextSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/ExhaustedRetryExceptionTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/annotation/Classifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/NeverRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/DummySleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierAdapterTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-
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gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierSupportTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/MethodInvocationRecoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySimulationTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/support/DefaultRetryState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/RetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetryTemplateTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/support/DefaultRetryStateTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/StatefulRetryOperationsInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/Classifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/FatalExceptionRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/StatefulRetryOperationsInterceptorTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/BackOffInterruptedExceptionTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/listener/RetryListenerSupportTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/StatelessBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/ExceptionClassifierRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/ExhaustedRetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialRandomBackOffPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-
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ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/ExceptionClassifierRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryExceptionTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/NewMethodArgumentsIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/MapRetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/BackToBackPatternClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/NoBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/RetryOperationsInterceptorTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/AbstractExceptionTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/PatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/SubclassExceptionClassifierTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/CompositeRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/FixedBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/classify/PatternMatchingClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/BackToBackPatternClassifierTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/classify/PatternMatchingClassifierTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/AlwaysRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-
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gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/NeverRetryPolicyTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/SleepingBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/MapRetryContextCacheTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/listener/RetryListenerTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/TimeoutRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/SoftReferenceMapRetryContextCacheTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/listener/RetryListenerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/policy/RetryCacheCapacityExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/backoff/Sleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-ef53240/src/main/java/org/springframework/retry/RecoveryCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136331443_1613743973.07/0/spring-projects-spring-retry-1-0-3-release-0-g0c42015-tar-

gz/spring-projects-spring-retry-

ef53240/src/test/java/org/springframework/retry/support/StatefulRecoveryRetryTests.java

 

1.665 cmd2 0.8.0 
1.665.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2016 Catherine Devlin and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.666 okhttp 3.12.1 

 

1.667 apscheduler 3.5.1 
1.667.1 Available under license : 

This is the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright (c) Alex Grnholm

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this

software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.668 junixsocket-native 2.0.4 
1.668.1 Available under license : 

junixsocket

 

Unix Domain Sockets for Java + RMI-over-AF_UNIX.

 

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Dr. Christian Kohlschtter

 

See http://code.google.com/p/junixsocket/ for further information.

junixsocket

 

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Christian Kohlschtter

 

The author licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.669 akka 2.4.20 
1.669.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Activator Template by Lightbend

 

Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)

 

To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with

this Activator Tempate has waived all copyright and related or neighboring

rights to this Activator Template.

 

You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this

work.  If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

This software includes the following components from the Apache Software Foundation, also

released under the Apache Software License Version 2.0:

 

commons-cli-1.1.jar
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jakarta-oro-2.0.8.jar

log4j-1.2.15.jar

 

The following components are covered under different licenses:

 

jline-0.9.94.jar (LICENSE-JLINE)

One-Jar (LICENSE-ONEJAR)

Java/Tcl v1.3.3 (LICENSE-TCLJAVA,-2,-3,-4)

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be
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protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and

Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future
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time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

The following license terms apply to the TJC compiler source

and test files located in the src/tjc, src/tests/tjc, and

tests/tjc directories.

 

2005 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that existing copyright notices

are retained in all copies, this notice is included verbatim in any

distributions, and the terms and conditions hererin are met.

 

Use of the this software manifests acceptance of the terms of this

license by performance.

 

The name of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. may not be used to endorse or
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promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC. "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR THOSE ARISING FROM CUSTOM OF TRADE OR

COURSE OF USAGE ARE DISCLAIMED.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE ITS DOCUMENTATION OR ANY DERIVATIVES

THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. BY USING THIS

SOFTWARE WITHOUT CHARGE, YOU ACCEPT THIS ALLOCATION OF RISK. THIS

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC. HAS NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE,

SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

In the redistribution and use of this software, each party shall at all

times comply with all applicable governmental laws, statutes, ordinances,

rules, regulations, orders, and other requirements, including without

limitation such governmental requirements applicable to environmental

protection, health, safety, wages, hours, equal employment opportunity,

nondiscrimination, working conditions, import or export control, and

transportation. Without limiting the foregoing, each party shall adhere

to the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (EAR), currently found at

15 C.F.R. Sections 730 through 744, and, unless properly authorized by

the U.S. Government, shall not (1) export, re-export or release restricted

technology, software, or source code to a national of a country in Country

Groups D:1 or E:1, or (2) export to Country Groups D:1 or E:1 the direct

product of such technology or software, if such foreign produced direct

product is subject to national security controls as identified on the

Commerce Control List (currently found in Supplement 1 to Section 774 of EAR).

These export requirements shall survive any expiration or termination

of this agreement.

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license, quoted below.

 

Copyright 2009-2016 Lightbend Inc. [http://www.lightbend.com]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at

 

   [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0]
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

 

---------------

 

Licenses for dependency projects can be found here:

[http://akka.io/docs/akka/snapshot/project/licenses.html]

 

---------------

 

akka-protobuf contains the sources of Google protobuf 2.5.0 runtime support,

moved into the source package `akka.protobuf` so as to avoid version conflicts.

For license information see COPYING.protobuf

Akka Sample by Lightbend

 

Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)

 

To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with

this Akka Sample has waived all copyright and related or neighboring

rights to this Akka Sample.

 

You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this

work.  If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

Portions of Jacl and Tcl Blend are

Copyright (c) 1997-1999 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the above

copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies

of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE

PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES,
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ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

The following license terms apply to the Itcl source and

test files located in the src/itcl and tests/itcl directories.

 

 

This software is copyrighted by Cadence Design Systems, Inc., and other

parties.  The following terms apply to all files associated with the

software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the

U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"

in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal

Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2).  If you

are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the

software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the

Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause

252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the

authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf

permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the

terms specified in this license.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Following is the original agreement for the Tcl/Tk software from

Sun Microsystems.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of

California, Sun Microsystems, Inc., and other parties.  The following

terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly

disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the

U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"

in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal

Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2).  If you

are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the

software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the

Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause

252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the

authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf

permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the

terms specified in this license.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. THROUGH ITS SUN MICROSYSTEMS LABORATORIES

DIVISION ("SUN") WILL LICENSE THIS SOFTWARE AND THE ACCOMPANYING

DOCUMENTATION TO YOU (a "Licensee") ONLY ON YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF ALL

THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW.

 

Sun grants Licensee a non-exclusive, royalty-free right to download,

install, compile, use, copy and distribute the Software, modify or

otherwise create derivative works from the Software (each, a

"Modification") and distribute any Modification in source code and/or

binary code form to its customers with a license agreement containing

these terms and noting that the Software has been modified. The

Software is copyrighted by Sun and other third parties and Licensee

shall retain and reproduce all copyright and other notices presently

on the Software. As between Sun and Licensee, Sun is the sole owner of

all rights in and to the Software other than the limited rights

granted to Licensee herein; Licensee will own its Modifications,

expressly subject to Sun's continuing ownership of the

Software. Licensee will, at its expense, defend and indemnify Sun and

its licensors from and against any third party claims, including costs

and reasonable attorneys' fees, and be wholly responsible for any

liabilities arising out of or related to Licensee's development, use

or distribution of the Software or Modifications. Any distribution of

the Software and Modifications must comply with all applicable United

States export control laws.
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THE SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED TO LICENSEE "AS IS" AND ALL EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED CONDITIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN BE LIABLE HEREUNDER FOR ANY

DIRECT DAMAGES OR ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND.

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The jmxsh library has been obtained from https://code.google.com/p/jmxsh/ under the Apache License 2.0.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/*

* One-JAR (http://www.simontuffs.com/one-jar).  Copyright (c) 2004-2007,

* P. Simon Tuffs (simon@simontuffs.com).  	All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

* list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

*

* Neither the name of P. Simon Tuffs, nor the names of any contributors,

* nor the name One-JAR may be used to endorse or promote products derived

* from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Including this file inside the built One-JAR file conforms with these terms.

*/

 

1.670 javassist 3.18.2-GA 
1.670.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110923499_1606873622.06/0/javassist-3-18-2-ga-sources-5-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

 

1.671 servlet-api 3.0.1 
1.671.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.
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  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the
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Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it
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clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT
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APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
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TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at
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compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.672 instrumentation-api 0.4.3 

 

1.673 kryo 2.24.0 

 

1.674 commons-io 2.4 
1.674.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.675 netty 4.1.61.Final 
1.675.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from
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liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2006, 2008, 2009, 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_START@

*

* This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code

* as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License

* Version 2.0 (the 'License'). You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at

* https://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this

* file.

*

* The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are

* distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

* Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and
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* limitations under the License.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_END@

*/

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Cory Benfield

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,
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and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * https://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in
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the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression
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and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java
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This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jboss-remoting/jboss-marshalling
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This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

  

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Cory Benfield. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hyper-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/python-hyper/hpack/
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This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.nghttp2-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

 

This product contains the dnsinfo.h header file, that provides a way to retrieve the system DNS configuration on

MacOS.

This private header is also used by Apple's open source

mDNSResponder (https://opensource.apple.com/tarballs/mDNSResponder/).

 

* LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.dnsinfo.txt (Apple Public Source License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.opensource.apple.com/source/configd/configd-453.19/dnsinfo/dnsinfo.h

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

(BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (https://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,
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* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.676 scala-parser-combinators 1.0.4 
1.676.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2013 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Typesafe, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.677 jackson 1.9.13 
1.677.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.678 javax-annotation-api 1.2 
1.678.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this
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License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.
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     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the
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name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
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INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307
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USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term
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"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable
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form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
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SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
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  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.679 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.13 
1.679.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1078286973_1597285663.32/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-13-sources-2-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.680 commons-pool 1.6 
1.680.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.681 beam-vendor-guava-26_0-jre 0.1 
1.681.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *
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  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
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either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1445009384_1666079669.0514464/0/guava-26-0-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

 

1.682 junit 4.10 
1.682.1 Available under license : 

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i)	 changes to the Program, and

ii)	 additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a)	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
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distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b)	its license agreement:

i)	effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii)	states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners
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and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations. 

 

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
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enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient

institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's

patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive. 

 

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign

the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the

new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.683 commons-beanutils 1.8.3 
1.683.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.684 protobuf 1.28.1 
1.684.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.685 cglib 2.2 
1.685.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractTransformTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/FieldVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AnnotationVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/LocalVariablesSorter.java

 

1.686 jackson-jaxrs 2.10.4 
1.686.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.687 hk2-utils 2.5.0-b32 
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1.687.1 Available under license : 
CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception

https://glassfish.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

A business-friendly OSS license

 

1.688 hibernate-entitymanager 3.6.7.Final 
1.688.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA * version.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA\'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.689 chill-java 0.7.6 
1.689.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2012 Twitter, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/PriorityQueueSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* <p>Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.</p>

* <p>Homepage: <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>.</p>

*

* <p>Example:</p>

*

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encode( myByteArray );</code>

* <br>

* <code>byte[] myByteArray = Base64.decode( encoded );</code>

*

* <p>The <tt>options</tt> parameter, which appears in a few places, is used to pass

* several pieces of information to the encoder. In the "higher level" methods such as
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* encodeBytes( bytes, options ) the options parameter can be used to indicate such

* things as first gzipping the bytes before encoding them, not inserting linefeeds,

* and encoding using the URL-safe and Ordered dialects.</p>

*

* <p>Note, according to <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>,

* Section 2.1, implementations should not add line feeds unless explicitly told

* to do so. I've got Base64 set to this behavior now, although earlier versions

* broke lines by default.</p>

*

* <p>The constants defined in Base64 can be OR-ed together to combine options, so you

* might make a call like this:</p>

*

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( mybytes, Base64.GZIP | Base64.DO_BREAK_LINES );</code>

* <p>to compress the data before encoding it and then making the output have newline characters.</p>

* <p>Also...</p>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( crazyString.getBytes() );</code>

*

*

*

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

*  <li>v2.3.7 - Fixed subtle bug when base 64 input stream contained the

*   value 01111111, which is an invalid base 64 character but should not

*   throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException either. Led to discovery of

*   mishandling (or potential for better handling) of other bad input

*   characters. You should now get an IOException if you try decoding

*   something that has bad characters in it.</li>

*  <li>v2.3.6 - Fixed bug when breaking lines and the final byte of the encoded

*   string ended in the last column; the buffer was not properly shrunk and

*   contained an extra (null) byte that made it into the string.</li>

*  <li>v2.3.5 - Fixed bug in {@link #encodeFromFile} where estimated buffer size

*   was wrong for files of size 31, 34, and 37 bytes.</li>

*  <li>v2.3.4 - Fixed bug when working with gzipped streams whereby flushing

*   the Base64.OutputStream closed the Base64 encoding (by padding with equals

*   signs) too soon. Also added an option to suppress the automatic decoding

*   of gzipped streams. Also added experimental support for specifying a

*   class loader when using the

*   {@link #decodeToObject(java.lang.String, int, java.lang.ClassLoader)}

*   method.</li>

*  <li>v2.3.3 - Changed default char encoding to US-ASCII which reduces the internal Java

*   footprint with its CharEncoders and so forth. Fixed some javadocs that were

*   inconsistent. Removed imports and specified things like java.io.IOException

*   explicitly inline.</li>

*  <li>v2.3.2 - Reduced memory footprint! Finally refined the "guessing" of how big the

*   final encoded data will be so that the code doesn't have to create two output

*   arrays: an oversized initial one and then a final, exact-sized one. Big win
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*   when using the {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[])} family of methods (and not

*   using the gzip options which uses a different mechanism with streams and stuff).</li>

*  <li>v2.3.1 - Added {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[], int, int, int)} and some

*   similar helper methods to be more efficient with memory by not returning a

*   String but just a byte array.</li>

*  <li>v2.3 - <strong>This is not a drop-in replacement!</strong> This is two years of comments

*   and bug fixes queued up and finally executed. Thanks to everyone who sent

*   me stuff, and I'm sorry I wasn't able to distribute your fixes to everyone else.

*   Much bad coding was cleaned up including throwing exceptions where necessary

*   instead of returning null values or something similar. Here are some changes

*   that may affect you:

*   <ul>

*    <li><em>Does not break lines, by default.</em> This is to keep in compliance with

*      <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>.</li>

*    <li><em>Throws exceptions instead of returning null values.</em> Because some operations

*      (especially those that may permit the GZIP option) use IO streams, there

*      is a possiblity of an java.io.IOException being thrown. After some discussion and

*      thought, I've changed the behavior of the methods to throw java.io.IOExceptions

*      rather than return null if ever there's an error. I think this is more

*      appropriate, though it will require some changes to your code. Sorry,

*      it should have been done this way to begin with.</li>

*    <li><em>Removed all references to System.out, System.err, and the like.</em>

*      Shame on me. All I can say is sorry they were ever there.</li>

*    <li><em>Throws NullPointerExceptions and IllegalArgumentExceptions</em> as needed

*      such as when passed arrays are null or offsets are invalid.</li>

*    <li>Cleaned up as much javadoc as I could to avoid any javadoc warnings.

*      This was especially annoying before for people who were thorough in their

*      own projects and then had gobs of javadoc warnings on this file.</li>

*   </ul>

*  <li>v2.2.1 - Fixed bug using URL_SAFE and ORDERED encodings. Fixed bug

*   when using very small files (~&lt; 40 bytes).</li>

*  <li>v2.2 - Added some helper methods for encoding/decoding directly from

*   one file to the next. Also added a main() method to support command line

*   encoding/decoding from one file to the next. Also added these Base64 dialects:

*   <ol>

*   <li>The default is RFC3548 format.</li>

*   <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.URLSAFE_FORMAT) generates

*   URL and file name friendly format as described in Section 4 of RFC3548.

*   http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html</li>

*   <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.ORDERED_FORMAT) generates

*   URL and file name friendly format that preserves lexical ordering as described

*   in http://www.faqs.org/qa/rfcc-1940.html</li>

*   </ol>

*   Special thanks to Jim Kellerman at <a href="http://www.powerset.com/">http://www.powerset.com/</a>

*   for contributing the new Base64 dialects.

*  </li>

*

*  <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added
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*   some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

*  <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

*   with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

*  <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

*   encoded data was a single byte.</li>

*  <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

*   Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

*   when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

*   automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to

*   change some method calls that you were making to support the new

*   options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

*  <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a

*   byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.

*   Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so

*   you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64

*   data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li>

*  <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

*      This helps when using GZIP streams.

*      Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

*  <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

*      where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.

* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.3.7

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-jar/com/twitter/chill/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 Martin Grotzke

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/ArraysAsListSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright 2013 Twitter, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ResourcePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-jar/com/twitter/chill/SerDeState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/IterableRegistrarSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/SqlTimeSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ReflectingInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/URISerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/PackageRegistrar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/KryoInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/SimpleDateFormatSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/Config.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/RegexSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/JavaMapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/IterableRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/SqlDateSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/SingleDefaultRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/TimestampSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/BitSetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/InetSocketAddressSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/config/ConfiguredInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/SingleRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ReflectingRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/IKryoRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/LocaleSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ReflectingDefaultRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-jar/com/twitter/chill/KryoPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/ClassRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UUIDSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2008, Nathan Sweet

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following
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* conditions are met:

*

* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following

* disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* - Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived

* from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

* SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/ClosureSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Alex Chermenin

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-
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jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableListSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableSetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableJavaCollectionSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableSortedMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableCollectionSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1112810415_1607255970.47/0/chill-java-0-7-6-sources-2-

jar/com/twitter/chill/java/UnmodifiableSortedSetSerializer.java

 

1.690 jersey-media-multipart 2.5.1 
1.690.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.691 go-toml 1.8.1 
1.691.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2017 Thomas Pelletier, Eric Anderton

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.692 jersey-client 2.25.1 
1.692.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.693 jtoml 1.0.0 
1.693.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Alexandre Grison

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.694 jetty-util 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.695 commons-cli 1.3.1 
1.695.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.696 streadway-amqp 0.0.0-20200108173154-

1c71cc93ed71 
1.696.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2019, Sean Treadway, SoundCloud Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.697 gson 2.7 
1.697.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Google Gson

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright 2008-2011 Google Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.698 jetty-client 9.3.27.v20190418 

 

1.699 jaeger-core 1.5.0 
1.699.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/HttpBaggageRestrictionManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/http/BaggageRestrictionResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/HexCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/BaggageSetter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/utils/Java6CompatibleThreadLocalRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/Restriction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/DefaultBaggageRestrictionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/BaggageRestrictionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/BaggageRestrictionManagerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/baggage/RemoteBaggageRestrictionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/BaggageRestrictionManagerProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/BinaryCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018, The Jaeger Authors

* Copyright (c) 2017, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/B3TextMapCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/reporters/RemoteReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018, The Jaeger Authors

* Copyright (c) 2016, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/JaegerSpan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/JaegerTracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/TextMapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/JaegerSpanContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/senders/NoopSenderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/TraceIdOutOfBoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/JaegerObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/senders/NoopSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/SenderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/PropagationRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/senders/SenderResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016, Uber Technologies, Inc

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/RateLimitingSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/ConstSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/utils/Http.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/UnsupportedFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/SamplingStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/EmptyIpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/SamplingStrategyErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Extractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/RemoteControlledSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/reporters/NoopReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/LogData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/MalformedTracerStateStringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/http/SamplingStrategyResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Injector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/http/ProbabilisticSamplingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Gauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-
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jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/HttpSamplingManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/http/PerOperationSamplingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/reporters/InMemoryReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/PerOperationSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/SamplingManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/PrefixedKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/utils/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/reporters/CompositeReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Sampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/GuaranteedThroughputSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Reporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/http/OperationSamplingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/reporters/LoggingReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/http/RateLimitingSamplingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Sender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/clock/SystemClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/samplers/ProbabilisticSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/clock/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/EmptyTracerStateStringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/SenderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/utils/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/exceptions/NotFourOctetsException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/InMemoryMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/metrics/NoopMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/spi/MetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/CompositeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2020, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/clock/MillisAccurrateClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-
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jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/MDCScopeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/clock/MicrosAccurateClock.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020, OpenTelemetry Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1152086972_1618069762.04/0/jaeger-core-1-5-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/internal/propagation/TraceContextCodec.java

 

1.700 jersey-guava 2.25.1 
1.700.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureFallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/GwtWorkarounds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/InputSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/EventSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AnnotatedSubscriberFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberFindingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/SynchronizedEventSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Constraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/OutputSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ComputingConcurrentHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SerializingExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP

  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash

  * method in OpenJDK 7's java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.
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  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS-IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/GenericMapMaker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

  * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes,
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  * Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncSettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-
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jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/BinaryTreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136113812_1613679412.19/0/jersey-guava-2-25-1-sources-4-

jar/jersey/repackaged/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

 

1.701 jackson-annotations 2.9.10 
1.701.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,
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and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.702 jaeger-core 0.28.0 
1.702.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/NoopMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/InMemoryMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/MetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/CompositeCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/Restriction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/http/BaggageRestrictionResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/BaggageRestrictionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/B3TextMapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/BaggageSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/Java6CompatibleThreadLocalRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/BaggageRestrictionManagerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/HttpBaggageRestrictionManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/BaggageRestrictionManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/HexCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/RemoteBaggageRestrictionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/baggage/DefaultBaggageRestrictionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2018, The Jaeger Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/PropagationRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/GuaranteedThroughputSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/Http.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/UnsupportedFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/senders/Sender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/CompositeReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/EmptyTracerStateStringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/InMemoryReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/EmptyIpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/SenderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/senders/UdpSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-
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jar/io/jaegertracing/senders/HttpSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/http/ProbabilisticSamplingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/PrefixedKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/LoggingReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/http/OperationSamplingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/Injector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/RateLimitingSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/PerOperationSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/TextMapCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/senders/ThriftSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/protocols/JaegerThriftSpanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/http/RateLimitingSamplingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/SpanContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/NotFourOctetsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/http/PerOperationSamplingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/ProbabilisticSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/SystemClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/utils/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/ConstSampler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/MalformedTracerStateStringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/Sampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/HttpSamplingManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/RemoteControlledSampler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/Reporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/SamplingStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/metrics/Gauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/http/SamplingStrategyResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/exceptions/SamplingStrategyErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-jar/io/jaegertracing/Span.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/LogData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/NoopReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/samplers/SamplingManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/propagation/Extractor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Uber Technologies, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1345101700_1655310251.6646187/0/jaeger-core-0-28-0-sources-

jar/io/jaegertracing/reporters/RemoteReporter.java

 

1.703 x-sys 0.0.0-20220715151400-

c0bba94af5f8 
1.703.1 Available under license : 

The Go source code and supporting files in this directory

are covered by the usual Go license (see ../../../../LICENSE).

 

When building with GOEXPERIMENT=boringcrypto, the following applies.

 

The goboringcrypto_linux_amd64.syso object file is built

from BoringSSL source code by build/build.sh and is covered

by the BoringSSL license reproduced below and also at

https://boringssl.googlesource.com/boringssl/+/fips-20190808/LICENSE.

 

BoringSSL is a fork of OpenSSL. As such, large parts of it fall under OpenSSL

licensing. Files that are completely new have a Google copyright and an ISC

license. This license is reproduced at the bottom of this file.

 

Contributors to BoringSSL are required to follow the CLA rules for Chromium:

https://cla.developers.google.com/clas

 

Some files from Intel are under yet another license, which is also included

underneath.

 

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the

OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below

for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source

licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact

openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

The following are Google-internal bug numbers where explicit permission from

some authors is recorded for use of their work. (This is purely for our own

record keeping.)

 27287199

 27287880

 27287883

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim
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* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

ISC license used for completely new code in BoringSSL:

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

 

Some files from Intel carry the following license:

 

# Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

#

# All rights reserved.

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# met:

#

# *  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

# *  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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#    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#    documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#    distribution.

#

# *  Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

#    this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION ""AS IS"" AND ANY

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

# IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

# PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

# CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

# EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

# PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

# PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2021 Mike Bostock

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file
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# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaqa Ishtyaq <aaqaishtyaq@gmail.com>

Aaron Beitch <aaronb@arista.com>

Aaron Bieber <deftly@gmail.com>

Aaron Cannon <cannona@fireantproductions.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Gable <aaron@letsencrypt.org>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Jensen <jensen.aaro@gmail.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Patterson <tenderlove@ruby-lang.org>

Aaron Sheah <aaronsheah@gmail.com>

Aaron Stein <aaronstein12@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>
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Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Aarti Parikh <aarti.parikh@gmail.com>

Aayush Agrawal <aayushagrawal.1111@gmail.com>

Abdullah Al Maruf <mymail.maruf@gmail.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Azarchs <adam.azarchs@10xgenomics.com>

Adam Bender <abender@google.com>

Adam Eijdenberg <adam@continusec.com>

Adam Harvey <aharvey@php.net>

Adam Kisala <adam.kisala@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>

Adam Medzinski <adam.medzinski@gmail.com>

Adam Mitha <adam.mitha@gmail.com>

Adam Pritchard <pritchard.adam@gmail.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

Adam Shelton <aashelt90@gmail.com>

Adam Sindelar <adamsh@google.com>

Adam Thomason <athomason@gmail.com>

Adam Williams <pwnfactory@gmail.com>

Adam Woodbeck <adam@woodbeck.net>

Adarsh Ravichandran <adarshravichandran91@gmail.com>

Adel Rodrguez <adel.rodriguez@leftfieldlabs.com>

Adin Scannell <ascannell@google.com>

Aditya Harindar <aditya.harindar@gmail.com>

Aditya Mukerjee <dev@chimeracoder.net>

Adrian Hesketh <adrianhesketh@hushmail.com>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Adrien Delorme <adrien.delorme@icloud.com>

Adrien Petel <peteladrien@gmail.com>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>

Aeneas Rekkas (arekkas) <aeneas@ory.am>

Afanasev Stanislav <phpprogger@gmail.com>

Agis Anastasopoulos <agis.anast@gmail.com>

Agniva De Sarker <agnivade@yahoo.co.in>

Ahmed W. Mones <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmet Aktrk <aakturk000@gmail.com>

Ahmet Alp Balkan <ahmetb@google.com>

Ahmet Soormally <ahmet@mangomm.co.uk>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Ahsun Ahmed <ahmed.ahsun@gmail.com>

Aidan Coyle <packrat386@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>

Aishraj Dahal <aishraj@users.noreply.github.com>

Ajanthan Balachandran <balaajanthan@gmail.com>
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Akhil Indurti <aindurti@gmail.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Al Cutter <al@google.com>

Alan Braithwaite <alan@ipaddr.org>

Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Teoh <albert.teoh@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Alec Benzer <alec.benzer@gmail.com>

Alejandro Garca Montoro <alejandro.garciamontoro@gmail.com>

Alejandro Sez <asm@redhat.com>

Aleksa Sarai <cyphar@cyphar.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>

Aleksandr Dobkin <dobkin@google.com>

Aleksandr Lukinykh <a.lukinykh@xsolla.com>

Aleksandr Razumov <ar@cydev.ru>

Alekseev Artem <a.artem060@gmail.com>

Aleksei Tirman <aleksei.tirman@jetbrains.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brachet <abrachet@google.com>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Buchanan <buchanae@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Gaynor <alex@alloy.us>

Alex Harford <alex.harford@saucelabs.com>

Alex Hays <alex.hays@leftfieldlabs.com>

Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Kohler <alexjohnkohler@gmail.com>

Alex Myasoedov <msoedov@gmail.com>

Alex Opie <amtopie@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>

Alex Schade <39062967+aschade92@users.noreply.github.com>

Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Tokarev <aleksator@gmail.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alex Zhirov <azhirov@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>
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Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander F Rdseth <alexander.rodseth@appeartv.com>

Alexander Greim <alexxx@iltempo.de>

Alexander Guz <kalimatas@gmail.com>

Alexander Kauer <alexander@affine.space>

Alexander Klauer <Alexander.Klauer@googlemail.com>

Alexander Kucherenko <alxkchr@gmail.com>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Lourier <aml@rulezz.ru>

Alexander Melentyev <alexander@melentyev.org>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Nohe <alex.nohe427@gmail.com>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Pantyukhin <apantykhin@gmail.com>

Alexander Polcyn <apolcyn@google.com>

Alexander Rakoczy <alex@golang.org>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Yastrebov <yastrebov.alex@gmail.com>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zillion <alex@alexzillion.com>

Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandr Mayorskiy <a.mayorskiy@corp.mail.ru>

Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Maari <draeron@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandre Parentea <aubonbeurre@gmail.com>

Alexandre Viau <alexandre@alexandreviau.net>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Alexandrov <aalexand@google.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Naidonov <alexey.naidyonov@gmail.com>

Alexey Neganov <neganovalexey@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexey Perevalov <alexej.perevalov@gmail.com>

Alexey Semenyuk <alexsemenyuk88@gmail.com>

Alexey Vilenskiy <bynovhack@gmail.com>

Alexis Hildebrandt <surryhill@gmail.com>

Alexis Hunt <lexer@google.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>
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Vyacheslav Pachkov <slava.pach@gmail.com>

W. Trevor King <wking@tremily.us>

Wade Simmons <wade@wades.im>

Wagner Riffel <wgrriffel@gmail.com>
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Walt Della <walt@javins.net>

Walter Poupore <wpoupore@google.com>

Wander Lairson Costa <wcosta@mozilla.com>

Wang Deyu <wangdeyu.2021@bytedance.com>

Wang Xuerui <git@xen0n.name>

Warren Fernandes <warren.f.fernandes@gmail.com>

Watson Ladd <watson@cloudflare.com>

Wayne Ashley Berry <wayneashleyberry@gmail.com>

Wayne Zuo <wdvxdr1123@gmail.com> <wdvxdr@golangcn.org>

Wedson Almeida Filho <wedsonaf@google.com>

Weerasak Chongnguluam <singpor@gmail.com>

Wi Cngru <crvv.mail@gmail.com>

Wei Fu <fhfuwei@163.com>

Wei Guangjing <vcc.163@gmail.com>

Wei Xiao <wei.xiao@arm.com>

Wei Xikai <xykwei@gmail.com>

Weichao Tang <tevic.tt@gmail.com>

Weilu Jia <optix2000@gmail.com>

Weixie Cui <cuiweixie@gmail.com> <523516579@qq.com>

Wembley G. Leach, Jr <wembley.gl@gmail.com>

Wen Yang <yangwen.yw@gmail.com>

Wenlei (Frank) He <wlhe@google.com>

Wenzel Lowe <lowewenzel@gmail.com>

Wil Selwood <wselwood@gmail.com>

Wilfried Teiken <wteiken@google.com>

Will Beason <willbeason@gmail.com>

Will Chan <willchan@google.com>

Will Faught <will.faught@gmail.com>

Will Hawkins <whh8b@obs.cr>

Will Morrow <wmorrow.qdt@qualcommdatacenter.com>

Will Norris <willnorris@google.com>

Will Storey <will@summercat.com>

Willem van der Schyff <willemvds@gmail.com>

William Chan <willchan@chromium.org>

William Chang <mr.williamchang@gmail.com>

William Josephson <wjosephson@gmail.com>

William Langford <wlangfor@gmail.com>

William Orr <will@worrbase.com> <ay1244@gmail.com>

William Poussier <william.poussier@gmail.com>

Wisdom Omuya <deafgoat@gmail.com>

Wu Yunzhou <yunzhouwu@gmail.com>

Xi Ruoyao <xry23333@gmail.com>

Xia Bin <snyh@snyh.org>

Xiangdong Ji <xiangdong.ji@arm.com>

Xiaodong Liu <teaofmoli@gmail.com>

Xing Gao <18340825824@163.com>

Xing Xing <mikespook@gmail.com>

Xingqang Bai <bxq2011hust@qq.com>
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Xu Fei <badgangkiller@gmail.com>

Xudong Zhang <felixmelon@gmail.com>

Xudong Zheng <7pkvm5aw@slicealias.com>

Xuyang Kang <xuyangkang@gmail.com>

Yamagishi Kazutoshi <ykzts@desire.sh>

Yan Zou <yzou@google.com>

Yang Hau <vulxj0j8j8@gmail.com>

Yang Tian <linuxty@gmail.com>

Yann Hodique <yhodique@google.com>

Yann Kerherv <yann.kerherve@gmail.com>

Yann Salan <yannsalaun1@gmail.com>

Yannic Bonenberger <contact@yannic-bonenberger.com>

Yao Zhang <lunaria21@gmail.com>

Yaron de Leeuw <jarondl@google.com>

Yaroslav Vorobiov <yar.vorobiov@gmail.com>

Yasha Bubnov <girokompass@gmail.com>

Yasser Abdolmaleki <yasser@yasser.ca>

Yasuharu Goto <matope.ono@gmail.com>

Yasuhiro Matsumoto <mattn.jp@gmail.com>

Yasutaka Shinzaki <shinzaki@yasu26.tech>

Yasuyuki Oka <yasuyk@gmail.com>

Yazen Shunnar <yazen.shunnar@gmail.com>

Yestin Sun <ylh@pdx.edu>

Yesudeep Mangalapilly <yesudeep@google.com>

Yissakhar Z. Beck <yissakhar.beck@gmail.com>

Yo-An Lin <yoanlin93@gmail.com>

Yogesh Mangaj <yogesh.mangaj@gmail.com>

Yohei Takeda <yo.tak0812@gmail.com>

Yongjian Xu <i3dmaster@gmail.com>

Yorman Arias <cixtords@gmail.com>

Yoshiyuki Kanno <nekotaroh@gmail.com> <yoshiyuki.kanno@stoic.co.jp>

Yoshiyuki Mineo <yoshiyuki.mineo@gmail.com>

Yosuke Akatsuka <yosuke.akatsuka@gmail.com>

Youfu Zhang <zhangyoufu@gmail.com>

Yu Heng Zhang <annita.zhang@cn.ibm.com>

Yu Xuan Zhang <zyxsh@cn.ibm.com>

Yu, Li-Yu <afg984@gmail.com>

Yuichi Kishimoto <yk2220s@gmail.com>

Yuichi Nishiwaki <yuichi.nishiwaki@gmail.com>

Yuji Yaginuma <yuuji.yaginuma@gmail.com>

Yuki Ito <mrno110y@gmail.com>

Yuki OKUSHI <huyuumi.dev@gmail.com>

Yuki Osaki <yuki.osaki7@gmail.com>

Yuki Yugui Sonoda <yugui@google.com>

Yukihiro Nishinaka <6elpinal@gmail.com>

YunHao Zhang <zhangyunhao116@gmail.com> <zhangyunhao@bytedance.com>

YunQiang Su <syq@debian.org>

Yuntao Wang <ytcoode@gmail.com>
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Yury Smolsky <yury@smolsky.by>

Yusuke Kagiwada <block.rxckin.beats@gmail.com>

Yuusei Kuwana <kuwana@kumama.org>

Yuval Pavel Zholkover <paulzhol@gmail.com>

Yves Junqueira <yvesj@google.com> <yves.junqueira@gmail.com>

Zac Bergquist <zbergquist99@gmail.com>

Zach Bintliff <zbintliff@gmail.com>

Zach Collier <zamicol@gmail.com>

Zach Gershman <zachgersh@gmail.com>

Zach Hoffman <zrhoffman@apache.org>

Zach Jones <zachj1@gmail.com>

Zachary Amsden <zach@thundertoken.com>

Zachary Burkett <zburkett@splitcubestudios.com>

Zachary Gershman <zgershman@pivotal.io>

Zaiyang Li <zaiyangli777@gmail.com>

Zak <zrjknill@gmail.com>

Zakatell Kanda <hi@zkanda.io>

Zeke Lu <lvzecai@gmail.com>

Zellyn Hunter <zellyn@squareup.com> <zellyn@gmail.com>

Zev Goldstein <zev.goldstein@gmail.com>

Zhang Boyang <zhangboyang.id@gmail.com>

Zheng Dayu <davidzheng23@gmail.com>

Zheng Xu <zheng.xu@arm.com>

Zhengyu He <hzy@google.com>

Zhi Zheng <zhi.zheng052@gmail.com>

Zhongpeng Lin <zplin@uber.com>

Zhongtao Chen <chenzhongtao@126.com>

Zhongwei Yao <zhongwei.yao@arm.com>

Zhou Guangyuan <zhouguangyuan.xian@gmail.com>

Zhou Peng <p@ctriple.cn>

Ziad Hatahet <hatahet@gmail.com>

Ziheng Liu <lzhfromustc@gmail.com>

Zizhao Zhang <btw515wolf2@gmail.com>

Zorion Arrizabalaga <zorionk@gmail.com>

Zvonimir Pavlinovic <zpavlinovic@google.com>

Zyad A. Ali <zyad.ali.me@gmail.com>

 <a.maksadbek@gmail.com>

 <max.faceless.frei@gmail.com>

 <mixa1243@gmail.com>

 <hagen1778@gmail.com>

 <tbunyk@gmail.com>

 <faxriddinjon@gmail.com>

<zs349596@gmail.com>

<bronze1man@gmail.com>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.704 swagger-models 0.8.8 

 

1.705 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.49.Final 
1.705.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_util.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_util.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_limits.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-
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sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_limits.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_socket.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_socket.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_jni.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_buffer.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE
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2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068497201_1594417514.44/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-49-final-

sources-jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

 

1.706 hk2-utils 2.2.0-b21 
1.706.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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1.707 easymock 3.4 
1.707.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Common Public License - v 1.0</TITLE>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

</HEAD>

 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" VLINK="#800000">

 

 

<P ALIGN="CENTER"><B>Common Public License - v 1.0</B>

<P><B></B><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED

UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT").  ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE

OF THIS AGREEMENT.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>1.  DEFINITIONS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contribution" means:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed

under this Agreement, and<BR CLEAR="LEFT">

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	 	changes to the Program, and</FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii)		additions to the Program;</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by

that particular Contributor.  </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was

added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:  (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of

the Program.  </FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily

infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all

Contributors.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>2.  GRANT OF RIGHTS</B></FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">a)	</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"> </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code

form.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">b) 	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#008000"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form.  This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents.  The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution.  No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.   </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2">c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its

Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.  Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient

for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.  As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility

to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.  For example, if a third party patent license is required

to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

the Program.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its

Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement. </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>3.  REQUIREMENTS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	its license agreement:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	effectively disclaims</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> on behalf of all Contributors all

warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii) 	effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including

direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iii)</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">	states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs

licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2">When the Program is made available in source code form:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

</FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Contributors

may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a

manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>4.  COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end

users, business partners and the like.  While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does

not create potential liability for other Contributors.   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses")

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to

the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

Program in a commercial product offering.  The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.  In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor

must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations.  The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering,

Product X.  That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.  If that Commercial Contributor then makes

performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.  Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those

damages.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>5.  NO

WARRANTY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">the Program</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> and assumes all risks associated
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with its exercise of rights under this Agreement</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">, including but not limited to the risks

and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>6.  DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),</FONT><FONT

SIZE="2"> HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>7.  GENERAL</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable

under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this

Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent

applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that

Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.  In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed. </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of

the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after

becoming aware of such noncompliance.  If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees

to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.  However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted  and may only be modified in the

following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward.   IBM may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number.  The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">version.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">by
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implication, estoppel or otherwise</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">  All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual

property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this

Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.  Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any

resulting litigation.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

 

</BODY>

 

</HTML>
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ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for EasyMock

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

EasyMock

Copyright 2001-2015 <a href="http://easymock.org/contributors.html" target="_blank">EasyMock contributors</a>

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Code Generation Library (http://cglib.sourceforge.net/)

 - dexmaker (http://code.google.com/p/dexmaker/dexmaker)

 - Hamcrest Core (https://github.com/hamcrest/JavaHamcrest/hamcrest-core)
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This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita'

 - Objenesis (http://objenesis.org)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'JUnit' (http://www.junit.org)

 - JUnit (http://junit.org)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'ObjectWeb' (http://www.objectweb.org/)

 - ASM Core (http://asm.objectweb.org/asm/)

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.708 opentracing-spring-web 0.3.2 
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1.708.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.709 jackson-xc 2.9.10 
1.709.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.710 reflectasm 1.09 
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